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BONDS OF MANRENT IN SCOTLAND BC OR E 1603 

SYNOPSIS 

Bonds of msnrsnt were familiar and commonplace documents 

in late-fifteenth and sixteenth century Scottish society. They 

recorded the obligation of allegiance and service by sin to their 

lords, obligations entered into, with few exceptions, for Was or 

passed on to their heirs. Soss bonds described the obligation in 

very general terms; most gave a detailed account of what it involved, 

the main promises being to accompany the lord, to help and support 

him in all his actions and disputes, to give him counsel when he 

asked it and keep secret any counsel which he offered, and to warn 

him of harm and prevent it as for as possible. The making of these 

bonds was restricted almost entirely to sen of power and wealth, the 

magnates and the lairds] and they brought under the obligation not 

only the individual but his kin, his friends and his followers. There 

are some 700 bonds still surviving, the primary source for this thesis, 

and these are listed in Appendix A. 

Their nass, 'manrant', was the middle Scots form of a rare 

Anglo-Saxon word 'mwInrasdan', later 'asnred', meaning allegiance or 

dependences literally, the state of being a man to a lord. The word 

was therefore etymologically the sae as 'homage's and it was the oath 

of hoffe, which by the fifteenth century had lost its binding force and 

was little used, that wsnrsnt replaced. The development of the lord-wiry 

relationship from the feudal to the non feudal form, culminating in the 

widespread use of the bond of manrant attar 0.1440, is the mein theme of 

the first part of this thesis. There were features of the bonds which 

would have been familiar in the period of the feudal contract, but there 

were also changes of sephasis. The main change was that while bonds were 
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sometimes given for land or many, the p. rsonal nature of the Contract, 

which to an oxtont had ben lost eight of, was once again paramount. 

Mon no longer gam service primarily for material rwardl they gave it 

for good lordship and protastion, and at they normally received in 

return wee a bond of rintononca. 

The ascend part of this thesis discusses the reasons why bonds 

were mods and the offset they had. Their main Importaras lay not in 

national events but in Insel affairs. They were used by the magnet.. to 

being under their control Mn of influence in the loaalitisal for the 

lairds they offered the advantage of protection against attack, or redress 

of loss of land or pessosaiens. The forming of large affinities 

dspondont on a magnate whose power was thereby increased has traditionally 

been regarded as a principal ? actor in creating disorder and lawlessness 

in latowodiaowl Scotland. But it to not axiomatic that the use of 

magneto Power in Scotland we sloop sinister. On the contrary, one 

important element in the asking of bonds was their place in maintaining 

law and order. It is clear that there was a strong survival of justice 

outrith the courts, based on the obligations of kinship; and the bond, 

as a memo of imposing on those Who were not of the lord's kin-group the 

cam obligations which bound those who were had an important ply in 

settling dispute rather than creating it. In psnessl, the nature of 

Scottish society wee Such that, While there wars abuses in the Practice 

of banding,, there was far more that was of positive benefit. And the 

crown itself, so often regarded as having feted and disliked the asking 

of personal alli s,, in fact saw the adman tages of theme alliances and 

encouraged the 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

In the later middle ages, there appeared in the northern European 

countries a now phenomenon. In great numbers, men turned to the use of 

the written vernacular bond to affirm their loyalty, friendship and service 

to others. In England, France and Germany this new device was well known 

by the late fourteenth century, and lasted into the sixteenth. In Scotland, 

it came rather later; it case into common usage about the middle of the 

fifteenth century, and it survived as an important part of both the social 

and the political life of the country at least until the early years of 

the seventeenth century. The novelty lay not in the ideas expressed in 

these documents, nor even in the idea of having written evidence of the 

relationship between a man and his lord; a twelfth century charter, while 

in the main providing evidence of title to land, had also contained this 

aspect. It lay in the fact that, for the first time, what was being 

recorded was something intangible. Now priorities were established; 

protection and service became the primary consideration, removed from, or 

at least no longer necessarily dependent an materiel considerations. In 

an earlier age, these priorities had been recognised. To a certain extent 

they had become of secondary importance from the twelfth century onwards, 

at any rate in the written word, until in the later middle ages they had 

in the written contract a new and vigorous lease of life. 

The particular forms of this contract which existed in Scotland 

for more than 150 years were bonds of sanrent and maintenance and bonds of 

friendship. By for the most numerous were bonds of manrent, the bonds by 

which wren promised lifelong allegiance and service to their lords. The 
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corresponding document was the bond of maintenance, the lord's assurance 

of protection to his span. Normally these bonds were separate and unilateral 

docus. nte, although in the second half of the sixteenth century they were 

not infrequently run together into mutual contracts of manrent and 

maintenance, thus coming closer in fora to the contracts or indentures of 

friendship. These contracts were different in type. They wars made between 

social equals, sometimes by lairds, but in the great majority of cases by 

the magnates. Their subject matter suggests that this is probably not due 

simply to accident of survival. Bonds of wanrent and maintenance contained 

general promises and were of primarily local concerns some contracts of 

friendship were very similar, but others were concerned with national affairs 

frequently being made for a specific political purpose, and in these cases 

they bound groups of people rather than two individuals. Nevertheless the 

underlying concept, the strengthening of one's position by personal 

alliance and the mutual promise of assistance and protection, was common 

to both types of contract. Both had an important place in the building up 

of social and political groupings in later-wediawal Scotland. 

The inter"dapsndance of seen with their lords or with their friends 

was an important feature of society long before the making of bonds of 

aanrsnt and friendship. it arose from scan's need for protection, for some 

kind of safeguard for his possessions, livelihood and indeed life, the basic 

need met in the present age, with varying degrees of success, by insurance 

company and police force, but in an age of difficult communications and lack 

of strong direction and control from central authorities,, sought from kin, 

neighbours and local lord. The motives of those who entered into this 

relationship were not therefore primarily aggressive; they were defensive. 

As an individual, man was vulnerable and threatened. Even in the highest 

ranks of society, his reputation, position and influence depended not simply 
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on the extent of the lands he held, nor on his material wealth, but also 

an the number of men on whose support he could count. Ample testimony of 

this is found in the constant repetition, in later-mediaeval Scottish 

sources, both see rd and chronicle, of the phrase 'kin freindia allys 

parttakaris tannentis servandis and dapandaris', the comprehensive 

description of the supporters without whose backing no Scottish noble$ 

lord nor laird acted, whether he was settling a local feud by arbitration 

or by violence, or cawing up to Edinburgh to parliament, council or court. 

And in return, those supporters depended on his protection, against the 

depredations of their neighbours and for some degree of order and stability. 

There was no place nor security for the "starless wan. 

The strong defensive element in this relationship requires to be 

given considerable emphasis when considering it as it existed in the later 

middle ages. The need for defence clearly presupposes aggression, and it 

would therefore be quite misleading to suggest that all those who entered 

into contracts of sianrsnt and maintenance were concerned only to make their 

existence and that of their friends and dependents more peaceful. But it 

has been customary for historians, until very recently# to put a groat deal 

of emphasis on the aggressive nature of north-most European society in the 

fifteenth century, a society seen as decadent, in the grip of the final 

decline of 'osdiasval+ ideas in both church and state, obsessed with a 

morbid idea of death, 
1 

certainly lawless, restless, turbulent. So firmly 

has this idea taken rest that even after some thirty years of a revisionist 

approach to fittssnth-century England, mainly as a result of the work of 

1. The best known statsasnt of this view is J. Huizinga, 'The Wsnino of 
the Puddle Aosa, (London, 1921). 
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the late K. B. 'w ariane, 
2 

two recent books on fifteenth century society 

still show a conscious need to combat the older viw. 
3 Fifteenth-century 

Scotland, perhaps because it has bean largely neglected anyway, has 

escaped a comprehensive treatment of a society in declines there has 

bow no Scottish Huizinga to draw oppressive conclusions about the 'dense 

macabre# carved in Sir William Sinclair's wonderfully elaborate fifteenth 

century collegiate church at Roslin. The problems of Scottish society in 

the fifteenth century and, to a for greater extent than other countries, 

in the sixteenth as gell, have been seven almost exclusively in political 

terns, arising out of a clash of interests and a power struggle between 

the king and the magnates. The overwighty nobility, power-hungry as well 

as already too powerful, is a familiar theses and as an offshoot, indeed 

as a partial causa of the troubles of later-mediaeval Scotland, the bonds 

2. K. B. Mcfsrlane, 'Englands The Lancastrian Kings', in CasIbridos 
Mediaeval to , viii, ed. C. W. Previte-Orton and Z. N. Brooks, 
Cambridge, 1936)9 363-4171 and two articles of great importance, 

'Bastard Feudalisw', in 8 HR xx, (1943-5), 161-80, and 'Parliament 
and "Bastard Feudalism"', in L, 4th sere xxvi, (1944), 53-79. 
McFarlane's view of the fifteenth century was lose favourable than 
that of some of his successors, but his approach was considerably 
more balanced than that of earlier writers, in its rejection of the 
comprehensive ides of decline and decay, and its emphasis on the 
creditable as wall as the discreditable aspects of the period, in 
politics, education and the arts. Very recently his views have once 
again appeared in print{ his 1953 Ford Lectures end other studies 
were Published as The Nobility of Later Mediaeval Endland. (Oxford, 
1973); and there is the posthumous edition of his work on the late- 
fiftsenth century Flemish artist Hans Meslinpj in this fascinating 
book, the Popularity of Meeling's 'harmonious, candid and serene' art 
is used as evidence which strongly counteracts the idea of morbid 
pre-occupation with death and hells Hans Maelino. (Oxford, 1972). 

3. J. R. Lander, C Stability nt let and In fifteenth-century England, 
(London, 1969). 11.18, opens with a chapter entitled 'The Dark 
Glass of the Fifteenth Century', in which he discusses and shows 
the defects of the traditional views as does F. R. N. Du Boulay in 
the first chapter of his book, 'The Myth of Decline' in An Ace of 
Asbitioni English Society in the late Middle Anss. (London, 1970), 
11-16. 
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through which the nobility built up their followings case to be seen as 

giving such a dangerous advantage to the magnates that they became a focal 

point for condemnation. Thus whereas earlier forms of contract between 

lords and their men have been regarded as fulfilling, in essence, a social 

need, whatever their secondary consequences, the later mediaeval bond has 

been depicted as the product of the ambitions of a small and self-seeking 

group. 

Bonds of m nrent and maintenance have not, so far, been looked at 

in the some detail as the corresponding contracts made in England and 

France. Comment an this has bean, an the whole, very brief and general. 

It has also been consistently critical, and thus fits neatly into the 

general account of the ]Lewis** later middle ages. The absence of any 

attempt to demonstrate, rather than merely state, that bonding was indeed 

a disruptive fares is, however, entirely unsatisfactory. The criticism 

lacks dimension{ its interest lies not in what it tells us about the 

practice of bonding, but in the fact that it provides an example of a 

particular point of view being repeated without question. It is therefore 

because it is a part, though a small one, of the whole development of the 

concept of the fifteenth century as the period of break-down of law and 

order in Scottish society, the high point of feuding and unrest, that it 

is worth some attention. 

The immediate point of interest is that it is very much post factum. 

it was begun in a curious fashion in the seventeenth century by the 

deliberate working-up of a sixteenth century account of a particular 

incident in order to include a diatribe which explicitly condemned bonding 

as one of the roots of the evils of Scottish society. Contemporaries did 

not say this. What to later writers was always an abuse was to them simply 

a part of life which mould an occasion be abused� and which therefore 
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needed little comment. This is not of course evidence that they were 

right and later writers wrong about the effects of bonding. But it does 

provide grounds for questioning why no-one in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries, from the king downwardag should have thought as historians and 

lawyers subsequently did, that bonding was inherently dangerous to the state. 

The first critical account is found in the work of William Drummond 

of Hwthorndsn. Writing in the seid-seventeenth century, he described how 

John, duke of Albany, coming to Scotland as governor in the minority of 

James V with little knowledge of the country, fell particularly under the 

influence of John Hspburnt prior cf St. Andrews; and how Hepburn tried to 

use this influence to poison Albany's mind against three people whom he 

hated. So far, this follows a brief account of Hepburn's dealings with 

Albany by Robert Lindsay of Pitscottis. 
` But whereas Pitscottie described 

only Hapburn's attack an certain individuals, Drummond introduced a general 

issues 

'He (Hepburn) gave him a catalogue of the whole deadly Fswds 

and Divisions among the Noblemen and Gentry.... How in 

prosecuting Revenge in them, they cared not how innocent any 
wan was, if he were of the Naas and Alliance, but rather 
thought the more innocent any was, the more it testified 
their spite.... He showed him what Factions were in the 
kingdom, who ewy'd them, and were the Heads. He told him 
that the Scots were a violent fierce people, mutinously 
Proud, and knew not whom to obey without the Sword were drawn. 
That they were never absolutely governed by their own kings 
themeelvee, for less mould they be ruled by him who was but a 
Governour and halt a stranger.... He instructed him, how the 

great Houses of Scotland were so joined and linked together, 
by kindred, Alliances, Ada of Service, or Klan-rent, that no 
Gentlemen of any quality, although a malefactor and a guilty 
Peraan, Could be presented to justice without some stir, 
commotion, er Tumult of the Grandees and their factious Friends. i5 

4. Robert Lindsay of Pitecottie, The Historie and Cronicles of Scotland, 
(STS, 1999.1911), i, 290. 

5. 'The History of the Lives and Reigns of the Five James's, Kings of 
Scotland' in Th, Works of William d of Hawthomdong 
(Edinburgh, 1711 82. 
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This is a very succinct statement of the traditional view of 

later mediaeval Scotland. It contains all the elements contained in that 

views the ungovernable Scottish magnates, the feuds, the lawlessness, the 

inability of the crown to control this situation, to ensure that justice 

was done; and a prominent element is the evil of bonding. By the time 

Dru and was writing, the making of formal bonds of asnrent and maintenance 

had become exceedingly rare, and this passage may well show the beginnings 

of a tendency to regard them as a somewhat unsavoury custom of a less 

civilis. d age. In 1677 the earl of Strathmore commented that feuds and 

castellated houses were 'quite out of fashion.... the country being generally 

mors civilised than it was of ancient times. '6 The correlation between 

feuding and banding is vary asy to make. It is not surprising that men in 

the seventeenth century looked back from their 'sore civilised' world to 

the barbaric age when feuding was common and man obeyed only when 'the 

Sword were drawn. ' They looked back, to an age of aggression; and bonding 

contributed greatly to that aggression. It sensed logical enough. The 

question is whether it was the whole story. 

The next stage in the building up of the accepted view of bonding 

ease with the lwyers. At the and of the seventeenth century, Stair wrote, 

in a chapter dealing with liberty and freedoms 

'There was formerly a kind of bondage in Scotland called 
Ranrent, whereby free persons became the sinn and followers 
of those who were their patrons and defenders; (and therefore 
these were rather in clientele than in bondage; ) but it is 
utterly abolished both by Act of Parl. 1457 c. 77, and Parl. 1555 
c. 43, and by our custom. i7 

6. Quoted by Stewart Crudsn, Thy Scottish Castis, (Edinburgh, 1960), 
151. 

7.3_as, Viscount Stair, The Institutes of the Law of Scotland, 
(Edinburgh, 1826), 1.2.12. 
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This brief and unhelpful statement is an unrealistic account] 

in historical term, it is inaccurate. Its interest Use in its air 

of being a comment tossed off about a bad custom of the bad old days. 

Even soy it is extremely wild when compare' with the much more detailed 

discussion of bonds of aenrsnt by the eighteenth century lawyer Lord 

Bankton. Mors, the hostile approach gained a great deal of ground; 

indeed# ran riot. Bankton's wildest flight of fancy, his complete 

misrepresentation of the meaning of the word 'aonrsnt', has been followed, 

partially, by only one writer; 
t but his general statements sat out very 

clearly and for the first time in extenso the critical attitude to bonding 

which has been ? OUowd, mors or las, ever since. 

Senkton began by paraphrasing the sixteenth century lawyer, 

Thomas Craig's Iw Fsudals. using menrsnt and maintenance to denote feudal 

dependence and protection, without any qualification. From this he was 

led into the quite false explanation of '. enrent' as wing 'the Pont 

or rsddendo prestable by the span or vassal to the lord or supsriorp' 

this turns the subject upside doeng for it was in fact the lord who 

'paid' the mang certainly in maintenance, and sometimes in money or 

lands. Than he want an to develop his thews, 

a. bhn 6artholoow, l6ondo of monz. nt', in Juridical Rovi w. 
xxxiii, (1911.12), 42.64. 
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'The contract of manrant, of old in use with us# had its rise 
probably from the foresaid feudal dependence, but it came at 
last to be practised without relation thereto; by this one 
became bound to pay a rent or yearly pension to another for 
protection of himself,, his family and goods, from the violence 
and depredation of others; he that received the pension was 
term d the maintainer and accordin;, i. y gave his bond of 
maintenance and protection to the other, who granted to him 
a bond of manrent. These defensive alliances, as I may call 
them, among subjects" became justly suspected by the 
governments and therefore were long ago abolished by express 
statute, and the givers and takers of such bonds are declared 
punishable; however they do not, when in vigour, impose any 
dependence of the one upon the other, further than concerned 
the forsaid protection, being only contracts of association for 
mutual defence, when violence and rapine prevailed over law and 
justice. i9 

And attar this drwtic climax, he than tailed off into a flat comparison 

of this contract with the custom of giving blackmail on the borders. 

This garbled mixture of Craig, Stair and imagination certainly 

emphasizes the defensive element in bandings but it doss so in language 

which is highly smotivss and which leaves no doubt about the barbaric and 

aggressive nature of the society in which it was prevalent. It also 

introduces the thsmo of the hostility of the government towards bonding. 

This was given soss prominences and stated mors directly, by Bankton 's 

contemporary* Willies Robertson, who described 'leagues of mutual defences 

and bonds of wanssnt as too many alliances offensive and defensive against 

the throne. ' Thus he gave the argument something of a twisty he pointed 

out that because of weak central authority, 'self»prsssrvationg, it is 

probable, forced aeon at first into these confederacies', but his phrase 

'defensive against the throne' took bonding a long way from the idea of 

self -proservatlane 
10 

9. Andrew McDoualls Lord Banktons An Instituts of the Los of Scotland. 
(Edinburgh, 1751). 1.2.85-6. 

10. William Robertson, The History of Scotland. (1st od., London, 1759), 
is 25-6. 
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The building up of the concept of bonds and alliances as forces 

which worked directly against law and order reached its height in the 

nineteenth century, when Tytler wrote of 'those feudal covenants, named 

bonds of menrent, which formed one of the darkest features of the tines, 

compelling the parties to defend each other against the effects of their 

mutual transgressions. ' And in Tytler's hands, the other strand in the 

critical approach also received the most extreme treataentl the barons 

'trammelled by bands of wanrent among themsslves.... sither refused to 

execute the commands of the sovereign, or received them only to disobey. # 

This was the most extreme judgement; bonding was now wholly bad, one of 

the principal features which rendered civilised and ordered society 

impossible. 

Tytlsrlo strictures were the high point of condswnation. Since 

thong historians have been lass inclined to single out bonds of aanrsnt 

in this ways and have on the whole merely mentioned their existence, though 

still in the genoral context of the lwlesst aagnats'dasinated society 

of the later middle ages. In the early twentieth century, there ras one 

article which said rather more about then, 'Bonds of Manrsnt' by John 

Bartholomew. This was a pioneer article, the only attempt so for to 

consider the bonds in any detail. Having begun by quoting Bankton, it 

described the conditions suds in the bonds# suggested, rather hesitantly, 

that they were not simply feudal contracts, and indicated the large number 

sf alliances which could be built up through bonding by giving a list of 

some of the people bound in manrsnt or by friendship to Campbell of 

Clonorchy. But it was almost entirely descriptive, based on the traditional 

assumption of weak central authority and overaighty wgnatsa; and it cut 

the subject in half by its assertion that the bonds were a purely Highland 

11. P. F. Tytlsr, History of Scotland, (Edinburgh, 1841-3). vq 192. 
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custom. Discussion was confined to the Breadalbane bonds and those of 

Huntly and Erroll, although a few lowland bonds were cited - without, 

apparently, influencing the conclusion. 
12 

finally, there have been signs, 

very recently, of a more balanced approach. The introductory chapter of 

Gordon Donaldson to James V-VII is a short survey of Scottish society in 

the sixteenth century, in which bonds of aanrent are mentioned briefly in 

their proper context as one of the mans by which a lord built up a 

following, without the emotive overtones of earlier writers; and indeed 

the whole chapter shows a significant move away from the traditional 

one-sided view of the barons as simply self-seeking and overwighty. 
13 

In Scotland, therefore ooaýant on the later mediaeval fora of the 

bond between lords and their wen has been, up until nor, very general, 

critical and almost entirely expressed in political terse. This does give 

a starting-point for detailed consideration of bonds of oanrent and 

meintenancs; were they indeed an abuses an anti-social force, or were 

they in any way beneficial? On this point, the approach of the Scottish 

historians and layers who have been cited is obviously not very helpful 

and extremely limited. What it does is to provide, in microcosm, evidence 

of the same kind of ideas which were formerly current in the much wider and 

more detailed debate about the nature of society in England and north-west 

Europe. It has already been pointed out that discussion of that society, 

by both older and more recent historians, has been much more comprehensive 

than discussion of fifteenth century Scotland. The same difference is found 

in the treatment of the later mediaeval contract. To take one examples 

Tytler referred to 'those feudal covenant., named bonds of menrent. 1 It is 

12, John Bartholo.. w, 'Bonds of MonrantI, 42.64. 

13. Gordon Donaldson, Scotlands Janas V-VII, (Edinburgh,, 1965), 3.16. 
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not entirely clear, in his context, whether he used 'feudal' in its 

technical sense, or whether he employed it loosely to imply 'mediaeval', 

with the added overtones of barbaric; probably it was the latter. But 

this point has been made a central issue by English historians, in the 

debate which effectively began with Charles Plummer in the late nineteenth 

century#14 and which is still unresolved today, about the nature of the 

late mediaeval contract and how far it is a decayed form of feudalism; 

in other words, to use the now faiailiar and accepted phrase# the debate 

about bastard feudalism. 

It should be said at this stage that 'bastard feudalism' is not 

a phrase commonly used by Scottish historians. 
15 But as the general 

concepts are so aisiilar, it would be artificial to avoid some discussion of 

the debate or the use of a phrase which is now an integral part of the 

language of English historians writing about fifteenth century England and 

also about France and the German principalities. 
16 

At this point, therefore, 

the issue of 'bastard feudalism' will be surveyed briefly. It is important 

to do this, even although it has not been to any real extent part of 

Scottish historical writing, and is not therefore directly related to 

bonding in Scotland, for two reasons: first, because it would be wrong 

when considering the Scottish bond, to overlook discussion of similar 

contract., and secondly, because it helps to formulate the questions which 

14. In the view expressed in the introduction to Sir Sohn Fortsscus, 
The Goysrnanc@ of Enoland. "d. Charles Pluamar, (Oxford, 1885). 

15. In two recent books, the rather leas motive phrases "quasi"teuda1' 

and 'the now f"udalisal have bow used to describe bonds of senr"nts 
" of 1513-1603# 

.1 111M. - T. I. Rae, 
(Edinburgh, 1966 ,8 and J. O. Mackie, A History of Scotland, 
(Penguin Books, 1964;, 114.6. The distinction between these and 
'bastard f"udalisw' is not very groat. 

16. For example, P. S. Lewis, 'Decayed and non-feudalism in late mediaeval 
France', in HR xxxvii, (1964), 157-649 and 'France in the fifteenth 

century) Society and Sovereignty', in Eurooe in thg Late Middle # 
ad. J. R. Hale, J. R. L. Highfield and Beryl Smalley (London, 1970)v 
276-300; and H. J. Cohn, The Government of the Rhine Palatinate in 

-ths Fifteenth Century, (Oxford, 1965)v 154-161. I am indebted to Dr. Cohn 
for commenting on the similarity in the ideas expressed in the 
Scottish bond and the German Dienerbriefe. 
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should be asked - and also those which should not - about the society 

in which the bonds were made, and about the bonds themselves. 

There iss in any case, one link between the modern debate about 

bastard feudalism and bonds of sranrent and maintenance. Although modern 

Scottish historians have not written in those terms, there is one much 

earlier Scottish writer who did, who raised precisely the issues which 

are now debated. This was the late sixteenth century lawyer Thomas Craig 

of Riccarton. Craig underlined the Importance of the personal relationship 

which in his view was fundamental to the feudal contract; this he 

stressed because, as Lord Clyde in his translation of Craig's Ius Feudale, 

wrotes 'he deplored the loss of the sense of mutual obligation.... vhich 

was inculcated and encouraged by feudalism at its best... Land had, 

however, become a commercial asset'* 
17 But if the feudal contract had 

become debased,, there was still one form of contract which retained the 

ideal. In what was almost a purple passages Craig rrotes 

'Et breviter nusquam, in quod alter uteri teneatur, melius 
at planiua expriai potest, quam per mutuas illas obligations. 
hominii st tuitionis, quas spud nos Manrent at Mantenance 
dicuntur in quibua sa, quibus alter slteri obligatur, 
fideliasi. e continentur, nisi quod feudorum naty a majorem 
includsre banevolentiam inter partes videaturt. 

He had already referred to 'obligation= protectionis, hominii at 

manutsntias, vulgariter Manrent at Mantenance.... Has conditiones.... 

naturalitsr omnibus twdis inssss antsa diximus'. 
19 

17. Thomas Craig, Ius Fsudalsg trans. Lord Clyde, (Edinburgh, 1934), 
L9 xxv. 

18. Thomas Craig, Jus Fsudals. (Edinburgh,, 1732), 2.11.1. 

19. ibid, 2.5.8. 
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It is newer made entirely clear how for Craig regarded manrsnt and 

maintenance as directly tsudal, rather than as the now form of the ideal 

relationship which had disappeared from feudalism; he did not follow up 

his stated intention to consider how for these new obligations were 

'coincident with those of the feudal rslationg '20 and in the two passages 

cited there is a certain ambiguity. But-in the light of the later 

controversy about maintenance and good lordship in the later middle ages, 

Craig's emphasis an the idea that manrsnt and maintenance represented the 

best, not the worst, aspect of feudalism is a view which is well worth 

consideration. What makes his argument even more interesting is his 

comment an whet Lord Clyde translates into the familiar modern idiom of 

'bastard feudalism. ' Craig believed that true feudal service could not 

be limited in any ways 'sum vassallus domino ad oensa operas, consiliuw, 

fides, dosi ailitiaegw preastandaar I nullis finibus constrictaa, ex 

natura veri feudi abstringatur. '21 out if limitation or definition of 

service occurred, 'lam non set rectum & naturals fsudua, *ad degensrans.... 

fsudaetrua, quasi semi? sudua. '22 

This choice of words compares directly with the two great modern 

definitions of 'bastard feudalism. ' The phrase was first used by Charles 

Plummer to describe what he regarded as a degenerate tars of feudalism 

which produced a breakdown in late fourteenth and fifteenth century 

English society. 
23 It was brought into current modern use in a less 

harsh and Censorious sense by K. 8. McFarlane who, in the article which had 

a Major effect an fifteenth century scholarship, cited the Oxford English 

20. , 
has fam.. 2.11.1. 

21, ibid, 1.9.27. 

22. ibid, 1.9.27. 

23, Fostssous, The Govsrnanos of Endland, ad. Plum.. r, xv st ssq. 
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Dictionary to point out that while the most obvious meaning of 'bastard' 

was that used by Plummer, it also had the less well known but rather more 

respectable sense of 'having the appearance of'º and with this second 

meaning the phrase could therefore be retained as a convenient description 

of the relationship between lords and their men in later mediaeval and 

early modern England. 24 'Oegenerans.... i teudastrumº quasi semifeudum'; 

thus had a late sixteenth century lawyer anticipated nineteenth and 

twentieth century historians. But Craig's interpretation was very different 

from and more logical than either Plummer's condemnation or McFarlane's 

attempt to remove the implied criticism while retaining the emotive phrase; 

for the phrase iss regrettably, much more memorable than McFarlane'@ 

argument that bastard feudalism should be 'understood not as a kind of 

fsudalismº however modified, but as something essentially different while 

superficially similar', which invites the obvious reservation that, if 

this is sog there sessis no good reason to employ the phrase at all. 

Craig was writing about the decline in recognition of obligations which 

accompanied the granting of land; Plummer and McFarlane used almost 

identical phrases to describe a relationship which was not tied to the 

granting of landg, and by doing eo suggested, in the first case directly, 

and in the second by an unfortunate implication, something in decline, a 

view which was very for removed from Craig's assertion that the Scottish 

form of this relationship, manrent and maintenance, was the 'bat and 

simplest epitome of the reciprocal duties of superior and vassal'. 
25 

The importance of this straightforward description, over- 

simplified though it might perhaps ssemp is that it states without 

qualification something fundamental, the personal obligations of lord and 

man. To this extent, Craigºs ambiguity an the question of whether he 

24. K. 8. IrlcFarlana, 'Bastard Faudalias', 161-2. 

25. Iua Faudala, trans. Clyde, 2.11.1. 
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considered manrent and maintenance as genuinely feudal or not is auch 

loss damning and possibly also less misleading than the modern concept 

of bastard fsudelisw. The real defect of this phrase is that it invites 

comparison with 'genuine' feudalism, thereby creating a precondition in 

which any discussion of the later middle ages has to begin with a slightly 

self-conscious defence. Thus, in vary simple traditional terms, the 

twelfth century kings who feudalised as much of Scotland as they could 

created a state in which royal authority stood at a for greater extent 

than ever beforsp that iss feudalism worked for the king as well as for 

the stagnates and lords. The later mediaeval kings, by contrast, faced 

with powerful magnates with their largo or over-largo followings, were 

directly threatened{ bastard feudalism worked for the magnates, but 

against the crown. A statement of this paradox - or rather, of the similar 

English paradox as it existed before being challenged by McFarlane " was 

provided by Helen Msud Cam when she wrote' 

$It this (indentures of retinue, described as 'these now 
feudal contracts') is to be called feudalism, it is a 
parasitic Institution, deriving its strength from a system 
hostile to itself, cut off from its natural roots in the 
soil, and far removed indeed from the atmosphere of 
responsibility, loyalty and faith which had characterised 
the relationship of lord and vassal in the earlier middle 
agss .. 26 

This is an sxtrws form of the comparison, vary hostile indssd 

to the later mediaeval contract. It suggests certain criteria for 

feudelisw, and then asserts decline. But one is then faced with the 

question decline from what, or comparison with what? 'Bastard feudalism' 

is easily enough identified as the relationship between lords and their 

men which depended on the mutual contract of good lordship and servicel 

the debate arises when historians consider the effects of that contract, 

the extent to which lordship was 'good' or the extent to which lords and 

26. Nslw M. Caw, 'The Decline and Pall of English Feudalism's in 
Hiots g xxv, (1940), 216-33. 
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their retainers were a threat to ordered society. It also arises when 
historians try to pinpoint the extent to which it could be regarded as an 

offshoot - bastard, parasitic, now or quasi - of feudalism, for this 

depends on that ant elusive thing, a definition of feudalism. 

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the late mediaeval 

relationship, not to attempt to explain or define feudalism. All that 

can be done here is to draw attention to the fact that there are numerous 

definitions, and suggest what sans convincing in terms of society as a 

whole, and not merely the law or the economy, and what does not. In fact, 

the difficulty of providing an adequate definition of the feudal relationship 

emphasises the problem of considering the relationship which superseded it. 

The feudal contract is the best known form; and it has bean given so much 

ware attention by historians than any other that there is a tendency to 

regard it as the norm rather than as one phase in the history of alliances 

between lords and their men, so that the contract which came after it wes, 

almost inevitably, a bastard for., at bat a decline, at worst an anti. 

social distortion of the ideal. At the save tims# the complexities of 

feudal contract and its far-reaching effect on so many aspects of society 

have led to a multitude of interpretations of its every aspect, origins, 

activation and decline, ranging from the Marxist to the almost meaningless 

generality which merely equates it with 'mediaeval'. Well could Genahof 

write, 'Le not "Fiodaliti".... prite ä confusion'. 
27 

In much of the 

debate the cart has undoubtedly been put before the horse, and in 

particular the legal cart. In the seventeenth century this was admirably 

summed up by Francis swoons 'vocabuls manent, res fugiunt'f yet, where 

27. F. L. Ganshof, Ou'sat-ce oue Is iiodaliti?, (Brussels, 1947), 11. 
An interesting summary of these interpretations is given by Otto 
Brunner, 'Fsudalisms the history of a concept', in 1ordshio and 
Community in Msdiasval Eurorep ad, f. L. Cheyetts, (New York, 1968), 
32-61. Cheyette himself, in his introduction to this books 
discusses the insoluble problem of definition, and in an admirable 
phrase explains this an the grounds of 'the uncommon amount of 
baggage the term "feudalism" carried with it', as wail as 'a 
pervasive uncertainty as to precisely what is meant by "What is 
"ß. A. 1-1 4 Mn 91 
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the legal terms and the legal rights and claim of the lord survived, 

there was OfwdalisaI, in eighteenth century France or nineteenth century 

Ruesia, even although as an effective social force it had long been dead. 28 

Equally in its economic ramifications feudalism after the thirteenth 

century because increasingly suspect as a concept. Craig's condemnation 

of the aoansraialisatlan which had taken place has already been mentioned. 

Much more recently it has been pointed out, reasonably enough, that after 

1215 'English feudalism iss to all intents and purposes, a fiscal system'. 
29 

Legal and economic 'baggrge' would certainly *am to act as a powerful aid 

to survival. 

This is not to deny the economic pressures which forced lords to 

grant land to their household knights and then to make these grants 

hereditary, which had a great deal to do with the development of the legal, 

social and soanowia complexities conveniently# if ill-definedly, called 

teudalis. s nor to deny the legal, political and economic drive to 

establish and maintain a governing 
ilit" in a context wider than that of 

merely military considerations, though this in itself is not necessarily 

'feudal'. out it does suggest perhaps the retention of a word which is 

almost mesmeric, and is certainly misleading when applied to the centuries 

28. Bacon's tag is quoted by Alfred Cobbsn, The Social Intarorstation of 
the french Revolution. (Cambridge, 1968), 261 his chapter 'The 
! Meaning of fsudaliaa' cuts eighteenth century french feudalism down 
to size in a very refreshing and convincing way, in his brief 
discussion of the type of approach which Ganshot had condemned as 
'cos usages fantaisistss'. 

243* 3. M. W. bean, The Decline of Eno iah Feudalism. 1215-1540 . (Manchester, 
1968), 6. In the same tarns, Joel Hursttisld had already written 
about the late sixteenth centuryS 'The profits of fiscal feudalism, 
1511-1602', in Economic History Revier, viii, (1955-6), 53-61. 
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before and after the period of, at most, the tenth to the thirteenth 

century130 and the reason why it is misleading is that it given too 

much weight to the legal and economic consequences while obscuring the 

personal relationship which was its basis. 

The great historians of feudalism were well aware of this 

personal relationship. Ganshot summarized it as 

'a development pushed to extremes of the element of personal 
dependence in society,, with a specialised military class 
occupying the higher levels in the social scale.... a graded 
system or rights over land.... corresponding in broad outline 
to the grades of personal dependence.... and a dispersal of 
political authority amongst a hierarchy of persons who 
exercise in their own interests powers normally attributed 
to the state, and which are oftsnng in tact, derived from its 
break-up '. 31 

Marc Bloch gave even more emphasis than Gusshot to this basic personal 

dependence out of which feudalism developed. The first volume of his 

great work Feudal Society, subtitled 'The Growth of the Ties of 

Dependence', traces the development of feudalism against the background 

of the need for personal alliances and the pressures on the earlier forms 

of these personal alliancesp and this, as an account of the society which 

can be called feudal - as opposed to the lingering institutional reenants 

of the later middle ages - is believable and meaningful in a way in which 

the conceptual or institutional approach can never be. Georges Duby also 

emphasised the social and political pressures, the pressures on the lord, 

for example, to tighten and define his control over his dependants, which 

created 'feudal' obligations; but at the same time he showed how 

impossible it is� because of the tensions which were inherent in the 

30. The period identified as truly feudal, in the social as well as 
the legal and political sansa, by Ganshofp and by Marc Bloch, 
Feudal Societyp trans. L. A. Manyon, (2 vols. London, 1965). 
Georges Ouby restricted the period further referring to ties 
deux grands eludes fiodaux' in his introduction to his 
detailed regional study, La 5ociitiaux XI at XII Siuclss dens 
la rioisn Maconnaisa. (Paris, 1953)o 

31. Ganshof, Feudalism, trans. P. Grisrson, (London, 1952), xv. 
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relationship between lords and their vassals, to depict feudalism as in 

any way a more rigid, comprehensive or even particularly now solution to 

the problems of control by the lord and the assurance of allegiance by the 

vassal. Thus of 'feudalised' Macon by the end of the eleventh century, 

he wrotsi 

'To sum ups feudal institutions were adapted, without appreciably 
modifying, the former structure of the upper class. Between great 
lords or knights, homage is a simple guarantee, an undertaking 
not to harm; between a lesser noble and a powerful one, it is a 
true obligation, an undertaking to serve. Vassalage and the 
fietg customary practices born of private usage, reinforced the 
relationships which the unequal division of wealth and power had 
already imposed; they did not create others. In the Maconnaia 
in the eleventh csnturyp there was no special vassal-pyrami-, no 
feudal system.... In spite of their power and their ability to 
confiscate the holding of a faithless vassal, the lords had little 

control over their men# these allodie1 hold ifa who had other 
resources, other patrons and other refuge'. 

Of such a society, Montssquisu had written of the 'rules which tended 

towards anarchy, and anarchy that tended towards order and harmony', and 

Marc Bloch concluded his chapter 'The Paradox of Vassalage' on a note of 

profound and moving optimism. Duby saw neither paradox nor grounds for 

optimism; in the bluntest of pessimistic phrases, he sum wad up his 

, dost un pes vers 1'ansrchie'. discussion with the words Ile foodalite 
33 

All this is very tar removed from the feudalism of the later 

mediaeval and early modern period, and from the remarkably ideal feudalism 

of Helen Cam. To Ganshof, Bloch and Duby, it was rather because there was 

a need to bolster up the 'atmosphere of responsibility, loyalty and faith' 

that feudal obligations, with their legal and political force, came to be 

grafted on to the older alliances; and even then they were by no means 

always successful, for Bloch's good vassals and bad vessels were a feature 

of feudal society just as loyal man and disloyal men were a feature of 

non-feudal. And the natural roots of the contract lay not in the soil, 

32. Duby, La Sociitö aux XI st XII Sieclss, 185-951 the quotation is 
translated from pp. 194-5. 

33. Inontesquisu is quoted by Chsystts, Lordship and Community, 3; Bloch, 
Feudal Society, i. 231-238; Duby, La Societe aux xi at XII Silcles, 195. 
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as Helen Cam suggested, but in personal allegiance. The importance of 

land at all times in pro-industrial society was that it was the decisive 

factor in marking out a son's wealth, prestige and power. It came to 

be inextricably bound up with the personal relationship as the tangible 

inducement or reward of that relationship; but it was not the origin 

or root of it. This tying of land to personal contract meant that the 

feudal contract became in time immensely cosplexp and apparently for 

removed from its original purpose. For this reason only, it would 

therefore be overstating the case to deny that feudalism had any meaning 

at all after 1300. But it would appear that there are strong grounds for 

questioning its relevance in anything more than a restricted and technical 

sans.; and this makes the suggestion that 'disagreement might be reduced 

if words like 'feudalism', now less a term of convenience than a cover of 

ignorance, were expunged from the historical vocabulary' a very attractive 

proposition indesd. 34 

This may even in the and to add up to no more than a problem of 

sssantics. Yet the pattern has bean so far not that no historian since 

McFarlane has written about the later middle ages without at least 

referring to, it not grasping, the nettle of bastard feudalism. A year 

after McFarlane published his article 'bastard Feudalism', N. 9. Lewis 

attacked the idea that indentured retinues, criticised as a bastard form 

of feudalism, added to the lawlessness of fourteenth century society. 
35 

William Huse Dunham discussed more directly the extent to which these 

indentures were feudal in the opening section of his long article on 

William, Lord Hastings, entitled 'The Fsudality of Retaining'. In spits 

34. Dunham, in his review of Brice D. Lyon, From Fist to Indentures 
The Transition Feudal to N90-Faudal Contract In Western u, 
in Soseulta, xxxiii, 195®, 304. 

35. N. B. Lewis, 'The Organisation of Indentured Retinues in Fourteenth 
Century England', in TRHS, 4th sero xxvii, (1945) 29.39. 
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of his stricture quoted above, he developed the argument that retaining 

was not bastard feudal "a concept which he attacked as unenlightening 

in his opening sentence but feudal, by tracing direct descent from the 

tief to good lordship and service by way of the tief-rents. While this 

may to some extant contuse rather than clarity, in its insistence an the 

retention of the idea of tsudelity, Dunham's approach is nevertheless more 

productive than that of the defenders of bastard feudalism, because of its 

stress an the personal contract which was at all times the basis of the 

relationship between lord and vassal, the positive values of the contract, 

and the idea that it had not declined by the fifteenth century but developed; 

in other worde, the thing which was always fundamental was at no time 

bastard. Dunham described the now contract as having a 'close resemblance 

to the Anglo-Saxon institution of lordship', and also creating 'a were 

refined, certainly a more subtle, relationship, one that could be 

advantageous and effectual only in a more sophisticated society', H. 

dawonstrated the advantages and effect by illustrating the loyalty of 

Hastings to his min lord, Edward IV; and while he was careful to point 

out that his conclusions were based an the actions of this one man, his 

general discussion and his particular example give considerable weight 

to the doubts he raised about the 'atmosphere of responsibility, loyalty 

and faith' as existing in the earlier middle ages and last in the later. 36 

Finally, two historians have stated positively that retaining was 

not feudal. Writing about fourteenth and fifteenth century France, P. S. 

Lewis draw a distinction between 'decayed feudalism' - the fief-rente - 

and the non-feudal allimnaeg the contract either between am of equal rank 

or between son and lords, in which the man became the allia and not the 

36. Dunham, 'Lord Hastings' Indentured Retainers, 1461.1483, in 
of t 

-and 
Sciences, 

39, (1955)# 1.175. 
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vassal of his lord. The basis of Lewis) distinction was that not only 

were these contracts not tied to land, but, more important, they did 

not involve homage. Lewis admitted that 

'this may as" utterly to lack a distinction. But in 
lacking that distinction it provides a crossing almost 
without a jar from the old world of the feudal relationship 
to the now world of the non feudal; from the firmest of 
relationships based upon land and homage to the most flexible 
of relationships based upon a contractual expression of 
mutual intereat'. 37 

Brice Lyon, covering the wider field of western Europe, made exactly 

the same distinction. He differed from Lewis in his view of the fief- 

rente# which to him was far from being 'decayed feudalism'. Indeed, he 

made a strong case for maintaining that so genuinely feudal was the fief- 

rents that until it passed out of use in the early fifteenth century, 'the 

feudalism of money had a vitality that must be recognised'. 
38 In his 

book, he contrasted the fie? ýwrsnts mainly with the military contract, 

showing the amy similarities but pointing to the major differences the 

one was feudal, the other not because the one involved homage, the other 

did not. 
39 

Hers, the distinction between the military indenture and the 

indenture of retinue was somewhat blurred. But in his review of Dunham$* 

article, there was no such blurring= and he concluded that #any contract 

that did not involve homage was not feudal'* 
40 In the following year, 

Dunham counterattacked in his review of Lyon's book, quoted above, arguing 

that 'while faith and fealty, or indenture and oath, were the ceremonial 

sanctions, the essence of feudalism was faith and trust'; and since faith 

37. P. S. Lewis, 'Decayed and non-feudalism in later mediaeval 
Francs', 157-160 

38. Brice 0. Lyon, from Flof to s Thl Transition 
Feudal 

-to 
Non-Feudal Contract in Western Europe, (Harvard, 1957), 

273. 

39. ibid, 262.3. 
40. Lyon, review of Dunham in Su, xxxii, (1957), 558. 
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and trust were present in the indenture of ratinus, it was therefore 

feudal. For all the value of Dunham's work, here surely is an example 

of 'tsudalis. ' being given unwarranted priority over the lord-am 

relationship. Indeed, Ounham had already pointed out that faith and 

trust were 'the essential element of lordship or vassalage, in any 

century', which gets the priorities right. 
41 

In any avant, these arguwents are of considerable interest with 

regard to the Scottish bands, bonds which themselves stressed lose of 

honour as the real consequence of the breaking of obligations, rather 

than material panaltiasl the question how for they were made in a 

society in which am believed in the ideals of faith and trust is on 

important one. And the narr criterion, the absence of homage, is very 

relevant to the Scottish bond, and it will therefore be discussed at 

greater length in the following chapter. 

Two themes can therefore be seen in the building up of the 

criticise, or awn condonation, of the later mediaeval contracts both 

are at least suspect. In the purely Scottish context, bonds of menrent, 

maintenance and friendship have bean the subject of consistent attack from 

the seventeenth century onwrdel but the fact that the attack did not 

begin until the seventeenth century suggests that it is open to question 

and not necessarily convincing, particularly as it has never been stated 

in anything more than the most general terms, in a few sentences or 

paragraphs, as a blanket osndw+ation of a contract which lasted for some 

150 years, affecting hundreds of individuals in different parts of the 

country in differing circumstances and with differing aims. And it is 

perhaps an appropriate time to look at Scottish banding in detail, when 

41, Dimhaw, rnrim of Lyeng in Ste i, xxxiii, (1958), 304 and 302. 
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the other mors general theme of titt. snth century northern European 

society in daclinsr with the bastard feudal contract having pride of 

place in that declining is now so such the subject of controversy and 

revision. 

Bastard tsudalisw is, ultiaatsly, a sterile concept. It 

effectively limits debate to consideration of whether it created total 

or only partial bp mit-down of law and order. 
42 If, therefore, it is at 

least tentatively rejected as a meaningful starting point for the 

discussion of the Scottish bonds, the subject is immediately opened up 

to much wider considerations. Without beginning with the disadvantage 

of regarding the bond as a decayed fors of contract, it is possible to 

trace back oosýa ground, as Dunham did for the English indenture, in a 

positive mime, and not the negative one of the 'bastard foudalists', even 

if this doss not necessarily load to Dunham's conclusion that the later 

contract was therefore feudal. But one can go further than this. Perhaps 

the greatest strength of Roar Bloch's Feudal Society lies in the 

considerable amount of space devoted to putting the feudal contract into 

Contexts the needs of society, the pressures on the lord and the demands 

of the vassal - suds all the more meaningful because they are illustrated 

by a wealth of individual exaepleo, not merely stated in general terms - 

and the need to graft a more formal type of contract an to older alliances, 

in particular on to the . at primitive and fundamental bond of all, the 

bond of kinship. Nora, surely, are the right questions which must be 

42, This I. in ne way to deny or play down the immense contribution 
of McFarlane " perhaps the greatest single contribution of any 
historian to fifteenth century studies " which opened the way to 
reappraisal and development of that reappraisal. But discussion 
of 'bastard feudalism', for example, at the Fifteenth Century 
Colloquium hold at Cardiff in September 1970 showed the limitations. 
The argument became fairly restricted to the narrow area of doubtful 
to not so bad; and indeed there were some signs of a reversal of 
McFarlane's viwsp and a return to the idea that it was really 
rather disastrous after all. 
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asked about the later contract, the bond of sanrent and maintenance. 

Why, for sxaopls, was it necessary to have a written bond at all? From 

whom did the lord seek formal recognition of service and allegiance? Is 

the traditional idea of the dominant overmighty Scottish magnate misleading, 

and should one suggest a rather different emphasis, that of the lord in 

the fifteenth century having to struggle to assort his dominance over 

those isatediatsly below him in the social scale? Did the bond indeed 

emote or increase friction in society, or was it a pacifying force, fitting 

into existing social concepts? And what was the relationship between the 

bond of Rsnrant and kinship? 

This lost question is a move, from the historian's point of view, 

into a different world, away from the tangible evidence of the written 

word to the for more problematic and speculative, if no less fascinating 

attempt to understand a form of contract which there was no need to define 

in Writing. out if it was necessary for Marc Bloch to consider it in 

order to give his subject context and meaning, it is equally necessary 

when discussing fifteenth and sixteenth century Scotland, where, as all 

Scottish historians writing on this period agree, the tie of kinship was 

still Im ensely strong. To define what was meant by kinship Is not, however, 

easy. The nature of the evidence makes it possible to discuss in some 

detail bonds of ssnrent, maintenance and friendship$ although there are 

many gaps in the evidence which leave certain questions unanswered, there 

are soss f)0 surviving bonds. There is, of course, nothing like this to 

illustrate the obligations of kinship and the form it took in Scotland, 

am that inevitably consideration of it is lose precise. Nevertheless, 

if the available evidence makes it possible to deal with the bond of 

sanrant at for greater length than the bond of kinship, the latter cannot 

be overlooked. It is, after all, slightly artificial, however inevitable, 
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to single out and concentrate on the bond of oanrentl, just an it is 

artificial to single out the feudal charter, when seeking to understand 

lordship and service in the middle sees. 

In attempting to counteract this artificiality by showing the 

relationship of the bond to kinship, there is one source of information 

which is well worth usingi and which perhaps leads to a greater 

understanding of the subjects that is the work done by sociologists, 

or, more precisely, social anthropologists. It is not the intention 

here to enter into another great modern controversy about which strong 

views are expressed an both sides, both verbally and in print, as to 

the merits of history and sociology, and the extent to which each 

discipline may profit few or be damaged by the other. But certainly 

the historian can no longer ignore the sociologist. On this particular 

subject, where there is now a wealth of literature on modern kin-based 

societies, written with the advantage of first-hand observation of both 

the forms of kinship and the attitudes of those societies in which 

kinship is still of fundamental importance, it would be surely short- 

sighted to fail to take account of such work, even if it must be used 

with caution when related to late mediaeval Scotland. 

This than suggests the general questions to be considered in 

order to fit bonds of ssnrsnt and waintsnanoe into the Context of 

fifteenth and sixteenth century Scottish society. What of the bonds 

themselves? They were always written in the vernacular; and the first 

surviving bond of wanrent is dated 1442. This is probably a meaningful 

starting date, bonuses although there were vernacular bones of service 

before that date, they were rare and sporadic, they were not described 

as bonds of menrents, and they can therefore be regarded as forerunners, 
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in a small way, of the contract which was to become commonplace in 

the second half of the fifteenth century. likewise discussion of 

the bonds can be concluded about 1603, for the occasional vernacular 

bonds made after that data are rare and outdated survivals of an 

earlier custom, rather than an integral part of social and political 

alliances; in the seventeenth century, it was the collective bond, 

the covenant, which was important and which had superseded the 

individual bond, the supreme example being, of course, the National 

Covenant of 1639.43 But in the period 1442-c. 1603, bonds of aanrent 

and maintenance were very familiar documents, with a prominent place 

in the building up of alliances and social groupings, a place perhaps 

second only to that of kinship. 

An obvious and immediate indication of their commonplace 

nature is that bonds of sianrent and maintenance are found in every 

part of the country. They were a Scottish phenomenon, not merely a 

Highland ans as Bartholomew argued, 
44 

still less $the Lowland equivalent 

in self-help of the clan system which prevailed in the Highlands'. 45 

In the north-seat, the major recipients of bonds were the earls of Huntly 

and Erroll; and there are some made to families of lesser rank,, the 

Campbells of Cawdor, the Mackintoshes of Dunnachten, captains of 

Clanchatten, the Grants of Frsuchy and the Irvines of Drum. The west 

was dominated by the Campbells, of Argy119 of Glenorchy and, to a lessor 

extents of Barrichbyan. On the borders again bonding was common@ notably 

43. Sidney A. Burrell, #The Covenant Idea as a Revolutionary Symbols 
Scotland, 1596-16371, in Church History, xxvii, (1958), 338-50. 

44. Cited above, pp. 10-11. 

45. J. Irvine Smith and Ian Macdonald, 'Criminal Law;; 
, 

1n Introduction 
to Scottish Lsoal History, (Stair Society, 20; 1958), 285-61 no 
evidence at all is cited to support this view. 
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to the earls of Angus and the Maxwells, and also to the Ksrrs, Scotts 

and Johnstones. And from the lowlands and south-west are the bonds made 

to the earls of Arran, Morton, Eglinton, Cassillis, Lennox and Montrose, 

and to the Boyd* of Kilmarnock, the Oliphants and the Hays of Ysater. 

And as with practice, so with conventions with the exception of the bonds 

made to the Campbells of Glsnorchy, Cawdor and 8arrichbyan, which included 

the purely highland customs of giving calps and, in the case of Glenorchy, 

fostering, and with the proviso that, as will be shown, bonds of eanrent 

did not follow a rigidly stereotyped text, regional variations do not 

occurs a mien in Aberdeenshire or Moray making a bond of manrent wes 

doing the same thing, in the same way, as a man in Lothian or Ayrshire. 

In ds. onstrating how widespread bonding was, it was most 

convenient to cite the families known to have received a reasonable 

number of bondsl the list of families who made the bonds is, of course, 

very much more extensive. 
46 

But inevitably there are gaps in the evidence, 

family collections in which remarkably few or no bonds are found. It is 

difficult to believe that in an age when bonding was standard practice 

in every part of the country, there were some families who either hold 

aloof completely from what was a well-known method of building up alliances, 

or really soda so few that the exercise must have been fairly futile. It 

is much more likely that the omissions can be explained by the fact that 

by the and of the seventeenth century the bonds were already of antiquarian 

46.3. Appendix A. 
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rather than practical interest, and therefore for many no doubt 

not worth keeping. At Glaris, for example, only one bond survives; 

but there is in this archive such a preponderance of land-titles and 

an almost complete absence of personal papers from this period that 

it seems more likely that a later Lyon with an over-developed sense 

of order cleared out his charter-chest than that bonds were never 

made by the Lyon family. This seems to be the case also with the 

Farquharson* of Invsrcauld, who were a fairly prominent local family 

in the sixteenth century, known to have allied themselves with the 

house of Huntly, but whose papers survive in any quantity only after 

1603.47 Thus Cosmo Innen' assertion that 'Bonds of Friendship, Bonds 

of Homage, Bonds of Manrennt and Maintenance are found in greater or 

less quantity in all old Scottish charter"ohests' is not now entirely 

accuratal but in terms of the sixteenth century situation, although 

it cannot be proved, he was very probably correct. 
48 

In any event, 

there can be no doubt that on the basis of the geographical distribution 

of what survives, bonding was a very well-known feature of Scottish 

society, and therefore, one can assume, a useful and important one as 

well. 

Commonplace and important as they were, there are gaps in the 

evidence which inevitably create problems in assessing thew. In part, 

this arises from the feet that the making of a bond of manrent or 

friendship was only one of the ways in which a lord built up his alliances. 

47. H. I. C. Fourth Rsoort. (London, 1874), Appendix, 533. 
The section on the manuscripts of the Farquharsons of 
Invercauld mentions a bond of maintenance between George, 
earl of Huntly, and Donald Farquharson of TullY9armouth, 
dated 14 October, 1559. This is not now to be found at 
Invsrcauld. 

48. Como Ines, Sketches of Early Scotch History, (Edinburgh, 
1861), 365. 
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In addition there were not only his kin, but his tenants and servants 

and his household men, and those bound to him by marriage alliances. 

Those men who made bonds of aanrent top for example, the earls of 

Huntlyg, formed only part of the total number of his dependants, and 

do not therefore stand out as a distinguishable group acting on his 

behalf in a way in which no-one also did. Thus when the records suggest 

that Huntly had great power in the north because of the great number 

of his dependants, they are not merely reflecting - and therefore not 

singling out for mention - the fact that Huntly received a large number 

of bonds. In general, the evidence exists on two levelsi the bonds 

theatselves, and contemporary records which give a clear picture in 

general terse of a society maintaining itself by mutual alliances, with 

little specific reference to bonds of aanrent. 

Secondly, there is nothing in Scotland to correspond to the 

Poston Letters in England# which would wake it possible to got behind 

the formal bonds and therefore gain more insight into the society which 

made them by seeing the small day-to-day wants as well as the large one. 

Far from having this kind of evidence which veld do so much to fill out 

the picture, very often our only knowledge of the waking of a bond comes 

from the bond itself. This may provide some information, in that it any 

state the reason why it was madet though a phrase such as 'for eindry 

gratitudis' does not really help very much; and in any case, the majority 

of bonds contain no explanation at all. There are, therefore, questions 

about bonding which cannot be answered conclusively. It is simply not 

possible to show in detail the circumstances in which most bonds were 

madep nor, for a aopls, why it was that same north-eastern families made 

bonds to the earls of Huntly and Erroll, and others who might squally 
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have been expected to do sot an the basis of their social standing and 

the position of their lands, did not. 

The scarcity of references to bonding in official records, 

acts of parliament and council records, raises questions of a rather 

different kind. The magnates who came to parliament and council to 

discuss the good of the ooemorwal, the maintenance of law and order, 

the punishment of breakers of the peace and so an, and who on three 

occasions sat in parliaments which condasnad the making of bonds of 

swinrint were at the same time the major recipients of the bonds in their 

localities. Does this suggest hypocrisy on a grand scale? Were the 

acts of parliament the product of normal government policy or of 

particular circumstances? Was there, in general, any distinction between 

the government - according to the traditional view threatened by bonding - 

and those who mode bonds, and if not, does this imply a high degree of 

political irresponsibility? Again, there is hardly any mention of bonding 

in judicial records; there are very few examples of men being brought 

to court for breaking their bonds. Are there few such cases because, as 

the bonds were the product of a lawless and violent society, so the 

breaking of them was settled lawlessly and violently? Or are there few 

such cases because, by and large, nn did not break their bonds? 

All these are questions about the attitudes of the society in 

which bonds were model and at this point, another limitation of this 

subject, of a rather different kind, should be made clear. This 

thesis will not attempt to analyse, in a general or comprehensive way, 

Scottish society in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But because 

it deals with an essentially social subject, and covers a considerable 

period of ties, it will necessarily touch on other aspects of society 

which would form separate studies in themselves, and on these aspects, 
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suggestions rather than extensive discussion or explanation will be 

offered. 

Nevertheless, bonds of aanrent, maintenance and friendship are 

a subject of sufficient importance and interest to justify this attempt 

to look at them in detail. And while they are bound by What, after all, 

are the limitations of any wsdiaeval study, enough can be discovered 

about them to make this possible, and to provide not a rigid and nest 

definition about something so complex and variable as a social practice 

based an the intangible concepts of good lordship and service whose 

hey-day lasted for some 150 years� but an answer to the fundamental 

question about bonds of aanrants did they ever reach the level not 

of the pious ideal of Helen Cam's phrase but of the wars, vital, 

personal and rewarding relationship described by Marc Bloch for an 

earlier agsl or were they, after a119 the squalid, selfish product of 

the lawless, self-interested swats class so familiar in accounts of 

later mediaeval Scotland? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE MEANING OF 'MANRENT' 

A remarkably clear indication of the transition from the 

feudal or tenurial to the non feudal or personal contract, which 

was discussed in general teams in the introductory chapter, is 

provided by the development of the word which came to be associated 

with the relationship between lords and their mien in fifteenth 

century Scotland. The phrase 'bond of manrent' is unique. In other 

northern European countries there was no significant change in language 

to describe the now contractl familiar terms were used, in England the 

indenture, in France the allem, in the German principalities the 

Dienerbriefe9 even if their meaning may have been subtly altered. In 

Scotland, the word $bond$ or'band'g which was the form always used in 

middle Scots, presents no ditticultyj it was a common word, which was 

applied to a type of document widely used in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries and subeaquantly. Always written in the vernacular, this 

document was a one-aided undertaking by which a man bound himself to 

fulfil certain obligations to another, and it was used in matters of 

money, land or the reinforcing of obligations already stated in a mutual 

contract between the grantor of the bond and the recipient. But in 

order to identify the particular bond between lords and their men, a very 

rare and archaic word was dragged out of its literary obscurity and used 

to describe a contract which wes common enough to give 'wenrent' a 

familiar pleas in current usage until the early seventeenth century when 

both word and contract died out of use. The word Imanrent',, whose 

popular life lasted effectively for some 150 years, therefore merits 

some attention. 
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'IIenrent' Is the middle-Scots form of a late Anglo-Saxon 

word 'mannraodan', which derives from 'man' in the sense of the lord's 

sin or dependent, and the verb 'resdan', meaning to counsel or agree, 

and in compounds, the in the state of'. It was an extremely rare word. 

The earliest known examples are in Asifric's Hs and in his 

treatise on the Old and New Testament, written at the and of the tenth 

and beginning of the eleventh centuries; phrases such as 'then the 

towndwsllars sent to the famous Jahu, (and) offered his aannraadan for 

all his cosmanda', and 'then said our friends that we should come to you 

to your swmraedon', 
1 

show that the word meant allegiance, obedience or 

dependence, and also show that it was used in two ways, first in the 

sense of the inferior's aannraadan or dependence, and also in the sense 

of the superior's wennrasdan or right to obedience. The ending 'rasdan' 

suggests not a single act of allegiance, but rather a continuous state, 

though this is not in itself an infallible guide. The first quotation is 

somewhat ambiguous, but in the second there ssome no doubt that a state 

and not an act is described. On one occasions the word is used with the 

verb 'to make's 'a certain man asds firm aannrasden with the devil'. 
2 

This is very clearly an act. But when it is contrasted with the sentences 

'and (it) greatly shamed him of the devil's swnrasdsn, in which he had 

been until that tine', or ehe (Apollo) who may truly pity your ignorance 

and turn (you) to his mannreedan', 
3 it would appear that 'to make mannrasdan' 

1. Aaltrio, Homily extracted from the Book of Kinos. 'pa ssude sec 
burhraru to dam brem n Hisu budon his manraedsns to callus his 
bsbodua'; and qua. ix, 11, in The Old Enallsh Version of the 
Hatateuch, (E. E. T. S., Orig. Ser. 160)9 3911 'da owaedon ure frynd 
diet we oamon to am to soars asnnresdsn'. 

2. Fron Asltric's H ss, quoted in Bosworth and Toller, An `" 
Saxon DictionarvOxfoord# 1898-1921), s. v. ' anrent', $sum ow 
dsctle msnnrsedenne befsestsl. 

3. Asltric, Homily on St. Martins 'and him aicclua scsamods pass 
dsofls manrasdsnns ps he on woos op past's and Homily on St. Gsorass 
'ss do sodlics aasz piurs nytsnnysss zsailtsion and to his manrasdsns 
zsbizan'. 
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as opposed to 'to be in wennrasdan' is very exceptional. The two 

meanings say not in fact be contradictory. It is perhaps not 

unreasonable to surmise that when a san put himself into 'mannrasdan', 

he performed some formal act, and the word therefore covered both act 

and lasting allegiance, with the emphasis on the letter. And at this 

stage, it was clearly used to refer as much to the lord's mannraedan 

as to the men's. Finally, it has bean suggested that the fact that 

it was a late word, which does not appear in Anglo-Saxon poetry, 

indicates that it was, in a rare fora, a legal and contractual term 

which reflects the greater emphasis at this period on the vassal's 

obligation than was found in early Anglo-Saxon England, when the oaths 

of both lord and am were given equal prominence. 
4 

Etymologically, 'sannrasdan' is exactly the some as 'howsgius' 

or 'homage', the word which came into common use in the twelfth century, 

largely replacing 'hominium', and which continued to be widely used 

throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, though perhaps by 

the and of that period with lese meaningful force. But although the 

ending 'agium' corresponds to 'raedan' and strictly implies 'a state of 

being', 'homage' was always used at this time to describe a single act 

of allegiance by which a man entered into a relationship of dependence 

upon another{ it was not until the late fifteenth century that it came 

to be used in its secondary sense of 'being in a state of homage'. It 

was not therefore the equivalent of 'mannrasdan' as used in the Anglo. 

Saxon period. 

1. I em grateful to Mr. L. W. Collier of the University of Glasgow for 
his help and advice about the word "mannrasdan', and for providing 
sie with texts and translations other than those found in Bosworth 
and Toller. 
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After 1100, 'aennrasdan', which had been little enough used 

in Anglo-Saxon England, became even more rare. Where it did occur, it 

appeared normally in the form 'sanred', and its meaning had changed; 

it now corresponded exactly to homage. In the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 

for the year 1115, there occurs the sentence 'He (Henry 1) acted so 

that all the chieftains in Normandy did mennrasdan and faithful oaths 

to his son William'; and in 1139, 'they had made manred to him (Stephen) 

and sworn oaths$*5 The use of sanred in this context - to do or make 

wanred - put a quite different emphasis on the word, turning it into an 

act instead of a state. 

It does not appear to have been used in this sense after 1300. 

Examples from the Oxford English Dictionary show the later meanings 

which developed from the idea of homage. In the fourteenth century, 

. anred was used to denote vassals collectively, and therefore a supply 

of sun who would fightp6 and in the sixteenth century, it become the 

position of a leader of fighting won.? The example cited below suggests 

that a word which had alwys bnn rare and unfamiliar was by this tiws 

regarded as entirely antiquated. 

5. Anolo-Saxon Chronicle, MS. E, sub anno 1115$ the words used are 
'dydon manrasdan'; and sub anno 1137$ 'hi hidden his menred waked 

and athes suoren'; this sss s to be the earliest example of the 
fore 'manred'. The Paterbo ouch ChrQUISIRL 1070-11549 ad. Cicely 
Clark, (Oxford, 1970 9 37 and 55. 

6. For examples, 'He is dad and his kynred 
And alis his trsndis and his minrsd', 

Land Troy Book, 18596 (c. 1400); 

and a very late exa plea using an unusual formt 'A good Manroode 
is an inexhaustible stocks's R. 3ohnaon#6irood and Coawoftealth, 
22 (1630). 

7. for example, 'That gentleman, that had the minted (as some yet 
call it) or the office, to lead the men of a Towns or Parish': 
Lambards, Parawb. Kent. 453 (1570-76). Curiously enough8 Lawrence 
Stone used it in this sense to sum up a social phenomenon, thus 
giving it a greater prominence than it perhaps really had, when he 

wrotes 'The key to early and seid-sixteenth century society is to 
be found in the word "marred", moaning control over persons for 

military service, a word which, significantly enough, had disappeared 
from the English language by the middle of the seventeenth cenntury'$ 
The Crisi of the Aristocracy. 1558-1641. (Oxford, 1965), 264. 
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In the late fourteenth century, 'eanred' and other 'sedan' 

compounds oasis into middle Scots. Why this happened is not known; but 

whatever the rssson, they case to be much sture widely used in Scotland 

than they had ever bow in England. Using 'ssnrent' as an example, the 

Scottish fora cams by metathesis from Anglo-Saxon mannrasdan, middle 

English manred or ssnrsdyn, and then into Scots as monrodyn and 

subsequently aanrsnt. Other 'rasdan' compounds were lufrent (sealing 

a state of amity), hatrsnt (hatred) and kynrent (kinship or kindred) 

which developed through the some stages, though in these cases the common 

middle English form had the 'rsdyn' ending, not 'red' as in aanred. 

Between the middle English fare and the final Scottish word was an 

intermediate stags, 'rend'; in other words, strictly speaking the 

development was redyn or red " rand " rent, but in fact examples of the 

'rand' fors are very rare and occur after the final fora has appeared. 
e 

Indeed, in practice there was a number of variations in form. As well as 

the rare 'manred', one finds the tautological 'manrsndechip' occasionally 

used In the fifteenth century, and in the sixteenth, the English form 

'msnrsd' altered by Scottish spelling to 'manreid', 'manreyd', 'wandrsd' 

and even 'senracht'. The gulf between practice and literary ideal was 

fairly wide. 

lutrsnt, hatrant and kynrent were all words in general use. 

PW rant began as a rare and almost exclusively literary word, and then 

cams to be used almost entirely in one context, that of the bond 

between lords and their wan, and when it did so, it once again changed 

its meaning. When it first *"eared in Scotland in the late fourteenth 

8. Elisabeth Wsstsrpaard, Itudies in Prefixes 
Scottish. (Oxford, 1924)t 61.2. But, for example, 'kpnrand' 
is used in a document dated 1425, printed in W. Frasse, ftnials 
of the I toowwiss. Earls of Eolinton. (Edinburgh, 1859). ii, 91 
and 'wanrand' in 1531, in Fraser, liuoOiris oiMaxwell* of Pollook. 
(Edinburgh, 1563), i, 261. 
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century, it was apparently the fora 'manrodyn' which was used, and 

it quite Clearly meant 'the act of homage'. The first known examples 

ooae from Barbour's The Brus. It is difficult to argue from the 

surviving texts of The, Drug what form was used, as both the existing 

manuscripts are fifteenth century, written within tan years of one 

another. The earlier, MS. C, written in 1487, uses 'wanrent' on the 

three occasions that the word occurs; the later, MS. E, twice uses 

Imanrodyn' and once 'wanrent'. It has been suggested that the version 

which uses 'manredyn' is the one which gives the fourteenth century 

form of the wordl but as in one case there is no alternative given for 

'wanrent', it is difficult to argue this with any certainty. 
g The only 

certain form of the word in the late fourteenth century is 'aanrsdyn', 

which occurs in an indenture dated 1392.10 Almost certainly, 'manrsdyn' 

was indeed the earliest form in Scotland, but it is clear that it was 

still an extremely rare word. 

There is no doubt at all about what aanrsnt meant at this time. 

In the three passages from The Brus. it is quite clearly used as an 

alternative to 'homage'. Possibly this was for reasons of scansion; 

for example, 

'The Kings of Irchery 
Come to Schir Eduards halily 11 
And therein redyn gen him We 

And in the following lines, to avoid repetitions 

'This gud wan gart cum one and one 
And oak him manrent (evir) ilkane 12 
And he him-self first homage maid'. _ 

In the third passage, it is used as an alternative to the familiar phrase 

'homage and fealty's 

9. Barbour, The Brus. (STS, 1893-5); this edition is mainly based 

on MS C, and gives alternative readings. 

10. W. Fraser, The Lennox. (Edinburgh, 1874), ii, 46. 

11. The Bru0, bk. xvi, 11.301.31 MS. E. 

12. The 8rus. bk. v, 11.295-7. 
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'The Kyng Davy was crownyt there 
And all the lordis at thar war, 
And ale of the coseinite, 13 
Plaid hym sianrent and fwts'. 

This phrase occurs again in the indenture of 25 July 1392, 

when Duncan# earl of Lennox, gave from and heritable saline and 

possession of the lands of Tarbet and Glandouglas to William of the 

Spans, burgess of Perth, and his wits Isabel, as freely as they had 

hold of the earl's Lather, and discharged than of 'al saner of servya 

of the forsayde landis.... outakyn senredyn or touts qwheyn an be sucht 

of the sayde landis'. 
14 

It was not stated when this was owed, but here 

again 'aanredyn' clearly refers to a specific act, which would most 

probably take place on the occasion when an heir inherited. 

In the 1420s Wyntoun used the some phrase, this time in the 

forty Onanrent and fsvtalf this is the earliest certain use of 'eanrent', 

and at the save ties, the last occasion on which it was used with 'fwts' 

as an alternative to 'homage's 

'The Erle off Atholle then Davy 
Throwch the Stawartis asnyhorry 
Had tans sianrsnt and fwte'. 15 

Finally, the only other passage in which manrsnt was used in 

this meaning comes from The Bulk of Alexander. It has been suggested 

that this was translated by Barbour, which would put it into the 

fourteenth century; but it is more probably fifteenth century, and 

13. ? ha [Mp bk. xx, 11.126.9. 

14, fraar, Lomax ii, 46. 'Mahr dyn or fwta' is curious= 
possibly 'or1 is simply a mistake for 'and'. 

15. Androw of Wyntoun, The of Scollandg ad. 
0. Laing, (Edinburgh, 1872-79)9 bk. viii, 1.4273. 
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possibly later than Wyntoun* in which aase this would be the last 

and at the aawe time the claret example of all in which the 

physical act of hasage is referred tos 

'The King and all his C penis 
Reesavit he weill and nobillie, 
And of him tuke to held his land 
And said him monrent with his hand' 

the last line here is the invention of the Scottish translator, and 

does not correspond to anything in the French original, Los Vosux du 

Pß. 16 

Until the 1420s, thong it not slightly later, 'manront' was a 

literary word mssning the act of how.. Within twenty years, it meant 

something very ditfsrsntl it had been brought into association with 

the bond to which it gave a name. The first bond in which tmenrsnt' is 

known to have been used is dated 18 3anuary 1442. This is a short 

document in which the grantor, Thomas Fraser, lord of the Lovst, bound 

himself 'to hat bscummyn Isle span and trawl to Alexander earl of Rose 

and lord of the Islas, and promised to 'msk my said lord Isle and trw 

service at all my gudely power quhat tyros I be chargit tharto, and 

assists to his in contrar of all man and span that lyffis or lyff may 

or do say, myna alle eancs to my soverins lord the Kings ortans, and 

my tarts to the rychtrise Erle of Murray that bole for the tyme'. No 

further obliged himself to pay 1500 marks Soots 'gift it happin we the 

forsaide Thomas Frasar to brok my . anrsnt and obelysinge made to my 

16. The 8uik of Alexander. (STS, 1921), 1i. 1.18 
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forsaid lord the Eric'* 17 
This is somewhat ambiguous. Although 

the bond itself was a lasting obligation of service,, the statement 

'manrsnt and obelysings made.... ' still suggests a single act of 

allegiance; in other words, menrsnt was the formal act which initiated 

the long-term service. This may well have been the case; indeed, there 

would same no reason to doubt it if it was not for the retrospective 

doubt raised by the next document in which manrent was wsdv which 

brings out the change of moaning very clearly indeed. 

17. Macdonald Lord of the Islas 1. Two references to earlier bonds 
of eanrent, apparently cads in the thirteenth csnturyp have been 
found, but neither is genuine. In the Mar and Kellis Muniments 
there is a list of six documents relating to the earls of Mar, 
written aLwt certainly to the seventeenth centurys SRO@ 
GO 124/7/9. The first of these-la described as 'ans Indenture 
betwixt the prior and convent of St. Andrews A Gilleoor Steige 
do Tarvalont containing a bond of manrent by him therein the 
date is 1222.... ' to which the late earl of Mar was a witness. 
This is clearly the document printed in Illustrations of the 

(Spalding Club, 1847.69), ii, 18.19; it is in fact an agreement 
between the prior and convent, and Gillsaor 'hominsm aorta ligiua 
st nativum', by which the prior and convent gave Gillemor license 
to be with I. son of the late sari of Mar, as long as it pleased 
them, Gillwor to return to them when required. The second 
example comes from an exceedingly unreliable seventeenth century 
work, James lord Somerville, Mamorls of the Somerville*, 
(Edinburgh, 1815). The Author given the texts of two bonds of 
what he calls Irandrey' and one bond of maintenance, in each case 
altering the language and spelling to produce a hybrid Anglo- 
Scottish bond. But two of them, dated 1462 and 1489, may 
conceivably be genuine bonds. The earliest, however, purports to 
be a bond of manrent made in 1281 by Sir Walter of Nwbigging and 
Sir David of Torfe; it follow the text of the 1462 bond fairly 
closely, and has the unique feature of binding boththe parties 
in servant to one another. Because of what the author has made 
of the language, it is not possible to draw any detailed 
conclusion about the form of words; but I as grateful to Miss 
Janet Templeton of the University of Glasgow for her assurance 
that she has no doubt that this is not a rare document written 
in Scots at this early date, but is entirely spurious. 
iris of the Sownrvilles. i, 75.6. 
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In 1446 there was a dacrsst arbitral which dealt with the 

claims of Alexander of Forbes and Malcolm of Forbes, his brother, to 

be hair to Sir William of Forbes of Kynnaldy. The arbiters decided in 

favour of Alexander, and ordered Malcolm 'to be span to the said 

Alexander for taro of his lyf bsfor all uthir next the King'. The 

next four words are 'for the quhilk manrent.... '; and for this 

'manrent', Alexander would give Malcolm the lands of Makil Wardris in 

the Garioch, in fee and heritage* 
Is If one was looking for a precise 

moment of change, this document would surely provide it, though it must, 

of course, be regarded as illustration not of a sudden and dramatic 

change, but of the time when the development of the relationship between 

lords and their amen away from the feudal towards the non feudal contract 

was first clearly recorded. It contains the remnants of feudalism: 

land is given in return for service. But the act of homage has 

disappeared, and is replaced by wanrent, the word elaborated here as 

"to be san.... for term of his lyf'. Almost certainly what followed 

from this dscrset was the granting of a charter by Alexander and the 

making of a bond of oanrent by Malcola. Possibly the word 'manrsnt' did 

not occur in the bond, for bonds of this period were very shorts and 

often used the words 'oan' or 'sun and servant' rather than 'manrennt'. 

But the interest of these documents is that they demonstrate that by 

the aid-fifteenth century, the phrase 'bond of agent' was meaningful 

and can properly be used. 'Manrent' was now the noun which corresponded 

to the verb 'to be' span, as well as 'to become' owl it had thus 

reverted to its original meaning, something which was to be illustrated 

again and again in the bonds, in phrases such as 'this my lettrss of 

manrant til endur for al the dayis of my lyff'. 

Be 1Absrdssn " 8w ff Illustrations. iii, 404.5. 
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After this data, Omenrsnt' became so completely associated 

with the bonds that it is impossible to discuss it out of this context. 

This is not to say that it was found only in the bonds. But for the 

next 150 years$ hundreds of documents were written out amplifying and 

describing in detail what was meant by the obligation of errant; and 

where it occurred outwith the bonds and not in the phrase 'bond of 

manrent' - which rarely happened " it meant exactly the same thing. 

The rare examples of its use in sixteenth century poetry bear this outs 

a comparison of these with the passages quoted fron fourteenth and early 

fifteenth century writers shows how for the meaning of the word had 

changed. In A CMIsint against Cuoaid, Alexander Scott wrotss 

'Quhat is thy worst bot mischief, 
Sturt, angir, grunching, yre and greif, 
Evill lyfa, and langsur but relief 

Off woundis wan, 
Displaseur, pans and he 

1rpraif Off God and man'. 

Clarioduas A Aatrical Romance contains the linast 

'My lord.... rsssava 
My sianr"id for now and svir aiair'. 

ZO 

And in a poem whose these is that although there are lords who abuse 

their position, yet Christ is still powerful enough to overeat them, 

the poet writes: 

'Ilk am obeyand their vans glob 21 
Be stark sanrent witht thane to gong'. 

The change of awning is illustrated in prose writings as in 

poetry. The early sixteenth century 'Porteous of Noblenss', describing 

the virtues of the nobility, uses 'sanrsnt' to show what was due to the 

19. " Po e of Allx dsr Scott (STS, 1896), no. xxxiii, 11.13.18. 

20. ClArieduat A Metrical Romance. (Maitland Club, 1830), iii 85. 

21. mi 8. natmo Ihn s iot, (STS, 1928) 9 ii, 233. 
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lords 'for trauth and larta nobliss war first ordanit and atablit 

till have lordschips abone the ooa-nil n pople and theirfor to thaiw 

was gevin his honour manrent and service of thar aubiectis'. 
22 

Bellenden and Pitscottie both almost some to reintroduce the Anglo- 

Saxon idea of the lord's aanrent, the control over assn. Bellenden, 

in his translation of Seeoe, writes that 'the how of Cuaingis war 

in that dayis full of riches lands* and msnrentt123 and Pitscottie 

depicts Sir William Crichton pleading with William earl of Douglas 

shortly before the Black Dinner 4f 1441 in a speech in which he adjures 

him to 'remember the high fortune that ye are promovit to the great 

dependence (of Vaeeallis) and landis (sic) of manrent witht wther 

grast strength and parar.... '24 

All this certainly show a shift away from emphasis on the 

act of allegiance " hawsge " to emphasis on the state of allegiance. 

The question which will be considered in the second half of this 

chapter is the extant to which in practice the obligation of aanrsnt 

was recognised as differing from the older obligation of homage. It 

may be asked whether the difference in terminology is really a matter 

22. 'The Porteous of Noblones', in The Allow Ranwariot, (STS, 1923), 
i, 174. 

23. The Chimnicles; of Sc H trans. John 
Bellendong 1531, STS, 1938141 9 iii 231. 

24. Pitscottie, Hlistorie. i, 42; 'landis of manrent' is a meaningless 
phrase, and prosimably should be 'bandis of sanrent' or possibly 
'landis and aenrent'. There is also a delightful and wholly 
fanciful use of the word in 'The Roit or Quheill of tyee', the 

short chronicle written by the 3 dbur h friar Adam Abell in 1533. 
In a passage eulogising Macbeth he says that 'Rachobsth gidit 
scotland x yore wsrray Weill and maid nobill lawis knychtis suld 
swir at that suld defend wedels fathirlea barme and laboraria.... 

at nano suld imenrent to any bot the king under the pane of 
dsid Alsua at nano suld beir arwis bot in tyae of weir.... ' NLS, 
MS, 17469 f. 76a. 
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of hairsplitting, whether it is only because historians use such 

concepts as faudaliss and non-feudalism that a distinction seams to 

exist. 'Faudalisa', the word coined by Henry Speisen in the early 

seventeenth canturyp has been a familiar part of historical writing 

only since the eighteenth; and it might be questioned whether this 

kind of discussion would have had any meaning before that time. In 

any coast although 'homage' was used to describe a ceremonial act, 

obviously the life-long consequences of this act cannot be disassociated 

from it. So binding was it, indeed, that one historian has argued that 

the oath of fealty was a very necessary addition; homage 'created such 

a subordination' that fealty 'had as its primary object that of 

limiting the subordination which resulted from homage in such a way 

that it should remain compatible with free status'. 
25 And if not every 

writer on feudalism would go so far as this, it would not be questioned 

that, certainly as an ideal if not always in practice@ a man who did 

homage entered into 'one of the strongest social bonds known in the 

f edel ara'. 
Z6 pass this suggsstr therefore, that contemporaries would 

not have recognised that any dietitian between 'wanrent' and 'homage' 

existed? Was 'menrsnt' rely Jut the Scots translation of 'homage', 

with the shift in emphasis being of no particular significance in terms 

st what people understood by the contract between lords and their man? 

Support for this view 0y aftsar to be found in the writings of 

two late sixteenth century wry r. Thomes Craig and Sir John Skins. 

Craig's two references to monrJt Wn maintenance have already been quoted: 

'noe obligations. proteCtionis, 
hami1ii st manutentiss, vulgariter Manrent 

st Msntsnanca, diaarm solsmus', and 'mutuas illss obligations hominii 

25, Ganghot, Fº trans, Gr"knong 70. 

26. h ochs F, i, 
, 
5, ý pit 446. 
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at tuitionis, quas spud nos Manrsnt at IMantananae dicuntur'. 27 Sir 

John Skans was even more direct. In his 'De Verborum Signification@', 

he opened his comment on 'Homagium' with a brief explanatory note in 

Latin, and than immediately switched to Scots with the words 'It is a 

band of sanrent'. 
28 There is no obvious sign of a distinction here. 

Indeed, where 'manrsnt' was translated into Latin, which happened rarely, 

'hosagiua' or 'hominiua' were always the words used, for example, although 

the endorsements of the bonds normally appeared as 'band of sanrsnt', a 

few of the Erroll bonds were endorsed 'litters homagii'j and in a 

notarial instrument which described the making of a bond, the phrase 

'littsrarus obligationis at homagii vulgo oanrsnt' occurs. 
29 

There are, however# difficulties about accepting this as 

evidence that the two words were simply regarded as interchangeable. 

In three of these cases, the subject was sanrent, not hostage= but the 

language used was Latin, for obvious enough reasons in the case of 

Craig and the Argyll notary, and in the third, the unusual form of the 

Erroll endorsaaents, by someone of perhaps an unnecessarily pedantic 

turn of sind. There was clearly a problem of translating into Latin 

a word which was used only in vernacular documents and which had no 

direct Latin ancestry, without recourse to the idiom of an earlier age. 

'Homagium', the etymological equivalent at least, was the obvious 

choice{ but the words 'vulgariter' or 'vulgo manrent' would scarcely 

have been necessary if 'hosagius' had been generally recognised as 

being the exact equivalent of sanrent in more than the literary sense* 

Moreover, Craig makes it plain that manrant is the modern form 

of contract, homage the outdated one. In what is a very long and detailed 

27. Craig, Ius Faudala. M. B. and 2.11.1. 

28, Sir John Skena of Currishill, #Do Verborum Significationa', in 
Lama and Acts* of Scotland, (2nd ad. Edinburgh, 1597), S. V. 
'Ho. agiua'. 

29. Argyll PUSS* vol. 1/19. 
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account of feudal laug he devotes only two short passages, which both 

say the same thing, to 'homage', presumably because it was no longer 

very relevant in his eyes, whereas he writes at considerable length 

about 'fidelitas' " fealty " by which he means the continuous obligation 

of service. In the first of his accounts of homage, he says that modern 

feudists have no time for distinction between homage and fealty, which 

are in fact ans and the same, 'homage being descriptive merely of the 

sot by which the vassal offers fasltyq while fsalty connotes the real 

obligation which he taken upon himself for life'. 
30 

But he adeits that 

this is a modern (that lay sixteenth century) viw# different from that 

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; and he rehearses the earlier 

distinctions which show that homage was originally considered to be more 

solemn and binding then fealty, distinctions which he himself in this 

passage seems to regard as having some validity. In the second passage, 

he goss over the same ground, but this time states quits positively that 

'hemag@ is nothing but the sacramental act by which the vassal swears to 

observe the permanent duty of fealty', which is in any case an academic 

argwnt# for 'in Scotland today the oath (of homage) is never used's31 

In historical terms, Craig's definition of fealty as 'the real obligation 

which he (the vassal) takes upon himself for life' is untenable. But the 

ides of transposing two oaths, the one more binding, the other lese,, into 

an act initiating a state in order to portray his ideal of how a man 

should bind himself to a lord, while of no relevance to the twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries, may be very relevant to the sixteenth. It may, 

indssdt be summed up by 'msnrsnt', the word which had earlier donated 

an act but which was now applied to a life-long dependence entered into 

30. Craig, Ius f e, 1.11.10-11. 

31. ibid, 2.12.20. 
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by a tormal undertaking, and which to Craig represented the man's part 

of 'the best and simplest spitoss of the reciprocal duties of superior 

and Yaual I" 

There remains the lost of the examples of wanront being 

translated as hoosgs, Sksns's 'Os Verborum Signification*'* This is 

rather different from the others, for here the subject is homage, which 

is quite unequivocally explained as being to band of wanrent, quhan any 

person proaisis to serve one uther, in sik sort, that he soll be friend 

to all his friends, A toe to all his foes, against all deadlie.... It 

is therefore called howiniuw, and sulds be maid be the vassall being 

minor, or maior, to his over-lord. '. Skins then goes on to describe 

homage and fealty, more briefly than Craig, making the neat but inaccurate 

distinction that fealty was the Isms solemn form of oath taken by woman 

and bishops, because homage involves service in rar, and indicating the 

difference in the manner of doing homage and fealty, while showing that 

there was little difference in the forms of oath which he details; and 

finally he discusses the two forms of hauvage, liege and simple hoasge. 32 

It Is very difficult to coomont in any positive way about this, 

Skase described his work as 'the exposition of the termes and difficult 

words* contained in the fours buikes of Regiam Plajestataw and ethers, in 

the actee of Parliament, intettwents and used in the practique of this 

reale.... '; and it Craig was right in saying that the oath of homage was 

not then used in Scotland, than it is possible that Skana, commenting more 

tactually and lese subjectively than Craigi began by using a familiar 

term " oanrant " to Vivo point and reality to his discussion of the loss 

familiar ! Homage. Craig's statement that homage was 'never used' is, 

32. Skvne, '0. V. rbosum Signification. ', s. v. 'Ho ium'. 
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admittedly, surprisingly srssping, and possibly not entirely accurate, 

though the whole tenor of his discussion gives weight to his assertion 

that homage was out of dotal and certainly there is no evidence to 

suggest that from the fifteenth century onwards homage had much part 

in the making of alliances between lords and men. 
33 Yet the fact 

remains that Sinns did not himself say either that homage was a thing 

of the past or that it had points of similarity with wanrent; he simply 

equated the one with the other. His discussion, however, provides two 

points of comparisons the obligations undertaken by the vassals which 

is a subject to be discussed after considering the text of the bondst 

and the way in which he made his oath, the standard and long-accepted 

ritual of kneeling before his lord. 

Howe thong was a bond of aanrent made? If Skens's equation 

is entirely correct, then this passage is in itself evidence a man 

offering a bond of menrent to his lord did the some thing in the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries as a vassal doing homage in the twelfth. Or was 

there a recognisable change? We do not know with complete certainty how 

man wsde their bonds, although there are sufficient indications to suggest 

33. There is one example of homage being given in the old. -fifteenth 
century which by Craig's standards would have been better never 
to have been given at all; for it was a very debased and 
commercialised matter. On 2 July 1444, John Kennedy of Blaucharn 
and his sen and heir John gave to Gilbert Kennedy of Ounurs 
their 'iuramentus homagii at fidelitatis solitum at consuetu. '. 
The oath may have been in the accustomed for.; but there were 
two aspects of it which were far from customary. The homage was 
given not for life but for ton years; and Gilbert was to pay 20 
marks per annum to Kennedy of Slaucharn and 10 marks per annum 
to his song and as this was regarded by John Kennedy as 
insufficient, James Kennedy, bishop of St. Andrwss who was 
present when the agreement was made, promised to add 2 marks per 
annum. If this contradicts Craig's statement that homage was 
never used, it does not contradict the concept implicit in his 
claim, for this was very different from homage as understood in 
the feudal period. SRO, Ailsa Muniments! GD 25/1/34. 
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what happened. It seams fairly clear that the wan and the lord came 

together when a bond was made and went through some sort of formal 

cersoony. The places at which the bonds were made suggest this, most 

of the Gordon bonds, for example, were made at Huntly and Aberdeen, and, 

to a lesser extant, at Edinburgh, Inverness and Forrsal and similarly 

those of Erroll at Slain* and Aberdeen. Likewise, many of the Argyll 

bonds were made at Dunoon and Inveraray, and in two particularly 

detailed oases, at Argyll's town house in Edinburgh. 
34 

On the whole, 

therefore, bonds were made at places associated with the lord, and a 

weh smaller number at the place of residence of the grantor; 
35 the 

general impression is that men cams to their lords and gave their bonds. 

Moreover in some of the bonds, especially those from the Hamilton 

collection, the place, day and month " though never the year " and witness 

list were added to the text. There are too fw examples of this to draw 

any fire conclusions; but it does at least indicate that a notary draw 

up the bond, and the document was completed only when the lord and the 

man were present. 
36 But if such bonds are rare, the great majority did 

include a witness list. Whether these were genuine or not is a question 

which comet be answered conclusively, but it seems extremely probable 

that they were. The names of the witnesses were always these of local 

men, normally drawn free the adherents of both parties to the bonds and 

there are, an occasions when two bonds were wade at the some time, not 

only witness lists where the some names appeared, but examples of the 

grantor of one bond witnessing that of the ether, and vice versa. 
37 

34. Argyll 13 and Argyll P55. vol, 1/19. 

35. So@ Appendix A. 
36. One of the Gordon bonds appears to demonstrate this very well. 

The bond itself is written in a fairly formal hand; and it is 
signed by the grantor, and also by the notary in a cursive hand - 
identical to that of the place, day, month and witness lists 
Gordon 32. 

37. For sxampleq Gordon 35 and 361 2 and 3 May 1543; and Gordon 
88 and 891 11 August 1600, 
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In the second halt of the sixteenth century the evidence that the 

witnesses named were indem! present becomes such more conclusive, 

because very often they as well as the grantor signed the bond. 

Thus tar, then, it seems that the man caste to his lord, and 

In the presence of witnesses entered into the obligation of monrsnt. 

The bonds themselves give a further indication of what happened. In 

about half of the surviving bonds it is recorded that the man swore an 

oathp and in most cases this was done not by placing his hands between 

those of his lord, but by putting his hand on the gospels, or, 

occasionally before 1560, the 1 s-books 'the grate sitha suorns, 

the hall evangelic tuschit'. The other, less frsqusnt, form of the 

Bath is described in the most general and unhelpful toreas 'in the 

meist sikker foram of ebligatioun of band of eanrsnt that can be 

divisit'. Ne clue is given as to whether this meant something different, 

and it so, what. But certainly where the oath is recorded in detail, 

the precedent is to be found not in the ceremony of homage, but in that 

of fealty. 
38 

Only once is the asking of a bond described in any detallp and 

this serves to reinforce what has already been suggested, rather than 

providing more inforsstion, on 5 May 1524, Robert lord Maxwell* ). mss 

Kennedy of Blairquhan and Colin earl of Argyll met in the earl's house 

in Edinburgh, with the notary John Chan who recorded what happened, 

writing " separate instrument for each stage of the transaction* first, 

Robert lord Maxwell. 'suo . otu propsio spontane. i sus voluntate 

sxonsr"vit at quistoclasovit.... littsran obligationis at hoaapii vulgo 

sanrsnt nuncup"tur sibi per nobilso virus Jacobus Kennedy do Blairquhan'. 39 

Thong 'paulo post rsnunciacioneN', Kennedy bound himself and his heirs, 

38. Ganshot, Fndallaw, 68-91 Bloch, F. u dal Soc ety. It 146. 

39. Argyll RSS. vol. 1/20 
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apparently verbally, to Argyll and his heirst to serve him in all his 

quarrels licit and honest, saving only his allegiance to the king and 

the governorg 'secunduo tenor. m littsrarua obligationis at homagii vulgo 

"onrent'. 
AC 

A further instrument of this date stated that Kennedy did 

appear and promise faithful service to Argyll. 41 Finally, on 6 May, 

Kennedy's bond of . anrennt was drawn ups witnessed by Robert lord 

Maxwell and others, and signed and sealed by Kennady. 42 Clearly, 

therefore, the promise of service was made personally and directly by 

the grantor to the lord; and, as the dates shore it took the form of a 

verbal agreement which in this case ants-dated the bond. This may however 

have been caused by the complicated circumstances of this case; on the 

whole it seams that the normal practice was for both verbal and written 

agreement to be made at the some time, or, occasionally, to have the 

text of the bond prepared first. But ones again, even although this 

episode is carefully recorded, there is no suggestion that when Kennedy 

mode his personal promise of service to Argyll, he did so with the full 

and symbolic ritual of the oath of homage. 

It is not surprising that there was some sort of ceremony 

attached to the waking of a bond of sanrant, nor that it was leas formal 

than homage. There were, after all, two differences of major importance. 

Range was done in return for the granting of a tief. The vassal had a 

charter as written evidence of what he had received from his lord. The 

lord, on the other hand, had only a verbal promise of allegiance and 

service, and there was therefore every incentive to surround that promise 

40. Argyll MSS* vol. 1/19. 

f1. Transcrips of Argyll Muni. snts in Invararay Castle, iii, 179. 

42. Argyll 14. 
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with as much solemnity and physical symbolism as possible. 
43 

But when 

a bond was wade, the central part of the act of making it was not the 

verbal oath but the sealing or signing of the bond. Moreover, with 

the oath of homage, emphasis was put on the vassal's undertaking; 

although it was part of a contract, the ceremony itself was by its 

nature one-aided. This was almost certainly far lese true of the 

making of a bond of menrsnt; this becomes very clear when one considers 

what the lord gave to the man in return for his bond. 

While the majority of the bonds do not state the reason why 

they were given, those which do show conclusively enough what this was. 

Four-fifths of them were given not for any tangible consideration, but 

in return for the lords maintenance; 
44 

a for smaller number - about 

one-tenth - were given for land, and a were handful for money, whether 

in the form of a lump eta or a pension. Of those given for land, some 

were heritable bonds; and some of these look very 'feudal' indeed, for 

they bind the heirs of the grantors to renew the bond of manrent on their 

succeeaian. Thus on 8 3uly 1468 William lard Forbes made bonds of oanrent 

to Alexander earl of Huntly and George lord Gordon his son, for which he 

received land; and he bound his heirs on succeeding to give to the earl 

or his son 'the speciall lettres of eºanrsnt retinu and service like as I 

hef done for as for the Saide landis'., 
8 Likewise Alexander Gordon of 

43, Two thirteenth century illustrations of vessels doing homage - in 
one case to the devil - are reproduced in Bloch,, Trial Society. 
i* 1151 and a very fins fourteenth century one as the frontispiece 
to Genspot, euudalis., in which the vassal is provided with three 
extra hands, one of which points to hiesslfp and two to his fiat; 
the proportion might almost imply satire. 

44. Maintenance is the normal Scottish word. Good lordship, common In 
England, is much more rare; only in the Maxwell and Oliphant bonds 
is it used with any frequency as an alternative to maintenance. 

45. Gordon 4.5 and 6. 
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Strathoun, who was given the lands of Cluny in return for his bond of 

manrent of 5 November 1539 bound his heirs to make individual bonds to 

the earl and his heirs on entry to these lands. 
46 

But even soy there 

are so few examples of this that it does not seem to illustrate a general 

practice; and many of the heritable bonds# made by families such as the 

Cheynes of Essilmont to the earls of Erroll, or the Grants of Freuchy and 

Leslies of ealquhan to the earls of Huntly, were not made as a result of 

grants of land. 

When set against the much greater number of bonds given for 

maintenance, land or money do not really emerge as factors of major 

importance in this contract. Ren making bonds of msnrent did so because 

they expected good lordship in return; and the bonds themselves show 

how the lords obligation was made. This corresponded exactly to the 

making of a bond of manrent; numerous bonds of manrsnt refer to the grant 

of a bond of maintenance 'at the making of thir presantis' or fas in the 

said nobill lordis band maid to us tharupoun at mair lynth is contenit', 

or Sao his gracis lettrse of mantsinance.... beris'. 47 In other words, 

in vary many cases it not all, it was not merely a matter of the am 

making his obligation to his lord, but of lard and man binding themselves 

mutually to protect and to serve, and exchanging documents which detailed 

their obligations. And, unlike the feudal obligation, manrant and 

46. Gordon 31. 

47. The case of the contract between William earl of Erroll and Patrick 
Chsyns of Essilmont, where Cheynsfs bond of aanrsnt was dated 23 
May 1516 and Erroll's bond of suintananaa 24 May is quite exceptional,, 
and curious because both bonds were made at Slain., Erroll 25 and 26. 
Another even more marked example of this is the bond of maintenance 
by George earl of Huntly to Gilbert Menzies of Pittodslls, made an 
9 June 1588 at Perth, following Menzies' bond of manrant of I June 
1599 at Abardasns Gordon 72 and 71. But certainly the normal 
practice was that bonds of maintenance and manrant were made an the 
some day. 
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maintenance were obligations of precisely the sane kind, intangible 

Promise* which were not inextricably bound up with material considerations. 
48 

They were# therefore, more akin to the pro-feudal practice of commendation 

than to the taudalj for although commendation did involve material objects, 

food and clothing, it wasp as Ganshot describes it, 'in the fullest sense 

a mutual contract'. 
49 

This could equally be said of the contract of 

manrent and eaintsnaca, so auch so, indeed, that by the second half of 

the sixteenth century it become common for lards and their men to express 

their obligations in a mutual contract as an alternative to separate bonds. 

Before summing up thus far, there is one final point which should 

be mentioned. It has already been suggested that Craig's assertion that 

homage was no longer used in Scotland is perhaps rather exaggerated, but 

probably basically correct. rat there are a very few bonds in which the 

grantors bound themselves in msnrant, homage and service, or fealty; 

and one in which the grantor made a bond of manrsnt, but obliged his heirs 

to come to the lord's presence and give him their oath of fidelity, 

service and homage. Unsatisfactory though it ia, there is no obvious 

explanation for this. Certainly there were considerable variations in 

the phrases used in the bonds; man bound themselves in aanrsnt or to 

become man and servant, and fraquantly elaborated these with adjectives 

like 'laill, trw or aufald', and it say be that the rare use of homage 

is simply another variation and not of particular or distinctive 

significance. If there was some reason why it seemed necessary to include 

homage, it cannot now be discovered. The only feature of note in one of 

these bonds, that made by Malcolm Carswell, captain of Craignish, and his 

48. See below, pp. 201"99 where the reasons for giving bonds of 
menrent are discussed in greater detail. 

49. Ganshof9 iah. 5.9. 
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brother Donald, vicar of Kilmartin, to Colin earl of Argyll and his 

heirs on 9 November 1573 is that it is a remarkably short bond for 

the late sixteenth century, omitting all the detailed obligations 

and simply binding the grantors to give 'our homage & band of aanreds 

& of our postorits witht our calpis and afald kill and trw service', 

in return for Argyll's bond of maintenance. 
50 And there to nothing 

distinctive about the bond by John Rutherford of Teilend to Alexander 

lord Gordon of 8 December 1190, except that Rutherford's reward was to 

be defended by Gordon, and to be given 'ans tos at his plsaour', which 

is exceptionally vagus. 
51 The case of the grantor binding himself in 

 snrsnt, and his heirs in homage, is a little different; this was a 

bond by Mackay of Far, made an 31 July 1570, during the course of an 

agreement between himself and George, earl of Huntly, who had been 

gifted the lands and barony of For in 1567 by the crow after the 

escheet of the former holder. It is therefore possible that this, combined 

with friction between Huntly and Mackay, produosd a demand by the earl 

that Msokay's successors would do more than the usual obligation of menrsnt. 52 

A similar reason may possibly be adduced for another of these bonds, that 

. sda by Lauchlan Maclean of Quart, Alexander Maulsod of Dunvsgan, and five 

other islss. sn, to Colin, earl of Argyll, an 14 3uly 1619. This is an 

unusually lengthy bond, and it does suggest an attsapt to achieve amity. 

The grantors aarsfull explained that they made their bond 'nacht coalcyt 

nor stron: it nacht compsllyt nocht for died of hurt not skatht in psrsouna 

not in gudis bot of our awn frs wyll and be our swan motioun for auld 

bandis isous and kindness hand bstuix our sldaris and for our swan 

singlar vtilits and prstat.... 'l they wore an oath not only an the 

50. Argyll 50. 
51. Gordon 12. 

52. Gordon 551 SRO, Rosy P15# GO 849 *ace 1, no. 1/2b; M9 ii, 558. 
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gospels but an the Mass book as well= and they promised that it any 

of them rebelled against Argyll, the others would destroy his or bring 

his to justice. 53 
Yet while this any appear to suggest a possible 

explanation, there are many bonds of this kind, made to effect a 

reconciliation, which do not include homage. In the and, all that can 

be said is that the extreme rarity of homage makes it a point of minor 

importance, but nonetheless tantalising in that there is simply not 

enough evidence to explain its appearance on these fear occasions. 

On the basis of the change in weaning of the word, the difference 

between the forms of doing homage and making a bond of manrent, and the 

different reasons for which homage and manrent were given,, an answer to 

the question whether contemporaries were conscious of a distinction can 

now be suggested. In term of the modern debate about the nature of the 

early and late srdiaeval contract between lords and their men# the 

answer is obviously nog men were no more aware in the fifteenth century 

that they were making a non"fsudal contract than David I had been in the 

twelfth that he was fsudalieing Scotland. But this is a truism. Even if 

they did not classify them, people were perfectly well aware of the 

advantages and limitations of the various forms of contract. Ouby, quoted 

in the previous chapter, pointed out that in the eleventh century " in 

the 'classic' period of feudalism - homage could moan very different things 

to different people, the criterion apparently being that if a wan was 

powerful enough or had other lords and protectors to turn toi he could 

flout its if he was weak he could not. 
54 No doubt not every vessel was 

as cynical as this. But throughout the period when feudal obligations 

were at their most binding, there was an inherent weakness; the problem 

of the divided loyalty of the vassal, because of the practice of doing 

$3. Argyll S. 

54. Duby, La Societe aux XI at XII Si 1It, 194.5. 
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homage not to one lord but to several. This problem was recognised; 

it was the subject of repeated complaint. It gave rise to the 

development of liege homage, the higher and more binding oath than 

ordinary hosagav designed to grade the vassal's loyalty and remove the 

conflict. It did not work, for by the twelfth co ury liege homage had 

in Its turn become the nor m# and am now acknowledged two or more liege 

lords; not surprisingly because few lords were prepared to accept the 

lass binding oath. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that this 

situation arose because the personal obligation became increasingly 

coawercialisad. It was in the economic interests of the vassal to hold 

as many fiats as possible, even if this put considerable strain on the 

idea of loyalty; and heritability strained the ideal further, as the 

concept of the land being the lord's care to be blurred by the reality 

that the vassal could pass it an to his heirs. When a man could use the 

resources from the tint which he held of a lord to whom he had done homage, 

in order to tight against that lord, or when his loyalties were defined 

according to the value of his fiats,, so that his principal loyalty was 

given to the lord who had given him the richest fiat -a not unreasonable 

principle " the debasement of the feudal contract as s socially cohesive 

force, which Craig lamented, was well on the way to being complete. 
55 

But it the feudal contract had broken down, this did not now 

that lords did not still need followers and am protectors. The contract 

of menrent and maintenance not only not that nsedl butt significantly 

snoughf did so without being subject to the two weaknesses of 

coeersiolisation and divided loyalties. The men who made bands of 

wanrent were# of course, as concerned to add to as well as to preserve 

what they had as the earlier vassals who had put pressure on lords to 

grant them lande but land as the direct return for the men's loyalty 

and service had virtually disappeared from the later contract, which 

55. Bloch, Feudal Society. i, 211.2181 'The Man of Several Maat*"'* 
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becawe the mans and not the end as far as Immediate tangible benefits 

were concerned. Pareover, the now bond, intensely personal though it 

was " and this, already suggested in the act of making the bond, will be 

shown with even more emphasis by the texte of the bonds " was no longer 

left as a verbal promise, however ceremonially and solemnly undertaken. 

In spite of its weaknesses, as Bloch points out, the feudal relationship 

was regarded as extremely binding* 56 Now much more binding was it when the 

relationship was no longer crested,, on one side, by the verbal oath and 

perhaps rather empty ritual on the pert, for example, of the descendant of 

a men who had felt gratitude and loyalty to the lord who had originally 

snfeoffed him, or by a sinn who was in fact mors powerful and wealthy than 

the lord to whom he did homage, but was created by being set dem in 

writing on both sidae. 
5' 

This written contract had all the more force because the other 

great weaknss., divided loyalties# had been to a large extent eradicated. 

It was, of coursst standard practice for the grantor of a bond to except 

his allegiance to the king. But it was rare for son to give their bonds 

to mors than one lord= the principle that a man would '9it my onelie 

dependence'" to his lord alone was not often broken, and when it wasp 

56. Bloch, Feudal Socisty. i, 213. 
57. This was not, of course, entirely an innovation of the later 

middle ages. Ganghof draw attention to the practice in the 
south of France, from the twelfth century onwards, of recording 
contracts of vassalage, setting down in writing# often in the 
vernacular, the oaths of fealty made by the vassals. In view 
of the fact that in its formal apparatus the obligation of 
mansent seem to have been closer to fealty then to homage, his 
concluding comment on this that 'possibly one can attribute the 
greater importance of the oath of fealty instead of the rite of 
homage in the south of France to the fact that the former could 
be embodied in a written document and the latter could not', is 
of considerable interest. Feudaliaa. 75.4. 

58. Erroll 37. 
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there could well be a reason other than the acquisition of more than 

one protector. It wet for example, fairly regular practice to except 

allegiance to governors in times of royal minorities# which was really 

equivalent to the almost automatic sxcsptancs of allegiance to the crown. 

A number of other cases involved bonds made to the Campbells of Candor 

and of Glanorchy, and there the earls of Argyll were mentioned as being 

owed a higher rather than a separate allegiance, as heads of the house of 

the lords to whom the bond of sanrsnt was made, or by whom the bond of 

maintenance was given. There were also a very few bonds in which the 

grantors reserved their service owed by law to those lords from whom they 

hold land, although this is so are that it suggests a survival from the 

past rather than a present binding force. And when a man did give mors 

than one bond sf manrsnt, he included in his bond a clause stating his 

previous obligation, and an occasion added a promise of neutrality in 

case of conflict between his lords. 
59 

Thus the loyalty of those who made 

bonds of aianrant wes far mors assured than had been the loyalty of vassals 

who did homage# not because men in fifteenth and sixteenth-century Scotland 

59. The bond of 20 January 1466 in which Robert lord Boyd bound 
himself in kindness and fellowship to Gilbert lord Kennedy, 
reserving his previous bonds to six others, is entirely 
exceptional; it was purely a short-term political bond, made 
to gain support for his coup d'etat in which he seized control 
of the king; SRO, Ailsa Muniments, GD 25/1/96. This is 
discussed by N. A. T. Macdougall, 'Janes Ills a political study, 
1466-1488', (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Glasgow, 1968), chapter 1. 
Equally unusual was Lauchlen Mackintosh of Dunnachten, captain of 
Clanchattan from 1550 to 16069 who gave bonds of aanrent to the 
earls of Huntly, Atholl and Argyll and who also gave support to 
the earls of Moray; his loyalty was an exceedingly shaky commodity, 
as is described in the account of the feud between the earls of 
Huntly and Moray, in chapter seven. The promise of neutrality is 
found ins for example, Atholl 6. Another form of control of this 
problem was to include an obligation that the grantor would not 
make other agreements without his lord's consent? see, fnr example, 
Argyll 381 and when Patrick bishop of Moray fsued the lands of 
Msikle Drany to ]awes Imes in 1545, he included in his charter a 
clause which stated that Innes should be faithful to the bishop and 
give him service, and if he made bonds of wanrsnt or friendship with 
anyone else without the bishop's consent, the agreement would be 
cancelled, Recta true Eoiscooatus Moraviensis, (8annatyne Club, 
1837), 377-8. 
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were naturally sore loyal than their predecessors, but because the 

contract which they made provided more safeguards, from the lord's 

point of viwg of their loyalty. It is@ however, interesting that 

in this aspect, the bond of manrsnt may perhaps contrast favourably 

with the English indenture of retinuef60 and similarly, as will be 

shorn later, Scottish kinship was not subject to the problem of 

divided loyalties which fatally weakened European kinship in an earlier 

periods61 

It asaats, therefore, that there was a strong consciousness of 

the problem of ensuring loyalty, and that these safeguards came to be 

built into the late mediaeval contract not by accident, but because 

of this awareness. Here, perhaps, is the real point of distinction 

between manrent and homage. The lessening of importance of tangible 

benefits to the min and the renewed emphasis on the lord's protection 

as the reward for his service, while not creating an infallible form 

of bond, undoubtedly removed some of the weaknesses attached to a kind 

of contract in which one party gained directly in material terms at the 

expense of the other. To this extent, manrent was recognisably different, 

not in the sense of providing a definite break with the past, but as 

something which had evolved and developed, and whichp for from being 

decayed or bastardised, was strengthened in the course of that 

development. 

60. K. 8. McFarlane, 'Bastard Feudalism', 173-176, and 'Parliament 
and Bastard Feudalisw'y 70-711 Ounham, 'Lord Hastings' Indentured 
Retainers', however$ is less cynical about retainers' loyalty 
than McFarlane. 

61. Sie below, PPS 157.66 and 196.7. 
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CHARTER THREE 

THE CONTENT OF THE BONDS 

The general argument put forward in the last chapter that 

Imenrentl as it care to be used from the old-fifteenth century onwards 

represents a development rather than a radical change from the past 

can be substantiated in greater detail by consideration of what the 

bonds themselves said. This suggests that the blurring of the 

distinction between the feudal contract and the obligation of manrsnt 

found in Craig, who was not thinking in terms of feudalism and non. 

feudalism, gives a more accurate picture of the place of the bond of 

manrent in the wider context of the interdependence of lords and their 

men than the more rigid distinction put forward, in the European setting, 

by Lewis and Lyon. 
I 

Development rather than abrupt change implies not 

only differences but also siLtlaritissg and the bond of wanrent, while 

as a whole illustrating the change of aphasia which has been discussed, 

also retained in its details many of the features of the older forms of 

contract between lord and sang similarities which are as of auch 

importance as the differences in showing what mattered to people in their 

reciprocal agreement, and what they expected from it. 

Discussion of the teXt of the bonds iss however# by no moans a 

straightforward satter of showing what a bond of manrant Was, and than 

comparing and contrasting its terms with those of earlier contracts, 

because variations in content and phraseology were so numerous that there 

is no auch thing as a bond which is in every aspect the standard bond of 

1. Quoted above,, pp. 13 and 23. 
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sanrant. It would be artificial and unsatisfactory, therefore, to 

select arbitrarily one particular bond and use it to illustrate the 

place of bonds of manrent in the developing relationship between lord 

and san. It is first necessary to look in some detail at the bonds 

themselves, In any case, as the primary source for this thesis they 

deserve particular attention. This cannot however be a discussion only 

of the diplomatic of the documents. There is such immense variety of 

expression and content that it would be almost impossible and certainly 

very tedious to attempt to provide a complete classification of the 

variational and to consider the individual parts of the bonds only in 

torso of their texts, divorcing the documents from the practical problems 

they raise, would result in a statistical compilation which would be 

fairly meaningless. The fact that there was such diversity is in itself 

a significant feature of bonding, one which posy the general question of 

why these agreaasnts, so entirely similar in intent, should have been to 

dissimilar in expression; and this is a question about the attitudes of 

the people who aal thaw. 

The common intent did, in a very general sense, impose a common 

pattern. The bond of 1462 quoted above2 is a good example of the 

earliest type of bonds very short, and expressing only a general promise 

of service. In 1456, a longer and more detailed bond was made, in which 

the general promise was expressed through a number of explicit obligationa03 

After this date it became customary for bonds to follow the letter fora, 

although there were am* exceptions# and some of the sixteenth century 

2. Abov*, pp. 41-2. 
3. On 16 April 1456, a detailed bond was ands, by Georgs Turnbull 

of Bedruls to George earl of Angust Angus 2. This is the 
earliest extant example of the longer tore. 
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bonds are immensely long and exceedingly verbose. But whether long or 

short, they followed the form of any late mediaeval Scottish bond, the 

unilateral undertaking of by one man to another. A convenient starting- 

point to illustrate this is the bond made by 3ames Kennedy of Blairquhan 

to dames earl of Arran in 1545; this bond is chosen because it is 

comparatively straightforward, and it contains almost all the possible 

clauses of a bond of sanrent. It begins in the usual wanner 

'Be it kund till all men be thir present lsttres as James 
Kennedy of Blairquhan to be bundin and oblist and be thir 
present lsttrss be the faith and trowth in my body lslalis 
and trsulis bindle and oblissis me in manrsnt and service 
for all the dais of my life to ant noble and sychty prince 
James crll of Arran, lord Hasmyltoun, stag Protectour and 
Govsrnour of Scotlsnd'. 

The reason for giving the bond is then stated: 

'fforsamskle as he is bundin and oblist to supple mantains 
and defend as and tak my afald trw parts in all my actionis 
causis and qusrelis lefull and honest as his gratis lsttrss 
of mantainancs said to me thsrupsun baria,, and als has done 
and gsvin to me eindry gratitudis profittis thankis and pleasis'. 

Then follow the particular terms of this bonds 

'thsrfor I *all nowyr wit se heir nor know my said lord and 
Misterle harms skaith danger nor apperand perell bot I sell 
warns him th. rof als sons as I may gudlie and I mail stop 
and let it at my pow. rj 
and sail gif hi. the best counsels I can quhen I am requirit 
and sell concele the council, he achowla to ml 
and I sell ride and gang with my said lord and moister and 
for Mal 
and tak his ofald Isle and treu part in all his actionis 
oausla and queralis lefull and honest aganis all that levis 
and de may'. 

After this, there is the reservation of allegiance to the crown (and at 

this point also, where applicable, to any other lord)& 

'ey allegeance to our soverans lady the quenis grace 
allansslts excsptit'. 

The bond ends with the grantor binding himself' 

'in the malst strait forme and sicker stile of obligatioun 
that can be dsvisit but frauds or 911a no rowed nor 
excsptioun of law aannoun civil* or uther quhatsuasvir to 
be proponit in the contrar'. 
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And finally: 
'in witness of the quhilk thing to this my present band of 
oanrsnt subscrivit with my hand my ssill is sffixit at (blank) the (blank) day of (blank) the ysir of Cod ove and 
fourty five yeris bsfor thir witnss (blank). 4 

This bond is cited because it is a good example of a 

straightforward promise of manrsnt in return for maintenance made by 

ors man to another, uncomplicated by any consideration of money or 

land, or by the involvement of any other parties. It bound the grantor 

for life, which was the normal duration of a bond, it contained the four 

specific obligations which most Commonly occurred in the bonds, and it 

included every section of the text of a fully developed bond with the 

exception of the penalty clause. Its very straightforwardness makes 

it rather unusual{ although it is much more detailed than the very 

short and gGnsral bonds of the aid-fifteenth century, it lacks the 

elaborate verbosity of many of those of the sixteenth. But it contains 

two basic characteristics common to all bonds. First, all bonds of 

manrent were, like this one, written in the vernacular. Although they 

were occasionally translated into Latin in notarial instruments, they 

were never themselves Latin documental indeed, their most immediate 

forerunners, the few very general promises of service which survive from 

the first half of the fifteenth century, were also written in Scots. 

Secondly, with only a few exceptions, bonds of manrent followed the form 

of the Kennedy bonds that is, the form of any bond, with its standard 

introduction, terms and validating clause. It is very rare, for example, 

to find a bond which does not begin 'Be it kand til all man be thir 

presantis lettrsa'R two of the Gordon bonds omit this and begin with 

4. Hamilton 12. This contains the unusual feature, which occurs 
in a few of the bonds, that although it was duly signed and 
sealed, the text was not Completed. 
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the name of the grantors 'I Alan Mlsckindowye.... ' and 'I Robert 

Robertson, of Strowans.... ' but this is exceptional. 
5 

Moreover the 

order in which the various sections of the bond occurred was fairly 

standards following the pattern of the bond quoted. Thus if the 

reason for slaking the bond was stated, it was almost always given 

immediately after the introductory clausal only occasionally did it 

appear after the grantor's promises of service. There was always a 

middle section containing these obligations, even if this was of the 

most brief and general kind. And the oath in most cases and the penalty 

clause in every case cams at the and of this sections leading to the 

validating clause. 

But within this basic framwork9 as illustrated by the Kennedy 

bond, variations were numerous. Not only did the bonds of one family 

collection differ markedly from another, but also within each collection 

there was considerable diversity of phraseology and contsnt16 it is 

very unusual indeed to find two bonds of manrsnt saying the same thing 

as fas as the form of words is concerned. This diversity is at once 

apparent in the opening section, the statement of who was bound by the 

bond. Three-quarters of the bonds surviving from the fifteenth century 

named only the man and his lord{ explicit mention of the kin, friends 

and servants either of the grantor or of the lord was not yet a regular 

feature of these documents. In the sixteenth century, however, this 

changed completely. In the period before 15509 
7 

the proportion of bonds 

5. Gordon 81 and 94. 

6. This examination of the texts of the bonds will rely mainly on 
the large collections, simply because they provide the most 
convenient illustrations of contrast, change or continuity. 

7. It should be emphasised that 1550 is not a definitive data. There 
are, however, differences between the bonds of the first half of 
the sixteenth century and those of the second, even although, as 
is inevitable with documents whose texts varied so considerably, 
these differences are by no means absolutsi and for the purposes 
of describing the texts of the bonds, it is convenient to use 
1550 as a point of division, if a rough one. 
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made simply by the am to his lord dropped to one-quarter, and after 

1550 dropped still further to ons-siphth. 

This raises a very practical issue about banding. It is hardly 

credible that only after 1500 did the full potential of bonds of 

msnrent case to be realised by those to whom they were made, so that 

where a fifteenth century lord had acquired only a single follower a 

sixteenth century lord acquired the allegiance of a group. It is much 

more probable that an this point the fifteenth century bonds do not 

reflect accurately the practical situation they created, and that it 

would be wrong to suppose that because they referred in most cases to 

the am and his lord, no-one else was directly involved. Even in this 

period there are indications that the extensive nature of bonding was 

fully realised; an interesting example of the misleading simplicity of 

a fifteenth century bond in contrast to the fuller sixteenth century 

version is seen in the laborious method by which William lord Forbes 

bound himself, his heirs and kin to Alexander earl at Huntly and his son 

George lord Gordon, taking three separate bonds to do it. The first 

two were simple lord.. an bonds, in which only Forbes was bound, for life, 

to Huntly and lord Gordon; but in the third, Forbes bound his heirs and 

those of his kin who might succeed to his lordship to be 'men of specials 

manrant service and retina as I am to my toraaidis lerdis Alexander and 

George and to the langar lyrande of thaim twa for all the dayis of their 

lytis... e and gif thaim the special lattice of manrent retinu and service 

lyk as I haf done for me', in this case on each occasion of the succession 

to lands granted by Huntly. e In the sixteenth century, these three bonds 

would have been run together into a single document giving all the parts 

of the agreemment. 

Be Gordon 4,5 and 6. 
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This case is a fairly limited ons# including only heirs and 

succsseorsp its main significance lies in the tact that the existence 

of the third bond transforms the typically 'simple' fifteenth century 

bond into something wider. More general references are found in two 

late fifteenth century bonds, which are unusually lengthy documents for 

this period. In the first, made by Alexander Cueing of Altyre to 

Alexander master of Huntly on 28 March 1489, the grantor bound himself, 

his kin, man and friends to warn his master and his servants of any 

threatened danger and prevent it at his power; and the secondq by 

Alexander Hose of that ilk, again to Alexander master of Huntly, dated 

8 August 1490, included a promise on behalf of the grantor's kyne 

trendis and ansrdancs.... nevsr to cum in quyst nor in plain in contrar 

the said Alexander his man kyne frendis and anerdance nor in his nore 

tharis material*9 

It would *am that the explanation of the scarcity of reference. 

in the fifteenth century bonds to the kin, friends and servants of the 

grantor is that in this period there was a tendency not to spell out the 

obvious. Certainly such few references as there are appear to be very 

obvious and rather negative; a promise to avert harm, or not to oppose 

one's lord or his kin and friends, is almost axiomatic and therefore 

somewhat flat. In the sixteenth century, however, when the bonds were 

long, explicit and detailed, much more attention was given to the 

positive part played by the wen of both grantor and lard. The grantor's 

king sun and friends now appeared with great regularity, sometimes at 

the beginning of the bond - for example, 'Be it kind.... ee Alexander 

Makallane.... byndis and oblyeis we my sonnis kyn men and servandis to 

be leyll and tram man and servandis'10 - and sometimes as part of one 

9. Gordon 10 and 11. These particular axaoplss were Chosen bacaws 
they mention the man of both grantor and lordp there are a few 
other bonds of this period which refer to the grantor's following 
only. 

10. Cawdor 10. 
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of the clauses, particularly those in which the grantor promised to 

assist his lord in all his actions, and to ride and go with hie, the 

obligations in which the grantor's following would obviously be of 

most practical use; ors a less usual example# when William Vach of 

ßawick promised, on 21 may 1510, 'to supple the said Johns lord Hay 

(of Yeater) with my howsis and atrsnthis myna kyns and sync frsndis'. 11 

They might also be included in the general promise of service, the 

normal opening to the section of the bond which detailed the various 

obligations, as in the bond of William Wallace of Craigy who bound 

himself, on 18 July 1515, to James earl of Arran 'to serve him lelely 

and trsulis with my kyn and freyndis that will tak my part bayth in 

peas and weir at his will and warning'. 
12 

Occasionally they were 

mentioned at the and, in a summing up of all the obligations, as in the 

bond of Thomas Dikeson of Oreeston, who promised 'at al tywe to ryd and 

gang with the said John (Hay of Snaid) and his airis and to ask and do 

thaim all service reverence and honoris manteinance and defence with 

our kyn frsndis and seen and with al other and sindri person is we me 

get purches and gsdir as oft as I or myn airis salbe warnit requirit 

or cosiwsndit'113 or in Wallace of Craigy's bond: which ended the 

obligations with the general statement 'this my letter of manrsnt and 

tram service with my kyn and freyndis forssid for all the dais of my 

life till indur'. 

The majority of the sixteenth century bonds contain a reference 

to the kin, friends and servants of the granter. Whether the reference 

comes at the beginning or and of the bond, or in one of the individual 

11. Hey of Pester 3. 

12. Hamilton 2. 

13. May of Yestsr 1. This is one of the few bonds in which the word 
"saintenance' is used in this unusual way, to denote the oan's 
duty towards his lord. 
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obligations, is the result of lack of standardisation; these followers 

were obviously not reserved solely for one particular undertaking, though 

equally obviously they were of more use in some aspects of the man's 

service than in others. That kin and friends are not mentioned in every 

bond can probably be ascribed to this lack of standardisation also. The 

overwhelming number of bonds were made by lairds, that iss men who had 

their own following, and it is inconceivable that, either explicitly or 

implicitly, they did not involve their followings in every contract of 

this kind; indeed, it is unlikely that a lord would have had any interest 

in bonding with a scan who was not prepared or able to bring out a following. 

Of more particular interest, because almost certainly less 

automatic, is the rather smaller number of bonds which describe the 

obligations towards the kin and friends of the lord which the grantor 

accepted. The bonds in which the grantor bound himself, for his lifetime 

only, to a lord and his heirs are, in a limited way, an example of this. 

In these cases, the heirs were mentioned at the beginning of the bond; 

but where it was the lord's kin and friends who were involved, they were 

rarely included in the opening clause. There are a few exceptions to 

this. In Alexander Home's bond of 1490 to Alexander master of Huntly, 

and in the later bond by George lord Home to George earl of Huntly in 

1538, which follows the text of the earlier bond very closely, the grantors 

bound themselves, their kin, friends and anerdance to their lords, kin, 

men and anerdance. 
14 Similarly Alastair Macgregor of Glenstray bound 

himself, his kin, friends and partakers to George earl of Huntly, his 

kin and friends, on 18 December 1585015 as did Ewan Macgregor, tutor of 

Glenstray, to John Campbell of Cawdor, his servants, assisters and 

14. Gordon 11 and 30, 

15, Gordon 61. 
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partakersl 
16 

and Robert Maxwell of Cowhill, his brothers# friends and 

dapsndars, to John lord Maxwell, his kin and friends. 17 

Much more frequently the lord's kin and friends are included in 

one of the specific proalsea; they appear at one time or another in all 

of the major obligations of the bonds. William Dach of Dawick's bond, 

for examples contained the general undertaking 'at I aal be Tale and 

traut to the said lord his howsis strsnthis his barnis kyn and frandis'"1s 

Several bound their grantors to defend their lords' lands, goods, kin 

and friends; to warn them of hares and prevent it at their power; to 

keep their houses open to receive the lord and his kin and friends; 19 

to give and receive counsel, not only from the lord, but also from, for 

example, his 'gnat frsyndia'. 20 

It may ssss contradictory to suggest that here, unlike the 

case of the grantor's kin and friends# it is more probable that men made 

specific rather than blanket obligations to the kin and friends of their 

lords, and that these bonds can be taken at face value, and not as explicit 

examples of something which was in fact part of every bond. Neither 

assertion can be proved. But while a grantor might normally feel 

confident that he could bring out in his lordIs support his kin, friends 

16. Candor 2S. This bond is undated, but seeps to haws bean wade 
c. 1581-851 a late endorsement gives the date c. 1583. 

17. Maxwell 32. 
18. Hay of Ysstar 3. 

19. For example, in the bond by Angus Macdonald of Ounivaig to 
Archibald, earl of Argyll, on 19 October 1584, 'and sell at 
all tywes ask our ountrie houasis strsnthis and places patent 
for the resait of the said nobill lord and his freyndis in 
cats they be psrawit be any uthar'p in this case, an 
unusually darn"to"sarth form of the promises Argyll 61. 

20. Argyll 32. 
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and men, themselves bound in his service, 
21 

his own ties to his lord's 

kin and friends were much more remote, it they existed at all, and so 

such less pressing; and he was hardly likely, therefore, to offer them 

anything like the same degree of service that he was promising to his 

lord, unless specifically encouraged to do so, in which case he would 

write it into his bond. Thus it seems likely that on the question of 

who were bound by the bonds, the way in which the kin and friends of the 

grantor were described was a matter of considerable textual variation, 

but were in tact always " or almost always " included; the kin and 

friends of the lord, on the other hand, were not automatically involved, 

and references to them are evidence of something which happened only in 

particular cases. This feature of bonding is, therefore, an immediate 

and glaring example of the problem of constructing, from the documents 

themselves, an interpretation of what the making of bonds meant in 

real terns. It is also the first of many illustrations of the way in 

which the sixteenth century bonds had developed from those of the 

fifteenth, although this is never something which can be fitted into a 

neat pattern. 

Even lose explicable are the variations in the next part of the 

band, the brief general clause giving the nature of the obligation. The 

most comoon forms of this clause were the phrases 'to be bundin and oblist 

and.... bindis and obliaaia me in.... sanrsnt and servicst, and 'to becumin 

and.... becum. ys am and servand', with the inclusion of a variety of 

21. One grantor of a bond was far from confident even of thiel in 
his bond of 27 June 1568 to George, earl of Huntly, Lachlan 
Mackintosh of Ounnaohten took an unusually pessimistic vi", in 
that, having bound himelf, his heirs, his kin of Clanchattan and 
his friends, he included a clause which stated that if any of his 
kin, friends or adherents should not concur in Huntly's service, 
this should not be prejudicial to himself or his heirsi Gordon 51. 
The fact that relations between the earls of Huntly and the 
Mackintoshes were on occasion far from good may have produced this 
excessive caution in Lachland certainly it is an exceptional 
reservation, although no doubt not entirely unique in practice. 
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expressions such as 'be the tenor of thir present lsttrss', 'be the 

faytht and trewth in my body', and, attached to the words 'man' and 

'manrsnt', the adjectives 'lsil trew and aufald' or a selection of them. 

As both these phrases meant the some thing, this is merely a puzzling 

variation in style; one was used as often as the other, except in 

the first halt of the sixteenth century, when 'man and servand' was more 

fashionable. 

What at first eight may appear a more meaningful variation is 

the use of the word "ssrvand' alone. Before 1550 this was very rare; 

but thereafter, there are more examples of 'becuais servand' - normally 

'loll trw and aufald ssrvand' - or occasionally 'bundin.... in band of 

service' than of either 'wenrent and service' or 'men and servand'. 

'Servand' or 'service' alone might appear to denote some degree of 

weakening of the obligation, perhaps suggesting that the grantors of 

such bonds entered into a less formal and binding relationship to the lord, 

and formed a second group of supporters, more rsaoto from and las 

important to his than those bound by the oath of wsnrent. Yet the bonds 

of this type when taken together admit of no satisfactory generalisation. 

Only in the Hamilton collection do those who became 'servandis' stand 

but as a readily identifiable group; all seven of the bonds in which 

this fora of promise occurs were made by tenants of James duke of 

Chatelhersult in the Island of Arran, am of no particular standings 

Gillespie Psccairlie, 3ohn and Finley Macbridsn, John Pakilgir in Kinloch, 

Donald Maccoup of Benny Gargan, and so an. These bonds were of 

particularly local significance. Two of them, both made at Brodick on 

22 April 1551, specifically bound the grantors, in two different clauses, 

to maintain and defend, and to warn of and prevent harm to the duke and 

his captain or captains of Brodick. One contains the additional promise 
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of true service both within and without the island of Arran, but the 

general tons of the bond suggests that the letter part of the clause 

was a auch las important and relevant feature. 22 The other five, all 

made in identical terms, do not single out for mention defence within 

Arran; but it seems likely that the service of John and Duncan Macken 

in Sladdery or Makilgir in Kinloch was in fact given for that purpose. 
23 

But although the grantors of these seven bonds bsoaws merely 

IservandisO and although their service was in practice restricted to a 

particular area, rather than personal to the duke, their bonds were still 

bonds of menrent. The emphasis was certainly an their being servants 

rather than seen to their lord - the five bonds of 1554 all include the 

promise 'to serve his grace in all thingis lsifull lyks as ans trew 

servand sucht to do to his lord and maister' - but the validating clause 

of theme bonds uses the phrase $my band of sanrant', and all seven contain 

the standard clauses. There is a marked distinction between these, which 

do conform to the general pattern of bonds of manrantp and a bond cede 

for very similar purposes by Angus Macrannald moir Macallaater at 

Brodick castle on 25 Nova. bsr 1563.24 This bond, given in return for a 

grant of certain of the lands of Shiskina, binds the grantor to be an 

obedient tenant, to maintain lawful tenants and help to remove rebellious 

ones, and to uphold the baillis and captain of Arsen; but it contains no 

general proviso of service, no obligation to bacons the duke's man; and 

although no doubt in practice Angus Macallaster served Chatsihsrault 

in very much the same way as did those who cads bonds of aanront in Arran, 

22. Hamilton 22 and 23. 

23. Hamilton 25,309 31,32 and 33. 

24. Hamilton Plunimentx, box 102. 
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nevertheless their obligations and undertakings were different. 

The other bonds in which the grantors became 'ssrvandis' can 

be explained once again only in terms of the look of standardisation 

of bonds of esnrent. There is no evidence to suggest any other reason 

why Neill Montgomery of Langshow bound himself in 'manrant and service' 

to JMSS earl of Aries on 2 August 154/9 While his sang having succeeded 

his father, became '1.11 trew and afauld servant and partaker' to 

Archibald earl of Argyll on 5 September 1548, both bonds being given in 

return for maintenance, and both including the phrase 'lsttre' or 'band 

of sianrent' in the validating clause. 
25 Nor is it possible to show that 

men like George Maldrum of Fyvy, who became 'servandº to Georgs earl of 

Huntly an I May 1554,26 or Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig, who on 29 

October 1586 similarly bound himself to Archibald earl of Argyll - and 

seven years later entered into a band of ºwanrent and service' to Jour 

lord Hamilton27 " were in any way leas strictly bound or loss useful to 

their lords than those who bscaas #wn1 as well as 'servandis'. Even 

groups of people who so bound themselves - clan Macphsrsong for example, 

to Georgs sari of Huntly on 16 May 1591, and clan Macintyrs and the 

burgh of Renfrew to Archibald sari of Argyll an 22 August 1577 and 21 

October 158028 - show no obvious distinction; two of these might be 

called bonds of service, but the thirds that of the Macintyr a, is 

specifically named as a bond st Manrsnt. 

In more than a third of these bands, in tact, the text includes 

the word 'manrsnt, or the phrase #bond of menrent'; and none of them 

differs in any way from the normal bonds of manrent. In addition to the 

25. Haolltan 10; Argyll 32. 

26. Gordon 48. 

27. Argyll 61p Haoilton 39. 

28. Gordon 921 Argyll 54 and 60. 
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fact that these bonds illustrate the way in which the texts varied, 

it is probably of some significance that most of them were made after 

15501 noticeably in the Hamilton collection, for example, the late 

sixteenth century bonds were more casual in phrasing than those made 

before 1550, and it may be that the increased use of 'servand' alone 

is a reflection of this. In any events it seems clear that it rarely 

if ever denoted any practical distinction. 29 

The next part of the bond stated the duration of the obligation. 

This was hardly ever omitted in the fifteenth and early sixteenth century 

bondsi in the second half of the sixteenth century, on the other hand, 

there was no mention of duration in one-third of the bonds, another 

reflexion perhaps of the more casual nature of the bonds of this period. 

The fifteenth century bonds present a separate problem; but in the 

sixteenth century, with the exception of a more handful, bonds were made 

either for life or in perpetuity, the proportion being roughly four fifths 

to one-fifth, although in the later part of the century the balance 

altered slightly in favour of the heritable bond. Thus the principle that 

after 1500 bonds were made at least for life seems well established, and 

can be applied to those which were silent on the Matter. 

The few sixteenth century bonds which were not made for life 

can, almost without exception, be readily explained. four come from the 

Hamilton collection, one by Robert Stwart, provost of Glasgowp to uses 

first earl of Arran, made an 1 October 1527 for the period of Stewart's 

29. This seams also to be the case with the fw examples of the 
variation 'special manrent'J the rare and puzzling inclusion of 
homage has already been discussed, pp. 56-8. There are two 
other additions to this part of the bond, again infrequents 
the promise of wanrent, service and retinue, where the very 
comwon promise to 'ride and gang' with the lord has been added 
to the statement of the general obligation instead of or as 
well as being given in the detailed terasl and the promise 
to serve in the lord's household, which is more than a matter 
of textual variation. These are discussed below, pp. 176-80 and 
185-8. 
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term of office, 
30 

and three made to 3ames second earl of Arran as 

governor. Two of these, given by Sohn of Womyss of that ilk in 1544 

and Archibald earl of Angus on 22 August 1546, bound the grantors during 

the queen's minorityl and the third, by Patrick earl of Bothwell on 

24 January 1546, was to lost as long as Arran held office as tutor to 

the quaan. 
31 

Particularly in the case of the two earls this is very 

understandable, for in normal circumstances one earl would not make a 

bond of manrant - the bond by an inferior to a superior - to another, 

as is emphasised by Angus, who include! in his bond a clause stating 

that after the queen's minority there would be 'ans equals band to stand 

betuix my said lord govarnour and us our houssis kyn freyndis and 

sasvandis psrpstualis'. 

The only other collection which produces a number of these bonds 

Le Maxwell, where there are five bonds of limited duration. There is no 

known reason for ens of thee. But three were limited because of minorities. 

On 18 March 1531 William Jardine of Balgray and other Jardine* bound 

themselves to Robert lord Maxwell during the minority of Johns, heir to 

Alexander Jardine of Applegarth. 
32 Similarly on 26 February 1550 Thomas 

Maclellan of Auchinlsns, tutor of Bambi., and other Maclellans bound 

themselves to Maxwell during the minority of Thomas Maclellan of Baubiss 

and this bond having been rendered void by Maxwell's death, an almost 

identical group of Maclellan@ ride a band on 21 December 1553 to Sir 

John Maxwell of Torreglos, to last during the minority both of their 

chief and of Robert lord Maxwell until the latter should reach the age of 

ei9htssn. 
33 

30. Hamilton 5. 
31. Hamilton 11,1e and 159 

32. Maxwell 18. 
33. Maxwell 22 and 28. Rgbert lord Maxwell died on 13 September 

1552. 
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The reason for the limitation of the fifth Maxwell bond is 

much more obscurep here again there was a minority, but this time not 

one which directly affected the bond. It was made on 22 June 1550 by 

John, brother of the late William lord Crichton of Senquhar and Kinnoul, 

and other Crichton* to Robert lord Maxwells and it was to last for nine 

years. 
34 

William lord Crichton had died very recently, murdered by 

Robert master of Ssmpill=35 his heir, Roberts was a baby, 36 
and the 

wardship, nonentry of his lordships and baronies of Sanquhar and Kinnoul, 

and marriage, and the offices of sheriff and coroner of Dumfries, were 

eventually given on 13 February 1552 to 3a os lord Fleming# presumably 

because of his relationship to Robert's mother, Elizabeth Flamingo 
37 

it 

is not unlikely that the Flamingo were in control of the heir and his 

lands from the time of his father's deaths and indeed it may have seemed 

prudent to exclude Sohn Crichton - until so recently the heir - from any 

part in the guardianshipp but in the circumstances,, John and other 

members of the family may have felt it equally prudent to ally themselves 

to a lord of considerable local standing, at least for a period, and 

certainly they seem to have wasted no time in doing so. Indeed it is 

not entirely beyond the bounds of possibility, although evidence is 

lacking, that it was support from this powerful ally which held up the 

settlement of the guardianship of lord Crichton's heir, disputed between 

Crichton and Flemings, for almost two years. 

34. Maxwell 26. 
35. On 9 September 1550 a remission was granted to Saepill for this 

murdsr# which had taken place in the governor's lodging in the 

courtyard of St. Giles* Edinburghs 2§1j ivy no. 096. The 
Crichton s' bond of msnrent is the earliest document referring 
to his as deed. 

36. As late as 15 August 1549 John was referred to as brother and 
apparent heir to William lord Criohtoni LFIt iv# no. 360. 

37. Alb iv, no. 1529. 
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This may suggest why the Crichtons offered lord Maxwell only a 

temporary allegiance, although it does not explain why nine years was the 

perioc chosen. The only other feature of this bond which is unusual is 

that the Crichtons expected their allegiance not only, normally enough, 

to the queen and the governor for the time, but also to the king of France. 

What claim the French king had an the Crichtons is not known; the most 

probable is that he was paying John a pension. In any case, it may have 

been assumed - although the dates do not altogether fit - that in nine 

years the queen's minority would be over, or, more generally, that the 

political situation would in all probability have changed sufficiently to 

warrant the making of a new bond. Whatever the reasons this is one of the 

very few sixteenth century bonds in which the limited duration does not 

admit of an obvious explanation. 

The fifteenth century bonds, however, are a very different 

scatter. Of these, the much higher proportion of one-quarter were not 

made for life; and there are few cases where there is any clear reason 

for this. Only in one case is the limitation explained by a minority, 

although unlike the sixteenth century bonds it is not this time a matter 

of finding a protector during the minority of the grantors' natural lord{ 

here the grantor himself was a minor. On 15 January 1489 Alexander 

Fraser, son and heir to the late Alexander Fraser of Philorth, bound 

himself in manrent for three years to William earl of Erroll. This bond 

almost appears to put both man and lord on trial for good behaviour; the 

statement of the duration copses in an unusual position, immediately before 

the validating clause, and contains the remarkable provision 'and fro the 

said thre yeris be runyn, my Saide lords giffande we fee as efferis be 

awyss and syoht of frsndis, I oblyss we to be man till hys frs that turth 

bot gyff the taut be in himself all frauds gyill cavillacioun and frwell 

excepcionis beyng. excludit and by put'. 
18 

This is almost certainly an 

38, Erroll 8. 
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accurate statement of the remainder of the minority. Alexander's 

father had married Margaret, daughter of William, first earl of Erroll, 

in or about 1470; 39 
and Alexander was certainly born before 1474, the 

year of his younger brother William's birth, 
40 

It may reasonably be 

assumed, therefore, that at the time of making the bond he was about 

eighteen years old. If this is the case, it suggests an almost finicky 

attention to detail. The intention that Fraser's allegiance to Erroll 

should continue beyond the three year period is quits clear; and in the 

sixteenth century such an agreement made by a minor would have been made 

for life. Thus, for example, Alexander Stewart of Garlisa, with the 

consent of his curators, media bond to Robert lord Maxwell on 2 August 

1521 in which he promised that he would renew his bond when he came of 

age; and on 16 July 1523 he duly made a new bond. The first bond was 

fairly short, the second long and detailed; but both were made for life. 41 

Indeed, the one feature of note is that he did make the second bond; and 

the reason for this may be found not in the fact that he was a minor at 

the time when he gave his first band, but in his undertaking in the second 

that he would renew it again in the future as often as " which God forbid 

he should 'happen' to revoke his bond, which suggests that what concerned 

the lord in this case was the suspect loyalty of the grantor. 

The same highly unusual inclusion of a clause suggesting a 

probationary period - this time only for the grantor - is found in another 

bond made to William earl of Erroll by Alexander Irvine of Lonmey, son and 

heir to Irvine of Drum, on 17 April 1403. Irvine bound himself for seven 

39. The Fss of p orth. ad. Alexander Fruer, lord Saltoun, 
Edinburgh, 1879 , iq 1361 in 1470 the lands of Scatterty and 

Byth, bought by Alexander's father in the previous year, were 
settled on him and his wifss Aberdeen Banff Illustrations. iii, 
530. 

40. An inquest held on 4 October 1491 gives William's age as 
seventeens ibid, iv, 91.2. 

41. Maxwell 12 and 13. 
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years, at the and of which 'I oblise me as said is now as than and than 

and now to my said lord srle to stand fourth in manrsnt laute and service 

as at the makking of this present writ my too beand coneiderit and 

modefest be thir personis under writin that is for to say Master Gilbert 

the May of Wry Master Davide the Hay Master John the Hay prebendar of 

Croudan Alexander Frasir of Dourris Robert Blynsall alderman of Abirden 

and Alexander Irvin of Belts or siclik personys'. 
42 This indicates a 

very material carrot being dangled before a donkey again of dubious loyalty, 

and to that extent is comparable in intent to the Maxwell bonds referred 

to above, even if the doubts of the lord were expressed in different ways. 

Possibly this is the explanation also of the two fifteenth 

century bonds cads by the Stwart* of Garlies to John lord Maxwell. The 

first was made by Alexander, son and heir of Alexander Stewart of Garlies 

an 1 August 1486, for five years; and almost at the end of that period, 

an 15 February 1491, this time in conjunction with his father, he made 

a second bond, in which the period of service was limited to seven years. 
43 

There are two features of note about the second bond. In the first place, 

while in the earlier bond Stewart had excepted his allegiance only to the 

king and to his father, now both grantors reserved their service to 

Patrick earl of Bothwell whoa as one of the dominant figures of the now 

government of 3amea IV, offered an obvious attraction as a lord to ally 

with which he had not dons as the unfavoured Patrick Hepburn of Hall" in 

1486, and with which Maxwell could hardly compete. Secondly the later 

bond was made for a quite exceptional reasons it was given in return for 

the marriage to be made between Maxwell and Agnes Stewart, daughter of 

42, Erroll 2. 

43. Mrncwsll I and 3. 
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Stewart of Garlies. 44 The marriage contract, as is suggested later, 

was the weakest foray of alliancep45 and was not infrequently supported 

by a bond of friendship or of sanrenti but it was very unusual to find 

the two agreements in quits this juxtaposition# with the bond of aanrsnt 

explicitly given only because the marriage was to take place, and this 

adds to the impression that Maxwell was at something of a disadvantage 

in his relations with the Stwartsg seeking their service rather more 

anxiously than they sought his protection* 
46 

The difference between the greater proportion of those bonds 

before 1500 and the much smaller number thereafter0 and the fact that 

almost all of the sixteenth century bonds have an obvious and definite 

reason for limitation while those of the fifteenth century do not, raise 

the very important question of how the obligation of aanrent was 

understood in the first half-century of its existence. By the middle of 

the fifteenth century, 'manrsnt' had come to mean allegiance and service 

for lifei and in view of the fact that the majority of fifteenth century 

bonds were made for litsg this assumption may be held to be valid as a 

general rule. But at the same time there were exceptional and these 

exceptions appear to be the result of deliberate and individual 

arrangements which cut across the general concept, unlike the sixteenth 

century bonds which do not involve any such contradiction. The 

explanation may well lie, at least in part, in the fact that this was the 

initial period of the caking of bonds. It has been emphasised again and 

again that the written bond of manrent never developed to the point of 

44. The marriage took place some time before 20 February 1492, on which 
date Agnes was described in a charter by James IV as Maxwell's 
vifes Rte, ii, no. 2087. 

45. Sae below, pp. 162-3. 

46. In the long term, however, the Stswarta of Garliea continued to be 
dependants of the 'sxwelle; as well as the bonds of 1521 and 1523 
already mentioned, a further bond was wade by Alexander Stewart of 
Garlic. to Robert lord Maxwell on 24 March 15501 Maxwell 25. 
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being a 'stock' document and that there was always considerable 

variation. But even soy it is perfectly possible that within this 

framework there was room for a certain hardening of conventions. When 

the older oath of homage could be so far debased, as is seen in the 

document of 1444 already referred to, 
47 that it could be offered for tan 

years at the rats of twenty marks per annuav it is perhaps not surprising 

that when awn began to formalise and writs down their obligations of 

service in the new bond of manrent, they did not automatically assumsp in 

the early stages, that this obligation woo made for life, even if this was 

the normal practice and the one mast to be desired. In other words,, the 

changes in the way in which the duration of the obligation was stated 

reflect something of a lessening of attention to the individual nature of 

each contract, although this never came near to the point of being ignored. 

The groping attempt at definition in the fifteenth century gave way to a 

calmer and more sweeping assumption that the bond of sanrent involved a 

lifelong undertaking, if not more. At first the doubts about reality 

meeting the ideal tended to be stated in advancep as time went one they 

were shown only retrospectively. 

The other factor which must be taken into account is the effect 

which an individual grantor or recipient had an the waking of bonds of 

menrent. This is necessarily a matter of speculation; one does not know 

with any certainty what any single lord or man really thought about his bonds, 

But it is at least suggestive that the proportion of limited fifteenth 

century bonds is increased by the number Bads to William third earl of 

Erroll, the first of the earls of Erroll to enter into such bonds; of the 

thirteen bonds made to hi., six were not made for life* 48 Indeed some were 

47. SRO, Ailss Muniments, GD 25/1/34. 

48. Erroll 1-14, excluding no. 12 which was a bond made to his song 
nos. 2,4 and 8-11 are of limited duration. 
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made for remarkably short periods; two for three years, one for two years 

and one for a year, the last two being for five and seven years. The bonds 

made by Irvine of Lonmay and Fraser of Philorth have already been mentioned; 

the other four are even lose explicable. There is no obvious reason to 

suggest that earl William applied different principles to the making of 

his bonds from for exaapls, his neighbours the earls of Huntly, whose 

bonds in the fifteenth century were all made for life. Yet one can only 

assume that either he, like lord (Maxwell in the case of the Stewarts of 

Garlies, had lose power to attract assn to his service for life, or that 

he was more cautious or perhaps more realistic than most in the making of 

alliances; the unusual clauses in the Irvine and Fraser bonds would seem 

to support the latter suggestion. In addition there is the particularly 

curious occasion on which he received two bonds on the some day, 29 

November 1484, both made by Ksiths, both in similar terms though written 

in different hands; 49 but while Sahn Keith of Ludquharne, unlike his 

brother-in-law Irvine of Loney, gave his bond for life in return for 

Erroll's bond of maintenance# William Keith of Ythan made his only for 

three years, and maintenance was not mentioned. Hers, however# is an 

echo of the Maxwell ease; for William was already bound to the more 

powerful earl of Huntly, and may well have regarded this bond as a less 

binding and temporary but perhaps expedient obligation to a lese effective 

but geographically closer magnate. 

At the other extreme were the heritable bonds. The only 

fifteenth century bonds which were in any way heritable were those of 

William lord Forbes, for himself and his heirs, to Huntly and his son, 

and these were limited to their lifetisss. so But in the sixteenth century 

it became much more common for the grantors to bind their heirs, sometimes 

49. Erroll 3 and 4. 
50. Gordon 4,5 and 5. 
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only during their lifetime, leaving open the question of the 

continuance of the obligation after their deaths, but more frequently 

for ever; curiously enough, this practice increased in the second half 

of the century, the final period of the giving of bonds of aanrent. What 

happened in these cases is not entirely clear. Many of the bonds merely 

bound the grantor and his heirs to the lord and his heirs for everp 

some included a promise that the bond would be renewed and, it necessary@ 

extended, it the lord required. But a few were quits specific. Alexander 

Gordon of Strathoun and Y Mackay of Far, both of whom held lands of the 

earls of Huntly, bound their heirs, in the first case to give individual 

bonds of manrent on succeeding to the landau and in the second, to come 

to the earl's presence and give him their oaths of fidelity, service and 

homage. 51 Patrick Grant of Ballindalloch went even further when he made 

a bond to John Grant of Frsuchie on 23 February 1569, promising to make 

a bond of manrent for himself and his heirs to Grant and his heirs on 

their entry to the lands of Bsllindalloch, whereupon Grant would give a 

bond of maintenance, 'the ssidis bandis in all tymes cueing to be rsnwit 

at the dssyr off the said john or his airia the tyme off the entree of 

the airs of 9alnadallach to the sacs be the said Johnes ails forsaidis'. 52 

On 15 March 1581 William Sutherland of Ouffua stated that having seen the 

bond of manrent made by his grandfather for himself and his heirs to 

Alexander waster of Sutherland and his heirs, he acknowledged its 

authenticity, and now bound himself and his heirs to Alexander earl of 

Sutherland and his heirs, having been received as the earl's tenant In 

the lands of Skslbo, acquired by his grandfather at the time of the first 

ßs53 And in a very late bond of support to the earl of Cassillis, dated 

51, Gordon 31 and 55. 

52. Grant 6. 

53. Sutherland 61 the earlier bond ras made on 4 September 15298 
Sutherland 3. 
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18 December 1628, John Ferguson of Kilksrran included a request that 

it his heir refused, after his death, to make a similar band to the earl 

or his heir, he should be pursued with the extremity of the low, 
54 

There are very few bonds made an the succession of the heirs of 

lord or grantor. There are examples of successive generations of a 

family granting bonds to one noble house; the bonds by the Stwarts of 

Garlies to the Maxwells are one example of this$ the earls of Huntly 

received bonds from the Forbes, Mackintoshes of Ounnachtsn` Grants of 

Frsuohie, Leslies of Balquhan and Fraser. of Lovett the earls of Argyll 

from the Macdonalds of Duni oig and Macleans of Duart, and the earls of 

Erroll from the Hays of Ardendracht, Cheynes of Essilmont and Fraser. of 

Philorth. But none of these really fits into the pattern of renewing 

bonds in the terms described; although some did include heirsq and some 

were made in perpetuity, many were given only-for the life of the grantor, 

and none, so for as can be ascertained, was made on the succession of 

either the man or the lord. Even the bond made by Lauchlsn Mackintosh of 

Dunnachten to Georgs earl of Huntly on 13 November 1589 'conforms to the 

contract said betuix the said nobill lordis umquhill Lather of qudlis 

memoris and ms' doss not meet the cased for the earlier bond# dated 

27 June 1568, had bound Lauchlan's heirs to renew the contract on their 

succession to lands, but Lauchlon was himself bound by its terms to the 

present earl as heir to his father, and the new bond was therefore not 

made 'conforms to the contract' but, almost certainly, because of 

friction between himself and Huntly which led to a demand for the renwal. 
55 

An illustration of the rather casual and haphazard attitude 

which was probably normally adopted on this point, unless there was a 

particular reason of the kind suggested which led to pressure on the heirs 

S4, Ailsa 7. 

55. Gordon 78 and 51. 
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to write down their inherited obligation, and an illustration also of 

the fact that such an obligation was not lightly regarded, is found in 

a clash between Andrew master of Erroll and Patrick Cheyne of Essilmont. 
56 

On 5 December 1567 William Leek of that ilk, as procurator for the master, 

came to Cheyne, and demanded that he ride with him to Edinburgh, where 

Andrew's brother was awaiting trial and where he was summoned to attend 

parliament. This demand was made in terms of a bond of manrent made by 

Cheyne's grandfather, Patrick Cheyne of Essilmont, to George earl of 

Erroll, the master's father, a bond which according to Leak bound 

Cheyne and his heirs to Erroll and his heirs. There was indeed a history 

of obligations by the Chsynes to the earls of Erroll{ on four occasions, 

beginning in 1499, they had made bonds of manrent. All four bound their 

kin and frisndsl and they were all made for life. 57 
only in the last 

two did the grantors undertake any obligation to the heirs of the lord, 

in the first with the unusual stipulation that they should be heirs male 

'gottin of his body thai beand xiii yeris of age', and in the second to 

the heirs male of the surname of Hays 
50 

But it seems that there was 

considerable doubt about whether this justified any claim on Patrick Cheyns 

in 1567. The band referred to by Leek was presumably the one made to 

George earl of Erroll in 1544. It is not entirely conclusive in that the 

56, The notarial instrument narrating this incident is in 
Absrdeen"®antt Illustrations , iii, 21.2. 

57. John Cheyne to William third sari, 11 September 1499, Erroll 13l 
Henry Cheyne to William waster of Erroll, 2 June 15061 Erroll 1$; 
Patrick Cheyne to William fifth earl, 23 May 15161 Erroll 25; 
Patrick Cheyne to George seventh earl, 3anuary 1544, Erroll 31. 

66. The restriction to heirs wale aged thirteen and over is a unique 
example of, presumably, attention to practicality on this matter; 
and heirs male 'gattin of his body' is not very common. The more 
usual farm was either heirs male of the surname, as in the second 
bond, or heirs male who succeeded to the title. 
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part of the document in which the grantor's heirs could have been 

mentioned is torn] but it they were included, the fact that it was 

made for Cheyne's lifetime undoubtedly limited their obligation. This 

suggests a certain amount of sharp practice on the part of Andrew master 

of Erroll and his procurator, an impression heightened by the fact that 

Lack merely gave a verbal account of the obligation and failed to produce 

the bond. This failure gave Patrick what were presumably grounds for 

refusal, for he 'in respect of the said band wes nacht presentlie producit 

(he) proteetit he incurrit na skayth dawpnege nor danger nochtwiýhatanding 

the said requisition'. Yet sharp practice is possibly too strong a phrase. 

Although the master was straining the interpretation of the bonds it 

appears that Patrick felt that his demand could not be lightly brushed 

aside, presumably because of the long dependence by the Cheynes on the 

Hays of Erroll. He took the trouble to clarify his position. On 

22 3uly 1571 he was granted a discharge by George earl of Erroll in which 

it was acknowledged that 'albeit an nobil man umquhyll Schir Patrick 

Chains of Essilmont band him for himself an air and successor to become 

true and awfald servand to us' "a more restricted and probably much 

more accurate account of the bond - Patrick was released from all the 

contents of the bond so that he was in no way bound to the earl's heirs, 

'but only to us during our life tym upon our expensis quhan he bete 

requyrit thairto'. 59 

A further piece of evidence an this point comes from one of 

the reasons stated in the bonds for the making of themt long service, 

amity and dependence by the house of the grantor to that of his lord. As 

might be expected, this is particularly a feature of the late sixteenth 

century bonds; it never appears in the fifteenth century bonds, and only 

very rarely before 1550. The majority of those bonds which contain this 

59. Aberdeen-Banff Illustrations, iii, 22-31 here again it seems that 
the relationship had broken down, although probably only between 
Cheyne and the master of Erroll rather than with the Hay family. 
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explanation simply included a general statement that the grantor's 

predecessors had bean dependant on those of the lord, and sometimes 

that they had received maintenance and favours from them. In some 

cases, it was specifically mentioned that the dependence had been 

'be rertew of their bandis of manrsnt' or some such phrase. A few of 

the bonds gave a more particular account. For example, on 1 December 

1574 Hector Maclean of Ardlung became man to Colin earl of Argyll 

because the earl had ratified the bonds of maintenance made by his 

father and brother, the two preceding earls, to Hector's father, and 

also their bond of maintenance to Hector himself. 60 Similarly, of 

the four early seventeenth century bonds made to Ronald Campbell of 

Barrichbyan which contained references to dependence by ancestors of 

the grantors, three made general statements, but the third, dated 18 

April 1616, specified that the grantor's father, father-in-law and 

grandfather had been bound in manrant to the house of Barriohbyan. 61 

The final point which should be mentioned in connection with 

the heritable bonds, although it has much lass bearing on them than 

at first sight may appear, is the act passed in 1555 in the first 

parliament hold by Mary of Guise after she had replaced James earl of 

Arran as regent. This act forbade the making of bonds of maintenance 

and manrsnt in the future, and declared all previous bonds to be 

annulled, except for the heritable bonds and those made for 

assythment of slaughter. This might seem to provide an explanation 

for the increase both in making such bands and in emphasising the 

idea that obligations were being inherited and continued rather than 

initiated. But even if the act was accepted as a genuine attempt to 

60. Argyll 52. 

61. Campbell of Barrichbyan 89 9t 10 and 11. 
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prohibit the practice of bonding, this would hardly most the cases 

for only heritable bonds made before 1555 escaped the ban, and in any 

event the number of heritable bonds did not riss sharply enough to 

support a suggestion that 1555 was a turning-points moreover whatever 

its intsntion# the act was not sftsctivs. 
62 

The general conclusion which emerges from the heritable bonds 

is that there was considerable lack of precision in following out the 

conditions laid down by the bonds themselves; heirs who should have 

renewed their predecessors' bonds did not do so at the prescribed times, 

although they might do so on other circumstances, and on at least one 

occasion, and doubtless on others, an heir was asked for service although 

he was not clearly bound to give it. No doubt part of the explanation 

lies in the fact that as the giving of written bonds became commonplace, 

the principle that people will follow what is fashionable began to operate, 

and the greater care taken on the question of the duration of each 

obligation in the fifteenth century gave way to the more easy-going 

assumption that life or eternity was the norm; this has already been 

commented on. But in all probability the lack of precision is a reflexion 

of a wider problem. It suggests that the idea of the obligation by a 

am to a lord and the idea of writing down and defining that obligation 

were, to some extent at least, out of line. The clauses which promised 

a written renewal and revision of the bonds were not exactly meaningless 

verbiage, but they certainly tended towards it in the sense that, 

hopefully, it would not prove necessary to enforce them. What this 

indicates is the difficulty of finding a formula which gave adequate 

expression to the very obvious social truth, that many families had a 

genuine tradition of dependence and good relations with their lord, but 

62. APS, ii, 495-61 as* below, pp. 255-6 and 349-50. 
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there were always some whose record was distinctly flawed. There is a 

somewhat overstated note of protest in the bond made to Colin earl of 

Argyll on 14 July 1519 by Maclean of Duart, Macleod of Dunvegan and 

others, who insisted that they did so 'pocht coalcyt nor strenzit pocht 

compellyt nocht for dred of hurt nor skatht in persoune nor in gudis bot 

of our avert fro wyll and be our aalen motioun for auld bandis lwva and 

kindnes beand betuix our eldaris and for our swan singular utilite and 

profet douse and to be doune tyll us and tyll our ayris and to theme that 

tyll us pertenis'. 
63 Yet the increasing tendency in the sixteenth century, 

especially in the second half of the century, to emphasise the massive 

permanency of the obligation of manrent is more than either the dictates 

of fashion or the problem of flogging dissident families into allegiance; 

it reflects not only what contemporaries thought should happen, but also 

what on the whole did happen. It would be naive to assume that one can 

make a precise equation on the matter, but undoubtedly as only a minority 

of bonds reflect uncertainty about loyalty, so only a minority of those 

who gave bonds in practice made this an issue. 

This point has been considered at some lengthp it is of obvious 

iaportancs, it is a subject which can readily be discussed on the 

basis of the texts of the bonds, and it amplifies and fills in a certain 

amount of detail on the general theme of the previous chapter of what 

the new obligation of sanrent meant and how it was regarded. The 

next section of the bond, that which explained why the bond was made, 

will be passed over in this chapter much more briefly. The amount of 

information provided by the bonds themselves is proportionately smalll 

in more than three-quarters of the fifteenth bonds and almost two-thirds 

of those made after 1500 no reason at all is given. The reasons which 

are stated fall into four main categories. Maintenance, as has already 

63. Argyll 5. 
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been said, was by for the most prevalent; four-fifths of the bonds give 

this as a reason. In addition, sometimes in conjunction with maintenance, 

and less frequently as the sale reason, 'sindry gratitudia proffitis and 

pleasouris' or 'guds dedis and thankie' were not uncoron phrases in the 

sixteenth century bands in general, and a particular feature of the 

Hamilton bonds. These were normally linked with the idea of maintenance, 

but occasionally they were combined with the second Category, the material 

benefits of land or money; but land was mentioned in only one-tenth of 

the bonds, and money was even sture rare. A third motive for making bonds 

was the long service and dependence of the grantor's predecessors, already 

referred toi and the final reason was the lord's forgiveness for some 

past crime or misdeed, a reason which was part of a very important aspect 

of the making of bonds, their place in the settling of disputes. 
64 

But 

why they were made is one of the fundamental questions about bonds of 

menrent; and while the reasons which the bonds themselves give can be 

briefly stated, the wider point will not be discussed further her., for 

It is in fact the subject of much of the remainder of this thesis. 

Attar explaining why the bond had been made " if this was done - 

there then followed the description of how the grantor would serve his 

lordg in effect, the commentary an 'manrent'. Evan the early bonds of 

the fifteenth century, which expressed this only In a general clause, 

could be fairly comprehensive, putting in a very succinct way most of the 

points expressed in detail in the longer bonds* for example, 'in Pecs and 

in were in reds and in counaall in imanrent and service before and aganis 

al thais that love and de may'. 
65 

But in the great majority of the 

bonds these aspects of the man's service were given as individual terms, 

added to and paraphrased so that of all the parts of this very variable 

document this section in particular became one of infinite variety. 

64. This is the subject of chapter 6. 

65. Gordon 2. 
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It may be helpful here to cite again the terms of the bond by 

Kennedy of Blairquhan to James earl of Arran which was quoted earliers66 

'thsrfor I soll nowyr wit an heir nor know my said lord 
and meistens harms skaith danger nor appsrend perell bot 
I soll warns him therof als sons as I may gudlie and I 
sell stop and let it at my power 

and sell gif him the best counsels I can quhan I am 
requirit and sail cancels the counsale he sche. is to me 

and I *all ride and gang with my said lord and maister 
and for him 

and tak his efald Isla and trsw part in all his actionis 
causis and querelis lsfull and honest aganis all that 
levie and de may 

These are the major terms, most regularly found in the bonds. In the 

fifteenth and early sixteenth century the promise of counsel occurred 

most frequently, though in the second half of the sixteenth century it 

appeared loss often then the promises to assist in the lord's actions 

and warn him of harm. The warning clause was included In almost as 

many bonds between 1450 and 1550 as that promising counsel] but the 

promise of assistance in actions and quarrels was much less frequent 

in the fifteenth century and slightly less so in the early sixteenth 

than in the late sixteenth century. 'Riding and ganging' was fairly 

common in the early sixteenth century, but appeared far less often 

before 1500 and after 1550. 

If these were the main features of the obligation of manrent 

it is curious that they were never standardised. The variations are of 

interest in that they show different facets of the forms of servicap but, 

as with the earlier section of the bond, which bound the grantors 

indiscriminately in manrent and service or to become man and servant, one 

is forced back to the puzzling question of why men bothered to find so 

many different ways of saying the same thing. Virtually no 

classification is possible, except that one doss find certain phrases 

66. Hamilton 121 the full text is given above, pp. 65.6. 
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tending to recur in one form in one family collection and in a different 

form in another. Thus, for example, when Kennedy bound himself never to 

sea his lord's 'harms skaith danger nor apperand parelll without warning 

him of it, he was using the form of words most common to the Hamilton bonds, 

whereas a sun binding himself in the some way to the Maxwells would 

normally promise to warn them against 'lak akayth or dishonour'. But 

even this is for from being an absolute rule. Neither of these phrases 

is found in precisely those terms in all the Hamilton and Maxwell bonds 

in which they occur; and in one of the Maxwell bonds the common Hamilton 

form of the phrase is used. 
67 And in the thirty-five Erroll bonds, which 

include such unusual additions to this obligation as 'upon our faiths 

and consuence', there is no standard form of the warning clause at all. 

All that can be said, therefore, is that there are phrases of this kind 

of which there are sufficient examples to make it possible to regard them 

as the most typical Hamilton or Maxwell form of expression. 

Similarly the promise to give and conceal counsel varied widely. 

Another form of it was 'gyf (the lord) askis me any consols I sal gyf that. 

the boost at I can ands gyf that any consols schwas me to had* it'; which 

could be reversed and expanded into 'and gif that the said lord schswia 

to me his consal I sell conseyl it fro ai span and woman on lyff and 

nocht schaw it agane without his commandment or leyff. And gyf he askis 

me any eonsal I sal gyff him the best that I can be my knawl92s'. 
68 

TWO 

of the Argyll bonds obliged the grantor to keep the counsel of Argyll and 

'his grit frsindia'; in another, the grantor promised to give and conceal 

counsel as a true servant should; and the grantor of a fourth became 

$lale trim and staid aervand' to Argyll 'in his secret counsall'. 
69 

one 

67. Maxwell 2. 

68, Cunningham of Snaid 11 Hay of Yastsr 3. 

69. Argyll 32 and 610 561 26. 
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of the Gordon bonds bound the grantor to 'tak my part therof' in 

giving counsel; another, to counsel with 'dew obedience'; in an 

Erroll bond 'secreittis and consallia' were to be concealed, 
70 

And 

there are many more minor variations of this kind. 

The 'ride and gang' clause could be simply stated, as in the 

Kennedy bond. More commonly, however, it specified the circumstances in 

which this service was to be performed. For example, a number of bonds 

the grantor was bound to ride and gang in peace and war, or in 'hoisting 

peace and weir', sometimes with the addition of 'on tute and hare*'* 
71 

Occasionally service abroad was explicitly included. 
72 

It was also 

the clause which contained provision for expenses, if these were to be 

paid; it so, the distinction between national service at the grantor's 

expense and local service at the lord's was sometimes explicitly added 
73 

although this was by no means the rule always followed. Thus in one of 

the Hamilton bonds the grantor was bound to ride and gang at his own 

expanse, and this was elaborated in more detail in a Gordon bond which 

contained the provision that the expanse of service in war, whether in the 

kings army or Huntly's was to be borne by the grantor* 
74 

The 

distinction could also depend not an the purpose of the service but the 

place; it was agreed, for example, in another Gordon band, that it 

Huntly involved the grantor in the queen's wars or in his own affairs 

in the north, the grantor should pay, but it service was required in the 

70. Gordon 26 and 66; Erroll 37. 
71. For "xample# Maxwell 29 25; Gordon 31p 32,35,27; Gordon 

519 54t 56. 

72. For exasplep Gordon 26; Hamilton 409 which mentioned foreign 
and civil wars; Erroll 20t which specified war against England. 

73. For sxampleg Erroll 27 and 31. 
74. Archbishops of St. Andrws# Hamilton 4; Gordon 25. 
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south or abroad, expenses would be met by the earl. 
75 

Hunting was 

also included as part of this clause, sometimes at the lord's expanse, 

sowetises at the grantor's. 
76 The promise to ride and gang could also 

specify that this was to be done in all the lord's lawful actionag a 

phrase mors commonly attached to the undertaking to assist the lord and 

take his part in his affairs. 
77 

Or the grantor could be bound to ride 

and gang whenever required by his lord, or, more rarely, by the lord 

and any in his name, or simply 'redy boding or without excuse or delay. 78 

The explicit inclusion of the grantor's kin, friends, men and servants 

was frequently made in conjunction with this clause, if it was not 

stated at the beginning of the bond, or repeated at this point if already 

mentioned. Occasionally a rather different and much more limited form 

of the promise to rids with a following is found, as in one bond in which 

the grantor undertook to ride and gang daily when required, being given 
79 

allowance for reasonable expense for Ohara and twa boia+. 

The fourth obligation, that of taking the lord's part in all 

his actions, appears in a fairly standard form in the Kennedy bond, although 

it most commonly occurs as the first or second of the specific promises, 

not the final one, as in this bond. Occasionally there were alternatives, 

such as 'to concur, fortifis and assist', or 'that I.... sal be and abyd.... 

in all and sindri accionis'. 
80 A common phrase, omitted in the Kennedy 

bond, is 'actionis.... movit and to be aovit'; and the idea that 

assistance should be given only in actions which were 'lefull' or 

'issum and honest' was a regular feature of this promise, normally 

expressed in these words, but occasionally in a phrase such as 'batht 

75. Gordon 42. 

76. For sxampls, Gordon 27 and 28. 

77. For example, Maxwell 1I; Royal Bonds 4 and S. 

78. For example, Erroll 20; Oliphant 16; Argyll 32; Hay of 
Yaatsr 1; Erroll 32 and 33. 

79. Abbots of Coupar Angus 1. 

80. Gordon 83$ May of Vaster 1. 
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in the law and be the law'. These phrases, and the preference for the 

word 'actionis' rather than affairs, which is lees often used, suggest 

that this promise was particularly directed towards assistance in legal 

actions, both civil and criminal, and this is reinforced by one of the 

Erroll bonds which was quite clearly made for this purpose, the grantor 

promising that in all the lord's actions he would give counsel and 

'sall forthir thaim to hat justiss thairin'. 
81 But it clearly referred 

also to other matters. It could bind the grantor, for example, to assist 

his lord in peace and in war#82 or on journeyer raids and hostinga, 83 

though these were much more frequently part of the ride and gang clause. 

Occasionally it was not only a general promise, but referred to a 

particular action of the lord's, as in one of the Gordon bonds, where 

the grantor bound himself to take Huntly's part against specified 

ensmies. 
84 

More rarely it was directly related to national political 

for example, in the case of a bond made to Mary of Guise, to assist 

her against all her enemies, especially the 'auld inimsis' of England 

and all disturbers of the rsalmg and similarly a promise to James earl 

of Arran as governor, to assist against the English and all rebels. 
85 

Rather less definitely, it might include a reference to actions 

concerning the lord's 'worachip landis and gudia''86 or a grantor might 

81. Erroll 14. The question of the effect of bonding on the law 

and the courts is discussed in chapter 61 in particular ass 
below, pp. 269.82. 

82. For sxaiaple, Maxwell 181 Gordon 19; Gordon 699 which specified 
war within Scotland; and Argyll 8, which bound the grantors to 
assist in peace and war, by land and sea, within and without the 
realm. 

83. For example# Gordon 90 and 94. 

84. Gordon S1. 

85. Royal Bonds 161 Hamilton 14. This was the only period, however, 
when war with England was directly reflected in the bonds. 

86, Oliphant 3. 
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simply bind himself to assist his lord in all his actions as became a 

dutiful kinsman and obedient tenant; 
87 

and one of the Erroll bands 

contains the unique promise to assist the lord 'sle wails be hynd his bak 

as in his pressns'. 
8e finally, as in the ride and gang clause, this 

obligation often included the grantor's kin, friends and servants, and 

occasionally bound the grantor to assist the lord's kin and friends 

as wall as himself. 

Apart from the four major clauses, there were several others, 

some of which were really only further variations. For example, as an 

alternative to the promise of assistance in the lord's actions and 

causes, or in addition to it, the general promise of service was expanded 

into obligations to serve in peace and in ware by night and day, by land 

and asa, 
89 

and whenever the lord required, sometimes with the provision 

that sufficient warning must be given. More specifically, some bonds 

included a separate clause binding the man to defend his lord's person, 

lands and goods; to make his house open to his lord when required; never 

to take any action against his lord; and* in a few of the Argyll and 

Cawdor bonds, to give the lord calps. But none of these clauses appeared 

frequently. 

In some cases, however, a definite service or obligation to be 

undertaken in particular oircumstancss was added to the more general 

promises. In a bond made by Andrew Rollook of Duncrub, his son and heir 

Robert, and his younger son David, to Laurence lord Oliphant, an 

21 April 1471, Robert promised to accept Oliphant's counsel concerning his 

87. Carder 27 and 28. 
88. Erroll 9. This is another example of an unusual feature in a 

bond made to William third earl of Errolls see above, pp. 84-5. 
He was not of course the only lord to feel doubt about the 
loyalty of a particular man; he was, however, the only one 
to have it expressed in quite this graphic ray. 

89. This clause is found mainly in the Argyll bonds, for understandable 
reasons# and in a few of the Cawdor bonds. 
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marriage, and a similar promise was made by James, son and heir of 

Ninian Stwart# sheriff of Bute, in their bond to Colin earl of Argyll 

on 12 January 1523.90 John Lamont of Inveryne, in his bond to 

Archibald earl of Argyll on 1 June 1530, agreed that if he or his heirs 

should be accused of any fault towards the tenants and inhabitants of 

Glendaruel, they would be content that Argyll and his heirs should 

settle the satter and decide on any penalty. 
91 

On 20 September 1544, 

John, son of Alan Stewart of Appin, promised that if his father or 

brother should absent themselves from Argyll's service, he would pursue 

them and their allies* 
92 Donald Robertson, in his bond of 6 March 1586 

to Huntly, in return for Huntly's assistance in having gained for him 

the right to Struan from the late Menzies of that ilk, bound himself to 

aid Huntly especially in the maintenance and defence of the house of 

Msnziss of Wow. 93 
Reference has already been made to the Hamilton bonds 

which specified service within the island of Arran. 
94 

And in a general 

bond of 22 November 1591 which had much more direct relevance than most 

to a political event, a group of the barons of Moray bound themselves to 

assist Huntly in his quarrel with the earl of Moray. 95 

finally, it was fairly common in general, and a marked feature 

of the Erroll and Huntly bonds, for grantors to promise to serve their 

lords as a man and servant should, according to custom. This normally 

aase at the and of this part of the bond, concluding it with a phrase such 

as "witht all and eindry uthir puyntis concerning the bands of manrsnt as 

90. Oliphant 61 Argyll 11. 

91" Argyll 20. 

92. Argyll 28. 

93. Gordon 63. 

94. Above# pp. 74.5. 

95. Gordon 83. 
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is of custum unit within the realms of Scotlande a man to do his lorde', 

or, more generally, tdofsnde his lordschip.... as a man sulde do til his 

lords in all thingis as rase and consuetude is wythin the realms of 

Scotland*', " Certainly 'rase and consuetuda' had had some effect on the 

writing of the obligation of warrant, but not perhaps very auch; not 

enough, at any rate, to alter the practice of producing a long series of 

bonds which made the saws promises, but made them in several hundred 

different ways. 

Before drawing conclusions from this survey of the texts of the 

bonds, the last section of the document can be briefly described. 

Reference has already been made to the exceptance of allegiance to the 

crown and, occasionally, to other lords. Allegiance to the crown was in 

fact hardly ever omitted; here at least was one part of the bond whose 

inclusion was virtually automatic. Some of the small number of omissions 

can be explained by the fact that the bonds are known either from a 

notarial instrument in which the full version has hot been recorded, or 

from a late abstract of the text in asses where the original has not 

been found. Only in the second halt of the sixteenth century did the 

number of bonds which ignored this tend to rise blightly; this may well 

again reflect the more casual nature of these later bonds, although the 

possibility cannot be discounted that the reason in this case was the 

long absence of an effective monarch# which may explain both the omissions 

and the practice, not found earlier, of referring somewhat laconically 

wsrsly to 'the autorite'. 

The record of the swearing of an oath, in over half the bands, 

has already been dsscribedl 97 this took the form either, most oommonly, 

96. Gordon 131 Erroll 8. 
97. The irncaptanoa of allegiance to the crown and other lords is 

discussed above, pp. 60.1, and the oath on p. 52. 
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of 'the grate aithe suorne, the holy evangellis tuechit', or, more 

vaguelys, 'in the moist sikker forme of obligatioun (of band of manrant) 

that can be divisit', sometimes with the addition 'na remade nor 

excsptioun of law cannoun civils or other quhateumevir to be proponit 

in the contrar'. But whether there was an oath or not, almost every 

bond made some reference to the idea that, in giving a bond of manrent, a 

man's honeue was involved, even if it was only expressed in phrases auch 

as 'lalalie and trsulie', 'be the fayth and trewth in my bodie' or 'all 

fraud and gyils sxaludit'. This was reflected again in the usual for. 

of penalty clause, which bound the grantors under 'the pane of infamie 

periurs and inhabilitie' or 'tinsaiil of credit and honour' or perpetual 

defamation, 'nevir to be haldin in repute', although in a very late bond, 

made in 1628, the grantor with rather odious smugness qualified this by 

pointing out that if his lord commanded anything 'that becumes not one 

god Christiane or the kingis gud subiett', he would disobey without the 

eternal infamy which he acknowledged would otherwise follow the breaking 

of his bond. 
98 

Lias frequently the penalty involved the payment of money. 

This could be a comparatively small amount: 200 at 500 merke, £100 or 

1200 Scots. But in one Gordon bond, the penalty was fixed at L1000 Scotef 

and the cost of breaking a bond to the earls of Arran was fairly crippling. 

2000 and 5000 . arks, £2000, and the largest known penalty in any of the 

bonds, t10ý000 Scots, in the bond made by James earl of Morton for 

political purposes an 31 May 1560.99 Whether then was any hope of 

obtaining such summ is not known. The nobility and gentry in Scotland 

are not usually thought of as having large, or even adequate supplies of 

ready cash. On the other hand it seem unlikely that such penalties 

98. Allen 7. 

99. Political Bonds 11. 
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would have been threatened, when there were other ways for lords to 

chase up recalcitrant men#100 if they had bean entirely unrealistio, 

for it would have been singularly pointless and indeed dangerous, from 

the point of view of the lord's control, to Insist on writing in 

meaningless penalties] and the toot that they were graded suggests that 

they were regarded as at least partially practical. Other forms of 

penalty included the loss of lands, although this was very infrequent, 

no doubt because this was something which would have been virtually 

unanforosable. And In one case there was the threat that in the event 

of failure, the grantor would be accused and punished, though in what wy 

is not stated; in any avant, it sounds unusually arbitrary, but this is 

perhaps understandable in that it occurs in the bond made to the earl of 

Arran by Robert lord Maxwell on 11 January 1546, to an attempt to establish 

his loyalty after his dealings with the English* 
101 

The witnessing of the bonds was mentioned in the last chaptor. 
102 

All were signed or sealedt or both. This practice naturally underwent 

great change. In the fifteenth century hardly any of the bonds were not 

sealed, and very few were signadl in the first half of the sixteenth 

oantaryp the nuabers had become almost equal, although the order had 

changed to a slight majority of signaturaap and after 1550v every bond 

was signed, and sealing had became acoaptional. 
103 

In the large 

oollaotionst the dato on which the sealing of bonds as a regular practice 

stopped is roughly the sas». No Hamilton bond was sealed after 1553, 

except for that cads by James earl of Morton in 1560. In the Gordon and 

Argyll collections the date was slightly earlier. 1550, Thereafter only 

four Gordon and three Argyll bonds were sealed. These later documents were 

I 00. For sxaspls, a" b"tow1 pp. 307.8. 

101. Hamilton 14. 

102. Above, pp. 51-2. 
103. This does not, of courses mean total literacy{ many of the 

grantors still signed with their hands led by the notaries. 
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unusual. They were written an parchment, which was exceptional in 

the sixteenth century; and they contained particular feetureas two 

of the Gordon bondag for example, included fairly detailed accounts of 

land grants, and the fourth was made by the provost of Abardesny Gilbert 

Menzies, who may have felt that a sealed parchment document better 

became him* 
104 

Parchment had given way to paper by 1500 for the making of 

bands, and from the beginning bands of esnrent were written in the 

vernacular; and this raises the possibility that they were regarded 

as ephemeral documents and that therefore the relationship to which they 

gave expression was itself expected to be ephemeral. Certainly they do 

not give the same impression of permanence as does a charter written in 

Latin on parchment. But this to hardly a fair comparison. Apart from 

any consideration of the faljowing of accepted convention, which would 

apply to any document issued under the great seal# there was an obvious 

economic reason, which might be very long-term indeed, why particular 

care should be taken to ensure the survival of a record of a grant of land. 

But the bond of manrennt oust be seen in its more Immediate setting. 

Paper was not widely available until the fifteenth century, but was in 

common use by the sixteenth; increasingly more writing was done, paper 

was chaaperp and its life was not necessarily short; it was therefore 

used for all but the aast formal documents. More than a century earlier, 

Scots had overtaken Latin as a literary language, and had replaced it as 

the language of government records from the early fifteenth century. Its 

acceptability among those of the highest rank can be readily demonstrated 

104. Gordon 531,56,71 and 96. Menzies seems to have had a liking for 

emphasising his status; his bond included the promise to accompany 
his lord 'lyk as utheris gentilman of the countre of our rank and 
estait,. 
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by reference to the Kingis Quair, 105 
or to the letter by the earl of 

March to Henry IV which told him 'wervaile ye pocht that I write my 

lettrss in Englishe, fore that ys mare clere to myna understandyng than 

Latyne or Prauncha'. 106 At the very least, therefore, it is hardly surprising 

that the bond of manrent was a vernacular document which by 1500 was 

normally written on paper; one cannot assume impermanence from this. 

There is, g however, positive evidence an the other side. The 

fact that the grast majority of bonds were made for life or, increasingly 

to the sixteenth century, to perpetuity, is in itself a clear enough 

Indication of contemporary ideal, if not always contemporary practice. 

Moreover there is little doubt that the documents were intended for 

preservation. All bonds of sun rent were docqustted for easy referencs. 
107 

It is not possible to be precise about the date of the sndoreements; in 

general, so for as can be judgedg suet were written by the and of the 

sixteenth or early seventeenth century, but some were clearly put on 

within a few years of the making of the bond, as references to bonds 

made to a man's father, or to the 'unquhils' lord, show, while a few were 

written within the lord's lifetime. And apart from keeping the documents 

themselves, there were some families who drew up lists of their bonds. 

105. James I, The Kincis Quairp ad. W. W. Skeet, (STS� 1910). 

106. f. C. Hingseton. 
derv the fourth. Rolla Series, 1860)g i, p. 24. What March calls 
iEnglishe' is Lowland Scots. 

107. Dooqusts were, like the bonds themselves, written in the vernacular, 
with the exception of the early Erroll bonds, whose endorsements 
were in Latins 'litters he agii'. 
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The most extensive are the calendars made by the Campbells of Monarchy. 109 

In addition, there is a list written in a late hands which may be a copy 

of an earlier co pilationg of the bonds of the Murrays of Tullibardinsl, 109 

and the interesting example of the list of Douglas of Druelanri9 bonds 

drawn up in 1693, just possibly made when the out-of-date documents 

themselves were destroyed, which would argue a reluctance even at this 

late data to obliterate all record of theme 110 Finally, on a more 

limited ocelot Geores marquis of Huntly had the bonds made by the house 

of Forbes to the earls of Huntly taken out of his charter cheat and copied 

out in 1676, as a stick with which to beat the Forbes in one phase of the 

lang-standing Gordon-Forbes hostility. 
111 This incident, unusual in the 

seventeenth century, is a late example of what in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries provided a compelling reason for lords to keep their 

bands. Their value was not, in the long tarot as great as that of a 

charter which was evidence of title to land. But in the short term - by 

which was understood at least for the life of the lord, if not the lives 

of his heirs in the forsesable future - their value lay in the fact that 

they could be produced as evidence of that other source of power, the 

108. 'The 8uka of Sandia of Manrsnt Service Calpis and Sarnia part off 
Audis, psrtanyng to the hous of Glsnurquhay', in The Black Block of 
Tavoouth. ad. Coo Ines, (Bannatyne Club0 1855), 176-262. The 

calendar begins in 1488 and ends in 1681. There are also two 

manuscript books of bonds of oenrsnt, the first compiled by Colin 

sixth laird (1550-83) and Duncan seventh laird of Glonorchy 
(1583.1631), which omit some of the bonds in jam but 

contain additional material; and a four page untidely written list 

of name of those who had given manrent and calpes SRO, Breadalsans 
Muniments. GD 112 Sec. 24. 

1090 SRO, Dalguiss Muniments, GO 38/1; 62. 

110" hfl? tasrtth Radort. Appendix, part viii. Buoolsuch Manuscripts, 
i, 67-9. 

111. SRO, Haddo House Muniments GO 33/59/39. 
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allegiance and service of dependents. They were, therefore, preserved; 

and in tact� of course, they have survived in quantity to the present 

day. 

The complementary document to the bond of Arent was the bond 

of saaintenance. It is unnecessary, and would indeed involve considerable 

repetition to discuss these bonds in detail, for they show very similar 

characteristics to bonds of manrent; they were "do in the some form, 

and they again lacked any sort of standardibetion except in the most 

general sense. Some of them exactly mirrored the bonds of manrsnt to which 

they were the counterpart, the aase terms being reiterated from the lord's 

standpoint, with service by the sin being replaced by maintenance from 

the Lord. Nora commonly, however, they were not expressed with anything 

like the some detail; they stated only in general terms the promise of 

the lord's 'supple help wantsnans and defsnoe'. 
112 

In summing ups there are two general points which rge from the 

analysis of this collection of surviving bonds of wnrant. As for as the 

texts are concerned, certain very general conclusions can be put forward, 

although only with the considerable reservation that exceptions can 

always be found. It ss.. m clear that the making of bonds of aanrent was 

only gradually developing in the second halt of the fifteenth century. 

Even allowing for accident of survival, there are noticeably fewer bonds; 

and of those which do exists the higher proportion of bonds which 

expressed the obligation only in general term and the greater number of 

bonds of limited duration indicate that although the concepts which lay 

behind the written bonds were certainly there, and as clearly understood 

as in the sixteenth century, the practice of making bonds took some time 

112, SN Appendix 0 for an example of a bond of maintenance. 
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to develop from its embryo stage into the commonplace method of making 

local alliances which it became in the sixteenth century. By 1500, 

however, this process was already well established; and in the first 

halt of the sixteenth century the bonds reached their most complete 

and highly developed fora,, well-written and with a wealth of detail. 

After 1550, there was a gradual decline. Part of this impression 

admittedly arises from the fact that the handwriting became increasingly 

untidy and unpleasant, but undoubtedly bonds of this period do have a 

vague and rambling quality which is not apparent earlier. It is not 

likely that this was the result st any lessening of the importance 

attached to the obligation; again� the number of bonds which emphasised 

the comprehensive nature of the contract whether by making it heritable 

or by stressing the obligation on the heirs argues against this. Almost 

certainly it is merely a reflexion of how far bonding had become a well. 

accepted and habitual part of society. An additional illustration of 

this is the practice, which was restricted almost exclusively to the 

period after 1550, of running the bonds of manrsnt and maintenance into 

a single contract, sometimes in the normal form of a contract. - that is, 

beginning with the names of both the grantors and giving the place-date 

before going on to the terms - and sometimes beginning as a bond, and 

then changing to a mutual contract. But it must be emphasised again that 

within those general trends were numerous variations, and the idissyncracies 

of, for example, the Erroll bonds, or the particular features relevant 

only to those of Argyll or Cawdsr. 

Why, then, should there have been such lack of standardisation? 

Clearly it would have been impossible to have had conventions so rigid 

that there was no room for the inclusion of specific promises by the 
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grantor or the lord which applied only to the particular bond; but a 

substantial past of the text could have been standardised by the convenient 

method of following a set taxt. Yet this did not happen. Where 

uniformity did occur, it was normally because of some obvious and 

exceptional cirowmsteor+cs, as for example bonds being made on the sash 

day to the some men, 
113 two or more being written by the sans notary, 

114 

or bonds being made for some unusually limited local purpose, such as 

those made by tenants in the island of Arsen to the earl of Arran; 115 
but 

wenn those conditions by no means ensured a common form. There are in 

fact very few cases of several bonds being certainly written by the some 

notary, and this may have had some effect on reducing the opportunity for 

standardisation, although there is no obvious reason why different notaries 

should not have produced a stereotyped version. As has been shorn, am 

did have examples of bonds to which they could and did refer; but at no 

time did they do so in order to provide a standard taxt. A slight hint 

113. For example, Cawdor 27 and 28, both made at Ounivai6 an 31 July 
1618. Also Erroll 32 and 33# both made at Slain* on 16 December 
15441 thsss are identical, apart from the duration of the bond 
and one minor phrase, but rather surprisingly are written in 
dlfferent hands* 

114. For sxampls, Gordon 88 and 89, both made at Elgin on 11 August 
1600, and both written by the notary James Anderson. On the 

other hand, a third Gordon bond written by the some notary on 
31 January 1604 differs conaiderablyl Gordon 94. 

1150 of the seven bonds of cement made by Arran tenants to Asa 
duke of Chatalhorault, all made at Biodick, the first two, 
dated 22 April 1551, are virtually identical and written in 
the same hands Hamilton 22 and 23. A third, probably also 
dated 1551, is quite difforants Hamilton 25. Then there are 
tour, one dated before April 1554, and the others 20 August 
and 18 and 23 September 1554, all identical and written in the 
some hand, though not that of the earlier bondsa Hamilton 30, 
31,32 and 33, finally there are two made to 3ahn lord Hamilton 
at Brodiak an 22 August 158?, loth written by the notary John 
Robertson, but completely different in forms Hamilton 34 and 35. 
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that one should perhaps look rather to successive bonds of the grantor's 

family to find evidence of referring back to an older text when drawing 

up a now one is found in the bonds of Alexander Home of that ilk to 

Alexander waster of Huntly in 1490, and George lord Home to George earl 

of Huntly in 1538, which do show a marked similarity but the absence 

of other examples of this wakes it impossible to draw any satisfactory 

conclusion from it, and in any case, it was clearly the lord who 

referred back, for it was he who hold the bonds. 116 

The only conclusion that can be drawn is that in spite of the 

fact that the making of bonds became habitual and commonplace, and that 

this had a certain effect on the text, the individual nature of each 

band was always given priority over the convenience of standardisation. 

It has already been argued that the feudal contract was weakened because 

of its increasing co+. rcialisation at the expense of the personal 

relationship, and that this was, at least in general terms, the 

background to the revitalised personal contract, in England and Europe 

as well as in Scotland, of the later middle ages. Detailed examination 

of bonds of manrent serves only to confirm and illustrate this. Bonds 

of manrent were made in considerable numbers for some 150 years. 

Throughout that whole period, magnates like Huntly, Hamilton and Argyll, 

or indeed any lord who received bonds, treated each promise of service 

116. Gordon 11 and 30. The point, as far as the Huss were concerned, 
is further demonstrated by a bond by Alexander lord Huss to Georgs 
earl of Huntly in 1549, in which Hums promised that, because Huntly 
had given him precept of seeins of the lands in Berwickshire hold 
of the saris of Huntly by his predecessors, he would make a bond 
of s»nrsnt to the sari as his father had done; this bond would be 
made when Huntly showed his father's bond to hiss SRO, Gordon 
Castle Muniments, GO 44,12/7/9. 
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from their men, and maintenance on their own part as individual cases, 

and accordingly individual bonds were drawn up, and accompanied by some 

sort of ceremonial verbal promisss so that the very personal nature of 

the relationship was always underlined. In other words, when a man 

bound himself in manrent, to assist his lord in all his affairs or to 

warn him of harm, what was emphasised as being of primary importance 

was not that he was one of many making this kind of obligation, but 

that f, was now making it. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE BOLID OF NANRENTs THE DEVELOPMENT 01 THE NEW FORM OF CONTRACT 

In the first two chapters an attempt has been made to place 

the late mediaeval contract between lords and their men into the wider 

context of the development of this relationship from its early mediaeval 

and feudal form; and it was suggested that the new obligation of 

menrent should be regarded as showing, on the whole, differences of emphasis 

and stronger safeguards rather than fundamental change. Now that the texts 

of bonds of wanrant have been discussed, this theme can be taken up again, 

and the degree of continuity illustrated more extensively, in order to 

show rather more clearly how the bond of manrent came into being. The 

evidence is not sufficient to allow this to be done with detailed 

precision or definition, but there is enough to make it possible to 

demonstrate the general pattern. This chapter therefore is the summing 

up of the first major theme of this thesiat the place of the Scottish 

bond of manrent in the wider setting of the evolution of the way in which 

men fulfilled their obligations to protect and serve one another* 

for this purpose, the most important and relevant features which 

saerge from the bonds themselves srey first, the life-long or hereditary 

obligation undertaken by those who made the bonds, and second, the tact 

that the four most common clauses were those which bound the grantors to 

assist their lords in all their actions, to give and conceal counsel, to 

ride and gang with them, and to warn against and prevent hare. The other 

part of the contract, the lord's bond of maintenance, was usually 

expressed in much more general terms; but it was likewise made for life 
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or in perpetuity, and where it did include detailed obligations, these 

corresponded to the normal promises of the bond of manrsnt, with 

'maintain defend and supply' taking the place of 'serve and assist. 

In other words, when the mutual contract of protection and service came 

to be written down in the form of bonds of maintenance and manrsnt from 

the mid fifteenth century onwards, the practical means of fulfilling this 

contract were defined in terms of those four promises. 

The tact that it took some thirty years for the very general 

bond of manrsnt to be developed and expanded into a document which 

carefully enumerated the details of how a man should serve his lord is of 

no significance in this context; it would be wrong to regard this as in 

any way indicating that it was not until the last quarter of the fifteenth 

century that this service came to be given precise definition. The 

important point Is that the bond of aanrent was written down at all; and 

possible reasons for this will be suggested later. In any case, even the 

most general bonds could on occasion sum up very succintly the essential 

parts of the servioet for enamplst tin pace and in were, in rede and in 

aounsall, in a enrent and service, before and aganis al thaia that love 

and de may'. 
' 

What happened was that once the obligation of manrent had 

been set down in writing, the very fact of writing it produced its own 

ispetuag and more and more detail was added in. There is no doubt, 

however, that the detail, whether explicitly stated or not, was entirely 

understood by those making the contract; one can readily accept the 

promise to serve tin Isle and tray manrsnt and service in pea and in 

were in contrar and aganys all dedly or that do may witht all the powntis 

1. Gordon 2. 
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contenit in the aiths of manrent'2 as a statement which meant something 

well-known and definite, and not as a vague generalisation. The 

significance of the more developed form is not that it produced anything 

now; rather it show that as for as the concept of the essential 

features of service and protection were concerned, nothing had changed. 

In general terms, as has been argued, 
3 the later mediaeval contract between 

lords and their men can be regarded as one which consciously shed the 

complexities which in its earlier feudal form had been grafted on and 

which tended to obscure its fundamental purpose. It is probable that 

the same argument would apply to the precise obligations contained in 

that contract. 

A major difficulty is that it is impossible to be certain about 

the details of feudal obligations in Scotland. One can describe Scotland 

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries# and even, arguably, in some 

respects at least in the early fourteenth century as a feudal kingdoaj 

the work of Scottish historians an this period, in particular that of 

G. W. S. Barrow, 4 leaves no room for doubt on the general point. But very 

little is known about# for example, what precisely military service meant, 

where and for how long it was given. The giving and keeping of counsel 

has been referred to as a prominent feature of bonds of manrent, but it is 

exceedingly difficult to assess accurately how much weight it was given 

2. Gordon Be Sans phrase of this kind appears not infrequently, 
especially in the Erroll bonds. It is perhaps indicative of the 
increasingly commonplace nature of the written bonds that by 
about 1480 'aiths of manrsntt had given way to 'band of sanrsnt'; 
and as the bands became more detailed, the emphasis changed# and 
reference was made to fulfilling all the points specified 
according to custom and use in Scotland. 

3. Abovws pp. 58-62. 

4. G. W. S. Barrow, The Kinodom of the Scots. (London, 1973); Rsaeata 
Rsauw Scottorua. vol. 1* The Acts of Malcolm IV, and vol. II, 
The Acts of William I. (Edinburgh, 1960 and 1971); iRgba 
end the Community of the Realm of Scotland. (London, 1965)o 
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in Scotland before the fourteenth century, particularly as far as those 

below the highest ranks of society were concerned, however likely the 

assumption that it was important. The opening of the speech by Robert 

Bruce to David I in 1138 bogging him not to fight against the English, 

'I as here, 0 king, thy vassal, to give thee now counsel honourable to 

thee.... +5 is certainly couched in terms which suggest that counsel was 

understood as one of the primary duties which a vassal owed to his lord; 

but this comes fees an English source. Counsel differs somewhat from 

other services performed by the vassal; the idea that a man should give 

counsel and advice to his lord, often on proposed action in which his 

assistance would be required, involves a right as well as a duty. It 

is inconceivable, therefore# that lords did not seek counsel from their 

wen, nor won feel that they had the right to give it; and one way regard 

attandsnce at the lord's court, in Scotland as elsewhere, as a 

reflection of the forwaliaing of an older and more general obligation. 

But this is all that can really be said. Even homage and fealty, the 

central oaths of the whole feudalisad contract, are very obscure. It 

has been pointed out that Scottish sources of the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries give no hint that these oaths were anything more than part of 

a commercial transactionl6 and while it may be doubted whether this 

reflects the reality of the situation, nevertheless what homage and fealty 

really implied, in terms of the particular services duo to the lord, is 

not made clear in any Scottish source before the fourteenth century. In 

So 500-1286, cd. A. O. 
Anderson London. 1908)t 193, citing Allred of Risvaulx. 

6. Isabel A. Ililnaq 'Land Tenures in Scotland in the XII and XIII 
Centuries', (unpublished Ph. D thesis, Edinburgh, 1953), 49-54. 
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Reciam 19aieetatemt for example, homage is described in the briefest 

form, T 
and fealty, already in western Europe expanded into a longer and 

more detailed oath, is not described at all; and it was not until the 

sixteenth century, when homage was already outdated, that any detailed 

comment or description was med., in the works of Craig and Skene. This 

to all part of the wider problem that there is considerable room for 

doubt about how for the twelfth century feudalisation of Scotland really 

took root in society. 
8 The fact that feudal ideas and practice came 

late to Scotland may suggest that they were sufficiently developed to 

provide a comprehensive feudalisation. But perhaps more probably, the 

fact that they were imposed on society by an incoming slits may argue 

for a veneer rather than for anything deep. rootedp and this means that 

it becomes entirely a matter of speculation what kind of personal bond 

was masked by the legal charters drawn up by the trained clerks of the 

normen and later the Scottish landholders. 

This is, of course# a vast and complex subject. It is not one 

which can be in any way adequately dealt with in this thesis, and no 

pretence is made here of competence to do so. The outline of the problaa 

has been given at this stage only to asks clear the difficulty of tracing 

bank with any certainty in Scotland the obligations found in the bond of 

aenr. nt. Yet these obligations can be traced back in more general terms. 

The tone of service in the Scottish bond of errant, the English indenture, 

7. ad. Lord Cooper, 
(Stair Society, 11: 1947)p book ii, chapter 62. This compilation 
was believed to have bow made in the thirteenth century] but 
this has been challenged by A. A. M. Duncan, 'Rs9t Maimatatssp 

a reconsideration', in Juridical r4view. (1961), 199.217, who 
argues that it ras not drawn up until after 1318. 

Be Isabel A. Milne, 'Land Tenures in Scotland$# 21, and C. C. Simpson, 
'An Anglo-Scottish Baron of the Thirteenth Century, the Acts of 
Roger do Quincy, earl of Winchester and constable of Scotland', 
(unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 1965), 99-101, both express 
doubt about whether 'the lord-vassal relationship was a deep-rooted 

social reality as it was a legal one. (Milne). 
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the French allisncs, have a common ancestry in ideas current in Europe 

centuries before they were ever written down. It would be surprising it 

these were absent from Scotland in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

But because of the limited Scottish evidence, it is helpful to turn first 

to the development of these obligations in Europe as a whole, as 

admirably and convincingly discussed by Ganghof and Marc Bloch. 

The need to define what was required of a man in the service of 

his lord booms increasingly apparent in the early stages of the 

tsudalisstion of the contract, 
9 

In the pro-feudal period, when the 

lord was in continuous and direct contact with his supporters, his 

household knights, informality presented no problems. What he wanted 

was assistance and advice, whether in his military activities or in his 

more peaceful pursuits; and these he could readily have without any 

necessity for recourse to a formal contract. But this was possible only 

so long as contact between lord and men was i sdiata. When the lords 

supporters ceased to be confined mainly to those who lived within his 

household, and aus especially when the relationship became complicated 

by the demand for written evidence of title to landl, it became essential 

that it should be mors precisely defined. Texts of a fairly general 

nature can be cited from the seventh century onwards* 
10 

But the first 

really extensive attempt to analyse and provide a comprehensive account 

of what service to a lord involved was made in 1020, in a letter by 

rulbsrt bishop of Chartres to William duke of Aquitaine, described by 

Genhot as 'giving a rsmarkabls definition of the obligations created 

by the contract of vassalage', but dismissed rather more summarily by 

9. For the following passages I have relied an Bloch, rsud l Society. 
especially chapter 169 and Ganshofg Eaudslign especially part 3, 
chapter 1. 

10. These can be found in Ganshof, Feudalism, part 2: 'Carolingian 
Feudalism. 
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Bloch as an interesting but 'rather barren scholastic exercise's 
11 

The 

letter states the six attributes of the vassals '"sate and sound", sure, 

honest, useful, easy, possible'; and having commented on these in the 

negative sense of doing no harm to the lord in his person, rights and 

possessions# nor in revealing his secrets nor hindering his actions and 

achievemments# it goes on to point out theta 

'it is not sufficient to abstain from doing wrong; it L. 
necessary to do right. It is therefore necessary that in 
the six matters aforesaid, the vassal shall faithfully give 
to his lord his counsel and support, (consilium at auxilium) 
if he wishes to appear worthy of his benefice and carry out 
faithfully the fealty which he has sworn. The lord must also 
in all things do similarly to the vassal who has sworn fealty 
to his. If he fails to do this, he will be rightly accused 
of bad faith, just as the vassal who will have been discovered 
to have been lacking in his duties, whether by positive action 
or simply by consent, is guilty of perfidy and perjury'. 

Scholastic exercise or not, this account is of major importance in 

tracing the development of the nature of the obligation between lord and 

man. It put into writing and summed up the long and well-understood 

tradition, informal and verbal, of what service and protection meant 

in practice. At the son time, the very fact of formulating these 

obligations in this way opened the way to the process of limitation which 

subsequently became far more apparent. The point is put very forceably 

by Bloch when he says 'never was the bond felt to be stronger than in the 

period when its effects were stated In the vaguest and, consequently, 

the most comprehensive fashion. When we define something, do we not 

always impose limitations on itV12 But the letter itself does not 

impose limitations. The obligations of the vassal are conceived in 

general and therefore still comprehensive terms. It is very clear that 

what bishop Fulbert was writing about was a personal band, based on trust. 

11. Ganshof, Fgalisa. 961 the letter is printed hers. Bloch, 
Feudal ociatrp it 219. 

12. ibid, is 219. 
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What he did not envisage was a bond in which commercial interests 

played a strong or dominant part, nor one in which the obligations were 

strictly defined and limited, and which was given its force by legal 

sanction, 

While in theory at least the personal nature of the bond was 

never entirely forgotten,, in practice it cams to be increasingly played 

down as the services which a lord might expect of this man to whom he had 

granted a fief became a matter of legal definition. No doubt the extent 

to which this happened varied tension between pressure from the vassals 

in whose interests it was that services should be limited, and demands 

from their lords whose interests were entirely the reverse, produced a 

situation in which the result depended largely on the relative bargaining 

power of the two sides. The point may be illustrated by the lack of 

definition in Scotland; charters spelt out the vassal's rights, but were 

vague on the question of duties and services, presumably because the 

vassal wanted definition only if it was in his favour, and this met with 

successful resistance from the lord. 
13 

From the veesalte point of view, there were three main parts 

of his contract with his lord where definition or limitation was desirable, 

in large measure for reasons of material interest. In the first place, 

there was the general point that while it was in theory at least to the 

advantage of the lord that the obligation of service was made for life or 

heritably, it was in practice undoubtedly a scatter of crucial importance 

to the vassal in terms of his fiat; and the acknowledgement of 

heritability was the major factor in the weakening of the personal bond, 

as land which ras originally the lord's basis for negotiation and control 

13.1 so indebted for this point to Professor A. A. N. Dunoan. 
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of his supporters passed increasingly completely into the hands of those 

who nominally held it of his. secondly, military service beams subject 

to restrictions both in the length of time and in the areas where it 

could be required. And thirdly, auxiltuo, the word used by bishop 

Fulbert in a very comprehensive sense, became narrowed down until it 

referred not only mainly to money payments, but to the very limited 

number of occasions when the vassal was obliged to open his purse to his 

lord. " It is of interest to contrast these features of the vassal's 

service with the obligation to give counsel. This, as has been said, 

was regarded not simply as another duty but as a right] and while it 

came to be associated, like the other services, with a formal and 

precise undertaking, it did not, unlike them, come to be restricted 

almost or wholly exclusively to that undertaking. 

On the other hand, the only part of the contract which was 

Inspired by the requirements of the lord 'clearly testifies to the 

weakening of the tie', as Marc Bloch points out. Fulbert of Chartres 

had included, in the negative part of his analysis, the stateasnt that 

the vassal must not injure his lords in the context of his letter, this 

was a matter of stating the academic obvious. But it become of sufficiently 

practical importance to be added in to the oath of fealty; indeed, in 

Flanders from the twelfth century it was the subject of a separate oath 

of Ieaourityl, 1S 

Thus what had developed from the comprehensive, informal and 

personal bond of the pro-feudal age was a contract hedged about with 

conditions and restrictions, weakened by material interests in which 

14. This is one aspect of the vassal's service which can be illustrated 
in Scotland. Sae Isabel A. Milne, 'Land Tenures in Scotland', 
201.10, for examples of the restrictions on the aid. 

Ili. Sloes, Feudal Society. i, 220. 
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the advantages ultimately lay with those who should have rendered service 

rather than those who should have received it; a contract increasingly 

less useful in war or peace; and a contract from which the ideal of 

loyalty and trust had boome singularly absent. The language used had 

not changed; counsel, aid and service Nara still the familiar words. 

But the interpretation of at least the second and third of these and 

the emphasis put on them had certainly altered. 

The next stags in the development of the bond between lord and 

man is uncomplicated in Scotland, unlike in England and Europa, by the 

problem of the replacement of feudal military service by paid service 

contracted in an indanturs. 1ß The Scottish crown in the late thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries did not raise armies by contract, because it 

looked the financial resources to do Soo 
17 With this negative reason 

no doubt as the background, however, Professor Barrow shows convincingly 

that there was not only a retention but a revival of military feudalism 

under Robert I, brought up to date by replacing cavalry by knights 

fighting an foot, and by the conversion of knight service to archer servicsl 

$w must conclude that in (Robert Its) view the twelfth century model " 

with certain modifications " was best suited to the conditions of Scottish 

16. A. E. Prince, The Indenture System under Edward III'9 in Historical 
Essays in honour of Jaaies_1 M19 (Manchester, 1933), 283-97, regards 
the indenture of retinue as the direct development from the military 
indenture. Bryce Lyon, Fro. Fief to Indenture, 245-69, hedges his 

bets on this question. N. B. Lewis, 'The Organisation of Indentured 
Retinues in fourteenth century England', points to the close 

associations between the two forms of indenture, but makes the 
distinctions rather clearer. For more convincing is W. H. Dunham, 
'Lord Hastings' Indentured Retainers, 53-56, who discusses the 
'basic differences' between the limited obligations, in subject 
and time, of the military indenture, and the general life-long 
obligations of the indenture of retinue. It is certainly hard 
to accept that a comprehensive personal bond is really derived from 
a limited military arrangement, except insofar as both are examples 
of indentures. 

17. Ronald Nicholson, Edgard III and the_�_ Scots. (Oxford, 1965), 5-6. 
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society even in the fourteenth aanturyg 
1e Yet valid though this was from 

the king's point of view, in the aase period there were unmistakable signs 

of the beginnings of a loosening, in Scotland as well as elsewhere in 

Europe, of the restrictions of the feudal contract. Because of the 

problem of assessing how far Scottish society had been fsudalised, it is 

impossible to assert positively that these signs are indeed signs of real 

change. But what is clear is the breaking way from the conventional 

feudal tome of service allied to grants of land. There was at the some 

time both a tendency to specify more precisely individual services 

performed in particular circumstances, and also a tendency increasingly 

to disassociate service from land grants, and to remove from it the idea 

that it was due only on established and limited occasions, and on the 

whole, where service in war was concerned, due only in certain areas. 

The evidence is still extremely patchy= but the early stages of the move 

towards a contract which was once again entirely personal can now be 

identified. 

What becomes increasingly clear is the Importance attached to the 

old comprehensive promises of auxiliLm and consilium A hint of the former 

is found in the undated early fourteenth century charter by Easay daughter 

of the late Robert Wyboys or 8yboys, to Nicholas Hay of Erroll, granting 

him the lande of Monyscky 'pro suo aubsidio at honsata sustentatione aihi 

sxhibitis in nos nacesaitata'. 
19 This may well simply have been a matter 

of May buying out Eaaal or it may have been a loan. But in any event, 

Emma had received some sort of financial aid in a very different sense 

from the feudal aid. In 1300, the some Nicholas Hay had made an agreement 

with William# son of the late John Ald, burgess of Perth, to help him 

18. C. W. S. Barrow, Robert Bu e. 402.6. 

19. SRO, Erroll Charters, GO 175/26. 
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recover the debts owed to his father and himself; and 'pro auxilio suo at 

labors', Nicholas would receive one-third of the recovered debts, 20 Aid 

sssws for Nicholas to have been a profitable business. Moreover,, auxiliua 

is not being used here in the context of the vassal's aid to his lord. 

One sign of the weakening of the precise meaning attached to the word can 

be soon in the fact that it came to be applied to the lord's obligation 

to give aid to his man. It was used in this way in a resignation of 

1408 by Agnes laisk, with the consent of her husband and oldest son, to 

her superior lord Alexander Keith, in which ehe gave up all claim to the 

salmon fishing in the water of Banff 'pro sue bone consilie auxilio at 

favors hihi st soso marito'. 
21 

A remarkable example of what such aid 

might involve occurs in an indenture of 17 July 1370 between Alexander 

Moray of Ogilvy and Reginald Mackenzie, a certain husbandman, in which 

Reginald named Alexander as his heir. Whether this was sharp practice, 

or pressure had been brought to bear, Alexander bound himself,, as 

Reginald's lord, to give him counsel and aid in all his affairs; and 

the particular circumstance detailed in the indenture was that Alexander, 

having taken Reginald** counsel, would pay - within reason " for his 

funeral* 22 But in considering the change in what the word auxillum 

entailed, the most interesting example comes from what was in effect a 

very early bond of aaintenanee, although it was much more limited in 

intent than later bonds were to be. On 28 November 1375, Robert earl of 

Fife made an undertaking to Bertold de loan, in which 'fidsliter 

prowittisus at bona tide obligamu e nos0 cum toto nostro consilio at 

auxillo, ad adiuvanduw domino Bertoldum do loan.... '; and the way in 

which We would give counsel and old was in helping Bertold to recover 

20. Go 175/25. 

21. SRO, Aborcrooby of Forglon Muni. nnt., GO 185 box 2 bundle 2. 

22. SRO, Aborcairny Muniments, GO 24 box I bundle 1. 
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all lands to which he had a claim through his wife. And in general, 

Iin omnibus suss iustis poassssionis adiuvabiaus at oanutsnsbisus.... �. 23 

The idea that a lord should help his am both to recover and to enjoy his 

due possessions was one of fundamental importance, and continued to be so 

in the period when bonds of maintenance were commonly made, although it 

was not, as hers, singled out as the only consideration. But certainly 

ImLlIum as used in this bond is very far removed from the earlier Idea 

of the aid, and very close to that of the later bands. This is confirmed 

by a further obligation made by Robert earl of Fife an I May 1380 to 

Huchson Barclay of Kippo, to aid him in the recovery of his lande; this 

is in 5cata, and the equivalent phrase to conailio st auxillo of 1375 is 

'hslpars and cotnssllour'. 
24 

This any be sat alongside the use of the word said' in an early 

vernacular example of a personal bond of service, wade an 5 April 1406 

by Arthur of Ardencaple to Duncan earl of Lennox# and containing the 

promise to be 'Isle and tray til my said lord in words cuneal and aid 

for el the tyms of my life$. 25 The kind of service this could involve 

for the cane in terms very similar to those of fife's obligations, can 

be soon in an indenture of 1442 between George of Leslie and Walter Ogilvy 

of Beaufort, whereby George gave full consent that Walter should possess 

certain lands given to him by the earl of Crwfordp to be geld of Georgs; 

and in return Matter promised to travel on one ooc+iaion, at his own cost, 

239 i!. fraaer, The Red Book of I«t. ith. (Edinburgh, 1880), iii 260. 

24. SRO, Yule Collection, GO 90/1/29. 

25. Lennox Charters no. 43. The text of this bond is given in a 
notarial instrument of 23 September 1415. It is printed in freeesg 

Lennox ii� 60-62; but it is wrongly transcribed there as 'Mords 
eu sail and dsid'. 
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with Georgs to lord Gordon to help him recover the lands of the Seven 

Davochal and if thaaa were not recovered by agreement with Gordon, 

Walter bound himself to take all part with George against Gordon in 

the matters 26 And a brief reference is made to a rather different kind 

of aid in an inventory of 1661 listing documents relating to Thiriastana, 

which includes a 'Sand be William Criahtoun of that ilk to keep Sir 

Robert Mutland knight Lord of Lothingtoum harmelas of his obligation 

to Alexander Ramsay Lord of Dalhoussis I Martii 1422' (1423), 27 

The point of citing these examples is not to discuss the 

circumstances surrounding the asking of these agreements, but to illustrate 

the way in which auXillum was used in the fourteenth and early fifteenth 

centuries. In the Fife document of 1375 and the early bond of 1406 there 

is little room for doubt about the vary general nature of the obligation. 

Ind edp it might more accurately reflect what auxilius had come to mean 

it the translation 'aid', with its technical overtanes,, was dropped. 'Aid' 

was not in fact a word commonly used in the vernacular agreements of the 

early fifteenth century; what did appear as one of the translations of 

was t$uppouslef, with its personal noun Osuppouellourl# and these 

meant help or helper in a general sense. Thus, for example# in the bond 

of 1406 Arthur of Ardsncaple went an to repeat his obligation, this time 

promising to serve 'witht al my eicht and pouer in euneale red suppouele 

and help'; and in the indenture wade in 1409 between Robert duke of 

Albany and Archibald earl of Douglas, Douglas bound himself to be 'with 

al his wit and wycht Isle helper and suppouallour for al the dayis of his 

life', and Albany bound himself 'in like aanere*. 
28 In turn 'auppouele' 

26. HfC. fourth Raoort. Appendix, p. 495. 

27. g vii, 160. 

28. SRO, Register House Charters, no. 2231 printed in ER& ivy ccix, 
and W. Fraser, The Douglas Book, (Edinburgh, 1885), iii, 369.71. 
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dropped out; it was not used in bonds of manrsnt or maintenance, 

though it is tempting to regard it as the forerunner of 'supple', a word 

commonly found in bonds of maintenance. What all this demonstrates is 

that the idea of aid in the restricted feudal sense, certainly as used 

in England and Europe, and nominally at least In Scotland, had given way 

in the fourteenth century to the rider concept of assistance by both 

lord and man. This clearly foreshadows the mutual obligation of lard 

and man in the later bonds. The idea of the man's aid was to emerge 

in the promise of assistance, and that of the lord In the corresponding 

promise of supply and help. Indeed, the word 'supple' represents the 

final transformation of auxilium. 'Supple' certainly suggests material 

assistance; but it was now promised not by the vassal to the lord, but 

by the lord to the man. 

Closely linked to sid, as the examples already cited show, wes 

counsel. It a saw was expected to give practical assistance to the 

person to whom he was bound, he was equally expected to give advice; 

and however difficult it is to pinpoint exactly the weight given to 

this obligation in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, there is no such 

problem for the fourteenth and fifteenth csnturiss. In addition to the 

references already given, there are two fourteenth century agreements 

wads by the abbot and convent of Scans which illustrate this. Both are 

of considerable significance in that they are personal agreements, and 

less restricted in their terms than the bonds of the earl of rife in 1375 

and 1380" In the first, erde an 12 April 1332 by the abbot and convent 

and John of Rast, it was agreed that John would be given a pension of 

five merke for life# 'pro fidele servicio sue labors st coneilio' given 

and to be given against all save Gilbert Hayg and in return John, 

whenever required, would give support fin omnibus oausia querelis motis 

sau movendis tam spiritualibus quaw temporalibus'"29 This is still 

29, Libor Ecclaic dc Sc, on(8wnatync Club, 1843), 121-2. 
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very much an the lines of the documents already referred to, insofar 

as counsel is only a part of the service. But the second agreement was 

almost entirely concerned with counsel. This was an indenture made 

between Abbot William and the convent of Scone and Alan Erskine of 

Inchmartin on 20 March 1362, by which it was agreed that Alan should 

serve the abbot and convent for five years, attending their councils 

when they summon him, and giving them faithful advice for the protection 

of their lends, rents# possessions, liberties and privileges, and for 

the success of their suits and controversies and those of their men; 

and in return Alan should have general powers to deal with losses and 

injuries, in the sight of the bailie, and with a council specially 

assigned to him, and should be paid 100% sterling each year. 
30 

Neither 

of these contracts can be regarded as, strictly speaking, illustrative 

of the development of maintenance and wanrent; agreements mods with an 

abbey are not the same thing. But they are of interest, nevertheless, 

as examples of written personal agreements, and, specifically in the 

second case, as showing the importance attached to the giving of counsel 

when the abbey sought the help of a laymen of local standing. 

An squally clear illustration of the importance of counsel in 

an agreement between laymen is seen in an indenture of 17 November 1435 

between Robert Erskins, lard of that ilk and his son and heir Thomas and 

Alexander Forbes, lord of that ilk. This followed on the seizure by 

Jam.. I of the earldao of Pear in August 1435 after the death of the last 

earl Alexander Stewart, and was mainly concerned with the advancing of 

Erskine's claim. Thus Forbes 'sell doe all his busines and diligent cars 

to helps and to further baith with his avis and counsall the forsaid lord 

Schir Robert of Erskyn" and his sonne and airs forsaid till all their 

rightis of the earldoms of Marr and of Garrioche with the partinentia 

and bring them thairto in als farrs as his qudlis pouar may and nothir 

30. Libsr Eccloste de Scone (Bannatyns Club, 1843), 136-9. 
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spar for cost na travail'; for which# when successful, Erskine would 

give his the lands of Auchindoir or others within the sheriffdom of 

Absrdean, and confirm all Forbes' lands within Absrdssnshirs, for which 

Forbes will 'bacusats span to the said Schir Robert for a2 the days of 

his lyta. '31 

Accompanying this indenture is another agreement between Erskine 

and Forbes. This is undated# but the reference, wade in it to the 

indenture suggests that it was drawn up at the some time. Its 

interest lies in the tact that it contains detailed information about 

another aspect of this subject, the lord's council. This is a subject 

about which very little is knorng but there are sufficient references 

to sake it clear that the magnates certainly and probably at least soss 

other landowners of substance as well had councils which were permonsnt, 

and which were drawn presumably from the wen of the household* 32 In 

this agreement, the council is seen to be dealing with a scatter which 

was regularly the business of the magnate councils for Forbes 'has 

subeittyt hyue and his sonnys forsayde and his mane to my lards of Marr 

torseyde and to his console appon al wnkindnes wrangkie and iniutis don 

be hym or his sonnys to my sayds lord of Marr', and similarly Erskine and 

his sen promised to reform, at the advise of the council, all injury to 

Forbes. What gives this document particular interest is that, unusually, 

it gives the nass of the councils 'Ands thin er the psrsonys sale be 

consallovris to my lords of Pharr in al thir astteris' - John Cockburn, 

Thomas Womyas, William Sampills wes Skens, William Murray, Alan Erskine, 

John Druomond, Patrick Galbraith, and one other rhoae surname has been torn 

31. SRO, Lord Forbsa Collection, GO 52/1078. 

32. For example, the councils of the duke of Albany and earl of Douglas 
are referred to in their indenture of 1409. Other references include 
the council of Thomas earl of Moray in an indenture of 14081 copy in 
Cumming Muniments at Altyrso and those of Alexander lord Gordon and 
Archibald earl of Moray in RM' Lit nos. 370 and 301. 
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away. In addition, Erskine prowissd that when his indenture with 

Forbes had been fulfilled, he would include on his council John Forbes, 

Sohn Roes, John of Mar and Thom Davyson; and finally, below the text 

there is added 'Itae Jhon of Hadyntoun is cummyne ends we of cunsals 

thynkis that we vil hate hymn witht we of cunaale'. 
33 

These naves have been given to show the kind of people who 

constituted the lord's council. Presumably, in fact, these people were 

the caucus of the council, the small group always at hand. To them were 

added landed men who were under obligation to give counsel, either as the 

lord's friends or as his wen. Thus, for example, in 1397 Janet Gifford, 

lady of Yester, faced with a dispute over lands with William Cockburn# lord 

of Scraling, pointed out that, as a woman, she was bound by the counsel 

of her frisndsl and Alexander Seton, lord Gordon, granting a charter to 

Hugh of Calder in 1440, did so with the advice of his council and the 

consent of his kin and close friends* 34 Indeed, increasingly in the case 

of the settling of disputes, the subject of the Erskine-Forbes agreement, 

prominence was given to the kin and friends of the lord as those who 

should not in the matter. 
35 The promise of counsel in bonds of msnrent 

was not specifically to serve on the lard's council, but generally to 

give counsel when required. It some most likely, however, that the two 

aspects caws together, and that while no doubt on occasion counsel could 

be a very informal business, more often it meant supplementing the small 

council of household son on natters of particular importance. 

Before leaving the question of counsel, one final document any be 

cited, to underline how tar counsel was regarded as a right of well as an 

33. SRO, Lord Forbes Collection, GO 52/1079. 
34. andar of Y Yeater H949.11§6-1§039 add. 

C. C. H. Harvey and 3. Macleod SRS, 1930 t 38.9; fM& Jig 
no. 370. 

35. Discussed below' pp. 211.9. 
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obligation. In 1586 there was dissension among the Campbells. The new 

earl of Argyll was a minor, apparently firmly under the control of his 

mother, the redoubtable Agnes Keith, formerly wife of Regent Moray; and 

some of his kin clearly felt very much left out in the cold. On 21 November 

15860 therefore, the Campbells of Cawdor and Lochnell made a contract 

complaining that Argyll was now kept captive, with various sweeping 

consequences to the effect that there was now great oppression within 

the country. But the real point of their grievance was that 'ay lordis 

spsciall freindis can pocht halt excess* to his lordship to do their 

luissum affairis, nor yitt to gift their oppinioun as that war wont to 

gift to his lordships prsdicesaoris of befoir'; and therefore they 

agreed to act together in freeing Argyll, 'sua that his haill kyne and 

trandis may half excess@ to gift their opinioun and counsaill in his 

lordships idols according to the accustomit manor of their prsdicsssoris 

to his lordship, to the effect that this cuntrie may be purgeit fra 

sick filthy* opprsssionia.... latlie cruppin in'. 
36 

A splendid piece of 

special pleading. But what is undoubtedly genuine is the emphasis given 

to the importance of being able to give counsel to one's lord " even if 

'filthy@ opprsseionis' were not necessarily cleaned up thereby. 

Thus, to refer back to the letter written by Fulbert of Chertrea, 

auxillum and cons ilium. the words he used to sun up in a very wide-ranging 

way the obligations of a man to his lord, had became, by the mid-fifteenth 

century when bonds of manrent began to be aadey promises which were once 

again unrestricted and comprehensive. Of the other two major obligations 

of the bond of m nrent, the promise to ride and gong with the lord, and the 

promise to warn him of and avert harap loss need be said. The rids and 

36. The Book of the ThansS of CaWdor, (Spalding Club, 1859), 
188-9. 
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gang clause was, in effect, a more detailed way of making the blanket 

promise common in the bonds to serve in peace and war. Unlike feudal 

military service, it was not subject to limitations of time or place; 

the only detail sometimes added in was the question of whether the 

expenses should be borne by lard or man, 
37 

But except insofar as 

accompanying one's lord was, almost axiomatically, a service which had 

always been givsn# it is less easy to trace back the form of this 

obligation. Its immediate ancestor was retinue service. Apart from the 

obligations of retinencia made in the reigns of Robert II and III, which 

are a separate problem, early fifteenth century bonds used this term, 

Thus Arthur of Ardencaple promised to be 'of specials duelling and 

retenwe' in 1406; Gilbert Kennedy of Dunure similarly bound himself 

to Robert duke of Albany in 1408; a charter of 1428 by Archibald earl 

of Douglas to Thomas Kirkpatrick of Closeburn refers to 'sues litters* 

homagii st retinancie'; and Robert lord Keith gave letters of retinue to 

Alexander lord Gordon in 1442.38 The problem wasp however# that the 

men who made these agreements, and the men who gave bonds of manrenti, were 

no more the permanent members of his retinue or household than they were 

of his council. The word retinue virtually disappeared from bonds of 

menrent, and its place was taken by the promise to ride and gang when 

required. This more accurately reflected what in fact happened, that 

those who made bonds could be summoned to supplement the normal retinue; 

and the change of phrase may well have been made to satisfy the 

sensibilities of the grantors of bonds of menrent in what was a highly 

37. Above, PP* 96.7. 
g 

38. SRO, Ails. Munimsnts,, GO 25/1/31 (Kennedy to Albany)i SRO, Crown 
Office Writs, AD 1/41 (Douglas to Kirkpatrick)i NýIS9 iii no. 278 
(Keith to Gordon). 
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status conscious 8900 
39 

The promise to warn against and prevent harm had begun in a 

different and negative way, in the undertaking that the vassal himself 

would not harm his lord. This was referred to by bishop iulbert in 1020 

almost in the sense of something which would not happen; it very quickly 

became a meaningful part of the vassal Os oath to his lord, as something 

which should not happen. There are, however, signs of a wider and more 

positive version of the obligation in the late thirteenth century. The 

form of homage made by the Scots to Edward I in 1296 contained two main 

promises. The first bound the vassal to carve against all men. In the 

second, he promised 'qu nous lour damage no savaroms qu nous nal 

destourberows a tot nostre pousr at is for facsoms a savoir'. 
40 This 

may have been a form of the oath imposed by Edward I on the Scots, and 

not therefore satisfactory evidence of the obligation in Scotland; and 

it might be suggested that this was something which, in the circumstances, 

Edward had particular reason to demand, although if so the older version 

would presumably have sufficed. But there is no doubt about the inclusion 

of this promise in the Scottish concept of what a man owed his lord in 

the fourteenth century description of the oath of fealty found in the 

PloýRso i__ruw. There are two versions of this. The first is very brief; 

but the second, after stating the initial general promise of service for 

life against all saws the king, goss into considerable detail on two 

further obligations. One is the promise to conceal anything told to the 

vassal by his lord, and to give counsel when required. The other sets out 

39. In chapter 5 the subject of status consciousness is discussed at 
length; for retinue service, see pp. 178.80 and 185.8. 

40. Basff Charters and Papers. 1232-1763 . ad. J. H. Ramsay, (Oxford, 1915), 
121 this quotation is taken from the homage of Adam Ramsay given at 
Berwick an 28 August 12964, 
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at length both the negative and the positive aspects of the obligation 

to keep the lord unharmed. Not only will the vassal do nothing 'in 

consilio vol in prelio val in facto val auxilio' injurious to the lord, 

but he will do all he can to prevent harm, will warn his lord of it, and 

will give hiss help in recovering anything of which he has been unjustly 

deprived* 41 The promise to Edward I is, in effect, translated, and the 

second part of the detailed commentary of the Moray obligation summed 

ups in one of the earliest examples of a bond of manrant; in a bond of 

1458, the clause reads 'northir to her thar scath na as it bot warne 

thai. e thew of and lot it at my power'. 
42 This represents a real change. 

The promise as it appears in the bond of manrent shows that an overt sign 

of distrust: produced by and associated with the feudalised form of the 

contract between lord and Man, had disappeared. Its positive quality 

and its Importance as one of the "Jar services by the man to his lord 

can be seen not only from its place in the bond of manrent, but in the 

account of homage by Skena, written more than a century after bonds of 

menrent had become wall-known documents, and therefore suggestive of what 

was thought worthy of emphasis in the late sixteenth century; in Skene's 

version of the oaths of homage and fealty, only the promise to give and 

conceal counsel and the positive form of the warning clause are cited as 

the detailed promises within the general obligation. 
43 

From the widens already considered, it is apparent that the 

four main clauses of the bond of manrsnt have their origins in the pro. 

twdal personal band between lards and their tollowsrst and can be traced 

41. 
-Mor_ 

Raoistri . 377.8. 

42. Cunningham of Snald 1. 

43. Skana, 'Da Verborua Signifiaations', s. v. 'Howa9ium'. 
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back directly, certainly in three cases, at least to the early 

fourteenth century when the obligations of aid, counsel and service 

were thought of once again in a general, not a restricted sense. It 

is also apparent that long before the word ºmanrentº changed its meaning 

in the . id-fifteenth century and became associated with the bond to which 

it gave a name, personal obligations were being written down. This leads 

to the question of how the written bond of manrent came into existence; 

once again na precise answer is possible, but the general development 

towards the point where tangible considerations of money and land became 

quite clearly of secondary , importance, and in terms of the Im ediate 

contract almost extraneous, leaving the emphasis wholly on the personal 

bond, can be clearly soon. 

The very fact that in the fourteenth century increased attention 

began to be paid to personal obligations is in itself an important 

stage in the development. thus, for example, they came to be mentioned 

in marriage contracts. Robert earl of Fife's promise of counsel and 

help to Bertold de Loan in the recovery of his lande, made in 1375, is 

a reiteration of his obligation undertaken as part of the contract cads 

between his and Bertold concerning the marriage of Bertold's son David 

to Fife's daughter Janet; this contract is dated 20 July 1373, and Fife's 

bond three years later any therefore have been wade under pressure from 

Bertold that he should do something about fulfilling his obligation. 
44 

More generally, George of Leslie, Lord of Rothes,, and Heliseus of Kinnymouth, 

lard of that ilk, ended their marriage indenture, drawn up for the marriage 

of Heliseus to George's niece Elizabeth in 1392, with the mutual promise 

that they would help each other in all their just causes. 
45 A rather 

later marriage indenture was more explicit about the personal obligation. 

44. Fraser, Monteith. 258.9. 

45. HMC. Ninth Rsoort, Appendix 188. 
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This was made on 14 July 1445 by Malcolm Drummon of Cargill and David 

Murray of Tullibardine. Malcolm was to marry David's daughter Marion; 

and in return David would pay Malcolm 800 marks, compensate him for 

the repairs made to his house, and, with his brother and son, remain 

in counsel and supply with Malcolm and his friends of his surname during 

their lives, 46 
Already, however, in one contract the marriage had 

become of secondary importance. In an indenture of 28 May 1408 between 

Thomas earl of Moray and Alexander Cumming, Moray agreed to give his 

good will to the marriage of Alexander to his sister Euphemia, and, more 

substantially, to give twenty merksworth of land to their heirs, and to 

reward Alexander #ac his console ordenys unsuspect'; but Alexander was 

to got the reward not for the marriage, but for his service, which was 

the main point of the indenture. Alexander bound himself to serve Moray 

as flsle won and trsw1, excepting his service for the next five years to 

the earl of Mar to whom he was bound for that time, and thereafter to 

enter entirely into Morays service* 
47 

The number of contracts of the fourteenth and early fifteenth 

century which survive is small, and it is therefore difficult to drew firm 

conclusions from them. But the Moray-Cumming indenture is fairly typical,, 

in that it put a greater degree of emphasis on service than had previously 

been the case, but at the some time was not made only for that purpose. 

Of such agreements already mentioned, 
48 

that of Arthur of Ardsncaple to 

Duncan earl of Lennox in 1406 was given in return for confirmation of 

lands and a yearly fee of four marks during his father's lifetime and three 

46. Atholl Charters, vol. 19 no. 24. 

47. Cumming Muniments at Altyre (uncatalogued). 

48. Above, p. 131. 
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marks per annum thereafter; Thomas Kirkpatrick of Closeburn gave letters 

of homage and retinue to Archibald earl of Douglas in return for Douglas' 

charter granting him the right of patronage of the parish church of 

Penersax in Annandale; and, rather differently but still with a dual 

purpose, Gilbert Kennedy of Dunure promised service to Robert duke of 

Albany because Albany had given his an assurance that he would put no 

Impediment in the way of Gilbert's dead of settlement of his lands of 

Dunure and other lands on his heirs. In a very early obligation, made at 

the beginning of the fourteenth century, and of considerable interest 

in that it was expressed in terms which markedly foreshadow the later bonds, 

William of Fedreth bound himself and his heirs to abbot Michael and the 

convent of Daer and their successors, promising that 'in servicio consilio 

at auxilio at manutenencia totiss quocies requisiti fuerimus in omnibus 

suss aauais at aateriis psragandie eoruw gratitudinis graciarus actionibus 

at alias bonemeritis michi eultipliciter iwpenais'; but the service 

was also given in return for a grant of lends, for which he would pay 

two marks sterling per annum and renounce his claim to other land. 49 

Likewise, a century later, Alexander earl of Mar and David Fleming, lord 

of Biggar, made in indenture on 24 August 1405, in which much stress was 

laid on Mar'e 'suppouale Buds wil and kindenes schawin and putt in dead 

to the saide Scir David', but what this mainly referred to was Mar's 

prowls@ to give up all evidences of claim to the lordship of Covers and 

the office of sheriff of Roxburgh# granted to David by the king; and in 

return David granted to Mar all the lands of the barony of Monycabo. 50 

And the indenture of 16 November 1420 between the some earl of Mar and 

49, jollg9tions for g History of the Shirem-cf-Alte-rdeen and Banff# 
Spalding Club, 1843)p 189-90. 

50. NLS, Wigtorn Chartere, vol. 1/20. 
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Murdoch duke of Albany bound Mar and his son to be men of special 

dwelling and retinue to Albany, and Albany to maintain, help and supply 

them as his father had done; but this was only part of an agreement,, 

most of which was concerned with Mar's acquisition of the profits of 

the justice lyres of Aberdeen, Banff and Inverness, and the profits of 

the lands of Badenoch, and also with Albany's promise to withhold his 

consent from the marriage of Mar's son to Sir Robert Erskine's daughter 

unless Mar himself agreed. 
51 

Two other documents may be cited as coming within this category, 

both much mors directly promises of service, but still made for tangible 

towards* The first is quite exceptional, being written in french; it 

contains a form of obligation which is a cross between a military indenture 

end a general promise of service for Wag an extremely unusual fora in 

Scotland and one which has no real parallel in England or Europs. 52 This 

is an indenture of 10 November 1372 between William earl of Douglas and 

Jamss Douglas, lord of Dalksith, by which James promised to serve the earl 

for lifs# in peace and in war, against all men save the king, with eight 

men-at-arms and sixteen archsra; for which the earl promised to pay 

51. Blip Harleian MS. 4694, ff. 22r-24v. 

52. Examples of English indentures of war and retainer are given in 
S. 8. Chriwes and A. L. Brown, SpjgSt Documents of English Canstitutional 
History. 13071485. (London, 1961)p 381-51 John of Gaunt's Realster, 
ad. E. C. Lodge and R. Somerville, (Camden Sac.,, 3rd ser. p Ivi, 1937 
and W. H. Dunham. $Lord Hastings' Indentured Retainers, 1461-1483', 
123-140. For French examples, see P. S. Lewis, 'Decayed anc Non- 
feudalism in later asdiaaval Francs', 178-84. The Scottish indenture 
is very short, much briefer than any of the examples cited in these 
works. 
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600 works over three years. 
53 

Service for life in peace and war, with 

a definite it limited number of soldiersq for a lump sum, hardly fits 

into any category* the second document iss however, on the same lines; 

but whereas the Douglas indenture gives equal space to Janes' obligation 

and the details of his payment for it, this bond gives most of the 

attention to the general promise of service, with the payment and the 

following which the man promised to bring being put into second place. 

The bond was made by Alexander of Ogstoun, son and heir of John of 

Ogstoun of that ilk, to Alexander of Forbes of that ilk on 10 May 1430. 

Alexander stated that he was 1becuamyn Iola man and trawl to Forbes, to 

serve him for life against all save the king, 'f for a certane ssome of 

money off the quhilk the said echir Alexander has content me as in his 

lsttrss tharoff to as made is fullyly content's and further promised to 

serve Forbes with 'iii hors qwyll my ffadsr leffis and after hym wicht sax'. 
54 

This bond has an obviously close connection with those bonds which, within 

twenty years, can accurately be described as bonds of manrentj but the 

payment and the precise definition of the following the man would bring 

are not features typical of the later bonds. 55 

53. Reoistrum Honoris do Morton, (Bannatyne Club, 1853), iii 101. 

54. SR09 Lord Forbes Collection, GO 52/1077. 
550 There are three later bonds in which such definition is modes an 

17 November 1553, Duncan Campbell of Glenlyon promised to serve 
Donald abbot of Cupart and undertook to ride and gang daily when 
required with a 'hors and two boas' at Donald's aspsnse; for this 
he would got the remarkably high return of L40 per annum. Abbots 
of Coupar Angus 1. In his promise of manrsnt to Alexander Irvine 
of Drum of 18 March 1511, Patry Gordon of Johnsleys was obliged to 
serve the king in his wars, and in hosting with Drum within Scotland 
and England, with 'fyve rydand man tua speiris't Irvine of Drum 3. 
And in an indenture of 14 November 1570, between Andrew master of 
Erroll and Andrew Tulydaf, son and heir of Tulydaf of Ransston, 
Tulydaf was bound to serve with 'ane uthir sufficient rydand man' and 
to be 'sufficiently bodin tharto in armour wapinnia and honest 
abulysmentis according to his sstait'. The master promised to pay 
the expenses of Tulydaf's service; to provide him with armour and 
weapons; to replace his horse if it should die or be killed; and 
to give him sixteen bolls of meal each years Erroll 36. Reasonable 
and sensible though these obligations seem, nevertheless they were 
not normally detailed in bonds of manrent and maintenance. 
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Another strand in the development of the personal bond is the 

obligation to give help or service in a particular undertaking. The bonds 

made by Robert earl of Fife to Bertold da Loan in 1375 and to Hucheon 

Barclay in 1380 promising his help in the recovery of lands are examples 

of this, as is the indenture of 1442 between George of Leslie and Walter 

Ogilvy, again concerned with recovery of land, this time in terms of the 

man's service to the lord. Two further promises of help, in rather 

different specified circumstances, are found first in a bond of 1407 by 

John Maitland of Netherdals to David May and his wife Elizabeth, in which 

John promised to loose and make free from Alexander Cumming all the lands 

of Drumnakeith, and to guarantee their lands of Pettnabringanp56 and 

secondly in a bond of 24 October 1439 made by Alexander earl of Ross, lord 

of the Isles, in which the earl bound himself to maintain his brother-in-law 

Alexander Sutherland and his wife Marion in the defence of the castle and 

lands of Ounbeatht and to compensak them with lands of similar value if 

he should loss them by low. 57 

Finally there is a small group of bonds which are apparently 

entirely concerned with maintenance and service. Two very early and 

famous bonds of this type are the Turnberry band, made on 20 September 1286 

by Robert Bruce, lord of Annandale, the earls of Dunbar and Monteith, 

James the Steward and their acne, and the bond made on 11 June 1304 between 

Robert Bruce and William Lamberton,, bishop of St. Andrews. 
so 

Both of 

these, however, were products of particular political circumstances, and 

56. HNC. Third Rsoort. Appendix 404. This bond is described as a 'bond 
of amen. rand . The original, which comes from the Cullen papers, has 
not been found; but the abstract given in no way suggests that this 
was a bond of asnrentj and certainly the word would not have 
appeared in this curious fora, 

57. Card, or Bk 16. 

58. The Turnberry Band is printed in Fraser, Monteith, iii 219.201 the 
Bruce-Lamberton band in owuments-and Roa illustra&ino t 
of Scotland, ed. F. Palgrave, London, 1837 # 323.4. 
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are therefore early examples not of contracts which are part of the 

development towards bonds of manrent and maintenance but of the political 

bonds of mutual support made particularly in the sixteenth century. 
59 

Nevertheless they are mentioned here because it is of interest that as 

early as the and of the thirteenth century the idea had occurred to 

those making an agreement to act together that it was worth writing it 

down; and to this extent these bonds are very much part of the movement 

towards the written contracts of the later middle ages. From the some 

period there is a tantalising abstract made in 1628 by Sir James Balfour 

of Dsniilns of a charter dated 7 August 1309. The abstract reads 

'Carta donationis Johannis de Strauchyne* facts Domino Alexandro de 

Settone de eodsm ailits, dc vitale servitio suo contra omnes mortales 

doeinum Regem st hersdea excspte'. 
60 

and if this is indeed all that the 

charter contained, then it is a remarkable example of a personal 

obligation of a very early date. But it is a little too good, perhaps, 

to be true, and one cannot be sure. 

Thera is no doubt, however, about the nature of two agraamanta 

made half a century later. On 19 December 1355 John of Lorne bound 

himself, swearing on the gospels, to help, defend and faithfully counsel - 

'ad adiuvandue defendum at fideliter consulendum' - his kinsman Gilbert 

son of John of Glassary, against all save the king, excepting only his 

agromment already made with Archibald Campbell of Lochare. Three years 

later, on 31 March 1358, Gilbert of Glossary was given a further oromies 

of assistance 'in consuls auxillo at fidelitate' against all save the 

king, Robert the Steward and Archibald Campbell of Lochwe, by Colin, 

Archibald's son, and Duncan, son of John Lamont; and, more specifically, 

the grantors promised not to give counsel, aid or defence to John Campbell 

of Ardekoodfish, unless forced to do so by the king, the Steward or 

59. Discuassd below, pp. 333.50. 

60.8?, Harltian IS. 4693, ?. 22v. 
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Archibald. 61 This clause suggests that dispute with Campbell of 

Ardsksodnish gave Gilbert a particular reason for seeking support. But 

more generally, these two bonds are the earliest examples of agreements 

made by men whose lands adjoined one another's, 
62 

purely for defence, 

counsel and support in an entirely local context. 

Another reference which strongly suggests a personal bond comes 

from Bowar, who describes the murder of Patrick earl of Strathearn by 

John Drummond of Concraig at Crisff in 1413, 'non obstante quad ante hoc 

erant per literas at juramenta assecurati, at dc psrpetua amicitia 

confoederatig data in matrimonium dicta militi sorors dicti comitia; 

ac do fractions sacramenti corporis Christi, ad firmiorsa foederis 

indissolubilitatem ad invicsm communicati'. And so he goes on to moralise, 

with considerable vigour, about the breaking of faith. 63 It is possible 

that this agreement was a marriage contract ending with a promise of 

mutual support. But the description here suggests that it was indeed 

a written bond of friendship, made at the time of the marriage# not 

before its and accompanied, as later bonds were to be, by an oath; 

indaad, in this cas" a particularly solemn oath. A different and unusual 

contract, but again one made purely for service and defence, is an 

indenture of 7 July 1445 between the king's council and Walter Ogilvy 

of Beaufort. Walter bound himself on oath to defend the king in all his 

actions and quarrels, and likewise to defend the council in the king's 

name, and promised not to consent to nor counsel their harm, but to warn 

them of any threat; and the councillors bound themselves similarly to 

Walter. 
" In the minority of James II, this may have seemed an expedient 

61. Hiuhland Paosrs, ad. J. N. N. Macphail, (SHS9 1916), iii 142.4. 

62. C. M. MacOonald, The Hiatorv of Arcvll, (Glasgar, n. d. ), 160.2 and 164. 

63. jqFordun as "a Ln 
Wa ar Bord, ad. W. Goodall, Edinburgh, 1759). ii, 447.8. 

64. SRO,, Register House Chartere, no. 311. 
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measure, and it ay be that there were other contracts of this kind 

which have not survived; it would not be unlikely. But there is one 

significant difference between this method of attracting support and the 

method employed by the weak government of the first two Stewart kingst 

Walter's service was not paid. Finally, there is yet another bond by 

Robert earl of Fife, who promised faithful friendship to Sir Robert 

Erskine of that ilk on 7 February 1373165 and the longest and most 

detailed contract of mutual support and defence was that already mentioned, 

the indenture by the sees am as duke of Albany with the earl of Douglas 

in 1409. 

One kind of service has not been included in this survey. The 

Exchequer Rolla record thirty-nine payments, one made in 1380 and the rest 

between 1389 and 1406. These were given for service, most frequently 

described as 'pro rstinsncia' or 'pro specials retinencia', but also as 

'pro homagio at serviclot or simply 'pro asrviciot. The lowest payment 

was one of LS; there were eight payments of forty werke; other rates 

included fifty marks� 810, L20 and £40, and in one case L100; and by far 

the highest payment, 200 oerks, went to Robert duke of Albany, while his 

son Ihurdooh got 100 wsrks. Occasionally it was said that these payments 

would be made until land of equivalent value was granted, but there is no 

evidence that this happened, and the drain on the exchequer simply continued. 

Service was to be given to the king and to David earl of Carrick, later 

duke of Rothesay; and apart from Albany and his son, those who promised 

it included the earls of Meroh, Moray and Caithness, and a string of latest 

landowners, Lindsay of Glenesk, Stewart of 3adburgh, Montgomery of 

Eaglesham, Malcolm of Drummond and others, and, in a different category, 

65. SSO9 Mar and K. llis Muniments, CO 124/7/1. 
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Master Walter Forrester 'cisrico at consiliario regis'. 
66 

It is of 

course the case that any man making a bond was motivated by self-interest 

or at least the desire for self-preservation. But there iss nevsrtheleea, 

a fundamental distinction between these and other bonds of the fourteenth 

and early fifteenth century, evens arguably, those others made by Albany, 

who was responsible for many of the bonds which have survived. These 

agreements had nothing to do with homage, service or retinue, however 

similar the language may sound. They were simply a financial racket, 

forced an a weak monarch by, among others, his brother and nephew; 
67 

and they are comparable not to other bonds of service, but to the buying 

of support by Albany and his son during their period as regents by 

allowing the plundering of the customs revenue. They are quite exceptional, 

and found only in this period. 
68 

66. 
, 
LR, iii. The references are far too numerous to list individually# 
they may easily be found from the index under 'retinue'. 

67. That Albany and Murdoch were the greatest beneficiaries, and perhaps 
the moving spirits behind the financial racket becomes very clear 
after 1406. Payments for retinue virtually disappear, except for a 
sizeable number to Albany and two to Murdoch; as late as 1420 Albany 
was paid £276 13/4d. for homage, service and special retinue to the 
late duke of Rothosay, dead since 1402, LR, iv, 336. 

68. On two occasions James II was directly involved in the making of bonds 
of manrsnt and maintenance, and lames III once in exceptional 
circumstances. Apart from these, Scottish kings did not enter into 
the practice of bonding or of retaining. The retaining fees paid by 
Robert II and III may be compared with what was happening in England 

at the same time. The situation was of course quite differsntj but 
the one common factor was that the English crown was also under 
pressure, indeed threat. One historian writing recently about the 
usurpation of 1399 points out that fees were given by Henry IV mainly 
for military support, and goes ons 11 do not think that any other 
fifteenth-century king retained men with fees on this scale. 
Richard II had done so in the last years of his reign, and I presume 
that Henry ccpied him for reasons of security, particularly in the 
first months of his reign.... Retaining falle off after this date.... ' 
A. L. Brown, 'The reign of Henry IVs the establishment of the 
Lancastrian regime', in Fifteertth-gentury England. 139 " '11111 eS. 

®. Chrimes, C. O. Ross and R. A. Griffiths, Manchester, 1972); '; 9. 
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Retinue service had, as has been shown, come to be written into 

bonds of this period; and no doubt there were many more than have survived. 

The use of 'ratinencia', therefore, to give an appearance of respectability 

to the exchequer payments merely sets the seal on the process whereby 

retinue had become the fashionable term, as manrent was to be later. 

Already in 13äb David II had legislated against retinues which were too 

largel69 and the practice of retaining, now enhanced by the heavy 

involvement of Albany, was the subject of two further attempts at restraint. 

In January 1399, when a palace revolution took place and Albany was 

replaced as lieutenant by David duke of Rothsay, it was enacted in the 

general council at Perth which ratified the now situation that all the 

king's subjects should support the king's lieutenant in his office, 'nocht 

agaynstandands any condicionis of rstsnwisl. 
70 

This was part of a 

political power struggle. But on a note general theme,, the first 

parliament hold by Janes I after his return to Scotland, In May 1424, 

passed an act which was in fact remarkably conservative, and hardly 

consistent with the idea of a monarch determined to break the power of 

the magnates. This act reiterated David II's attempt to limit retinues 

69. AM it 499. 
70. ibid, is 573. Again the language is of interest. The clause reads: 

'Item it is ordanyt that all the Lsgys that be subiactis of owr lords 
the kyng sal ansusr obsics consayl mayntsns and suppousl the said 
llautananda in his office and travayl with hym as thai sulds do with 
the kyngis awyn person nocht agaynstandande any condicionis of 
rstsnwis'. This phrase - or something very similar - was becoming 
very familiar. Here it is used to describe what the government 
wanted. By contrast, the some sort of language was used to describe 
what the government did not want, in legislation of January 1450 
against those who rebelled against the kings 'gif it happynis ony 
man til assist in rede consort or consal or mayntanance to thaim.... 
he sal be punyst in sik lik maner as the principall trespassouris's 
ibid, iii 35. Phrases like this emphasise the point that bonds of 
manrent and maintenance, not surprisingly, merely incorporated for 
their particular purpose terms which were very well known and in 
frequent use. 
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according to the status of the lord, which was at all times a common 

feature of such legislation; and it added the further restriction that 

the lord should rids with no more than the number of man whom he could 

fully pay, which almost suggests approval of the practice of retaining and 

objection only to the abuse. In 1427 the restriction on the grounds of 

status was repeated, this time with reference to retinues brought to 

courts and gatherings. 
71 

But in 1425, very briefly but much more 

comprehensively, it was altogether forbidden 'that any ligis or bandis be 

maid amangis his lisgis in the Realms. Ands gif any has bona maid in tym 

bigans at that be nocht kepit na haldyn in tym to cum's 
72 

The problem 

here is to know what was meant by 'ligis or bandis'. The number of bonds 

which survive suggests that there was plenty of material in 1425 on which 

to bass a general condemnation, if such was the intention. But this 

interpretation does not really fit with the legislation restricting but 

not condemning retinue service, which was the subject of many bonds made 

before 1425. It is perhaps more likely that this act should be soon in 

the context of James's reaction, partly justified, partly vindictive, 

against the Albanies. The kind of bond to which his objection is readily 

understandable is that made between Murdoch duke of Albany and the earl 

of Mr in 1420, diverting the profits of Justice; for this ran directly 

counter to two well-known aspects of James' rule, his genuine desire 

to strengthen royal justice, and his aquisitivaness. 

What this amounts to is that in the fourteenth and early 

fifteenth centuries there was in Scotland, as in England and France, a 

move away from the restricted forms of feudal service and a greater emphasis 

on less narrowly defined personal service; there were at least a few ? sold 

71. AP S,, i1,3 and 16. 
72. ibid, 119 7. 
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retainers; and there ware, inevitably, abuses of the now forms of 

contract between lord and man as of the old. The evidence from Scotland 

is, however, much more scrappy and haphazard. Partly, no doubt, because 

of accident of survival, and partly because it was not yet regular 

practice for wen to write down their obligations, there is not enough 

to make any completely satisfactory generalisation, or to attempt to 

classify what was happening under any one generic term. For example, money 

had a new importance and to an extent replaced land as the reward for 

service, while at the same time homage and service were still words 

frequently used; but so many of the examples of this come from the retinue 

payments of Robert II and III, which can be explained not in general terms 

of social change but only as a particular political problem, that it is 

misleading to try to describe this in terms of the fief"rente or money-tief. 

Similarly there is not enough evidence to enable one to assert with any 

confidence that the indentured retainer had replaced the feudal vassal. 

Indeed it might be suggested that a strong counter-argument to this, and a 

reason for the emergence of the contract of maintenance and manrant, is 

that moat Scottish nobles could well afford to offer good lordship but 

were hardly in a position to pay annual fees, although until much more 

is known about the incomes of the later-mediaeval Scottish nobility euch a 

suggestion can of course only be tentative. Yet without attempting to 

define too precisely, the general trend is clear enough; both in terms 

of what was understood to be the service which a man owed to his lord, 

and of the early beginnings of the written bond, the gap is filled in 

between the late thirteenth century, when society can still be described 

as feudal, and the aid-fifteenth century when the bond of manrent becomes 

identifiable. The interpretation of the terms used to describe the man's 

service did not change; and the other features of the contracts of the 
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fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, the association of personal 

obligations with marriage contracts, the giving of service in return 

for a specific promise such as the renunciation of claim to land, and 

even grants of land or money payment for service, never wholly disappeared, 

although the emphasis given to them altered considerably. The bond of 

manrent, the final form of the mediaeval relationship between lord and 

man, draw on all of thee.; it was the last stage of a long process of 

development. There was no radical change or sweeping innovation in the 

aid-fifteenth century. All that was now was that the bond was henceforth 

written down as a matter of course, and given a precise name. 

The final question to be considered is why this came about. It is 

highly unlikely that the answer can be found in the supposition that as the 

middle ages progressed man became las naturally imbued with the virtue of 

loyalty, as Helen Cam suggsstsdly3 the idea that bonds began to be written 

in the fourteenth century because man were then lass loyal than they had 

been in the thirteenth, and were written in even greater numbers in the 

fifteenth century because loyalty had further declined, is oversimplified 

and unconvincing. It is more profitable to think in terms not of a decline 

in the concept of loyalty, but of the increase of interest in something 

very different, the idea that to write something dorm rather than leave it 

as a verbal agreement had in itself a positive merit. Although it is 

necessarily an impressionistic judgserantr it does seem to be the case that 

73. Above, p. 16. K. B. McFarlane dismisses this and a similar 
view hold by J. E. A. Jollitte in a devastating manner when he 

writes that 'it is obvious that those who wish to believe 
in a golden age when man's appetites were subdued by simple 
faith are well advised to seek it.... in the period before 
1066, for which there are practically no records't 
ohs Nobility of later Mediaeval 

__EnQ 
ß, 114" 
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there is far more documentation in the fifteenth century than in the 

fourteenth than could be explained only by the greater chance of survival 

in the later period. Confirmation of the new interest in writing has 

been given in a recent work on Scottish handwriting, which shows that in 

the second half of the fifteenth century 'at least sixty per cent of the 

nobility.... were literate at least to the extent of being able to append 

a signature', and draw the very interesting conclusion about the 

'Education Act' of 1496 that 'no one would have thought of such an act 

unless it was already accepted as normal that some members of the upper 

and middle classes were literate. Emphasis on the forward-looking ideas 

in the not has obscured the important truth that a silent revolution in 

literacy had been under way for at least fifty years before the act'. 
74 

It is not of course suggested that the nobles sat down and wrote their own 

bonds] but against the background of the upsurge of lay interest in 

literacy described in this book, it is more readily understandable that 

they wanted to have them written* 

further confirmation of the greater interest in and desire 

for documentation is ssan in the increase in the number of notaries 

public in the fifteenth century; more documents required more people to 

write them, But the notary was not simply a writer of documents; and the 

increase in numbers Is in fact part of the milieu within which the 

writing of the personal bond must be set, not in this case a direct cause. 

The point of using a notary was to acquire written evidence which was 

authenticated and would be valid in a court of law; not surprisingly, 

notarial authentication was sought mainly for land transactions� and the 

instrument of seeins became the most frequent form of notarial record. 
75 

74. G. G. Simpson, 5cut; tlah Handwriting 1150.1650. (Edinburgh, 1973), 8.12. 

75. J. Maitland Thomson, The Public Records of Scotland, (Glasgow, 1922), 
66.96; Simpson, Scottish Handwriting. 7. 
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It may seem only reasonable that if the obligation now called manrent 

was going to be written down, the main point in doing so would be to have 

a legally authenticated document which could be produced in court to enforce 

the obligation if it was broken= or, more probably, as it was normally an 

act which was the subject of a notarial instrument, that the act of making 

a bond of manrent should have been recorded by a notary. But the fact is 

that with one exception, this did not happen. 
76 

It may have been felt that 

in terms of a personal contract, the bond itself, with its record of the 

oath sworn by the grantor - 'in verbo nobilis' as one bond of maintenance 

76, The exception is found in the manuscript books of bonds of Arent 
drawn up by the lairds of Glsnorchys SRO, Breadalbans P9uniments, 
GD 112/24. The first of these, containing promises of manrent to 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy between 1551 and 1574, is almost 
entirely made up of records by the notaries Andrew White,, William 
Ramsay, and occasionally Sohn Maccorcadale and Gavin Hamilton, of 
am coming to Campbell and making their obligation. The second 
consists of texts of bonds of manrent, almost all written by Gavin 
Hamilton, to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy from 1584 to 1612; this 
may have begun as a working copy for Duncan, but certainly from 
1596 it contained the original bonds, for the signatures of the 

grantors and witnesses appear after that date. These books are 
unique. There are a few bonds and contracts which are separate 
from them, but it may be that they formed the only record of the 

great majority of the bonds made to this family; and the probable 
explanation is that the Campbells of Glenorchy found it convenient 
to solve the problem of acquiring a collection of the fashionable 
Scats bonds of manrent, made by their dependants, a considerable 
number of whom were Gaelic speaking, by receiving promises of 
service in Gaelic which were then entered into these books by 
notaries in the fors of bonds of aanrent. It is most unlikely that 
the lairds of Glenorchy thought in terms of producing these books 
in court; Gavin Hamilton was a notary public, but the 

occasional description of him as a servant of Campbell of Glenorchy 
probably better reflects the capacity in which he recorded 
Campbell's bonds. 
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described it 
77 

. was regarded as sufficient. Certainly it seems clear 

that bonds of manrent and maintenance were not thought of as a matter 

for the courts; and the fact that they do not feature in notarial 

protocol books, that they were rarely the subject of a notarial instrument, 

and that the provision that they should be registered in books of council 

or sheriff court books is equally rare, only underlines this general 

point. Cases of bonds of manrent being raised in actions in the courts 

are entirely exceptional. Between 1466 and 1495, the period covered by the 

printed volumes of the acts of the lords of council and the lords auditors, 

there were only six such cases; and they were quite clearly brought because 

money or land was involved. Two deal with claims for unpaid fees, and one 

with the withholding of a third of the 'wynning.... wan be avsntur of were', 

the 'avsntur' being the capture of James earl of Douglas in 1484; another 

is concerned with the lord's refusal to allow a man to enjoy land granted 

to him in return for manrent and serviced the fifth is a complaint about 

a refusal to implement a decrest arbitral concerning the wrongful 

withholding of goods, and the refusal to give a bond of manrent as 

directed by the arbiters. Only one of these cases deals directly with the 

breaking of a bond; but as this was immediately followed by an action 

between the same parties over an unpaid debt, it comes into the some 

category as the other five. 

Bonds of manrant did have an important place in the wider context 

of maintaining law and order, which is the subject of a later chapter; 
79 

but they were part of an older and more personal tradition of doing justice, 

77, Atholl 4. 

78. a& 421p 56,103,1561 Rte' 95. In the sample of the unprinted 

volumes examined, those covering the 1500s and 1540s, no such cases 

were found. 

79. Below, chapter 6 
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overlaid by the practice, derived from Roman law, of arbitration. 
80 

They 

were not themselves primarily regarded as documents for legal purposes or 

proof. Thus although notaries public frequently wrote bonds of manrent, it 

was by no means necessary that they should do so. The appearance of names 

like Master Andrew Sinclair, vicar of Laggan, or Sir Nichol Paterson, vicar 

of Kinnoir, in witness lists where no notary is named, indicates who wrote 

these particular bonds; 
81 

there is no doubt about Master William Gordon 

of Dunmesth, 'wrettar heirotf'; 
B2 

and the appearance in five of the Gordon 

bonds of William Gordon, parson of Essieg followed in two more by William 

Gordon, notary public, suggests not only that the parson and the notary 

were the same man, but that the important point was not that he was a 

notary but that he was a Gordon and a cleric who could write fluently. 83 

This would all lead to the conclusion that in general where notaries did 

write the bonds, they were employed for an informal duty, as men who could 

write, rather than in their official capacity. This is understandable in 

view of the nature of the mutual obligation of menrent and maintenance; 

for what was written down in the later middle ages was not a legal document, 

but a social contract. 

Personal service is not, after all, something which can be so 

readily dealt with in the formal structure of the law courts as matters 

of land or money. Yet there may be a fairly thin dividing line between the 

desire to have a document of strictly legal validity and the desire to have 

evidence with which to jog a man's conscience or his memory. It is in no 

way surprising, in the context of Scottish society from the mid fifteenth 

80. See, for example# Pater Stain, 'The source of the Romano-canonical 
part of R oiaa Maiestatrm', in SHR, xlviii (1969), 107.231 
Introduction tom Scattion Le ml Hietorv, 9 and 11# 414 an 416. 

81. Gordon 22 and 23. 

82. ibid, 87. 

83. ibid, 27t 28,29t 33t 36; 35 and 37. 
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century onwards, with its greater interest in literacy, its growing 

tendency to document a much wider range of matters, from the important to 

the comparatively trivial, and its greater number of people to write these 

documents, that bonds of manrent and maintenance did come to be written. 

Two strands of development, the development of writing and the development 

of the personal bond which most adequately fitted the needs of lord and man, 

came together to produce the commonplace and established bond of manrent. 

If this is the background to what happened, there is a final factor 

which may have bean the immediate catalyst; that is, the political 

situation of the mid-fifteenth century. In the first half of the century 

Scotland was dominated by two families; first there were the Stswarts, 

who had acquired after 1371 more than half of the earldoms and built 

themselves up into a sizeable power group, which was then eradicated by 

James I and secondly, partly as a result of this, came the dominance of 

the Douglases, shorter-lived and brought to an and by James II in 1455. 

The way was thus open for the rise to prominences of leaser families, a 

process whose effective beginnings are marked by the creation of the 

earldom of Huntly in 1444.5. In these circumstances, when new magnates 

had to establish their pre-eminent position in their localities, written 

bonds of allegiance, given in return for written promises of protection, 

had an obvious attraction, Indeed it is not impossible that the 

incalculable effect of an individual was strong; that a man like the 

new earl of Huntly or the new earl of Erroll saw the advantages of such 

bonds and began to make them, and that the idea caught on and quickly spread. 

The subject of the relative status of those who made bonds of manrent and 

maintenance and their motives for so doing, however, leads on to the 

whole question of the practical realities of bonding and its effects, and 

this will be taken up at much greater length in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE MAKERS OF BONDS AND THEIR MOTIVES 

The first part of this thesis has been devoted mainly to 

discussion of the place of the late-mediaeval Scottish bond in the 

wider context of the much older relationship between lords and men in 

its various forms, and development of that relationship to the point 

when, in the mid-fifteenth century, the bond of manrent became a 

recognisable feature of Scottish society. Thereafter, until the 

beginning of the seventeenth century, it was common practice for men 

to make such bonds with their lords. The second part of the thesis is 

concerned with the practical questions about theme who made them and 

why, and what effect they had on society. This chapter deals with the 

whole corpus of the bonds in terms of their place in the building up of 

the social alliances which were so important in late-mediaeval Scotland, 

the social status of the grantors and their lords, the kind of 

relationship which was created between them and the advantages to be 

gained from it; and the following chapters discuss in detail the 

making of some of these bonds# where there is sufficient evidence to 

show the circumstances and reasons which produced them. 

While lack of evidence means that this analysis of bonding 

will necessarily be incompletep it would be wrong to assume that it is 

only this which makes it impossible to see very definite and specific 

reasons for the making of every bond, or to argue that the detailed 

cases should necessarily be multiplied to fit all bonds. The idea 

that every bond must have been made for a direct and immediate motive 

is not supported by the evidence of the bonds themselves. The fact 
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that these bands were made in every part of the country is one 

reflection of their Importance. And the examination of what they said 

show that the obligations they contain are very general. This is 

probably an acceptable reflection of their practical purpose. The 

evidence of this large number of bonds, made throughout Scotland with 

the same general intent, and almost all made for life or in perpetuity, 

suggests that they were not temporary expedients made to most some present 

situation which could be explained in every case if only time and the 

evidence permitted. Rather they should be regarded as bonds which 

Initiated a relationship made for general purposes, and which were designed 

and expected to endure. 

The startingupoint, than, is the assertion that these bonds 

had a widespread and significant place in Scottish society. Nevertheless, 

they were only one of the news by which a lord built up a followings 

and to put bonding into its proper context, it is necessary to look at the 

most Important of those means, the tin of kinship, for bonds of manrsnt 

were used quite specifically as the most effective method of complementing 

and adding to the kin group, and imposing on those who were not of the 

lord's family the seam obligations which bound those who were. 

In theory, at least, this is perfectly understandable. As in 

other European countries, 
1 the kindred in Scotland was the primary and 

1. for . xampls, the importance of kinship as the starting-point of 
social alliances is brought out in Marc Bloch's chapters on 
kinship in feudal Society, Is The Ties of Dependence# 123-142. 
This work, dealing with a much earlier period, demonstrates very 
clearly both its fundamental nature and its limitations= and 
Bloch's conclusion, that $the Us of kinship was one of the 
essential elements of feudal society] its relative weakness 
explains why there was feudalism at all', might, by changing 
'feudalism' to bonding, be applied to later mediaeval Scotland, 
although one major weakness which he points out as undermining 
European kinship did not, as will be shown# exist in Scotland. 
Writing of the fifteenth century itself, mainly of England, 
F. R. H. Du Boulay again emphasizes kinship in the rather tortuous 

phrases 'the family of kindred and affinity still remained is the 
tissue of politics and society'. The Ace of Ambition# 124. 
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most important social grouping, and since the obligations of protection, 

loyalty and service were implicit in kinship, there was no need to bind 

one's kinsman by formal contracts. Awareness of these obligations was 

very strong in fifteenth century Scotland, and continued to be so 

throughout the sixteenth century also; the family remained, to what 

was perhaps an unusual degree, of fundamental importance in political 

and social life. 
2 

'Again and again', as Professor Donaldson points out, 

tit is plain that Hamiltons, or Stswarts, or Douglassa, stood or fell, 

were forfeited or rehabilitated, an bloc. '3 It is axiomatic that 

Scottish society and politics were regularly dominated or bedevilled by 

groups formed not so much by considerations of rank or anything else 

as by one major family or another. The most outstanding fifteenth-century 

example is that of the Douglasss; by the middle of the century, indeed, 

when three Douglas brothers held earldoms, a fourth was a bishop, and a 

fifth a lord, their position was exceptional. Yet James Up who with 

perhaps less justification than is sometimes suggested, saw them as a 

threat, equally relied on family feeling in his hounding of them; for 

he did so by building up the Kennedys of Ounure and the rival Douglas 

2. A comparison of Scotland and England in the sixteenth century suggests 
this. Certainly by the second half of the century, family connections 
in England were losing their importance, except perhaps in the 

peripheral areas. Interest in the family had become, as Lawrence 
Stone shows, lass of a practical consideration than 'a fad, a crass, 
a quasi-intellectual hobby of the idle rich', the demonstration or 
invention, depending on whether one's family was old or new, of 
one's genealogy. The Crisis of the Aristocracy,, 23-7. Thus the 

social importance of the English family survived; the political 
importance had become infinitely less than that of the Scottish 
family. 

3. Oonaldaon, James d-VII, 12. 
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family, that of the earls of Angus, 4 
and ultimately by outbidding 

the Douglases in the acquisition of allies. And while bringing down 

one powerful family, he also paved the way for the riss of two of the 

greatest families of the sixteenth century by his creation of the 

earldom of Huntly and Argyll; the west and the north-east came to 

be dominated and controlled not simply by two lines of earls who 

were fairly regularly recipients of royal favour, but by two powerful 

families, each of whom consistently stood together, forming a solid and 

unassailable kin group. The practical advantages of this are brought 

out in the discussion of the troubles between the Gordona and the 

Forbes in 1571-2, in an anonymous account of some of the outstanding 

national and local events of this period; it points out that, of these 

two powerful northern families, the Gordons had the good sense to live 

in great concord and amity among themselves, and so flourished greatly, 

strengthening their position and following; the Forbes did not, and 

were thus weakened and easily defeated. 
5 And national politics for much 

of this century were considerably influenced by the Hamiltons, whose 

power was created not so much by any particular ability on the part of the 

heads of the house as from their position as heirs presumptive to the 

crown, and from the fact of their being a large and united family group 

close to the cc:, tre of government, so that their actions, and the 

reactions of other families to then, were regularly a matter of national 

4. This doss not, as sight appear, contradict Professor Donaldson's 
statement. The saris of Douglas were at the head of one extremely 
powerful kin-group. The Douglas earls of Angus were a sufficiently 
distinct branch of the family, and sufficiently powerful to fore 

a separate kindred; and being in the frustrating position of being 
overshadowed by the earls of Douglas, they were an obvious family 
for James to use in this ray. 

5.8Mp Additional MS. 19,797, ff. 19v-22r. 
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rather than local concern. A curious reflection of the massive 

solidarity of this family is seen in the Diurnal of Occurrsnto, which 

sometimes gives long and detailed lists of names of those who took part 

in the events it describes, but which consistently talks simply about 

'the Hamiltonie'. 
6 

There is no need to labour this point further. The 

importance of the family in later mediaeval Scotland can hardly be 

disputed; it is something which has always been recognised, by both 

contemporaries and modern historians. 
7 

The statement that lords did not normally make bonds with their 

own kinsmen, is borne out by more than more theoretic assumptions based 

on the undoubtedly strong ties of kinship and its well understood 

obligations. If in theory there was no need for kinsman to make written 

contracts, in practice it can be argued that the list of bonds shows clearly 

6. Diurnal Remarkable Occurrent. In Scotland, 1513-1575, 
Maitland Club, 1833)l for example, p. 161$ 'Upoun the third 

day of March (1569), the haill Hamiltonis...... coms to Linlithqr. ' 

7. The best known near. -contemporary statement of this is the famous 

claim by George Home of Wsdderburn that 'if his chief should turn 
him out at the fore-door, he would come in again at the back door's 
David Hums of Godscrofts History of the Houses of Douglas ,, ri 
Anam (Edinburgh, 1641), iii 260. Only one writer at the time 
disputed this. Thomas Craig, in his lus Feudalb made a vitriolic 
attack on the whole idea of the obligations of kinships 'For 
the relation of a vassal to his superior is stronger than the ties 

of kinship and constitutes a bond of amity and allegiance closer 
than any natural affinity. So for from acting as a protection 
against discord, community of blood often intensifies the bitterness 

of family quarrels, and the most violent hatred of which human 

nature is capable occurs between brothers and sometimes even 
between father and son's lus Feudale. 2.11.13. This view 
obviously contains some truth, and may be based on Craig's own 
observations; ties of kinship certainly did not always 
automatically produce amity. But it is a very one-aided and 
emotional argument; indeed, it stands out in Ius Feudale as an 
unusually emotional passage. And certainly, in the sixteenth 

century, Craig** was a very lane voice. 
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that they did not, for it is very rare to find two parties to a bond 

having the some family name. 
8 

But a common surname is not the only 

evidence of kinship, and it must therefore be shown that in Scottish 

society the surname provided a meaningful dividing line; in other words, 

what was meant by 'the kin'? it is normally accepted that whereas today 

'family' means the immediate family, in the middle ages it meant the 

extended one; and the question turns on how 'extended' this was. It 

is perhaps too readily assumed that because kinship was so important, men 

would be aware of its obligations even if the blood-tie between them was 

fairly remote. A certain amount of lip-service was undoubtedly paid to 

such an ideal. for example, when Niall Montgomery of Langshow gave a bond 

of manrent to Archibald earl of Argyll on 5 September 1548, he did so on 

the grounds that he was of Argyll's house, and was the earl's tender friend 

and kinssen, 
9 

as indeed he was, through his grandmother, Helen Campbell, 

daughter of Colin first earl of Argyll, who had in 1478 married Hugh 

Montgomery, afterwards first earl of Eglinton. Showing a much more 

remarkable memory, Simon lord Fraser of Lovat bound himself, on 

19 July 1598, to George sixth earl of Huntly, 'for sindri reasonable and 

wachtie causis.... spwiallie for the dwtis bluid and consanguinitis 

that I halft witht.... George srle of Huntlis, 
10 

even if by 1598 the Gordon 

blood must have run extremely thin in Fraser's veins, for the only Gordon 

who appears in the Fraser line was the daughter of a younger son of the 

first earl of Huntly, Janst Gordon, who married Fraser's ancestor, Thomas 

8. Sao Appendix A. Thus of the ninety bonds of manrent made to the 

earls of Huntly, only one was made by a Gordon; two Hamilton* to 
the earls of Arran; one Maxwell to the lords Maxwell; and so on. 
These exceptions are discussed below, pp. 169.75. 

9. Argyll 32. 

10. Gordon 87. 
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lord Fraser of lovat, in 1493. But these do not simply demonstrate the 

far-reaching effects of kinship; rather they pose the problem of why, 

If the obligations of kinship were so widely interpreted, Montgomery and 

Fraser should have had to mike bonds at all. 

The answer some to be that while in the sixteenth century Craig's 

doubts about the bond of kinship were far too extreme to find general 

acceptance in a society in which the tie of kin was still immensely strong, 

people were nevertheless perfectly well aware of the practical limitations 

of kinship. The need for some kind of definition of how the kin group was 

formed was an intensely practical onel for a major problem in any society 

which relies heavily on extensive family groupings is that each kindred 

merges with others, and therefore some sort of principle by which a man's 

loyalty can be determined has to be established. As for as later-mediaeval 

Scotland is concerned, the evidence is not sufficient to be precise in 

detail; but from the Scottish evidence and by tentatively using information 

about other societies, both mediaeval and modern, in which kinship is of 

similar importance, it is possible to draw general conclusions about the 

nature of the Scottish kin group. 

There are, basically, two ways of determining kinship. Either one 

can begin with oneself, and regard as kin one's fathers mother, their 

parents, brothers, sisters and so an as for as knowledge goes) that iss 

bilateral kinship. Or the starting-point can be an ancestor, mythical or 

real, an the sale or fe. als side - patrilineal or matrilineal kinship. In 

the first type, the focal point is oneself, and the kin group radiates out 

from that. In the second, the important figure is the ancestor{ all his 

or her descendants will form the kin. And clearly it was the second type, 

patrilineal kinship, which existed in fifteenth and sixteenth century 

Scotland. How for this was true before the fifteenth century is something 
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to which no answer can be attempted within the scope of this thesis. 

Certainly in mediaeval Europe, there had been a tendency towards bilateral 

kinship, which had raised obvious problems which were avoided in Scotland; 

for if one regarded one's obligations towards the kin of one's father and 

mother as equally binding, and the two groups quarrelled, obviously one's 

position became intolerable. This was a problem which was recognised and 

debated; it was, as Marc Bloch argues, the greatest weakness of this type 

of kinship, and one which ultimately rendered It Ineffective. 
11 

On the 

other hand, the underlying assumption of patrilineal kinship that, all 

things being equal, a son's brothers and *one were more likely to support 

him for reasons of family, if only on the cynical grounds that they had 

something practical to gain from the head of their house, than his 

brothers-in-law and sons-in-law who had a prior claim on their loyalty, 

was a not unreasonable basis an which to work; and it may well be that 

Scottish kinship survived as a strong force in society either because it 

had always been, or because it developed into, the patrilineal type. 

Certainly the distinction is reflected very clearly, in the period when 

banding was common, by the fact that bonds were not normally made by men 

whose kinship caste through the male aide of a family, whereas they were 

regularly Sude by those related through a female, either within their own 

generation, or by descant, as in the case of the Montgomery and Fraser bonds. 

What certainly had a great effect on defining or emphasising the 

patrilineal nature of Scottish kinship, and on simplifying the problem of 

identifying kindredsg was the fact that the use of the surname was by now 

11. Blocht feudal Society. & i, 142. Ou Boulay, on the other hand, 

refers to 'the patrilinsar, monogamous society of western Europe'; 
An Age of Ambition, 109. But he does not demonstrate that 
European society was indeed patrilinsar; and as he mentions it 
in the context of 'Household and Family', he may be implying male. 
dominated, rather than genuinely patrilinsal. 
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firmly established, in the lowlands at least. 
12 

This, in fact, became 

the simple said tat; if one'e surname was Gordon, then one's loyalties 

lay with the head of the house of Gordon, the earl of Huntly. Indeed, 

the word 'surname' was repeatedly used in this period not simply to denote 

the family na eq but to describe the kin group. One of the best examples 

of its use and meaning is found in a late sixteenth century account of the 

nobility, 'The Scottish Nobilitie in an. Dom. 1577ºt written by Alexander 

Hay. This is a list of the earls and lords, with a descriptive note about 

each, estimating their political and social importance; and in most cases 

this is done by stating their geographic situation and the extent first of 

their 'surname' and secondly of their alliances through marriage and 

friendship. Thus of the earl of Arran: 'The surname wastr..: by adhearing 

to the late Q. Mary'; the earl of Huntlys 'of the same surname is 

descended the Erle of Sutherland and many other gentlemen. An Earle of 

greats power.... '; the earl of Montroses the is an Erle of small power, 

having* but few gentlemen of his surname.... '; the earl of Rothes: 

'he hath many gentlemen of his surname of Lesleys, but altogether in manor 

lyangs in the north of Scotland, by which means he and they be always 

ioyned in freendschip with the Erles of Huntley'. 13 The same emphasis is 

found in an anonymous account written in 1583, which in some cases seems 

to attribute even more importance to the 'surname' than to the extent of 

land held by a lord; lord Ogilvis, for example, is described as Is man 

of no great lyving, but of a good number of landed men of his surname which 

12. Donaldson, 3sa U+NII, 12.131 'in the Lowlands surnames had 
becoas all but universal before the end of the fifteenth century'. 

13. Estimate of the Scottish Nobility during the t of Jms 
the S ixth. (Grampian Club, 1073)p 7-28. 
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make his power in Angus the greter'. 
14 

Another example which makes 

extraordinary reading, and underlines the equation of surname with kindred, 

occurs in a bond of maintenance by Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy to the 

whole surname and clan of 'Clanlauren'. This bond named 'Malcum Mcconechie 

Makrobart hone Mcavyre and in his absence Duncan Macavyre Jhone Mcallsster 

Vclaursn and in his absence Duncan his brother - Mcane Vckerlycht Petrik 

Mcane Vcpatrik voir Finlay Mcnsill in his absence Duncan Mcnicoll 

Archobald Mcdoulreoch Gilfillane Mcconechy Vcanereoch'" These meng each 

named by his patronymic, are described as 'the meist qualifeit and abill 

persanis of the said surname'; and 'surname' is clearly used here simply 

to mean 'the kinº. 
i5 

The general use of the surname demonstrates the nature of 

Scottish kinship in another way. An obvious feature of patrilineal 

kinship is that the "ales of the family are the constant factors the 

females are not, being added to or removed from the permanent group by 

marriage. When a roman was married in Scotland in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries, it is very clear that she was regarded rather as 

providing a link with another kin group than as becoming completely 

assimilated into her husband's kinj for she did not take his naming which 

strongly suggests that she was considered asp for example# a Gordon who 

had married a Hamilton, and not as someone whose marriage had made har a 

14.8M, Additional MS. 38,823, ff. 9r-12vs 'A breite opinyon of the 
State faction religion and power of the *overall noblemen in 
Scotland'. It is interesting to compare this account and the 
E tt imate of the Scottish Nobilityj which was almost certainly 
written by a Scotsman, with other reports of this period made 
for Burghley by English observers. Most of these simply list 
the Scottish nobility, giving a brief note of their politics - 
that is, pro- or anti-English - and their religion, and 
occasionally adding in a short and usually unflattering character 
sketch. This again emphasises the point about the difference in 
importance of the Scottish and English family; the accounts quoted 
here are very much in the Scottish idiom, giving weight to something 
which was clearly not regarded as of much significance by the 
English writers. 

15. Breadalbane 48. A mark on the folio obscures one Christian name; 
all that can be read is IT - or K- loch', which in view of the 
rest of the name, suggests Kerloch. 
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Hamilton. This no doubt explains why the marriage contract was the 

weakest form of alliance. The intention behind it was precisely the same 

as that of the kin group and the bond; it was usedg hopefully, to build 

up a social group or to patch up a quarrel between two kindredsg to 

encourage peace and stability. But a marriage in itself was not enough; 

it was weaker than the bond, which created a direct relationship between 

two men# whether equals or superior and inferiors and which was indeed often 

used to bolster up and strengthen the marriage contract; 
16 

and it had 

little real relevance to kinship, for all it achieved in practice was 

the bringing into 
, 
juxte-position of two distinct kin groups. It did not 

impose any obligations of kinship on the people who mattered " the husband 

and the men of the wife's kindred. The most succinct example of the 

distinction which was drain between #realI kin and kin by marriage, already 

suggested by the evidence of the bonds, is found in a letter written in 1568 

by Adam Bothwell, bishop of orkneyr to his brother-in-law Archibald Napier 

of Merchiston, in which there occurs the phrasst 'Alwayis (I) besekis you 

as ye lull your win wele# the wale of your house, and us your freindis 

that weld your wale .... to17 thus drawing a careful distinction between 

'your houast, or kindred, and ffreindis* who included the writer,, related 

by marriage. 

16. An extreme example of this is the case of bullies lord forbee; 

although married to Christian, daughter of Alexander earl of Huntly, 
he scads an 0 July 14b0 no lese than three bonds# a bond of manrent 
to his father-in-law, Huntlyp a second bond of manrent to his 
brother in-lawf George lord Cordon; and a third bond by which he 
assured Huntly and lord Gordon of the manrent of his heirs and any 
of his kin who might succeed to his lordship. Gordon 49 5 and 6. 

17. Mark Napier, Mainairs of John Napier of Merchiston, (Edinburgh, 1834), 111, 
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Scottish kinship, then, was patrilineal; and identification of 

kin groups was made relatively simple by the use of the surname. Thus 

for one can be fairly definite. What is much more difficult to assess is 

the further question of how for the kin group extended, and on this point 

there is simply not enough evidence to supply a precise and detailed 

answer. Numbers, so far as we know them, could be fairly large. For 

example, two lists in the Morton Reaietrue produce the names of 227 

Ha iltona; 18 
and two bonds made by the Murray family in 1586 and 1599 

between them named 41 Murray lairds, and referred to the remainder of 

the kin. 
19 

It would be a separate study in itself to attempt to work 

out the relationships within these families and others where a reasonable 

number of names is known; and it is very doubtful if it could ever be 

done with complete success. But comparison with other societies where 

there is similar dependence on the kindred suggests two factors which 

helped to define the kin group, and which may reasonably be applied to 

fifteenth and sixteenth century Scotland. 

There arcs for example, various indications of the extent of 

recognised blood-relationship, all of which tend to the some conclusion. 

Canon law sat the limitation in its prohibition of marriage at the fourth 

degree of consanguinity# that is, third cousinage. Beyond that, presumably, 

the blood-tie was regarded as being sufficiently weak to be discounted. 

As a reflection of social custom, canon law does seem in this case to be 

fairly accurate, as is suggested by the fact that, in the fourth Lateran 

Council of 1215, the prohibited degrees had been reduced from seven to tour; 

18. Morton Rsoiatrua, i, 65.8. 

19. Contracts of friendship 78 and 100. 
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that is, at precisely the period when there was a gradual shrinking 

of the size of the kin group, and a greater degree of concern with what 

constituted kinship. For example, the French jurist and post Philippe 

do Bsaum. noir argued, in 1283: that the 'obligations of vengeance' extended 

in his day only to second cousins# though as he was referring to the 

bilateral kin group, this still might involve a large number of people. 
20 

Modern surveys of kin-based societies suggest that third cousinage is the 

normally recognised liaitp though there are cases of even more distant 

relationships. This is contrasted with our type of urbanised society, in 

which as a survey of London in 1957 showed, first cousinage was the common 

Bait, and it was very rare indeed to find anyone who could identify all 

his second cousins. 
21 This is not to suggest that there was any great 

principle or rule involved, but simply that in the kind of society which 

existed in later mediaeval Scotland, there was a greater degree of 

recognition of who one's kinsman were, and that probably this extended 

to third cousins, if not further* 22 

It would appear, moreover, that the kindred could extend 

further still, and include people who shared the surname# but whose 

relationship to the head of the house was so remote as to defy 

identification. This is a recognised feature of this type of society, and 

20. Slosh, Feudal Society, it 139. 

21.3.0. Freeman, 'On the Concept of the Kindred' in 1(inuhio and Social 
Oroanisation. sd. Paul Bohannon and John Middleton, (Now York, 1968), 
261. This book of essays is very valuable for information an the 
various types of kinship, and an modern tribal and kin-based societies. 

22. The earl of March, writing to Henry IV in 1400 to ask for his help, 
which March claimed on the somewhat spacious grounds of the kinship 
between thaw, admitted that 01 am bot of the tsirds dogrs of kyn tyll 
yhow, the quhilk in olds tyros was callit nsir', Hingaston, 12W 
Letters of Henry the Fourth. i, 24. 
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one which apparently existed in Scotland. Thus John Grant of Freuchy 

ras, in 1590, justly incensed by the murder of one Alan Grant and another 

Grant whose Christian name is not recorded, on the grounds that they were 

of his kin, os 'at the leiat being one of his sursname'. 
23 

The final aspect of the definition of the kin group has a link 

with this lack of precision, for it was not a matter of recognition of 

blood-relationship, but simply of geographic situation. Again this is 

a factor which regularly appears in auch societies; certainly it was of 

considerable importance in Scotland, for with one notable exception, 

what ultimately gave the Scottish kin group its final form and cohesion 

was its geographic unity. The Gordon., for example, began as a 

Berwickshire family. By the sixteenth century, when they had become the 

dominant family of the north-east, the few Gardens left in the original 

lands, for all that they shared the surname, were not in any real sense 

part of the Gordon kin. The some is true of the Hays who became earls of 

Erroll; again as a kin group they existed in Aberdsanshire, and not in 

their original lande in Perthshire, still lass as part of the some kindred 

as the Hays of Yester. The one exception is that of the Campbells; for 

the branch of the family who moved north into the lands of Cawdor in 

Nairnshire in 1810 retained close links with the earls of Argyll, although 

the strain put on the family relationship is reflected in the fact that 

they gave written bonds promising support, something which the obligations 

of kinship would normally render unnecessary. 

This attempt to analyse the nature of the Scottish kindred has 

been made in order to define as precisely as possible the primary group of 

a lord's supporters, and to show the distinction between those who were his 

23. W. Fraser, The Chists of Grant, (Edinburgh, 1883), iii, 177.8. 
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kin, and those who were added to his alliance by bonding. It was 

necessary to do this,, because it is undoubtedly true that people did make 

reference to relationships which came through a female as being of 

importance, as in the two bonds already quoted, and this may appear to blur 

the distinction. It has already been suggested that the much less binding 

nature of this kind of relationship is shown by the fact that bonds were 

made at all{ and in general the most likely explanation is that precisely 

because the obligations of kinship were regarded as so fundamental, any 

relationship, however remote# was referred to wherever possible. In a 

rather different way, this point is further demonstrated by the fact that 

in many of the bonds and contracts made by men who had no family 

connection, emphasis was put on the idea that a relationship was now 

being created which involved the same ties and obligations as those of 

kinship. 
24 

for example, the word 'triend'p used in this period to denote 

a lord's social equal with whom he had made a contract of friendship, had 

in earlywadiaeval society meant kinsm ng the idea being that the only 

people one could regard as friends and trust at all for support were one's 

kin. One of the clearest examples of this comes from an eleventh century 

French cartulary, cited by Marc Blocht 'His friends, that is to say his 

mother, his brothers, his sisters and his other relatives by blood or by 

marriage'. 
25 

In the later middle agesg the word still carried a clear 

connotation of kinship; and though it was now normally used of those who 

would act as kin, rather than of those who were kinsmen, it was still 

24. This idea is put forward in the interesting article by Maurice 
Keennt 'Brothers-in-Arme', in Histtoory, xlvii, (1962), 1.17. of 
the basis of evidence mainly from France and England, the literary 
tradition of the concept of man acting as brothers and kin is 
discussed, and the conclusion is that fiction reflected fact. 

25. Bloch, Feudal Society, iv 123-4. 
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occasionally found in its original sense. Thus one of the chapter 

headings of Pitscottie refers to 'Hou the Erle of Craufurd mareit his 

freind the Meister (of Crawford) capons the Cardinellis dochter', 'freind' 

being used here perhaps for convenience, because due to an upset in the 

succession to the earldom of Crawford, the relationship between the earl 

and the master was fairly distant, and one which Pitscottie may have found 

hard to pinpoint. 
26 Similarly the word 'kindnea' - kinship - is 

repeatedly used, mainly in bonds of friendship, but also in bonds of 

eanrent and maintenance. There are occasional references to this idea 

which ars quite specific, as in the promise by George earl of Huntly and 

Patrick earl of Bothwell in their indenture of friendship of 21 February 1491, 

following on a marriage contract, that they would be in all things 'tendir 

kynde and Iola as the fedre sonnys and brethir sucht to be'; 
27 

when 

William Macleod of Harris bound himself to depend on Archibald earl of 

Argyll 'ayklyk in affections and obedisne as he war my fader naturell and 

I his sons naturell', his bond being made because Argyll 'has grantyt 

greyt kyndennes to me and rascavyt sie til his fsmiliarits as his *win sons'; 28 

and in the bonds of Huchon Rose of Kilravock and Alexander Fraser of 

Philorth, where the grantors both promised to act as if they were carnal 

sans of their lord, William thane of Cawdor, who in turn obliged himself to 

act as their carnal father. 29 

26. Pitscottis, Historib iii 82. 

V. Contracts of friendship 12. 

28. Argyll 30. 

29. Contracts of friendship 6 and Cwdor 1. Both are also marriage 
contracts) and the first, an indenture of friendship between 
Rose of Kilravock and Cater, also includes the agreement of 
oanrsnt and maintenance by Ross's son Huchon and Candor, and 
refers to 'the quhilkis sonrsnt manrants ands mariage'. 
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Nevertheless there in a small number of bonds made by on 

of the surname* it is convenient to consider them here, to assess 

how for they upset the general conclusions already suggested, by 

looking at the reasons why they were made. Some of them are quite 

specifically family bonds. On 10 July 1588, for example, Patrick lord 

Drummond, his brother 3amee, coumendator of inchaffray, and 'an guid 

number of their kin and alliance' not at the kirk of Muthil and subscribed 

a bond designed to advance 'the standing of the House of Drymen, mentinance 

and defence of the name of Drummond, their alliance and dependars'. 
30 

Similarly on 12 July 1586, and again on 3 March 1599, Sir John Murray of 

Tullibardins draw up bonds with two groups of Murray*; the first was 

made 'with the haill name of Murray** and others undersubscrivand' taking 

burden for their kin, friends stoop 'being convenit for the assurance and 

ordertaking of our own estates the defence of our rowmes tacks steddings 

guide and gear whilk be the invasion of broken men and unthankfull 

unnatural neighboris may appear to be in danger'; the second expressed the 

pious intention that although the family was 'far dispersed in sundry 

parts of this realm for distant from others whairthrow we are not so able 

to serve his Majesty in his highness and country's cause as our good will 

and intention is, therefore and to the effect that we and ilk one of us be 

the mair able and ready to serve his Majesty at all occasions according to 

our good mind and intention' this bond is made. 
31 While these general 

30. Contracts of friendship 86. 'An quid number of their kin' amounted 
to fifteen Drussaonds and two others according to the list of 
signatures; the text adds the names of a further two Druamonds and 
one other. 

31. Contracts of friendship 78 and 100. The first names nineteen 
Hurrays and one other, the second twenty-two Murrays. Both contain 
the delightful phrase reminiscent of the Throe Musketeers 'aua 
that anis cause shall be alle and alle shall be ania'. The texts 
of both come from eighteenth century copies, which explains the 
very curious spelling. 
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reasons might in themselves have led these families to draw up formal 

Contracts, all of them contain a further more specific points the 

undertaking that the grantors would accept the head of the kin, acting 

with the advice and counsel of certain named kinsmen, as arbiter and 

judge in all disputes and quarrels, civil and criminal. The implications 

of this will be examined later, when the causes and effects of banding are 

discussed. But the naming of those from whom counsel would be taken, and 

the agreement by the kin that this would be accepted, certainly suggest a 

reason for men of the surname to write this down, rather than to rely 

simply an unwritten obligations. 

A different and rather touching family bond was that made by the 

Grants on 21 March 1585 in response to a letter from their chief, Fn 

Grant of Freuchy, informing them that he was in bad healthy asking them 

if they had any complaints to make of him and his eon, and pointing out 

that he was being threatened by his neighbours. This produced a reply 

from his 'mist spaciall freindis and kynnisman', lamenting his illness, 

assuring him that they found no fault with him or his can, promising him 

that they would do all in their power to maintain, defend and assist their 

chief, kin, friends, servants and surname, and ending with their prayer 

to God 'to inclyn their hartis to perseweir in mantsynance of their 

honest and just caws in tymis cuming, quha not hait your waisterschip in 

kping. 32 

®onds of this type clearly indicate a certain closing of ranks,, 

a gesture of solidarity. But there were other reasons why bonds sight be 

made by kinsmen. It has already been pointed out that geographic unity 

was a decisive factor in determining the kin group; where two branches 

of a family were separated, their interests, which would inevitably centre 

mainly on their own localities, might well not conform, thus making any 

32. Grant 1. 
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fulfilling of the obligations of kinship quite impractical. The one major 

family who overcome this difficulty were the Campbells. They did not 

retain links with the Campbells of Loudoun in Ayrahiraj but they did with 

the geographically more remote Campbells of Cawdor. In the first instance 

this may have been because it was a brother of the earl of Argyll, John, 

who acquired the lands of Cawdor by his marriage in 1510 to Muriel, daughter 

of the last thans of Cawdorp but the move north produced a situation in 

which Sir John came to find it necessary to back up the existing 

relationship with his 'chsif principall and brother germane', Colin earl 

of Argyll, with two bonds of sanrennt, the first on 22 March 1523 and the 

second an 31 July 1529.33 And not only with the earl. The day before he 

gave his first bond to Argyil, he had made another link with the Campbells 

in the area directly controlled by the earls on 21 March 1523 he made a 

contract of friendship with a own very close to Argyll, Colin Campbell of 

Ardkinglas, which included the standard promise of mutual assistance, 

prevention of danger and harm, and the giving of counsel, unless it be " 

which God forbid - against the earl and his hairs* 34 
Campbell of Cawdor 

and his successors were themselves recipients of bonds in the north, and 

it is perhaps of significance that in many of these bonds, the grantors 

excepted their allegiance to the earls of Argyll, again emphasising the 

connection with the head of the houss. 
35 

Conversely, geographic remoteness 

night load a am to feel that he was left out of those things which he 

considered to be his rights hence the furious complaint of Sir John 

Campbell of Candor and Archibald Campbell of Lochnell, in their bond of 

21 November 1586, that they were denied access to Archibald# earl of Argyll# 

33. Argyll 12 and 19. The second bond followed on a rant of lande 
a further reason for It is suggested below, pp" 

172'3" 

34, Contracts of friendship 26. 

35. likewise in the bonds made to the Campbells of Glenorchy, many 
of the grantors excepted their allegiance to the earls of Argyll. 
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'to do their lsissum stfairis, not yitt to gift their oppinioun as thai 

wont to gift to his lordshipia prsdicassoria'. 
36 

Evan when distance was not the major consideration, a particular 

undertaking might produce a bond. On 9 July 1564, for example, Archibald 

earl of Argyll and nine other Campbells made a bond with Colin Campbell of 

Glanorchy. This contained all the obligations usual in a contract of 

manrent and maintenance; but the specific reason for it was the promise 

by the other Campbells to Glenorchy of support in his hounding of the 

MacGregora; and the contract was intended not only to bind those named 

in it, but also 'to be sufficient to all lsndit men of my lord aria of 

Ergyls surname subecriveris of the samyn albeit ther names be focht 

particulairlis contsnit heirintill', 
37 

which suggests that one reason for 

writing down this agreement was to have a document to send round to other 

Campbells, to inform them, and to collect their signatures. 

The last main reason is really the most understandable, and 

probably Lise behind most cases of this type of bond, including some of 

those already mentioned, that the relationship based on kinship had 

broken down. This is clearly indicated in the bond made by John Campbell 

of Cwdor, Archibald Caiapbell of Skipness, Archibald Campbell of 

Kilaiohasl and Angus Campbell of Barbrack, an 18 March 1526, where again 

the grantors promised mutual support and assistance,, and excepted their 

allegiance to the earl of Argyll, but went on to undertake that 'gif it 

happinis the said Erls of Ergila our choife to danud us or put at us in 

our heritage takle stsddingis or roles; or any other thing we hait just 

titill to, or tak part with any uthsris at putis at us in the sammyn, as 

God forbsid he do, than.... we nor nano of us call nocht gif our atedy 

sarvis nor do na miner of other plgouria to the said Erle our cheifs then 

36, Contracts of friendship 79. 

37. Argyll 39. 
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to the tys the said Erle rsmeid the samyn, as one chief sucht to do to 

his kynnismen'; and further, that 're and ilkane of us sail use otheris 

counsels lawful and honest in all ectionis debatable betwix us and our 

said cheif now present or in tyme to cue, and nocht one of us sell aggre 

with our said chaif.... bot with the avis and consent of all the forssidis 

personis and parttakaris' (that iag the grantors of the bond). 
38 

This 

suggests that things had gone far wrong between Colin earl of Argyll and 

this group of his natural supporters. Indeed, it is tempting to see 

Campbell of Cawdor, the one party to this bond who was remote from Argyll's 

influence, as perhaps the leading member of this dissident group. 

Certainly this was a negation of his bond of manrent to Argyll; and 

reconciliation may therefore well have been the reason for the making of 

his second bond, of 31 July 1529. 

Another example shows the bond being used in a similar ray, to 

repair a strained relationship, when on 2 November 1518 bonds of maintenance 

and manrent were made by Alexander lord Livingstone and William Livingstone 

of Kilsyth, an the occasion of the settlement of a dispute between them"39 

They had been at odds as early as 15131 as for as is known, they managed 

to live peacefully enough after the making of their bonds, until 1545 when 

they were once again raising actions against one another. 
40 And the some 

motives may wall lie behind the promise by John Grants apparent heir of 

Carron, to John Grant of Freuchy, on 18 November 1587, to serve and honour 

his as the rest of the gontillmsn off his kin and surname dois', Wile in 

return, 'the said mane Grant oft Fruquhye.... sell fortifis montane and 

assist ae.... in our honest causis as becumis theme off the dewetie of ans 

honorabill aheitt and moister to do to his kynniaman and asrvand'. 
41 

The 

38. Contracts of friendship 29. 

39. Livingstone 1. This follows an a decrsat arbitral, in which the 

arbiters directed lord Livingstone and William to make bonds of 

maintenance and menrents SRO, Duntreath Muniments, GO 97/2/61, 

40. GO 97/2/53 and 109. 

41. Grant of Freuchv 2. 
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stated reason for this bond was that Grant of Freuchy would allow the 

grantor to enter and peaceably possess the town, lands and pertinents of 

Culquhoch, which may have been the cause of friction; certainly the 

unusually strong protestations about the duty of service and protection 

suggest that friction there had been. And finally one may suppose a 

similar reason for the unusual promise of manrent by one brother to 

another, William Dundee to James Dundee of that ilk; gratitude may not 

have been a strong element in their agreement, by which William, clearly 

financially ruined, gave up to James the wadest of his lands and all 

right and title to them, and had to sattle for being given a liferent 

from part of 3swes" lands and being sustained in his household, in return 

for his promise of mianrent. 
42 

In terms of nu bara, this group of bonds wade by one member of 

a kin group to another amounts to very little. Only in one family 

collection is there a significant proportion of such bonds more than 

half of the bonds cads to the Ksnnedies of Dunure, later earls of 

Cassillis, were made by Kannedies. This was the family whose presumed ancestor a 
Noland of Carsick, had received a charter from his uncle, Neil earl of 

Carrick, designating him head of his kin, presumably on the grounds that 

Neil's heir of line, being a wom np could not hold this position. This 

charter was confirmed by Alexander III in 1276, and again by Robert II in 

1372, and by Robert III in 1405.43 and then in the mid fifteenth century 

the Kennedles; received a string of royal charters reaffirming their position. 44 

42. Oundas 1" 
43. RMSp i, nos. 508 and 5091 SRO, Ailsa Muniments, GO 25/1/29. 

44. GO 25/1/45,52,60,63,66 and 701 these six charters by names II 
were given significantly snough# between 1450 and 14569 at precisely 
the period when the problem of the Black Douglasas had come to a head. 
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Hers was real recognition of headship of the kin and surname. But while 

the crown acknowledged its it may well be that the Kennedles themselves 

had sifficulty in asserting it over the other branches of the family, and 

that they therefore demanded written evidence of their kinsmen's allegiance. 

Whatever the explanation, the Kennediss are an unusual case. In 

general, there is no doubt that men of the surname did not normally give 

written bonds to one another; and the occasions when they did were 

exceptional, brought about by specific and unusual factors. In other 

words, a lord regarded, and was normally justified in regarding, his 

kinsmen as his natural supporters; these kinsmen were, however, a rather 

more limited group than has sometimes been suggested, since collateral 

connections,, close or remote, did not constitute kinship in any practical 

sense; and this therefore makes it possible to identify those who made 

bonds of manrsnt as being, in the first place, men who had no recognised 

ties of kinship with their lords, but who now bound themselves to act as 

though they had. 

Identification can, of course, be auch mors precise than this, 

While the assertion that men who made bonds were not of their lord's kin 

required some explanation, the next point to be made about them becomes 

Immediately apparent simply by looking at their names, which show very 

clearly that they were drawn from a fairly exclusive social Qroup. 
45 

With 

the notable exception of the men who made bonds to the Campbells of Glsnorchy; 6 

it was rare for anyone below the rank of laird to make a bond of manrent, 

and on the whole where bonds made by lesser own do occur, there is a 

fairly obvious special reason for them. The earls of Huntly received 

ninety bonds of manrsnts nine were made by lords, seventy-one by lairds, 

seven by clan captains, two by a clan, and one by a burgh. only tour of 

the thirty-six bonds spade to the earls of Erroll were not given by lairds; 

45, Sao Appendix A. 
46. See be1ar# pp. 190.3. 
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one was made by the constable of Abordesn, one by an Aberdeen burgess, the 

third, which was an exceptional bond, by a justice clerk for specific 

purpose., and the fourth by one Robert Waus, whose rank is not known, Among 

the other earls the same pattern is repeated, the only exception being 

Jasse second earl of Arran, whose bonds show a greater social spread, 

again made mainly by lairds, but also by four earls, three lords, and 

eight aßen of lesser rank. Of these, however, the bonds of the earls 

were made to Arran as governors two of them to endure only as long as he 

held office; and all of those scads by lesser men were given by tenants 

an the island of Arran, whose usefulness was the exclusively local one of 

holding down the island. 

The some is true where the lord was himself of lesser rank than 

that of earl. Of the thirty-four bonds made to the lords Maxwell between 

1486 and 1591, thirty-one were made by lairds. Similarly, out of nineteen 

bonds spade to the lords Oliphant, eighteen between 1469 and 1508, and the 

nineteenth in 1547, only the last was not given by a laird. And the smaller 

collections demonstrate the some things a predominance of lairds. Clearly 

a man had himself to be of some standing before his band was regarded as 

acceptable] and in fact many of those who gave bonds were not merely 

lairds, but lairds of considerable position and wealth* men like the 

Grants of Freuchy, the Mackenzies of Kintail, the Cheynes of Essilmont, 

the Fraser@ of Philorth and others, all extensive landowners and man of 

influence within their own areas, heavily involved in local affairs, as 

the regular appearance of their names on assizes and on lists of arbiters 

in local disputes shows. 

The idea that bonds of manrent were given almost exclusively by 

such people may appear to be contradicted by the fact that sosse bonds 

included a promise of household or retinue service, which might suggest 
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that at least some of the man who made bonds were of lesser statue. But 

in fact such promises are rare; and it is even more rare to find that 

they meant anything more than temporary arrangements. Household service 

occurs with any frequency only in the Maxwell collection; five grantors 

of bonds to the lords Maxwell promised this service, but in each only at 

the lord's rill. 
47 So also did William Cockburn of Schralling in his bond 

of 12 Duns 1487 to Patrick, lord Hailss, 
48 

and John Strathaguhin of 

Balrysse to Patrick Mauls of Panmurs on 25 May 1602.49 Two other cases show 

a different reason for the temporary nature of this service. On 15 March 1486, 

Alexander Fraser of Philorth bound himself to William thane of Cawdor, 

promised to marry Candor's daughter Marjory, and undertook to remain in 

Ca-dor'e household until the marriage had taken placsp a further 

consideration was that he was a minor at the time of making this contracts 
50 

And an 16 August 1487, ihn Melville, son and heir of William Melville of 

the Raith, gave his bond of manrent which contained a promise of household 

service* to sir Jota of Weaysa of that ilk$ but this was to last only 

until the death of Melville's father, when he would make a new bond of 

menrent like that by which is father was presently bound, which apparently 

involved no household service* 
51 In only two bonds is there little or no 

47. Maxwell S, 79 14,169 24. 

48. Hepburn of Heiles 1. 
49. Maule of Panaure 4. Another bond in this collection puts a rather 

different emphasis on the houssholdl on 2 August 1513, David Liddoll, 
heir to Liddell of Panlachy, gave his bond of manrent to Thomas Maule 
of Parnwre, 'I havand honest sustentation and househald of the said 
achir Thomas quhen I lykis to tak it for myself a servand man and tue 
hot* ft Maule of Panmura 2. 

50. Cawdor 1. 

Si, Wemyss 1. 
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suggestion that this service was limited in any ways that of Alexander 

Strathaquhin of Salmady, who promised, on 23 July 1511, to serve Andrew 

lord Gray 'in all punctis as ans houshald man suld serve his master and 

lord', 52 
and that of Robert Ferguson to William of Cunningham, lord of 

Snaid, on 12 March 1458, which is an unusual bond, being made by a man 

of lower rank than that of laird, who promised household service, in return 

for a grant of land, which in itself would suggest that the household 

service could not be a permanent condition, although the bond does not 

say thine 53 

In the some way that household service was limited and sporadic, 

so service in a lord's retinue was not standard practice. There are a few 

bonds which bound their grantors in 'manrennt service and speciall retinew', 

while to 'ride and gang' with one's lord was a common obligation. What this 

meant was not that lords made bonds with those who formed their normal 

retinues, but that they required those who gave them bonds to ride with 

them, to add to and strengthen their retinues on occasions when they so 

wished. This perhaps helps to explain what was meant by the retinue in 

Scotland. A certain confusion may be caused by the familiar English 

indenture of retinue, which was made with men of the some social standing 

as those who in Scotland made bonds of a nrent, and which is therefore their 

closest counterpart; and the idea of the fse'd retainer is further 

strengthened by the fact that the word retainer is now used to mean 

payment for service. But the normal Scottish usage seem to have been 

the original one of someone who was kept, not in the sense of being paid 

a fee, but in the sense of being given his keep; that is to say, a member 

52. Gray of Kinfauns 1. 

53. Cunningham of Snaid 1. 
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of the lord's household. Thus household and retinue service were 

closely inter-related, the second being one part of the duties of the 

first* 54 
There may even have been a strong connection for the lairds who 

promised to perform these services, so that 'household' in the context of 

the bands often referred to the people accompanying the lord,, rather than 

the place of residence. This is all that need be said about it here; the 

lord's reasons for demanding these services are obvious enough. But 

certainly this small number of examples of a short-term and restricted 

form of household and retinue service can hardly be said to affect the 

general eanclusion that the seen who made bonds of wanrent, and whose 

bonds were worth having, were lairds of independent standing, separate 

from the Immediate household and retinue of their lords* 55 And indeed, the 

bands in which the grantors bound themselves to make their fortalio s and 

houses open to their lords when required are a much better indication of the 

status of these men and their relationship with their lords, than the small 

54. Throe of the normally imprecise acts of parliament on the subject 
of the size of retinues seem to bear this out. They do not mention 
retinues; they say that lords should ride with no more than the 

numbers he may have in his households in 1366s 'nullus prslatus 
comes barons vsl alius cuiuscuaque candicionis existat acclesiasticus 
val sacularis oquitet cum eased familia in psrsonis vol spuis quarr 
deceit statue suuw'. In 1458$ ºne man bring with him ma personis 
than at in his daily houshalde and familiarie'. And in 15361 no man 
to come to ºcourtis nor gaderingis witht me persanis na thai may 
dails sustene in houshald' unless he was a royal officer. AM, 19 
4991 ii! 51 and 351. A very clear statement of the interrelation 
occurs in a band of 1546 by John Brisbane, young laird of 9ishopton, 
to Robert master of Boyd, which included Brisbane's promise to 'ryd 
or gang with his in his houshald'; Boyd of Kilmarnock 2. 

55. 'Independent standing' may seam a curious phrase to use of men who 
made bonds. But the point Is that the bond of manrent was not a 
method of subjections it did not detract from the dignity and 
position of the lairdsl and indeed it left them considerable 
independence and freedom of action. 
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number in which they promised to serve as part of their lords' households. 

When, therefore, Gilbert Menzies of Pitfodella, provost of 

Aberdeen, gave a bond of "anrent to George earl of Huntly, on I June 1588, 

in which he rather self-consciously dragged in a promise to accompany his 

lord 'in peace and weir lyk as utheris gentilmen of the countre of our 

rank and estait', 
56 

he was perfectly correct. Bonding was reserved for 

the 'gantilmsn'. 57 
Any lord, whether he was an earl or a laird, had of 

course lesser man to draw on for service, these men who were most constantly 

with him, who would turn out to ride with him, fight for him and so on# and 

whose names are sometimes recorded, showing them to be truly dependents and 

servants, having no lands of their owns the kind of men who hung about 

their lard's household, living on, for examples the earl of Huntly's 1,389 

capons and 5,284 eggs made famous by Professor Donaldson, 
58 

but whose 

56. Gordon 71. 
57. The concept of the 'gentleman', to describe either all those 

who were of gentle as opposed to lowly birth,, or more 
precisely those who were not of peasant or common stock, but 
were not noble, was one which had came into general use in 
the fifteenth centuryp in Europe as in England and Scotland. 
It is used here clearly in the second sense. It should be 
said that it was also used to describe the more superior 
sabers of a lord's household, the 'gentleman servants'; 
but these were not people with whom bonds were made. 

58. Donaldsong Jý V VII. 7. 
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relationship with their lord was not dignified by the making of a bond. 59 

It is impossible in this subject to draw dividing lines with 

absolute precision. In general the following of a lord consisted first 

of the man of his surname, with whom he did not make written bonds, 

secondly of substantial lairds, with whom he did, and then of other 

lesser people; but there are obvious reservations to this. It waaq 

after all, inevitable that the three main ways of building up connections - 

kinship# bonding and marriage - should overlap, in what was a highly 

restricted group of people, marrying almost exclusively within their own 

Class. Yez there are recognizable, if sometimes rather hazy dividing lines, 

and these ware undoubtedly recognised in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries, one of the most familiar phrases in every kind of record of 

this period is the 'kin freindis allya parttakaris tsnnentis ssrvandia 

and depsndaris'. While it is true that phraseology was subject to 

variation, just as the social divisions were, it is nevertheless possible 

to identify this list precisely, on the basis of the various groups who 

canoe together to form the following of a lord. The kin referred to men 

59. Even allowing for the fact that bonds with lesser man might have 
a very small chance of survival, the almost complete absence of 
any such documents is striking. In the search for bonds of manrent, 
two lesser bonds were found, neither of which were simply 
straightforward bonds between lords and servants. The first, dated 
11 June 1536, is a charming one by one Thom Dawson, promising to 

work in the garden of Huchon Rose of Kilravocki in return for 
sustenance and a weekly wage of 4d. But Thom was a burgess of 
Paisley, and was himself bringing a servant with hing and this 
bond provides the homely and pleasant picture of a perhaps elderly 
Lowland burgess moving for the rest of his life to look after an 
orchard and garden in the north - even if Kilravock was not always 
the most peaceful place to bei Ao duct of &he 
Family of Rose of Wray ac. 1290.1847 (Spalding Club, 1848)9 204. 
The second bond is by a servant of the Countess of Eglinton, John 
Zallowlsys, who had stolen cloth, wool and linen clothing from his 
mistress' wardrobe, and on 2 October 1594 returned it with a bond 

promising honest service to the Countess# and to any other whom he 

should subsequently serves Fraser, P9ontoomerie49 ii, 233. No 
doubt there are others in existence; but the sample given here 

certainly suggests that they were rare documents, made in exceptional 
circumstances. 
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of the surenass{ friends to those social equals on whose support a lord 

could count; tenants those whom he controlled through land-holding; 

servants and dependants the lowest gradat the men who formed the main part 

of his household and retinue; and the allya and/or parttakers " those 

who bound themselves to take their lord's part, the group of independent 

lairds, related distantly or not at all, who gave him their bonds. 

This list demonstrates the place of the man who made bonds of 

servant within a lord's alliance. It also suggests a very obvious reason 

why there were written bonds at a11# for these men, along with the 

social equals who made contracts of friendship, were the only groups 

on this list over whom a lord did not have some fairly effective hold, 

whether through obligations of kinship, tenure of land, or residence in 

his household. Moreover, a further point about the grantors of the bonds 

was that, by virtue of their social status, they themselves had followings 

similar toi if smaller than, those of their lords# kin, friends, etc. 

Their position, therefore, as independent and sometimes very powerful 

lairds had practical consequences which suggest why it was that lords were 

interested in asking bonds with them, to attract them to their following. 

At this point, the question which has been so for considered, of who made 

the bonds, becomes inextricably bound up with the question of why they 

were made, for much of the answer to this second question is to be found 

to the social status not only of the grantors of the bonds, but also of 

their lords. 

The obvious quick explanation of why lords sought bonds of manrent 

is that they wanted to increase their power. But because of the position 

of the man who made bonds# increase of power meant more# in this context, 

then the simple numerical addition to alliances. What it involved was, 
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first, the assertion of the lord's superiority over men who themselves 

had influence within his own locality, and secondly, the extension of his 

own influence by bringing in to his following not merely individuals but 

groups. The first part of this is a matter of the lord's status, the 

second of the laird'sj and it is most convenient to look at these aspects 

in that order, to turn for the moment from the direct discussion of the 

status of the lairds to consideration of the position of the lords. 

It is self-evident that the recipients of bonds of manrent, whether 

they were earls, lords or themselves powerful lairds, were the social 

superiors of the grantors$ the essential feature of a bond of manrent 

was that it was an obligation by a lesser man to a greater. The question 

arises, however, whether this was in practice so self-evident; in other 

words, did a bond of manrent simply reflect an accepted social order, or 

was it used to bolster up that order? It would seem that there are strong 

grounds for taking the second point of view, and arguing that bonding was 

used by lords, in particular by the magnates, as a means of asserting 

themselves as the dominant men of their area, if only by the simple 

expedient of making more bonds than anyone else. There is every indication 

that such assertion had become very necessary in the later middle ages. 

This was a period when there was a far greater degree of interest and 

concern than formerly with questions of rank, of title, of status, of 

precedence; 
60 

and it is a reasonable assumption that such concern was a 

reflection of the fact the social distinctions between the greater and the 

looser were becoming blurred and challenged. This is not a subject which 

600 This is brought out by 3. Enoch Powell and Keith Wallis in their 
discussion of the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in 
The House of Lords in th_Mddle Apes. (London, 196B)1 for example, 
in the chapter entitled 'A Closed Peerage# Two Houses and Three 
Estates'. 
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has so for been looked at in Scotland; but there is evidence of precisely 

the kind used to demonstrate this process in England and Europa, which 

suggests that it was happening here as els. Where. The growth in fifteenth 

century Scotland, for example, of the class of lords of parliament, whose 

origins are as yet obscure, and the defining of their titles, may have 

been part of this process of $sharpening self-consciousness about their 

social status. 
61 'Sharpening self-consciousness' can certainly be applied 

to the undertaking of Hugh lord Fraser of Lovat, in his bond of 2 May 1543 

to George earl of Huntly, that he would defend him 'as any lord or baroun 

doss to his aria or lord'; 
62 

and squally to the promise by Gilbert 

Menzies of Pitfodails, already quoted, to serve his lord as do 'utheris 

gsntilasn.... of our rank and ostalt', both of these being variations of 

a phrase common enough in the bonds, 'as a wan sulde do til his lord', which 

reflect pro-occupation with status. The use of the word 'gsntilmsn' in the 

second of these bonds has already been mentioned; in general, the widespread 

use of this word in the later middle ages was very much a part of the 

sorasble to emphasize status. Likewise this is demonstrated by the 

introduction in the saws period of sumptuary legislation, which Lawrence 

Stone describes as part of the 'attempts.... oads to put the authority of 

the State behind the enforcement of the ideals of hierarchy and social 

stability'. 
63 Thus, by the legislation of 1429, only knights and lords 

who had at least 200 marks per annum could wear silks, furs, embroidery 

and pearls; while 'na yeman na ocean uo landwartis war hswyt clothes siddar 

na the kne na yit ragyt clothes bot allanerly osntynal yemen in lardis 

&itisn, 61. 61. Du 8oulay, An Age of Am 

62. Gordon 35. 

63. Stone, Th Crisis of the Ariatocracr. 27. 
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hauis at ridis witht gsntill man thar mactsris the quhilkis sal- haf 

naror slawis & litil pokis', and, no doubt salutary reminder, 'all 

gsntill mania vifis be pocht arayit sxcadand the estate of that husbandia'. 

Similarly, rank and wealth determined the arms one could bear; t20 

per annum cr t100 in moveable ponds were needed before one could be 

'vale hori t8 haill snarayt as a gentill man sucht to be'. 64 

In this context, one aspect of retinue service, which has 

already bean referred to, becomes very relevant. The retinue was an 

obvious way of emphasising statues as with the clothes that he might 

wear and the food that he might sat, so the size of a am is retinue 

depended an his rank. The attempts of the state to control this 

particular ideal of hierarchy were not very intensiv., no doubt because 

they were not enforceable. Over-large retinues in general were 

legislated against only by David II and 3awss 11 otherwise such 

legislation as there was on this subject was concerned exclusively with 

retinues brought to law courts and conventions. The practical 

implications of this legislation are something to be considered later. 65 

What is of interest here is that every act which dealt with this matter 

took as its criterion for the size of the retinue the rank of the lord, 

although all were silent on the precise question of what constituted an 

acceptable following. Thus 3awss Its act of 1424 simply said that 'na 

an of quhat estate dagre or condicioun he be of rydands or gangands in 

the suntrs laid nor hail ma personis witht him no may suffice him or 

till his estate and for the quhilkis he will wak full A rsdy payment'. 
66 

64. AM ! i, 18. As well as the legislation quoted hare, similar 
legislation applied to foods dslicaciss, as might be expected, 
were reserved for the upper classes. 

U. S.. below pp. 269.82. 

66. I� P 119 3. The acts which referred to the household as forming 
the retinue have already been cited. All carry the some implications 
the greater the lord, the bigger the household. Nona give any 
indication of the nuwb. rs involved. 
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Only James VI suds any attempt at definition; on three occasions he 

tried, through the Privy Council, to stipulate what the ordinary 

following should be. On 4 July 1583, the council laid down that anyone 

who should 'repair to his Majesties presence, or within sax mylis to the 

place of his-residence' should be unarmed, and should bring only the 

numbers here epecificds fifteen horsemen for an earl or bishop; tan 

for a lord, abbot or prior; and six for a baron, knight, gentleman or 

landed man. 
67 

This particular ordinance was undoubtedly provoked by 

the Ruthvsns, from whom James had escaped only the previous month, which 

explains the exclusive concern with assn coming to the king's presence. 

Seven years later James tried again, this time on a more general point. 

In order to prevent 'grast convocations of nobill mean, baronis and otharia 

psrsonis oftysse anmit' at justice courts and conventions or an their 

own affairs, it was ordained an 13 July 1590 that the act of perliamsnt 

of 1584, which had in general terms reiterated earlier acts, should be 

strictly enforced; and that -specifically no earl coming to the king, 

to justice courts or conventions in Edinburgh, or on private affairs, 

might bring more than twelve men, no lord more than eight, and no baron 

more than five, all unarmed*68 The excessively small numbers of this 

ordinance can hardly have satisfied the baronage; they were quite 

unrealistic, and it may have been pressure from the magnates which forced 

Jaws to concede an increase in the numbers� seven months later on 

3 February 1591, to twenty-four for an earl,, sixteen for a lord, and ten 

for a baron, 69 

67. RHSJ iii, 576. 

6$. ibid, iv, 508. 

69. ibid, iv, 573. 
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The fact that this legislation daalsg in the main, with 

retinues brought to courts and gatherings suggests that what was being 

attacked was not the using of retinues, perhaps even large retinues - 

for the number $daily sustained in household' of a lord might be well 

above the numbers which James VI stipulated - but the addition to the 

normal retinue, in certain circumstances which directly touched the 

central government, of an inflated number of men outwith the household, 

 en who would be either prominent kinsmen or lairds from whom a lord had 

received bonds. But on one point, government and nobility were agreeds 

that any man of substance naturally had a retinue, and that within limits, 

which were the matter of dispute, these retinues could be used to 

emphasize status, to slake a splash. There is virtually no evidence that 

the Scottish nobility made use of livery; certainly it was never the 

vexed question in Scotland that it was in England. 
70 But the sumptuary 

law of 1429, which allowed commoners when riding with gentlemen to war 

rather better clothes than usual, reflects the idea that prestige was an 

important consideration. So also does the description, in the seventeenth 

century Laureus Lssliana, of the late sixteenth century laird John Leslie 

of Balquhain, who gras never seen without his retinue of twenty menj71 and 

the account of the visit of William earl of Douglas to Rome in 1450, where 

the size of his retinue and his lavish expenditure caused his to be 

'commended by the Sovereign Pontiff above all pilgrims'. 
M From the point 

of view of the magnates, therefore, there was every incentive, for the 

sake of making a good show, as well as for other reasons, to improve on 

70, The fifteenth and sixteenth century legislation makes no mention of 
livery. Only in the Fraasanto Quaeddam Vatýheaua at-Concuatudinia 
Scotsm, in a section dealing with those who may not stand in assize, 
is there a reference to 'none that his lifray verists Mj., i, 
Appendix V, 744. 

71. 'Fuit hic Joannas provincias Aberdonansis vice-comas, tantaque cue 
aagniticsntia vixit, ut non nisi viginti equitibus stipatue incedsrs 
solerst'. Quoted in Aberdeen-8antt Collections, 108, n. 2. 

72. A. I. Dunlop, The LIfe and Times of 3 gg Kennedy. BL*hoD of Ste " 
(Edinburgh, 1950 , 364. 
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the official recognition of their right to have a retinue which befitted 

their status, by adding to the retinues formed from their household man 

the lairds from whom they had received bonds. 

Almost certainly, however, this interact in the definition of rank 

wes not mars snobbery. It has already been suggested that it was produced 

by a blurring of the hierarchical gradations, and it would same that the 

major factor in this was economic, 'precisely because the redistribution 

of wealth called for modes of behaviour to justify the "nouveau riche" 

to himself an the one hand, and to assert on the other the immemorial 

predominance of the lord'; 73 in other words, this redistribution meant, 

among other things, that great men were not so distinguished from lesser 

men by wealth as they had formerly bean. Now far this was true in 

Scotland is not something which can be stated with any certainty or 

precision, until much more is known about the economic prosperity or 

otherwise of individual families of this period; 
74 but it saws a 

reasonable hypothesis, especially in the sixteenth century, when the 

faming movement, together with the decline in the value of money, was all 

the time working to the advantage of the lairds. This would undoubtedly 

73, E1u Boulay, An Ann of Ambition. 61- 

74, One piece of evidence on this point is the list of hostages for 
Janes 1 in 1424, which gives their money values, C of 
tOuments ralatino to Scotland. ad. 3. Bein, (Edinburgh, 1881.8), 

iv, no. 952. One cannot deduce a great deal from a single list. 
But it is interesting that already Campbell of Argyll was among 
the wealthiest; and that among those at the lowest level was 
Alexander lord of Gordon, valued at 400 aerks. His descendants 

as earls of Huntly were to become the most powerful aerates of, 
the north-east; but he was worth only half as much as Hay of 
Erroll, whose descendants as earls of Erroll were always junior 

partners of the Gordons; and he was worth less also than Dunbar 

of Cuenok, whose family would later, as lairds, make bonds of 
aanrent to the earls of Huntly. 
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provide an obvious reason for the widespread use of the bond; if an earl 

could no longer rely on wealth to demonstrate his superior status, he 

most assuredly could rely on his bonds* 75 

The use of bonding to emphasise status can be seen in another 

contexts when a man moved up in the world. In the mid-fifteenth century, 

and again in the early sixteenth, there were a number of now creations to 

earldoms, as well as those of lords of parliament. Thus men like 

Alexander Satan of Gordon moved from being one of the prominent lairds 

in their locality to being the local magnate; and for people in this 

position the bond was an obviously useful device, for by receiving bonds 

of manrent from those who had formerly been their social equals, and by 

giving bonds of maintenance to themm, they had an immediate means of 

establishing superiority. This is difficult to document precisely, because 

the collection of bonds now surviving is far from complete, and it is 

therefore only a possibility, strongly suggested by some of the family 

collections. For example# the aridem of Huntly was created in 1444-5; 

the first surviving Gordon bond was wads immediately before the creaton, 

In 14441 and there exist sixteen bonds made before 1500. In the Hay family, 

75. There seams to be agreement among historians that this was a period 
of economic upheavals which had considerable effect on the 
traditional social order. General comment on this is found, for 
England, In A. R. Bridbury, Economic Growths Enoland in the Later 
Middle floes. (London, 1962), and for Scotland, in T. C. Smout, 
A History of the Scottish Pia 1c 1560-1832p (London, 1969), in 
the introductory section an the middle ages. More specifically, 
Professor Semit, writing about the advantages of ! suing to the 
lairds, says# 'Lairds who hold in this way sight become powerful 
to support the crown in its efforts to restrict the faction of 
the nobles, although lords were often able to maintain their 
control over the tsuar's loyalty either by involving them in 
bonds of oanrent.... or by fsuing only to their own kin's ibidr 137. 
This puts the point very clearly# although I would not agree with 
the view that the reason why control was thought desirable was to 
prevent the lairds from supporting the crown. 
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whose earldom of Erroll dates from 1452, the bonds do not start until 

the time of the third earl who succeeded in 1467, apart from one contract 

of friendship cads by the second earl to the earl of Huntly; but the 

third earl received thirteen bonds, and there is one reference to manrent 

in a grant of land by the first earl. Laurence lord Oliphant, first 

referred to by this title in 1463, made fifteen bonds and contracts 

between 1469 and his death in c. 1500. Theme figures may seen smell; but 

in fact they form a large proportion of the extant fifteenth century bonds. 

In the sixteenth century# the Hamilton bonds begin with the first earl of 

Arran, with the exception of an isolated bond of 1489; and the second 

earl quite clearly used bonding as a mans of safeguarding himaslf as 

governor in the 1540s. Likewise 3ohn Cesipbell of Cwdor, who acquired in 

1510 not only title, but lands in a now area, began banding in 1516. 

And although the first extant obligation of manrent to the earl* of Argyll 

is dated 1513~ there is enough evidence from the second half of the 

fifteenth century to show that they also began to make use of this device 

soon after the creation of their earldom in 1457-11. o 
76 

There is one other group of bonds to be considered hires which 

can probably be most readily explained in terms of the desire to emphasis 

status, although not in this ease in order to reinforce recently acquired 

position. This is the quite exceptional collection of the bonds of the 

Campbells of Glenorchy, exceptional in size, in makeup and In content. 

There are 162 bonds of aanrent made to the Campbells between 1510 and 1611, 

of which thirty-eight were wade to Colin sixth laird of Glenorchyi and the 

staggering total of 116 to his son Duncan seventh laird, who thus 

collected more bonds himself than did either the earls of Argyll or the 

earls of Huntly in the whole period when bonding was common. Both these 

76. Sao Appendix Ap 'Argyll' and`Argyll lost Bonds'. 
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lairds had their 'bukis of bandis of manrent'. Colints was described as 

'extract Furth of the notaris protingalles under wrytin and the principle 

contractis under the partiis eubscriptionea', and in fact most of his 

bonds were in the form of a notarial record narrating that man came to 

Colin and promised manrent and service; and the whole collection was 

indexed. Duncan's book consisted of the texts of bonds of manrent, possibly 

copies to begin With, but certainly after 1596 the original bonds themselves, 

which were signed by the grantors and witnesses. Most of them were fairly 

short, end although not standardised, showed rather more tendency towards 

standardisation than any other collection. Almost all included the 

promise of calpaq described as the but eight of the man's goods and gear 

or, lese frequently, the beat brindle besst# to be given to the chief on 

his death; some contained the promise of a bairn's part of gear, and some, 

made to Ouncang the obligation to visit the chief's house once or twice 

in the year bringing sufficient gifts, and to help as for as possible when 

he had lands to buy or redeem, or daughters to marry. The majority of those 

who made bonds to the Campbells were a quite different group from the lairds, 

who were the man who normally gave bonds; they were the small tenants on 

the Campbell lands in Perthshire# mainly in 8alquidder, Glonlyon and the 

area south of Loohtay, some of whom clearly had vary little in the way of 

material possessions; 
77 

and most spoke Gaelic, not Scots. 78 

77. See, for exammple, Breadalbane 30, where the grantors promised to serve 
Colin at his expense until he should 'atsyk theme with sum rowwis or 
stedingie', which would enable them to pay their own expenses; and 
Breadalbane 97, which included the promise of bringing gifts to 
Duncan twice each year - but only by those of the grantors who had 
houses of their own. 

78. SRO, Breadalbane Muniments, GO 112/21. Even before 1596, it is 
likely that the books war* the only record of most of these 
obligations. Only a few separate bonds now survive, and these were 
made by other lairdsl probably separate bonds were not made by 
the great majority, the snail tenants. 
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The presumption is that this remarkable family collection was made 

up by the lairds of Glsnorahy using their notaries, in particular Gavin 

Hamilton, Duncan's servitor, who wrote most of his bonds, to record in 

Scots a promise made verbally in Gaelic. The problem of why they did this 

on such a scale is rather more difficult; for presumably, in view of the 

people who made the bonds, it was easy enough for the Campbells to command 

service from them without having it recorded in a language which many of 

than would not have understood. One possible explanation is that there 

was an advantage in having a convenient record of those from whom they 

would obtain calps and other material services; here there was a point 

in the written record. Moreover, the need to offset a particular local 

threat, the threat from the Nlacgregors, is reflected in a number of the 

bonds. 
79 

And the particular concentration of bonds made to Duncan in the 

years 1585-7 may have bean the result of the temporary breakdown of the 

unity of the Campbell kin-group with the succession to the earldom of a 

minor in September 1584, thus weakening Campbell influence and control. 
so 

But more generally, the extensive bonding of the Campbells of Glenorchy is 

probably a reflection of the efficiency and expansionist policy of a 

family who did not regard themselves simply as highland lairds. 81 Duncan, 

laird of Glsnorchy for almost half a century, was clearly a man of dominant 

personality, who extended his possessions in Perthshire, carried through an 

impressive building programme, travelled abroad and was an effective estate 

manager, taking an interest ins among other thingst hares-rearing. 
82 Me 

79. Breadalbane 13,14,16,18.25,62,108,160; see also Argyll 39. 

80. See below, pp. 310-1. 

81. I am indebted for this idea to fir. Donald Meek of the Department of 
Celtic in the University of Glasgow, who gave me a great deal of help 
in trying to assess the significance of this unique family collection. 

82. 'The Black Book of Taymouth', Written by Walter Bowie in Duncan's 
lifetime, and giving a glowing account of his patron's achievements: 
Taymo_ uth Bk, 23-72. Even allowing for bias, these achievements were 
impressive; ibid, iv-vi. 
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and his predecessors were, under the earls of Argyll, the most important 

members of the very powerful Campbell kindred; and they give the some 

impression of a family who imposed their will an the highland society 

over whom they had control, rather then becoming wholly assimilated into 

it. The consistent increase of Campbell power in this period can be 

explained not only by the impressive record of the earls of Argyll 

themselves, but also by their ability to retain the allegiance, with few 

exceptions, of the heads of cadet branches of their kin, and here the 

Campbells of Glsnorchy had a particular importance. The conclusion seems 

to be that the policy of the lairds of Glsnorchy should be seen in terms 

of the wider policy of the Campbells to build up a pre eminent position of 

influence and strength. The lengths to which Colin and Duncan went are 

unique. If they were inevitably dealing with lesser people than were the 

earls of Argyll, they undoubtedly managed to outdo the heads of their kin 

in the extent of their bonding; and it is not hard to imagine the 

impression of the unchallsngeabls control and dominance of these lairds 

created in the minds of those who cams to them to make their obligations of 

service and the giving of calps and saw them written dawn by a notary as 

formal bonds of manrant in the 'bake of bandis'. 

This groups of bonds of manrent has been looked at in rather more 

detail because it contains unique featurest and cannot simply be considered 

in terms of the general collection of bonds, into which it doss not wholly 

tit. But on the more general point, it is clear that for most lords who 

received bonds of manrsnti, one of the advantages of these bonds was that 

they served as written acknowledgement of superiority, made by people 

over whom they might otherwise have little or no control. Recognition 

of status sesse in this period to have been regarded as increasingly 

necessary; and the bonds can reasonably be seen as providing a practical 

method of achieving that recognition. But clearly there was more to 
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bonding than this. The second major reason, from the lords' point of 

view, for the making of bonds, was the obvious one of the building up of 

their followings. Having acquired control over lairds in his locality 

through their obligations of allegiance and service, a lord then had a 

very powerful mans of extending his influence and dominance; and he had 

it because of the status and position of those who gave him bonds of 

manrant. 

To begin with a very general points the list of all those known 

to have made bonds of manrent shows *here they themselves hold land, and so 

demonstrates vary Clearly the extent to which, geographically, a lord 

sought to have influence through his bonds. 83 The most notable example is 

that of the earls of Argyll, who in the course of the sixteenth century 

built up extensive connections in Kintyre, Knapdale, Lorn, Cowal, Appin 

and in the Isles; and through the Campbells of Glsnorchy and Cswdorf in 

Perthshire and Moray. The earls of Huntly entered into bonds with the 

major families of Aberdesnahire, Moray, and those as for west as Kintail, 

and north in Caithness, Sutherland and swan Orkney; they had more isolated 

connections in Fife and Perthshire; they received bonds from the Homes, 

whose lands bordered on what was by the later middle ages a very minor 

concern# their original Gordon lands in Berwickshire; and they maintained 

a fairly consistent alliance with the earls of Erroll, who were themselves 

allied to another group of Aberdeenshire families, mainly in the west of 

the shire, and also to a few whose lands ley in Perthshire, near to their 

original seat of Errol. At the height of his power in the 1540sß Jamaz 

earl of Arran as governor had a solid backing of families to the west 

of his own lands, in Ayrshire, down into Galloway, and in Bute; in the 

early 1550s, after a somewhat squalid power struggle with the Stewart. of 

Bute which resulted in his acquisition of the island of Arran, a group of 

83. S.. Appendix A. 
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supporters there also; and as well as this consolidated group, alliances 

with individual families to the east, in Stirlingshire, West Lothian and 

Fife; in the borders with the earl of Angus and the Maxwells; and in the 

north with the earl of Erroll. In the same period, Mary of Guise, 

casting round much more widely for support, rather than building it up in 

one particular area, received bonds from the earl of Huntly and the earl 

of Sutherland in the north; from families in the Isles, Perthshire and 

Angus; on the borders from the Scotts of Branxholm; from the area round 

Edinburgh; and once getting a foothold in Arran's territory, from 

Cunningham of Glengarnock. Because of the political circumstances in which 

these alliances were made, these last two cases are not entirely typical; 

this is more particularly true of the general spread of Mary of Guisela 

bonds, for Arran's concentration, on the whole, on those families whose 

lands were close to his own follows the normal pattern. But all of them 

indicate what the magnates could hope to achieve; bearing in mind that 

this was only one of the ways in which a lard built up a following, the 

influence which magnates like Huntly and Argyll might have over an 

extensive area through the making of bonds is impressive. 
84 

Magnate influence over what could be a very wide area arose 

directly from the fact that it was the lairds who made bondst for in 

practice what happened was that within each locality the various lesser 

social groups became attached to and involved with the greater# that of the 

lord. This was consciously recognised and emphasised as an important 

84. The other thing that a geographical survey indicates is the potential 
danger of banding when areas of influence overlapped or clashed, 
when# for example, the earls of Huntly and Erroll bound themselves 
to disputing parties, thus putting strain on the elaborate network 
of alliances in the north-east* It is mentioned only in passing 
hotel but it will be looked at in more detail later, particularly 
in the case which caused Immense trouble in the north in the late 

sixteenth century, the attempts of the earls of Moray to challenge 
the pre-eminent position of the earls of Huntly. Sam below, pp. 312-23. 
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feature of bonding. Although the fifteenth-century bonds rarely made 

explicit reference to the grantor's kin, friends and servants, those 

in the sixteenth century frequently did, either binding the grantor's 

following at the beginning of the bond, or referring to them as bound to 

take part in a particular obligation, often$ as might be expected, to 

'rids and gang', and to assist the lord in his actionsp causes and 

quarrels. And the other aspect of this was the undertaking by the grantor 

to give assistance or counsel to his lord's kin and friends, or to warn 

them of harm, although inevitably this undertaking was auch lass often 

included. 
85 

That the grantor of a bond involved his own kin and friends, and 

was willing to incur any obligation, even if it was limited, towards the 

kin and friends of his lord, meant that his bond of manrent ras a 

document of considerable potential or real social consequence; for each 

individual bond, while only one small element in the building up of a 

social group, in practice extended its scope to include what night be a 

considerable number of people. The effectiveness and advantage of this, 

from the lord's point of views woo all the greater in that there was in 

bonding, as in patrilineal kinship, an avoidance of conflicting loyalties, 

to a remarkable degree, it was very rare for wan to give their bonds to 

more than one lord. 86 
And bonding did not in any way disrupt or cut 

across the kin group. Members of the biggest kin groups did not move 

outwith their own kindrsdsl it is unusual to find, for example, men of 

the surname of Gordon or Campbell or Hamilton making bonds to the heads 

of other kin groups. What did happen was that the people who made bonds 

of manrent were themselves heads of lesser kin groups - the Fraser., the 

85. See above, pp. 68-73j, where this point is discussed much more fully. 

86. See aboves pp. 60-2. 
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Forbes,, the Mackintoshes and others - binding themselves to the heads 

of the greater kindred.. When therefore, lords received bonds of manrent, 

they could be reasonably certain that, unless they quarrelled with their 

meng they had a group of supporters with a high degree of reliability, not 

one which was subject to conflicting claims. 

What this meant to the lords in terms of precise numbers is as 

impossible to define as the size of the kin groups. There are soso 

general indications which can be cited, in such things as remissions and 

letters of protection, where lists of names are given, but these are too 

isolated to give more than a general impression. To take one example, 

there is a group of such letters issued by Janes V immediately before he 

set out in pursuit of profitable matrimony in France on 1 September 1536, 

on behalf of the kin, friends and servants of those who were to accompany 

him. On 28 August, protection was promised to 200 of the kin, friends and 

servants of Archibald earl of Argyllt 
87 

and similarly on 31 August to 200 

kin and adherents of laves earl of Arran. 
88 The reasonable degree of 

accuracy of the first figure at least is shown by the detailed letter 

issued to Argyll on 28 August, in which 202 names are listed. 
89 

Men of lesser 

rank could also produce an impressive following. The letter given to James 

Gordon of Lochinvar on 28 August named 43 peoplaf and this is completely 

87, RSS. iii no. 2150, 

88. ibid, no. 2173. 

89. ibid, no. 2152, the list is made up of 32 men of the surname, 
54 lairds, and 116 lesser people. 
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overshadowed by the remarkable number of 196 in the letter to Malcolm 

lord Fleming on 31 August. 
90 

And at the and of each is the familiar refrain 

of the kin, men and servants of those named; an indeterminate phrase as 

far as numbers go, but, for example, in the case of almost half of those 

named in the Argyll letter, certainly not a more jingle, without meaning. 

Another rather different piece of evidence comes from a document of 

4 January 1582, which lists the members of the household of John earl of 

Isar. Apart from himself, his mother and her gentleman servants, forty-three 

people are nameds twenty-one maintained within the househoidg and a further 

twnty-four without, the falconers, attendants and boys of Mar's household 

Iwo 
91 How typical this is of the size of an earl's household is, of 

course, not known; the fact that earl John was suffering from financial 

problems, which are the subject of this document, may suggest that he was 

forced to make do with a small household " though conversely it may imply 

that it was too large. But the figure may be taken as a very rough 

indication of the size of the nucleus of an earl's following, his household; 

this rises to about 200 when his kin, friends and adherents are added; and 

on top of that are the lesser members of his king and the kin and friends 

of his more important adherents. 

Contemporary accounts of the total numbers of these alliances 

are obviously unreliable and exaggerated. It is difficult to believe the 

90. RS ii, nos. 2185 and 21679 A list of numbers of men brought by 

eighteen lairds to the wsaponshaw hold by lord Maxwell in 1541 

produces numbers ranging from 16 to 2001 but most could turn out 
40 to 100 wins 

, 
HM, Fifteenth Rsoort, Suoclsuch, i, 66. 

91. SRO, Mar and Ksllis P1unim. nts, GO 124/7/20. 
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figure given in the letter from Sir Adam Otterburn, provost of Edinburgh, 

to Mary of Guise, on 26 November 1543, which said that the earl of Angus 

had sent one of his gentlemen to inquire if Otterburn 'weld suffix him to 

cum heir accumpanyt with his frendis to the noumer of thre thousand hors'; 
92 

and equally when it is recorded that in 1543 'the cardinall, the orlis of 

Lennox, Argyle, Huntlie, and Bothwill, the lord Home, with mony uther 

gentilmen of the west and north pairtis, quha decernit to come contrair 

the governour.... post to their places, and ilk gedderit their are folkis' 

and on 21 July, the Cardinal and the earls of Lennox, Huntly and Argyll 

'come out of Striueling to Leith, to the nomber of ton thousand ment. 
93 

But more significant than the fact that the figures cannot be taken literally 

is the impression of strength and power which was being put across; and 

in the context of building up this power, bonding had a place of great 

importance. One of the best examples of this is that of Cardinal David 

Beaton. No details are known about his following. There is a surprisingly 

limited letter of protection to him, of 15 July 1541p 94 in which only 

forty-nine people are named; a few bonds and contracts made by him 

survive; but that is virtually all. Yet two descriptions of him give 

a tremendous impression of power, and of confidence in that power which 

came from his alliances. The first comes from a report written on 

8 June 1543 by William Parr to Henry duke of Suffolk, which says of the 

92. T Scottish Correspondence , ed. Annie I. 

Cameron, (SHS, 1927)p 47. It is perhaps surprising that Angus 

should have felt it necessary to sake the request - and that 

Otterburn should have been able to reply 'quhilk I rstusit'. 

93. DAurnal of OCurrent.. 28. 

94. SRO, ADC st S. vol. xvi, ? to 39v - 40r. 
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Cardinal that he 'kepethe a great hous of substantial man and gevethe 

greats ftses and such a house as gras never holden in Scotlande andre a 

King'. 
95 

The second is by John Knox, who in a virulent passage about the 

'proud' and 'carnal Cardinal' described him as regarding himself, in the 

period immediately following the execution of 'this blessed martyr of God' 

George Wiehert, in 1546 as 'stout enough for all Scotlands for in Babylon, 

that is in his new block-house (the castle of St. Andrews) he was sure as 

he thought] and upon the fields, he was able to match all his enemies. 

And to write the truth, the most part of the nobility of Scotland had 

either given unto him their bands of manrent, or also were in confederacy 

and promised amity with him'. 
96 

From the asking of bonds, then, lords acquired power. Obviously 

the use of this power depended ultimately on the individual, and on his 

particular circumstances. For men like Cardinal Beaton, a national 

leader, interested only in national politics, or James earl of Arran, 

building up his position as governor, or Archibald earl of Angus, seeking 

to sustain his seizure of power in the 1520sß bonding can be seen in terms 

of a mediaeval political power-game. There is, howeverp a great 

difference between these people and men less totally involved in national 

affairs, and as much or more interested in their localities, which was 

the more normal situations men like the earls of Huntly or Argyll, and the 

Campbells of Cawdor and Glenorchy and other lairds. 

95. BM, Additional MS. 32,651, t. 16r. There is a unique phrase in one 

of Boston's few surviving bonds which vividly reinforces Parr's 
description. In 1529 Beaton as abbot of Arbroath gave a bond of 

maintenance to James Ogilvy of Airlis, and included a promise to 

receive Ogilvy with six man and horses in his house, with 'buschs of 
court' at his expense. This is the only example I have found in a 
bond of the Scots version of the French 'bouch au cour', the 

allowance for food at the table of a king or great lords 

Archbishops of St. Andrwas Beaton 1. 

96. John Knox's H sto of the Rf mati In S-Cotlandt ad. W. C. 
Dickinson, (Edinburgh, i949 )p i, 75. 
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But whatever the individual motives of the lord, obviously he 

had to after some kind of inducement to those who gave him their bonds. 

As lords made bonds to attract to themselves a larger social group than 

that supplied by their kin, so men made bonds to become part of that 

group, expecting not simply to benefit their lord, but to gain some 

practical advantage themselves; and the practical advantage, which might 

operate in numerous different ways, lay in the 'help supple mantenans and 

defence' of which they were assured by their lord. Thus the promise or 

the bond of maintenance, without any more specific explanation, is the 

most frequently mentioned reason for bonding given in the bonds themselves, 

what this involved in general terms being sometimes described an assistance 

in all the man's actions and quarrels lawful and honest, protection against 

harm, and the giving of counsel " in other words, promises exactly 

corresponding to those given in the bond of manrent. 

Maintenance is a word which still retains a measure of the 

sinister implications ascribed to it by earlier generations of historians. 

But it should not be soon in emotive terms. However much individual 

usage might vary, there was a certain iLeology behind bonding; the 

concept of maintenance was a fundamental ans in this type of society, not 

as a matter for moral judgement, but as one of shear practical necessity. 

A lord was expected to be loyal to his friends and to give protection to 

his servants because this offered some chance of relative security. This 

is brought out over and over again. Phrases in the bonds, for example, 

such as 'as any lord suld dot, which are written in without any particular 

stress or prominence, testify to the fact that this was regarded as the 

natural order of things. The account of the twelve virtues of a 

nobleman, written in France, and translated into Scots and printed in 1508 

under the title 'The Porteous of Nobleres', gives as the first virtue faiths 
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'al]*ychti god.... to hold and stable this warld in concord 
and unite.... has ordanit every thing in his proper office Sum 
till haf lordechips and otheris to lif in subiectioun and 
servis for to kepe faith and lyf in to Iustic..... For god has 
made & ordanit the condicioun and nature of nobilnss for to 
kepe faith and lif in to Iustics'. 

The second virtue is loyalty or truths 

'for treuth and laut. nobliss war first ordanit and stablit 
till have lordechips bone the commoun pople and thairfor 
to theist was gsvin his honour manrent and service of thar 
aubisctis. Thai ar nocht se his set nor ordanit for to 
reif or tak be force in any way bot that ar haldin in 
Wsrray richt and rasoun for to serf their king and defend 
there subiectis and the maire thai be reeardit with honour 
and the main dignite that that cum to Thai suld be the 
bettir condicionit and do and manteine all then thingis the 
weir avisitly in resoun'. 

And of the noblemen who fails to do this, 

11 says thai er bscueyn esir cents and of mir vyls 
condicioun than be dronkart or ruffian that sellis his land 
to lit in harlottry 0 noble man in nobilnes the richtis of 
lawte and treuth or content and in special to keps Tersely 
in hart thir two poyntis to serve their king and defend their 
subiectia'. 97 

Very much the some idea about how a lord should use his dependents 

is expressed by Robert Lindssay of Pitecottie, writing in the late 

sixteenth century, in the speech he puts into the mouth of Sir William 

Crichton, pleading with William earl of Douglas, shortly before the 

Black Dinner of 1441. 

'Remember', he tells hias 'the high fortoune that ye are 
promovit to the greit dependence (of VassallLa) and Landis 
(sic) of manrentis witht uther great strength and power.... 
ar pocht cositt to you that ye could be Mair insolisnt 
thairof thinking thairby to oppres inferisourie or yet 
aiaken the maiestratie appoyntet be the plesour of god and 
consent of the nobilietie bot rather gif the king has gevin 
you all thir forsaidie of his . win benevolence and plesour 
it becomes yaw to have him in all honour and reverence, 
obedience to his charge and plssour, and above all thingie 
to defend the commons weill nocht regarding lyfe land nor 
goodie for aentaning of the some in peace and rest'. 98 

97. Ag1o t Manuscript. i, 172-4. 

98. Pitscotti. g "IstorIq i, 41-2. 
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As far as historical accuracy goss, this speech is an invention, as is 

much of Pitscottia's whole account of the overweening pride and fall of 

the Black Douglasss; but the ideas it reflects are not invention, and can 

be accepted as a dramatised version of something that was commonly felt. 

Literary accounts such as these may be queried on the grounds that 

they are exaggerated or oversimplified; and so they no doubt are. But 

they are reinforced by practical examples. On 25 December 1566, for 

example, Archibald earl of Argyll conveyed to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 

the . anrsnt and service owed to him by the Clan Tyre in Balquidder, on the 

grounds that they were nearer to Colin, who was therefore better able to 

protect thew{ 
99 

this can hardly be other than a sincere enough recognition 

of the obligations of good lordship. And exactly the same ideas permeate 

the instructions given to his son and heir by John earl of Atholl, 'haill 

in sprsit and esik in body', on 23 April 1579, the day before his death. 

First he 

'lsifs my onlis son and air my wife bairn. frisndis servantis 
and depandaris with my lord Flemyng and his sistsris whom I 
half brocht up hitherto as my awin to his Hisness protection.... 
Secondly I command my son to kelp friendship and kindness with 
my lord Earls of Argyle and that house in respect of the 
proximitis of bluds standand betwix theme and grit friendship 
continswit bstwix us and our forbsaris whilk friendship 
continswand may be ans gritt wsill to the kingis Maiestis 
service quietnee of the countrey for the suppressing of 
lymmeris gif either of them do their dswty to utheria, 
and that in na sort the default be in my son$. 

And similariy he should stand friend to the earl of Huntly, with the 

significant reservation 'sa far as it may stand with the kingis Maisaties 

person and will', and also 'ksip friendship with all frisndia wha has 

been rsadis to ma and speciallie to my lord Earls of Montroia. '100 While 

no doubt the approach of death produced unusual piety, and while it is true 

99. Tarmo ut_h 8kß 211. 

100. SRO, 0a1guise Muniments, GD 38/1/69. 
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that 'the suppressing of lymmeris' could in practice be all too easily 

equated with the suppressing of those who opposed the earl, even if 

justifiably, nevertheless in essence the ideal expressed in this 

document was genuine and widely accepted= and later attempts, particularly 

in the nineteenth century, to deny this ideal on the grounds that it was 

translated into practise by sonne of the nobility in a hair-raising may, are 

simply anachronistic. 

Maintenance, than, was the general incentive for men to make 

bonds. Allied to it was the assurance of 'sindry gratitudis proffitis and 

plesouris' or 'gude dedis and thankis'. 'Proffitis' might mean land or 

money, although neither of these emerge as normal returns for a bond of 

aanrsnt. Where money was concerned, it might be paid as a lump sum, but 

was more usually a yearly pension; and only Mary of Guise made a practice 

of this, her pensions being by for the most profitables L100O L200v 500 

marks, and even L2000 per annum " if they were paid - as compared with L40 

per annum, or L40 as a lump sum$ ors rather better, 400 marks and 700 works 

given by George, fourth earl of Huntly. It is not, of course, surprising 

to find that land and money do not figure prominently. The age when 

grants of land were inextricably bound up with obligations of service was 

long past; land was now very often a matter for separate commercial 

transactions. And since bonding was practised by those who were already 

landed men, there was no pressing need for tangible inducements. This 

is not to suggest that fifteenth and sixteenth-century lairds were not 

intensely interested in enriching themselves; but the reasons for bonding 

were different, and the advantages to be looked for were not primarily 

those of direct financial gain from the lord. 

Profits and good deeds might, however, involve material benefits 

in a more round-about way, for example, James Kennedy of Blairquhan gave 

a bond of manrent to Colin earl of Argyll on 6 May 1524, partly in return 
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for Argyll's bond of maintenance, but also because Argyll gave up his 

claim to the lands of Blairquhan; 
101 

and James earl of Morton's bond 

to James duke of Chatelherault on 31 May 1560, was made partly because 

of the duke's renunciation of any possible right to the earldom of 

Morton and the lordship of Dalkeith, and for 'eindry utheris divers 

gratitudis'. 
102 

And the practical demonstration of George earl of 

Huntly's maintenance and help to Donald Robertson, apparent heir of 

Struan, in 1586, consisted of procuring from James Menzies of that ilk 

such right and title as he had to Struan, and giving it to Donald and 

his heir** 
103 

Other examples of good doeds and profits include the exceptional 

case of a marriages on 15 February 1491, Sir Alexander Stewart of Garlies 

and his son and heir Alexander made a bond of manrent to John lord Maxwell, 

in return for the marriage to be made between Maxwell and Agnes Stewart, 

Sir Alexander's daughter. 104 
And in a rather different type of case, Alan 

Cameron of Locheil, in giving his bond of manrant to George earl of Huntly 

on 5 March 1591, because of gratitude and humanity received from the earl, 

obtained from him the promise that, in serving him against the Grants of 

Freuchy and the Mackintoshes of Dunnachtsn, with whom Huntly was at feud, 

his own quarrel with these families would not simply be submerged in that 

of his lord's, and that Huntly would never receive them into his pews 

until Alan had also gained satisfaction. 
105 Finally the good deed could be 

101. Argyll 14. 

102. Political bonds. ll, 
103, Gordon 63. 

104, Maxwell 3. This bond is discussed above, pp. 81-3. 

105. Gordon 81, 
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forgiveness by the lord for some past misdeed or crime comaitted by 

the man. The idea behind this is as fundamental in this society as 

maintenance and services and will be discussed in detail in the next 

chapter. 

Another compelling consideration for giving bonds of manrsnt 

was that suggested in the instructions by the earl of Atholl to his 

son; long service, amity and dependanceg and a weakened form of 

kinship between the house of the grantor and that of his lord. In some 

cases, it was specifically mentioned that the dependence had been $be 

wertew of their bsndis of wanrent and service' or some such phrase; 

and a few of the bonds give a more detailed account. For example, on 

1 December 1594, Hector Maclean of Ardlung became man to Colin earl of 

Argyll, because the earl had ratified the bonds of maintenance made by 

his father and brother, the two preceding earls, to Hector's father, and 

also their bond of maintenance to Hector himself. 
106 

And in a rather 

more complicated case involving a dispute between Thomas Kennedy of 

Bargany and John Kennedy of Garnlok over the three merkiands of Sanag, 

Barnvanag and Drumcrum in Ayrshire, 9argany promised, by an indenture of 

22 February 1492, to resign the lands to Carnlok, and hand over all charters, 

sasines, infeftments and writs, together with all bonds# writs and 

obligations and discharge Carnlok of thew, 'except the band of manrsnt & 

the pointis contenit in it maid be usquhil Gilbert Kennedy of Carnlok to 

uaquhil Gilbert Kennedy of Bargany'; whereupon Carnlok would infeft 

Bargany in the lands and allow him to hold than until he could redeem them 

for t40 Scots; and also would give Sargany his 'lottre of wsnrent after 

the forms of his said grantachiris band. And the said Thomas sal gave 

his lottre of mantenance again to the said Johns for him & his airis to 

106. Argyll 52. 
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him & his airis in the aickerest formal* 107 
This particular episode repres ew-%. ý 

not simply the renewal of obligations of manrent and maintenance, but the 

renewal of attempts to heal a dispute between two branches of the Kennedy 

family; for uile Gilbert of Bargany and umquhile Gilbert of Garnlok 

had, on 5 January 1468, sealed an indenture which set out their agreement 

over the dividing up of lande, and which was probably the occasion of the 

bonds between them which have not survived* 
108 

The Kennedisa of Bargany 

had taken, apparently, greater care than the Kannedies of Carnlok to 

secure the help of the head of the house; on 15 September 1465, Gilbert 

lord Kennedy and Gilbert Kennedy of Bargany had made a marriage contract 

which included lord Kennedy's promise of maintenance; 
109 

and on 

20 October 1487, Thomas Kennedy of Bargany had obtained from John lord 

Kennedy a bond by which the grantor bound himself to feu to Bargany the 

40% lands of Sanag and Barnvanag and other land, after the decease of 

Gilbert Kennedy of Carnlok. 
110 

The immediate result of the indenture of 

22 February 1492 was that on the following day Carnlok granted Bargany a 

charter of the disputed lands, although the precept of sasine did not follow 

until 20 September 1498.111 There is no evidence that Carniok ever 

redeemed these lands= and troubles between these families seems to have 

died down until the second half of the sixteenth century, whsng between 

1557 and 1576, successive encroachments were made by the Kenzc dies of 

Baryang on the Carnlok landau with the support of the earls of Cassillis. 112 

107. SRO, Bargany Muniments, GO 109/785. 

108. SRO, 8argany Muniments, GD 109/7791 Carnlok's obligation 'to byd 
at the sayd Gylbertis Kennydis of Barganys console' is suggestive 
of this. 

109. Ailsa B. 

110. SRD, Bargany Muniments, GO 109/2934. 

111. GD 109/787 and 788. 
112. GO 109/819-820 and 828-831. 
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Various aspects of the use of the bond are illustrated by this. 

It is an obvious example of men of the surname making bonds because their 

kinship had not prevented dispute; and it shows the bond being used in an 

attempt to strengthen a reconciliation, which is something which will be 

demonstrated again in the next chapter. Its interest in this context is 

that it is an unusually pointed case of two people referring back to a 

relationship created by their predecessors as something which should not be 

given ups but should on the contrary be renewed and maintained " even 

although in the long term it was not noticeably successful. Very often 

the general references to previous bonds and dependence meant no more than 

they said; but on occasion they conceal " as in the bonds of the earls 

of Huntly and the Mackintoshes of Dunnachten -a breakdown of the 

dependence, which is so clear in this instance. Such oases are, of course,, 

hardly testimony to the success of banding; but they do reflect one 

contemporary valuation. 

All these reasons for bonding suggest a general point about the 

grantors of bonds of wanrents that on the whale, the most common 

inducement to bond was that they would find security in becoming part of 

the following of a lord, and that in addition there would be advantages to 

themselves as individuals. That those inducements and advantages were 

seen by both lords and their earn in almost exclusively local connections 

is borne out by a final negative piece of evidences that the existing 

collection of bonds gives virtually no indication, as far as the periods 

when they were made in greater or lose numbers are concerned, that they 

bore any significant relationship to national events. One might have 

expected to find that during periods of difficulty, in the minorities,, 

for example, or at times of real crisis, such as that of 1488, the 
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incidence of bonding rose. But there is no concentration of bonding at all 

during the years before or after 14881 even allowing for the fact that 

bonding was less common in the fifteenth century than in the sixteenth, and 

for accident of survival, there is no evidence to suggest that the growing 

troubles of the last few years of James III's reign, or the aftermath, 

when a now regime had to establish itself, created a situation in which 

the magnates and greater lairds increased their efforts to build up their 

followings. The same is true of the Flodden campaign; at a time when 

'unto the deth gois all estaitis', to an apparently unparalleled extent, 

the making of bonds was not used directly in the bringing together of the 

army. Likewise in the periods of the minorities, which raised more long 

term national problems, there was no increase in bonding in the minority 

of James III, and the minority of James V produced only the unashamedly 

specific and political bonds of Archibald earl of Angus, which James 

himself later implied were forced and therefore an abuse of the system. 
113 

The only exception to this is the first part of the minority of Mary. 

Between 1543 and 1554, that is, in the period of Arran's regency, an 

unusual number of bonds were made, not only by Arran, Mary of Guise, and, 

as Knox suggested, Cardinal Beaton, which were understandable enough, but 

also by the earls of Huntly and Argyll in the immediate aftermath of James 

V's death, when there was a struggle for control between Beaton and Arran. 

And also in this period there were bonds which referred to assistance in 

defence against the 'auld inimsis' of England. But most of the bonds made 

in these circumstances ware political bonds, which are a separate problem. 

The great majority of bonds of manrent and maintenance were not made for a 

directly political purpose, but were relevant primarily to local alliances 

and local affairs. 

113. Letters and Paoss. Henry VIII. iv, part iii no. 4505. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

QONDING AND THE IMINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER 

The evidence so far looked at demonstrates the general nature 

of the Scottish bond, and shows that what men wanted when they made their 

bonds was security and protection of lits, land and goods. This chapter 

deals with the question of that security in its most precise form. Bonds 

were made to provide some kind of insurance, and this means that the practice 

of bonding was fundamentally and inextricably bound up with the maintenance 

of law and order. In a general sense, what has bean so far written about 

bonding has been concerned with this them.; the fact that a man's 

possessions were rendered safer because behind him stood the powerful 

figure of his lord, or the fact that he went out to fight in a feud against 

those who were his lord's enemies more than his own, in very relevant to the 

extent of order or chaos in the localities. But in precise terms, the 

protection of the lord was called into operation at the time when the 

position of the man or his goods was threatened{ for when that happened, 

his bond of maintenance became more than a theoretic protective cover, 

and the most common promise of the bonds, that the lord should 'assist 

concur fortifie and tak his afald lele and trew part in all his actionis 

causis and querelis leful and honest', became a matter of practical 

necessity. 

There is nothing new in the statement that there was a close 

connection between bonding and law and order. It is in this field that 

the bond has boon particularly condemned as a force which seriously added 

to the lawlessness of later-mediaeval Scotland; the idea that crime went 
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unpunished because the protection of a magnate meant that his dependants 

would not be brought to court or that the courts would be overawed is a 

not unfamiliar theme. What this chapter seeks to show is that while 

there is sass truth in this view, it is certainly one-sided, and 

undoubtedly much too black. The fact that sen were not always taken to 

court to answer for their crises is by no means synonymous with crime 

being unchecked; and the overawing of the courts or the manipulation 

of justice is only one side of the story. 

It a span comaittsd murder or illegally seized another's lands, 

what happened to him if he was not brought to court? There is the 

evidence of many of the bonds, in particular the bonds of friendship, which 

show what people thought should happen; and three cases are than looked ate 

one in some considerable detail, to show what did happen. It ras emphasised 

in the bonds that the lard had both the right and the responsibility of 

controlling his dependants, of preventing their disputes and feuds from 

getting out of hand by himself imposing a settlement. It was regularly 

agreed by the parties to bonds of friendship that they would sot together 

in dealing with the disputes of the dependants of both, and as a sanction 

against any who did not accept their authority in such ceases it ras 

further agreed that they would refuse to extend their protection to such 

a aast, who would be, as ens contract succinctly put it, 'achakin off'. 
1 

Thus an 4 November 1576, Colin earl of Argyll, justice general, and 

Willie" earl of Glencairn, included in their bond of friendship the 

provision that it any slaughter or other displeasure should occur between 

any of their kin or dependants, it should not threaten their bond, but 

should be amended by the earls and by the advice of their 'ueill avyset 

1. Contracts of friendship 77. 
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freyndis' chosen by them. 2 
The same clause appeared in Argyll's bond with 

John earl of Mar, made on 27 November 1578, this time with the addition 

that if =ny of their kin or friends should be 'obstant and contrarious' to 

them, they would 'baith eats. s him our unfreind and aantsne and defend the 

pairtie that offeris him willing at our sycht to accept eeaour and ressoun'. 

This bond contained the related clause which was also common in such bonds, 

that if the 'variance' was between the earls themselves - as God forbid - 

they would submit their difference to their 'wyss freindis' and accept their 

decision. 3 Sometimes the friends were named. An earlier Argyll bond, made 

on 7 June 1544 by Archibald earl of Angus and Archibald earl of Argyll, 

stipulated that in cases of dispute the laird of Drumlanrig would act for 

Angus and Colin Campbell of Ardkinglas for Argyll; 4 
and James earl of 

Arran, and Gilbert earl of Cassillis bound themselves on 24 November 1517 

to submit their quarrels to four of their nearest kin and friends or to 

David Hamilton, bishop of Argyll. 
5 On a more specific point, James 

Campbell of Lowers, Colin Campbell of Aborurchill and John their brother, 

in making a contract of friendship with John Napier of Marchiston an 

24 December 1611, reserved to themselves the right, in the case of any 

threat to Napier or to his tenants in the lands of Monteith and Lennox by 

any MacGrsgors or any other highland broken menn, to make every effort to 

search out and to try the committers of the crimes and while this may 

at first sight soss to be a sinister example of the Campbells looking for 

an opportunity to persecute their enemies the MacGrsgorsj, there is no doubt 

2. Contracts of friendship 64. 

3. Contracts of friendship 66. 

4. Contracts of friendship 44. 
5. Contracts of friendship 231 it is rather surprising that Cassillis 

did not feel it necessary to nominate someone corresponding to 
David Hamilton. 
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that the MacGregars were exceedingly unpleasant neighbours, that at 

precisely this time the government and the earl of Argyll were united in 

a vigorous attempt to break their power, and that to Napier this assurance 

must have been a very welcome one, and one which possibly he himself had 

asked for. 
6 

And the most interesting example of all, because of its 

statement of priority, occurs in the bond made by William lord Graham 

and Sohn lord Oliphant on 8 April 15001 'And gyff any off thar frendis man 

servandis and allys has actionis agans utheris that sell cum to thar lordis 

and schar thar action and caul befor than that it may be considerit and 

sane and therefter the lordis to decreit and deliver. And gyff it can 

nocht be decidit be thar lordis it salbe leful to the parti plenaeand on 

utheris to pass to the law's 
7 

At this point it is convenient to digress to consider a final 

case of a bond which made these provisions. One of the best known Scottish 

bonds of friendship is the very early one made at Invsrksithing an 

20 June 1409 between Robert duke of Albany, governor of Scotland, and 

Archibald earl of Douglas. 
e 

This bond is famous primarily because of the 

phrase which appears at the and of its 'gif it happynis the suds lords 

the Duc to grow in tyre to cum to the estate of king'j it is a much cited 

piece of evidence of Albany's own ambition, and also, because of the very 

fact that it is a bond, of the breakdown of law and order in the period 

conveniently referred to as that of the 'early Stewart*'* It is not the 

intention have to attempt to question the general view of this period. But 

two comments can be made about the bond itself which suggest that its 

6. Contracts of friendship 1C6. 

7. Contracts of friendship 15. 

8. SRO, Register House Charters, no. 223= printed in ' iv, ccix, 
and Fraser, Oouolasp iii, 369-71. 
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sinister qualities have been over-emphasised. The minor point is that 

the statement of the possibility of Albany's becoming king is made at the 

end of the contract where various contingencies are listed. This one 

merely says that if Albany should become king, 'this band as tauchend evin 

falowschip and estate sal expire frs thinefurthe bot that all kindnss and 

frendschip eel be kepit betuix thaim in tyme to cum'; that is, two 

magnates would make a bond of friendship, a king and a magnate would not. 

Taking account of the future in this way is not unique to this bond. The 

question of status ras of great importance, and therefore if it seemed 

likely or certain that the status of one of the parties would change, 

provision was made for it. Thus John Melville, son and heir of William 

Melville of the Raith, limited his bond of manrent made to Sir John of 

Wsmyss of that ilk on 16 August 1487 to his father's lifetime; when he 

succeeded his fathers, he would make a now bond. 
9 

And three bonds to James 

earl of Arran were made only for the period during which he was governor 

that iss of temporarily exalted rank - and one of thaa# that made by 

Archibald earl of Angus on 22 August 1546, included the promise that after 

the and of the queen's minority, an scual bond of kindness would be made 

between them* 
10 

The indenture of 1409 was a long and detailed document, 

in which every clause was carefully spelt out. Albany was heir to the 

throne; and it is certainly not beyond the bounds of possibility that it 

was the earl of Douglas who had a sufficiently careful eye to the future to 

want this assurance written in to a bond made with a man who might become 

king and night then be lass amenable to hi n$ indeed there was far more 

practical reason for Douglas to be anxious to safeguard himself in this way 

than for Albany to bother with an open admission of evil design. No doubt 

9. Wssyss 1. 

10. Hamilton 18. 
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the idea of becoming king was one which appealed very greatly to Albany. 

But the statement in this bond is no more than a recognition of the fact 

that he was James Its heir presumptive, and is in no way evidence of 

positive intention. 

More important is the matter with which the bond was mainly 

concerned. It is a lengthy document. It begins with the standard opening, 

giving the place-date of the indenture and the names of those making it. 

It then goes on to the briefly stated general promises that in order that 

'full frsndschip and kindnss be kepit and continuyt betuix thaim in tyme 

to cum', Douglas will be #lsls counselourt and 'isle helper and suppousllour " 

to Albany, and Albany 'oblisis him in like aware' to Douglas, both formally 

excepting their allegiance to the king; that they will warn one another 

of harm, and do all in their power to prevent it; and that neither will 

enter into any other bond such as this unless both agree. It ends with 

the clams already discussed; an agreement to include in the bond two 

grandsons of Albany and two of Douglas' sons, it they abide by their counsel 

and are willing to be bound by the contract as Albany and Douglas are; and 

finally with the swearing of the oath on the gospels. But the central and 

longest part of the contract, the one subject that is given very considerable 

emphasis, is that of maintaining order. It either of the lards cause 

offence to the other, the aggrieved party will ask for remedy; the other 

will appoint a meeting within forty days, and the councils of both will 

debate and settle the matter. If that tails, they will choose seven members 

of their councils, and they, having sworn the great oath on the gospels, 

'sall ordene reforaiatioun tharapon sttir the nature of their band'. 

Similarly if dispute arises over land and inheritance, a settlement will be 

reached in the sass manner; 
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'Alsus gif thar happynia any diecorde or riot amang their 
men that touchis fee and heritage or slachtir of men, thai 
eel lelily do their power on eythir part to gar it be 
stanchit in lufely manere, and gif thai sua na may, thei 
sal mak thaim na party with thaim, bot in sobir manors as 
the lach wills ands in case that outhir controversy or 
bargane happyn smang their mane thai eel lelily do their 
power to gar it be amendit among thaim self in lufsly 
mauere, and gif that easy nocht accords be trety in lufely 
m nerv, that sell call baith the partyis, that is he that 
playnzais ands he that is playnzeit on, befor theme and their 
counsels, askand thaim to be submittit to thaim and to their 
counselis unsuspect apon sic complaintis, to do ende to tak 
reforsiatioun of sic wrangis eftir the eicht of the saide 
Tordis and their counselis unsuspect, the party refusand that 
nouthir of the aside lordis eel mantayne na suppouel fra 
thinefurthe In the cousin he refusis to submit him apon'. 

And further they agree to support one another in preventing any riot, 

disturbance or rebellion within the realm by their kin or by any other 

person. 

What this means is that the indenture between Albany and Douglas 

is the earliest knornexawple of two lords making an agreement in a 

vernacular bond - in this case at some length - to aid one another in 

restraining and controlling their dependents and in settling cases of 

civil dispute or crime. This bond iss in other words,, the first of a 

number of bonds made throughout a period of two centuries which included 

such an agreement. It is not really to the point to suggest that had there 

bean a strong central legal system such agreements would have boon 

unnecessary. This is no doubt true, but it ignores the tact that this 

bond, along with all the others which said the esiea thing, was stressing 

the fact that the lord believed himself to have the particular obligation 

towards his dependents which the bonds described. Had Albany and Douglas 

merely been Concerned to make a private deal by which the governor turned 

a blind eye to the actions of an overmighty earl, a short and general 

exchange of promises of friendship and assistance would have been all 

that they required. That such an understanding existed between them 

may be argued from other svidencep but it cannot be argued from this 
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bond, which is concerned with something very different, something which 

represented an attempt to minimise lawlessness rather than to increase 

it. 
What these bonds make clear is that it was regarded as perfectly 

acceptable that 'the law' in the sense of the law court could be bypassed. 

The Graham-Oliphant bond put private settlement first, the law second; 

in 1519, Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk and Walter Ogilvy of Baddinspink 

agreed to settle their dispute over land by 'eiche of frendis or labs as 

they think expedient'. 
11 

The first suggests that a certain principle was 

involved; the dependants of Graham and Oliphant would take their cases to 

court only if their lords failed to deal with them. The second indicates 

that it was convenience only, and not a matter of principle, which 

concerned the Ogilvie*. What does not emerge from either, or from any of the 

bonds, is any suggestion that the private settlement was in any way less 

effective or necessarily more biassed than the verdict of the court, nor 

that it was other than a practical and customary method of dealing with 

civil dispute or crime. 

Customary it certainly was. It has already been argued that in 

general bonding was a means of extending the kin group, of bringing people 

who were not of the kin under the some obligations as those who were. In 

this particular case, the lard through his bonds was extending to his span the 

protection which was given by the head of the kindred to his kinsmen. 

Protection of the individual who was threatened and responsibility for 

the settling of disputes formed the major obligation of kinship; and this 

obligation in the bonds corresponded directly to it. The importance of 

the kin in the blood-feud is a feature of dark-age and early-mediaeval 

11, SRO, Abercromby of Forglan Muniments, GD 185 box 2 bundle 6. 
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society which has received considerable attention from historians. 
12 

less 

well known is the extent to which this continued, certainly in northern 

Europe. 
13 

It is clear that the kin group in late mediaeval Scotland had 

retained its place as an important factor in seeing justice donef and if 

it happened to be the lord rather than the head of the kindred who was 

involved, then he was acting literally in loco o rantis. or at any rate 

In loco consanouinei. At the very and of the sixteenth century kindreds 

12. Historians have written widely on this subject, as have social 
anthropologists writing about modern kin-based societies. An early 
attempt to combine both approaches, as the author stated, is Bertha 
Surtees Phillpotts, Kindred and Clan In the Middle Aces and After, 
(Cambridge, 1913). There is the masterly survey by Marc Bloch, 
Feudal Society; and other works include Dorothy Whitelock, Tja, 
8eoinninos of English city, (Penguin Books, 1952), Lucy Maire 
Primitive Government, Penguin Books, 1970), and Kinshio and 
50CW Oran isa&ion ed. Paul Bohannon and John Middleton, 
Now York, 1968); an article by R. R. Davies, 'The Survival of 

the Bloodfeud in Mediaeval Wales', in History, liv, (1969), 

338.57; and a most illuminating article by J. M. Wallace-Hadrill, 
'The Bloodfsud of the franks', in the Long-haired Kinos and Other 
Studies in Frankish History, (London, 1962)t 121-47. 

13. Phillpotta, Kindred and Clan. shows its survival in some parts of 
northern Europa as late as the seventeenth century. A strong 
indication of its survival in Scotland is the practice of having 
'kynbut' paid by the committer of a crime to the head of the kin 

or lord of his victim. Thus, for example, Alexander Irvine of 
Drum received from William Fraser of Philorth a discharge in 1496 

acknowledging receipt of 100 merke 'for the assithtment.... ends 
parts oft.... recompsnsation callit kynbutt', the compensation 
being paid because of Irvines attack on William's grandfather 
and father at the Bridge of Balgownies Aber eon-Banff Illustratlonb 
iii, 304. In this period, as examples given in this chapter 
demonstrate, such payments were not made according to any fixed 
tariff, but were a matter for negotiation. Skene writes that 
'ans sun-bote is assithesnt for the slauchter of ans man, kin-bote 
for the slauchter of one king-maan't 'Dc Verborum Signification. ', 

s. v. 'Bote'l but the logic of this was not reflected in practice, 
for 'kynbut' was the word which was in regular use, no doubt 
because it was indeed so often the head of the kin who acted. 
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were still emphasising their right to fulfil this obligation. In 1588 

Patrick lord Drummond and others of the Drummond kin made a bond for the 

'standing of the house of Drymen mentinance and defence of the name of 

Drummond thair alliance and dependers. The text rune as follows: 

'That all controversiis and debaitts that has precidit the 
dait present or sell happin to fall out heirefter betuix any of 
the said freinds alliance and dependers sail be judgit and 
dscernit be the said Patrick lord Drummond and the said James 
commendator of Incheffray (lord Drummond's brother) and the 
persons following or any four of them sue that ans of the 
said four or ma be not suspect upon the quarrell bygain or 
that Ball happing they are to say Sir James Striveling of 
the Keir knycht, Gilbert Ogilvie of that ilk, Sir James 
Chisholme of Dundurn knycht, George Drummond of Blair, Harie 
Drummond of Riccartoun, Malcolm@ Drummond of Borland, Alexander 
Drummond of Medope, George Drummond of Balloch, William Drummond 

of Megor, John Drummond of Pitcellonie, James Drummond of 
Cardnees and Thomas Drummond of Corscaiplis. And what the said 
Patrick lord Drummond and the said James with advice of the 

said persons or any four of theme as judges deecernis the parties 
quhom betuix the querrsllis bygain or to come they and ilk ens 

of theme to abaid thairat and fullfill the samyn without any 

reclamation upon their honour lawtie and faith. And every ans 
of the said name alliance and dspsnders according to their 

estate and degrie to tak trew and efauld part with utheris 
agains quhatsumevsr utheris his Majestic and Authoritis being 

exceptit'. 14 

Similarly in 1586 and in in 1599 Sir John Murray of Tullibardine and 

two groups of the Murray kin made bonds which, though not this time almost 

exclusively concerned with justice by the kin, still gave it prominent 

place; both named Sir John as oversman, helped in the first instance by 

four others, 'of the maist wise well affectionate and maist sufficient 

of the said surname', according to the 1599 bond, and if the four failed, 

then the 1586 bond stipulated that a further four should be added, and in 

the last resort that the whole surname and friends should convene. The 

decision, as the 1599 bond said, should if possible be unanimous, but a 

majority vote would be sufficient* 
is 

14. Contracts of friendship 86. 

15. Contracts of friendship 78 and 100. 
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So far, what has been shown by all these bonds is that there was a 

strong survival of the idea that the kin or the lord had the right to act 

in cases concerning members of the kindred and men and dependents of the 

lord. In practical terms, the way in which this worked in both civil and 

criminal cases is illustrated by the following three examples, the first 

concerning a dispute over land, the other two being murder cases. Because 

the place of the bonds in this kind of settlement wee, although important, 

secondary to the unwritten kinship Obligations, none of these examples is 

only a matter of the following through of obligations made in the bonds; 

it would be misleading to suggest that the bond could be isolated in this 

way. But they have been chosen because they demonstrate a second way in 

which the bond was relevant to the private settlement. Bonds were made with 

the specific intention of settling the disputes and, in the first case in 

particular, attempting to impose an acceptance of the decision on the 

disputing parties. To this extent they differ from the normal bonding by 

a man to a lord in that the voluntary element of the bond, made 'of our 

wen fro will*, disappeared, and was replaced by a contract forced on the 

disputing parties either by arbiters or by pressure by the lord on the 

defaulting span. Whether these bonds created a relationship which was as 

likely to last and be successful as the more normal one is an unanswerable 

question because of lack of evidence. Two people who had been involved 

in a dispute were hardly likely to forget all past grievances simply by 

virtue of signing bonds. But in spite of this it is probable that these 

bonds did fulfil their purpose. They were made for exactly the some 

reason as other bonds, for security, in this case poat"factum security, 

to prevent feud or dispute being prolonged beyond the first blow. There 

was clearly a need, if the private settlement was going to work, for a 
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means of ensuring at least partial stability, of containing quarrels and 

avoiding chaos; and the bond of eanrent, like the short-term bond of 

assurance, was an important method of meeting that need. It is probable, 

therefore, that whatever the private feelings of men who made bonds in 

these circumstances, there must have been enough social pressure on them 

to prevent them from lightly breaking their bonds. 

The first case illustrates the bond being used in this context. 

It suggests why people found it not only sensible but also sometimes 

necessary to resort to private solutions rather than to the courts; and 

it also shows what happened to the man who had the powerful protector as 

against the man who had not, and the jockeying for position and prestige 

in which powerful backing could mks such a 'difference. For this reason 

it is described at some length. 

On 16 August 1545 a signet letter to the sheriff of Banff and his 

deputies directed them to enquire into the complaint by Walter Ogilvy of 

Dunlugus that he had warned Thomas Baird of Burnside, pretended occupier 

and alleged tackssan, to remove from the lands of Sandlaut in Banffshire, 

which belonged to Ogilvy by reason of non-entry and which had been in his 

hands as superior for 'divers yeris beganell since then Thomas had violently 

occupied the lands, and expelled Walter's servants and goods. The sheriff 

was now ordered to take cognition of this complaint, and if he found that 

the lands did indeed belong to Walter, was to expel Thomas and restore 

Walter, repaying him his lost profits* 
16 

Whether the sheriff acted on this letter or not is not knownf if 

he did it was without success, and Baird managed to remain in Sandlaw for 

a further seven months, when a much more powerful figure than 3amee earl of 

Buchan, sheriff of Banff, became involved in the affair. On 14 March 1546 

'N 

16. SR09 Abercroaiby of Forglen Muniments, GD 165 box 2 bundle 11. 
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Ot, nlugue and Baird came to Huntly, and there drew up a contract $at the 

counsaill and command of one nobill and mychty lord George erl. of Huntle 

lord Gordon and Badzenocht, Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk and of Fynlstter 

and George Gordon of Schwas', by which they resolved their dispute over 

Sandlaw and also agreed, apparently as a more minor matter, to end the 

sanity between them caused by the murder of Ounlugue' nephew Alexander 

and Sir John Christison, chaplain, by Baird and his accomplice Jamaa Baird 

of Forfalds. By the terms of the contract, Dunlugus was empowered to 

require Alexander, son and heir of the late William Baird of Sandlaw, 

and Thomas Eaird of Burnside, his tutor, to come to the parish church of 

Banff to receive 600 marks Scots and a letter of tack and bailliery of 

the lands of Sandlaw for nineteen years from Dunlugua, acting as assign for 

Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk in the matter of the letter of reversion made 

by William Baird to Ogilvy. Thomas Baird would then acknowledge that the 

lands were lawfully redeemed and would deliver to Dunlugus all charters, 

instruments of aaaine and other evidence of title to the lands made to 

William Baird, his father George Baird of Ordinhuvis, or his son 

Alexander, and as Alexander's tutor would give up any claim or title for 

the future. In return, Dunlugus would discharge the Baird* of all mails 

and profits owed to him as superior of the lands, and in particular those 

due since the death of William Eaird by reason of nonentry, amounting to 

1000 merke Scots. But in spite of the letter of tack for nineteen years, 

the Bairds lost the lands of Sandlawf the giving of the letter of tack was 

merely a nominal gesture, for reasons which are not clear, but which 

presumably relate to conditions made in the letter of reversion, which has 

not survived, and to the desire to ensure that there would be no possible 

loophole for the Bairds. Baird would keep his 600 marks and be relieved 

of the debt of a further 1000 marks or morel but the letter of tack was 



to be returned to Dunlugus along with all other documents concerning 

Baird titles to Sandlaw, so that Dunlugus and his heirs could set the 

lands to tenants of their own choosing. And as an additional safeguard, 

Baird would be required, when the lands were redeemed, to seal and 

subscribe in the name of Alexander Baird a contract drawn up by Dunlugus 

which would be entered in the official's books of Aberdeen, and would be 

bound to swear and 'soak fayth' before the official as judge ordinary to 

fulfil the obligation 'under the pane of cursing in the name of the said 

Alexander Baird'. 

While this decision was a major defeat for the Bairds, they did 

get a certain amount out of the contract. On 12 April 1543 William Smyth, 

prior of the Carmelites of Banff, had set in tack and assedation to 

Thomas Baird the lands of Dalhauch for nineteen years. 
17 In the following 

year, however, on 6 October 1544, these lands had been found by the prior 

to Dunlugus. 
1s 

Under the 1546 contract, Dunlugus was ordered to allow 

Baird to thole the tacks of Dalhauch under the assedation of 1543, or else 

make him a now aesedation of the lands. Baird, who had clearly defaulted 

in payment, was directed to pay to the prior all the victuals owed for the 

farms of Dalhauch between the date of the asssdation and the last crop, 

from which crop he would pay the forma to Dunluguo and from now on answer 

in Dunlugus' court as charged and grind his corn at Dunlugua' mill as his 

other tenants did. Moreover Dunlugus was to remit all rancour and deliver 

to Baird and James Baird of Forfalds a letter of slaina for himself and on 

behalf of all that he me latt' for the murder of his nephew and chaplain. 

All these transactions were spelt out in some detail. Finally, 

apart from the brief section concerning the grinding of Baird's corn at 

Dunlugus' mill, which was clearly added in as an afterthought, came a 
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general clause, made in an effort to ensure that Ounlugus and probably 

more especially Baird would observe this agreement and live at some sort 

of peace with one anothert that Dunlugus 

'sell frs thinfurtht stand in omits and kyndnes witht the 
said Thomas and James Bard and sell mantsyne and defend theme 
as his speciall servandis and men in tyme tocum in all ther 
actionis qusrellis and controversiis lefull and honest aganis 
all deidlie during they lifetymes as it accordis ans gentilman 
of the maneir of Scotland to manteyne and defend his man and 
sarvand. And therfor the saidis Thomas and James Bard sal 
bacum and be thir presentis becumia thrall man and serwandie to 
the said Schir Walter during thir lifetymes and sail leak 
sufficient lettres and bandis of manrent therupoun in the best 
forme as the said Schir Walter will dewise, the gwanis graice the 
auctorite and the! forinfeftaris allanerlie except'. 19 

The fact that this land dispute was settled not in a court of law 

but by the most powerful local magnate, the head of the kin of the 

successful party in the dispute who was also connected to Huntly by marriage, 

and Gordon of Scheves, who was both Huntly's kinsman and the son of 

Dunlugua' sister, raises the question of whether the decision was a just 

one, or whether it was an example of the man with powerful support using 

it to achieve his end without particular scruple. The point is an 

important one, partly because it is relevant to the problem of whether 

'good lordship' was 'good' in an objective or a subjective sense, and 

also because it puts the use of the bond in this kind of case into 

Context. It the decision was just, then the bond of manrent which Baird 

was obliged to make was a genuine enough attempt to put Dunlugus and Baird 

into a sufficiently formal relationship which carried understood guarantees 

of at least peaceful co"existsncel if not, than it was to Baird the final 

twist of the knife. 

The answer to this question must obviously begin with consideration 

of the respective claims to Sandlaw; but the existing state of the 

evidence makes it difficult to evaluate these claims with absolute 

19. GO 185 box 2 bundle 11. 
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certainty. The lands of Sandlaw lie three miles south of Banff in the 

parish of Alvah an the west bank of the river Dsvsron; their site is 

shown by the modern farms of north and south Sandlaw. While the lands 

themselves were probably valuable enough as reasonably good agricultural 

ground, there seems little doubt that their main value, the thing which 

made them worth fighting about, was their salmon fishings on the Deveron. 

Originally known as Sandhauch or Sandhalche, they had belonged since the 

late fourteenth century, when they are first recorded, to the earls of Mar; 

their value was given in 1435 as L10 per annum; and throughout the 

fifteenth century they were held by the descendants of Andrew Stewart, 

who had been granted them by his brother Alexander earl of Mar in 1411.20 

In 1493 they were resigned by James Stewart of Sandlaw - probably to be 

identified with the Stewart later referred to as portioner of Saddinspink - 

who was then apparently in financial difficulties. They were then held 

by John earl of Buchan first of the earl of Mar, brother of James IV, and 

after his death in 1503, of the crown; and they came into the king's hands 

in 1505 when Buchan died* 21 There then followed a confused period when 

several families were given or laid claim to the lands. On 20 January 1507 

the lairds got their first, if short-lived, interest in Sandlaw with the 

grant of nonentry to George Baird of Ordinhuvis, grandfather of the 

Alexander Baird on whose behalf Baird of Burnside was acting in 1546; 

James Stwart# portionsr of Baddinspink, made a grant of the lands which 

was almost certainly fictitious when he sold them to Alexander Innas of 

20. Robertson, Index. 62# no. 41; Aberdeen-8 ºf Ill trationa. 
iii, 582-3; ibid, ii, 314. 

21. RM ii, no. 2133. 
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that ilk on 4 February 1509,22 William Elphinstone, bishop of Aberdeen, 

was given a tenth part of the lands on 27 July 1509, valued at 40/.; and 

on 25 April 1511 the king granted all the lands of Sandlaw to James Stewart 

of Traquair, ordering that he should have sasine without delay; and 

saline duly followed on 14 May of that year. 
23 

This confusion was finally ended on 24 January 1512, when the 

king granted to Alexander Ogilvy of Deckford and his heirs the lands of 

Sandlew and their fiehings on the Deveron, which according to the 

somewhat garbled account in the charter had formerly belonged to dames 

Stewart of Baddinspink, had then been for twenty-five years in the king's 

hands by reason of nonentry, had been given to Stewart of Traquair, and 

were resigned by both Baddinspink and Traquair. 24 The two Stswarts with 

claim to the lands had now been disposed of; nothing more is heard of 

the bishop of Aberdeen's tenth part; and Ogilvy made certain that the 

Baird* had no further claim to Sandlaw, as is shown in the notarial 

instrument written at his request on 2 December 1513, which recorded that 

3oneta Maitland, widow of Thomas Baird of Ordinhuvis, and George Baird, 

their son and hair, freely and without compulsion gave up and annulled all 

letters of assedation, gift, nonentry and sasine of the lands of Sandlaw, 

and gave up any title or claim of right that they might have had or have in 

22. RS is no. 14131 RM& iii, no. 675. The sale by Stewart was 
followed on 7 February 1509 by an assurance by Innas that he 
would recognise Stewart as heir to his father in Baddinspink and 
give him land: GO 185 box 2 bundle 5. On 7 September 1528 Ines 
obtained royal Confirmation of the charter of *slog it is not 
known why, and certainly he never pursued any claim to Sandlaw. 
Some clue to the dealings between the two may be found in the 
fact that the unfortunate Stewart " or mors probably his son - 
was clearing off debts to Innas as late as 15421 GO 185 box 2 bundle 8. 

23. RAS" iii no. 33681 GD 185 box 2 bundle 6. 
24. ! i, iii no. 3687. 
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the future, this being done 'pro singulari auxilio benemeritis st 

gratitudionibus ipsie per nobilem virunº Alexandrum Ogilvy dc Deakfurde 

factia at faciendia'. The instrument ends with the puzzling statement 

that the Baird* gave the lands into the king's hands - though there is 

no evidence that they ever had either the titles to the lands which 

were to be annulled or the lands themselves - and that the king had 

granted there to Alexander* 25 Thereafter they remained in the 

undisputed possession of Ogilvy of Dssktord, and were included in the 

lands which were erected into the barony of Ogilvy in 1517, from which 

data Ogilvy was styled Ogilvy of that ilk. 26 

In 1532, for reasons which are not known, Ogilvy of that ilk 

obtained licence on 11 August to sell and analy his lands of Sandlax 

and their fishing* to George Baird of Ordinhuvis, to be held of Ogilvy 

and his heirs; and on 28 September# Ogilvy's precept of *seine stated 

that he had sold Sandler to William# son and heir of George Baird of 

Ordinhuvie, and that William should now have sasine, reserving the free 

tenement to George during his lifetimes 
27 The Baird* certainly held 

Sandlax in 1537; for in that year George and William Baird, described 

as freeholder and feudator of Sandler, were involved in a dispute with 

George Mortimer of Auchlady over debatable lands and fishings between 

Sandlau and Auchlady, and in this dispute the Bairds not only acted with 

the advice and counsel of their superior Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk, 

but also used his as the principal of their chosen arbiters, which 

suggests that relations between the Bairds and Ogilvy were at this point 

reasonably good. 
28 

25. GO 185 box 2 bundle 6. 

26. AM His no. 166. 
27. RSS. iii no. 1384; Aberdeen-Ban-ff Illuetrationa, iii, 584. 
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By 1541, when the events ismediately leading up to the dispute 

of 1545-6 began, it appears that both George and William Baird were dead; 

certainly there is no known reference to them after 1539. On 20 May 1541 

Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk issued a charter made at Huntly and witnessed 

by the earl to Walter Ogilvy of Dunlugus and Alison Hume his wife, by which, 

because of his great need, he sold and alienated the lands of Sandlaw and 

their fishings which had lapsed to him because of nonentry, which was now 

formally transferred to Dunlugus. Unlike the transaction by which Baird 

obtained Sandlaw in 1532, which s. sms,, in spite of the terms used, to have 

been a feu rather than a sale, this time Dunlugus bought both the lands 

and the superiority; Ogilvy gave up any right whatsoever, and the lands 

were now held by Dunlugus of the crown. On the some day Ogilvy issued a 

discharge, acknowledging that he had received from Dunlugus L1000 Scots 

for Sandlaw and its fishings, according to the agreement made between 

them 'in presens of my lord of Huntlieº, and his precept of sasins. 
29 

This Was followed by two documents drawn up at Aberdeen on 1 June 1541. 

The first was a letter of gift by Ogilvy to Ounlugusi expanding the 

transference of the nonentry of Sandlaw; Dunlugus, his heirs and assigns 

now got the ward, relief and nonentry of Sandlaw 'off all tymis bygone 

and to cum.... ay and quhill the richtwiss air or airris optein lauchfull 

entrees and possession thsraf togidder witht all wther rycht titill or 

claim that I myn airris or assignsis may ask or obtain apoun the saidis 

landis'; and Dunlugus was given full power to pursue and distrain for 

the 'byrunning malis of the said ward relaif and nonentres therof befoir 

quhatsumevir iugis spirituelle or temporalle and to apply the samsn to 

his utilite and profeit as he sell think moist expedient.... as I mycht do 

myselfº. Secondly, Ogilvy bound himself to have discharged and expired 

29. GD 185 box 2 bundle 9. 
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a letter of reversion by Dunlugus and his wife made at Findlater on 

19 April 1541 for the redemption of Sandlaw, and undertook never to use 

this letter for the redemption of the lande; and as a sign of this 

promise, he had sealed and subscribed his charter and precept of Basins 

of Sandlaw of later date than the letter of reversion. 
30 

What emerges 

from these documents is the fact that because of nonentry, Ogilvy of that 

ilk felt free to sell the lands of Sandlaw to Ounlugue. What also seems to 

be suggested is that there was a way left open for the Baird.; the clause 

in the letter of gift toy and quhill the richtwiss air or sirrie optein 

lauchfull entrees and possession' must presumably refer to the heir of 

William Baird. And what is curious is that at no time in this transaction 

was there any mention of the letter of reversion made by William Baird, 

with the consent of George Baird of Ordinhuvis as a further document of 

1546 says, to Ogilvy of that ilk, the letter which was used in 1546 to 

enable Dunlugus to redeem the lands; at this stage and in the first 

attempt in 1545 to dislodge the Bairds Dunlugus relied only on the 

question of nonsntry to affirm his right to the lands as well as the 

superiority of Sandlaw, On the other hand, there is no reason to suppose 

that the Bairds were in any way the victims of sharp practice in 1541; 

and this being so, there is equally no reason to suggest that the decision 

reached in 1546 by Huntly, Ogilvy of that ilk and Gordon of Scheves was 

not legally correct and, perhaps out of caution, comprehensive enough to 

include both the loss of the lands because of the nonsntry of Alexander, 

William's heir# and the letter of reversion, the fulfilling of which made 

it impossible for the Baird* to resurrect any future claim to Sandlam. 

Indeed, the use of the letter of reversion meant that Baird got something 

30. CD 185 box 2 bundle 9. 
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out of the Sandlax agreement, which hardly suggests that the three 

arbiters, who could well have reached their decision on the grounds of 

the nonentry alone, were concerned only to get the beat terms for the 

party in the dispute with whom they had connection. 

The interest of this dispute, however, lies in more than the 

question of legal right. Comparison of the relative positions of the 

Ogilvie* and the Bairds demonstrates the surprising fact that the 

stronger family was forced to resort to calling in very powerful support 

indeed in order to obtain satisfaction from the weaker. The map of 

Bsnffshirs shows very clearly the weakness of the Bairds, whose lands lay 

in the forest of Boyne, surrounded on three sides by the lands of Ogilvy 

of that ilk and Ogilvy of Dunlugus. The lands of Ogilvy of that ilk lay 

mainly to the west, in the area surrounding and stretching south of Cullen, 

the burgh itself being firmly in Ogilvy's controlp31 and Ogilvy also 

possessed the lands immediately to the north of the Bairds. These were 

parrallslsd to the east by the lands of the rising and ambitious laird 

Ogilvy of Dunlugus, whose successive styles of Baddinspink,, Monycabok, and 

finally Ounlugus reflect his territorial acquisitions which were concentrated 

in the valley of the Deveron and which were erected into the barony of 

Dunlugus in 1536.32 In this context, the desire to obtain the lands of 

Sandlaw and also those of Dalhauch is readily understandable, for while 

Sandlaw was removed from the area of influence of Ogilvy of that ilk, it 

lay in that part of Banffshire between Ounlugus and the burgh of Banff which 

Dunlugus was successfully taking over. 

Lass is known about the Bairds. George Baird of Ordinhuvis' major 

if unsubstantiated claim to fame is the fact that he reputedly had thirty-two 

31, On 22 October 1479 the burgh of Cullen had made a bond of manrant 
to Ogilvy's grandfather and predecessors Ogilvy of that ilk 2. 

32. RMS, iii, no. 1614. 
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children. If this was a dynastic attempt to redress the balance with 

the Ogilviss by increasing the number of the Baird kindred, it was 

unsuccessful; it was not until the seventeenth century that another 

branch of the family, the Bairda of Auchmedden, managed to supplant the 

Ogilvies at least temporarily in the burgh of Banff. Whether the Bairds 

were particularly unpleasant and unscrupulous or merely unlucky is 

difficult to say; they were probably both. Certainly they tend to be 

mentioned when at a disadvantage. Thus George Baird of Ordinhuvis' tenure 

of the office of sheriff-depute of Aberdeen was distinguished only by a 

complaint which was upheld by the lords of council in 1539 against James, 

earl of Moray, sheriff principal of Aberdeen, and his 'pretandit schireif 

deputia' Ordinhuvis and others. 
33 

His father Thomas Baird of Ordinhuvis 

is rarely mentioned, apart from his appearance on the occasional witness 

list, and once in 1490 when he was ordered by the lords auditors to pay 

to Alexander, master of Huntly, is last of *almond* of the mesure of Ban? 

full reds and swat guds marchand ware'$ and since he had been 'oft tymmis 

callit and nocht comperit', his lands were to be distrained. 
34 

And the 

Sandlaw dispute itself shows Baird of Burnside having murdered a relative 

of Ogilvy's, failing to pay for legal entry, and at the same time defaulting 

on payments for Dalhauch. While all these things were no doubt coax 

enough, the Bäirds seem to have made a particularly consistent habit of 

'pretendit' claims and failure to appear and pay up which can hardly have 

endeared them to those who had dealings with them. 

On the other hand, the Baird* were in the galling position of 

being a well-established lairdly family who were probably not without 

influence in Aberdeen and Banffshire affairs, but who were regularly 

33. Aberdeen-Banff Illustrations, iv, 231.2. 

34. AA,, 138. 
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forced to play second string to the Ogilvies. The burgh of Banff had 

in the late fifteenth century like Cullen put itself under the protection 

of Ogilvy of Deskford, 35 but by the late 1520. the dominant figure in the 

burgh was Ogilvy of Dunlugus. From this time until the early seventeenth 

century there was a steady succession of Ogilvies as provosts while the 

Bairds were bailiss; in the tacks of the fishings of Banff the Ogilviss 

did better than the Baird.; the commissioners to parliament, in the three 

cases where names are known, were Ogilviss; 
36 

and while the Carmelites 

of Banff might lease a certain amount of land to the Baird., they gave such 

more to the Ogilvies as their protectors, as is emphasized in a somewhat 

hysterical document of 1559 which describes a night attack on them and 

which refers to Walter Ogilvy of Dunlugus as their late protector and his 

son and heir George as #for the present.... nsrreat trend to us'. 
37 

In these circumstances the decision of 1546 was for Ounlugus not 

merely a means of establishing himself in a piece of land which had been 

disputed, but an important addition to his holdings in an area where he 

was consolidating his posssssionsj for the Baird. equally it represented 

not simply loss of land, but lose of land in an area where they too had 

interest, and which was important to them as a foothold in what was 

increasingly becoming Ogilvy territory. This being so, it was not 

surprising that Sandlaw was the cause of a fairly major dispute. What is 

significant is that in this case, in the stages up to 1546 at least, there 

are no grounds for supposing that this was simply an example of an 

unscrupulous magnate using his local power and position to enable the man 

35. A contract of maintenance and manrant was made between Ogilvy of 
Dsakford and the burgh of Banff on 24 March 1472, Ogilvy of that 
ilk 1. 

36. The Annals of Banff. (Now Spalding Club, 1891.3), iii 267,247.8,271. 
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who had his protection to oust the man who had not. The most remarkable 

feature of the case is the fact that Dunlugus, himself a more powerful laird 

than Baird, and backed by the head of the Ogilvy kin in the north and 

through him by the earl of Huntly, ran into such difficulty. He had to 

wait for five years to get possession of his lands he failed to do so 

either by warning Baird to remove from Sandlaw, or by a complaint to the 

government= and it was only after the failure of these steps that he 

turned for help to the local lord, who had the power, where he most 

evidently had not, to achieve a just settlement. This perhaps explains 

why as part of the agreement Dunlugus and Baird were required not simply 

to promise to live in amity and kindness - that iss to enter into a bond 

of friendship, as might have been expected between two lairds - but to 

make bonds of maintenance and manrent. By putting Baird into the inferior 

position, Huntly was forcing a formal admission of status; Baird now had 

to recognise that in prestige and power in Banffshire society and politics 

Dunlugus ras his superior. 

There is a final aspect of this affair which makes it relevant 

to consider the part played by Ogilvy of that ilk. Relations between him 

and Dunlugus had not always been smooth. On 19 September 1519 they had made 

a contract of maintenance and msnrent, by which Ogilvy promised that he 

and his friends would supply, help and defend Walter, then styled Ogilvy of 

Baddinspink, and take his part 'as his tender kynnisman'; and Walter 

bound himself and his 'folkie' to honour Alexander 'as his principal cheif 

as the said Walteris fadir did the said Alexenderis grantachir', to serve 

and ride and gang with him, and never to 'bynd his manrent to none nor do na 

grate thyng but his said symis advise', although this last clause was 
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repeated with a certain note of reservation when it was agreed that the 

clauses of this contract should in no way hinder Walter's profit nor the 

'dispositioun of his aanrent quhan it sell plea the said Walter and 

dssiris his said eymis advise and consale thairin he keipand his kyndnes 

to the said Alexander his eyes staidly as said is but fraud or guyle'. 
38 

This rather strained contract was made for exactly the purpose 

described in the previous chapters the patching up of a quarrel between 

kinsmen. In this case the Ogilvies had been disputing over land; and it 

was now agreed that neither party would invade the other's possessions, nor 

make any pretence of claim, as long as Walter was in control of his 

nephew's lands. But their dispute over the lands claimed between Ourn 

and Knockdurn was to be settled not by this contract, but by 'eiche of 

frsndis or laws as they think expedient betuix this and Witsonday nixt'. 

Durn had come into the hands of Alexander's grandfather in 149339 

Knockdurn was granted to his within a month of his contract with Dunlugus 

by Georgs earl of Huntly on 13 October 1519940 and it may well be that 

Huntly was the most important of the 'frsndis' by whom the dispute was 

decided. 

It would have been natural enough for Ogilvy to turn to Huntly. 

The Ogilviss of Deskford and of that ilk apparently enjoyed continuous 

friendship with the earls of Huntly, in this case a relationship based 

on marriage contracts being enough to ensure that friendship* 
41 But 

almost at the same time as the Sandlaw disputes this relationship led to 

38. Ogilvy of that ilk 4. 

39. Aberdeen-Banff Illustrations. ii, 102.3. 

40. RMS, iii, no. 215. It was these lands of Durn and Knockdurn which 
lay immediately to the north of the Baird lands in the forest of 
Boyne. 

41. Ogilvy's mother was Agnes Gordon, daughter of George, second earl of 
Huntlyi he serried, as his second rife,, in 1535, Elizabeth, natural 
daughter of Adam, son of Alexander, first earl of Huntly; and his 
daughter Margaret was married to James Gordon of Lessors. 
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a dramatic and unusual situation. On 20 July 1545 Huntly and Ogilvy made 

a contract by which Ogilvy disinherited his son and heir, James Ogilvy of 

Cardall, and named as his heir John, third son of Huntly, whoa failing 

John's younger brothers William, James and Adam. The agreement also 

required John Gordon to take the name of Ogilvy, though this was not 

strictly adhered to. This was followed up by a charter of 4 September 1545, 

by which Ogilvy recognised John Gordon and his brothers as heirs to his 

barony of Ogilvy, thus breaking the entail of 15171 only if none of them 

was alive to inherit would the barony go to a kinsman of Ogilvy, first to 

Ogilvy of Boyne and than to Ogilvy of Ounlugus. 42 

The reason for this contract - which was put into effect on 

Ogilvy's death in 1555, Cordell being kept out of his inheritance until 

1563, when 3ohn Gordon was forfeited and executed after the battle of 

Corrichis " has never been explained. Ogilvy was the man who established 

a collegiate church at st, Mary's, Cullen, who was responsible for the 

simple and lovely sacrament house at Deskford and the more elaborate one 

at Cullen, and who was buried in an ornate and magnificent tomb at Cullen. 

He was also apparently the villain who disinherited his song because of 

a staggering degree of sycophancy to the house of Huntly, or because he 

was completely dominated by his Gordon wife, who, to add colour to the 

story, later married John Gordon. As there is nothing also known of him 

which supports this black picture, it is probably more likely that there 

was a violent family quarrel, or pressure from his second wife strong 

enough to provoke his into taking this extreme step; it does now that he 

was capable of being, it not a villainous sycophant, certainly vindictive. 

42. ßs iii, no. 3157. 
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The connection between this affair and the Sandlaw dispute is 

not simply one of time. It is possible that Huntly was particularly 

willing to oblige Ogilvy by involving himself in the affairs of Ogilvy's 

kinsman because of the 1545 agreement. But there may have been a pressing 

reason why Ogilvy was anxious to oblige Ounlugus. On 26 September 1543 

Dunlugus and James Ogilvy of Cardell had made a bond of friendship, which 

may have been not unconnected with the ensuing crisis, but whose terms 

were exceptional only in that Jean excepted his allegiance to his father, 

Ogilvy of that ilk, as was natural enough, but Ounlugue did not* 
43 The 

fact that he made no mention of allegiance due to the man who was head of 

his kin, and to whom he had given his bond in 1519, may suggest that 

relations between them, peaceable enough since their agreement in 1519, E 

were now less good. In any case, it would have been a distinct embarrassment 

if not worse had Dunlugus chosen in 1545 to support the friend to whom he 

had so recently contracted himself. 

This interpretation is suggested not by the mars fact that Ogilvy 

and Huntly took the part they did in the Sandluv dispute, for this might 

have been no more than a normal exercise of good lordship, but by the fact 

that the Sairds Seme to have suffered more than the lose of Sandluv. The 

immediate effects of the agreement were straightforward enough, and 

happened fairly quicklyl as a contrast to the previous delays endured by 

Dunlugus, it is worth noting the speed with which a conclusion was reached 

once the earl of Huntly was involved. On 21 March 1546, one week after 

the contract was madag Dunlugus cams to the pariah church at Banff9 where 

he had the letter of reversion publicly read, and summoned the Bairds to 

cows to the church of Banff on Friday, 30 April, adding the rider that the 

lands would be redeemed whether the Bairds were there or not, the money 

N 

43. Contracts of friendship 42. 
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and the letter of tack to be given to the curate of Banff if they were 

absentf44 clearly Dunlugus at last felt himself to be very much in 

control of events. On 30 March his servant Bernard Stewart turned up at 

Philorth to asks due intimation to the Bairds that the lands would be 

redeemed at Banff on 30 April. 
45 

And Thomas Baird did come to Banff on 

the appointed day, when the lands were duly redeemed. 
46 

Although it is impossible to be certain about what happened, it 

seas that the loss of Sandler was not the and of the matter for the 

Bairds. On 14 October 1545, 'pro parimpletions partis contractus inter 

an st Alexandruw Ogilvy do nodes do data spud Huntlie 20 3ulii 1545', 

Huntly had granted to his third son 3ohn various lands including Ordinhuvis 

and the other Baird possession in the forest of Boyne, Bogmochils; 47 
and 

later evidence wakes it clear that John Gordon also got Burnside, although 

there is nothing to show when this happened. What is not clear is 

whether the Bairds actually lost all their lands in the forest of Boyne, 

or whether Huntly's son and Ogilvy's now heir only had the supsriorityl48 but 

44. GO 185 box 2 bundle 11. 
45. GO 185 box 2 bundle 11. 
46. GO 185 box 2 bundle 18. Apart from this document, which is a notarial 

instrument describing the redenwption, there also survies the letter 
of tack of Sandlaw, which was presumably solemnly handed over and 
grudgingly handed backt CD 185 box 2 bundle 11. 

47. (, iii. no. 3261. 
48. Burnside was included with Ordinhuvis and Bogmochils in the lands 

which case to the crown after the forfeiture of Gordon. On 

22 June 1563 the queen granted them to John, lord Darnleyp at this 
stage, there was no mention of the Bairdst RMS. iv, 1468. On 
1 March 1564, however, Walter Baird of Ordinhuvis was granted the ward 
of all the lands of Ordinhuvis and Burnside, 'quhilkis heretabillie 

pertenis to the said Walter', held by him of the late John, 

eos endatar of Coldinghao, and now in the queen's hands through the 

death of John 'be ressoune of wards'; and with this gift went all 
the mile of the lands for all the years of the ward, and the relief 
of them when it should happens RSS, v, no. 1610. In the period 
between the Sandlaw dispute and this grant, there is only one mention 
of Thomas Baird, and none of Alexander. On 22 July 1554, Thomas 
Baird, styled of Burnside, was a witness to a charter of sale by 
John Gordon to George Ogilvy, son and heir of Ounlugus, at Huntly, 
RAS, iv, no. 1014. 
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even it only the latter, it put the Bairds into the very uncomfortable 

position of holding their lands from a man who was closely connected to 

Ogilvy of that ilk. It was undoubtedly unfortunate for the Sairds that 

the superior of their lands, when the Ogilvie* began to take steps against 

them, was Huntly. Out the earl himself was presumably sufficiently accustom. 1 

to settling disputes not to be moved by this one to act harshly, and had 

indeed taken cars not to do so in the actual agreement over Sandlaw. There 

is nothing to suggest that he had any previous animosity to the Bairds; 

indeed, the reverse seems to have been the case, for the tack of Dalhauch 

by the Carselitse of Banff to Baird had been made 'for the speoeall 

requisist and supplicatioun of one nobill and sychty lord George erle of 

Hwntlys.... protsctour and defendour of the Catholik kirk and libertie of 

the eawen'v possibly on account of Baird's wife, one Be** Gordon. The 

Ogilviss, on the other hand, had good reason for animosity towards the 

Baird., who caused them trouble for years. Some hint of this was given in 

the terns in which Baird's promise of manrsnt was expressed, suggesting 

that Ogilvy could not resist making a nominal gesture of putting the Bairda 

very much in their place; man making bonds of manrant were not normally 

obliged to become 'thrall men'. Ounlugus himself had no known connection 

with Muntly strong enough to enable him to put particular pressure on the 

earl. While he no doubt thoroughly disliked the Bairds, what he wanted 

was Sandlaw, and having, with help, got it, he was apparently prepared to 

settle his quarrel. But Ogilvy of that ilk may have felt moved to make 

life rather loss pleasant for the Baird., an behalf of the kinsman whose 

support he was anxious to have, and also perhaps because they were 

neighbours with whom his own relations were bad. Witness lists of three 

Gordon bonds of .w rent show that he was present on occasion at Huntly, as 

do the 1541 charter and 1545 contract; indeed, as two of the bonds he 
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witnessed were dated 10 and 12 May 1543 it can be assumed that he was on 

sufficient term of friendship with the earl to be staying in Huntly castle. 
4sk 

It is therefore perhaps not too fanciful to suggest that the settlement of 

the Sandlaw dispute began with Dunlugus approaching Ogilvy, the head of his 

kin, to complain about the Bairds who were keeping him out of his lands, 

and to suggest that if the sheriff failed to act, than powerful arbiters 

might succeed; and that on one of his visits to Huntly Ogilvy talked over 

with the earl not simply the fact that he was binatitting Huntly's son, but 

also the aifficulties his kinsman was having with a family who were a menace 

to the 'peacable bruiking' of lands in Banffshire, guilty of murder and 

illegal possession of land " and this would have been accurate enough " and 

that therefore Huntly might intervene and settle the Sandlaw aase, and also 

do something to reduce the power of these wretched Baird.. 

The Sandluv case illustrates two major pointst the effects of the 

personal intervention of a powerful lord, and the weans he used to settle 

the dispute. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that while justice 

was dons, there was a certain amount of #ganging-upt an the Bairde. This 

doss note however, mean that this case is a neat illustration of the 

traditional view of the unscrupulous magnate and the inevitable harsh 

treatment of the unfortunate weaker men who came up against him. The most 

revealing aspect of this case is the contradiction between the care taken 

in the actual settlement of the dispute not only to do justice but to be 

seen to do its and the less judicial dealings with the Baird* outwith the 

dispute= and this all arises from the fact which is most obviously at odds 

with the traditional view, that the weaker ear in this case at least was 

able to cause a remarkable amount of delay and trouble. This suggests that 

a general and systematic conclusion about lordship and bonding in this 

context does not seat the case, for it ignores the element of human reaction 

49. Gordon 31# 37 and 38. 
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and irritation which was undoubtedly present, and which on the available 

evidence appears readily understandable. 

The fact that the Baird* were so difficult to dislodge suggests 

one reason why the private settlement was so often used. Local help 

might very often be a quicker and more effective way of achieving a 

settlement than an appeal to the crown, which in this case produced no 

result, or an approach to the courts, where delays caused by the failure of 

one or other party to appear, or the demand for further evidence, might 

result in a case dragging on for months, if not years. But it is quite 

clear that such settlements were often sought not only because of this 

negative if practical reason, but for the very positive reason that they 

were regarded not as second-best, but as a method which was entirely 

consistent with at least part of the concept of how justice should be done. 

While it is true that the king was regarded, as he had been for centuries, 

as the fountain of justice, and the king who failed to do justice failed 

in a fundamental way, it is also the case that alongside this was the 

widely-hold and older idea that the man who committed murder or theft was 

answerable and should make compensation not to the state, as in modern 

thinking, but to those who had been injured or to their kin{ and this 

view is not without a certain logic. By this time in Scotland, the 

detailed liste of compensation payments had gone; but the general concept 

had not gone, and it was this which produced what to modern eyes seem a 

very bizarre settlement indeed in the next case to be discussed. 

In 1554 one George Drummond of Leidcreif in Forfarshire, a small 

laird of no particular significance, was murdered. The case opened, like 

the Sandlaw disputes with an official recognition that the crime had taken 

place. On 12 June 1554 a signet letter from the crown described the 

complaint made by 'the witty barnis kin and freindis of umquhils George 
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Drummond of Leidcreif and William Drummond his none' against William Chalmer 

of Drumlochy and his tenants, John Blair of Ardblair, his sons Andrew 

and Thomas and his servants and tenants, Alexander Blair, half-brother to 

John Butter of Gormok and other tenants of the laird of Gormok. These 

men, with a following of eighty people 'bodin in fair of weir' had on 

Sunday 3 June come before noon to the parish church of Blair in Atholl 

intending to slay George and William Drummond and others in their company, 

'off the counseling devysing raising sending command assistance 
fortsfsing and ratihabitioun of the saide John. Butter of 
Gor. ok.... and becaus thai culd pocht cum to their perversit 
purpois, thai past to the laird of Gormokis plaice of Gormok 

and thair dynit with him and send furth spyis.... and being 

advsrteist be the said spyis that he (George Drummond) wes 
cumin furth of his said place (of Blair) thai with thair 

compleces with the said laird of Gormokis howshaldmen and 
servandis.... ischit furth.... to the saidis umquhile George 

and William his sons quhair thai were dowblats allens at 
their pastyms playand at the rowbowlis in the high marcete 
gait beside the kirk of Blair in sobir *anerp traisting na 
truble nor harm to hail bens done to theme bot to hail 
lovit under Goddis psax and ouris, and their crewellis slow 
theme upoun old faid and forthocht felony, sic purpois and 

provisioun in his contamptioun of eure auctorite and lawiý 

gif as be'. 

The sheriff of Perth and his deputies, to when this letter was dir cted, 

were ordered to take surety that the murderers and their accomplices would 

underly the law, 'under the penis contendit in our actis of parliament', 

and were directed to charge the murderers personally if possible, and if 

not, to make proclamation at the head burgh of the shire in which they 

dwelt, that they should come and find surety with the sheriff within six 

days of the proclamation. 
50 

As a piece of dramatic writing, this is a 

superb document, setting with marvellous effect the sober and peaceful 

life of the victims against the sheer evil of the conspirators who murdered 

them. But 'penis contsnit in our actis of parliament' or not, it had 

little more practical effect than the original letter to the sheriff of 

Banff in the Sandlaw case. Apart from two unfortunate lesser men who were 

50. SRO, Abercairny Muniments GO 24/1/824. This is a small volume of 
original papers concerning the slaughter of George Drummond of 
leidcreif and other documents{ this reference therefore covers all 
the documents cited in this case, except where otherwise stated. 
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involved in the murder as followers of their lords, Patrick Blair in 

Ardblair and Robert Smyth in Drumlochy, who were eventually tried and 

convicted of the murder on 12 December 1555 and beheaded, all that 

happened as a result of the signet letter was that on 4 August 1554 John 

Butter of Gormok was denounced rebel and put to the horn for his failure 

to underly the law for art and part in the murder, and his cautionera, 

John Creichton of Strathurd and James Hering of Glascluns, were 

accordingly amerced; and an November 16, Georgs Gordon of Schevss, James 

Gordon of Leamoir and Gilbert Cray of Scheves found caution to undarly the 

law at the next ayre of Aberdeen, for resetting, intercom ing and 

supplying William Chalmer of Drumlochy and his accomplices, rebels and at 

the horn for the murder, and for giving them moat, drink and other 

necessities in the months of July and August 1554.51 But apart from these 

relatively trivial actions, it was left to those who sought redress to 

turn, as in the Sandluv aase, to the alternative method. 

What happened next was that the murderers, the lairds of Gormok, 

Drualochy and Ardblair, made a formal approach to David lord Drummond, and 

to the son, wife and children of the late George Drummond; and on behalf 

of themselves and their 'oollegis', they offered as compensation for the 

murder first that they would go or causa others to go to the four head 

pilgrimages of Scotland, secondly that they would 'do suffrage' for the 

soul of the dead at his parish church or any other church for certain years 

to colas thirdly that they would 'do honour to the kyne and frandia as 

affsris as was ia'1 and 'fsrdly to asayth the partya is content to gyf 

to the kyna, wyf and barnis 1w, merle. This was not, on the face of its 

a bad offer, containing common enough provisions; it compared very 

51. Qrlmdnal T 1408 1624. ad. R. Pitcairn, 
Edinburgh, 1833)# i, part Is 367 and 374. 
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favourably indeed, for example, with a similar offer by William Elphinstone 

of Glack and Simon Elphinstone made in 1533 to the wife, bairns, kin and 

friends of William Calder, who was 'allegit til be sleyne be we'p which 

promised only three pilgrimages and ten merks# 'after the modificacioun 

and consideretioun of freindis'. 
52 

But it was not acceptable to lord 

Drummond. The resulting roar of rage with which he greeted the proposals 

is almost audible in his furious reply, which began by dismissing the first 

three offers as 'ea generell and eempill in the self that they requyr na ansur 

andq rising to a crescendo of outraged indignation, endsdi 'Item, as to 

the ford artikill offring to the kyne frendis wyff and barnis of Georg 

Drummond Im. merkis for the committing of as heych crewell and abomenabill 

slaychteris and nwtillacionis of sic purpos devysyt of old be the lard of 

Gormok; and Georg Drums d his son nor nano of his frendia nevir offending 

to theme nether be drawing of blud takin of kirkis takis etedingis or 

rowmie one or ony of them or thaw frendis. So in respect heirof my lord 

Drummond his kyne frandis the wyff and barnis of Georg Drummond Lan in na 

wayiss be content heirwyth'. 

At this stage the lairds of Gormok and Ardblair disappear from 

the affair; there is no record of whether they then triad to make a further 

settlement or of what happened to them. But William Chalmsr of Drumlochy 

now produced hir own tofferis.... for hya self Williams Chalmer his causing, 

George Twlydaf, William Chalmer, John Fydlar, James Keyr, Johns Burry, 

Johne t1od his asrvandia'. First he offered to come before lord Drummond 

and the friends of the late George Drumnmond# and there to offer to his 

lordship and the party ans nakit sword be the poynt and siclik to do all 

uthir honour to ay lord his house and frendis that sal be thocht ressonabill 

52. Abord.. n ß ?t IlUustratiM" iii. 466-7. 
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in sicliks causa. Item, offers to gif my lord and his aria his band of 

manrent in competent and due forms as may stand witht the actia of 

parliament and lawis of this realms'* 
53 Then comes the most interesting part 

of this documents 'Item, because throw extreme persecution be the lawis 

of this realms the said Williams has nothir landis gudis nor money he 

thairfoir offeris his sonis mariage to be marsit upons Georg Drummondis 

dochtir frielis without any tochir. And siclik the mariage of the said 

Williams Chalmer his cousing to the said George sister'. And finally he 

offered himself 'reddy to any uthir thing quhilk is possibill to hym as 

plats my lord and frendis to lay to his charge except his lyfe and 

heretage', which was fair enough; for this very abject document offered 

the Drummond& far more than capital punishment would have done. 

It is of some interest to see what was acceptable to the Drummond 

kin as compared to what was not. Chalmer's offer made no mention of prayers 

for the souls of the dead, an omission to which no exception was taken. But 

it did contain the promise that Chalmer would undergo the theatrical and 

no doubt embarrassing performance of offering the naked sword by the point, 

and this, for from bsing 'ca generall and saMpill', seems to have been 

regarded as acceptable, 
S4 Like the offer of pilgrimages, it was fairly 

53. No date is given for this document; the only dates known for this 
case are 1554, when the murder took place, and 1558, when the bond of 
manrent was made. This in itself suggests that Chalmer's offers were 
made some time after the murder, for the bond following on the offers 
would presumably have been made without delay. Moreover, the reference 
to the 'actis of parliament' was probably made because of the 1555 act 
which declared such bonds to be null unless made 'for asythment of 
slauchters', though only yin tyme bygane's APB, ii, 495. The act was 
a dead letter; but this reference may have been a token acknowledgement 
of its existence. See below, 255.6. 

54. This may have been included in the origihal offers. The phrase 'do 
honour to the kyna and frendie as efferis as was is' has been 
interpreted by Pitcairn as referring to this ceremonys Pitcairn, 
Trielet i, part I, 372; and Chalmer's promise 'to of? er.... ane nakit 
sword.... and siclik do all uthir honour' may suggest that this may 
indeed be the meaning of 'honour'. But in the absence of any other 
confirmation of this interpretation, and in view of the fact that the 
ceremony was normally specified, Pitcairn's idea is somewhat doubtful. 
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on n- form. The Diurnal of Occurrents describes a particularly lavish 

example of it, when a whole procession of Hamiltons went through this 

ceremony on 8 March 1575 in the 'invart clois' of the abbey of Holyrood, 

after the murder of James Johnston of Wasterhallf the leading Hamiltonag 

John abbot of Arbroath, and his brother lord Claud, presented the naked 

sword to the earl of Angus whose servant Wsaterhall had bean, and the others, 

eight Hamilton lairds, to George Douglas, captain of Edinburgh castle, who 

gave it to the laird of Kirkaichaal as nearest of kin to Westerhall. 
55 

Presumably, as far as the Druemonds were concerned, prayers for the dead 

were of lass interest than this nominal but humiliating gesture for the 

living, even before 1560. 

The third offer is fascinating for two reasons. In the first 

place, it effectively disposes of any idea that settlements of this kind 

Were reserved for people who were too powerful for the law to touchl one 

law for the rich, another for the poor, clearly did not operate here, for 

the pathetic William, an his own admission, had already been dragged into 

lawsuits which he claimed had ruined him, so that had the Drummond* pressed 

for it, there is no obvious reason why William should not have suffered 

the sass fate as Patrick Blair and Robert Smyth. The fact that lord Drummond 

had rejected as paltry the composite offer of 1000 marks and yet accepted 

this offer, suggests that William's claim of poverty was not without soss 

55. Diurnal of Occurrents. 346. There is a wry interesting article on 
this manner of submission by George Neilson, 'The submission of the 
Lord of the Islas to ]nass Is its feudal symbolism#, in Northern Not" 
and Queries, (1901)ß 113.22. This article shows that this ceremony was 
wll known in Europe, and that its form depended on ranks thaknight 
used a sword, which was both his weapon and the symbol of beheading, 
the manner of execution befitting his statuap lesser wen, like the 
burgesses of Calais submitting to Edward III in 1347, had ropes around 
their necks " the symbol of hanging, the baser form of death. 
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foundation, though no doubt he exaggerated it. Lord Drummond was clearly 

intent on getting the best terms that he could; and it is therefore 

unlikely that he would not have forced William to pay up had it been 

practical to do so. In other words, this was a case of deliberate choice. 

There was no doubt that William had been involved in the murder of George 

Orusond, nor that he could have been brought to court, tried, and 

presumably executed. Instead, the kin of the man he had murdered chose to 

do a deal with him, a deal which did not Include his paying over any money, 

but which did demand from him tangible compensation of another kind, which 

seemed a better bargain than 1000 merke. 

Evan Bors interesting is the tangible compensation which was 

offered, that Williao's son should carry George Drummond's daughter, and 

that his cousin William Chalmer, who was known to have taken part in the 

Murder, should marry George's sister. It was perhaps as well for the 

ladies concerned that they lived in the pre-Freudian age; the Mental stress 

of marriage to sinn who had murdered their father and brother might now be 

regarded as sufficient reason not to apes to auch a proposal. But If 

William Chalaer in making the offer, and lord Drummond in accepting it, 

gave no thought to their peace of mind, they were nevertheless concerned with 

peace and security in a different and mors material soss. This offer was 

in fact an exact and classic example of the real idea behind the system of 

compensation; that if one committed a crime, then what was important was 

not that one suffered some form of personal punishment for the sake of 

suffering it or as a deterrent to others, but that one made concrete and 

practical retribution in a form which would as for as possible restore the 

status quo which one's cris» had upsets 
56 

In this case, William Chalmar 

56. This is very explicitly stated in a letter of slain* written in the 
last decade of the fifteenth century, by which the kin of the late 
John of Caldwell forgave the Cunninghaas and their servants for his 
murder, and agreed to 'stand in hartlie frsndschip and kyndnes.... 
lyk as the elachtyr of the aaide ohne of Caldwell had nevir bein 
coamittit'. SRD, Register House Charters, no. 596. 
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had deprived George's sister and daughter of their natural protector, the 

head of the family, and it was therefore now incumbent on him to redress 

that loss by making provision for them without any material advantage to 

himself. Such a concept is still found in modern kin based societies; it 

is an interesting reflection of at least one of the social worse of 

sixteenth century Scotland to find it in this form in the Drummond case. 

Look of evidertae makes it impossible to say whether these marriages 

did take place, although there is no reason to suppose that they did not. 

But the bond of menrent which ended the case was certainly made. On 

5 December 15589 William bound himself and his heirs to David lord Drummond 

'as chsit to the saidis umquhils George and Williams his sons and the said 

lordis siris.... in treu and aufald band of aanrsnt' to assist his lord in all 

his lawful actions and causes# and to ride and gang with him " and here he 

got something out of the agra~t, for this was to be done at his lord's 

expense. His bond was a short and general one. The detail was reserved for 

the reason f or the asking of its 

'As ans noble and michty lord David lord Drummond and cartons 

uthsris principalis of the four branoheis and moist speciall 

and nsrrmt of the kin and frsindis of umquhile Georg Drummond 

of Leidcreif and Williams Drumsond his sons for than selftis 

and rumansnt kin and freindie of the saidie usquhile George and 
Williams has romittit and forgevin to ms their slauchteris and 

gevin and dslivsrit to me their lettres of slanis thairupoun and 
that I am oblist be vertw of one contract to gif the said noble 
lord my band of ssnrent as the saidis contract and lettir of 

slanis delivsrit to as mair fulialis proportis'. 57 

Most of these features appear again in the much larger-scale 

settlement of the murder of Neil 1Nontgowsry of LanQshaw, great-uncle and 

self-appointed tutor of Hugh earl of Eglinton, by Robert lord Boyd, his 

son Robert water of Boyd, and various others, at Irvine in June 1547, a 

murder which re-opened the long-standings if sporadic, feud between the 

Montgomeriss and the Boyd.. This was a complicated affair, involving a 

57, Drunaand 2. 
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considerable number of people. Montgomery had not only been at feud with 

the Boyd., but had quarrelled with Marion Seton, dowager countess of 

Eglinton, over the management of her son's estates. This quarrel had been 

patched up when the two came before the privy council in November 1546 to 

register the contract by which they settled their differences; this lengthy 

and detailed agreement included the promise that Nail would serve Marion and 

the heirs of her husband the late earl until they had reached the age of 

sixteen, and would maintain and defend the friends, servants and tenants 

of the house of Eglinton, who in turn would servo Neil; and Neil the thir 

prssenntia the faith and treuth of his body byndis and oblissis him thairto 

in band of menrent in the sikrest mansr but fraud or gils'. 
58 But Marion 

also had connections with the Boyds. Both lord Boyd and his son were named 

in this contract as being involved in her affairs, and the master appeared 

on the witness list; and on 16 May 1547 she bound herself not to contract 

marriage nor to set tacks or rowmss which pertained to the house of 

Eglinton or lordship of Montgomery without the consent of the master of 

Boyd, under pain or perjury and defaslation. 
59 

With this background, it is 

not perhaps surprising that she was accused of art and part in the murder 

Of Nail, although on 28 June 1547 she was acquittad. 
60 

If her supposed part in the murder was dealt with fairly quickly, 

it was over a year before any wove was made against those about whose 

Quilt there was no doubt. On 11 Dsoaftsr, 1848 Robert motor of Boyd and 

seven others were granted by signet letter a relaxation of their being put 

to the horn because they had tailed to find surety that they would unduly 

58. Rte, i, 48.51. 

89. SRO, Boyd of Kilmarnock Papers, GO 8/138. 

60. Fraser, Loll, ii, 1431 letter of Archibald, earl of Argyll, 
justice-gsnaral. 
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the law for the murder of Neil. According to this letter, they now found 

surety that they would appear on the third day of the next justice gyre of 

the shire in which they dwelt, an assurance which seamed quite unnecessary 

in view of the privy-seal letter of the some date which gave them a 

remission for the murder, and also for their failure to turn up on the 

previous 20 August to join the army summoned to resist the English* 
61 

The government apparently saw no advantage and positive loss in pursuing 

for a private crime a man of influence such as Robert lord Boyd; and 

in this case 'the government' was James earl of Arran, the governor, with 

whom three months later, on 13 March 1549, Boyd exchanged bonds of manrsnt 

and maintennancev thus establishing or strengthening a personal connection 

as well. 
62 

It was therefore once again left to the kin of the murdered man 

to press for a settlement. 

This took sonn time. On 19 October 1552 a truce was called, when 

Neil's son, Neil Montgomery of Langshag, and Robert lord Boyd, both acting 

for their kin, friends, servants, man and tenants, personally bound thseaslvsa 

before the council not to trouble, persecute nor pursue the other in parson, 

lands or goods, within or without the Jowl but this peaceful state was to 

last only until I January 1553. 
b3 on 29 May 1555 the council settled another 

matter of dispute between the Boyda and the Montgomariis, in this case in 

favour of lord Boyd against Hugh earl of Eglinton, but made no reference 

to the aurdsr. 
64 Noyd himself seams to have been in a strong enough position 

in the 1550sß on 3 December 1551 he acquired the support of John Muir of 

Caldwell and other Caldwslls, s»sibare of a family who had been in the past 

61. GD 8/196 and 140. 

62. Hamilton 19 and 20. Montgomery of Langshaw had also made a bond of 

aanrsnt to Arran, on 2 August 1544s Hamilton 10. The governor no 
doubt felt, perhaps cynically, that death relieved him of any 
responsibility; the bond had been made for lits. 

63. Rte, i, 128. 

64. Fraser, EolWnton, ii, 151.2. 
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and would be again adherents of the earls of Eglintan, but who on this 

occasion made a bond of friendship to Boyd; 65 
and he was regarded as 

powerful enough to be useful to Mary of Guise, from whom he received, for 

his bond of service, a bond of maintenance on 6 November 1557.66 

Mall Montgomery, son of the murdered aan, Was himself not without 

protection. Apart from the head of his kin, the earl of Eglinton, whose 

minority, lasting well into the 1550s, made his protection nominal, Neil 

had given a bond of wrnrent to Archibald earl of Argyll on 20 September 1548 

in return for Argyll's bond of maintenance, thus strengthening the 

relationship which existed through kinship on his mother's aide. 
67 

But 

it was not until 10 February 1561 that the quarrel was 'aggreit and 

finallis sndit' between his and the now lord Boyd. In a lengthy contract 

made in Glasgow, Neil promised that he and his kin would forgive Boyd and 

his accomplices for the murder, and assured Boyd that the act of 

forgiven.., would take place at Irvine, the scene of the cries, an 

23 February, when Neil, his mother, brothers and sisters would watch Boyd 

'humilis coepeir with the ramanent his pairttakarie.... and huailis for 

Coddle osus imploir and saik the saidis remit and forgifnss for the saidis 

offence'. Neil and his family were clearly going to make the most of it. 

65. Contracts of friendship 53. In 1566 Eglinton referred to 'the 

specials favour he bsris' to Caldwslll and a contract made in 
1573 between Caldwell's son Robert and Hugh master of Eglinton 

spoke of the 'psrpstuall bandis of sanrsnt and service' of 
Robert's pradsasssors, and the 'old ancient bandle of mantsnancs' 
of the msstsr's, bonds which were now to be rsnswsds Fraser, 
d gl,. iii 201 and 21143. 

66. Royal Bonds 20. It is just possible that the man involved was 
Boyd's son, the former nester. Robert lord Boyd was dead by 
10 May 15591 the last certain reference to him as lord Boyd 
and his son as master is on 29 July 1557 Ssots Pssragb v, 
155. 

67. Argyll 32. 
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This time thorn was no question of a discreet sooting in the 'invert clois' 

of an abbey; the Boyd* wore obliged to present themselves 'in quhat manor 

the saidis Neils ploissis to davys at the msrcat croco or kirk of the 

said touns.... in plans audience of the people and thair upon* their 

knais.... unfainssitils ask God forgifnss.... and subssqusntlis the said 

Nails.... end sail of fir to the said halls ans nakit swords be the poynts in 

taikin of their repentance frs the boddum of their hartis, quhair the said 

Nails his sodar brother and sistsris sail remit the said offence'. mors 

prosaically, Boyd was to pay 1800 marks, and his accomplices Charles Mowat, 

Robert Boyd and William Blair were to leave Scotland and go to Franca, there 

to remain during Neil's pleasure. For all this Neil would give to Boyd 

letters of slams; and 'for the msir tandir kyndnss other of the saidis 

portals sell stand frsindfull and amicable ilk ans to wtheris and sell tak 

atald part with wtheris in all qusrslis lsissun and honest$. 68 

Neil's latter of slains followed on this agrs nt. As was 

standard in this kind of letter, careful emphasis was put on the 

forgiveness of the crime by the whole kin; and in this easel as sometimes 

happened, both the paternal and the maternal kin were represented. Thus 

the letter was issued by Nail Montgomery# the dead man's son, Hugh earl of 

Eglinton, his great-nephwg as heir to Montgomery's father Hugh earl of 

Eglintan, and Gilbert earl of Cassillis as heir to the late Sohn lard 

Kaw»dyq brother of Montgomery's grandmother; these represented 

Montgomery's 'two branchiis an the faderis syid'. Then came the 

representative of the widow, Archibald earl of Argyll, 'standard for twa 

of the bssnohiis on Doe Helens Campbell his uaquhile moderis syid* of the 

houses of Argyll and Stewart of Lorne. They 'with one consent full counsall 

68. GO 8/167. Neil subsequently promised to remit that part of the 

contract which sent Morat, Boyd and Blair into exile, on condition 
that they and their partakers did homage and fealty to him and to 
his immediate familys Fraser# Eolinton, ii, 158. 
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and assent of all the kin and frsindis of the said ~Ile Schir Neill 

for we and theme for amits frstndschip tsndirnss and familisrits to stand 

bstusx us and Robert lord Boyd' duly remitted and r. nouncsds now and for 

wer, 'the malals rancour and hatrsnt of our hartis and mindis'. 
69 

A 

long-term feud was now hopefully, being resolved in as impressive and 

comprehensive a manner as could be devised. 

The last act in the ending of the feud in which this murder had 

been a major event was marked by a bond of friendship made an 25 August 1563 

between Boyd and the head of the Montgomery kin, Hugh earl of Eglinton. 

This contract referred, with a sweeping disregard for past wants, to the 

former love, favour and kindness which had existed in the past between their 

predaoessors, and stressed the desire that 'siklyk favors aaAtis and 

kyndanss stands and rsasyns batusx these their kin, frondis and surnsyssis', 

and Boyd and Egltnton bound themselves, therefore, to take each other's 

part in all their actions and causa, to give counsel when required, to 

prevent harm and danger to the other, and to accompany one another 'in all 

raidis Jurnayis erweis conventional* and assswblsis siklyik as their 

fader le did of bafoir'. 70 

Thaw three owes all illustrate a nu r of aspects of this 

method of doing justice. In the first place they show the way in which 

the bond could be a some of pacification rather than the revsrse5 in the 

first two seem as a specific part of the agreement which brought the 

dispute to an and, and in the third as an aftermath. Bonds of m nrsnt 

and maintenance or bonds of friendship were not essential features of 

these private ssttlem nts, although the idea that was always expressed, 

that of the friendship and kindness which was to stand between the two 

parties who had been rsconciledv was the genesis of the theme which the 

69, GO 8/170. 

70. Contracts of friendship 55. 
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formal bands, when they were made, took up and elaborated; the intention 

and effect of the bond were close enough to that of the settlement to make 

it practical in some cases to include them to reinforce the agreement. They 

were used In this way throughout the period when bonding was commonplace. 

One of the earliest examples of the word 'manrent' being used to describe 

the kind of relationship which the bonds created is found in precisely such 

a settlement. On 21 May 14469 Alexander earl of Huntly, Alexander lord 

Forbes, Alexander Irvine of Drum� John of Forbes, William of Leslie and 

others met to arbitrate in the dispute between Alexander of Forbes and 

Malcolm his brother, concerning their claim as heirs of their father, the 

late William of Forbes of Kynnaldy. The arbiters decided in favour of 

Alexander# and declared Malcolas claims to be without foundation; and to 

settle the matter they obliged Malcolm 'to be man to the said Alexander 

for the term of his lyf befor all uthir next the king; for the quhilk 

sanrsnt' Alexander was directed to infsft Malcolm with certain lands in 

the Garioch. 
71 

150 years later, on 5 February 1602, Andrew Hering of 

Littleblair bound himself in manrsnt to Francis earl of Erroll, 'I 

haiffing specials regaird and consideratioun of the frs resitt and lettrs 

of elan" past and grantit to as be ans noble and mychtis lord ffrancia 

erle of Erroll.... as cheiff and principall of the surname of May of the 

slauchter of umquhile Jam" Hay *one to umquhile Williams May of Gourdis 

committit be me, and therby finding myself for evir oblist to the said 

noble lord his clsmencie'. 
72 In the early seventeenth century, in the 

closing years of the period when men made bonds such as this, Erroll's 

position as head of the kin of May still involved the duty, as it had 

done in the said-fifteenth century and much earlier, of acting an behalf of a 

dependent who had been murdered, of bringing his murderer to terns, and 

71. Aberdeen-B ntf Illustrativ, iii, 404-5. 

72. Erroll 37. 
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in this case choosing to do so by demanding from him a bond as a guarantee 

of his observing these terms. 

It is clear, thong that it was regular practice for men to make 

private settlements rather than to take their grievances to court, and that 

often they side bonds as part of their settlements. What is also clear 
is that these settlements were not infrequently made with the blessing of 

the government. The case of Neil Montgomery of Langahaw and Marion 

countess of Eglinton, who came before the council to register their contract 

ending their dispute, has already been cited. Likewise on 8 May 1498, 

James lord Livingstone and William Livingstone of Balcastle made an 

asiesaent in presence of the lords of council by which they settled their 

claims to the lands of Castleton and Balmolloch in the lordship of Kilsyth; 

lord Livingstone got the lands, but promised to feu them to William for 

L2a per annum; and 'the aside Wilzeam sal gif and deliver his letter of 

menrsnt oblisand him and his ayeris to the saidis James lord Livingstone 

and his aysris before al utheris personis exceppand our soverane lord and 

his successouris alanerlie betuex this and Witsonday next tocum'. 
73 

And 

1 March 1564 was something of a field day for reconciliation. On that day 

Gilbert earl of Cassiliis and Matthew Campbell of Loudon, sheriff of Ayr, 

came before the council, to whom they had previously referred 

'all csussis quarrellis contraversiis and debaittis quhilkis 
ather of theme their kin friends servandis assisteris and 
parttakaris had to propene aganis utheris in ony tyre bigans. 
And the said Matho band and oblist him to observe keip and 
fulfill the band of sanrent maid and gsvin be umquhile New 
Campbell of Lowdoun Knycht Sheref of Air his fader, for him 
and one air to umquhile Gilbert Erle of Cassillis fader to the 
said Erle, and his sirisg and all pointis passis and articulis 
contenit thairin, and to do to the said Erle and his airia 
saclike service as be the said band he :s oblist to dol and 
etcliks, the said Erle band and oblist him and his siris to 
montane and defend the said Matho, and to fulfill, observe and 
kelp the band of aantenancs, gsvin be his said usquhils fader 
to the said umquhile, and we air sftir his, and all pointis 
and articulis contenit thairin'. 

73. ADC (1496.1501), 194.5. 
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Cassillis and Campbell then promised, for themselves and their kin, 

friends and servant, to remit 'all rancour, haitrsnt, malice, or qusrreil.... 

for any quarrsll or criminal debait', and for the future 'to stand in 

amita, frsindschip, tsndirnas, and kindnss'. And as a token of their 

goodwill, they and their friends who were present 

'smbraaad utheris in presence of the saidis Lordis. And 
farther, baith the saidis partiis obliet themes that sftir 
thin haemcuaing in the centre, that sall assemble their 
? raindia, servandis, and part takaris in the burch of Air, 
with all diligence, and their caus their saidis trsindis, 
servandis and part takaris ressave utheris in hartlynas, 
tandirn e, and frolndschip.... guhairunto the saidis Lordis 
of 3sarsts Councals interponit their autorite'. 

Having done sop Csssillis was presumably ushered out, and his place was 

taken by George Crawford of Lsiffnorisp and in similar termag although 

this time with reference to a particular quarrel as well as to general 

discords and without the making of a formal bond, Campbell and Crawford 

promised to resolve their disputes, to maintain friendship with one 

another# and, like Cassillis and Campbell, to organise a 'lows-feaatt in 

Ayr which would have done credit to James Us 74 

The same conclusion can be drawn from the stated exceptions to 

the act of parliament of 1555 which forbade bonding in the future, and 

annulled all bonds of asnrsnt and maintenance already cads 'except hsrstabill 

bandis g. vin of befoir or gavsn for asythmsnt of slauchtsrs in tyms bygans'. 

This act is not the great general condemnation which it has sometimes 

been regarded as; it was made in the particular political circumstance 

of a change of regency during the minority of Mary; and although lip service 

74, p, i,. 261.3. O. H. Willson, Kino James VI and I, (London, 1963), 
960 describes the occasion in May 1587 when James gave a banquet 
in Holyrood, and then prevailed upon the magnates to process, 
'each holding his snowy by the hand', to the Marcat Cross. 
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was nominally paid to it, it was never observed. 
75 But it is 

significant that even have the value of the bond in the aftermath of 

murder should be specifically recognised. And later in the century, 

James VI gave personal approval to the use of the bond in the settling 

of disputes an two occasions. In 1585 he himself ended a dispute between 

the commwndator and baillis of the abbey of Holywood and Roger Grisrson 

of lag concerning rights over certain tenants of the abbey, by stipulating 

that the commandator should receive their rents, but that they should be 

bound in menrsnt to Roger only and should serve him as their predecessors 

had done and be defended by him* 
76 

And in 1592 he secured parliamentary 

ratification for a bond of manrent made five years earlier by William Weir 

of Stansbyres to Jass Weir,, laird of Blackwood, as assythm. nt for the 

murder of James' son by William; the stated reason for the ratification was 

that the bond was 'gsvin for ans necessar and guid caus viz for ksping... s 

the parties thairin.... in psrpatuall quistnss in all tyros cuming'. 
77 

None of this can be written off as the mors toleration of private 

settlements by a government which disliked them but because of weakness had 

75. j. , ii, 495-6. The act was referred to once, in 1576, when regent 
Morton gave a license to James Stewart of Doune, allowing him to 
receive the bond of manrent made ay William Edmanstons of Duntreath 
and his son and heir James, for the reconciliation of the feud caused 
by the murder of Stewart's father by William. Stewart was assured 
that no harm would come to him as a result of accepting the bond, in 
spite of the act of parliaments SRO, Duntrsath P)unimenta, GD 97/3/ 
'Autographs' 21. Why Stewart sought the license is not known. Norton, 

who made and received bonds himself, clearly did not regard the act as 
a deterrsntl he may, however, have regarded it as a source of minor 
profit-making if, as is possible, he charged for the licensee the 
alternative, that Stewart of Doss was uniquely cautious in acquiring 
the license, and that it was the only one of its kind, some lose 
likely. It is also possible that Morton was motivated by the same 
policy which had inspired the act in the first places that those who 
held power in a minority, and were therefore vulnerable to challenge, 
sought to enjoy the advantages of bonding themselves while clamping 
down on others. See below, pp. 349-50. 

76. The Lao Charters, ad, A. L. Murray, (SRS, 1958), 55-6. 

77. ASS, iii, 624.5. Acquiring parliamentary ratification for this bond 
of manrsnt has something in common with the case of Stewart of Doune. 
But this time the only reference to previous legislation was a brief 
and vague mention of 'quhatsumevir lawis actis or constitutionis maid 
of befoir in the contrair appering to be derogative heirto'. 
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no option but to accept thus. The fact that the government had an obvious 

interest in the maintenance of law and order is not necessarily synonymous 

with a desire to sn every murderer hanged. Those who governed, as well as 

those who were governed, accepted the idea of compensation which was the 

basis of the private settlement, and no doubt accepted also the purely 

practical fact that the private settlement was a convenient and effective 

way of dealing with crime and civil disorder, as James VI's approval of 

William Weir's bond of manrent of 1592, approval given precisely because it 

achieved 'perpstuall quistnas', explicitly demonstrates. It has been 

convincingly argued that those mediaeval kings who made a strong effort to 

strengthen royal justice were supplementing magnate justice, and were in 

no way mounting a 'full frontal attack' an it; this argument is applied to 

private jurisdictions, but it is equally valid when extended to the 

exercise of lordship in private arbitration and private settlement. 
78 

What 

this meant in practice was that, for example# people literally did 'got 

away with murder' in the sense that they were neither executed nor locked 

away from society, and that, as all the cases which have been described 

sharp there was a strong personal element in the maintenance of order, and 

very little sense of abstract state justice. What it emphatically did not 

wean was that later-mediaeval Scotland was a lawless society where crime 

want largely unpunished= indeed, it is of some interest to ass how the 

wheel has cons full circle, so that the development of state justice has in 

the present day (1974) produced an increasingly strong criticism that the 

low makes too little allowance for reparation to the victims of crime. 

The remission given to Robert lord Boyd in 1548 raises a further 

aspect of the government's attitude to law and order. The private settlement 

78. J. R. Lander, 'Bandes, coercion and fears Henry VII and the peerages, 
in florijgMAMM ta to W on, . Lopented 
odd. J. G. Rowe and W. N. St. ockdala, Toronto, 1971)1,327.67. The 
'coercion and fear' of the title refer to the king's coercion of the 
magnate., and their fear of him. 
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had the distinct advantage of absolving the government from the 

responsibility of taking action for his private crime against a man of 

influence and therefore of usefulness to it. In one of his assays in 

Foudalism and Liberty, Professor Painter argues that the strong Plantagenet 

kings draw a distinction between the political and personal freedom of the 

wagnatesl, so that while they would take action against a magnate who was 

guilty of a political crime, they were very much lese anxious to bring to 

justice one who had committed a personal or private crime* 
79 

One cannot 

simply assume that the later-mediaeval Scottish government thought entirely 

in these tormal remission, for example, were given for crimes which would 

qualify for both of Painter's categories. Nevertheless, it is an argument 

which carries a great deal of conviction, for it emphasises something which 

was generally true of mediaeval government. that the necessity of relying 

on inn of power and influence, the 'armes and executors of your (the king's) 

larssIg'a meant that the private crimes of men like lord Boyd were not the 

most important consideration in the government's dealings with than. 

The question of the government's relations with the magnates can 

be taken further than this. The distinction between government and magnates 

is an artificial one, in that many of the magnates were prominent members 

of the government, in the council, at parliament, and in the less official 

role of friends and advisors of the kings indeed, in Scotland, in the long 

periods of minority, the business of running the country devolved entirely 

an them. Thus, for exaspls, the idea of the ungovernable Scottish magnates 

is seriously undermined by the revealing fact that during the difficult 

minority of Javas V, the earls of Huntly and Argyll 'sses an the whole to 

have supported the administration whatever faction was in power, for they 

79. Sidney Painter, feudalism and !i bertr. (Baltimore, 1961), 259. 

80. James VI, Basilikon Oaron$ The Political Works of James I. cd. 
C. H. McIlwain, (Now York, 1965)q 25. 
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were consistent attandsrs at the council, and between than they were able 

to maintain stability in the whole of the north and west.... While criminal 

Justice use unquestionably wsak.... it is noticeable that most of the 

recorded disturbances were in the country south of the Forth, especially 

the southaast'. 
81 

The saris of Huntly and Argyll appeared in two roles, 

as participants in central government and as local magnates of influence; 

that their attitude was consistent in both is more believable than that 

they sat in council discussing problems of disorder and ways of dealing with 

it, and then returned to their localities to take the lead in creating that 

disorder. It mattered little, after all, to the earl of Huntly who held 

the relatively insignificant lands of Sandlax; it matters rather more in 

considering the significance of what happened in the course of that dispute 

that the man who settled it appears on almost half of the known council 

sederunts in the year Suns 1545 to Suns 1546, was prominent enough and 

interested enough to become chancellor in 3un" 1546,82 and was therefore 

involved in coping with the same kind of problem at two levels. It is 

also relevant that he was prepared to use his position in government to 

add to his local prestige. On 3 August 1546 he obtained recognition from 

a well-attended council that it was treason to slay a chancellor; this 

was undoubtedly related to his own dispute with William waster of Forbes, 

with which the council had dealt on 30 3uly. 
83 

To acquit the Scottish 

magnates altogether of self-interest is to suggest an unnatural degree of 

saintliness; to suggest on the other hand that self-interest was their 

main or only motivation is to underestimate the many who combined their 

positions as crows servants and the great won of the localities with a 

81. Donaldson, James V-VIL# 41e 

82. RP, i, 23-4. 
83. ibid, i, 32-4; in a back-handed way, this bears out Painter's point. 
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fair degree of honesty and a considerable degree of success. 

So far, the cases which have been discussed have been the 

successful ones, the ones which demonstrate the merits of the private 

settlement. But in the very fact that such settlements depended on the 

will and cooperation of individuals rather than on the state lay an 

obvious weakness. The Sandlaw case showed something of this weakness, in 

that the obstinacy of the Bairds was enough to create stalemate until a 

magnate of overwhelming power was brought ini and a man of greater 

strength than the Bairda could cause even more delay and difficulty than 

occurred over Sandlaw, if not make a settlement impossible, simply by 

being prepared to hold out. Both of these aspects are illustrated by two 

disputes involving John Lamont of Inveryne in the 1530. and 1540.. 

The Lam ntsp originally a prominent mid-Argyll family, had by the 

fifteenth century become one of the many second-rank families dominated by 

the Campbells of Lochawsl, later earls of Argyll{ their lands and area of 

influence lay mainly in Cowal. Relations with the Campbells of Lochaws were,, 

as far as can be Judged, consistently amicable. Three Csmpbsll-Lamont 

marriages are known to have taken place. In the mid-fourteenth century, 

Archibald Campbell of Lochawe married Mary, daughter of John Lamont in the 

second half of the fifteenth, Ougald Campbell of Auchinbrsk, grandson of 

Duncan Campbell of Lochawe, married the daughter of Lamont of Inveryne, a 

marriage which was to cause trouble in the sixteenth century, when 

Archibald Campbell of Auchinbrsk and the Maclauchlan descendant of the 

lady's sister unsuccessfully claimed the Lament estates in 1546-71 and 

finally 3san, daughter of Archibald,, second earl of Argyll, married John 
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Lamont of Invsryne. 84 

The Campbells had a prominent part in a very interesting document 

of 1433, an indenture of lordship and service made by Robert Lawmonson, 

Chief of the kin, styled lord of Invsryna, and his 'deyr cosyn and man' 

Finlay Ewenson, lord of Ardlamont, in the presence of Duncan Campbell of 

Lochave, his son Colin, and three other Campbells. This indenture contained 

the promise that Robert would 'be to the said Finlo and his syris leyl and 

a qude lords as his lord and chieff of kin acht for to be to thar neyr 

cosan and man, and the said Fynlo is becumyn man to the said Robert and his 

ayris for ever, in law and servis aganis all dedlik, our mast dred soveren 

lords the kyng and the Stewart of Scotland outan alansrly'. It was made 

to end snaity between them; it made provision for the settlement of their 

dispute over certain lands; and it stated that it Duncan Gyllaspicson, 

Robert's nephew and heir, would not be bound in the some manner, Robert 

'oblesia him to wyrk in the contrar of the said Duncan his nova anons the 

said caus be the consal and ordinans of the lord Duncan Campbell and the 

meist part of thin foyr wretyn personas but frauds, and gyle'. 
85 And 

throughout the remainder of the fifteenth century and the first half of the 

sixteenth, there was constant interaction between Campbells and Laments. 

On 6 November 1478, for example, John Lamont of Inveryne appeared as 

depute for Colin earl of Argyll, and baillis of Cowsl, and in 1479 as 

sheriff depute of Argyll. 
g6 On 1 June 1497, there occurred an interesting 

example of good lordship, when as part of his indenture with Gilchrist 

Lamont of Inverneilbeg concerning the lands of Glack and Kildalvan, 

Archibald earl of Argyll 'byndis and oblissis him to keip and fulfill the 

84. George Crawfurd, Tbo Paarios of Scotland. (Edinburgh, 1716), 16; 
Sir Robert Douglas, The 8aronao" of Scotland. (Edinburgh, 1798), i, 
61, andHahland Papers, (SHS, 1934), iv, 64; Crawford, 2gqXjLM 18, 
Soots Pasraos, i, 336, and An Inventory Lt Papers. 

-1231-1897, . d. Sir Norman Lamont of Knockdow, (SRS, 1914)p 35, where in a 
charter of 1522 Jean is named as 'Moir Campbell'. 

85. Argyll Transcripts, ii, 211. 

86. Lamont Papers. 24 and 25. 
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contract and band said be the said Gilcrist to Isabell Laweond dochtir to 

John Lawsand of Inneryn for hir lyftyee concsrnying the landis of Innsrneilbsg 

and the Glak with their psrtinents'. 
87 

On 30 October 1515, John Lemont of 

Inveryns was associated with Colin earl of Argyll and others in a remission 

granted by John duke of Albany for all their crimes, especially those 

coamitted in Bute, but excepting, significantly enough, 'proditoria 

traditions in personae regis st in personae prefati sui tutorial. 
88 

On 16 June 1524 John Lamont of Ardlasont granted a charter in the presence 

of Colin earl of Argyll, and the Campbells of Glenorchy, Ardkinglaa and 

Duntroon, and Archibald, brother of Ardkinplael89 and indeed, throughout 

this period, the Lamonts appeared regularly as witness" to Argyll charters, 

as to a lesser extent did the Campbells to Lamont documents. 

Against this background, it is not surprising that the arbiters 

chosen by Lamont and Duncan Macgibbon of Achnegarryns on behalf of themselves 

and their kin in the first of Lamont's disputes, were, with one exception, 

Caapbellai Donald Campbell, abbot of Coupar Anguap John Campbell of Cwdor, 

Archibald Campbell of Skipnasa, John Campbell of Lundy, Colin Campbell of 

Ardkinglas and Robert Maxwell of Newark. The dispute between Lamont and 

Macgibbon had arisen from the murder of Donald. Macgibbon, Duncan's son,, 

by Lamont, and from Duncan's claim that the lands of eallachindryin belonged 

to him because of 'ans crym of forfalting's90 and on 26 June 1832 they came 

to Perth to hear the judgement or their arbiters. The first part was 

settled easily snoughq in the accustomed manner. The arbiters decreed that 

87. La2ont Paosrs. 29. 

as. RS iq no. 2656. 

89. Lamont Paosrs. 35. 

90. The lands of 8allachindryin had been granted to Lamont by Christian 
Macgibbon of Auchnagarryns in 15201 sssins was given again by 
Duncan Macgibbon in 15251 Lamont Papers. 34 and 36. 
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Lamont should come 'in hwmils manor' on any day which pleased Archibald 

earl of Argyll, and in Argyll's presence ask forgiveness of Duncan and the 

friends of the murdered saut, and that he should pay a priest chosen by 

Duncan LID per annum for two years for prayers for the soul of the dead 

aan, and should also pay 100 marks to Duncan for assythment on a month's 

warning from Duncan] and this done, Duncan would give to Lamont his 

letter of slain, on behalf of the four branches of Donald** kin. But on the 

question of the lands of Ballachindryin, about which no doubt Lamont felt 

more strongly, there was deadlock. Lamont had chosen his arbiters, but 

that apparently mods no difference when they proposed a settlement contrary 

to his interests# and all that the judges could produce was the optimistic 

but weak statement that 'becaus we culd nocht gudls get the said Johnnis 

consent of the aemyn we ordans the said Duncan to perschsw his actioun at 

he has for recovering of the saidis landis as he plasie eftir the form of 

law and be na wthir wais of deid, and ordainis the said Johns to be 

contentit their witht but any grwnchying or rancour of mynd, and that athir 

of the saidis partsis salbe content quhateumevir decisioun that salbe maid 

to theme be the law'. This suggests that they felt that Duncan had the 

better case* but that they could do nothing but state that the parties 

should go to law rather than fight it out, even if it seemed fairly obvious 

that 'the said )ohne' was unlikely in the extreme to be contented, and 

that Duncan*s chances at law were hardly good. 
91 

Neither the Campbells who arbitrated nor Archibald earl of Argyll, 

who was not only to stags-manage the reconciliation between Lamont and 

Macgibbon, but was actually present at the arbitration, were able to force 

Losont's acceptance. P, acgibbon's relationship with the earl is not known; 

Lan tz an the other hand had two years sarliert an 1 Jun. 1530, given his 

91. Argyll PISS. vol. 5/44. 
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bond of aanrent to Argyll, and had received in return a grant of ton 

msrklands of Auchathswin and Kamss, and also a letter of gift giving him 

power to hold baron courts in the now of the earl an these lands. 
92 

Argyll's part in the arbitration therefore suggests the interesting 

possibility that the lord, far from backing a wrong door who was his 

dependant, had intervened in an attempt to ensure that his dependant 

weds due compensation for his arises, although in this case he failed to 

procure a settlement. The fact that he did fail gives weight to the 

argument that those who suds bonds of manrent in no way became slavishly 

subservient to their lords, obliged to obey in all circumstances and at 

all times. It also underlines the importance of personality. A strong 

personality was essential if agreements based on personal relationships 

were to be soft to work. The effects of the weakness of the fourth earl 

of Argyll demonstrate thias and his subsequent clash with Lamont of 

Invstyns brings it out even more clearly. 

On 14 April 15389 Ninian Bannatyns of Kona entered into a bond of 

manrent and maintenance with Archibald earl of Argyll. 
93 

No doubt 

fortified by this, he began, two days later, an attempt to regain his five 

msrklande of the two Auchcrossans in the bailliery of Cowal, 
94 

ultimately 

resorting to tactics reminiscent of the nineteenth century. On 16 April, 

he arrived in person in the lande, and warned the tenants - Archibald Lamont, 

John licKouin, Sohn PicOlwichell PfcOlmore McGilahrist, Donald PcBaxtsr and 

Donald NcOlmore McCallum - to remove themselves, their families and goods 

92. Argyll 20; Argyll Transcripts, iii, 241; Argyll P1SS. vol. 5/40. 

93. Argyll 24. 

94. These lands were originally granted to Robert Bannatyne of Karnes on 
20 December 14751 RMS, iii no. 1214. They lay fairly close to 
Inveryne, and were very such in Lamont territory. 
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before Whitsun. 
95 

Two months later, on 7 June, he appeared again, and on 

this occasion cast out of the houses of each of these tenants three things, 

thus symbolising that the lands should be vacated for his entering into 

possession*% His next visitation occurred on 12 June, when he drove out 

all the cattle, horses and sheep belonging to these tenants, and replaced 

these with his orn. But in this case the dispossessed retaliated. Pour of 

them, led by Duncan Lamont, acting in the name of his father john Lamont of 

Inveryne, promptly removed Bannatyne's animals and brought back their own, 

refusing to move until they were ordered to do so by low* 
97 

This was apsaial pleading# As early as 1532, Bannatyns had 

attempted to regain his lands; on 13 May of that year, the sheriff and 

baillis of Kyle and their deputies had been ordered by the king to take 

cognition in his action against John Lamont of Invsryns and Lauchlans 

Maclauchlan of that ilk, for their violent occupation of Auchcrossan. 
go 

Eventually after five years, on 14 October 1537, he was given *seine of the 

lands as hair to his late father Robert 8annatyns of Kanias. 99 

Having established his legal right to the lands clearly did not 

help to solve his problem of getting rid of the Lamonts and their tenants; 

and his difficulty in doing so may well explain why he entered into his 

contract of . anrsnt and maintenance with Argyll. But while he bound 

himself to take Argyll's part 'againis all son lsifand' save the king, 

Argyll promised only to maintain Bannatyns and support him in his affairs 

'als will as we will do for any uthsris kynnisasn or servandis within our 

srlsdows of Ergill'; unfortunately for 6annstyns, those other kinsman and 

95. SROt'Ials of Butss Abstracts of Charters and Documents'# no. 263, 

96. ibid, no. 266. 

97, ibid, no. 267. 
98. ibid, no. 206. 
99. Latent Pjp rs. 46. 
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servants included both Lamont of Invsryne, who had been bonded to Argyll 

in 1530, and Naclauchlan of that ilk, who on 10 June 1536 received from 

Argyll a bond of maintenance in return for his service and his discharge 

of 200 merke owed by Argyll for completion of the marriage contract with 

Katharine Tait, Maclauchlan's wife, and of £20 per annum promised to him 

in the past by Argyll and his father; 
100 

and Lamont and Maclauchlan had 

not only their own claims, therefore, an the earl, but were also, during 

this period at least, bound to one another by common interest. 

This common interest had begun in 1527, when the dispute between 

Lamont and Maclauchlan was ended by arbitration at Castle Campbell an 

24 January, the arbiters being Donald Campbell, monk of Coupar Angus, 

Archibald Campbell of Skipness, Archibald Campbell of Kilmichael and Colin 

Campbell of Ardkinglas. As part of the agreement, the arbiters ordained 

'the saidis Johns and Lauchlane to do their diligence to uptak the 

benevolence of John Bannatyne anent the take of the five msrkland of 

Auohacrossan gottyn to the said John Lawmond', and whenever Lamont should 

get the tacks of the lands, he should set and assedate one half of them to 

Maclauchlon. If he did not 'do his diligence', It would be lawful for 

Maclauct+ian to take in assedation half of the five merklands as he had 

before. On this occasion, the earl of Argyll was not presanti but the 

arbiters decreed that if either party failed to fulfil the agreement, he 

should pay to the earl 300 marks 'without ony protons of law', and that 

Argyll should give 100 marks to the kirk of Kilmory, 100 to the party 

fulfilling the contract, and should use the remaining 100 as he pleased* 
101 

This agreement about the lands of Auchcrossan is the only known 

reference to any claim that Lamont had, and it is by no means clear that 

100. Argyll 231 Argyll MSSe vol. 5/72. 

101. Argyll ISS. vol. 5/38; the sari in this oas" was Archibald's 
predecessor, Colin, third earl of Argyll. 
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his claim was a good one. 
102 

Nevertheless, 8annatyne's attempt in 1532 

and his more violent action in 1538 were both abortive; the case dragged 

on without further progress until 3 November 1540, when a very curious 

incident took place. On that day, Lamont turned up at the sheriff court 

held on the castle hill of Dwoon by Archibald earl of Argyll and his 

deputies Colin Campbell of Ardkinglas, James Campbell of Lauere, Charles 

Campbell of Ballingover and George Fleming of Kilmalcolm, and there 

produced a signet letter of James V to the sheriff of Argyll, forbidding 

him and his deputies to take any proceedings against Lament or his tenants, 

or serve any brievss on their lands until he 'first gif one deput 

ansuspect and to set in one onsuspect place', on the grounds that Other 

is feud and iniaite as ye knew betwixt you and Johnne Lamont of Inneryn 

for the quhilk he and his frsndis dar nacht campeir befoir you and your 

doputis in your schiref court of Argils haldin in Dunnowne nowder to 

perschw nor defend their just materis nor objectis'. Argyll on hearing 

this denied any knowledge of feud or enmity between himself and Lamont, 

pointing out that Lamont had come to the sheriff court with his kin, Duncan 

his son and heir, his brother John, Sohn Lamont of Ard and John Lamont of 

Ascog and other servants and familiars, 'sins sliqua presumptions odic vol 

iniaieitie sins metu inter se vol ipsorum aliquem at dictum dominum 

vi ecoaitsm', and had indeed requested that he be admitted to find a 

procurator for himself and his servants in the case brought by Ninian 

Bannatyne of Knees against him concerning the lands of Auchcroesanf which 

heritably pertained to Ninian, and which Lamont had formerly unjustly 

occupied; and that he had submitted himself to the jurisdiction of Argyll 

as sheriff without any allegation of feud or enmity. For this reason, 

102. Even lass is known about Aaclauchlan's claims or rights in the 

. attsri indssdo attar Bannstyns's first complaint, in 1532, 

there is no further reference to hin. 
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Argyll entered a protest demanding legal remedy from Lamont, on account 

of the 'relationes at presumptiones' imposed on him by Lamont, and asked 

for a public instrument to be drawn up. 
103 

This might appear to suggest that the Auchcrosean case had been 

settled; but subsequent events make it clear that at this stage no final 

decision had bean reached. The unfortunate Argyll, caught between two 

conflicting lairds, to both of whom he had promised his protection and 

help, was no doubt perfectly correct in his claim that he knew of no enmity 

between himself and Lament. But the wording of the notarial instrument 

suggests that Bannatyne's action against Lament in the sheriff court of 

Argyll had looked as if it was going to succeed; and Lamont,, who had 

refused the Judgement of his chosen arbiters in 1532 when it went against 

him, was clearly equally unprepared to accept an adverse judgement from the 

sheriff of Argyll, and had therefore obtained from a higher authority a 

means of preventing that judgement being made* 
104 

Argyll then took the 

line of least resistance, and did nothing further; and euch non action 

was of course disastrous in a situation which depended for solution an the 

strong and effective exercise of good lordship. Eventually, on 

16 February 1542, Bannatyne appealed to the lords of council against 

Argyll for his failure to remedy Bannatyne's unjust lose of lands; and 

the lords ordered that the sheriff of Ayr, the baillie of Kyle and their 

deputies should take cognition of the affair. 
105 And that, with 

Bannatyns back to where he had been ten years previously, iss as far of 

the existing evidence goes, the unsatisfactory and of the story. But 

eighty years later, on 17 May 1623, Hector Bannatyns of Karma sold to 

103. Argyll MSS. vol. 5/7e. 

101. As a contrast to the theme of the ovsrmighty magnates and weak but 
well-Intentioned crown, one might assume from this that the crown 
and a recalcitrant laird conspired to pervert the ends of justice 
against a weak but well-intentioned magnate. 

105. But* Charters, no. 296. 
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Sir Coil Lamont of Inveryne the lands of Auchcroasanmoir and Auchcroesanbeg, 

extending to five wsrkland of old extent, so that it serves that in the 

sixteenth century Ninian Bannatyne eventually did regain his lands, and that 

in the seventeenth, the Lamont* had the last word. 
106 

The Auchressan dispute brings up the second aspect of bonds and 

the law, the question of its effect on justice in the courts. In this case 

it is clear that neither eannatyne nor Lamont fits into the traditional 

picture of the man who made a bond to a lord being protected by him in the 

courts, for Argyll was manifestly inefficient at helping the one or 

constraining the other. But the idea that lords did protect their men in 

court - the implication being, obviously, their men who were guilty of 

crime - is one of the most deeply rooted in the older view of a society 

vitiated and corrupted by the network of private agreements which ran 

counter to the onfczcement of a law which was above the politics and 

pressures of conflicting parties; and this may well be true even it the 

balance is somewhat redressed by the argument that the settlement out of 

court was more positively acceptable and had more positive advantages than 

was formerly thought. While general theorising about the progress of 

society towards a particular kind or level of civilisation is a dangerous 

pursuit, it is probably Justifiable to regard the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries as a period of transition, a period when the increasing pressure 

of cases casing before the courts, the growing interest in and development 

of the law, and the proliferation of lawyers, began to create a climate in 

which the older dependence on the individual, either the head of the 

kindred or the lord, and the use of private arbitration and settlement 

gradually declined, so that while it survived extensively throughout the 

sixteenth century, it was much lese prominent in the seventeenth. To this 

extent, therefore, however much the bond may have been a useful and 

106. Lamont Panes, 140. 
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pacifying force in the settling of disputes and crimes which were never 

brought to court, it may also have been a threat to the effective 

enforcement of the law through the courts, and thus, at a time when the 

courts were coming to be more widely used, an antisocial force in a very 

real sense. 

It is impossible, however, to be certain about the extent to which 

men did have the protection of their lords in the courts. While the use 

of the bond in private settlements is clearly documented, the connection 

between bonds and the courts is not, for the simple reason that support 

by a lord for his man on the strength of a bond of manrent was not a 

matter for official record. Thus, for example, the acts of the lords of 

council provide a wealth of information about seizure of land and the 

complaints which arose from itl they include a certain amount of personal 

detail, such as an interesting litt4e sidelight on the character of 

Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk, who in 1540 after winning a case against 

William earl of Erroll, still intended tof verray malice' to have him 

put to the hornj107 and they show the irritating delays which those who 

took their cases to court might have to endure. But they contain almost 

nothing which demonstrates parties to bonds acting together, far less 

affecting the verdict of any cases 
108 

Unsatisfactory as it iss therefore, 

all that can be done is to describe such evidence as is available, which 

is sufficient to show that lords did support their man in the courts; but 

the extent of the problem must remain a matter of conjecture. 

It is not surprising that the problem was there in Scotland] it 

was a feature of mediaeval society in general. To put it into context, it 

107. SRO, ADC at Sp xv ?, 52r* 
109. Sample surveys of the volumes of Acts Daainorum Conailii at Seesionis 

were made for the early and oid-sixteenth century. In vista of the 
very small return as for as direct evidence of a connection between 
bonds and the courts was concerned, it seemed justitiable not to 
pursue this further. 
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is worth first looking at evidence from England; for there it existed 

within the framework of what was probably the most developed legal system 

in Europa. A major reason why the older school of English historians were 

so convinced of the evils of retaining, of 'bastard feudalism', was that 

the publication of the Poston Leitars provided them with an enormous corpus 

of material from which they could fill out the background which the legal 

records did not show. 
109 

The Easton Letters left no doubt about the way 

in which the courts could be overawed; and the rehabilitation of 'bastard 

feudalism' which the work of K. O. McFarlane successfully ensured has not 

altered this aspect of it. One case in which John Poston was involved which 

came before the sheriff of Norfolk is given here as an illuminating example 

of how far the exercise of lordship - lordship to which in this case the 

epithet $good' is totally inapplicable " could make the exercise of 

justice meaningless. 

In 1451 John Poston brought two indictments, the first against 

Robert lord Molsyna and the second against Nolsyna' followers, for forcibly 

expelling him from his manor of Gresham. As he had retained possession 

of Gresham, he might well have hold his psacsl and events were to show 

the futility of his action. an 2 May 1451 he was warned of his chances of 

failure by three of his 'trw and fsithfull frondss#, by name Debsnham, 

Tympsrlsy and Whits, who wrote to him informing him that 

'the sheriff is noght so hole as he ras, for now he Wille show but 

" part of his frsndeahipp". And also there is a grate press of 
pspill, and few* frandee.... Also the "hereff" enformed us that he 
hath writyng crow the king that he shall make such a panell to 

aquyt" the lord Molsyn"s. And also he tolds use and as ferr an we 
can oonceyve and f""1# the ehereif rills pan"ll g"ntyloon to aquyt" 
the lordev and jowroures to aquyte his men; and we suppose that it 
is be the mocioun and means* of the othir party'. 

109. A notable example is the work of Charles Plummer, the modern 
inventor of the phrase 'bastard feudalism' and one of its 

strongest critical his introduction to Sir John Fortsscus's 
Governance of Endland makes extensive use of the Poston letters. 
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That being so, they asked for instructions, hinting that a 'tretis' might 

be a possible way out, 
110 

Poston, however, was a bold and determined mans 

he went ahead, and although Moleyns was duly acquitted, he pressed on with 

his action against Moleyns' followers, and this time made an even more 

blatant attempt to secure their conviction. On 27 May his servant John 

Osborn had to admit failure: 

91 remembred hym (the sheriff) of hese prosyses made before to 
yaw at London.... and than he seyde he wold do for your that he 
may, except. for the aquitell of the lord Molyns men, in so mocha 
as the king hath wrote to hym for to shwa favour to the lord 
Moleyns and hose men, and as he ssyth the indytement longyth to 
the kyng and not to yow, and the lord Molyna a gret lord. Also, 
as he seyth, now late the lord Molsyns hath sent hym a letter, 
and my lord of Norffolk anoder, for to show favour in these 
indytements, he dernot abide the joports of that, that he shuld 
offends, the kinges commaundment... And than I sayds.... you have 
offered hym and wol performet sufficient swerte for to saws hym 
harmolea.... And then he sayde he myth non swerte take that 
passid C li; and the lord Molyns is a grit lord, he myght soon 
cause hym to lese that and mocha mo. Than I sayde, be that 
means, in defawte of a sheriff, every man may be put from hose 
lyvelods.... '111 

What is of particular interest in this sad little story is the 

way in which everyone involved was trying to settle the case and ensure 

the verdict before ever it reached the court. It was not so much a case 

of the unprincipled great oppressing the honest weak as the greater having 

such better bargaining power than the lesser; for Poston's complaints 

about lack of justice are the complaints of the man whose own machinations 

had failed, although obviously his position ras more defensible in that he 

had undoubtedly been the victim of Moleyns and had therefore the better 

case. What is also striking is the blatant and openly acknowledged fact 

that the king had issued a letter, presumably at Ploleyns' request, which 

110. The Paston Latt. rs, ad. James Gairdnir, (Edinburgh, 1910), i, 208. 

111. Lbid, i# 214-5. 
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in effect ensured that his crime would go unpunished. This aspect of the 

case can no doubt be attributed to the particular weakness of Henry VI. 

More generally, what is made clear is the general acceptance of the idea 

that what influence a man had could be put to use in this vayj and the whole 

affair is an unpleasant example of what an unscrupulous lard could achieve. 

The 'grete press of pepill* and feure frendea' about which the 

first latter complained is obviously parralleled in Scotland by the famous 

occasion of Bothwsll's nominal trial for the murder of Darnley in 1567.112 

More prosaically, there is the evidence of the repeated legislation which 

denounced not retinues as such but overlarge ones; and the preoccupation 

with retinues brought to courts and gatherings suggests that the use of 

show numbers to overawe the opposition was not confined to an exceptional 

state trial involving min of the highest rank and power. Thus when James VI 

sent a rather pathetic appeal to John lard Hamilton,, requesting that an his 

coming to the 'day of law accuapansit with yours frsindis' he should bring 

only his ordinary train, 'sen it is ans ill example to brskk the lau baith 

maids in parliament and runsuit be proclamation'' 
113 

he was referring to a 

long hold and, from time to time, explicitly stated objection to this 

particular abuse of the courts. He himself had specified this objection 

in his ordinance of 13 July 1590 which said that because of the 'grsit 

hinder of justice in tyss bigane be occasioun of grsit convocations of 

nobili men, baronis and othsris personis oftymes armit, ripening to the 

justice courtia, oonvsntionis, or for their awin prsvis srandis �114 the act 

of parliament of 1584, which was a general act reaffirming other general 

112. Donaldson, James V"V , 1281 I. 8. Cowan, The ¬nioaa of Marv 
Stuart. (London, 1971)9 chapter 12. 

113. HNC Eleventh Rsoort, Appendix, part VI, 66. The idea that the 

groat should be an example to the lesser was one which James 

clearly felt strongly; he put it forward with reference both to 
himself and to his nobility in The Trew Law of Free Monarchies and 
8asilikon Doron: The Political Works of James I 18,26 and 63. 

114. RPC' ivy 508. 
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acts on this subject, should be put into strict execution. The earlier 

act of 1536 which said that man should not come to 'courtis nor gaderingie 

witht aua persanis na that ma daily sustene in houehaldt, unless they were 

the king's otticersf115 the attempt made on 27 May 1532 so to order the 

business and conduct of the council that no man should enter unless the 

lords of council were notified and gave their approval, and that 'na man 

entre to play bot the portals contenit in their summondis and their 

procuratouris, gaff thai will any have'; 
116 

and the act of 1555 which 

said that in criminal actions the defendants 'sell have allansrlie with 

theme at the bar sax of their moist honest wyse subetantious freindis 

habill to gif counsell with their advocattis to defend, and the party 

perswar of that cryme to have with theme fours of their freindia 

allanerlie awe that be multitude of freindis cummand to the bar the getting 

of an easyse sell not be stoppst'; 
117 

all these make it clear enough that 

pressure of this kind did threaten the workings of the courts. 

Similarly, attempts to ensure a favourable hearing by exerting 

influence in advance of one's case were made in Scotland as in England. 

The inducement offered by William earl of Erroll, and the particular case 

he was involved ins are not known; but almost certainly they lay behind 

the making of a bond of manrant to Erroll and his son and heir on 

15 August 1501 by Master Richard Lawson, justice-clerk, a bond which was 

concerned almost exclusively with Lawson's assurance that he 'Gall forthir 

thaiw to hat Justice therin and the best and most faworabill.... profeit 

and honour at all tymis. '118 And on 1 October 1583, John Grant of Freuchy 

115, APSE iii 351. 
116. Acts of Council (Public Affairs). 373. 

117. APS, iii 495. 
118. Erroll 14. 
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wrote a blunt request to Sir Alexander Hay, lord clerk register, in which 

he informed him that he had conferred with Hay's cousin, the laird of 

Mayne, about the lands of Inverellan, and had agreed with him on such 

heads as Bayne and 'this wther gsntillman, my friend', would explain to 

Hay, Grant himself being old and infirm enough to want to 'eschew tribull'; 

he than begged Hay's good will in this his honest cause, reminding him 

that 'I dowbt nacht bot your lordechip will prefer me to wtheris that ar 

nacht so tandir of bluid to your lordechip, nor yit main willing to do 

your lordschip sic sted and pleasour as lyis in met, and ended by thanking 

Hay for the favour shown to him in his causes in the Session. 
119 

Private letters are, of course, the best source of information 

about pressure being brought to bear in order to secure a verdict; and 

there is one late-sixteenth century collection of letters, the correspondence 

of Patrick Watts of Barnbarroch, which, while on a auch more limited scale 

than the Poston letters,, doss provide a picture of the attempts to use 

influence for this purpose. On 16 March 1574: for example, John Dunbar 

of Plochrum wrote to Waus, telling him that his kinsman John Dunbar and 

others of his kin and surname were summoned by the laird of Sorbie to 

underly the law for the murder of a kinsman of Sorbis. Dunbar of Mochrum 

accounced his intention of ensuring that his kinsmen turned up to answer 

the summons, but went on to say that 'becaus the samin tsndis no hichtlie 

to my honor, And alaua to the quietting of my self and frendis in this 

ountrs, I Unk It worry necssser to be accumpanied at the said day with my 

Lowing frsindia'; and as Waus was also kin to the accused, Dunbar requested 

'as ye luife the vsill and honor of mes my house, and freindis, that ye 

will kype the saidis day and place, accumpansit wyth your servandis in sic 

manner as over ye will dsssyrs ms, my frsindia and servandie, to do for 

119. Fraser, Grant. ii, 36-7. 
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yaw quhsn your Lyffis ar socht as owris ar'. 
120 

Wau*' life was not 

'socht'. In 1576 he became a senator of the College of Justice, and 

thereafter was open to pressure of a different kind. Many of the letters 

written to him expressed the hope that the writers would 'haif justice', 

which was merely another way of saying that they should win their cases. 

More bluntly, Sir John Edmonstons, writing on 29 November 1584 an behalf 

of his kinsman and servant Alexander Edsonetone, in his action against 

Alexander Davidson, cheerfully prejudged the issue by pointing out that 

Davidson had 'prowin baithe the thsif and the tratour to him and me', and 

than went on to ask that Waus should stand friend to Edmonstone, but also 

'do wprycht justec for baiths'. 
121 

Huntly requested 'all quid equitie' 

in the action between his cousin Patrick Gordon, and Sir James Tarvee in 

1590, but spoiled the effect by adding 'pocht douting but your (Lo) will 

assist his'. 
122 

And with the most remarkable frankness, John lord 

Hamilton sought Waus' help in a dispute over land between his cousin the 

laird of Calderwood and the laird of Lie, an action in which, because 

Calderwood had always been 'ca honest unto ma's Hamilton was 'alas ernist 

for It as gif the actioun were my awin'p thus he instructed Waus 'to do 

nothing in that, bot quhilk aggrsis with quid conscience and honesty, and 

to decern the erstabill nicht of the Landis to partens To the Laird of 

Calderwoid'. 
123 

There is an engaging blatancy about these letters which It 

absent from the Poston correspondence, although this may be explained by 

the fact that Poston lost his case, while these letters were written before 

the event. But both give the strong impression that these attempts to 

120, Corresoand 8, "d. R. Vans 
Agnsws Edinburgh, 1682)9 85-6. 

121. Waus Correspondence, 317. 

122. ibid, 458. 

123o ibid, 460. 
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influence judges and the courts were accepted as a familiar feature of 

society. Lucy Moir, in her work on kin-based societies, points out in 

general terra that 'the modern theory is that ties of kinship have no 

rational basis.... it spay not be wrong that people should want to help their 

kinsmen, but it is wrong that they should be able to'. 
124 In later- 

mediaeval Scotland, it would appear that on the whole it was not regarded 

as wrong that people should be able to help their kinsmen. The principle 

was not accepted entirely without question; and conflict did arise. But 

often it arose not because the idea ras challenged, but because in a 

dispute the kin or lord of one party was prepared to use all possible 

influence, while at the same time objecting strenuously to the other side 

doing the same thing. 

Yet this is not the whole picture. It would be wrong to assume that 

when lards and their am gave one another support, they were necessarily 

doing so with the deliberate intention of achieving an unjust verdict. 

On 30 July 1501, 'Wilyeam lord Ruthvsn askit one instrument that he rsquirit 

"ohir Adam of Creiohtouna of Ruthvendavid to stand with him at the bar in 

the accion" aovit be him again the abbot of Casbuskennsth and if him 

consale and tak his part as he sucht to do eftir the tenour of his band maid 

thairapoun'. But there is no reason to suppose that there was anything 

sinister about the counsel. There was apparently no objection made by the 

lords of council or by the abbot] and Ruthvsn obtsinedq with the abbot's 

consent, a postponement of the execution of letters of distraint against 

him, 125 

124. Lucy Pl ir, PrLmLtiv Government. 237. 

125. AOCq xg t. 215r"v. 
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Moreover, reliance an the claim of kinship and bonding did not 

provide an infallible assurance of protection in the courts. What is not 

known is har often attempts to influence legal proceedings were successful. 

And in any case, lords and their men did not automatically support one 

another. On " January 1502, in an action brought by John lord Somerville 

and John Somerville of Caansthan against Simon of Preston of that ilk, 

Simon'* claim that because he was related to Patrick earl of Bothwell, 

being 'his causing and of bluds til his', he should not be required to 

answer the charge, was dismissed by the lords of council; and Robert of 

Gordon, am of John Gordon of lochinvar, fared no better an 27 January 1502 

when he made a similar claim that, as man and servant to the earl of Bothwell 

and being under his respite, he ought not to answer the charge against his. 

In neither case did the kinsman of the one and the lord of the other turn 

up to protect his dapsndantsl both lost their cases* 
126 

In another 

example, Andrew master of Erroll claimed, on 5 December 1567, that because 

Patrick Chayna of Essilmont had given a bond of manrant to George earl of 

Erroll, binding himself and his heirs to the earl and his heirs, Andrew 

now had the right to require Patrick, grandson of the grantor, to ride with 

him to parliament, and also to accompany him to Edinburgh where his brother 

was awaiting triall but Patrick simply and successfully refused. 
127 

And 

when Sohn Lamont, sheriff depute of Argyll, was charged with the d use of his 

office by John Fleming on 23 October 1479, the fact that Colin earl of 

Argyll, whose favour to Lamont was not in doubt, was among the lords of 

council who heard the case did not prevent the verdict going against 

Lemont. 
128 

126. AOCv xi, f. 96r and ff. 48v49v. 

127, Abordsan-8anff Illustrations, üig 21.2. 

128. AOCI, 34. 
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Finally there is the curious case which is most fully recorded 

in a biassed source, of the trial of William Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn, 

chief of Clanohattan, at the sheriff court of Aberdeen presided over by 

Georgs earl of Huntly on 2 August 1550, Details about the proceedings, 

which led to Mackintosh's execution, are given in the late seventeenth 

century Kinrara MSS a history of the Mackintoshes written by Lachlan 

mackintosh, brother of the then chief, and based on three earlier accounts, 

one of which ended in 1550.129 This history describes Huntly as jealous of 

Mackintosh's power and reputation, particularly because he was 'unable to 

ice use of him, with his upright mind, to subserve his evil purposes'; 

and having in 1549 failed to subdue him by forcing him to give bonds which 

would 'sake him stand for his (Huntly's) cause, whether good or bad', 130 

he falsely accused him of treachery against him as lieutenant in the north,, 

and was therefore in the enviable position, as the noble Mackintosh boldly 

pointed out at his trial, of being both accuser and judge in the same cause. 

Huntly then secured his verdict by packing the jury, who were 'omnes 

clientes Huntlei'; it may be a more quibble to point out that of the 

names given in this account, all prominent Aberdeenshire lairds, half 

were 'clientes' not of Huntly but of Erroll. And having built up a picture 

of the lamb among wolves, this account then describes the provost of 

Aberdeen risking Huntly's rage by assembling the citizens and preventing 

129. A shortened Latin text of this history is printed with translation 
in Genealogical C Col&ectiong concerning Families Scotland madLkX 
Walter Macfarlane. SHS, 1900)0 i, 144-404. 

130. The longer version of this extract specifically mentions that 
Huntly unsuccessfully demanded a bond of manrsnt; it is given 
in A. M. Mackintosh, T Mackintoshes and Clan Chuttan, (Edinburgh, 
1903), 129. It is an inaccurate account; for William had in 
fact given a bond of manrent to Huntly on 12 May 1543s Gordon 389 
Coercion may have been used; there is a curious bond of 2 May 1543 
by which his clan promised that it William should break his bond of 
manrant for himself and his kin, the grantor, would desert him and 
would take Huntly's part: Gordon 34. This certainly suggests that 
relations were strained; but as the Kinrara MS. itself shows, 
Huntly granted land to William on 12 May in return for his bond, 
and in the early 1540. at any rate William gave Huntly service. 
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Mackintosh's Immediate execution, an act which, incidentally, led to 

the events worked up by Sir Walter Scott into the romantic but quite 

unfounded tale of the beheading of Mackintosh by the cook in the kitchens 

of Huntly's castle of Bog o'Gicht at the order of the countess. 
131 In 

fact, the provost of Aberdeen, Thomas Menzies of Pitfodella, was a 

notable dependent of Huntly. In 1645 he had resigned his office of provost 

in favour of the earl, who had then in turn asked for his re-election; 

and he came of a family who were consistently favourable to and favoured by 

the house of Huntly. If there is any truth in this account, therefore - 

and it may well be that Huntly did use his superior power and influence to 

condemn a man whom for some reason he feared and suspected " then it must 

be accepted with the considerable reservation that the provost of Aberdeen 

to whom Huntly had stood friend was not prepared to back him in any 'cause 

good or bad'. Yet while it cannot be proved, and while it is an obviously 

inaccurate account, both in its general theme of perfect good against total 

evil and in certain details, it is not perhaps in essence an unlikely 

version of a case which showed both the effects of local influence in its 

worst aspect and also the limits which could be imposed on that influence. 

A more general limit imposed on local influence was provided by 

the fact that connection or known hostility between the judge and one of 

the parties involved in a lawsuit or trial could result in the judge being 

removed from the case. 
132 

The Auchcrossan case showed an example of this, 

although desire for abstract justice was hardly the guiding principle 

behind Lamont"s actiong and there were other occasions when sheriffs were 

131. Walter Scott, Talaa of a Grandfather, (Edinburgh, 1836), ii, 322.4; 
the episode is wrongly ascribed to the reign of James VI. 

132. In the Trsomenta Quaedsm Vetorum Loma at Consuetudinua $ 
this principle is enunciated in some detail in a section entitled 
'Thir ar the namys of theme that may nacht stands in sasiss nor in 
pruf nor in acquyttancs'; this begins with a list of kinsmen to 
the ninth degree, and goes an to men, tenants, members of the lord's 

council, those in manrsnt, churls, bondsmen, lunatics, religious, 
excommunicate and other categories# APS, i, Appendix Yp 744. 
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forbidden to try cases in which they might show partiality. And not 

only sheriffs. On 20 August 1533 Gabriel Ssmpill of Cathcart and Ladymure 

was denounced rebel for his failure to appear to undsrly the law for the 

murder of William Cunningham of Craigans and his servant; and his brother 

William lord Sempill who was his oautioner was finsd. 
133 

On 17 November 

the lords of council heard an appeal by the kin and friends of the 

murdered man *that unsuspact jugis and assissourie be sstt.... and the 

srls of Ergile is generall justice quhilk is pocht jugs competent 

committit to thaim, becaus the maister of Simple the quhilk is to be 

accusit this day for art and part of the said alauchtir and the said erle 

standia in tsndirnes of blude as thrid and thrid of consanguinits as thai 

sell rskkin.... and ale becaus he takkis plans part in that (the Cunningham. ) 

contrar'. They referred to a letter of the king, written on 14 November, 

which said that lord Ssmpill and his son and accomplices should have fair 

trial, and that if either party had relevant causes of suspicion against 

his officers and ministers, they should be replaced. William Cunningham, 

master of Glancairn, then added grounds for a further cause of suspicions 

'It wes allegit be William master of Glsncarne that the said erls of 

Ergils was suspect .... becaue son the last court of justiciarie the said 

srle of Ergils has rsssavit David Simple and utharis bland at the said 

elauchter within the place and tour of Dunnune, and als the lord Simple 

and master of Simple his son has son the said last court gsvin that band 

of manrent to him, and he hes sen solistit for the wale of the said lordis 

and master and that treindis, and for the wsls of thar actioun in prejudice 

of the said master of Glencarns his frsindis and that sctiounl. Not 

133, Pitcairn, Tai, part I, 163-4. 
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surprisingly in view of this allegation, the lords of council accepted 

the objection as relevant; and Argyll was duly directed not to sit as 

judge, but to appoint an impartial deputy. 
134 Archibald fourth earl of 

Argyll cuts a sorry figures dithering and inefficient in the Auchcrossan 

case, and here reprehensible to the point of naivete; and it would be 

special pleading to suggest that he may have believed that the Sempilla 

were genuinely worth supporting, for even in that case his method of 

dealing with them uý-uld still have been bound to provoke reaction. 
135 

What this all adds up to is a confused and conflicting picture. 

Once again, the importance of the personalities of the individuals 

involved saws paramount, and for this reason no entirely satisfactory 

generalisation can be attempted, for any generalisation could be made 

only with considerable reservations and exceptions. The need for impartial 

justice was a theme which was constantly talked about, and genuinely 

enough felt; the achieving of it was a very different matter. The strong 

dependence on personal ties of kinship and bonding which were necessary 

for security; thL essential smallness of onsts environment, so that� for 

example, any Aberdeenshire assize was almost inevitably composed of 

dependents of the earls of Huntly and Erroll, and the personal power of 

these magnates equally inevitably meant personal dominance; the fact that 

Huntly as sheriff was always the earl of Huntly, and never the impartial, 

almost dehumanized representative or embodiment of justice; all these 

134. acts of Council (Public Affairs), 409-10. 

135. The only curious factor, possibly in Argyll's favour, is that in 
spite of the Cunninghams' action, the Sampills did got off when 
their case was tried in February 1534, with the exception of lord 
Sesipill's second son David, who was denounced rebel: Pitcairn, 
T s# i. part I. 165-6. 
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factors militated against what would now be considered a 'fair' trial. 

The dilemma which this situation created is effectively summed up in the 

verse written by Alexander Arbuthnot$ principal of King's College, 

Aberdeen, in 1569s 

01 luif justice, and weld that everts man 
Had that quhilk richtlis dois to him pertains, 
Yet all my kin, allya or my clan 136 In richt or wrang I am alvoyis montane'. 

It would be wrang to regard later-a diaoval Scotland as lawless 

in the sense that desire for justice# particularly among the great, was no 

more than a matter for lip-service. The use of the private settlement in 

this period, important though it was, must be seen in its wider context. 

There was an extensive formal apparatus of legal procedures and royal and 

local courts; and it is clear that use of these procedures and recourse to 

the courts was increasing, and that ultimately this procr: ta was to roach its 

logical conclusion and replace justice by kin or lord. The point of 

discussing private justice is not to over-estimate its place in Scottish 

society, but, as it was still a feature of that society, to show how it 

worked. What emerges from this discussion is that personal alliances, on 

which this form of justice dependadv were not primarily used to challenge 

directly justice in the courts; the old idea of the overawing of the 

courts must be reconsidered, for this was only one part of the picture. 

Privat, justice was part of an older and different tradition. It still 

had a place in lets-mediaeval society, particularly among the magnates an'' 

lairds whose quarrels and disputes were likely to be more substantial 

matters than the crimes of murder and theft of lesser men. It was accepted 

as a normal and approved part of life because private settlement and 

compensation could work as well as, and sometimes batter than, the courts 

which were subject to delays, in keeping the peace and preventing feud. In 

136. Quoted by R. W. Munro, Kinsmen and Clansmen, (London, 1971); titispaga. 
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the context of local society, it was effective because by relying on the 

kin group or the lord and his allies to reach an agreement by negotiation, 

it reflected a concept which was still an essential part of that society. 

In this there was something of a conflict, between the older concept of 

the obligations of the kin, and justice in the courts and the jurisdiction 

of the law officer, whose effectiveness was measured by the extent to which 

he could free himself from the claims of kinship. Until the personal ties 

of dependence were substantially weakened� this dilemma remained. But it 

is more accurate to regard this period as one which was to some extent a 

time of transition� but in which there still existed the older tradition 

along with the news and this tradition survived because it was still 

useful as a force for law and order, not because it reflected a conscious 

intent to reject law and order. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

QTHER ASPECTS OF BONDING# THE BURGHS) POLITICAL BONDS 

Apart trog the cases where bands of manrent were made as part 

of the settlement of a crime or civil dispute, there are other examples 

of bonds being given or offered because of particular circumstances. 

But particular circumstances often nennt political circumstances, and such 

bonds were therefore not typical. For example, Knox recounts two 

occasions an which imprisoned opponents of Cardinal Beaton secured their 

release by giving him bonds of manrent. The first involved the earl of 

Rothes, lard Gray and Henry Balnaves, warded in the castle of Blackness 

in November 1543, although according to Knox only sosse of them were not 

at liberty by this method, and the only bond known certainly to have been 

made was that of lord Gray, rather belatedly on 22 October 1544, Then in 

1546, when Cockburn of Orsiston and Sandilands of Calder were imprisoned 

in Edinburgh castle, Oraieton escaped by jumping from the castle wall,, but 

Calder took the motor if more craven course of giving the Cardinal his 

bond. l Another attempt to resolve political enmity was made by Thomas Kerr 

of Fernihurst, formerly an adherent of queen Mary, who in two undated 

I* Knox, bim, i, 55 and 77. The first account is certainly inaccurate 
in detail. Rothes, for example, was warded not in Blackness but in 
Crai9nothan castlsp and the more immediate reasons for Gray's bond 
were Boston's bond of maintenance, which describes Gray's bond as 
boing wads an the saws data, and the grant of lands in the barony of 
Rescobie an 20 October 1544. Archbishops of St. Andrawat Boston 21 

iii, no. 3029. But even soy the Idea of a bond being offered or 
demanded for political purposes is perfectly believable, and not 
necessarily to be luded because of the land grants and specifically 
the idea of using a bond to secure release is confirmed by the case 
of Kirkcaldy of Grange described here, p. 286. 
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documents written in the 1570. offered Jams earl of Morton his allegiance 

and promised his bond of monrant in return for Morton's bond of usaintanancs. 
2 

And Morton as regent received from 100 gentlemen, each possessing land at 

lasst to the value of 400 merke per annum, the kinssisrti allies, friends and 

wllwishsrs of William Kirkcaldy of Grange, an offer of a perpetual bond 

of manrent by Kirkcaldy and themselves to the regent and his kinsman the 

earl of Angus, an offer of money, and an assurance that Kirkcaldy, again an 

adherent of Mary, would be loyal henceforth to the king, the regent and 

Angus. 3 This offer, again undated, was presumably made after the fall of 

Edinburgh castle, defended by Kirkcaldy and Maitland of Lothington, and 

Captured by the regent in May 1573, in a desperate last attempt to save 

Kirkcaldy's lifer but the offer was refused, and Kirkcaldy hanged. 

The use of bonds of manrent, or at least offer of bonds of menrsnt 

for such purposes, is sxcsptionall indsod, surprisingly so. Most bonds 

were not tied in this way to specific circumstances. Certainly one 

difficulty about giving more than general reasons for the making of the 

majority of bonds arises from the foot that maintenance and manrsnt are 

themselves general and intangible# and not always open to detailed 

reconstruction. But this is not simply a problem of lack of evidence. 

2. The first of these offers is in SM, Additional MS. 23,109, ?. 21r, and 
is made to Morton as regent. It is difficult to assess at what point 
In the regsnoy it was made. Kerr is described as late of Fsrnihurst; 
he was forfeited and had left the country by the beginning of 1574, 
and he may have made his offer either before leaving Scotland, or at 
any time while abroad until 1578, when Morton lost the regency. But 
Morton did not accept this offer. Kerr tried again, making the saus 
proposals, probably in 1579 after Morton had lost his offer of regent - 
for he was not described as regent in the second offer " but while he 
was still politically powerful; and this time Morton did accepts 
we Frass=, The Annandale Family jWho (Edinburgh, 1894), i, 42.4. 
Kerr finally returned to Scotland in 1580. T. I. Ras, The Adoinistrat, ion 
of the Scottish Frontier . 198,206. 

3. SRO, State Papers 13/108. 
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For many, the making and keeping of a bond, provided their lord was strong 

enough to otter adequate protections simply rendered their position in 

Society more secure; and having said that, there is little more that can 

be added. This can be illustrated by the relationship established by the 

making of bonds by the Fraser. of Philorth to the earls of Erroll in the 

late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Like so many others, it is 

not a case where motive and effect can be discussed with any precision. 

But it has two distinguishing features which make it possible to any rather 

more about its the involvement of a third party, the thane of Cawdor, and 

the fact that the first of the Erasers to give his bond to the earl of 

Erroll was apparently mentally deranged, It is described here for the 

purpose of depicting the kind of situation, apart from the complication 

of rraser's lunsay, which was almost certainly created over and over again 

when bonds of menrent were Bads. 

Connections between the families of Hay and Fraser can be seen 

in land transactions throughout the fifteenth century. By the and of 

the fourteenth century, the Frassra had acquired a considerable amount of 

land in the north-sasto their main holdings being the thanagas - later 

baronies " of Cowie and Durris, and Philorth, granted in 1375 by Walter of 

L slier lard of Ross. During the first half of the fifteenth century, howevers 

a period of bad luck, failure of ode heirs in a Junior branch of the family, 

and apparently pressing lack of money, resulted in much of this land 

passing to others, in particular to the Hays* The Hays of Ardsndracht and 

Delgaty, for example, prominent Aberdeenshire lairds by the sixteenth 

century,, owed their lands to a fortunate marriage to a Fraser heiress; 

and the baronies of Cowie and Durris were sold an 10 October 1413 by 

William Fraser, second laird of Philorth, to William Hay, lord of Erroll. 4 

4. frassrs of Philorth, ii, 201.2s the lands were in fact handed over in 
return for money previously given to Fraser 'in my sykyl mystar'. On 
14 May 1415, Cowie alone was granted to Hay by Roberto duke of Albany: 
ibid, lip 202-3. 
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The family fortunes revived to some extent under William's son 

Alexander, Laird of Philorth from c. 1441.1482. He succeeded in 

establishing his position as superior of the lands of Delpaty and other 

lands; and on 14 April 1461, he was served heir to his grandfather, Sir 

Alexander Fraser, in the barony of Cowie, then in the hands of Nicol earl 

of Erroll, because of the recent death of William Hay of Urie to whom it 

had been granted in 1447 by Nicol's father. 5 The barony of Durris also 

returned to the Erasers, it indeed it had ever been lost. Currie had been 

granted, an 20 September 14009 by Alexander, first laird of Philorth,, to 

his son Alexander, who was probably illegitimate. In 1483, an Alexander 

Fraser of Currie, who seems to have been a descendant of this Alexander, 

appears In a bond of manrent by Alexander Irvine of lonmay to William earl 

of Erroll. 
6 

Certainly by the and of the fifteenth century Currie was held 

of the crown; 
7 

so that probably all that the 1413 transaction meant to the 

Hays of Erroll in this case was temporary superiority, and the fact that 

they did not actually take possession of the lands of Currie explains why 

Cowie alone was granted to William May in 1415. The other possibility is 

that the 1413 transaction was a wadset of the lands as security for the 

loan to Fraser, in which case the grant of Cowie two years later suggests 

that May foreclosed on part of the lands. 

In any case, Alexander, fourth laird of Philorth, the father of the 

grantors of the bond, succeeded to a much restored inheritance. He is an 

obscure figure, whose existence is known more from occasional references to 

his within his fathers lifetime then from any record of hips as laird. 8 

5. F_ s. rs of Philorthp ii, 203-1. 
6. Erroll 2. 
7. Abardosw-Bantf I11wtratiorL. iii� 367. 

Be For example, he was involved with his father in a skirmish at the Bridge 
of 8algownis, instigated by Alexander Irvine of Druo, probably not lang 
before his fathers deaths Al rdsan"eantf Illustrativ. iii, 299-9,304. 
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His Most notable action was to add to the May connection by his marriage 

to Margarst, sister of Nicol second earl of Erroll, about 1470.9 He is 

said to have died in or about 1486, and was certainly dead by the early 

months of 1488, by which tim William third earl of Erroll was already 

involved in his eons aPtaira. 
10 

Alexander, am and heir of the fourth laird, was, at his father's 

death# still a sinor, probably aged about eighteen. His first known act, 

the reasons for which will be suggested later, was to make a marriage 

contract with William thens of Cawdor, on 15 March 1488. This document 

narrates that William earl of Erroll and Sir Gilbert Keith of Inverugie11 

had bought the whole marriage and ward of Alexander from the king and that, 

Erroll having sold his share of the marriage to Cawdor, Fraser was to marry 

Marjory, Cawdor's daughter. The two being related by spiritual affinity, the 

marriage was to be delayed until a dispensation was obtained. Although Fraser 

was styled 'lards of Fillorth', he was clearly not yet so in fact, for 

Cwdor obliged himself to bar the cost of the dispensation until Fraser 

'bays laushfully in possession of his lands of Fillorth', when he would 

repay the theme* further it was agreed that until the marriage had taken 

place, which would happen within twenty days of the arrival of the 

dispensation, Fraser was bound to 'byde and rem ns dayly in houshalde with 

the saida Wylyase thane of Caldor.... ands till tak his counsall in all 

9. Frasera of Phillarth i9 136. In 1470, the lands of Scatterty and Byth, 
bought by Alexander's father in the previous year, were settled on him 
and his wiles Abardaan. eantf Illustrations. iii, 530. It was 
presumably the contract tar this marriage which was referred to in a 
complaint by Fraser before the lards of council on 27 October 1479 that 
k'_lliam earl of Erroll, brother of Nicol earl of Erroll, had failed 
to pay 200 marks as the last part of payment due for the marriage: on 
29 3une 1450, the lords of council duly ordered Erroll to pay the sum. 
M, ' 37 and 66. 

10. Scots Pssraob vii, 4331 Frassrs of Philor t, i, 136. No evidence for 
giving 1486 as the date of his death is cited but see below, 

11. According to the Scots Posraesp iii, 565, Keith married Margaret Hay, 
Alexander's mother, which would explain his part in this. At no 
other time is there any record of Keith being involved in Alexander's 
affairs. 
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thingia as his carnal father for si the dayia of his 2yff, and the saids 

Wilyss. thane of Caldor is bundyn and oblist to help supple and to gift 

his tondir counsel in al thingis to the saids Allsxand. r Fresser as his 

carnal son" for al the dayis of his lyff'. 12 

This agreement does not seer to have taken effect. There is na 

record of the dispensation having bean sought13 " though this is not, of 

course, absolute proof that it was never obtained - nor of the marriage ever 

having taken place, and in no later document concerning Alexander is there 

any mention of his having a wife. The tact that he gave a bond of manrent 

to Erroll within a year of making this contract with Cawdor, a bond in which 

no exoaptancs was made of previous allegiame to Cawdor, night indicate that 

the earlier agreement had already broken down, or anasd likely to do so; 

and subsequent events not only support this suggestion, but also raise the 

question of whether even in March 1488 there was any strong possibility 

that the marriage would take place. Thera is only a» slight hint that 

this was not altogether the case, and that Alexander was, at the time of 

the making of the bond to Erroll, still fulfilling at least that part of the 

indenture which bound him to remain in Cawdar's household, in which case 

the agreement could not have been regarded entirely as a dead letter; for 

the bond was signed and sealed at the Chanonry of Rosa which was remote 

from both Erroll and Philarth lands, and not normally associated with 

12. Candor 1. This document has already been cited as a particularly 
good example of the idea that grantors of such a contract would 
hsnssforth act as kinsman; as its effect was at best short"livedg 
it is also a good example of the way theory and practice did not 
always run together. 

13. There are no supplications to the pops, nor bulls relating to this 
dispensation* it is possible that it was sought from the local 
bishop, but again there is no evidence of this. 
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oithsr family an a place where their documents were drawn ups but close 

to Cardos, 14 

Whatever the state of his relations with Cardari Alexander entered 

into a bond of menrsnt with Erroll on 15 January 1489. This band contains 

the unusual feature of being oadog in the first instance, for a term of 

three yearst 'and fro the said thre yaris be runyn, my aside lords 

giffande as fee as offene be avyss and sycht of frsndis, I oblyss me to be 

Ran tyll hyw fro that furth bot gyff the fwt be in hiaselff all fraud 

4yi11 oavillMioun and frswll exospoionia b. ynga exciudit A by put* I 
Is 

This would almost appear to put the lord as well as the wan on good 

behaviaurg but in fact almost certainly the reason for the limitation of 

the duration of the bond was Alexander's minority, His parents had 

married about 1470, and Alexander was born before 1471, the year of his 

14. The Chanonry of Ross stands out as very unusual in the Erroll bonds 
of menrsnt, which were made either at Slains or Aberdeen, or at the 
chief seat of, or pleas of some obvious association with the grantor. 
Most of the Cawdor documents of this period were drawn up at Nairn, 
Cawdol, or the Cathedral Kirk of Elgin but Fortrosa is, of course, 
sah closer geographically to Cawdor, and one document of 1477 records 
the thane's personal presence at the Chanonry; and a further connection 
may have existed in that one John Caldor, probably his bastard half- 
brothere was pricentar first of Mosayt than of Rosa. What brought 
Erroll to Postrose " assuming, as seems highly likely, that he was 
present at the asking of the bond, for it would have been unusual 
had he not been - is unknown. It is only speculation, but perhaps 
worth suggesting, that it had some connection with the bishop of Ross, 
Thomas Hay. The suggestion of Hay's connection with Erroll is made 
sore likely by the fact that he had formerly been a canon of Aberdeen. 
He is last mentioned in 1468, but was not certainly dead until 14921 
O. E. R. Watt, Fasti Ecologies . Scotiomas Msdii Aaegd annum 1638. 
(SRS, 1969), 269. 

16. Erroll Be 
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younger brother William's birth. 
16 It is therefore reasonable to suggest 

that he was eighteen at the time of making the bond, and that the tarp of 

three years is an accurate statement of the remainder of the minority. 

More important than the tact of his minority, howevsrg was the 

problem that the unfortunate Alexander was also in some way mentally deranged. 

The next record of hie occurs on 4 October 1491, at an inquest hold at 

Aberdeen by Alexander Gordon of Midmer, sheriff depute of Aberdeen, which 

pronounced him 'incoeos mantis fatuus st naturalitsr idiots st quod tisstur 

da alienations tam terrarus suamm quam aliarum rerun . obilium st immobilium 

st quod sustinuit dictam fatuitatem per tempus quinqus annorum prsteritoru. '11 7 

that is, returning the brieve whict; applied to the man of Weak, not of 

furious mind. The statement that his insanity had lasted for five years 

supports the assertion that his father had died in 1486, for it was presumably 

of importance only after his father's deaths and the inquest was no doubt 

hold in 1491 because with the approaching and of his minority, some 

positive stop had to be taken to cops with the situation, as it was legally 

necessary to do. In any avant, it seams clear that the contracts with 

Cawdor and Erroll were made by a man less than capable of managing his own 

affairs, though the extent of this iss of couros* impossible to judge. 

That Cawdor initially welcomed the idea of marrying his daughter to 

someone of unsound mind, in the expectation of acquiring control of his 

lands, and was subsequently persuaded to give up the idea, by Erroll, 

whose ward Alexander wasp by Alexander's increasing insanity, it even by 

his daughter, is one possibility; or, perhaps mors feasible, Alexander's 

16. On 4 October 1491, his age is given as seventeens Ap dsen1w ?? 
Illustrations. iv, 91.92. 

17. ibid, iv, 91.92. 
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insanity became sufficiently pronounced to cause Candor to drop a 

marriage contract made with no such long-term intention, leaving Alexander 

to seek another protector. The editor of Frassrs of Philorth suggests that 

the bond to Erroll was made in the hope of safeguarding himself against 

those who sought to dispo. assa hin. 
1e It is possible that Erroll played 

a positive part in releasing his from the Cawdor contract; this Indeed may 

wall be the explanation of Erroll's presence at fortroso, and the making 

of the bond of menrent there. But there is no evidence at all to support 

any Idea of malpractice, or to create any doubt about Alexander's insanity. 

Erroll was the obvious person for Alexander to turn to once the agreement 

with Cawdor had came to an end. He hold the wardship of Alexander's lands, 

he was the local .. gnats, and Alexander was at least nominally, and might 

Possibly become in faotg the head of a prominent family whose lands lay in 

the am of Erroll's influence, bordering on those of a cadet branch of the 

Hays. There is in any case no further record of Erroll's taking any part 

in Alexander's affairs; and while this is no doubt due in part to lack 

of awidsnao, it soy wall also refloat the fact that, as in the case of so 

many bonds, the protection obtained was of a general kind, producing 

greater security for the grantor simply by virtue of the lord's position. 

Certainly in spite of the difficulties crested by Alexanders insanity, 

there was no incursion into or loss of his lands during the remaining nine 

years sf his life; and the protection of the earl of Erroll cannot be 

discounted as a fester in this, possibly of major importancov particularly 

in view of the fact that his nearest agnatsl, who should by law have taken 

over the monagamsnt of his lands and affairs, was himself under age in 1491. 

1e. Frasen of Philorth. ig 139. 
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And as a final indication of the general rather than the specific value 

of the relationship created by bonds of manrsnt, there is the fact that after 

Alexander's death, his brother and heir, who was not afflicted with any such 

problss as Alexander, renewed the bond. 

Such indications as there are of Alexander's brother William 

suggest a far stronger and nor* ambitious character. He is mentioned in 

the brieve of 1491, as Alexander's nearest kinsman on his father's aide, 

well able to manage his own affairs and those of another; that iss in the 

standard form of that part of a brieve of idiotry which named the person who 

would be tutor and curator of the idiot. What is not standard about this 

Case is that William was only seventeen, and therefore ineligible. It 

this is indeed an indication that William was trying to force himself into 

a position of authority, it was not immediately successful; for the first 

curator to be appointed was a man who had no obvious connection with 

Alexander, Walter Ogilvy of Boyne. But on 9 June 1496, in a letter under 

the great seal, the king associated William Fraser, now of age, his younger 

brother Georg., and John Fraser of Ardglassie with Ogilvy in the 

curatorship, in answer to Ogilvy's plea that he could not discharge his 

office unless Alexander's brothers and other familiars were joined in his 

support. 
19 

Not only is this a general reflection of the reliance on the 

kindred, but in this case almost certainly a reflection of difficulties 

made by William, for by this date he was already styling himself laird of 

Philorth, in his brother's lifetias. Under this title, he witnessed a 

charter by George, earl of Muntly, an 26 March 1496,20 and a bond of manrent 

by Robert Stewart of Cleve to Alexander, lord Gordon, on 24 January 1498; 21 

190 Aborg2w-am" Illustrations, iv, 92.94; this is the only record of 
Ogilvy's curatorship; thsre is no evidence of the date or method of 
his appointment. 

20. RMS" ii, no. 2312. 
21, Gordon 16. 
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and on 23 August 1496 he was thus referred to in the text of a discharge 

issued to him by Alexander Irvine of Drum, although his signature was 

simply 'Willyaw Fressar' . 
22 

an 4 April 1498, however, he was more 

accurately described as 'fratrsm at curators. domini de Phillorth'. 
23 

Finally in 1500 Alexander died and on 24 March 1501, William 

was duly granted by privy-seal letter possession of the lands and barony 

of Philorth. 24 
And shortly afterward., the now laird, a man of very 

different character in very different circumstances, did exactly what 

his brother had done, no doubt for the soss general reasons, and entered 

into a bond of manrsnt for lite to Williams earl of Erroll, and did in fact 

remain, as for as is known, an good terms both with the earl and with the 

neighbouring famt)4es of Hey, 
25 

This case is not one from which it ib possible to draw any very 

firm conclusions because the evidence is circuirstantial rather than direct. 

Its interest lies in the fact that it was, at for as can be judged, an 

example of a successful relationship, one without undue tension or drama, 

fairly neutral and - apart from the complication of Alexander Fraser's 

idiotry " probably also fairly typical; and it is of course much more 

22. Aberdssn-8anff Illustrationh. ivy 94. 

23. ibid, iii, 335. 

24. R5 , i, no. 667. 

25. Erroll 16. This bond is in very bad condition. All that can be 
discerned of the date is 6 February 15«. It can, hanverg be 

ascribed to the period 1502.9. Fraser is described as being a 
knight, which applied only after 15020 and one of the two 
legible names of witnesses is one Andrew Strathaquin, whose name 

appears in most of the witnessed Erroll bonds and other documents 

between 1488 and 1509. In the Erroll collection, this bond is 

numbered 'Send of Manrant 211, which puts it between bonds dated 

3 June 1504 and 23 February 1506, thus including it in the bonds 

made to Williasg third earl of Erroll. But while this some 

perfectly possible, there remains some doubt about which earl 

received the bond; for the third earl died on 14 January 1507, 

and was succeeded by his son who was also called William. 
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difficult to document successful cases of relationships created by bonds 

of manhunt than those which were the product of particular tension between 

a lord and an individual laird. This supports the argument that it is 

almost certainly wrong to assume that every bond had a very direct and 

specific cause, and much more likely that met bonds warb made because 

of the general circumstances of those who made them rather than the 

particular. This is exactly what the relationship between the Hays of 

Erroll and the Fraser* of Philorth shows. Two families 'on the make' in 

the late fourteenth century had very differing fortunes in the fifteenth. 

The Fraser* suffered a period of decline while the Hays continued to riss, 

and indeed did so partly at the expense of the Frasersj and by the and 

of the century, by which time they had recovered a certain amount of lost 

ground, the Fraser* as lairds were giving bonds to the Hays as earls. These 

bonds formally amphealsed the difference in status. In the first, made 

by the unfortunate Alexander, the emphasis was probably on the man looking 

for protection. In the secondq made by the capable and ambitious William, 

it is not unlikely that there was as much incentive for Erroll to seek 

renewed recognition of his superior rank from a laird whose personality 

and possession made him a figure of local importance, as there was for 

William to continue to enjoy the protection and favour of the local 

magnate. 

The importance of the personalities of those who made bonds of 

sunrsnt and maintenance in determining the success or otherwise of the 

contract has already bow mentioned. The indication that William Fraser 

was a determined and able man, very different from his older brother, has 

an obvious bearing on the motives which led the earl of Erroll to seek his 

bond. In general# it Would not be an exaggeration to suggest that 
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personality was of prime importance. A lord would begin with the 

advantage of greater wealth and status. But theme were not so auch 

greater than the wealth and status of the men who gave him bonds that, 

Oven if he was a weak man, he could still exercise control, particularly 

over those whose bonds he sought in an attempt to avert disaffection. 

Those who made bonds wares after all, man of sufficient standing and with 

sufficient following to create a very considerable problem should they 

refuse to honour their bands, a problem which in the last resort eight 

be resolved only by fares. There were of course penalties written into 

the bonds. But the most common fora of penalty was that of lose of honour 

and credit; and this suggests an awareness of the fact that the real 

sanction against the breaking of a bond was the general social sanction 

against something which might well lead to disruption and chaos. It is 

indeed highly probable that the penalty clause was least necessary where 

the lord was a dominant force in his locality, and least effective where 

he was not. 

The results of a situation in which a lord did not have enough 

strength of personality to control his followers or succeed in forcing their 

obedience In cases of dispute has already been illustrated by the sorry 

figure of Archibald fourth earl of Argyll, earl frag 1529 to 1558.26 Both 

in local and national affairs Archibald had little success in imposing 

his will. Thus Lamont of Invsryne was able to oppose him with impunity, 

both in and out of the courts; and Argyll committed what was, particularly 

in a hierarchical society, the cardinal sin of getting himself into a 

position where in one aase his subordinate, in another his political 

associates Could make a fool of him. This being no, it is not surprising 

26. Above, pp. 262.9 and 280-2. 
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that he lost the position which his predecessors and successors enjoyed, 

not only of being the dominating force within Argyll itself, but also of 

taking an active and prominent part in national politics. The Macdonalds 

and the Maclean*, families who had basin kept reasonably quiescent by 

Argyll's iadiate predecessor Colin, were quickly able to undermine his 

standing with James V, who promised Maclean protection against him. 3amss 

refused him the lieutenancy of the south Isles for which he asked " perhaps 

being well enough aware that Argyll was not the man to fulfil his promises 

to ensure that the inhabitants would pay their dues " and indeed kept him 

out of favour throughout his reign. 
27 His attempts to establish a more 

affective position for himself after Uses' death were hardly more 

successful. With the earls of Moray and Huntly, he became one of the 

principal supporters of Cardinal Beaton in the struggle for the regency 

and the opposition to James earl of Arran after he had become governor. 

But at the general, if temporary, reconciliation in the parliament of 

March 1543, Argyll again ensured that events would bedetermined without 

him, for he alone stayed away on the grounds that he was sick; 
28 

and a 

27. Donaldson, s V"VII, 50.1. His request for the lieutenancy 
quoted here points out that 'I and my franndis has als grat 
experience in the denting of the ilie'p as a reason for this 
earl being given office, this sakes rather pathetic reading. 
Further proof of his ineptitude is found in D. Gregory, 

1493-1625 (Edinburgh, 1836), 140-2; Gregory describes an 
episode in 1531 when Argyll accused Alexander Macdonald of 
Islay before the council of various crime* against him. 
Macdonald was summoned to appear to answer Argyll's charges. 
H. did so, but Argyll stayed away, leaving Macdonald a clear 
field not only to refute the charges, but to make a moving 
statement of his loyalty to the crow, his desire to maintain 
order in the Islssq and his belief that the house of Argyll 
were largely responsible for trouble in the Isles; and the 

upshot was that Argyll was in turn summond to answer for his 
dealings in the Islas, and isprisonsd. 

28. Sir Ralph Sadler'. State Pa_rs_, ed. A. Clifford, (Edinburgh, 1809), 
i, 651 Diurnal of Occurrents, 27. 
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further glimpse of the lack of regard in which he was hold is given 

by Ralph Sadler, writing to Henry VIII an 7 ins 1543 to report an the 

council meeting at which the marriage of Mary queen of Scots and Henry's 

son Edward was discussed and agreed. Huntly, Moray and Argyll were all 

abssntp Moray because of an illness from which he was not expected to 

recover, and Argyll and Huntly because 'than, of Argils hathe mache a 

don in the high land vttht thtviahe sen whicha rsbal. e agaynat hym and 

therle of Huntley is lykwisa occupied in the north. partial* But the 

governor's consent to Sadler was that it was well for the success of the 

negotiations that Moray and Huntly were not prasentf Argyll by contrast 

apparently caused him little concern. 
29 

Archibald earl of Argyll appears, as for as can be judged, as a 

muddler, a am who because of his position was inevitably involved in 

affairs both nationally and locally, but one who dithered ineffectively in 

both spheres. The spectacular and Impressive riss to power of the 

Campbells of Argyll could hardly have happened had the inefficiency and 

weakness of this earl not been the exception rather than the ruls. 
30 

But 

exception it certainly was. Knox's conventionally worded record of his 

death in 1558, that he was called by God 'from the miseries of this life$ 

has perhaps a particular appropriateness which Knox himself did not intend. 31 

29. Sadler. Slats PaDIr,, it 213.4. 

30. E"R. Crsgsan, 'The Changing Role of the Hcusa of Argyll in the 
Scottish Highlands', in History and Social ialhrooglooaav. od. I. M. 
Lewis, (ASA Monographs, vol. 79 London, 1968)# 153.92. As Mr. 
Crsgssn points out, p. 1541 'The tradition of the house of Argyll, 
whose ambers were almost without exception sen of great native 
ability and energy, was to initiate, to lud, and to control the 
revolutionary process'. The fourth earl of Argyll was the 
exception. 

31. Knox, History. i, 136. 
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A rather miserable interlude for the Campbells was over; and his two 

sons Archibald and Colin, who became earls of Argyll in 1558 and 1573, 

had quite different personalities and a quite different grip on svennta. 

The bonds made to the fifth and sixth saris are unusually 

detailed documents; and from them there emerges a strong impression of 

two magnates far mors in control then their father had been, and well able 

to manipulate local affairs to their advantage. One problem, for example, 

which the fifth earl inherited from his father ras the disputed succession 

to the lands of William Macleod of Ounvegan, who died in 1582/3.32 Only 

part of his estate went to his daughter Mary, whose wardship and marriage 

were given by Arran to the earl of Huntly in February 1553; if this was 

another attempt to bypass the obvious candidate, the earl of Argyll, an 

this occasion it failed, for Huntly sold the wardship and marriage to Argyll 

for 1200 marks in 1555.33 The other part of the estate went to William's 

brother Donald; but Donald was murdered by his kinsman John Og Macleod, 

who seized the lands and hold them until his death in 1559, to the 

exclusion of William's younger brother Termod. Zn the same year, the 

wardship and marriage of Mary Macleod, heiress of Ounvsgan, were granted 

to 3amss Macdonald of Ouniveig by Mary of Guise, apparently as part of her 

32, Part of William's lands, including Harris, Gleneig and others had been 

granted by the crown to the Macleods of Dunvegan and their heirs in 
1498 and 1540; but in 1542 the lands of Trotternish, Sleet and North 
Uist were granted to Alexander Macleod of Dunvegan for lift, and to 
Williaa and his heirs Palo. These were lands of the Macdonalds of 
Sleatq who apparently continued to occupy them. The Book of Dunveamo, 

ed. R. C. Icleod, (Third Spalding Club, 1938), is 1-5. 

33. Collectionea do Rebus Albanicis. (Iona Club, 1847), 136-8. 
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policy to stir up the Macdonalds against the protestant earl of Argyll, 

thereby keeping him occupied in his locality and out of affairs of stats. 
34 

Thus the now earl was excluded from influence over one part of the estate, 

while the heir to the other, Toread, was then in captivity in the hands of 

the French, possibly the French brought to Scotland by Mary of Guise. 3S 

The latter situation was dealt with first by Argyll, and Torniod's 

allegiance secured, by a contract made between them on 1 March 1560. 

Argyll, having released Toremd from French captivity, promised to help him 

to recover his heritage of Harris and Glenelg, the possessions of his 

father and brother, and to be good lord and master to him in all his 

actions and causes; and he undertook to deliver Tormod to Hector Maclean 

of Duart, his tutor and fprincipall favourar', to further his interests. 

In return, Tormod promised perpetual menrent for himself and his heirs 

to the earl and his heirs, to take the earl's counsel an the question of his 

marriage, and to recompense the earl, when restored to his lands, for the 

expanse incurred in helping him to recover theme 36 Argyll than turned to 

establishing his influence over the Macdonalds and the Macleans. on 

25 July 1560 he made a contract of maintenance and msnrent with James 

Macdonald of Ounivaig, in which he promised to renounce his claim to certain 

Macdonald lands in Kintyre and to maintain Macdonald in the gift of the 

wardship and marriage of the Macleod lands in Harris, 37 Here Argyll appears 

34. Collg do Rebus Alban. 141.3. It is perhaps an indication that 
Macdonald was less inclined to cross words with the now earl of 
Argy11, however, that he was reported as coming with 700 toot 
soldiers in October 1559 to join the earl of Argyll and the other 
lords of the congr. gationi Sadl_, 

_. 
State Psoers. ii, 517. 

35. The idea that Torsod was hold by the queen regent's French troppa is 
suggested by the editor, Coi. do Res Albans 91* 

36. Argyll 34. 
37. Argyll 35. 
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as remarkably accommodating to Macdonald. But on 8 October 1560 he made 

an agreement with Maclean of Duart by which he separated the IMacleana 

from the Maodonalds, for this contract, in which the parties again promised 

maintenance and menrsnt, contained the provision that Argyll had forgiven 

the Macleans their past offences this offence was their contract made in 

the summer of that year with Macdonald of Ounivaig, which they now 

discharged, promising to make no further contracts with Macdonald or anyone 

else without Argyll's permission. 
38 At some point between then and 15679 

Argyll obtained from Macdonald of Dunivaig the wardship and marriage of Mary 

Macleod. On 24 February 1567, he and Tormod made another contract, in 

which Argyll stated that, having the wardship and marriage, he would ensure 

that Mary should be heritably infeft of her lands, and would then cause 

her to grant them to Torwod; and further that har would provide her with 

a suitable husband. for this Tormod would pay Mary 11000 as his part of 

her dowry, and would renounce all claim he had to the entailed lands, 

that is, Trotternish, Sleet and North Uist. 
39 

Ultimately this contract was 

fulfilled. By 1571, the suitable husband had been founds Duncan, son of 

Dougall Campbell of Auchinbrek. On 15 July 1573, Mary bound herself to 

grant Tormod her lande, when she was duly infeft, and on 22 July her 

husband issued a statement that this was done with his consent. Procurators 

to take sasine of the lands were appointed in 15771 and when, on 

4 February 1580, James VI granted to Tormod the lands resigned by Mary, the 

process was complete. 
40 

Raahrhil" there remained the entailed lands, legally belonging to 

Torrid but in the possession of the Macdonalds of Sleet. On 18 June 1565 

Argyll and Donald Macdonald Gorm of Sisat had made a contract of maintenance 

and a nrsnt; 
41 

and it may have been as part of his exercise of the good 

38. Argyll 3e. 
39, Coll. d. RNS Albin. 144-6. 

40.0unv. aan Book, 19 92-61 -09V 
iv1 no. 29649 

41. Argyll 41. 
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lordship promised in this contract that Argyll obtained from Tormod, whom 

he was already bonsfitting in another way, all evidence of his claim to the 

Macdonald lands in February 1567. On 4 March 1567 he made a further 

contract with Donald, in which he undertook to have Donald heritably intact 

in the lands in question, to be hold of Argyll. In return Donald bound 

himself to give Argyll his bond of manrsnt, to pay, on his infaftwant, 

1000 works to Argyll and 500 towards Mary Macleod's dowry, and to stand 

friend to Torsod Macleod and assist him in all his actions when required 

by Argyll* 
42 It appears that thereafter Macdonald of Sleet was unchallenged 

in his lands; and it is probably to that part of the contract which dealt 

with his service to Argyll and friendship to Tormod that his later 

agreement with Argyll refers. This contract, made on 27 April 1571, bound 

Donald to serve Argyll and maintain friendship with Tormod, in return 

for Argyll's forgiveness of any contravention of their previous contract 

and promise that he would further Donald's interests; and Donald agreed 

that it he should break this agreement, he would lose the kindness and 

amity of Hector Maclean and his kin, the principal movers of the renewal 

of his contract with Argyll. 
43 

The same active participation and control is seen in other Argyll 

bonds. The 1571 contract with Donald Gora# for example� included the 

further obligation that Donald would act on behalf of Torquil Macleod of 

Lewis and his father Rory, the latter being engaged in a long-term attempt 

to disinherit his hair on the grounds that he was not in fact his son, 
44 

On 23 November 1571, Argyll made a contract of maintenance and manrent with 

lohn Nluidsartach Macalastair, captain of Clanranald, and his son Alan, in 

42. Argyll ASS, vol, 4/48f jgll. da Rebus Alban. 117.9. The text of the 

contract is contained in a notarial instrument of 5 March. 

43. Argyll 44. 

44, A notarial instrument of 22 August 1566 narrated the death-bad confession 
of Huchson, Briavs of Lewis, who admitted to his adultery with Torquil's 
mother, Janet Mackenzie, and the possibility that he was Torquil's father: 
Highland Paosrs. ii, 280-1. 
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which Argyll acknowledged his debt to Alan for bringing Rory Macleod to 

him, and promised to associate the Macalastairs with him in counselling 

Torquil about his dealings with his father. 
45 

This was followed up on 

27 February 1572 by a bond made by Donald Gorm of Sleet, Hector Maclean 

of Quart and Dougal Macdougall of Dunolly, in which the grantors promised 

that they would keep their 'lovet tender causing' Rory Macleod of Lewis 

obedient to the king and to the earl of Argyll, and became sureties for 

Rory that he should not molest nor trouble his son. 
46 

What the Macleod* 

themselves were doing is not entirely clear. On 2 3une 1572 Rory issued 

a lengthy complaint against his son, accusing him of holding him in Omelet 

miserable captivity in mountanis and cavernis of craigis far distant from 

the societe of man alnsist persisad witht aauld and famine' for the past 

two years. From this remote horror he had been, on his own admission, 

temporarily spared by Torquil, who brought him before the regent, John 

earl of Mar, Argyll, Morton and other lords of council; and the combination 

of these lords, cold and hunger and 'fair of my lyfe' had forced him to 

acknowledge Torquil as his heir. He now pointed out that although a son 

had the right to succeed to his father, any son who behaved with such 

unfilial violence forfeited that right; and he revoked his agreement with 

Torquil. e7 
It may have been as a result of Torquil's imprisonment of his 

father that Argyll interfered certainly Rory was not in some mountain 

fastness in November 1571. In any event, this complaint appears to have 

been a matter of Rory lotting off steam rather than achieving anything 

practical. Presumably because of the combined efforts of Argyll and those 

45. Argyll 45. The name Macalastair is used hers because it appears in 
this and the later contract made to Argyll's successors Argyll 53. 
The Macalastairs were in fact a seilt of Clan Donald. 

46. Argyll Transcripts, vi, 175. This again suggests the extent of 
Argyll's influence. Donald Gore had an interest in supporting Rory 
in disinheriting his son. The notarial instrument of 1566 includes 
his claim to be rightful heir of Lewis, through his mother. By 
1572, however, he had given up this claim and was now following 
Argyll's policy of supporting Torquil. 

47. Hiohland Papars. ii, 281.3. 
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whom he had involved in the affair, the feud between them died down. 

Comparative peace continued under Argyll's successor, Colin sixth earl 

of Argyll. Rory was once again brought before the council, this time 

under regent Morton in 1576, and forced to recognise Torquil as his hair; 

and thereafter the situation remained quiescent until after the death of 

earl Colin in September 1584, when minority of his successor temporarily 

removed the strong arm of the Campbells, and the feud once again broke out. 
48 

The Macleod dispute was not the only matter dealt with in Argyll's 

contract with the Mscalastaire. Argyll's part of the agreement also 

included his promise of assistance against any of the Clanranald who 

refused to acknowledge John or Alan as their chief, and his undertaking that 

he would cause Macleod of Harris to guarantee any tacks made to the 

Macalastairs; and for their part, the Macalastaire promised to serve 

Macdonald of Dunivaig and his heirs as long as they served Argyll. Service 

to this earl seems to have paid off; and those who showed signs of 

departing from their allegiance apparently found it better to renew it. 

The bond of submission to Argyll made on 15 September by Angus Macdonald of 

[Asiivaig and Hector Maclean, fier of Duart, by which they promised to submit 

all controversies to Argyll and his council and friends, and to abide by 

their decision, ended with a reference to 'the said sties utilite and 

weill of bayth their housis in his service in all tymes cumming'. 
49 This 

was by no means an empty phrase. Those who served Argyll benefitted, not 

just in the negative sense of not incurring his enmity, but in the positive 

sense that they got advantage out of its as is already evident from the 

bonds discussed. And a final succinct and convincing example of how 

4B. Highland Paosrs, ii, 284-8; Gregory, History of the Hiohlanda and Isla. 
219.21. The minority of the now earl of Argyll may explain why Torquil 
sought protection sls. whars; in November 1585 he made a bond of 
maintenance and manrsnt with Georgs earl of Huntly, in Which Huntly 

promised assistance in all his affairs, both civil and criminal: 
Gordon 60. 

49. Argyll Transcripts, vi, 150. 
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seriously Argyll regarded the duty of a lord to fulfil his promise of 

protection to those who served him is provided by his conveyance on 

25 December 1566 to Colin Campbell of Gisnorchy of the menrent and service 

owed to him by the Macintyrss in Balquidder on the grounds that they were 

nearer to Colin, who was therefore better able to protect them* so 

The bonds of Argyll's successor, his brother Colin sixth earl 

of Argyll, show exactly the same detailed control. On 12 August 1577, 

for example, the Macintyres once again made a bond of manrent to Argyll, 

in return for his bond of maintenance of the same date. 51 It would seem 

that in spite of the greater distance, they found the earl a better source 

of protection than Glenorchy. This may have been particularly so at this 

time, for Gisnorchy was then in dispute with his son and heir Duncan, and 

threatening to favour his second son Colin at Duncan's expense; and in 

the following year Argyll successfully backed Duncan against his father, 

promising never to receive nor favour Glenorchy or Colin until Duncan was 

satisfied in Argyll's eight over the question of his lands which Glsnorchy 

threatened to redeem. 
52 

Such a threat in this case was enough; and 

Duncan hold on to his lands. The Macalastairs also once again came firmly 

under Argyll's control. On 19 September 1576 three Campbells, commissioners 

for the earl, met Jahn Muideartach Macalastair and his son Alan at Ardlui, 

and drew up a long and detailed contract of maintenance and manrent. 

Argyll offered his protection only for as long as the Macalastaira gave 

him obedient and thankful service, while the Macalaetaira were bound in 

perpetuity. In particular Argyll promised to protect the Macalastairs 

against Tormod Macleod of Harris if necessary. The Macalastaire made a 

50. Tprmouth 0k, 211. 

51. Argyll 54 and 55. 

52. Argyll 57. 
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string of obligations. They promised to give a separate bond of manrsnt 

and service to Argyll if required, and serve him on fifteen days warning, 

and especially to take part with the Maclean* and Argyll's other 

dependents in the north isles; and they further bound themselves to demit 

the lands of Gisnelg to Macleod of Harris, and to appear before Argyll with 

Macleod to have all matters of dispute resolved by Argyll and his friends, 

including Lauchlan Maclean of Duart; both they and Macleod would provide 

Pledges, and would make a bond of assurance until Argyll summoned them. 

And finally it was agreed that the contract and the bond of manrent might 

be renewed as seemed necessary with the advice of lawyers. 
53 

It is some 

indication that the terms made in bonds or contracts of manrant had some 

force, that two of these promises are known to have been fulfilled, and the 

third almost certainly carried out. Two bonds of assurance were made. The 

first has not survived, but is referred to in the second, made an 

11 duly 1577 between Torsod Macleod and Alan, captain of Clanranald; 

indeed, Alan's succession may well have been the reason for renewing the 

bond. By their contract, the two sides agreed to submit to Argyll, Maclean 

of Ouart and as many of Argyll's kin and friends as he pleased, who would 

meet on 1 November. Meanwhile, they would remain in amity with one another, 

be ready to come before Argyll, an twenty days warning, and agree to allow 

Maclean of Duart to remedy any damage done by themm. But already one point 

of dispute had been cleared ups as promised in the Macalestairs' contract 

to Argyll; Glansig had been restored to Tormode 54 

It is also from this period that there is a remarkable picture of 

what could happen to a an who lost Argyll's friendship and support. The 

Maclean* of Quart appear to have been consistent adherents of both earls 

until 1577; and the dispute bstwan Lauchian Maclean of Quart and Colin 

51, Argyll 53. 

54. Argyll Transcripts, vii, 26. 
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earl of Argyll, referred to in December 1578, was not of long duration. 

But according to Lauchlan's oo. plaint to the lords of council cads in that 

month, it was a time of one-sided savagery by the earl. Lauchlan claimed 

that in the previous March, Argyll had incited his uncle Sohn dubh Maclean, 

to murder hiag and he was saved only by the inspiration of God, which led 

Sahn to confess. 
55 Foiled by this, Argyll than sent Macdonald of Dunivaig, 

backed up by 200 sen led by Campbell of Lochnall's brother by land, and by 

Sohn Maccannaahis of Inverans by sea, to attack his house of Lochgorns. 

Moreover, any of Lauchlan's servants chow he sent through the lands of 

Argyll, in order, as he explained, that they could reach the lowlands and 

Pay the Sails due to the king, were captured, beaten up and imprisoned by 

Argyll and his followrs. 56 It is not possible to evaluate the extent, if 

any, of exaggeration in this account. The strong flavour of injured innocence 

an the part of a loyal and peaceful subject of the king is both 

understandable and readily discounted. But the substance of the complaint 

may well be accurate enough. It is not surprising, therefore, to find 

Lsuchlan making a bond of subadssion lass than a year later, on 27 August 1579, 

by W%Ich he promised to enter pledges and make such satisfaction as Argyll 

and his friends demanded for the onslaught by his friends and servants on 

lands in Irsland. 57 

55. ]ahn Maclean had spade a bond of manrsnt to Argyll on 26 September 15770 
in which he reserved his allegiance to the head of his houses Macken 
of Ouarts Argyll 56. Whether or not he did intend or attsept to 
murder Lauchlan, hors certainly is a cars of divided loyaltyi and the 
inspiration of God stay well reflect a genuine state of real agonising 
over the problem. To resolve his personal position in a dispute 
between am like Argyll and Maclean of Duart can hardly have been 

other than extremely difficult. 

56. Argyll Transcripts, vii, 49.51. 

57. ibid, vii, 56. 
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What s. srgss from this is not two *aria exercising absolute 

authority in Argyll, but rather two earls who were personally able and 

tough enough to control what was in effect a pack of snarling doge, and 

who were perfectly willing to resort to violent means themselves when 

they thought it necessary. Their contracts oaks impressive reading. The 

detailed attention not only to their own control over the major west 

highland families, but also to the relations of these families with one 

another; the insistence on am who wanted to enjoy the maintenance of the 

Caspbslls also undertaking to support their friends and adherents; the 

sweeteners in the fors of protection in both general and specific 

circumstances balanced by the threat to withdraw protection; all these 

created a situation in which the violent feuding which is regarded as a 

marked feature of highland society after the collapse of the lordship of 

the Islas at the and of the fifteenth century, could be if not eradicated 

at least contained, while at the saes time Campbell power was increased, 

In this period, the growth of this power at the expense of the Macdonald., 

which has been singled out as the most important factor in the rise of the 

Campbolls, so 
was primarily carried out not by feuding but by bringing the 

Msodonalds of both the north and south into the network of Campbell 

dependencies. Campbell policy seams to have been a judicious and effective 

mixture of negotiation whore possible, formalised by the making of 

contracts, and force where diplomacy failed. But its success depended 

ultimately an the strength of personality of the son who pursued this 

policy. Written contracts were of little use if the authority of the lord 

was not sufficient to soaks men think twice before breaking thump and if 

the lord's authority was weak, than the resort to force was worse than 

useless. 

58. E. R. Crsgsan, 'The Changing Role of the House of Argyll in the 
Scottish Highlands', 155.7. 
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The postscript to this period# like its forerunner, underlines its 

particular character. When Colin earl of Argyll died in September 1684, 

his hair Archibald was aged nine. The effect of this was immediately seen 

in the renewal of the dispute between Rory Macleod of Lewis and his son 

Torqual, already mentioned; and it is reflected again in the failure of 

the now earl's attempt to and the violent outbreak of feud between the 

Maclsans of Overt and the Msodonalds of Ounivaig in 1586.59 The situation 

was made considerably worse by the squalid spectacle of the Campbells 

themselves, formerly a strongly united kin-group, engaged in internal 

struggles for control during the minority of the sari. The arrangement 

made by earl Colin for the minority gave authority to his widow and six 

leading Compbenss with executive power invested in three of thssq 

including Campbell of Cwdor. The speed with which this arrangement 

collapsed into a power struggle is indicated by the two bonds made on 

21 November 1586 by John Campbell of Cwdor and another of the six, 

Alexander Campbell of 4ochnoll. The first of these bonds set out their 

grievances in suitably pious and altruistic terms; what these amounted to 

was that they felt excluded from influence over the earl. The second 

said what they proposed to do about its which was to secure Argyll's person; 

and in this they falledle Go The culmination of this infighting was the 

murder of Campbell of Cswdsr by Campbell of Ardhinglas and his associates 

in February 1f92v possibly as part of a conspiracy in which the life of the 

59,109 Additional AS. 19,797, ". 10V-13v. 

60. Contracts of friendship 79 and 80. The effect of the breakdown of 
the traditional Campbell unity may also be reflected in the 
extraordinarily large number of bonds of man rant received by Duncan 
Campbell of Glanorchy between October 1584 and the and of 15871 
8rsadalbans 52.1081 and also in the contracts of friendship made 
in the sass period by Campbell of Glsnorchy with the Campbells of 
Craignish, Lochnsll and Ardkinglas, the earls of Atholl and Montrose, 
and Maclean of Quarts Contracts of friendship 74,75,76,82,83 and 
84. 
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earl was threatsnsd. 61 But this was also effectively the and of lack 

of control by Argyll. What it illustrates is the sass with which 

Campbell dominance could be weakened in the absence of such controlo out 

unlike the problsw created by the fourth earl, the difficulty hers was 

the temporary one of a minority which was particularly badly handled. 

There was no doubt about the ability of Archibald seventh earl of Argyll, 

who 'lived to exercise, for many years, an overpowering influence in the 

affairs of the Highlands and Islss'. 62 It was this earl who managed to 

isplsssnt, at least partially, awns We policy of settling lowlander, in 

the highlandst by maintaining such a settlement in Kintyre; and it was 

also this earl who, working in class co-operation with king and council, 

achieved a solution to the long-term problem of the notoriously lawless 

Clan Gregor, who were finally suppressed in the second decade of the 

seventeenth century. 

61. A detailed account of this episode is given in Gregory, History of 
the Hiohlan and Isles. 244-54, in which he a phasisss the link 

with the murder of the earl of Moray, also in 1592. On the grounds 
that the conspiracy theory, which involves this link, depends on the 

confession of Ardtinglas, later withdrawn, it to challenged by M. Los, 

1R üQ061ýO. (Mr3mssuns 7sas/v s. i--at . mnJ wi -i I ß: Yiw &y aw-Y sv 

exculpate Maitland himself. Cawdor was certainly involved# with 
Maitland, # in the Huntly-foray feuds but it seems that the primary 
cause of this murder lay in dissensions asap the Caspballs. 
Ardcinglaa' aanfSS$ieM and other documents relating to the murder 
are printed in Highland Pacerrs_. 19 152-94. The final healing of 
the breach did not come till vary much later, long after the 
Immediate reaction had died down. On 12 3anuary 1619, Colin Campbell 
of Ar*inglas and John Campbell of Gawders, some of the parties 
involved in 1692, and twonty. thros other Casipballal, made a contract 
in which Cawdsr acknowledged Arkinglas' innoc nce# he being a minor 
at the time of the surder@ remitted all rancour and hatrsdp and 
accepted him in brotherly love, amity and friendship; the preamble 
explained that the barons and gentleman of the surname of Campbell 
were gathered to take order� in the absence of the earl, for 

observing the king's peace in the country, and establishing and 
maintaining the estate of the house of Argylls Contracts of 
friendship 107. 

62, Grsgory, History of the Hiohlends md1.1ss. 252. 
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The fundamental importance of personality in the success or 
failure of relationships based an personal alliances is one generalisation 

which eight be made about this wide-ranging and complex subject. A strong 

magnate backed by a united kindred was a very powerful fares indeed. 

Another 9rneralisation which can be suggested, more tentatively, is that 

while the tusking and keeping of bonds did not necessarily guarantee 

stability - for certainly lords used their adherents to support them in 

their quarrels and feuds - the breaking of allegiance could create an even 

more violent and lawless situation. When the dominance of one family was 

too great to be seriously ohallengid, as was the case with the saris of 

Argyll, it was probably the breaker of the bond who was most hurt, as 

Lauahlan Maclean of Quart found. But where two families of mors equal 

Power clashed, and some of their adherents changed sides, disorder could 

be much more widespread. The outstanding example of this I. provided by 

the circumstances leading up to the onus, _ sailibro of the 1590., the murder 

of the earl of Moray by the earl of Huntly in February 1592. 

The Gordon earls of Huntly had enjoyed a position of unchallenged 

suprawacy in the north-Past from the aid-fifteenth century onwards, apart 

from a temporary sat-back in the reign of Mary, when in 1562 they lost the 

earldom of Moray, granted to Huntly in 1549, to the queen's half-brother 

Janas Stewart, and for a short period moved into the unusual and entirely 

unsuccessful position of boing in rebellion. Their normally pre-swinsnt 

position was based an three factarst their loyalty and service to the 

crown, which rewarded them both materially and with the office which 

formally confirmed their dominance, of lieutenant in the north; their 

policy of friendship towards the other Aberdeenshire magnates, the earls 

of Erroll, reinforced by bonds of friendship and marriage alliancas; 
63 

and, 

63. Contracts of friendship 2 (1466) 49 (1546); 90 (1589). This 
last contract was made on the grounds that it was necessary for 
Huntly and Erroll to keep friendship in time of grast changes and 
unrest. 
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Most important in terms of their prestige in their locality, their control, 

like that of the earls of Argyll, of an extensive following, built up by 

alliances with local lairds on the nucleus of a powerful and united kin-group. 

This gave them a massive advantage in their dealings with families who 

threatened to oppose them. Their uneasy relations with the Forbes, for 

example, alternated between periods of trues, again reinforced by bonds of 

manrent by the Forbes, and occasional outbreaks of feud; in such an 

outbreak, in 1571-2, although both families were wealthy, powerful and had 

local influence, the fact that the Gardens lived in great concord and 

unity, thus strengthening their position and following, while the Forbes 

were weakened by disunity, resulted in victory in this round going as usual 

to the Gordons. 64 

By the early 1590., however, this supremacy had been undermined by 

the earl of Huntly himself who in 1589, along with the other northern 

Catholic saris of Erroll, Crawford and Angus, embarked on the dangerous 

course of entering into treasonable negotiations with Spain and opposing 

the crown almost, on two occasions, to the point of doing battle with the 

king. There is no point in describing in detail these political wsnosvrss= 

it has been admirably done sisswhsra. 
65 What matters hers is that because 

Huntly was highly suspect on both political and religious grounds, he was 

more vulnerable to the renewal of the threat to his local control by James 

earl of Moray, son-in-law and successor to the earl who had challenged his 

predecessor to the 1560s. The memorable opening of the account of this 

confused and miserable episode in the contemporary Historie of Kino mss 

the sets the scene, with its overtone of foreboding, and is well worth 

64,8p1, Additional M6.19,797, ?. 19v. t for bonds by various Forbes to 
the earls of Huntly, gas Gordon 1,4,5,6,25,40,44,46 and 49. 

65. Donaldson, Jaws V-VII. 188.94, Willson, 3amss VI and I, chapter 7. 
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quotings 

'Their be tue famous housis in the north of Scotland, to 
wit Huntlis and Murray. The hour of Huntlis is veris mightis 
in man and Quddis, and so is Murray, bot not comparable to 
the uther, as all am knawis. Trsw it is, that nether of thir 
Erlis war bsllicous assn; bot yit Murray was the waist weirlyk 
span bayth in curage and person, for he was a cumlis parsonage, 
of a great stature and streng of bodis lyk a komp. So as 
disdayns and invy that still invadis the mynd of man to withdraw 
him from trsyndlis tranquillitis, did also assailys the Qud 
mind of the Erle of Murray; the instrument wharot was ans 
Campbell of Caddell, knycht, a gantilaºan of that ountris, wha 
the malst part of his tyms had spent at court, where he had 
lsarnit all subtaltsis thereof, not onlis to his win great 
hurt, bot also to the groat skayth of his posteritie. This 
knycht of Caddell was very familiar with Chanciller Maitland, 
fra whome he ressavit instructions to engender distrsyndship 
betuix Huntlis and Murray, and consequently wsarae, that 
dsstroyis all. The whilks instructions he accomplsist vsris 
lsarnitlis.... . 66 

In other words, Moray was hooked. Given Huntly's political machinations# 

it is perfectly cradibls that Maitland should seek a means of reducing his 

powers, and equally believable that Moray should succumb easily enough to 

the temptation of oupplanting Huntly. What transpired, however, was that 

the real danger to Huntly did not coma directly from government backing for 

Moray; 3ws VI was consistently lenient to Huntly, partly out of personal 

friendships, partly because he was able to play off to his advantage the 

conflicting pressure groups of the northern earls and the extreme 

Presbyterians with considerable skill, and partly because the non-productive 

overtures made to Philip II of Spain in 1589 and 1592 by the northern saris 

were of more concern to Elisabeth then to James VI. 67 Maitland consequently 

extricated himself from his involvement with Moray, and changed to a policy 

of friendship with Huntly; 
U 

and the Huntly-Moray struggle therefore 

66. The Historie and Life of King Jars the Saxt. (Bannatyn" Club, 1825), 
246-7. This account confirms at least one part of the faao;: a and 
most misleading ballad about the Moray murders Moray was the more 
handsome of the two. 

67. Donaldson and Willson, ope cit. 
68. Historie of Jaws the Saxt, 2471 David Moysis, M.. oirs of tha 

Affairs of Scotland. Bannatyns Club, 1830), 85. 
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became primarily a local dispute, to be resolved at local level by the 

stronger aid** 

Of the 'tw famous housis in the north',, the initial advantage lay 

with Huntly. lut Moray's challonga, although it ended with his murder# 

was in fact a near-run thing, which produced a period of extreme disorder 

in the north-oast and culminated in national uproar. Two factors reduced 

Huntly'a superior strength. One powerful family, the Mackintoshes of 

Ounnschtsn, gave up their traditional dependence an the house of Huntly. 

This dependence, marked by a series of bonds of m nrsnt, 
69 

had always had 

a streng element of reluctanos; like the Forbes, the Mackintoshes were 

not aeýong those who could be said to have enjoyed Huntly's protection; 

rather, they had it formed upon ths.. 
TO 

In spits of the fact that as 

late as IS99 Lauchlan had formally renewed his allegiance and service, he 

went over to Moray= and it is highly probable that what happened was that 

a ? wily which resented the power of the Gordon* seized the chance, when 

the present earl was discredited, to back the rival who wanted to diminish 

that power. 

69. Successive Mackintashas, chiefs of Clanchattan, suds bonds to the 
earls of Huntlyi Hector in 15321 William in 1543; Lauchlan to 
the fifth earl in 1568 and to the sixth earl in 1569, Gordon 26, 
389 51 and 78. 

70. A detailed and well-documented account of the Mackintoshes is that 
of A. R. Mackintosh, The Naa"toabea and Clan Chittae, (Edinburgh, 
1903), although the author, who changed his name from Shaw to 
PIsckintosh, is rather too inclined to regard the relationship 
between the Mackintoshes and the earls of Huntly as one of good 
and evil, always in that order. for the quarrel between Lauchlan'a 
predecessor William and George fourth earl of Huntly, see above, 
pp. 279.80. 
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The other major family which deserted Huntly was that of Grant 

of Frsuchy. Hors the motive was rather different{ indeed, Huntly played 

into Moray's hands. The Grants had also been dependant an the house of 

Huntly, 71 
but with none of the friction which marked the relationship with 

the Mackintoshes. In what was, comparatively, a minor quarrel between 

John Grant, tutor of 9allindalloch, and John Gordon, brother of Gordon of 

Cluny, in 1590, one of Gordon's followers was killed, and on this occasion 

Huntly chose to deal with the affair not by allowing a settlement, but by 

getting a commission to bring the murderers to justice, declaring Grant 

and his supporters rebels, and attempting to arrest him. 72 However 

reasonable this may soma, in the abstract and by modern standards, there 

is no doubt that at a time when Huntly was under threat both from the 

government and in the north, and needed all the support he could austar, 

it was singularly ill-judged to take tough action against a family well- 

disposed towards his. Moray was able to capitalise an this situation; and 

the Grants transferred their allegiance. 

They may have been further encouraged to do so by the fact that 

Grant of Freuchy and Mackintosh of Damnachten were themselves allies. 

In a quite Inordinately long document of 14 jene 15669 they had agreed to 

accept the decision of arbiters in their various disputes over the lands of 

71. In 1530 James Grant of Freuchy made a bond of manrennt to James earl 
of Morays Moray 3. The earl died in 1544 without male heirs; and 
the earldom was granted to Huntly in 1549, and hold by him until 
1562, when it was granted to queen Mary's half-brother. After 1544, 
the Grants had turned to the earls of Huntly for protection. They 
made bonds of manrsnt to the fourth earl in 15461 to the fifth in 
15691 and to the sixth in 1586; and Huntly's bond of maintenance in 
return for this last bond also survivese Gordon 42,54,66 and 67. 
There is no evidence that these agreements were superseded by now 
allegiance to the earls of Moray between 1562 and 1590. 

72. Mackintosh, Mackintoshes and Clan Chsttan, 164. 
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Rothisaurcus and other matters; and this included a promise of mutual 

assistance, friendship and support. It may be of some significance that 

Grant excepted his allegiance to Huntly, but Mackintosh did not. 
73 

In any 

event, by November 1590 there was no question of allegiance to Huntly by 

either. On 12 November they draw up another lengthy contract. Much of 

this dealt with land, and their promise of assistance in the peaceful 

possession of land. But the punch-line came at the beginning of the contract, 

and was repeated later an; first Grant promised to assist, maintain and 

defend Mackintosh *in caice any arle within this realm* wrangeouslie or by 

ordour of law, be theme selfis and their assisteris, be fcrce or violence, 

invadsis, tsublis, eolestis or perswis the said Lauchlane.... ', this Using 

repeated with the variation 'ony eile or erles', and similarly Lauchlan 

promised to maintain and defend Grant. 
74 

Already the opposition to Huntly had bsqun to emerge, on 

5 November 1590, a general bond of mutual assistance was made, in which 

Moray, Grant and Campbell of Cawdor were joined by the earl of Atholl, lord 

lovat, Stewart of Grantully, Sutherland of Duffus and two other Grants. 
75 

By 20 January 1591 more support had cons in. On that date a dacrest of 

exemption from Huntly's cosrsission of justiciary and lisutsnantry on the 

grounds of 'dsidlis fsiddis, quarrsllis and contravsrsais' was granted to 

most of the original group, now reinforced by Mackintosh, the Mackenzie* 

of Kintail and Rsdcastls, Ross of Kilravock and Dunbar of Boghall, tutor 

of Cumock. 76 

73. Fraser, rawl, iii, 158-65- 
74* Contracts of friendship 93. 

75. Contracts of Friendship 92. 
76. Fraser, £1, Iii, 176-9. Again this shows the breaking of allegiance. 

Mackenzie of Kintail had made a contract of maintenance and aanrant 
with Huntly in 15861 Gordon 691 and the Dunbar* of Cumnock had also 
bound themselves in aanrsnt to the earls of Huntly. Gordon 39 and 64. 
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In the course of that year, Huntly himself also cast around for 

support. While in March 1588 Mackintosh and Grant had been associated 

with Huntly in a commission of justiciary against Alan Cameron of lochial, 

captain of clan Cameron, now Cameron made a bond of service to Huntly on 

8 March 1591, in which he particularly promised service 'in thir trublis 

laths movit be Lachions Mctntoisch of Ounnachtan and Jhon" Grant of 

Fruchis', in return for Huntly's promise never to receive them into his 

favour until Alan had been given satisfaction for any hurt incurred in the 

Course of his service to Nuntly against them. 
77 

In May 1891, the sail 

received a further bond of service from the Macpherson*. 78 
Most important 

of a11, an 22 Neuweber 1591, a more substantial group of lairds, including 

two Dunbars, promised their assistance 'speciallis in this qusrrsll and 

deldiis told had and borne be his lordsohip agenis the cr11 of Murray, 

cartons his csntidsrattis and withsris within Murray. '; end the fact that 

we of thos3 lairds was Sutherland of Dutfus, who had been a party to the 

opposition contrast of 1 November 1590, suggests a certain suing back to 

Huntly. 79 

A such more Important return of allegiance to Huntly had already 

taken place. After November 1590 there had been a state of feud. In 

that month, Huntly had unsuccessfully attacked Moray's castle of Darnaway; 

and the dearest of January 1592 refers to that attack and previous surd ers 

by Huntly and his supporters of servants of Moray and the Grants, But 

there was also a state of stalemate; after the attack on Darnawy, 'the 

wear" incressit, so that at sum tyaos Huntlis, and at sun tywa Murray 

77. Fraser, Gri t iii, 166.9; Gordon 81. Cameron had wads a bond of 

manrant and maintenance with Grant of Frsuchy in 15891 Grant of 
Frouchy 3. He had excepted his allegiance to Huntly; and this 
proved the stronger pull. 

78. Gordon $2. 
79. Gordon 83. 
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was victorious'. 
8o 

The principal cause of this stalemate was the part 

played by the Mackintoshes and the Grants; their detection from Huntly 

wakened his and strengthened Moray, but not sufficiently to produce a 

decisive result. It is almost symbolic of their crucial importance that 

they should have made a contract of their own; and certainly their 

importance was recognised at the time, to the extent that they were singled 

out in Casron's bond to Nuntly, and in letters by the English diplomat 

Robert Ba+N to Surahlsy, in the autumn of 1591, describing the troubles in 

the north. On 23 September 1591, for example, 8owss referred to Huntly's 

quarrel with Grant and Mackintosh, and recounted a fight between them and 

Huntly's supporters the Ca. srons, who had taken their sheep and cattle to 

Strathbogis (Huntly), and were selling them cheap; and in revenge, Grant 

and Mackintosh, with the assistance of Morey and Atholl, were preparing 

to Invade Huntly's lands. Ort October 3 he wrote saying that the quarrel 

between them was not yet appeased, and wrote again in similar ter" as late 

as October 19, although this time without specifying Huntly's enemies, no 

doubt because they were well enough known* 
81 Three days later, however, 

can a dramatic change. The methods used to persuade Grant and Mackintosh 

are not known, but four of the leading Gordons, backed up by four lairds 

loyal to Huntly, had managed to bring about a settlement; and a contract 

was Dads an 22 October, by which it was agreed that Grant and Mackintosh 

"O. Nistarla of Jooaa the 8axt. 247. According to this account, it was 
during this stalemate that Huntly caws to court, where Maitland, 
now mors concerned with the threat from Bothwell, and so hating the 
Stewart earls, became 'familiar' with him. 

Al. SSP Scot x, 572,575,579. 
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would once again be received 'in the spsciall favour of the said noble orls,, 

and be with his lordschip wsitt and respeckit in all tae's and rsspsckis 

als will and fronndlia as that war b foir the laitt slostis begowth; and 

wa alwyis to Sontanw with his lordschip, swa lang as thai kelp their 

dwtie and tsythfull service to his lordwhip and his house, but 

dtlactiotm ', euch demotion, if alleged, to be 
judged 

by the Gordon. and 

other lairds involved in the contraot. 
92 

This settlement drastically altered the balance of power. Inde dg 

it is pates not too fanciful to suggest that the promise of assistance 

against Moray by the lairds who gave their bond to Huntly in November 1591 

was a product of this agrsssiar+t, bringing over those who had perhaps 

wavered to what was now the winning side. ? here was now hardly room for 

doubt about the outcome of the taud between Huntly and Morayl and the and 

duly Cass on 7 fabruary 1592, with the burning of Moray's house of 

Donibristls and the murder of the earl himself. 

Inevitably the murder provoked violent demands, by the kirk and 

by nosay'a allies, for Huntly's punishments and squally inevitably Huntly, 

then and later, was regarded as the villain of the pi649.83 out assess 

restated these demandag and he was undoubtedly wise to do so. Moray had 

taken a great risk. H. had challenged the pre-eminent position of another 

seynats in his sun loeality. ly doing soo in an age when men were swords 

because they were accustom std to use thawi, not as decoration, he was bound 

to prowia violence, for there was no other way in which a power struggle 

82. masst, GrMt, iii, 180-1. 

43. One anonymous writer has tried to redeem Huntly. In an eighteenth 
century copy of an account of the murder, which is very similar to 
that in the His%Qris of Jams the Ssxt, there is one significant 
addition. The writer is careful to point out that Moray was killed 
not by Huntly, but by Gordon of Cluny, whose brother had been killed 
during the attack on Darnwsy in 1590, and by Gordon of Gicht, whose 
brother was killed in the fighting at Donibristle - that is, by men 
who were avenging their nearest kinsmen, 8M, Additional M8.19,797, 
ff. 14v19v, 
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of this kind could be resolved; when one am directly challenged another 

in order to replace him as the controlling force in his locality, there 

was no middle ground which would have allowed compromise or arbitration. 

It is quits wrang, therefore, to regard Moray as a man of different stamp 

fror Huntly, the more civilised victim of the older type of lawless 

Scottish msgnats. This was a local dispute which, because of the people 

involved, had for wider national ramifications than most; it was begun by 

Moray, and it was fought out on traditional lints by both sidssq relying 

on that most traditional and conservative feature of society, the ties of 

loyalty and allegiance and, in this case, the breaking of them. The loser 

was Moray, and the loser paid what was, again,, almost the inevitable price. 

For the king to have attempted to take strong measures against Huntly 

would only have inflamed a dangerous situation further. As it ras, Jawss' 

inaction allowd a crisis to dissolve Into anti climax. On 18 April 1593, 

Nuntly agreed that his allies, the saris of Erroll and Angus, who were 

bound to defend him against all eon saw the king, should nevertheless make 

such offsrs as they thought expedient to the kin and friends of the 

murdered earl, and that he would follow their counsel in the mattsr; 
84 

the 

outcome of this is not known, but certainly It weep In the circumstances, 

the most practical way of offering reparation, and indeed still a way Which 

was entirely acceptable. Grunt of rreuchy maintained the traditional 

loyalty of his home to Huntlyg in 1593 he appears as one of Huntly's 

cautioners for keeping the psaos. 
5f Mackintosh of D achten, Ia span 

inconstant, false and double myndit, be the report of all men1, 
U 

also in 

his own way reverted to the normal strained relationship of his family with 

the earls of Huntly; once again he broke his agreement with Huntly, and 

94. SRO, Gordon Castle Muniinnts, GD 44/13.9.12v Soaldina Mi. c. llWy, 
iv, 249. 

65. Frass, Grant, ii, 41 iii, 194. 

96. Historie of Jaws the Std. 249. 
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intermittent feuding reaulted. But, particularly after 1596, Huntly was 

in a better position to deal with Mackintosh, and succeeded in dividing his 

kin-group. In 1597 he received into his favour and maintenance James 

Mackintosh of Gask and his sons, as though they had never offended him, 

in return for their band of service, and in 1600 he forgave Angus Williamson 

(Mackintosh) of Termit and his sons their part in the troubles between 

himself and Mackintosh of Dunnschtsn, again in return for their promise of 

service, 
87 The status quo was restored. The moral - it such a word can be 

used - of the Huntly-Moray feud was that when traditional positions were 

threatened, traditional loyalties, or at least grudging dependence, 

overturned, feud and bloodshed followed; and while Moray has had rather 

too good a prose ever since, James YI was sufficiently a man of his times 

to realise this very wail. His policy of leniency towards Huntly entirely 

paid oft, both in this affair and in the wider problem of his dealings with 

the Catholic earl;, who finally made their pets with him and with the kirk 

in 1596-1. Thereafter Huntly settled down to his former position of 

unrivalled supremacy in the north, and of enjoying the king's favour as one 

870 Gordon 86 and 91. Williamson was allowed to except his service to the 

earl of Moray, which suggests that Huntly no longer felt threatened. 
As the murdered earl's son was still a minor, there was certainly 
little need for concern; and indeed no further challenge was made. 
After the death of Mackintosh of Ounnachtsn in 1606, the Mackintoshes 

scads an effort to reunite the clan and bring to an end the 
'controversies, questions, debates and hosts, that has fallen furth 

betwixt the said haill kin of Clan Chattan these times bygone, 

whereupon there followed groat incanvanisnciss.... '; in April 1609, 

the principal members of the clan mat at Tormit, and there drew up 

a contract binding them to serve the chief for the time, during the 

minority of Lauchlan's son, and to keep 'perpetual amity, friendship 

and kindness' with one anthers Contracts of friendship 104. As an 
indication of how little changed, however, in 1618 Lauchlan Mackintosh, 

uncle of the new chief of Clanchattan, made a bond to George lord 
Gordon, promising never to assist Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn against 
Gordons SR0, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44/13.9.21; SBaldina 
Miscellaan# . iv, 257-8. 
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Of 'y trustiest sawands1, 
®5 

was given a . arqu ssata in 1599, and, 

incidentally, proceeded to emphasise and enhance his standing by turning 

his castle of Hts tly into an elegant and palatial mansion, on the upper 

storeys at lsastq the most remarkable feature being a massive and elaborate 

door-penal of unrivalled size and magnificence* 

So tar, at has bsan discussed are the bonds of asnrsnt and 

maintenance sss& between . agnate, lords and landed gantry. But there are 

two other aspects of bonding to be considered briefly to complete the 

survey. The first is the question of cognate control of the burghs, 

insofar as there were some bonds of manrant made either by burghs as 

collective aosrwmitiss or by individual burgesses. Not many of these 

survive, and of those which do, two at least are political - that is, made 

for short. tsrm and particular purposes - and do not therefore come into 

the category of bonds made by the burghs an the sows basis as the great 

majority of bands wads by the lairds. The bonds mods by the burgh of 

Oumfriss to the king and regent ion+ox in 1570, and by the burgh of 

Aberdeen to the king and regent Morton in 1574 were political bonds, 89 

And there is undoubtedly a political element in the bonds of manrsnt and 

maintenance wads by the burgh of Edinburgh and 3smss earl of Arran an 

19 and 20 3anuary 1521, whereby the burgh plumped for support for Arran, 

after a decade of rivalry for control between the Hamiltons and Oouglasas, 

culminating in the street-fight of April 1520 known as 'Cleanse the 

Causeway' when the Hamilton* had bow driven out of the town; indeed, the 

88. Basiliken Doran of Kino 3mý VI. d. J. Craigio, (STS, 1914), ii, 6. 

89. political bonds 26 and 29. 
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burgh in its bond promised that the earl of Angus would be refused entry 

when Arran was in Edinburgh, until the two had made their psaca. 
4Q But 

there were other bonds of ssnrsnt which were of the sans kind as those made 
by the lairds. The burgh of Nairn, for sxaspls, made an indenture of 

Maintenance and msnrant with Hugh lord Fraser of Lovat in 1472, and the 

burgh. of Ban" and Cullen likewise bound themselves to Ogilvy of Dsskford 

in 1472 and 1479. In the late sixteenth century, Rsnfrw promised service 

to Colin earl of Argyll, and gave his the right to nominate one of their 

bailli"s and one officer in each election, in a bond of 15801 and in 

1591 the burgh of Annen ratified all previous bonds of manrsnt made to 

lord Maxwell and his predecessors, particularly mentioning the bond wade 

in 1573, in return for Maxwell's continued friendship and protection. 
91 

William Kennedy, constable of Abordwt, and William Look, burgess of 

Aberdeen, made bonds of manrent to the earls of Erroll in 1487 and 1515, 

and Stewart of Mints, provost of Glasgow, bound himself to Javas earl of 

Arran in 1527, promising his service as lang as he hold office, 
92 

These 

give a certain weight to the impression created by one late sixteenth century 

account of the 'General State of the Scottish Cosrmonwoalth', which describes 

the power of the nobility, already too greet, as 

'the mors because the burroughs and burgess towns are wholly 
at the devotion of sows nobleman or other, few sxosptsdl as 
Couper of fife at the Earls of Roth.., St. Johnston at the 
Earle of Montrose, Dundee at the trla of Crawford, the northern 
towns at the Erle of Huntly's aoemandi whereby they have their 
own, and the common voices in parliasantf nothing can pass that 
may prejudice the state of the nobility, or in large the prin. ', 3 

90. Hamilton 3 and 4. The office of provost had alternated between the 
Douglas.. (1513,1517 and 1519) and the Haeiltons (1515 and 1518), 
Donaldson, )s V"VII. 11 and 35. 

91. Fraser of Lovat 1; Ogilvy of that ilk I and 2; Argyll 601 Maxwell 34. 
92. Erroll 5 and 24; Hamilton S. 
93. SM, Additional MS. 35,844, ft. 193r"8r. The manuscript contains 

miscellaneous transcripts of documents dealing with aspects of late 
sixteenth century Scotland. This account is anonymous, but almost 
certainly was written by an English observer; the language suggests 
this, and it comes from a period when the English government received 
a number of reports on the state of Scotland. This one is unusual only 
in that it is cast in a style which is more literary than Meet* 
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They also give sows point to the fact that, of the three acts of 

parliament designed to limit or prohibit the making of bonds of maintenance 

and aanrsnt, two dealt with aunrsnt in the burghs. In 1458 it was enacted 

that 

Ina bandis nor ligis be maids nor yit na conmotioun nor 
rysing of cowsownia in hindering of the common laws bot at the 
commandment of that hods offlciaris. And gif any dois in the 
contrary and knawisgs and taynt may be gottin therof their gudis 
that er fundyn gilty tharin to be confyskit to the king and thar 
11fia at the kingis will. And at na man dusllands within burghs 
be fundyn in nsnrent nor ride nor rowt in fair of weir witht na 
men bot witht the king or his officiate or witht the lords of 
the burghe that that dusll in or witht that officiaris under the 
sswyn pans. And in lik manor that na indusllar within burghs not 
landwart porchoo any lordschips in oppressions of his nychburis 
in UM monsr under the saayn payneI. 

And this act was repeated in 1491, with the additional detail that a lord 

should not be purahasad 'to Rout na Rid na ploy at bar or any uthir way' 

cause oppression, and with the provision that the justice clerk should 

inquire each yssr into than points. 
94 

94. AJE , ii, 50 and 226. In 1503 it was further enacted that no 
neighbours, craftsmen, gentlemen burgesses nor inhabitants of the 
burghs should usurp the authority of the king's officers elected 
in the burgh, 'nor sak ligis nor bandis in contrar the samyn'; 
and this was again repeated in 15041 ibid, it, 245 and 252. The 

clause forbidding anyone to 'purchss any lordschips' is somewhat 
ambiguously worded. The abuse which was being attacked is auch 
mors clearly expressed in the fourteenth century list of 'poyntis 
that are to be inquwrit be the grst assys'$ one was 'gif any 
purch. s a lord dualland to landwart to cum to the court of the 
burgh in prsiudics or scatht of his nychtburia'i 
Custom of the 9urohs of Scotland. 1124-1424. (SBRS, 1868)# 152-1-3. 
How far this was a real problsa is not clear. On one occasion when it 
did happen, In a case heard before the alderman and bailliss of 
Aberdeen in 1440 between William of Cadiou and Robert of Cullacs, when 
3a0ss earl of Avondale turned up on behalf of Robert, who was his man, 
considerable confusion and embarrassment soso to have been caused. 
Willim protested that he had no idea that Robert was Avandals's men, 
which seams a curious and unnecessary apology; and even more 

curiously in view of the strong feelings about such an event, it was 

agreed to postpone the cases xf ReaLater of 
the jMrah cf nhorn. (Spalding Club, 1844)p i, 394-5. 
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These general statements suggest two quite different situations. 

The 'State of the Commonwealth' describes autocratic control, with the 

burgh, merely reflecting the will of the magnates. The acts of parliament 

dMOnstlata exactly the oppoaits, a ration of the burghs against any 

attempt at magnate domination. Both these statements are too extreme, 

although the second is probably nearer the truth than the first. No 

doubt there was considerable variation. A small royal burgh or burgh of 

barony was more likely to be under the control of the local lord; the 

Ogilvy domination of the burgh of Banff has already been described, 
95 

At 

the other and of the scale, the sassen are obvious enough why Edinburgh 

should have been particularly vulnerable to magnate control or rivalry for 

Control, although as this was normally a matter of political rivalry, it 

ws exceptional. But in general the degree of control claimed by the 

'State of the Cos ornrsslth' is hardly believable. There is not enough 

evidence to support or reject positively the idea that the burgesses acted 

as mouthpieces for the magnates in parliament, although if there is any 

validity In the view that they did, it was at bat a highly selective natter. 

Only the largest burghe sent representatives to parliament with any degree 

of consistency. The smaller burghs, who were most amenable to the control 

of a lard, attended sash lass fss sntly. The fact that, for example, the 

known representatives of the burgh of Banff were Ogilvie* certainly suggests 

that they may well have reflected the view of their local lord; but as they 

only camas to three parliaments in the sixteenth century, they can hardly 

95. SM above, pp. 2314. 
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have made much impact. 96 

Whatever the position in parliament, it is quite clear that lairds 

who made bands of nnrsnt did not thereby become subservient to their lards: 

their status was normally guarantee against that, and in any case there is 

no doubt that the intention of making bonds was not to reduce sen to this 

level. This being so, it is entirely unlikely that the case should have 

bow different with the burghs who were highly conscious of their rights as 

independent and self-governing communities, and who resisted infringements 

of those rights, 
97 On the other hand, if Edinburgh was unique in being 

heavily affected by political events, other burghs were not isatuns from 

local pressures. To deal with these, a compromise solution offered itself. 

There was At positive advantage to be gained by " burgh which put itself 

under the protection of a lord, for in doing so it sight more easily 

preserve its independence. This was the course adopted by the burgh of 

Aberdeen, and it was a course which worked very well. 

In the 1440s, Aberdeen seems to have been particularly touchy about 

the problem of interference by lords outwith the burgh. In 1447 the 

council forbade any request an behalf of any lard for tacks of the torn; 

and while they agreed that a losses could assign his tack of fishing to any 

friend, they added the rider I* pt lsrdis'. In 1445 they had unanimously 

96. may;, ii, 4209 (1543); iii, 421, (1187); iv, 7, (1593). The clats 
of the 'State of the Cammuwwaalth' is in fact further evidence that 
the writer was English; the suggestion that the point of controlling 
the burghs ras to control parliament is a reflection of the English 
rather then the Scottish situation, and the place of the English 
commons in parliament; and there is a certain curious logic in the 
ides that, given the overlarge share of power in the state which 
the writer claimed that the Scottish nobility enjoyed, they could 
manipulate parliament, assuming that the Scottish commons were as 
interested in attending and making their views felt there as those 
in England. 

97. See, for example, W. C. Dickinson, 'Burgh Life from Burgh Records'. 
in Aberdeen Lfr ivarsitr RU i. xxxi, (1946), 214-26. 
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agreed that no lord should be aaoi. . sus of the burgh, perhaps after 

their experience of Irvine of Drus, Dan_ itanag from 1440,42.98 It is 

not impossible, indeed, that it was pressure from Aberdeen which produced 

the legislation of 1458, which could well have stemmed from the particular 

problems of one burgh, although it was certainly in keeping with the 

general attitude of the burghs. 99 In 1463, however, the burgh took rather 

a different lins; on 13 3anuary it . ads a bond of aunrsnt to Alexander 

sari of Huntly, in return for Huntly's promise of waintsnanos. 
100 The fact 

that the bond was to last for only ton years may reflect a certain caution 

on their part; but as it turned out, the relationship between the burgh and 

the earls of Muntly was to endure, with hardly any 
101 

until the 

late sixteenth century. 

98, Dickinson, Mirgh Life from Burgh Records', 217. 

99.1 am Indebted to Professor A. A. M. Duncan for this suggestion. 

100. Gordon 3. 

101. One occasion when good relations were strained temporarily was to 
15211, when Hvntly took the unusual action of supporting lord Forbes 
against the burgh; but this seems to have had no lasting effect. 
The other major occasion was forced on the burgh. In their band of 
1574 to regent Morton, they referred to Morton's forgivsnsssfbr past 
crises and his clemency now extended to the. aon8 others. Their 
particular offence was their support of Huntly, which was to cost thew 
4000 snacks; but Morton's clemency extended to a discharge of 1000 
narks, and permission to them to spend a further 1000 marks on the 
building and repair of a hospital in the burght rdsan Council 
Ronister ip xxxvvi; Jig 11.18. This was a follow-on to a similar 
action of regent Moray in 1569. ibid, 18.19. On that occasion, 
according to the Historie of Jams the Ssxt. 429 he 'past to Abirdsns, 
and their c isit ilk man that assistit the Erls of Huntlis, to 
coupons for elk unreasonable sowwss of money, whereby the greatest 
part war b. 2Wit, from the best to the s. ynsst, to the and they 
could be the Bair unable to wok insurrsatioun agayns'. Whether or 
not he want to these langths@ Hiattly and his adtssents did accept 
Moray's authority in the spring and early summer of 1569. Political 
bonds 24. 
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This did not aw that the burgh bscaws in any way slavishly 

obedient to the saris of Huntly. They were prepared to say no to his, 

with great politeness certainly, but squally with great firmness. Six 

months after they made their bond of ssnrsnt, for example, they replied to 

his request far th f attsndancs that while they wanted to do all in their 

Paver to please him with their service, 'that say nocht cows to this hasty 

tryst.... for in gi Paths, wo hate na hors.... '102 In March 1545, they 

agreed to his request that an@ ]amts Mom! one and his cautioners should be 

remitted of an unlaw of twenty pounds; but it is noticeable that Huntly, 

in making this request, felt it necessary to use tact, assuring thsa that 

he was 'aantant that na wthsr rsqusstis of myna be sdmittit be you in tyws 

cawing in sic materiel. And another request, an a different satter, was 

turned doing when Huntly asked, in 1558, that William, son and heir to 

Sohn Leslie of @aiquhsin, should occupy the town's lands of Ardiair, the 

town unanimously refused. 
103 

Even greater bluntness and resistance to intartarunaa characterised 

their dealings with other local losds. In 1525, for sxaopls, they were 

almost united in agreeing to stop interference in the elections of their 

provosts. But one men, Sohn Colison, argued that certain landed gentleman, 

such as the lairds of Crum, Wardss, Wutquhain and Msldrus, should be able 

to votsl the general opinion of this is reflected in the marginal note 

to the record of this decision, which tartly painted out that Colison was 

related by marriage to those lairdst 'an* aabssows proud men was this 

John Colessin'. Colleen and the lairds turned to an attempt to pst their 

way by foray, but failed# and in 1528 the lairds of Ralquhain and Warden 

were prevailed upon to mahn a bond not to molest the burgh, under pain of 

102. AbMrdsri Co. tici Rmi, ig 24-5j this request was made by Huntly 

and others unnawod. 
103. ibids 1,217-8,307.8. 
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L2000.104 Similarly the burgh came off very much on top in their running 

fight with the Forbes in the 1520s. On 20 May 1530 they turned down lord 

Forbes' dswa d for his tun of wins, which he claimed was due to him annually 

in return for his aid in protecting the salmon fishing* an the Des and the 

Dan* This the burgh refused, until such time as Forbes produced a bond 

promising to fulfil his part of the bargain. On 6 September they want 

further, and decided that no pension should be given to Forbes or any other 

in the future for the protection of their fishingsy because those who 

should have protected in fast destroyed# and a pension would too easily 

became blasig eil. On 19 December, James V issued a signet letter which 

put a number of Forbes under penalties to hasp the pis; and already 

lord Forbes himself had given ins and made a bond promising not to harm the 

burgh, under pain of t5O0o. 105 

It is of course impossible to estimate precisely what part the 

earls of Huntly played in enabling the burgh to fight oft threats to its 

independence. But in view of the tact that those who did threaten were 

themselves dependants of the earls, it is likely that even to secure Huntly'a 

benevolent nawtrality was a positive advantage, and it is possible that 

they pot rather more than that. Certainly the burgh thought that it was 

to their benefit to have Huntlyls protection, even although this meant that 

in one respect their independence was somewhat illusory; for the provosts 

of Aberdeen were, for most of the sixteenth century, consistently Menzies, 

and the Menzies were allies of the house of Huntly. The desire of the 

burgh to have the bast of bath worlds cones out in an exchange of letters 

in 1544. On 11 May, Huntly wrote to inform than that their tsar of boing 

loft unprotected in these troubled tines was groundless, and directed them to 

1049 Abxrdt. t Council R. aist. t* it xxxiii-iv, 111-29 115-6. 

105. ibid, it xxxvi-vii, 136-40. 
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obey his 'aousingis and ssrvitouris' John Gordon, Henry Irvin., Alexander 

Rutherford and William Rolland during his absence. The rather peremptory 

tone of this letter was perhaps responsible for the burgh'. assurance, in 

reply, that the rumour of their fast had been exaggerated. They were 

clearly touchy about the command to accept the direction of others - even 

Huntly's servants - in their affairs, referring to the feat that it Was 

Huntly who had 'our band as protsotour to was', and they reminded him of 

their belief that he would not 'hurt our liborto and privilege that we hat 

had of auld'. But at the same time they could not quits bring themselves 

to refuse outright, and they were careful to thank him for his benevolent 

mind towards them, and to beseech his continued protection. 
106 

And in 

January 1545 they went to the length of making him a free an of the burgh, 

in order to elect him provost; whereupon, having accepted office, he 

nominated the former provost, Thomas Menzies of Pitfodollo, to hold office 

as his dsputy. 
l07 

Rather surprisingly, neither the Reformation not the financial 

exactions of Moray and Morton had the effect of undermining the relationship, 

an the surface at laast. 108 But at the and of the century it did break dou. 

106. Abardeen Council anistal, 1,200.2. 
107. ibid, i9 214 5. No doubt it was because of his formal position 

that in Plaroh 1545 his consent was sought, and rresivsd, for the 
election of Walter Leslie as bellman, after the resignation of 
Alexander Menzies, But this was not, perhaps# a matter which he 
would normally be axpactsd to worry auch about, and it is possible 
that his Involvement on this occasion is another indication of his 
connection with the Menzisst ibid, i# 217. 

108. In orte respect the torn lost out by relying on Huntly's protection. 
In 1559 he was given the furnishings and vestments of the cathedral 
of Aberdeen for safa«ksaping These were included in the inventory 
of his moveable goods seized by thz crown after his defeat, death and 
forfeiture after the battle of Corriohis in 1562s nv * dg Is 
Raime s. f ad. 3. Robartsong Bannatyn" 
Club, 1863)# 19.56. 
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Probably what finally provoked the increasingly protestant burgh was 

Huntly's championship of the Catholic causes and it may have been cads 

easier for them to take action because they had an alternative to Huntly, 

George earl Nhrisohal, whose growing interest and influence is reflected in 

his foundation of Marischal college in 1593. Certainly they seized their 

opportunity when Huntly was embroiled in his feud with Moray. But apart 

from the general reason, the first clear sign of reaction against the earl 

is seen in a more particular matter. In 1587, Huntly had apparently 

interfered in the election of the provost, persuading the town to reject 

the nominated provost Andrew Rutherford, and to continue the provostship 

of Gilbert Menzies of Pitfodslls. 
109 Indeed, it may have been in an attempt 

to bolster up his position that Menzies himself entered into a bond of 

manrant with Huntly in 1588, perhaps because the burgh as a whole would 

no longer do so* 
110 This would have ban in any case a tactless oove# but 

the fact that the burgh was attempting to break the line of Menzies provosts 

is of considerable significance, for the method of undermining Huntly'a 

position was to make a direct attack an that of the Menzies. In 1587 this 

was unsuccessful. But finally in 1590 the Menzies dominance collapssdl the 

109. 'The Chronicle of Abordssn', in So ldina Misesflanv, iii 59. 

110. Gordon 71. This bond was Written on parchment and sealed, which was 
exceptional for a bond of this late period; the suggestion has already 
been saw that Menzies was rather pompously adding a touch of dignity 
to the making of a bond by a provost of a burghs above, p. 104. The 
bond also con tins another self-conscious reference to status; 
service was to be given as by 'uthsris gsntiLmsn of the countre of 
our rank and astait'. This could of course now that the provost of 
a burgh would serve like a country gentleman. But in the 

circ tances# it is perhaps not too tancitull to suggest that it 

reflects a pessimistic �cognition of what was going to happens that 
the long era of Renzi" control of Aberdeen was coming to an and, 
and that in the future Manzi"' sphere of influence would indeed by 
that of 'utharis gentilman of the countrs' and not any longer in the 
town. 
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burgh complained both to the commissioners of the convention of royal 

burghs and to the privy council. To the convention in June they described 

themselves as 'thrallit to serve one raice of pspill, as it war ans burch 

of baronays, never haiving any provost or counsall changit be the speics 

of fyttis ysiris bygans, except it war be death, and in that caics, ans of 

the sera rats, as it war ans stait of inheritance, succsiding thairto'; 

and, to leave no doubt, 'the lsytis for slactioun of the provost pocht 

to be restranit to the name of Penzsas, their frsyndis and allyais'. By 

September the story had improved, and the privy council heard of 'the 

unlauchfull usurpatioun of the provsstrie be the race of Menzsiasia, and of 

all utharis chsift officals of the some be these, their kin, trsindis and 

allya', which had afflicted the burgh 'thir foursscoir yeirts bigans'. 
III 

It armtot supply be assumed that Aberdeen provides a blueprint 

for burghal relations with the sonatas. But it is not inherently unlikely 

that it was fairly typical. It reconciled two apparently conflicting aims 

the desire for control by the lord and the desire for independence by the 

burgh. tndsod, the conflict is probably mors apparent than real, The 

earls of Huntly never demanded, any sacra than the burgh was prepared to 

give, a real intrtngswant of burghal rights; the burgh had not in tact 

suffered unwillingly fifty or eighty years of thrall. To this extant, 

burghal bonds of aanrsnt are no different from those wade by the lairds. 

Both parties gained advantages= and probably, on balance, the major share 

of the advantage in this case at least lay with the burgh. 

Finally there are the political bonds. It is Impossible to divorce 

thus bonds entirely froe bonds of unrsnt and uintsnuncss and indeed there 

are a few bonds of aaintanancaq those of Mary of Guise and Cardinal Beaton, 

which were made for political purposes. Political bonds were the product 

111. Records of the Convention of the Royal BUrQh$ Of Std, ad. J. O. 
Marwick Edinburgh, 1866)v i, 321; RP ' ivy 533. 
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Of the sasst society, and of the some belief of that society in the value 

of the formal personal alliances and they wsreq therefore, expressed in 

the sass sort of lanyusgs, or Indeed language which gave an even stronger 

impression of a deeply felt adherence to the strength of the ties of 
friendship and because they were suds in political circumstances, of a 

conscious attempt to show that those who made thus were imbued with 

political responsibility and desire to serve the state. Thus it was 

standard practice to refsrp sometimes at length,, to the troubled and 

parlous state of the commonwealth, riddled with unrest and disorder which 

the sackers of the bond would combat; and in the second half of the 

sixteenth osntury there was added the Intention to act as Christian subjects, 

to follow the law of God as well as of earn, and to maintain the true " 

that Lop reformed - religion. 

Nevertheless, although there are arose where bonds of wanrant and 

political bonds overlap, there are essential differences which seeks it 

quits impractical to deal adequately with the cirouastancas and affects of 

the making of political bonds. The making of political alliances in 

Scotland is an enormous subjactl and no attempt is made here to discuss, 

for example, the use of the bond, and later the covenant, for religious 

purpose, in the events loading up to the Reformation and subsequently, 

or the use and offsets of the General Band in the borders and the 

highlands, by which landlords were suds personally responsible by the 

government for the good behaviour or their followers and tenants. These 

would provide subjects for separate studies, and the same is true of 

political bonds, for adequate discussion of them would require detailed 

analysis of the particular cirowatanose in which each was aids. But one 

point about thew is very relevant. Unlike the bonds rids for the 

Reformation, bonds of manrsnt have had a distinctly bad press as a threat 
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to the government. Objection at the timag however, was made rather 

to the political bonds, which were inevitably the product of magnate 

faction, and which night include bonds of sanrsnt made for political 

purposes; sind even than, it was not necessarily the crown who objected. 

To show why this wes so, one or two general points about these bonds will 

be outlined bristly, to indicate the kind of situation which produced thsa. 112 

Thrsw common characteristics are clear. Political bonds almost 

always involved a number, sometimes a vary large number of people, which 

is not surprising in bonds whose object was to units what amounted to a 

political faction or party. Thua, for example, on 24 July 1543 a bond was 

drawn up which united under the leadership of Cardinal Beaton four bishops, 

six abbots, cosmsndators and priors, six saris, tan lords and twenty lairds. 

The reason given for the making of this bond was the bad government of the 

country since the death of James Vp the desire for private profit of those 

in control of foreign policy, and the danger that the realm would fall to 

the old enemy, England. The signatories therefore bound thai.. srlves to act 

together in all matters touching the coseon weal. Specifically they 

promised to defend one another against any attempt by the governor, James 

earl of Arran, to use the queen's authority to attack this in person, lands 

or goods. What this amounts to is a bond by the faction who had lost out 

in the race for power after James Vts death, and who now opposed the 

governor, and the policy of alliance with England *soled by the marriage of 

the queen to Henry VIII's on Edgard* 
113 Even mors extensive was the bond 

112. These bonds are listed in Appendix C. This is not, however, a 
comprehensive list. It includes only the kind of bonds discussed 
hsr. s those wach by groups of magnates, or occasionally two 
s gnats, to most a political situation; it doss not include the 
bonds aax% for religious purposes, even although they were clearly 
not wholly devoid of political motivation. 

113. Political bonds 7. 
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made on 8 May 1568, after Mry's escape from Lochlsvsn castle, signed 

by nine earls, nine bishops, twelve abbots and coayiendators, eighteen 

lords and sixty-seven lairds. The signatories, having thanked God for 

the queen's escape from the hands of those unnatural subjects who acted 

against the law of God and man, bound themselves to act together in 

restoring the queen's authority, 
114 This represents the extent of the 

queen's party who, after the defeat at Langaids, and her flight to England, 

were left to fight for an absent monarch, and it perhaps reinforces the 

argument that in leaving Scotland, where her support was considerable, 

Mary committed a real political blunder. 

The numbers involved in these two bonds are particularly large, 

but this is merely a matter of degrees reflecting, especially perhaps in 

the second Bass, the importance of the object of the bond. They illustrate 

also the second characteristic, the fact that# again not surprisingly, it 

was in time of political stress and crisis that such bonds were made. A 

remarkable example of this is the bond made by Henry lord Darnley on 

1 larch 1566, which opens with a statement of Darnlsy'a appreciation of 

the gentle and good nature of the queen, who is now abused by certain 

'privsy persons', in particular 'ans straungar Italian callid David', who 

may be the occasion of the destruction of queen, nobility and country, 

which Darnley thinks a 'pats' and a matter of 'great conscience to us'. 

Therefore he intends to punish them, and in difficult cassev kill thee; 

but this he cannot do alone, and so he now makes this agreement with 

certain of the nobility, promising them his maintenance and protection in 

114, Political bonds 20. Already, on 25 December 156?, ton of the 

signatories of this bond had made a bond by which they agreed 
to assist one another in setting the queen fr e# punishing 
Darnley's murderers and ensuring the safety of the princes 
Political bands 19. 
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COOS feud should result from his action, or any threat to them for their 

part in an enterprise which 'may chaunce to be don in the presence of the 

Quense Maisets or within her pallaice of Holyroudhouss'. This produced 

'Certane articles to be fulfillit' by the earls of Moray, Argyll, Glencairn 

and Rothes and lord Boyd and lord Ochiltree, and their accomplices, drawn 

up an 2 parch. These nobles, unlike Darnley, had the wit not to be 

explicit about what they intended to dol but they promised their faithful 

service at some length, bound themselves to maintain the religion 

established by Mary and granted by Darnley, and promised - what must have 

been swot mole in his ears - to press for the crown matrimonial for him 

at the next parliament after their return to Scotland. 115 This was indeed 

a case of a lamb among wolves. The murder of Riccio duly took place, on 

9 March; and Darnley"s lamentable attempt to disassociate himself from any 

part in it, culminating in his proclamation in Edinburgh on 20 March denying 

all knowledge of the conspiracy, was particularly unconvincing in view of 

the existence of his remarkably explicit bond,, 116 

The other crisis of the reign which produced political bonds was 

Bothwsll's abduction of Mary in April 1567 and subsequent marriage to her. 

This led to one of the most famous Scottish bonds, the so-called 'Ainslie'. 

Tavern band' of 19 or 20 April 1567, nods apparently on the occasion of a 

supper-party given by Bothwell. This bond asserted Bothwell's innocence of 

the murder of Darnley, and promised support for his marriage to Meryl117 

115. Political bonds 13. 

116. Political bonds 14. 

1170 Political bonds 15. Various versions of the Ainslis'a Tavern bond 
sxiatl the variation comes not in the text, but in the names of the 
signatories and in the date. It is printed in Robert Keith, History 

affairs of the of Churo and is in So, (Spottiswoods Society, 
1044-50 ,, ii, 563-6, and in David Caldsrrood, The History of the Kirk 
of otland. (Wodrow Society, 1842-9), ii, 352-4, where it is dated 
20 April. This includes as one of the signatories the bishop of Rosa/ 
but in one of the copies in the British Massums colour is given to the 
idea that Bothwell had to force at lasst some of his guests to sign the 
bond by the note that 'there is written upon the back of the band by 

S. C. his hand that the Op. of Ross & Lord Eglinton subscribed not but 

slipped sway's BR, Sloane MSS 3199, ff. 312r-3r. 
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and after it had bon sad., Bothwell staged his abduction of the queen 

and carried her oft to Dunbar. On 1 May came the opposition bond, which 

had the stated intention of freeing the que n# the victim of a great and 

heinous crime committed by har am subjects. 
118 

It La possible, however# to regard the incidence of such bonding 

in the last yaws of Mary's reign as further proof of the political weakness 

and insptituds of this particular monarch; for it was in the absence of 

a strong ruler that these bonds were most frequently made, 
119 

and conversely 

it therefore suggests the strength of the fifteenth and sixteenth century 

Scottish kings, for such absence can normally be equated with the long 

periods of the royal minorities. 
120 Thus in January 1466, Robert lord Boyd 

made a bond with Gilbert lord Kennedy, in which he referred to bonds which 

he had already made with lord Darnlsy# lord Hamilton, lord Montgomery and 

his grandson and heir Alexander, lord Lyle and with his brother Alexander 

Boyd of Oruwaoll; and in this bond, Boyd promised to support Kennedy while 

Ill, Political bands 16. This again rsinforess the idea that some of the 
signatories on 19/20 April were forced to sign against their will, 
and that they then reacted against their agreement with Bothwell 
when tree to do col the names of Argyll and Morton, two of the parties 
to the band of I May, both appear in the Ainelie's Tavern bond. 

119, Sae Appendix C. 

120. Another exception really proves the rule. In a letter of 
19 Ostober 1482, in the aftermath of the first of the two major 
crises of his reign, James III declared lord Darnley innocent of 
holding his against his will in Edinburgh castles the letter 
Included the statement that Jass 'chargit and gets licence to 
the said Lords Dernele to sale and subecrivs with his hand 
csrtene sndenturis, ligis and bandis made be the re went of the 
Lordist the quhilk he causit him to sale and subscriva, to 
eschew that the Lordis suld tak na suspicioun again the said* 
Lord Dsrnelie be refusing therset.... lt Fraser, , Lomax lip 
121.3* for a detailed survey of this period of contusion, when 
the king had temporarily lost Control, see N. A. T. Macdougall, 
tJaass III a political study, 1466-14881, (unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, Glasgow 1968), chapter 4. 
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he had the kssping of the king's person - James III9 then a minor. In 

February Kennedy and Alexander Boyd made a similar bond with Robert lord 

flawing, which made it clear that both were associated in the keeping of 

the king. 121 In practice what happened was that lord Boyd, having already 

provided himself with allies, now joined forces with the Kennedy faction, 

and used this position to seize control both of the king and therefore of 

supreme power, which he hold until 1469e 122 

Similarly Archibald earl of Angus seized power in the minority of 

3awas V by a . ixt re at sharp practice and alliance. The sharp practice 

was brilliantly simple; Angus, nominated as one of the first of the four 

groups of lords chosen to remain with the king for three month intervals, 

in the parliament of July 1525, simply refused to hand James over when the 

and of his period can. 
123 In the previous month, he had taken the 

precaution of assuring himself of support by entering into a contract with 

the saris of Argyll and Lennox, in which the parties promised mutual 

assistance for one another in their own actions and causes, and also in 

maintaining and furthering the king's authority. In addition they made 

two unashamedly explicit statements of their Intentions, promising to help 

each other to obtain offices and posssssionst and also promising that if 

121. Political bands I and 2. 
122. A further band of friendship was made by Boyd, to reinforce his 

position, with seven others, including the bishops of Aberdeen and 
Glasgow and the earl of Argyll� on 25 April 1468, This referred to 
the maintaining of royal authority and administering of justice, but 
more pointedly, to the promise of assistance and support of Boyd by 
the other signatories. Political bonds 3. A year later, it was of 
no help to his. See Macdougall, 'sass III', chapter 1t 'The 
Ascendancy of the Boyds, 1466-69'. 

123. APS. iii 294. 
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any one of them was engaged in furthering the king's authority,, the others 

would help for as long as was nscessary. 
124 

In 1526 Angus received a 

number of local bonds of support, including one from George lord Home, made 

both to him and to Lennox, and promising service in maintaining royal 

authority. 
125 

at Angus was in fact able to dispense with the agreement 

with the other magnates, even although this stirred up a powerful coalition 

against him. Ivan before his seizure of the king, a number of magnates, 

Lod by the earls of Arran, Moray, Eglinton and Cassillis, along with the 

archbishop of Glasgow, had drawn up a bond, on 7 February 1525, lamenting 

the great disorders of the time and assuring the crown of their loyalty and 

support; and to this group was added Argyll and Lennox in the summer of 

1526. Yet control of the king's person, to obtain which Angus, like the 

8oyds, had made alliances which he broke when he had succeeded, was enough 

to assure his power until 1528 when the king *seeped* 
126 

Now tar did political bonds differ from bonds of manrsnt and 

maintenance? It is possible to see them, in one sanest as two sides of 

the sass coin, in that the distinction between bonds made for local 

purposes and those made for political reasons is simply a matter of the 

sphere of action� and that this distinction is rendered loss real because 

both kinds of bonds involved the some people and their followers for 

a man who cads a bond of . anrant promised to serve his lord in all his 

affairs, and these would include his lord's political activities. One 

bond made for s political purpoast for example, was an agreement made by 

various Cordons and a number of families dependent an the earls of Huntly, 

the Grants, llsokintoshas, Leslie* and others, In 1588, in which the 

124. Political bands 5. 
125. Angus S. 

126. Political bonds 4; Donaldson, Ams sVYL 39-40. 
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signatories, $understanding the queens majsstis to be our lawfull 

sovereigns, and that there is diverse and sundrie in this realms who 

usurps and rsballs against her majestic, under csrtayn culloure and 

pretences, niythar haveing respect to God nor obedience to thsyr princess@ 

before thsyr eyes', promised to maintain and defend the queen, and to give 

their assistance and support to her lieutenant in the north, the earl of 

Huntly. 127 Hers, service to the local magnate and service to a lord acting 

in his political cap ity can together. 

Aaroovsr, some bonds of aanrsnt and maintenance were themselves 

mainly or wholly political. In the 1540s and 1550x, the two principal 

contenders for power during the minority of Mary, Jaaas earl of Arran and 

Mary of Guise, both mods bonds fairly extensively. Some of those made 

to Arran cows into the category of bonds which were nods to Arran as a local 

aagnots; but some, particularly those made by the earls of Bothwell, Erroll, 

Glancairn and Angus, and by John W mysa of that ilk, whose bond was made 

only for the duration of the queen's minority, were given, and presumably 

sought, for the political purpose of building up support for Arran as 

rsgant. 
129 

Likewise the bonds made to Mary of Guise and bonds of 

maintenance given by her are undoubtedly political bonds. Most were made 

in the 1540., and one may aas, that the intention here was to ensure for 

herself a sufficient following to enable her to exercise some control of 

affairs even without formal official which cans only in 1554 when she 

ousted Arien from the regency. 
129 

Similarly, bonds were an occasion slaw between individual nobles 

for exactly the some purpose as some bonds of aanrantw namely, to and 

dispute; the only difference was that the dispute was political. Thera 

127. Political bonds 22. 

128. Hamilton 15,169 17,18 and 11. 

129. Sea Appendix At Royal bonds. 
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exists, for example, an undated bond of friendship made by James earl of 

Morton to Colin earl of Argyll, written in terms which clearly suggest a 

reconciliation. Almost certainly it was made after Morton's fall from 

power in March 1578, in the coup d'stat led by Argyll and Atholl. Indeed, 

it was probably given after Morton had succeeded in regaining a certain 

amount of influence in the summer of 1578, without actually getting book 

his office of regent and complete political dominance; in these 

circa stances, an agreement between the leaders of two rival factions was 

sensible and likely enough. 
130 Morton's bond was made for life. This 

lifelong friendship, however, lasted for only three years. On 1 June 1581, 

he was sentenced to death for his part in the murder of Darnlsyi and Colin 

earl of Argyll was among those who sentenced him. 131 

Even allowing for the fact that there was an element of compulsion 

in any bond made to and dispute which might militate against its being 

observed, it is still the case that the Morton-Argyll bond indicates 

something which was a feature of political bonds, but not of bonds of manrent 

and maintenance. The third characteristic of political bonds was their 

sphswsral nature; and in this lies the real distinction. Although it did 

not always happen, the Intention behind bonds of manrsnt was that they should 

130. Contrasts of friendship 67. In Argyll Transcripts, vii, 11, this 
bond is dated, without explanation, 1576. This is unlikely; Morton 
is not styled regent, and Argyll and Morton are known to have been 
on bad terns from 1574 until Morton's fall in 1578. The bond may 
have been made in May 1578, when the young James VI9 no doubt 
enjoying his part in the affair, brought about a reluctant and 
short-lived reconciliation between Morton, Argyll and his ally 
Atholls Moysis, M" wirst 7-8; Historie of James the Sext, 166. 
More probably, it was made at the some time as another bond of 
friendship made between Argyll and John earl of Mar, an adherent 
of Morton's, in November 15781 Contracts of friendship 66. 
According to Ploysis, there was a more general and temporarily 
mars successful reconciliation of the opposing factions in 
November 1578 ire, 20; and although Moysis is not the most 
reliable of sources, the date of the Mar bond provides some 
confirmation of this part of his account. 

131. Pitcairn, Trials, i, part II9 114-6. 
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lost for life. There was no such intention in the making of political 

bonds, which were quits consciously short-term agreements - though perhaps 

not quits so short-term as lord Boyd and Angus made them - designed to 

meet a particular situation. Thus, for example, the earl of Huntly in 

1568 drew support from those who were bound to serve him for life in his 

particular enterprise an behalf of the qusan$ he did not regard himself 

as similarly bound to those who wars, for the moment, his allies in this 

affair. This doss not, however, provide support for the older view that 

the Scottish magnates were lawless and self-seeking. Some wersj but there 

is no need to assume that this was true of all of thew. It there was not 

such rapid change in political events then as now, there was nonetheless 

changep and the art of politics was the art of coping with an Immediate 

situation, sometimes turning it to personal gain, but very often trying to 

deal with it in a way which was politically responsible, and using the 

acceptable method of the personal alliance to do so. 
132 

These political bonds raise a point which is of considerable 

importance in the asafaa. ant of bonds of manrsnt. The writers of the 

saw teenth to the nineteenth centuries who condemned them did so largely 

on the grounds that they were a threat to the government, which sought to 

suppress theme 1 But in fact not only was government action against 

bonding exceedingly rare, but when it came it was invariably directed 

against political bonding; and indeed the most wholesale condemnation was 

made by a minority government, which in effect amounted to the political 

faction in control telling its opponents not to make bonds. This is a very 

132, For sxawpls, an Professor Donaldson points out, $the signatories 
(of the Ainslie's Tavern bond) may have seen the proposed marriage 
as a means of bringing about the ruin of both Bothwell and the 
queens but some of them may have been genuinely convinced that 
Bothwell was the strong man who could restore the situation's 
Jags V"VII. 128. 

133. Sao above, pp. 6.10. 
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strongly against the making of bonds. 

The crown an two occasions did react. The first of these is a 

matter for doubt and speculation. Probably the bat-known of all Scottieh 

bonds is a band which does not now exist, that made by William eighth 

earl of Douglas with the earls of Crawford and Ross, which was the cause 

of his murder by Umea II in February 1152. It sawn fairly certain that 

the bond ras indeed the cause; even if one discounts the long and 

dramatic account of Pitscottie, who invented a tutor of Sombis who was 

killed by the Douglass., in order to present them in the incontrovertible 

role of ovarstighty subjects, there remains the fifteenth century Chronicle 

of Auchinisk, which describes the murder much more succinctly but 

essentially in the sass terms. 
134 But powerful though the Douglass were, 

there is no clear evidence that before 1452 they had challenged the crown; 

such svidancs is there is suggests rather that 3awes attempted to pursue 

a policy of reducing the Douglas power because it was a potential threat. 135 

]sass appears in a somewhat sinister light in the Chronicle of Auchinlsk, 

134. Pitscattia, storie, i, 88-941 Asloon MMtwcriot. i# 239-41. 
In Pitscottis's account, James demanded that Douglas break 'sic 
bandle laigis and saelete that is nocht wount to be within ane 
realms under ans prince his sutoriete and command', but Douglas 
in his refusal referred only to one bond; and only one is 

mentioned in the Chronicle of Auchinlek. The version in Pitscottis 
is evidence of his greater ability to characterise and dramatic.; 
but it seems that the dispute arose over one bond, not several. 

135. The fullest account of Uses Ills dealings with the Douglass is 
in A. I. Dunlopq 6ishoo Kennedy, 104.56. Or. Dunlop regards the 
Douglasse as an undoubted threat; the section covering the murder 
is entitled 'The Menace of Willi.., earl of Douglas'. But what 
the evidence provides is a certain amount of information about 
3aass' attempts to weaken the Douglasas before 1452 rather than 
the reverse; and a different interpretation is possible. 
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which describes the assurance sent by the king to Douglas before he came 

to Stirling, and goss on to say that all the lords who were with the king 

swore to keep the assurance, and 'war oblist suppose the king weld brek 

the band forsaid that that suld let it at their powere'. It is not clear 

whether this was done because the lards feared what was about to happen, 

or whether Jasse himself requested it because he feared his ability to 

keep his temper - as indeed events showed he could not. But in the 

absence of both the bond and sufficient evidence about when it was made 

or why, whether for example it was a bond of friendship or a political bond 

which did indeed threaten the crown directly, a question-mark must remain. 

One can add, however, that a king who murdered the most powerful earl in 

Scotland with impunity hardly fits into the traditional picture of a 

monarchy overawed by its greatest subjects, made even more uncontrollable 

by their vicious practice of bonding. 

It is also possible to be rather more positive about what James 

thought in general about the making of bonds; for he himself was the 

only Scottish king known to have entered into the normally non royal 

practice of making individual bonds* 
136 

On 8 March 1455 he gave a bond of 

maintenance, under the privy seal, to James Twssdis of Drumelzier, in return 

for Tweedie's special manrent and service for life. 137 
This bond, written 

136. On" other king did so once, but in entirely exceptional 
circumstances and in a unique fashion. In the parliament of 
March 1483 an indenture was scads between James III and his 
brother Alexander duke of Albany, designed to settle the 
troubles of the previous year. In return for Jauss' assurance 
of his love and favour, Albany revoked all bonds and agreements 
with the English king and any others, English and Scots, made in 
opposition to Jamal and promised manrsnt and loyalty to James; 
but this token of brotherly love was to be demonstrated in practice 
only at a distance of six musst Ant xii, 31.3. 

137. Royal bands 2. The document is dated only by the rsgnal year; 
and the king and James Tweedis could possibly be James V and the 
Twsadis of Drumalzisr of that reign. But the language and the 
circumstances both suggest that the bond was muds by 38004 II. 
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in standard terms, and made to a laird whose lands lay in southern 

Scotland, undoubtedly has a connection with the build-up to James' final 

onslaught an the Douglas.., which ended with their defeat at Arkinholm on 

1 May 14551 and although Twoodis was a reasonably important laird, it is 

extremely unlikely that he was singled out as the only one with whom James 

made such a bond. And, indeed, having killed one Douglas earl because of 

his bonds he than forced his successor to make another. In the first 

of the agreements between the king and James ninth earl of Douglas, in 

the 'Appoyntwnt' of 26 August 1452, Douglas promised to revoke fall 

legte and bandie if any has been made be me in any tyms bygone contrare 

to ours said sovsragna lord, and bindis and obliss sus that I Sall sek na 

bond na ligg intymscUaing quhilk sell be contrar till his hisnss'. 
138 

The 

Careful reservation is perhaps of some relevance in considering James' 

attitude, although the reason for it was no doubt to safeguard Douglas. 

Out an 16 January 1453 there was a second agreement, which included a bond 

by the sari. Douglas reiterated his obligation of August, and promised, 

in return for the restoration of the earldom of Wigtown and lands of 

Stswarton, that he would give manrsnt and service* 
139 

It is perhaps rather 

ironic that the two bonds of menrsnt and maintenance in which a king was 

directly involved should both have had Connections with the murder of the 

earl of Douglas who would net break his bond. Certainly these bonds make 

it clear that whatever James' objection to the Douglas bond, it was an 

objection which related to that particular bond, and not to the making of 

13$. MLS, Advocates' Library, 34.3.11,19.20. 

139. Royal bonds 11 this is known from a copy in Appendix X of JbI 
n Title 

Countess ot Subland. (Sutherland Cass, 1771. It is wrongly 
dated 1402 and described as a band made to Robert III; there was 
no earl 3aaes in 1402, and the terms of this bond exactly fit 

with the known agreement of 16 January 1453. The bond opens with 
the statement 'thin ny lsttrss written with my hand', and refers 
to the king's 'lettrss written with his hand 1v which it true is 

interesting evidence of literacyt but in the absence of the 

original, it is impossible to be certain. 
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bonds as a whole. 

The other king who reacted gras James VS and this was a 

straightforward reaction not against the practice of bonding, but against 

the earl of Angus. In 1528, having lost power, the earl fled to England; 

and Jaws sent a string of complaints about him to Henry VIII on 

13 3uly 1528, the third of which claimed that he had 'applied all the 

commodities of the realm to his own use; as chancellor and warden of the 

East and Middle Marches, caused divers raids to be made upon the broken 

men of this realm, using the King's authority, not against thsm, but 

against the barons that would not enter into band of manrsnt with him, to 

sake him mors powerful than the Crown's 
140 

It was entirely understandable 

that Jauss should condemn the attempts of an earl whose with goad reason, 

he hated, to build up a following, when the purpose in doing so was to 

enhance Angus' chances of controlling the government. It did not, howvar, 

amount to a general condemnation of the practice of bonding; it was merely 

one of many grievances against Angus. 

A further illustration of the fact that the Scottish crown did not 

tsar and dislike bonds as a general principle, but rather treated each case 

on its  erita, is provided by 3amss VI. He himself subscribed to two 

political bonds in 1592. one dealt with the throat from the earl of 

Bothwell and his sooowplices, the other with the northern earls in the 

aftermath of the murder of Moray@ and both referred to the threat from 

Jssuita, seminary priests and practising papists. James' problems in this 

year were considerable; he maintained his policy of determined inactivity 

after the murder of Moray in the tooth of considerable pressure from the 

Kirk and Moray's supporters. And it ssses that he found the political bond 

an exceedingly useful device. Indeed, the bond which was concerned with 

140. Letters and Pavers. Hsnrv vll_lv ivy part ii, no. 4505. 
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Bothwell ssase to be a draft dram up by James himself, and may never 

have boon signed by any of the nobility; it was a stop taken by the king 

to say the right things to one political and religious party, and attract 

its support, 
141 

In the other bond, James was able to put his name to 

what were, for the praabytsrians, unexceptionable sentiments, and for 

Ibray"s followers, the desired reaction, namely, to castigate the northern 

earls. Out what the king did not do was to give assurance* that he 

himself would take action; and this bond appears as a sop to Huntly's 

opponents, used to alleviate their pressure on him by acknowledging their 

grievance and no doubt thereby raising hopes of royal intervention. 142 

There wrs# however, two general condemnations of bonding, made 

during the minority of Mary; but again, both were the product of particular 

circumstances and political faction. In 15451, Hugh master of Eglinton and 

others unnamed made a bond to Jasse earl of Arran, in which they promised 

to act to promt Mary's marriage to an English or any other foreign prince, 

to keep Scotland fru dforsign intarfsrsncs, and to help Arran to bring 

about the marriage of Mary to his own son. 
143 The first part of this, at 

141. The Uarrsndsr Paflsrs. ad. A. I. Dunlop" (SHS, 1931.2), ii, 174.7; 
this dooximsnt is described as 'Copys of a band dyted to as by his 
Majesties self', and the editor suggests that 'met refers to 
Maitland of Thirlstans, the chancellor. This bond doss not come 
into the category of the political bonds of the magnates; it is 
an interesting and unusual example of a king resorting to a 
practice of the magnates which offered political advantage. 

142. Politlial bonds 32. 
143. Political bonds 8; space is left in the document for two or three 

namsc. 
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least as far as the English prince was concerned, was acceptable enough; 

the second was not, and the reaction duly came. In the privy council which 

met or 11 Jana 1546, Arran, in presence of Mary of Guise and the lords of 

council, 'di. charpit the contract and band maid to him be quhatsomsvir noble 

men of the realm., ansntis our Soverans ladyis weriags, and sell distroy 

the samyn'; and he and Mary then proceeded to improve on this by 

discharging all bonds made to either of thee, citing the 'auld act of 

oarliss nt', which was presumably that of James I in 1425.144 The real 

point of this was of course the bond anent the marriage; the rest meant 

nothingg145 and both Arran and Mary of Guise continued to mks bonds 

without the least hesitation. 

It was, almost certainly, the political rivalry between the same 

two people, and the awareness of the advantages of making bonds to build up 

political support, which produced the comprehensive not of 1555 which forbad 

the whole practice of bonding, in the burghs or in the country, stating thats 

fall liggis said in tymss bygone be null & of none ovals 
And all bandis of manrent and maintenance in lykawys" be 
null & of nano ovals except herstabill bandis gevin of 
befoir or gavin for aaytheent of slauchters in tyme bygans'. 146 

Mary of Guise had eventually succeeded in taking over the regency in April 

1554; and whereas Arran as regent had had to contend with both Beaton and 

144. P 1,, 27. The act of 1425 is in l Lis 71 aus above, p. 145. 

145. So little, in fact, that in Novasbsr of that year, when Neil 
Montgomery of Langahaw and Marion Seton, dowager countess of 
Cglintsn, cases before the privy council to sattle their 
differences, their agreement included Neil's binding himself 
'in band of msnrant's RPC9 is 48.511 see above, p. 248. 

146. IPSS. ii, 495-6. 
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Mary as powerful political forces, he now seems to have lost any real place 

in political affairs. The act was passed in what was effectively Mary's 

first parliament as regent; 
147 

and it seems very likely that she took the 

first opportunity which offered itself to remove, or attempt to remove, from 

Arran or indeed any other potential rival who might challenge her supremacy, 

this particular means of mounting such a challenge. Thus bonds of manrent 

and maintenance were included as well as 'liggia', which presumably 

referred to bonds which were purely political in intent; for Arran had given 

and received bonds of maintenance and sanrent for political purposes. Like 

the privy-council agreswsnt, the act was a dead letter. There was never 

any attempt made to enforce its nor is there evidence that it was regarded 

as a long-tern, viable or even desirable Poseurs* 
148 

The only person 

noticeably affected was Arran, who had suds bonds up until 1554, but made 

no further bond until 15601 but Mary of Guise herself did, in 1557.149 This 

act, like the other moves against bonding, simply does not support the 

traditional view. Particular reactions in a political context, against the 

bonds made by one political faction, cannot be equated with a theory that 

the crown or the government in the nass of the crown felt at all times 

threatened by the widespread practice of making bonds. 

147. The parliament of April 1554 had been concerned with the transference 
of the regency, and the making of a lengthy bond between Mary and 
Arran, by which the now regent promised that the old should not suffer 
financial loss as a result of his term of offices APS, ii, 600-4. 

145. See above, pp. 255-6. 

149. Royal bonds 20 and 21. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSIONi KINGS. LORDS AND BONDS 

This thesis began by questioning the long-accepted generallention 

that bonds of msnrsnt were one of the principal causes of the disorder of 

late-ssdia. val society. This theory, briefly stated though it wist fitted 

well into the older school of thought about society in England and other 

countries in north-wist Europa. But that was overturned a generation ago; 

and while popular literature on, for example, Mary queen of Soots still 

reiterates the old shibboleths about overwighty magnates and lawless 

society, serious work on Scotland in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

has begun to question these ideas, and to present a more sophisticated and 

balanced view. There was, therefore, good reason to consider in much more 

detail than before this particular feature of Scottish society which 

was singled out for oondeanation. Having done sog perhaps the only 

firm conclusion which eworges is that the traditional generalisation is 

not acceptable* The asking of bonds over a period of a century and a 

half was not a simple setter, nor did it have a single effect, either 

good or bad. 

Some of the preconceived ideas associated with the late-aediasval 

contract between lord and man turn out to be at lasst not proven, and 

probably not important issues at all in terms of the Scottish bond. The 

question of interference with the course of Justice has been dealt with at 

length{ and it is easier to demonstrate the positive qualities of bonding, 
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Its use in preventing feud, than its use in overawing the courts and 

interfering with justice. Bonds of manrent did not create a situation; 

they had a place in a much older method of dealing with crime and civil 

dispute# and their relevance in the courts was comparatively slight. 

The condemnation of bonding in this field arose, in fact, from an 

anachronistic approach to the subject, based on the idea that Impartial 

justice in the courts was the only method consonant with an ordered 

society. Likewise the idea of magnates using their dependants to 

influence deliberations and decisions in parliament, which is much more 

relevant to England, does not arise in Scotland. This has already been 

discussed in the context of the burghs; and the same conclusion, that 

there is no evidence to suggest widespread magnate control, is true of 

the lairds who, like the representatives of the smaller burghs, showed 

little Interest in coming to parliament, and did not begin to attend 

with any regularity until after the act of 1587 which introduced shire 

covymissionsrs. 
1 Even on one of the wry few occasions before that date 

when they turned up in force, the Reformation parliament of 1560, there 

is no indication of magnate control. Thera were lairds present who 

were dependant on the Catholic earl of Huntly, who may have been 

persuaded to support his point of view. But we do not know whether 

the house of Huntly did anything to defend the old order, although as 

it was represented not by the earl but by his son and heir, the 

assumption is that it did not; and therefore even on a matter as 

important as this, there are no grounds for asserting that magnate 

1. APS, iii, 509-10; Donaldson, Jams V-VII, 278.80. 
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influence was directly used. 
2 Nor is there clear evidence of a 

direct link between the making of bonds and magnates increasing their 

authority by obtaining local offices for their followers. There were 

occasions when men who made bonds did receive office In consequence, 
3 

But an the whole, it seams that the reverse was the case. As bonds 

were not "do primarily for the tangible rewards of land or money, 

so they were not made primarily to obtain office. Lords sought bonds 

not from those who wanted to improve their local wealth and standing, 

but from those who already had both, and who were therefore people over 

whom he wanted influence and control. 
4 

2. APS. ii, 525-6. 
3. for example, Gilbert Kennedy of Bargany was promised the office of 

sheriff-depute of Wigton in 1465 in return for his obligation to 

make a bond of msnrant to Gilbert lord Kennedy and his son and heir 
Johns Was Be And in 1452 Archibald Douglas of Cavsrs, sheriff 
of Roxburgh, was given the keepership of Hermitage castle and 
baillisry of Liddisdals by George earl of Angus, to whom he had 

promised services Angus It This latter case, however# suggests 
rather the lord making a good offer to obtain the service of a 
prominent local laird. 

4. This point can be illustrated by comparing the list of man who 
made bonds of manrent to the earls of Huntly and Erroll with the 
list of sheriffs-depute, in Records f $be Sheriff Court of 
Absrdepnshire, (New Spalding Club, 19O4 )p i9 430-63. Thus 
William master of Erroll had a bond of msnrent from Alexander 
Bannerman of Waterton in 1504 during Bannerman's period of 
office as sheriff# Erroll 15. The families of Irvine of Drum 

and Oudny of that ilk were bound to the earls of Erroll, and 
the Leslies of Wardes and Balquhain to the earls of Huntly; 
and all at one time or another produced sheriffs-depute, and in 
the last case a sheriff principal. But only once did the making 
of a bond and the acquisition of office coincide, and even here 
the office cams before the bond; on 26 April 1541 Jahn Leslie 

of Syds became sheriff-depute, and on 31 July he made a bond of 
menrent to Huntlyt Gordon 32. And the earls of Huntly also 
received bonds from the Dunbsrs of Cuanock, sheriffs of ! Moray: 
Gordon 39 and 64. 
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These are particular aspects of the traditional criticism of 

bonding. The much more substantial and general criticism is that bonds 

were used as a weapon against the authority of the crown. But here 

again detailed examination of bonding doss not support this theory. 

Direct evidence of what the kings of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries themselves thought is alight; and apart from the few 

occasions when the king or the government in his name reacted against 

the political bonds or private bonds used for political purposes by 

an individual or faction, an balance what evidence there is shows 

approval and even encouragement. In 1501 James IV9 for example, directed 

Alexander earl of Huntly 'to r ssave in our sovsrans lordis name bandis 

and oblissingis of arlis, lardis, baronis and hod kynnismen within his 

realms on the north partyis of the Month, after the tsnnour and effect 

of the writings govin to him thairuppouni and, gif neid be, in our 

soverans lordis name and auctorite to cospell thaim thsirto'. 
5 

It is, 

of course, by no means certain that these 'bandis and oblissingis' were 

bonds of manrent. But they were presumably bonds promising service to 

Huntly as the representative of the king in the north; and the 

significant point is that James seems to have been far mors aware of 

the advantages of encouraging or even forcing man of local influence 

and position to bind themselves to Huntly than he was of the potential 

disadvantage, that Hanby might use his following in defiance of the 

crown. 

5. Mit 1. no. 722. 
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Moreover, in contrast to the traditional idea, the 

government never questioned the use of bonds as a means of settling 

dispute.. Even the 1555 Act gave at least limited recognition to 

the value of bonding in this respect; and in the second half of the 

sixteenth century both the privy council and, in 1585 and 1592, the 

king himself' approved the making of bonds for this purposes 
6 

Indeed 

Jass VI did more than approval in the first sass, a matter of civil 

dispute, he directed that a bond of wanrsnt should be made, and in the 

second, a case of murder, he secured parliamentary ratification for 

the bond because it would keep the parties in the case 'in parpstuall 

quistnas in all tyme cuming', which was 'ans nscessar and guid caus'. 

That as late as 1592 this was the attitude of a king who was 

undoubtedly concerned with the problem of ensuring that justice was 

done to his subjects, who shared a certain unease about heritable 

jurisdictions and wanted to strengthen royal justice, again suggests 

an awareness to the sixteenth century of advantages in bonding which 

were later denied. 

Even political bonds night have something to be said for thee 

as for as the croon was concerned. 3aass VI certainly thought sop in 

the difficult circumstances of 1592, he found then ussful. 
7 

And there 

can be little doubt about his reaction to the isnsnssly lang bond drawn 

up in 1599 by a large number of the Scottish nobility, which opened with 

a lengthy prsaable setting out the political theory of the duty of 

6. RFC, i,, 48-511 261-3. The Lao Chart e, 55.6. APS' iii, 624.5. 

7. See above, pp. 347-8. 
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subjects to kings ordained by God which must have delighted hie, 

and went on to explain his right to the English throne and to promise 

their support in ensuring that he got it. e And the use of the General 

Band on the borders and in the highlands shown the government itself 

making political capital out of what was in essence the commonplace 

practice of making private and individual agreements; for the General 

Band scads use of the principle which was the basis of the personal 

bond, the promise at service and obedience to a lord, and turned it 

to wider account. 
9 

A. there was no dichotomy between the magnates who 

received bonds of manrent and the magnates who were involved in 

government -a point which is obvious snought but needs to be stressed " 

it is not surprising that in parliament or council they thought of the 

use of bonding in disputes or the General Band as practical and sensible 

measured they were only translating into national terms what they 

found useful in their localities. And clearly the king was of the 

ssos sind as the magnates, and not a solitary figure in the isolation 

of resistance to an anarchic practice by which lawless lords and their 

dependants flouted his authority. 

The evidence of the bonds therefore suggests an interpretation 

different from the traditional view of the attitude of the crown. This 

is rstnforesd by a more general point. Even 3am04 YID who introduced 

to Scotland the political theory of divine right of kings, did so as an 

answer to the claims of the extreme presbytsriana who denied the king 

8. Political bonds 33. 

9. For discussion of the General Band and its origins, sow Ras, 
Adis nistrationof the Scottish FrentLsr. 116.9. 
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any control over the church, and not as a means of weakening the 

nobility. In his relations with his nobility, he did not attempt 

to put theory Into practical that fatal mistake was made not by 

Jasse but by his son. James himself followed the traditional line 

of co-operation with his magnates# treating them, as his predecessors 

had done, as parties to a contract in which both sides had rights 

and mutual responsibilities. 
10 

This was, in essence, exactly the same 

concept, raised to the realm of national affairs, as was expressed in 

every local bond of maintenance and manrant. Why then should the king 

not be of the same mind as his greatest subjects on the question of local 

bonds, when he and they, in their different spheres of control and 

authority, were doing the same thing. 

This sakes such aors sense than the older view. Using the 

local connections and influence of a magnate ras, after all,, a very 

practical way of getting things done. Even a former trouble-maker like 

Archibald earl of Angus, who had seized power in the minority of James Vq 

might use his local influence in a much more desirable way. After his 

return from exile in England in 1542, he began by favouring friendship 

with England, but by 1544 had rejected this policy. Thus he was an 

obvious am to appoint as lieutenant in the south to meet the threat 

of English invasion; and on 21 December he agreed his conditions of 

service with the governor and council. This agreement strongly reflects 

the idea of achievement through personal alliance; the council did oven 

more than Angus requested in making other nobleman in the south 

10. This theme is developed more fully in J. M. Brown, 'Scottish 
Politics, 1567-1625', in of . VI and I. Wo 
A. G. R. Smith, (London, 1973). 
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responsible to him, and punishable by him. 11 Angus was a magnate 

unusually deficient in consideration of national intsrestj the most 

influential factor in producing his change of heart was the threat to 

his own lande in the south once Henry VIII had embarked on his policy 

of the 'Rough Wooing'. 
12 

But what mattered was not that his actions 

were dictated by self-interest, but that the government could benefit 

from his self-interest and use for its purposes a man whose influence 

and power made him an effective force; and Angus did in fact defeat 

an English army at Ancrum early in 1545. 

It this was true of a magnate like Angus, it suggests that 

far more weight should be given to the general point that the crown 

regarded the local influence of its greatest subjects as a force to be 

encouraged. James 1V did so formally in his direction to Huntly in 

1501 to make bonds; and it is very likely that the fact that two of 

the largest collections of bonds now extent are those made to the 

earls of Huntly and Argyll is not simply a matter of accident of survival. 

The families of Gordon an Campbell achieved the rank of earl in the 

reign of James II9 as part of the process by which neu men were raised 

to fill the gap left by the onslaught by James I on the Stewart magnates 

and James II on the Douglass.. By these elevations and by further 

recognising the pre-eminent position of those families by making them 

royal lieutenants in the north-east and the west, the crown gained 

Immeasureably. Both families pursued a policy of almost unbroken service 

11. Fraser, Douglass iii, 237.9. 

12. Pitscottis, Historie, ii, 34-6, describes Angus rushing off to 
Arran at the news of the English approach, accusing him of sloth 
and ineptitude in government, and assorting that oven it the 
governor would loss the whole real., he would not lose his 
heritage. The words may not be accurate, but the idea contained 
in them makes very good sense. 
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to the crown from the old-fifteenth century to the and of the sixteenth; 

it was interrupted only by Argyll in 1488 when,, having been summarily 

deprived of his office of chancellor by James III in February of that 

year, he was among the rebel army at Sauchiaburn in hens, and by the 

earls of huntly after 1560, when a combination of religious motives 

and two shallsngsa to their local control by the earls of moray provoked 

them into rebellion in 1562 and defiance of the crown in the late 15804 

and early 1540s. Undoubtedly royal favour brought rewards to the 

magnates, both directly in the form of royal grants and indirectly in 

the feet that they were encouraged to strengthen their position in their 

localities. An obvious way of doing this was to bring prominent local 

families under their control by making bonds with them; and these two 

families are outstanding examples of the success of this policy. 

The attitude of the crown to magnate control of the localities 

is inextricably linked with the attitude of the magnates to the crown; 

and the fact that the ororn regarded magnate Influence as useful is 

itself an indication of the flow in the idea that such influence ras 

used against royal authority. It is a grotesque oversimplification to 

think of the Scottish nobility as 'one of the most lawless and difficult 

in Europe'. 13 On the basis of their bonds and personal alliances, it 

can be demonstrated that some individual nobles did fit this description, 

but the majority did note and, for more than has been appreciated, 

magnate power and service and loyalty to the crown wars not opposing 

forces. Most magnates were well were that in co-operation with the 

crown, not hostility to its lay their best hopes of advancement 

13. This phrase, one of many which could be cited on the some theme, 
is used by A. G. R. Smith in his introduction to Thu Raion of 
Jaws VI and I 1, commenting an the general account by Willson, 
3amss VI and I, 1.158. 
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and enrichment; the Scottish nobles of the fifteenth century, for 

example, were in general far loss willing to chance their arm in 

rebellion than their English counterparts, some of whom were amazingly 

ready to take the risk which so seldom paid off. One can apply to 

the Scottish . agnates the brilliant summing-up of K. B. McFarlane, 

writing to counteract the older view of the lawless English nobility 

in a way which, unlike the older view, rings true. Arguing that 

'the baronage favoured a strong monarchy rather than a weckt, he 

goes ant 

'Some of their number were always no doubt as vain and 
foolish as some kings, because like than they were 
products of primogeniture. But some were as wise as 
the wisest of kingsp and they might hops to lead or 
influence their follows. The baronage as a whole had 
something which a succession of individual kings might 
lack, balance. It contained all sorts of mang together 
they mods up something like an average. They possessed 
corporate traditions as well as a sense of their own 
interests. Their rank forced them to be activep 
membership of the baronage was not then a sinecure= it 
imposed obligations. The vagaries of a personal monarchy 
were to some extent counterbalanced and corrected by the 

existence of a class of hereditary councillors - who 
preserved the means to impose their will,, but only if 
they could carry the people with them. Such a policy 
may some to some unworkable, or merely clumsy, but was 
it more so than the only practical alternatives a 
personal monarchy unchecked and therefore absoluts? '14 

It there is always a danger in writing about $the baronage' 

precisely because it contained all sorts of men'. yet the average 

suggested here is so wich more believable than the older view, which 

stereotyped the magnates into a composite self-seeking, violent and 

defiant figure. The assertion that the baronage wanted a strong king 

is entirely at odds with the concept of this stereotyped figures yet 

the compliment paid to James II in the parliament of 1458, which 

14. McFsrlans, English Nobility, xxxi"ii. 
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recorded what, as it happened, was a final tribute thats 

'san god of his he grace has send our sovsrans lord 
sik progress and prosperite that all his rsbsilys and 
brokaris of his justice or ramovit out of his realms 
and na sºsistsrfull party romanands that may caul any 
braking in his realms as that his hisnss be inclynit in 
himself and his winistsris to the quiet and commons 
profstt of the realms and justice to be kspit am. ngis 
his lispis.... 015 

shows the respect felt for a king who was strong even to the point 

of being unscrupulous. The question of the magnates' relationship 

with the crown undoubtedly requires reappraisal. One factor which 

has particularly bedevilled the problem of their social and political 

aspirations is that for forty years after the death of James V in 

1542 there was no strong king, for apart from Mary's brief personal 

rule, this whole period was one of minority. This was the period 

also of unprecedented change in Scottish politics and society, 

brought about by the Reformation and the rejection of alliance with 

Francs in favour of friendship with England. The political 

involvement and power of the magnates in these circumstances was 

inevitably enhanced. Thus English observers, like the author of the 

'State of the Commonwealth', thought their power in the state 

excessive. But the exceptional conditions which produced this 

situation are not evidence of a nobility which pursued a policy of 

defiance of the crownp and the successful reign of James VI which 

followed the long period when there was no royal control argues against 

the idea that they had such a policy. 

The go»ralisation that bonds of manrent were part of such a 

policy, and were a threat to crown and ordered society, is demonstrably 

unsatisfactory. It is part of the traditional concept of the struggle 

15. APIV ii, 52. 
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between king and nobles; and its fundamental defect is the 

assumption that each regarded it as desirable that the other 

should be weak, the king because he saw his role effectively in 

terms of modern state control, the magnates because they wanted 

power at the expense of the crown. But Scotland was not, in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, a modern state plagued by a 

group of powerful people who refused to conform. Kings did not 

think in terms of absolute monarchy, of government run few 

Edinburgh by officials who were only paid royal officials, but 

understood and, indeed, did not question the necessity of delegating 

authority to am with power and influence in their localities. The 

bonds which these am wadai therefore, appear in a very different 

light. Analysis of thaw does not in itself provide grounds for a 

nogplete reessesswsnt of the attitudes of the crown and the nobility 

to one another or to their place in the state. But it does show 

the need for reassessment, and indicates a such more positive and 

fruitful line of approach than the older view. What can no longer 

be sustained is the idea that bonds of menrant were a primary cause 

of disorder. They were, rather, the product of a certain kind of 

society. 

A very different picture of one of the magnates who wade 

bonds, and an sxaapla of a particular service to a lord are worth 

citing here besame they are so far rescued from the dreary world 

of the eternal powr"atruggle between acorn and nobility. A welcoaa 

corrective to this concept cosies free the account of the death of 
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George earl of Huntly in May 1576. This is in fact a splendid 

sixteenth-century ghost story, written to describe the fearful 

death of the earl and the supernatural happenings which followed 

it. But it opens with a remarkable picture of domestic life in 

Huntly castle. The earl, having parted from his relations the 

earl of Sutherland and his sister, who had stayed for the night, 

want out to hunt, slow three hares and a fox, and came home to 

dinner, where he objected furiously to the fact that no-one had 

provided him with a football. He gave half a mark to a servant 

and sent him oft to buy one; meanwhile he dined with the laird of 

Grant, who had arrived in the company of his brother Adam Gordon; 

and while he was at dinner, he was occupied in discussing 'one 

appointment', between the laird of Cowbardi" and his mother, who 

was married to one of his followers, and Adam Gordon. After dinner, 

his football having been produced, he began the game - and at this 

point, never having been in better health, he collapsed dramatically 

and died shortly afterwards. 
16 

The entertainment, the receiving of 

guests, the discussion of business concerning his kinsman and 

dependants, are all very far removed from the ovsrmighty magnate, and 

give something of the flavour of the personal relationship of a lord 

with his men. Alliances between lords and their am are not normally 

thought of in the context of a game of football. Another corrective, 

with the same kind of flavour, is provided by a bond made by John earl 

of Atholl to James Menzies of that ilk, promising him land, and 

thanking him for his good service to himself and his father, The good 

service involved money spent in their support, and also 'the bigging 

of one hour of xxx tute lang xviii tute wyd".... tfor rsasavyng and oant"nyng 

16. Richard B"nnatyn", Journal of the 118091211 9 in 2-001180-01, 
15701573, (Edinburgh, 1806 , 483-4. 
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of us our servants kin and trsindis spans the landis of Innsrquhadan 

in ty.. of nsid'. 
17 

Bonds of maintenance and i rrnt mint be seen in the context 

of society as it was. Certainly there were institutions of government 

and law. But Scotland was both a unified nation with a monarchy which 

undoubtedly commanded respect, and at the some time a country scads up 

of local communities. for most people, it was the local community which 

mattered. Their problems were the immediate ones of maintaining good 

relations with their neighbours, of keeping themselves and their 

possessions secure, of making s living from their land. A feud might 

have the advantage of adding to their territory, or it might mean loss 

of land, it not life; and while man did feud, they were not so limited 

and barbaric in their outlook as to find   constant state of turmoil 

and violence desirable, it only for the economic consideration of the 

destruction of crops, and because they had the basic human instinct of 

self-preservation. Huntly'a game of football has the value of being a 

reminder that they enjoyed life and wars not simply two-dimensional figures 

acting out the single role of fighting and feuding with one another. 

At the head of the community was the magnate, the link between the 

national and the local situation, the man with the dual role 'to 

serf their king and defend there subiectis'. 
18 

at the majority of the 

17. SRO, MacGregor Collection, (Menzies Writs), GD 50, sac. 186, 
bundle 6. 

18. Asloln Pla iuscsrict. 19 174. 
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fsubiectisl were most conscious of was the second aspect of the 

aagnata's responsibility, for he was powerful enough to offer 

effective protection. It was as the head of a kindred or as a lord, 

the man who gave good lordship and maintananca, that he was important 

in the locality; and it was because of the need for protection that 

kinship and lordship were still vitally necessary to Scottish society. 

Into such a society bonds of manrsnt fit as both commonplace 

and important agreements. They were so commonplace that they rarely 

provoked comment. 
19 They were so important that for some 150 years they 

were made in every part of the country. They brought together not only 

individual lairds and their lords, but whole groups of people; the 

lesser kin-groups and dependants of the lairds were brought into the 

orbit of the greater kindred of the lard. They were made to give 

tho lord greater control and the laird and his following greater 

security. Their effects were complex and varied. Some bonds created 

a stable relationship, others were made in an unsuccessful attempt to do 

so. Soss were forced, and therefore more easily broken; and the 

breaking of bonds, more than the making of thus;, could produce 

considerable disorder. Lords used their bonds for many different 

purposesp they gave protection and they enforced their will, they looked 

after the interests of their men and they also furthered their own. The 

19. The only general comment on them was that of Thomas Craig, the 
academic lawyer writing his account of feudal laws and his 
comment was wholly favourables Ius Feudal. 2.5.8 and 2.11.1. 
Other writers normally mentioned only specific instances of 
bonding, in favourable or unfavourable terms, according to 
their view of the parties concerned. Thus all bonds made to 
Cardinal Beaton were anathema to John Knox# History i# 55v 
71,75j an the other hand, an agreement which included a 
promise to make a bond of manrent to the earl of Bothwell was 
described as a 'promise made in the presence of God', and 
Knox's approbation could hardly have been expressed more 
clearly: ibid, i, 70. His approval may have been heightened 
in this case by the fact that he acknowledged, apparently with 

some pride, the service of his forbears to the house of Hepburn' 

: bid, ii, 38. 
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effect and effectiveness of any individual contract depended on the 

personalities and motives of the men who made it. But this is only to 

underline the fact that the importance in local society of personal 

relationships can hardly be overstated; it is the key to the whole 

situation. 

The general conclusion suggested by the surviving collection 

of bonds indicates that, unless contemporary ideas and standards are 

seriously ignored, they cannot be simply categorised as a threat to 

society. Scottish magnates and lairds of this period, like their 

conter, oraries in England and Europe, felt the need to form large social 

groups within their localities, because the realities of their situation 

rendered the individual, the man without lord or friends, powerless; 

and it is irrelevant to suggest, as some later writers have done, that 

they should not have felt this. However idealistic it may sound, the 

fact remains that a society such as that of Scotland in the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries, which depended heavily on personal alliances, 

could hardly have maintained itself on the basis of the self-seeking 

cynicism which has too often been attributed to it. There was room for 

the ideal as well as the cynic; and the study of bonds shows the 

combination of both. The most succinct statement, within the context 

of local society, of why men made bonds, is found in a bond by 

Alexander Menzies of that ilk to John earl of Atholl. Alexander on 

behalf of his kin, friends and servants, promised to fortify, maintain 

and assist Athall and his kin, friends and servants, and never to hold 
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in esteem, keep company with, nor give maintenance and counsel 

to any who were Atholl's enemies, but to regard them as his 

enemies as long as they were his lord's. 
20 In the Words of Marc 

Bloch, 'It is as though we were hearing, across the ages, the 

echoes of the most absolute of the formulas of commendations Thy 

friends shall be my friends, thy enemies shall be my anemias', 
21 

Practice no doubt fell short, and motives were very often mixed, 

but this nevertheless was the ideal which the making of bonds was 

designed to create; and it was neither automatically good, nor 

automatically bad, but completely necessary. 

20. Atholl 3. 
21. Bloch, Feudal Society, ii, 450. 
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APPENDIX A 

BONDS AND CONTRACTS OF MANRCNT AND MAINTENANCE 

This list of bonds and contracts of sanrent and maintenance is 

arranged according to the principal families who received bonds of manrsnt. 

The large family collections are named according to modern archival 

usage; thus they appear under the modern title of the familys for example, 

Argyll, Gordon, Hamilton. The small collections, which do not come mainly 

from one family archive, appear under the name of the family or title at 

the time of the sacking of their bonds. The list does not include those 

bonds discussed in chapter four of this thesis, the fourteenth and early 

fifteenth century forerunners of the bond of aanrent; it begins in 1442, 

the date of the first surviving bond which used the word 'manrsnt+. Bonds 

of sanrsnt died out in the early seventeenth century; there are, however, 

a few included here made after 1603, the terminal date of this thesis, if 

they have been mentioned in the text, or if their exclusion would 

artificially Interrupt a series of bonds made to a particular lord. 

Each family group is numbered consecutively, but divided into two 

sectionst aanront and maintenance 
lost bonds. 

In the first section, unless the bond is known only from an abstract, 

each entry givesi date and place 
names of the parties 
type of contract 
standardl or general terms 
any clauses particular to the individual bond 
allegiance excepted to any other lord2 
reason given for making the bond, if stated 
duration of the bond, if stated 
reference 

1. That is, some or all of the standard terms described above, 
pp. 94.101. 

2. Allegiance to the crown is not mentioned, because it was almost 
automatically includsdl its omission was extremely rare. 
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The second section, lost bonds, gives a list of contemporary 

references to bonds which have not survived. Many of these are known 

from the extant bonds, and in these cases the reference of the lost bond 

in that of the extant bond as numbered in this list. Others come from 

contracts which stated the intention to make individual bonds of 

maintenance and menrsnt. It is impossible to be certain that these 

bonds were indeed made{ the contract itself may have been accepted as 

sufficient or, in some cases, the parties may have broken their agreement. 

But as the contracts themselves are promises of maintenance and manrent, 

to be given in the future, they are included here; it seems a reasonable 

presumption that most were followed up. The data is given in the 

following forms 1578, (26 November), that is, the year of the extant 

bond or other document from which the reference comes, and then its day 

and month in brackets, unless there is a statement that the lost bond 

was made on the sass date, when the brackets are omitted. General 

references to old bonds made by the predecessors of the grantors are not 

included. But the list does include specific references to service, and 

to maintenance and protection, swan if the word 'band' does not appear 

in the surviving bond. Textual variation is such that the absence of the 

word 'band' cannot be taken to mean the absence of the document; it is 

unlikely in the extreme that a lord would give a written promise of 

maintenance in return for only a verbal promise of service, and while 

the reverse is not perhaps quite so unlikely, it some a safe assumption 

that in at least most cases a written bond was given. 
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The list of families is as follows. 

Ails. 
Angus 
Argyll 
Atholl 
Boyd of Kil. arnoek 
Bresdalbans 
Caithness 
Cawb. ll of Barriohbyan 
Cawdor 
Crawford 
Cunningham of Cunninghamhaad 
Cunningham of Snaid 
Douglas of Drualanrig 
Douglas of Lochlsvwn 
Qrumond 
Dundee of that ilk 
Eglinton 
Elphinstons 
Erroll 
Flaming 
Foth. ringhaw 
Fraser of Lovat 
Glaois 
Glsnnaairn 
Gordon 
Grant of Frsuchy 
Gray of Kinfauns 
Hamilton 
May of Pester 
Hepburn of Millie 
Harries 
Hues 
Innas of that ilk 
Irvine of Drum 

Johnston of that ilk 
Kerr of Cesford 
Kerr of Fernihurst 
Kinnaird of that ilk 
Lennox 
Livingstone 
Macdonald of Dunivaig 
Macdonald lord of the Isles 
Macdonald of Knockramsay 
Macean of Calls 
Macewin 
Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn 
Mar and Kellis 
Maule of Panmure 
Maxwell 
Melville of Raith 
Monteith 
Menzies 
Montrose 
Moray 
Morton 
Ogilvy of that ilk 
Ogilvy of Airlis 
Ogilvy of Cordell 
Ogilvy of Incheartin 
Oliphant 
Scott of Branxholme 
Somerville 
Stewart of Grandtully 
Stirling of Keir 
Sutherland 
blaue of Barnbarrooh 
Wemyss of that ilk 

Thera are also six other groups, 

Royal bonds 
Archbishops of Glasgorl 

Bishops of Morsys 
Archbishops of St. AndrwsI 

Bishops of Caithnssss 
Abbots of Coupar AngusI 

Boston 
Dunbar 
Hepburn 
Boston 
Foraan 
Hamilton 
Stewart 
Campbell 
Bans 
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AILSA 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The following bonds come almost entirely from the Allis Plunimsnts; 
the general reference is SRO, Atlas Muniments, GD 25. 

1 1447,23 April. Colindals 
Gilbert Kennedy, son of Alexander to Gilbert Kennedy of 
Kennedy of Ardstinchar Dunurs 
his heirs male his heirs mals 

bond of monrsnt in general terms; in perpetuity. 
GD 25/1/35. 

2 1520,14 July. Glasgow 
Gavin Kennedy of Blairquhan to Gilbert 3rd s. Cassillis 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to archbishop 
of Glasgow sxosptsd; for life. 

GO 25/9/box 72. 

3 1523,11 August. Dunurs 
Alexander Kennedy, son of late to Gilbert 3rd s. Cassillis 
master Gilbert Kennedy 
John Kennedy his kinsman 

bond of monrsnt in standard tarsal for life. 
GD 25/9/box 72. 

4 1543,30 August. Edinburgh 
Hugh Campbell of Loudoun, sheriff to Gilbert 3rd s. Caasillis 
of Ayr 
one heir succeeding to him 
his kin, friends and servants 

band of manrent in standard terms; given because Cassillis 
has forgiven Campbell for the murder of his father, and has 
given him a bond of maintenance; for the lives of Campbell 
and his heir. 

GD 2S/1/MS. 

5 1546,5 March. Maybol" 
William Kennedy of Craignaill to Gilbert 3rd s. Cassillis 
his heirs wale his heirs, saris of Cassillis 

bond of . arrant in standard terms; includes promise that 
hairs will renew this bond when required; given for 
maintenance and intattmsnt of land; in perpetuity. 

GO 25/1/467. 

6 1602, e April. 'The Chappell' 
Sohn Kennedy of Carlok to John 5th as Cassillia 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of aanrant in standard tsrmsj given for maintenance 
and inf sf twan t of land. 

GO 25/3/7. 
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AIUA 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

7 1628,18 December. Castle Kennedy 
John Ferguson of Kilksrran to John 6th s. Cassillis 
his heir his heir 

bond of a nrant in standard terms; includes statement 
that it his heir refuses to renew the bond, he should 
be pursued with the extremity of law; also includes 
reservation that he may disobey without infamy it 
ordered to do anything 'that bscumes not one gud 
Christians or the kingis gud subistt'; given because 
of long dependence of his house on the house of 
Cassillis. 

GO 25/9/box 72. 
LOST BONDS 

8 1465, (15 September) 
Gilbert lord Kennedy and so and h. Sohn 
Gilbert Kennedy of Bargany and heir 

bonds of maintenance and ianrent to be cads, conform to 
the marriage contract of this data, by which John's so and he 
David will merry Bargany's daughter Marion. On receipt of 
bond of aanrsnt, lord Kennedy will give Bargany t10 lande 
in fas, and John will sake him sheriff-depute of Wigtown. 

GD 25/1/91. 

9 1535, (15 My) 
Gilbert 3rd s. Csssillis 
his heirs 
Archibald Msooulloch of Oronthtsg 

bonds of maintenance and wsnront, conform to drersst 
of lords of council. 

GO 25/1/333. 

10 1540. (10 May) 
Duncan Crawford of Cerniar by Gilbert 3rd as Cassillis 
for himself and Isabel Ferguson 
his wife 
their heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance, conform to indenture between them 
agreeing to Isabella succession to the lands of Duncan 
Ferguson of Kilksrran, her uncle. 

GO 25/2/62. 

11 1543, (30 August) 
Hugh Campbell of Loudoun, sheriff by Gilbert 3rd s. Cassillis 

of Ayr 
bond of maintenance. 

Allaa 4. 

12 IS" (5 March) 
William Kannady of Craignaill by Gilbert 3rd as Cossillis 

bond of aaintenanaa 
AuN s. 
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A lS 

LOST BONDS 

13 1546, (no day or month) 
Gilbert 3rd ". Cassillis 
Robert Graham of KnockdolLan 
their hairs 

bonds of maintenance and aanrsnt, conform to their 
contract by which Cassillis will pay Graham 400 marks 
or infaft him in land worth 40 marks per annum. 

GO 25/1/546. 

14 1563, (29 April) 
3amies Kennedy of Oahtsrlour to Gilbert 4th e. Cassillis 
his heirs 

bond of wenrsnt in perpstuityf to be given as result of 
dacreet arbitral by Quintin Kennedy, abbot of Croseragual 
and David Kennedy of Culzean, directing parties to fulfil 
their contract of 23 August 1562, by which Kennedy and his 
heirs should give manrant,, and be allowed by Caseillis to 
enjoy their kindly rommal paying yearly the avails and 
tares which he now pays. 

GO 25/1/531. 

15 1564, (1 
Gilbert 4th a. Cassil11s 
Matthew CaWbdll of Loudoun, sheriff of Ayr 

bonds of maintenance and manrsnt, made by their fathers 
(Allee 4) to be kept, under their agreement in presence 
of the lards of council, made to and dispute between them. 

ß6 i# 261-3. 

16 1602, (8 April) 
lehn Kennedy of Carlok by John 5th s. Cassillis 

bond of maintenanos. 
Ails. 6. 

For other bonds of the earls of Cassillis, see, 
Contracts of friendship 23,631 
Political fronds 1,2,4,6,159 20# 24,27,26,33. 

ANOMS 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

t 1452,24 May. Tent&Uwn 
George 4th a. Angus 
Archibald Douglas of Covers# sheriff of Roxburgh 
and so and he William 

indenture of maintenance and aanrsnt in general terms; 
Douglas to have keeping of Hermitage castle and baillisry 
of lands of Liddisdala. 

Fraser, Dounlang ii, i9 7e-9. 
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mm 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

2 1456,16 April. Galashisls 
George Turnbull of Bedruls to George 4th a. Angus 

bond of menrent in standard terse; for life. 3 SRO, Miscellaneous Accessions, GO 1/479/2. 

3 1457,23 May. Tantallon 
Jame lord Hamilton to George 4th s. Angus 

bond of wanrant in general terse; allegiance excepted 
to queen Mary; for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

4 1526,19 May. Edinburgh 
3rss Rawsy of Cockpsn to Archibald 6th s. Angus 

bond of . anrent in standard terms; assistance to be given 
especially against 3ames earl of Arran, George lord Hum 
and Andrew Karr of Fernihurst; for life. 

Fresus, uolas. iii, 224. 

5 1526, - ins. (no place) 
George lord Hum to Archibald 6th s. Angus 

and John s. Lennox 
bond of service in general tires, promising assistance in 
furthering royal authority and serving the commonweal. 
See Angus 4. 

Fraser, Douglu iiip 225. 

6 1526,12 July. Edinburgh 
William Hamilton of Maknariston to Archibald 6th e. Angus 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
Fraser, Doug lea. iii, 225-6. 

7 1547,2 Novembers ftextIald 
Thomes Weir of 6hsckwood to Archibald 6th a. Angus 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of moment in standard terms; allsgienes excepted to 
his overlord; given for supply and help. 

Fraser, DounLas iii, 241. 

8 1574,25 O. c.. lur. Dalksith 
Andrew Rutherford of Hundales to Archibald 8th e. Angus 
Sohn Rutherford of Hunthill 
so and h. John 
four other Rutherfords 
their kin and friends of their surname 

bond of wenrent In standard terms; given because of long 
serviaa of their predecessors to the earls of Angus and 
wlntananaa by tha. p now renewed by Angus. 

eraser, Dawlas iii, 266.7. 

3. This is the earliest extant bond which gives detailed terao. 
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IMAN REN1D MAINTENANCE 

9 1574,25 December. Dalkaith 
Thowss Turnbali of 6sdruis to Archibald 8th a. Angus 
son Walter 
three other Turnbuhs 
their kin and friends of their sutnaws 

bond of senrsnt in standard tens; given because of 
long service of their predecessors to the earls of 
Angus and . aintananes by them# now renewed by Angus; 
text identical to that of Angus 8. 

Fraser, Dowlas iii, 268. 

10 1576,20 and 21 Nov b r. 7sdburgh 
'Clams of rast Taviotdaill'i 
Pringla, Moppsinglss, 
Youngs, Taita, Davidaons, Burn 
their heirs 

bond of sunrsnt in stands, 
great danger@ they are sul 
and sail subjects, and bei 
ancient house, great lande 
and servants, and now of 4 

Fraser, Dmmlaeg Ili, 

11 1576,23 November. Jodburgh 

'Clams of seat Tsviotdaill'4 to Archibald 8th s. Angus 
Pringlos, Moppringlss, 
Youngs, Taits, Davidson., Burns 
their heirs 

bond of sunrsnt in standard tormal given because of the 
grast dangers they are subject to from foreign snsaiss 
and evil subjects, and because Angus, a great nobleman of 
ancient house, great lands and possessions and many friends 
and servants, and now of agog is willing to protect us. 

Fraser, MmImag iii, 272-3. 

Gilbert Karr of Priwsidsioeh to Archibald 8th a. Angus 
a. and he Andrer 
their hairs, friends and servants 

bond of minrsnt in standard terse; given for saws reasons 
as in Angus 10. 

Fraser, mss, iii, 274. 

12 15789 27 May. Stirling 
Sohn Kennedy of 8iairquhan to Archibald 8th s. Angus 

bond of mnrsnt in standard terms; given because Angus, 
as chief and master to the Douglassslp has forgiven Kennedy 
and his accomplices their attack on Georg., son of Adam 
Douglas of Waterside; Gsorgep because of his injury, is 
unable to serve Angus; and so Kennedy gives his bond of 
wsnrsnt. 

Frasrs RRMJJW iii, 278.9. 

LOST BANDS 

13 1470, (27 Novb. r) 
Archibald 8th s. Angus 
George Huss of Wadd. rburn and brother Patrick 

bonds of maintenance and sanrsnt, conform to their 
indenture by which Angus agrees to maintain Humes in 
their lands in the barony of Bonale, for which Humes will 
pay 100 marks. 

Fraser, DajgUast iii, 99.101. 

ý. This description is given in the endorsement. 
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14 1526, (14 January) 
Hugh lard So.. rvill" to Archibald 5th ". Angus 

bond of oanrsnt, to be given for 'sartan yerie', conform 
to bond by which Hugh promises this because Angus has 
discharged his of 1300 marks of unlaus, due for failure to 
appear before king's Justice, and has promised to prevent 
anyone from claiming this, and to infeft him with lands. 

Fraser, Ocuulmas iii, 223-4. 

15 1574, (25 December) 
Rutherfords of Rundales, by Archibald 8th ". Angus 
Hunthill and others 

maintenance 
Angus 8. 

16 1574, (25 December) 
Turnbull of Bodruls and others by Archibald 8th e. Angus 

maintenance 
Angus 9. 

for other bonds of the earls of Angus, sees 
Morton 5,61 Hamilton ill 
Contracts of friendship 44,481 
Political bonds 5,6,120 33. 

MANRCNT AND 1! 81NTZNANCI 

Most of the original bonds in this collection are is the charter-to" 
at Inveraray castle, under the general reference Argyll MSSj some have 
no further reference than this, being found among a pile of documents on 
the table in the charter-room. Also given here are the bonds listed or 
transcribed in the volumes of Argyll Transcripts (hereafter AT) at 
Invsraray, the originals of which have not been found. 

1 1477,12 September. 
3otv, Scrl gaour of Glassary 

bond of a. intsnanci 
ATS ii, 471 (wsntianod). 

T 1500 
Huchan Rose of Kilrawock 

band of mintsnancs 
ATS iii, 11 Than.. of Chor. 

by Colin lot ". Argyll 

by Archibald 2nd ". Argyll 
102.3 (. «, tion. d). 
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AR Y 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

3 1513,27 May. Edinburgh 
Archibald 2nd a. Argyll 
Sohn Kinross of Kippanross 
hairs of both 

Indenture of waintananco and aanront in standard tarns; 
in perpetuity. 

Argyll ISS# vol. 1/38. 

4 1517,30 August. Inwraray 
Colin Campbell of Glanorchy by Colin 3rd ". Argyll 
his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Tavmouth Bk. 179.80. 

5 1519, i4 3uly. Ounst. tfn. gs 
Lauehlan Maclean of Duart to Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
Alexander Maulsod of Ounvsgan Archibald, master of 
and five others Argyll; heirs male. 
their hairs 

bond of manrent, homage and fealty in standard tares; 
given for old bonds of kindness and for singular profit, 
not from fear but by free Will; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSSo vol. S/24. 

6 1519,8 August. Loch Spsly. (Mull) 
Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
Alexander Mscallanj, captain of Clanransid 
his kin 
heirs of both 

notarial instrument recording contract of maintenance 
and asnrsnt in standard tsrwsp in psrpstuity. 

Argyll MSS* vol, 5/26. 

7 1520,5 February. Kilmartin 
Alastair Maaans Nlacalastair to Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
of Morar and Clsngarry his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard teraap for their lives. 
Argyll MSSo vol. 5/28. 

8 1521,18 March. Invsraray 
Lauchian Maclean of Duart to Colin 3rd ". Argyll 
Colin Campbell of Asdkinglas so and he Archibald 
Alan Steuart of Ouror all Colinas heirs 

and seven others 
their heirs 
on behalf of all inhabitants of Argyll, 
Lorne, Knapdala, Kintyre, eraadalbans, 
Balotiddar. Lennox, Msnteith, Strathaarn 

bond of awrant in standard tarmac given for bond of 
sintananoa. 

SROy Curla Collection# GD 111/IV/1. 
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AKYLL 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

9 1522,22 March. Dunoon 
Sohn Macdougall of Raray by Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; given for bond 
of manrsnt; in perpetuity. 

Coll. do Rebus Alban. 86.7. 

10 1522,7 December. (place illegible) 
Neil Msaneil of Gigha to Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
his heirs, kin and servants 

bond of manrent in general terms. 
Argyll MSS. vol. 5/32. 

11 1523,12 January. (no place) 
Ninian Stewart, sheriff of Buts to Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
as and he 3awss his heirs 
and four others 
their heirs and kin 

bond of manrent in standard terms; 3amss to take Argyll's 
counsel an question of his marriage; Stewart excepts his 
bond to John e. Lennox, made for life only 'bacawys my lord 
of srgils.... causit hym to aak'; in perpetuity. 

Argyll NSS. 

12 1523,22 March. Inveraray 
John Campbell of Cwdor to Colin 3rd a. Argyll, 
his hairs John's chief and brother 

his heirs 
bond of nanront in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance of aces date, both bonds resulting from 
indenture of saw data; for their lives. 

Argyll DISS. vol. 5/30. 

13 1524,22 April. Argyll's house in Edinburgh 
David Rosa of 8alnagorn to Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
his hairs 

notarial instrument recording bond of aanrant; general 
promise; given for land. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 1/18. 

14 1524,6 May. Edinburgh 
James Kennedy of Blairquhan to Colin 3rd ". Argyll 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of wanrent in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance and for Argyll's renunciation of claim to 
Blairquhan; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. (19th century copy). 

15 1521,3 June. Kilmartin 
Alexander Macleod of Dunvegan to Colin 3rd as Argyll 
his heirs, kin and allies his heirs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms. 
SRO, Curls Collection, GO 111/iv/2. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENKE 

16 1527,15 August. Stirling Castle 
Jasste Stewart, captain by Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
of Douns 

bond of maintenance. 
HNC. Sixth Report. Appandix, 671. (mentioned) 

17 1527, (no day, month nor place) 
Hector Mackintosh, captain by Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
of Clanchattan 

bond of maintenance in general termsp given to maintain 
old bonds between their prsd. csasors, and for Hector's 
bond of nanrent. 

SRO, Mackintosh PMiniments, GO 176/32 (copy). 

18 1528,17 August, Stirling 
3aast Stwart, brother of by Colin 3rd *. Argyll 
lord Avondale his kin, friends, etc. 

bond of maintenance in standard tsraai given for bond 
of menrentl for all time. 

Moray Muniwants# box 43. 

19 1529,31 3uly. Stirling 
Sohn Campbell of Cwdor to Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
his heirs s. l. 3ohn's chief and brother 

his heirs 
bond of sanr. nt in standard termal in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS9 vol. 1/25. 

20 1530,1 3 wee 'The Gasws' 
John Lisont of Invsryns to Archibald 4th I. Argyll 
his heirs, kin, friends and servants his heirs 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms; Argyll to settle 
any dispute between Lamont and his tenants in Glsndsrusl; 
in perpetuity. 

ATS iii, 240. 

21 1531, (place, day and month left blank) 
Alan Stewart of Dvror to Archibald 4th 9. Argyll 
his heirs aale his heirs 

bond of special eminent in standard terms; given 
for land; in perpetuity. 

Argyll 'ISS. vol. 1/45. 

22 1635,16 f. brwry. Edinburgh 
Patrick Maxwell of Newark to Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
his heirs, kin, friends and allies his heirs 

bond of wnrsnt in standard tsrasl to serve in household 
and retinue when r. quirsdl in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 5/50. 
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23 15369 10 Juno. Castle Lachlan 
Lauchlan Maclauchlan of that ilk by Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
his heirs his heirs and assigns 

bond of Maintenance in general terms; Argyll to give 
away and lands given for manrsnt. 

Argyll PISS. vol. 5/134 (16th century copy). 

24 1538,14 April. Inv. rarsy 
Archibald 4th s. Argyll and heirs 
Union Bannatyns of Kames, his heirs,, kin, friends, etc, 

bond of maintenance and oanrent in general terms Bannatyne 
and heirs to give their calps in token of menrent. 

Coll* da Rebus Alban. 87-8. 

2S 1543,23 May, ' Ilwn. gwin 
Hector Maclean of Quart to Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of eanrsnt in standard tarsal no reason directly 
stated, but reference made to contract with Argyll and 
grant of lande in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 5/88. 

26 1544,8 April. Glasgow 
John Stewart of Ninto to Archibald 4th a. Argyll 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard tormal Stewart to be of 
Argyll's 'secret eounsall' and serve in queen's wars= 
Given for bond of maintenance and other gratitudes. 

Argyll ? SS. vol. 5/94. 

27 1544,15 September 
Alan Stewart of Appin to Archibald 4th a. Argyll 

bond of manrant. 
AT, iv, 151 (sientioned). 

28 1544,20 September. Ardsntinny 
John Stewart, so of to Archibald 4th e. Argyll 
Alan Stewart of Appin his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrant in standard tsrma Stewart to pursue his 
father and brother if they absent themselves from Argyll's 
cervical given for bond of maintenance. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 5/122. 

29 1544,6 October* Inverasay 
Alexander Macgregor of Glenstray to Archibald 4th e. Argyll 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of ssnrent in standard teresl given for bond of 
eeintenenee and lend] in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 1/65. 
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30 1546,12 April. FaiLagir 
William Macleod of Harris to Archibald 4th as Argyll 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrent in standard terms; Macleod to be bound 
'in affections and obsdisns as he war my fader naturell 
and I his some naturell'; given for bond of maintenance 
and great kindness. 

SRO, Curls Collection. GD 111/IV/3. 

31 1548,20 3anuary. Perth 
Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
Patrick lord Gray 

Contract of maintenance and aanrsnt in standard tarns; 
Argyll gives full remission to Patrick for all previous 
arises, and will do likewise for his kin and followers; 
Patrick will enter his son and heir or his brother 
Robert as pledges to Argyll. 

Gray of Kintauns Muniments, arnaway, vol. II, no. 8. 

32 1548,5 September. Edinburgh 
Nail Montgomery of Landar to Archibald 4th ". Argyll 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard tarns; Montgomery to keep 
the counsel of Argyll and his 'grat frsindis' and to 
serve in the queen's armies; given for bond of maintenance 
and because Montgomery is of Argyll's house. 

Argyll M$S* vol. 5/114. 

33 1555,13 July. (no place) 
Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
Calvachs, so of Magnus O'donaill 
their hairs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; 
Argyll to maintain Calvachs and his friends in Scotland 
and Ireland; Calvache to pay Argyll 100 marks starling 
per annum in perpetual tribute and to maintain 500 warriors 
in Ireland; reference made to bonds of amity made by 
their predecessors. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 4/20 (contract confirmed by Archibald 
5th a. Argyll and Calvachs, now lord of Tirconnsl, 
1560, AT, v, 45). 

34 1560,1 M. roh. Ounoon 
Archibald 5th s. Argyll 
Torsod Macleod, so of Alexander Macleod of Harris 
Hector Maclean of Duart as tutor to Tormod 
Tormod's heir., kin and friends 

contract of maintenance and aanrsnt in general terms; 
Argyll, having obtained Macleod's release from captivity 
with the French, will attempt to establish him in his 
father's possessions; Macleod will marry only with Argyll's 
advice, and will recompense Argyll and Maclean for their 
labours in to-possessing him and pay the value of the 
wardship and marriage of Harris; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSSo vol. 5/132. 
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35 1560,25 3uly. Edinburgh 
Archibald 5th s. Argyll 
3amss Macdonald of Ounivaig 
their heirs 
Macdonald's kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; 
Argyll to renounce claim to lands and help Macdonald 
obtain thew, and maintain him in the gift of the 
wardship and marriage of the Macleod lands in Harris; 
Macdonald to resist any invasion by Frenchmen; in 
perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. filing cabinet sub anno 1580. 

36 1560,30 duly. Stirling 
Adam Boyd of Pinklll to Archibald Sth a. Argyll 
his am and hair his heirs 

bond of oanrant in general terms; given for defence and 
protection; allegiance excepted to 'my lord Bold my chief'. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 5/136. 

37 1560,29 September. Castle Lachlan 
Archibald Moclauchlan of by Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
that ilk; his hairs his heirs and assigns 

bond of maintenance in general terms; Argyll to give 
money and land; given for service. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 5/134 (16th century copy; similar 
text to Argyll 21). 

38 1560,8 October. Indicannsl 
Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
Hector Maclean of Duart 
U. and h. Hector 
Argyll's heirs 
Maclean's whole power, kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms; 
Argyll forgives past offence - the Maclsans' contract 
with 3awss Macdonald of Ounivaig, which they now 
discharge; Maolsans promise to make no contracts without 
Argyll's permission; in perpetuity. 

AT, iv, 149. 

39 1564,9 3uly. Inwrasay 
Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
and seven other Campbells 
Colin Caapbsll of Glanorchy 
heirs of both parties 

Contract of maintenance and sanrsnt in standard terms; 
Argyll and other Campbells bound to assist Gisnorchy 
against Gregor# so of late Alexander Macgregor of 
Glanstray, and his followers# now rebels; this contract 
is to include all landed men of Argyll's surname (implies 
that it will be circulated for signatures); given for 
old kindness and proximity of blood, and because the 
grantors want to continue their predecessors' relationship. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 1/97. 
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40 15649 24 December. Perth 
Clan Laban by Archibald 5th s. Argyll 

bond of maintenance in general terms 
SRO, Broadelbans Muniments, GD 112/24/1 (1538-1589). 

41 1565,18 June. Owst 
Archibald 5th ". Ar9yU 
Donald Macdonald Gaza of Slsat 
their heirs, kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and sanrsnt in standard term.; 
in psrpstuity. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 1/99. 

42 1567,22 Mtch. Edinburgh 
William Stewart of Aabrisamoir (Buts) to Archibald 8th s. Argyll 
his heirs, kin, friends and servants his heirs malm 

bond of . nrsnt in standard tarsal contains standard 
sxcsption of allegiance to the queen, and unusual one - 
this not being a minority " of allegiance to 'beraris of 
autorits for the tyo'; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS* in tin box labelled '16th century papers'. 

43 1558, (4) 16 Novesibsr. Ardkinglaa 
Clan Fergus: names occupy to Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
seven lines his hairs 
hairs, kin and friends 

bond of . anrant in standard terms. 
SRO. Curls Collection, GO 111/IV/4 (document in 
horrid condition " badly stained, only patches 
lagiblsl no line complete). 

44 1571,27 April. Inveraray 
Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
Donald Macdonald Cars of Sleat 
Argyll's kin and whole power 
Macdonald's heirs 

contract of maintenance and wanrsnt in general terms; 
Argyll forgives an contravention by Macdonald of their 
previous contract, and binds himself to further Macdonald'. 
interests whether the queen regains her authority or not; 
he further promises to act on behalf of Torquil Macleod of 
Lewis and his father# and to redeliver to Macdonald Colin 
Campbell his foster, to be brought up by Macdonald. 
Macdonald agrees to stand friend to Macleod of Ounvegsn, 
and accepts that it he breaks his contract he will lose 
the kindness and amity of Hector Maclean of Quart and his 
king the principal movers in the renewal of his contract 
with Argyll. 

Argyll MSS, in paper told** labelled '16th century'. 

5. This contract refers not to Argyll 37, but to a contract Made 
at Edinburgh on 4 March 1567s see above, pp. 302.3. 
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45 1571,23 Novawbir. Inv. rsray 
Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
Sahn Mcalastair, captain of Clsnranald 
his son Alan Macon* Vicalastair 
heirs of both parties 
John and Alan's kin 

contract of maintenance and asnrsnt in standard terms; 
Argyll to assist Mecalastairs against any of their clan 
who do not acknowledge them as chief; also to cause 
Macleod of Harris to warrant any tacks wads to the 
Mocalastairs, and to associate them with him in counselling 
Macleod of Lewis about his father, whom Alan Nacalastair 
has brought to Argyll, for which Argyll is in his debt= 
Mocalastsira bound to assist Macdonald of Dunivaig and his 
heirs as long as they serve Argylip Argyll exempts his 
obligation to his 'hous and froindia'; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 4/90. 

46 1571,16 OooomMs. O noon 
Archibald 5th s. Argyll 
Colin Campbell of 6oquhan, his brother 
John Stawrt, sheriff of site 
kin, friends and servants of both parties 
Stewart's heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general tarne; 
Argyll and Campbell to assist Stewart in the peaceful 
possessing of his lands, in his office as sheriff, and in 
hie dispute with lord Sempill over Sempill's debt to his 
late father and now to hi.; Stewart to be household am 
to Argyll when required. 

Argyll MSSo vol. 1/326. ; 

47 1572,27 3uly. Glasgow 
Archibald Sth e. Argyll 
Colin Campbell lord Lorn, his brother 

with advice and consent of their kin and special friends, 
Campbells of Glenorchy, Auchinbrsk and Ardkinglas 

Sohn Stewart, sheriff of Bute 
contract of maintenance and manrsnt in similar terms to 
Argyll 421 in addition, Argyll bound to assist Stewart 
to retain the Psnnyland of Arlan, formerly belonging to 
Stewart's predecessors, and now granted to Stewart after 
the forfeiture of James duke of Chatelherault; if the 
duke's forfeiture is reversed# Argyll will offer on 
Stewart's behalf as much money as was assigned to Stewart 
on the lees of the lands, or more it necessary, to enable 
Stewart to keep his old heritage, and if the duke refuses. 
Argyll will assist Stewart as the law permits or resin 
neutral, but never assist the duke; and Argyll will also 
prevent any pretended claim to the lands by highland men 
such as the Macdonalda and Mecalastairs. 

Argyll MSSo vol. 4/98. 
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46 1573,14 April. Edinburgh 
Archibald 5th a. Argyll 
Patrick lord Drummond 
their kin and surname 

contract of mutual assistance and support; given for old 
kindness and alliance between the houses of Argyll and 
Drussiond, lately renewed by Drummond who is of Argyll's 
house. Very short, general text,, which sakes it unclear 
whether this is a contract of friendship or a contract of 
maintenance and manrent; but more probably the latter, 
in view of the different social status of the grantors 
and Colin 6th s. Argyll's bond of maintenance to 
Oruawond (sae Argyll 54). 

Argyll MSS. vol. 4/116; other version of this is in 
SRO, Drummond Castle Muniments, GO 160 box 3 bundle IV. 

49 1573,24 August. Carrick 
Duncan Abrach Macgregor by Archibald 5th as Argyll 
and five other Macgrpors his heirs 
Duncan's heirs and kin 

bond of maintenance in general tsras� with particular 
sisntian of assistance in case of legal proceedings; 
given for loyalty and service; in perpetuity. 

Coll, do Rebus Alban. 95-6. 

50 1573,9 November* Strachur 
Malcola Carew 119 captain of 
Craigniah 
Donald Carwell# vicar of 
Kilmartin, his brother 
their hairs 

bond of sanrant and homage in 
promise of calpal given for 

Argyll MSS,, vol. 5/138. 

to Colin 6th ". Argyll 
his heirs 

general t. r s; includes 
bond of maintenance. 

51 1574,14 February. Dunoon 
Colin 6th a. Argyll 
Angus Macdonald of Ounivaig 
their heirs 
Macdonald's kin and friends 

contract of maintenance and aanrent in general terns; 
Argyll to maintain Macdonald in his possession of the 
lands of Glancaradele and Raahrial Macdonald binds 
hi soft because of the kindness showy by Argyll and his 
pradac sorel in perpstuity. 

Argyll MSS, vol. 4/124 (16th century copy). 
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52 1574,1 Ober. Invararay 
"actor Plac1s n of Ardlung to Colin 6th ". Argyll 
his hairs, kin and friends 

bond of menrant in standard tarsal given because 
Argyll has ratified the bonds of maintenance made by 
the 4th and 5th earls to lMaclean's father Alan and to 
himself; allegiancm excepted to 'M3olana'. 

AT, vi, 230 (abstract). 

53 15769 19 Ssptembir. Ardlui 
Commissioners for Colin 6th a. Argylls 

Colin Campbell of Barbreck 
John Campbell of Inverlever 
Nail Campbell, parson of Craigans 

3" Mudsortach Macalostair, captain of Clanranald 
a. and he Alan 
Macalastairss heirs, kin, friends, etc. 

contract of maintenance and aanrsnt in general terms; 
Argyll to protect Maeslostairs against iorwod Macleod of 
Harris of necessary; Macalastairs to give Argyll their 
bond of aenrent if required and serve his at all times on 
fifteen days warning; to take part with the Macleans and 
Argyll's other dependants in the north isles; to dealt the 
lands of Gianalg to be peacefully possessed by Macleod of 
Harris, and to come before Argyll with Macleod to have all 
matters of debate and quarrel submitted to the Judgement 
of Argyll, his kin and friends, including Lauchlan Maclean 
of Ouart; both parties to provide pledges; meanwhile an 
assurance to be am % between them until Argyll summons 
thew. Also the parties to the contract agros that this 
contract and the bond of manrant may be renewed as 
necessary with the advice of lawyers, as with the similar 
contracts made by their predecessors; in perpetuity an 
Macalastairs' side; on Argyll's, for as long as they give 
him obedient and thankful service. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 4/144 (very long document, in bad 
conditions faded and torn in parts). 

54 15?? 9 12 Augst. Stirling 
Donald, John and Duncan Maýaintyre to Colin 8th a. Argyll 
coust issionere for the whole his hairs 
Clan Tyre 

bond of sanrant In standard terea; promise of the whole 
calps of the clan in taken of manrent; given because 
the clan have been servants and dependents of Argyll'a 
predecessors, and now have experience of Argyll's good 
sind to be good lord and waster to the., giving them his 
bond of maintenance (Argyll 51); in perpetuity. 

Argyll M85@ vol. 4/118. 
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55 1577,12 August. Stirling 
Coaimissionsrs for Clan Tyre by Colin 6th s. Argyll 

bond of maintenance in general tsrmsl given because of 
past maintenance of Clan Tyra by the earls of Argyll, and 
for the clan's bond of manrant and calps. 

Argyll NSS. In tin box labelled '16th century papers' 
(contemporary copy, partly torn). 

56 1577,26 September. ow an 
John Maclean, uncle to to Colin 6th a. Argyll 
Lauchlan Maclean of Duart 

bond of sanrant in standard tormal allegiance excepted 
to Maclean of Duarte, 

Argyll MSS. vol. 6/142. 

57 1578,26 November. Stirling 
Duncan Campbell, tier of Glanorchy by Colin 6th a. Argyll 

bond of maintenance in general tsras; main promise to to 
defend Duncan l+galnot his father, Colin Campbell of 
Glanorchy, who intends to redeem all Ouncan's lands, and 
against Duncan's brother Colin; reference made to 
DurAun's service and good will to Argyll as reason for his 
father's action against him; Argyll binds himself never 
to receive or favour Glenorchy or Colin until Duncan be 
satisfied in Argyll's sight and by the advice of his and 
his friends about his lands; given for Duncan's promise 
of aesvics. 

Tavsouth Uk. 221.2. 

58 1579, - April. (place illegible) 
Patrick lord Drummond by Colin 6th s. Argyll 
his friends his hairs 

bond of maintenance in general terms; promise to assist 
Drummond against William, son of James Stewart in Moray, 
who has attacked him, wounding the friends and servants in 
his company, and committed other crimes against him= given 
because of the mutual smity that stands and has stood 
between the houses of Argyll and Druasond. 

Cawdor Muni ants, press 5, section VI9 bundle II. 

59 1580,22 July, Barbrsck 
Donald Macallan Vicsorlsy to Colin 6th s. Argyll 
of 'Swnay' his heirs 
his sons Neil and Sorlsy 
his heirs 

bond of sanrsnt, homage and service in standard tsrms1 
includes promise of their best eighth, called their oalpp 
in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 1/130. 
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60 1580,21 October. Glasgar 
burgh of Renfrew to Colin 6th e. Argyll 
their successors, inhabitants his heirs 
of Renfrew 

bond of service in standard terms; includes promise of 
service in Ireland as well as Scotland at Argyll's expense; 
also that Argyll and his heirs will have, at the election 
of the baillies and officers, the nomination and election 
of one baillia and one officer, providing they be 
inhabitants of the burgh; in perpetuity. 

Argyll MSS. (19th century copy). 

61 1584,29 October. Duncan 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig to Archibald 7th a. Argyll 
his broths" Sorlsyl, Ronald his friends 
and Coll 
his kin and friends 

bond of i rent in standard tease; grantors bound to 
accept the counsel of Argyll's friends as well as of 
Argyll. 

Argyll MSS. in paper folder labelled '16th century'. 

62 15859 1 3una. Invwraray 
Willi.. Macleod of Ounvpan to Archibald 7th s. Argyll 
his whole force and power 

bond of warrant in standard tsrmsl given because his 
predecessors had given their bonds of service to the 
saris of Argyll, which bonds Macleod now ratifissq and 
has bann maintained by thaw. 

Argyll MSSo in paper folder labelled '16th century'. 

63 (1593,8 January) (no place) 
Stwarts, Macintyras and to Archibald 7th s. Argyll 
Macgregorss man of 
Balqubidder 

bond of sanrant in general terms; includes promise to give 
good will and gifts to Argyll in the season of the year 
when he is accustomed to reside in the lowlands; also 
promise not to attempt to extend their possessions without 
Argyll's or his heirs' consent; given for Argyll's 
maintenance and protection; contract to be registered in 
the Books of Council and the sheriff books of Argyll. 

Argyll IiSS. in paper folder labelled '16th century' 
(this is a copy, much torn, of the registration; 
the date is that of registration; the date and place 
of the bond are gone). 

64 1593,26 hns. Stirling 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy by Archibald 7th ". Aran 
his hairs 

bond of wsintsnanos. 
Tavuouth 8k, 250 (abstract). 
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65 1593,18 August. Stirling 
Patrick Dow in Doun by Archibald 7th s. Argyll 
his kin and servants 

bond of iaintsnenosj given because Dow is of old a 
servant and dependent of Argyll's predecessors and Argyll, 
and wishes the 'wsill and standing of our houe'. 

AT, vii, 243 (abstract). 

66 1593,20 Novo her. Invararay 
Archibald 7th s. Argyll 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Oiruachtsn 
Lauchlan's kin, friends and servants, 

contract of waintsnancs and eanrsnt; allegiance excepted 
by Lauchian to the earl of Moray. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/164. 

67 169?, 24 July. 
Archibald 7th ". Argyll 
Clan Lauchlan of the 'Fagart' in 
Lochabar and Lorne 

contract of maintenance and mantent. 
AT, vii, 285 (mentioned). 

68 1602,8 3. nwsy. Oun oon 
Archibald 7th a. Argyll 
Lauchlana Mackinnon of Strathordill 
Mackinnon's asn, tsnanta, servants 

contract of maintenance and aanrsnt in standard terns; 
given because of amity and old bonds between their 
p'! crag which bonds they now renew* 

Colle do Rebus Alban. 201-2. 

69 1602,20 3un" 
Ian Menzies of Kinnoldis to Archibald 7th a, Argyll 
his five sons 

bond of wsnrant. 
ATS viii, 42 (motioned). 

70 1603,5 April. Conongst" 
ThOUas Stswsrt of Grandtul4y by Archibald 7th s. Argyll 
his kin, friends and servants his kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; in tin coming, 
rrasss, Cjan, ¢t , it 106. 

71 1610,13 duns. StirWig 
William $tawrt, flu of by Archibald 7th as Argyll 
Grandtully his king friends and servants 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; in time coming. 
Text saga as that of Argyll 70. 

Fraser, rwdtullyt i, 109-10. 
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72 1464, (1 ter) Thomas Rogerson of Drusdeaginnals by Colin Ist a. Argyll 
Colin Campbell of Gisnorahy 

bond of maintenance, according to discharge by Argyll and 
Campbell to Thomas and heirs of i80 due for redemption of 
lands of 'Ardchwyllour' and others in the earldom of 
Strathearn. 

Atholl Muniments, box 2 parcel XVI. 

73 1481, (10 D. c.. b. r) 
Donald, a. of Ian Macdougall to Colin tat a. Argyll 
Craignish his hairs 
his hairs 

howpeg service and special manrant by Donald and heirs 
referred to in charter by Argyll granting wsrklands of 
9urichbyan. 

ATS iii 501 (abstract). 

74 1495, (10 August) 
Archibald 2nd a. Argyll 
Patrick Blackadder of Tulliallan 
their heirs 

bonds of maintenance and sanrent,, to be given after 
arbitration an their dispute over the bailliery of Culross{ 
Patrick having resigned it in favour of Argyll, will have 
the office of deputy from Argyll. 

SRO, Cardross Writs, GO 15/153. 

75 1521, (18 March) 
Maclean of Quart and others by Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll S. 

76 1522, (22 March) 
Sohn Macdougall of Raray to Colin 3rd a. Argyll 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of wnrant, referred to as already given in the bond 
of maintansncs of 22 March 1522. 

Argyll 9. 

77 1S24g 6 May. 
3am. s Kennedy of Blairquhan by Colin 3rd a. Argyll 

bond of aaintananc. j date assumed from the tact that 
Argyll and Kennedy made a verbal agreement on S May, and 
the bond of wanrant which rotor* to the bond of 
maintenance was duly drawn up on 6 May. 

Argyll 14. 

78 1527, 
Hector Mackintosh, captain to Colin 3rd a. Argyll 

of Clanchattan 
bond of aanrsnt. 

Argyll 17. 
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79 1528, (17 August) 
340es Stewart, brother of lord to Colin 3rd s. Argyll 
Avondale 

bond of manr. nt. 
Argyll 18. 

80 1533, (17 November) 
William lord SMpill and to Archibald 4th a. Argyll 
son, the motor of Sssipill 

bond of oanrsnt, alleged to have been made by Willi.. earl 
of Glsncairn in his objection to Argyll trying case in which 
Spills were accused of murdering Cunningham of Craigans. 

At* of Council (Public Affairs). 409.10. 

81 1536, (10 3un. ) 
Lauchlon Msclauohlan of that ilk to Archibald 4th a. Argyll 

bond of eanrent. 
Argyll 23. 

82 1544, (8 April) 
John Stewart of Ninto by Archibald 4th a. Argyll 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 26. 

83 1544, (20 September) 
Sohn Stwart, as of Alan Stewart by Archibald 4th s. Argyll 
of Appin 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 2$. 

84 1544, (6 October) 
Alexander Plaagrpor of Glonstray by Archibald 4th a. Argyll 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 29. 

85 1546, (12 April) 
William Msclsod of Harris by Archibald 4th ". Argyll 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 30. 

86 1548, (5 September) 
Neil Montgomery of Langahar by Archibald 4th s. Argyll 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 32. 

87 Before 1559,9 $ow. bsl. 
Clan Lauren to Archibald Sth s. Argyll 

bond of errant, known from Argyll's transference at the 
monr. nt and calps of the clan to Colin Campbell of 
61wwrchy. 

Tavaouth 8k, 201.2. 
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88 15609 (30 3i1y ) 
Adam Boyd of Pink1ll by Archibald 5th ". Argyll 

maintenance 
Argyll 36. 

89 1560, (29 September) 
Archibald Maolauahlan of that ilk to Archibald 5th s. Argyll 

m nrsnt 
Argyll 37. 

90 Before 1566,25 December. 
Clan Tyre to Archibald 5th s. Argyll 

bond of manrsnt, knorn from Argyll's transference of the 
m nrsnt and calps of the clan to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy, 
who was better able to protect them because they dwelt 
nearer to him. 

Tayoouth 0k. 211. 

91 1567, (5 Marah) 
Donald Macdonald Gore of Sleet to Archibald Sth a. Argyll 

bond of aanrent, to be given when Argyll gives Donald 
lands, under agreement of 4 March 15671 known from 
notarial instrument of 5 March. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 4/48. 

92 1573, (24 August). 
Ouncan Abrach Macgregor and others to Archibald 5th a. Argyll 

warrant 
Argyll 49. 

93 1573, (9 November) 
Malcolm Casawll, captain of by Colin 6th s. Argyll 
Craignish 
Donald Carswell, vicar of 
Kilmartin, his brother 

bond of maintenance. 
Argyll 50. 

94 (15749 1 December) 
Hector Maclean of Ardlung 4th and Sth earls of Argyll 

refute to four bonds; 
two bonds of maintenance by 4th and Sth earls to Maclaan's 
father Alant 
bond of aointanNnoo to Maclean; 
bond of manrant by Alan Maclean, presumably to 4th and 
8th earls. 

Argyll 52. 

95 1577,10 Jut. 
Donald Maowan Viedonald to Colin 6th o. Argyll 
john dim Mwowan 

bond of aanrant, known few bond of 11 Juno by which the 
grantors entered pledges for the olgarving of their bond. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 4/148. 
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96 1578, (26 November) 
Duncan Campbell, fier of G2enorchy 

promise of service. 
Argyll 57. 

97 (1593,8 January) 
Stwarta, Mackintyrss and 
Macgregores men of 
Balqubidder 

maintenance 
Argyll 63. 

ARGYLL 

LOST 30N05 

to Colin 6th a. Argyll 

by Archibald 7th as Argyll 

For other bonds of the earls of Argyll, see: 
Contracts of friendship 399 40* 41# 449 50,59,64,66,67,70; 
Political bonds 3.5,61,7v 150 169 191p 209 27914. 

Ani-(&L- 

1 1532,26 June. P. rth 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

John 23rd e. Atholl 
Duncan Campbell of Gisnorchy and William Murray of Tullibardine 
kin and friends of Campbell and Murray 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; 
Campbell and Murray make the agreement with the advice of 
Andrew bishop of Caithnsas; allegiance excepted by Campbell 
to the earl of Argyll; for life. 

Taymouth Bk. 180-1 (fairly full text). 

2 1580,27 January. Perth 
Sohn 25th s. Atholl 
Lauchlsn Mackintosh of Ounnachtsn 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms, ratifying 
the bonds made by their tatherel given because of old bonds 
between their prsdscsssore in all tims coming. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/120. 

3 1593,16 July. Outksld 
Alexander Menzies of that ilk to John 25th a, Atholl 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms] given because of 
dependence of his predecssaors# lairds of Weems an the 
earls of Atholl, and their maintenance, and because of 
nearness of blood; in all tints coming. 

Atholl Muniments (uncatalogued). 
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a 1597,30 Juºs. Fass 
Lsuchlan Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn by John 26th s. Atholl 
his heirs his heirs 

his followers 
bond of maintenance in standard terms given for faithful 
service of Lauchian's predecessors, and the voluntary bonds 
of manrent given by Lauchlanj to be kept as long as Lauchlan 
and his heirs keep their bonds to him. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/179. 

5 15-- (day, month and place blank)6 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn to John (26th) s. Atholl 
his hairs his heirs, earls of Atholl 
his kin and surname 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; in perpetuity. 
SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/178. 

LOSE BONDS 

6 1478, (22 ]snuary) 
John 21st e. Atholl 
Neil Stewart of Forthergill 

bonds of maintenance and manrent to be made, contorts to 
marriage indenture by Which Neil's son and heir Alexander 
is to marry Atholl's daughter Christian; Atholl promises 
never to threaten Neil's possession of his tacks and offices; 
and Neil promises that it Huntly and Atholl have dispute, 
he will take no part with either; for life. 

Atholl Muniments, box 20 parcel I. 

7 Before 1550 
John 24th a. Athall 
William Mackintosh of Dinnachtsn (d. 1550) 

bonds of maintenance and manrent. 
Atholl 2. 

6. The date brooks off after 'fourscoir'; it could therefore be 
either 1580-, or 1590"J the latter seems probable in view of 
Atholl 4, for this may be the corresponding bond of manrsnt. 
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8 1572, (15 January) 
Wiüiao Robertson of Struan to Sohn 24th s. Atholl 

bond of eanrsnt, already made to Atholl, who now sets in 
tack to Robertson the lands of 8all. woan, Perthshire, for 
one year, discharging all sails and duties as long as 
Robertson keeps his bond. 

SRO, Dalpuia Muniments, CD 38/1/62 (24) (copy); 
Coll. do Rebus Alban. 196. 

For other bonds of the earls of Atholl, sssi 
Contracts of friendship 24,32,54,58,, 59,75,83,92,981 
Political bonds 16,32,33. 

BOYD OF KILPRRNUGK 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The general reference for the bonds in this collection is SRO Boyd 
Paper., GO Be 

1 1545,6 May, Kilmarnock 
Robert lord Boyd of Kilmarnock 
so and he Robert Boyd of the Glsn# 
John Kelso of that ilk or of Ksisoland 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general tormal Boyd 
to pay Kelso 24 bolls of meal per annum; both to most 
within fifteen days to put their contract in best and 
surest forgo for life. 

GO 8/1331 Abbotsford Miscsllanv, i, 13. 

2 1546,30 December. Irvine 
John Brisbane, young laird of to Robert master of Boyd 
Brisbane 

bond of manrsnt in standard tsrme; during his father's life. 
Abbotafo, td Miaosllav, i, 14. 

3 1558,17 October. Corsbis Cunningham 
Archibald Kelso, young laird of to Robert lord Boyd 
Ksisoland 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; given for I chaldar of 
meal per annum, and maintenance; to last while he is 
'yasº8s lard'. 

Go 8/1611 Abbotsford Miac allN; r, i, 17.8. 
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4 1567,18 3uly. Ri. holm" 
Robert lord Boyd 
Hugh Crawford of Kilbirnis 
their friends, servants and tenants 

contract of maintenance and menrsnt in general terms; Boyd 
to protect Hugh's wits if Hugh dies firsts Hugh to accompany 
Boyd in the authority's wars; for life. 

GO 8/1931 Abbotsford Miscellany. i, 19.20. 

5 1571,10 Novssber. Irvin. 
Robert lord Boyd 
William Fairlia, brother of David Fairlis of that ilk 
Boyd's hairs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard tens; Boyd 
grants William for life thirty shilling land of Byrshill, the 
rant of which is to be paid to the abbot of Kilwinningp 
for William's life. 

GO 8/2241 Abbotsford Miacallanv. i, 31-3. 

6 1572,26 October. 'Allos' 
Robert lord Boyd 
John Fsrgwhill of that ilk 
Boyd's heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard tsrmal Boyd 
renounces claim to John's forty shilling land of Auchintybyrs. 

GO 6/2321 Abbotsford Miscellany# ip 33-5. 

7 1574,1 February. Glasgow 
Andrew Arnot of Lochrig, younger to Robert lord Boyd 
his heirs his heirs 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for 300 marks 
lump payment,, sight bolls of meal per annum, and maintenance; 
in perpetuity. 

GO 1/239 Abbotsford Miscellany, i, 35-6. 

8 1575,27 August. Rossdhu 
Andrer Macfarlane of Arrochar to Robert lord Boyd 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of monrent in standard tsrmsj given for twelve bolls 
meal and four bolls melt per annum, and maintenancel for 
twelve years, and thereafter until Boyd or Macfarlane 
discharge the bond on forty days warning. 

GD 8/255 Abbotsford Miscellany, i, 38-40. 

9 1576,20 January. Glasgow 
Robert Colquhoun of Casstrodam to Robert lord Boyd, 'wardour' 
his hairs of lordship and living of Lias 

his heim 
bond of aanrent in general tsrsal given because Boyd has, 
at his request, disponed the ward and nonentry of the t10 
land of Caastrodam to Patrick, natural son of James Colquhoun 
of Garscube, and will fortify him as his master; to last 
during the time of ward, as he served the late John Colquhoun 

of dues. 
GD 8/2561 Abbotsford Miscellany, L. 40-1. 
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10 1576,2 March. Glasgow 
Robert Lord Boyd 
Sohn Blair of that ilk 
their friends, servants and tenants 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; 
for lit.. 

60 B/254; Abbotsford Miscellany, i, 41.2. 

11 1576,19 May. Edinburgh 
Adam Cunningham of Cullsllan to Robert lord Boyd 
his friends, servants and tenants 

bond of . anrent in standard terms; allegiance excepted to 
house of Cunningham of Caprington; given for divers 
gratltudes; for life. 

GD 8/259; Abbotsford Miscellany. i, 42-3. 

12 1577,21 November. Glasgow 
John Boyle of Risholma to Robert lord Boyd 
his household, friends and tenants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; for life. 
GO 8/277; Abbotsford Miscellany, i, 43-4. 

13 1577,10 December. Glasgow 
Robert lord Boyd 
Malcolm Crawford of Kilbirnis 
their friends, servants and tenants 

contract of maintenance and menrsnt in general terms{ for life. 
GD 8/269. 

14 1591,10 February. Kilmarnock 
James Auchinloss of that ilk to Robert Boyd, baillis of 

Kilmarnock 
band of . anrsnt in standard tormcp given for five marks 
per annuog and aaintanancel for life. 

GO 8/3551 Abbotsford Miscellany. i# 48-9. 

LOST !! ANDS 

15 155$, (17 OQtob. r) 
Archibald Kelso, young laird of by Robert lord Boyd 
Kslsoland 

bond of maintenanes. 
Boyd 3. 
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16 1571, (1 February) 
Andrew Arnot of Lochrig, younger 
his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Boyd 7. 

17 1575, (27 Augwt) 

BOYp OF KILMARNOCK 

QjBQN 

by Robert lord Boyd 
his heirs 

Andrew Macfarlane of Airoohas by Robert lard Boyd 
bond of maintenance, in standard term as given in 
Mafarlans's bond of msnrsnt. 

Boyd 8. 

18 1591, (10 February) 
3. as Auchinloas of that ilk 

bond of maintenanes. 
Boyd 14. 

For other bonds at the lords Boyd, sss. 
Royal bonds 20; Hamilton 19 and 20; 
Contracts of friendship 40,53,55,65; 
Political bonds 1,2,3, ISS 20,2T, 309 14. 

by Robert Boyd, bsilli" of 
Kilmarnock 

BREADALBANE 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The general reference for the manuscript sources for this collection is 
SRO, Breadalbans Nniaants, GO 112/24. Most of the bonds come from two 
books of bonds of manrant, jade for Colin sixth laird and Duncan seventh 
laird of Glsnorchy, cited here as 'fluke of bandis (Colin)' and '&+ke of 
bandis (Duncan)'# and there are a few separate bonds. Duncan's book 
begins at folio 19r; whatever the first eighteen folios contained, it 
was presumably not bonds of manrsnt, for the completeness of this list 
is confirmed by a badly-written four page list of the names of those who 
wade bonds of manrsnt, which follows the order of the list in the book. 
A further source is the calendar in Tavsout., 

_. 
hgk. 195-262, compiled from 

what Cameo Irmas refers to as Dunoan's register and original bonds. There 
is a considerable number of bonds from the manuscript books which are not 
in Taywouth 0o9k; and there are some in Comma Inns. ' calendar which are 
not included hers, because they are not, as for as can be 

judged 
from the 

calendar entry, bonds of aenrent or maintenance, but, for example, bonds 
only promising bairn's part of gear. Most of the Taymauth Book entries 
are short abstracts of the documental those which give most of the text 
are indicated here. The names of the numerous small tenants who promised 
 anrent to the lairds of Glanorchy presented something of a problemp they 
reflect the difficulty which a notary who was apparently not familiar with 
Gaelic had in reproducing them. All that has been done here is to standardise 
the spelling as far as possible. Place names have been given, where possible, 
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(cont'd) in their modern for.; but acme are not now identifiable. 7 

1488,21 October. Edinburgh 
Robert Men=iss of Ennoahquhis by Duncan Campbell of Clsnoret,,, 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; given for the lifersnt 
of the lands of Auchinmoir; contains Duncan's promise not 
to oppress the tenants of the lands of Cranoch, Morinche and 
Auchinmoir, of which he is Millie under Robert; for life. 

HPIC. Sixth Reoort. Appendix, 704. 

2 1510,29 April. Isle of Lochtay 
Sohn Macneill Vreik in Stronferna to Duncan Campbell of Glenorah 1, 
Gregor his brother his heirs 

obligation to give bonds of manrent and calps, and to 
receive Colin, third son of Colin, son and heir of Duncan, 
in fostering, and give him a bairn's part of gear; Duncan 
and his son being bound to protect John and Gregor in their 
lands of Stronferna and other possessions. 

Taraovth 8k, 179. 

3 1528,27 July. Castle of Glenorchy 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Sohn Maccovil of Ragarra 

indenture of protection and menrent. 
Taymouth 8k, 179. 

4 1531,30 June. The upper chamber of the chapel of Lochtay 
John Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Archibald Campbell of Glonlyon 

contract of help and manrent; Sohn promises to reward 
Archibald 'pleissandly' for his service if, through his 
help and counsel, John gets his heritage which his 
predecessors hadl and further promises to be 'pleissand 
to the said Archibald in hors hund or any utheris 
rsssonabill gift', to use Archibald'. counsel, and to 
amend his failure to satisfy Archibald concerning his claim 
to the lands of Strora. onessaik. 

Taymouth Bk. 181.2. 

7. For discussion of the unique form of this family collection, see 
above, p. 169, no. 76, and pp. 190.3. I am grateful to Mr. Donald 
Meek of the University of Glasgow, who gave we considerable help 
with the mete. in this collection, and Mr. John Gilfillan and Mr. 
Allan Macinnss of the University of Glasgow for their help in 
identifying place-names. 
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5 1538,21 July. Castle of Glanorchy 
John Cawpbsll of Glsnorchy 
John Naogillaspis in Invsrovir 
his am Evir, and their offspring 

contract by which Reagillsspis received Campbell as his 
men son and 'tuk him on his kns calland him ? ilium adootium'; 
half of his moveable goods would go to Campbell on his death, 
and the whole if Evir predeceased him. 'For the quhilkis 
kyndnss', Campbell was bound to Wand the Macgl1lespies., 
Campbell asked for a notarial instrument. 

Taysouth Sk, 182-3. 

6 1538,21 Novrnb. r. At Loehtay 
Duncan Campbell of Morinche to Sohn Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of sanrent in general terms; including pro. iaa to give 
Sohn a bairn's part of gear; given for letter of maintenance. 

SRO, Brsadelbans "imentsf GO 112/24/1 (1538-1589). 

7 15469 15 ahne. At Glanorchy 
Sohn Campbell of Glsnorahy 
John Macconchs ray 
his brothers Alexander and Duncan 

contract of maintenance and manrant In general termal the 
Macconchas and heirs promise a UZirn's part of gear to Sohn 
and hairs. 

SRO, Braadalbana Muniments, GO 112/24/1 (1538-1589) 

8 1547,2 3a e. Castle of Glanorchy 
John Campbell of Glanarchy 
Donald Maagillakeir 
Finley his son 
six other Msagillaksirs 
hairs of both parties 

contract by which the Maagillakeira of their own tree will 
accept John and his hairs as their chief to be their protector; 
3ohn and hairs to have 'ans cawylps of kenkynyis' Macgillskairs 
to bring as many of their kin as they can to be bound likewise. 

Taraouth 8kß 185-6. 

9 1549,30 August. Isle of Loohtsy 
Sohn Campbell of Clanorchy 
Sohn Menzies of Roca (in Glenlyon) 

contract of maintenance and service; Menzies promises to 
drop his action of sputlzs against Campbell; and further 
promises to make his house ready with meat, drink and other 
necessities to receive Campbell, his household and followers 
when required 'as every wther Bentill saris haves in the 
muntre beim (ready)'. Campbell promises Menzies the toind 
sheaves of the fittsdn markland of Midmost Morinchs. 
Campbell excepts his allegiance to the earl of Argyll. 

Toymwuth Bk, 187-9. (fairly full text). 
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10 1550,22 May. Castle of Gisnorchy 
lohn Macconche ray Vicane Vicallan to Sohn Campbell of Glenorchy 
Alan his son his heirs 

bond of manrent, including promise to bring in their friends 
to the same effect, and to give and cause their children, male 
and female, to give a bairn's part of gear; for Campbsll's 
obligation of defence. 

Tavmouth 8k. 189. 

11 1550,10 3uly. Isle of lochtay 
Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
Alexander MacPatrick Viccondoche 
Colin's heirs 

notarial record of promise of maintenance and manrsnt in 
general terms; Alexander promises to be 'ans ewinly man 
for baytht the pairtiss' in case of dispute between Colin 
and his chief, Macgregor; and makes Colin and his heirs 
his assigns for his tacks of any lands, especially of the 
ton merkland of Wester Morinchs, and also nominates them 
his executors. Colin excepts his allegiance to the earl 
of Argyll, Alexander to Macgregor; for Alexander's life. 

T wyth 9k, 189-90. 

12 no date nor place 
Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
Neil Maccallue, parson of Lochawe 
Neil's successors, friends and depsndars 
Colin's heirs 

agreement by which Colin and his heirs would give maintenance 
to Neil, his successors and friends who would use Colin'* 
counsel, in return for Neil's promise of service and calps 
for himself and his heirs in perpetuity. Contains two 
interesting olaussst first, that Colin and his heirs would 

'stalk them resonable for their win payment of rwaes and 
landia; and gif their be only clarkie of them he to help.... 
them baytht be himself and at all Arther handis that may help 
them'; and second, that this agreement should be kept secret 
until kindness an the one side and good service on the other 
should declare itself 'referring the qualefsing and dytting 
of the prewessis in my abasns to the Ladyis discretioun for 
I tak God to witness that my intent is plane without dwbilne9'1 
'the Lady' is presumably Campbell's wife, 

Tavmouth 8k, 190.1. 

13 1552,11 March. lei* of Lochtay 
James Stewart, so of Walter of to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Ballindoran his heirs 
Alexand r Dormond Duncan Campbell, so and he of 
Malcolm Dorsond, younger Archibald of Glonlyon 
kin, friends and parttakers his heirs 

bond of manrent in general terms; includes promise 'to invade 
and persex to the dsid' Duncan Laudosach Macgreporp Gregor his 
son, and their accomplices because they are our deadly enemies 
and rebels. Allegiance to the earl of Monteith and lard 
Drummond excepted for life. 

Taymouth Bk. 192 (fairly full text). 
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14 1552,2 May. Isle of Lochtay 
Duncan Macgregor by Colin Campbell of Glanorchr 
Gregor his son 
their servants and accomplices 

bond of maintenance in general terms, including forgiveness 
for the past actions of the Macgregor* against Colin, 
providing they fulfill their bond of menrent made to Colin 
and his heirsl Colin has given them the escheats of their 
goods, which he purchasad*from the governor (Arran); and 
the Macgregor., formerly rebels, are now in the queen's peace. 

Taymouth 8k, 193 (fairly full text). 

15 1552,1 August. Isle of Lochtay 
Malcolm Robertson of Ksirquhoun to Colin Campbell of Glanorch y 
his heirs his heirs 

notarial record of promise of service in general terms; given 
for maintenance in all Malcolm's lawful actions, particularly 
in his quarrel against James Campbell of Larars; allegiance to 
the earl of Argyll excepted; in perpetuity. 

&ha of bandis (Colin), ff. lv-2r; Tprmouth 9k, 194. 

16 1552,3 August. Isle at Lochtay 
William Macolcallum in Rannoch to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Malcolm his son his heirs 
Donald ray Macolcallum Glas 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and caips in general 
tares= Macolcalluas have chosen Colin as their chief, renouncing 
Macgregor their old chief; given for letter of maintenance; 
in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), t. 2r-v; Tavmouth 0k 194-5 
(fairly full text). 

17 1552,4 August. Isle of Lochtay 
lohn Lauch alias Campbell to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
his hairs his heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrsnt and calps in general 
tarusi for letter of maintenanosl in perpetuity. 

auks of bandis (Colin) # ff. 2v-3rl Tav uth Bic, 195. 

18 18520,4 August. Isis of Lochtay 
Malcolm Macaw Vallych to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Donald his brother his heirs 
Duncan Macneill Vic win 
William and Malcolm his brothers 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calps in general 
terms; grantors have chosen Colin as their chief, renouncing 
Macgregor; for letter of maintenance; in perpetuity. 

buka of bandis (Colin), f. 3r-v; Tarayouth 8k, 195-6. 
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19 1552,21 August. Isle of Lochtay 
Gregor Macgregor a. of late James to Colin Campbell of Glenorchlr 
Macgregor, dean of Lismore his heirs 
his heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and cups in general 
tormal grantors take Colin for their chief, renouncing 
Macgregor; for bond of maintenaneel in perpetuity. 

ice of bandis tColin), ft3v-4rj Taveouth Bk. 196. 

20 1552,9 September. tole of Lochtay 
Donald bp Macacrom in the bray to Colin Camnhall of Glsnorchy 

of Wsam his heirs 
Duncan and William his brothers 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calps in general 
tarsal grantors renounce Macgregor as chief; for bond of 
maintenance; in perpetuity* 

auks of bandis (Colin), ?. 4v; Tavmouth Bk. 25. 

21 1552,13 September* Achallader 
Duncan Macgillsmartin in Glenna to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
Patrick, Plalcola, Archibald and his hairs 
Donald his brothers 
their hairs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calps in general 
tsrmal grantors renounce Macgregor as chietj for bond of 
waintsnancs; in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 5r{ Taymouth 8k. 196.7. 

22 1552,15 September. Achalladsr 
Sohn Macgillschrist Viekinley Viccouil to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Duncan his brother his heirs 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calps in general 
terms; grantors renounce Macgregor as chief; for bond of 
maintenance; in perpetuity. 

Bola of bandis (Colin), f. 5v; jam th Bk. 197. 

23 1552,4 November. Eilaanran 
Donald Macgillaquhoan to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
lohn, Patrick and Gill smartin his heirs 
his sons 
their hairs 

notarial record of promise of manrsnt and calps in general 
terms; grantors renounce Macgregor as chief; for bond of 
maintenance; in perpetuity 

Buks of bandis (Colin), t. 6r; Taymouth Bk. 197. 

24 1552,4 November. Eilesnran 
Sohn moir Makavir Glas to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
John and Angus his sons his heirs 
five others 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of eanrent and calpe in general 
terms; grantors renounce Macgregor as chietj for bond of 
saintsnancel in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 6v; Tama uthOki, 19?. 
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25 1552,21 December. Candmoir of Lochtay 
Duncan Paceindsw in to Colin Campballof Clenorchy 
Duncan and Malcolm his sons his heirs 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calpe in general 
terms; grantors renounce Macgregor as chief; for bond of 
maintenance; in perpetuity. 

fluke of bandis (Colin), f.? r; Taysouth Bk. 197. 

26 1555,6 May. Edinburgh 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
James Campbell of Lagers 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms; James 
has made Colin and Katherine Ruthven his wife assigns to a 
letter of tak by the prior and convent of Chartsrhouaa, Perth, 
of lands of Hatholonych and Craig; promises never to take any 
lands which Colin and his heirs possess. Colin promises to pay 
James 600 marks. Colin's allegiance to the earl of Argyll and 
his heirs is excepted, but he promises help to James in case 
Argyll, 'upoun sinister informatioun or uthsrryss consave 
rancour' against him. 

Taymouth 8k. 198-9 (fairly full text). 

27 1555,24 May. Eil. ansan 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorohy 
Ewir Campbell of Strachur 
heirs of both parties 

notarial record of promise of manrsnt in standard terms by 
Ewir in return for maintenance by Colin and Colin's renunciation 
of his claim to the five pound land of Ardkelys Wester in 
Glandochartl both except allegiance to the earl of Argyll. 

Buks of bandis (Colin), f. ? v; Tavmo uth Bice 9 n9. 

28 1555,3 August. Castle of Glsnorchy 
Duncan Mocalastair Vieswin 

bond of aanrant in standard tarns, 
calp; for maintenance; excepts a, 
for life. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 8r; 

29 1889,21 Novsmbsr. Balloch 

to Colin Campbsil. Of Glanorchy 
his heirs 
including promise of 

Llsfliancs to Macgregorl 

Taysouth 8k. 200. 

Alexander Ilaclaran to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Duncan his son his heirs 
seven other Maclaren" 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of oalps; for maintenance; in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 9r. 
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30 1560,9 March. Balloch 
Patrick Macconnachie Viccouil Macgregor to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
in Inwrzelly his heirs 
John his brother 
three other Macgregor. 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of calps; service to be at Colin's expense 
until he 'eteyk thams with sum towels or stsdingla' whereby 
they may serve his at their expense; for maintenance. 

Buke of bandis Colin), ft. 9v10rf Taeouth 8k. 202. 

31 1560,11 March. Near shore of esst side of lochsarn 
Patrick J'9accouil Kali in 8alguhiddsr to Colin Campbell of G1enorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent and calps in general terns; 
for maintenance. 

auks of bandis (Calm), f. 10r. 

32 1560,11 March. Naar shore of west side of Lochearn 
John Matolcallus Viclauran to Colin Campbell of Gisnorchy 
Lauren, Malcolm older and his hairs 
Malcolm younger, his brother 
twenty-two other Macharms 
in Balquhidder 
their hairs 

notarial record of promise of manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of calps; for aºaintenance. e 

Wks of bandle (Colin), ff. 10v. -10rf Taeouth 8k, 202-3. 

33 1560,9 September. In the house of John Mackinley Vicnab called Inchswyn 
Duncan Cowry to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Donald Nacnicol his heirs 
Nicol his brother 
their heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrant in standard terms, 
including promise of aalps; for maintenance. 

6tdc" of bandis (Colin), f. 11r. 

34 1561,15 February. e. 11act 
Donald Macksrlych Maccouil in to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
Glsnroy his heirs 
Donald Macanqua Macans Viccouil 
Angus Moui1 Viccouil 
their hairs 

notarial record of promise of manrsnt in standard terms, 
including promise of cslps for maintenance. 

Buks of bandis (Colin), ff. 12v-13r; Tavmouth Bk. 204.9 

S. This bond follows on the transference of the manrent of Clan Lauren by 
Archibald earl of Argyll to Campbell of Glsnorchy on 8 November 15591 
Taymouth 81c. 202-3. 

9. In the entry in T the names of the grantors begin with Donald 
NlcAglsschsrycht in Foos; this name does not appear in the Buk. of bandle, 
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35 1561,17 April. Church of Strathtillan 
Duncan Maccouil Kur in to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Balquhidder his heirs 
his heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of calps; for maintenance. 

"a of bandis (Colin), t. 13r. 

36 1561,17 April. Strathtillan 
Donald piper Macdewar piper to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his hairs his heirs 

notarial record of promise of manrsnt in standard terms, 
including promise of calps; Donald promises to take Colin 
as his adopted sen; for maintenance. 

sake of bandle (Colin), f. 13v; Ta uth Bk. 204. 

37 1561,3 June. Balloch 
Clan Lauren by Colin Campbell of Gianorchy 
their heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; given for the 
Maclarans' aanrsnt and calps; contains provision that if 
any individual Maclarsn tails to keep the bond, four of the 
wisest and ablest own of the clan will reform the failure. 

auks of bandis (Colin), t. 14r-v. 

38 1561,4 July. Ell.. nr. n 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Duncan Campbell of Lix 
Erin his son 
heirs of both parties 

cosset of maintenance and manrennt in standard terms; Colin 
bound himself' to protect Duncan and twin in the possession of 
the lands they hold of the prior of the Charterhouse, Perth; 
in perpetuity. 

fluke of bandis (Colin), ff. 14v-15r; Tarmouth bk. 205. 

39 1562,1 August. Castle of Glanorchy 
Colin Campbell of Glanorchy to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
John dubh Mseauilaid in Braikie his heirs 
in Kinlochtollive 
Donald dubh and Malcolm his brothers 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and aanrent in general ter sp including 
promise of calpai given by Maccuilaids for their weal and 
prosperity. 

fluke of bandis (Colin), f. 20vi Tavaauth Bk, 205. 
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40 1563,25 April. Balloch 
Colin Campbell of 61snorchy 
Ranald Mooranaid Maccouilglea of Cappycht 
heirs of both parties 
Ranald's friends, servants and psrttakers. 

contract mainly concerned with Colima lease to Ranald of 
the twenty pound land of Rannoch, part of which was sacheated 
by the Macgregor., but including promises of maintenance and 
service in general terse{ allegiance to the sari of Argyll 
is excepted by Colin. 

Tavwouth 8k. 206-8 (fairly full text). 10 

41 1563,6 May. Castle of Glonorchy 
Colin Campbell of Glonorchy 
John og Machin Absah of Glencoe 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt; John excepts allegiance 
to the earl of Argyll; contract to be void it he doss not 
instantly serve against Clan Gregor. 

Tavsouth ®k. 208. 

42 15630 21 June. Castle of Glsnorchy 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
John dubh Macgillevarnan 
John dubh his son 
hairs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms; the 
Macgillovsrnans take Colin as Cilium adooti_, e. 

Boca of bandis (Colin), t. 15v; Tavawuth 6k. 209. 

43 1566,8 November. Eilaanran 
Colin Campbell of Gianoschy 
Jeves Stewart in the Port (? of Monteith) 

contract of maintenance and mranrsnt. 
Tavaouth Bk. 211. 

44 1569,16 April. Balloch 
Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Donald Macqueen younger in Culdar 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of oalpa; in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 16r. 

10. On 12 August 1569, Ranald renounced his right to part of the land of 
Nannoch; Colin took over his annual payment of forty marks per annum 
for his tack of the parsonage and rectory of Kilmonavaig given by 
John ooewendator of Ardehattan for five years, and promised to try 
to hews the tank renewed, failing which he would pay Ronald forty marks 
per annum for life. Tor this Ranald would give the service agreed in 
the contract of 15631 Ta th Vic. 214-S. 
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4S 1869,18 August. Balloch 
Colin Campbell of Glanorahy 
Patrick Macqussn in Fortingall 
Alexander his son and hair 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of calpa and Patrick's assignation to 
Colin of twenty marks to be paid an his dsathl in perpetuity. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), f. 16v. 

46 1570,4 Domamber. Balloch 
Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
John Stewart of Appin 

contract of maintenance and manrentl allegiance to the aerie 
of Argyll excepted by both. 

Taveo uth ek. 215. 

47 1573,22 May. Killin 
Clan Laurens ninety-nins nuns to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
their heirs his heirs 

notarial record of promise of sanrsnt in standard terms, 
including promise of calps for maintenance. 

Buke of bandia (Colin), f. 17r-v; Taymouth 8k, 216-8. 

48 15? 3,22 Mayo Killin 
Clan Lauren by Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
their heirs 

bond of maintenances given for the above bond of manrsnt; 
most of this bond is concerned with the Maclarsn! ' 
obligation to Colin, and the provision that if any of them 
break their bond, the matter will be remedied by the most 
able can of the surname, naming eleven people, and by Colin; 
also that if any of the clan or their hairs claim that they 
are not bound by the bond, then Colin will not be bound to 
defend the clan. 

auks of bandis (Colin), ff. 1? v-18r; Tavaouth Bk. 216. 

49 1594 0 29 Novssbar. Balloch 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorohy 
John Macchruinsy in Kirkton of Balquhiddar 
Malcolm piper Macchruinsy in Craigroy 
heirs of both parties 

notarial record of promise of maintenance and manrent in 
standard terms, including promise of calps. 

Buke of bandis (Colin), ff. 17v-18r. 

50 1580,26 October. Balloch 
Dougal Macsorlsy Vicdougall to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Alan, Sorley, John, Ewin and a, and h. Duncan 
Duncan# his sons their heirs 
their heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
allegiance to the earls of Argyll "xceptsdl for bond of 
maintenance. 

&ucs of bandis (Duncan)# f. 46v; Tu Bk. - 223. 
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51 1581,6 January. Perth 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
as and he Duncan 
Sohn Mscawin in Ediramuikis 
James Recwin in Kaindknok, his brother 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt; Campbell. acknowledge 
Mac. wina to be kindly tenants of the said landau and bind 
themselves to maintain them therein, and to reserve this from 
any agreement they may make with Javas Menzies of that ilk; 
they *Was to provide food for men and harass when they require 
service from the Macswina, and to give each of them a yearly 
fa of L10 until they obtain their lands. 

äaka of bandis (Duncan), ff. 28v-29rj Tavmouth Ok. 224-5. 

52 1594,24 October. Oruwbul. 
Walter Macpherson in Silvsrcrags to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorc % 
in Glastun his heirs 

band of manrant in standard terms, including promise of 
caip; excepts allegiance to Argylip given because his late 
father had made bonds of manrant and aalps to Duncan's 
predecessors. 

Bike of bandis (Duncan), ?. 23r. 

53 1585,20 March. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Donald Robertson tier of Struan 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard tarsal Donald 
is bound to cause the tenants of the lands and barony of 
Fernen to serve the earl of Argyll and Duncanp both except 
their allegiance to Argyll. 

"a of bandle (Duncan), ?. 23v; Ta muth 8k. 230. 

54 1585,20 May. Eils nran oougal Davison Macgregor to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchl, 
his heirs 

bond of wsnrant in standard terms, including promise of calp, 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buk. of bandis (Duncan), f. 24v. 

55 1585,8 June. Balloch 
Donald Macvicar in Ardtonaig to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Robert Macvicar there his hairs 
their heirs 

bond of manr. nt, in standard terms, including promise of calps, 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buk: of bandis (Duncan), f. 19r. 

56 1595,10 June. Balloch 
Finlay Macanoirsoh to Duncan Campbell of Gisnorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of . anrsnt in standard terms, including promise of caips; 
for bond of maintenance* 

Buk. of bandis (Duncan), t. 19r. 
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Alastair Macrostie in to Duncan Campbell of Glanorch, 
Coirscharvaig his hairs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calpsi 
Alastair makes Duncan and his heirs and Malcolm Macrostis in 
Corquhin hairs to all his proportyl for bond of maintenance. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), t. 19vj Taymouth 8kß 231. 

58 1585,15 Juno. Sellach 
Patrick Mac3aees Vicillsiroy to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
in Littletrochry his heirs 
his hairs 

bond of eanrsnt in standard form, including promise of calpa; 
for bond of maintenance. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 19v. 

59 1585,15 Tuna. Eilsanran 
Donald Maclisrsath in 
Auchinch. ardsn 
Gillespie MmAndrsw there 
his heirs 

bond of sanrent in standard terms, 
and bahnte part of gear. 

to Duncan cs*pbsii of cisnorc %y his heirs 

including promise of caips 

Suk" of bandle (Duncan), f. 2or. 

60 1505,30 Jun.. Killin 
Donald Mackay in Monteith to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrant in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gsarl for bond of maintenance. 

Ruks of bandis (Duncan), f. 20v. 

61 1585,3 July* Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Donald Lache alias Campbell 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms, 
including promise of calps; Donald is bound because his 
predecessors had given bonds of manrent to the Campbells 
of Glsnorchyl and he renounces all other bonds ý;.:: de 
contrary to this. 

Rake of bandis (Duncan), ?. 26r-v. 
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Gregor Macconnschis Macgregor to Duncan Campbell of Glencrahy 
in Roro in Glsnlyon his heirs 
Alastair Macswin Macconnachis there 
Gregor Macolcallum in Inverbar in 
Glanlyon 
Duncan and William Macgregor in 
Killdia, his sons 
their hairs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms, including obligation to 
renounce Macgregor as their chief if he should attack Duncan 
and his heirs and tenants, and invade their lands, and to 
support Gun.: an against hiaj made because their predecessors 
had granted a similar bond to the late Colin Campbell of 
Glanorchy. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), t. 21rj Taymouth 8ka 232. 

1585,6 July. Eileanran 
John roy Mscnab in Ardinargels to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorah y his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, Including promise of calpsl 
Sohn remits all actions of warrandice of lands by the late 
Colin Campbell of Glanorchy against him, his father and his 
grandfather. 

Duke of bandis (Duncan), f. 21v. 

64 1585,6 July. Balloch 
Farquhar Mlacconnachis Victarquhar To Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terr^sl for asintsnanca. 
Buka of bandis (Duncan), t. 29r. 

65 15859 9 July. Eilsanran 
Ewin Maaaonnachis Maaoouil 
in Ardcharnais 
John his brother 
their heirs 

bond of . enrsnt In standard terms, 
for bond of maintenance. 

to Duncan Campbell of Glonorchý, 
his heirs 

including promise of calps; 

Buk" of bandis (Duncan),, f. 22r. 

66 1585,10 3uly. Balloch 
Donald M. cillsQait in Ardsonaig to Ounoan Campbell of Glsnorohy 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of Eanrsnt in standard terasq including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gear. 

auks of bsndis(Ouncan), t. 22v. 
67 1585,10 July. Balloch 

Dougal Macillegaif to Duncan Campbell of Glenarchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calps. 
Buke of bandis (Duncan), t. 22v. 
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6$ 15859 15 July. Balloch 
John Maaeans Vicaans in Clanquaich to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchr 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terns, including promise of calpal 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buhs of bandis (Duncan), f. 25v. 

69 1585,15 July. Balloch 
Alastair Macgregor in Sornay to Duncan Campbell of Glanorcp 

, his hairs his heirs 
bond of aanrant in standard terms, including promise of oalpap 
for bond of aaintsnancs. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan)# f. 25v. 

70 1585,16 July. Ballach 
John Macolcallum Comris in to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Tartrons in Balquhidder his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of menrent in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 26r. 

71 1585,1e July. Killin 
Robert Macolcallum Macvioar in to Duncan Campbell of Glsncrch y 
Ardeanaig his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calpsi 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 20r. 

72 1585,3 August. Eilsanran 
Gilissoria Mscillsvollich to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calpt 
given for maintenance, and in particular because Duncan has 
promised to negotiate on his behalf with the earl of Atholl 
and the friends of 'uaiquhils.... ' slain by him (name of the 
victim left blank in the text). 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), f. 27ri Tavmouth 8k, 233. 

73 1585,4 August. E12amsan 
Clan Macillevean (in rubrics to Duncan Campbell of ClanorchV 
eight nsM in text his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of aanrant in standard terms, including proeisa of calps; 
for maintenance. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 27vj Tayeouth 8k. 233-4. 
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Neil Macgregor, son of Gregor 
Macolcallum in Glenlyon 
Duncan Macgregor younger in 
Glenlyon, son of Duncan Clerk 
their hairs 

band of manrant in standard terms, 
for maintenance. 

©READALBANE 
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to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorehr 
his heirs 

including promise of calpe; 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 27v. 

75 1585,19 September. Balloch 
John Mac3amss Macgregor in to Duncan Campbell of GlanoreP1 
Ounderars his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms; for maintenance 
Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 28r. 

1585,27 September. The seat and of Lochtay 
Malcolm ray Macgregor in to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Tomant"ssagail his heirs 
Robert Macgregor at the kirk 
of Dull 
their heirs 

bond of eanrent in standard terms, including promise of calps{ 
for maintenance. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 28r. 

77 1585.16 November. Balloch 
Sohn dubh Macoleis in Aldchalyie to Duncan Campbell of Glenorohy 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, including promise of oaipsj 
for maintenance. 

Bola of bandis (Duncan), f. 29v. 

78 1585,17 November. Balloch 
John MscWilliem Macqueen to Duncan Campbell of Glonorch, 
in Cambrissarnay his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of caipsl 
for maintenance. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 30v. 

79 1586,23 January. Balloch 
John Campbell, son of the late to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorch y 
John Campbell of Murthly his heirs 
presently in Toment-seagail 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terse including promise of calps; 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buk" of bandis (Duncan), f. 32r; Taymouth Bk, 235, 
(wrongly dated 20 January). 
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80 1586,24 January. Balloch 
Sohn Campbell, tutor of to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Inveraws his heirs 

bond of eianrent in standard terms, to last during the minority 
of the earl of Argyll; allegiance to the earls of Argyll 
excepted; for maintenance. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 32v; "Taymouth Bk, 235. 

81 1586,31 January. Eil. anran 
Donald Macconnaohis Victarquhar to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
in Rorc his hairs 
his hairs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calpsp 
for maintenance. 

Buka of bandis (Duncan), t. 33r. 

82 1586,1 February. Ounkeld 
Donald Pattie in Ardetie to Duncan Campbell of Glenorohy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of aenrent in standard terms, including promise of palps, 
and promise to visit their chief's house twice in the year with 
sufficient gifts, and to bring an many of his surname and 
friends as he can to bind themselves likewise to Duncan; 
for maintenance. 

8uks of bandis (Duncan), f. 33v; Tavequth 8k. 236. 

83 1586,20 February. Balloch 
John Ksir Macken Vicconnechie to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Viodougall in Finnart in Rannoch his heirs 
Sorley and Duncan Mackenn 
Vicconnachie Vicdougall there 
their heirs 
their surname and friends 

bond of oanrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
for maintenance. 

fluke of bandle (Duncan), f. 34r. 

84 1586,14 March. The port of Lochtay 
Robert Wright" to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his sons his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of sisnrent in standard terms, including promise of calps, 
and promise to visit their chief's house once in the year with 
sufficient gifts, and to help at their power when Duncan and 
his hairs have lands to buy or redeem, daughters to marry, or 
any other good causal allegiance to the masters of their 
grounds and malings excepted; for maintenance. 

Buke of bandle (Duncan), f. 34v; Taviaouth 8k. 236. 

11. In the separate list of names of those who muds bonds of manrsnt to 
Ouncennthis man is dsseribsd as Robert Wright in Aberteldy. 
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Thomas Monteith in 8allilaikatha to Duncan Campbell of C1snorchr 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms$ including promise of calpsp 
for maintenance. 

Bola of bandis (Duncan), f. 34r. 

$6 1586,18 April. (no place) 
Duncan Glss ftcQiilechrist Vicsvir 
Gipschrist M. coicalluo Vicsvir 
Sohn Cl.. M. cgillechrist Vicsvir 
their heirs 

bond of errant in standard terms, 
for msintsnance. 

to Duncan Campbell of clanorchr 
his heirs 

including promise of calps; 

fluke of bandia (Duncan), f. 35r. 

87 158-9 18 April. finlarig 
Malcolm dubh Macgillechrist Vicevir to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
in Achalladss his hhirs 
Duman Glee llacgillechrist Vicevir 
in Largmoirl2 
Gillechrist and John Piacgillschrlat 
V1csvir 
their hairs 

bond of aanrant in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gars allegiance to Vie earls of Argyll 
excepted for maintenance. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 47v. (The last part of the 
date is obscured by a mark on the folios but in view of 
the previous bond of the same date by the aase family, 
1586 seems likely). 

88 15861,28 April. Eilsanran 
Stwarts in eelquhidders to Duncan Campbell of Glanorohy 
fourteen names his heirs 
their heirs 
their surname and friends 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of oalpf; 
to repair Campbell's honour, after their murder of his servant 
Sohn Mscoloalluo Cowry. whose family had been of kind mind 
to the Campbells of Glenorchy; allegiance to the saris of 
Argyll and the masters of their grounds and malings excepted. 

13 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 3Sr-v; Tareouth Bk. 236-7. 

12. on I May 1586 Duncan made a further bond to Duncan Campbell of 
Glsnorchy, in which, because of the great sums of money he owed to 
Campbell, he made him and his heirs assigns of all his Goods, moveable 
and immoveable; Campbell allowed him the profits on his goods for life, 
for his sustenance; on his death, the goods would go absolutely to 
Campbell and his hsirsi. Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 49v. 

13. On the same data, the Stewart* made a further bond to Duncan Campbell 

of Glsnorchy promising him a bairn's part of gear; Buke of bandle 
(Duncan), f. 39v. 
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99 15$6,2e April. Eiliansan 
Stwasts in Balquhidder 
their heirs 

bond of maintenance in general 
above bond of senrsnt. 

&As of bandis (Duncan), 

90 1586,1 May, B lloch 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

by Ouncon Campbell of Glsnorchy, 
his heirs 

terms# given in return for the 

f . 35v. 

Malcolm Macdonald beg in Ardsonaig to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Patrick Macolcallua Viedonald his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms,, including promise of calps{ 
for . aintsnance. 

Buna of bandis (Duncan), t. 40r. 

91 1586,28 May. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
William Shaw of KnockhIll 
Henry Shaw of Cesiftmwir 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in standard terms, made 
because the grantors are mindful of their duty to the king, 
and in order to suppress malefactors and oppressors Duncan 
promises to defend the tenants of the Shaws' lands, in the 
stswrtry of IMantaithp and the Shawn promise that their 
tenants will serve Duncan in the some manner as his own 
in hosting and huntingp allegiance to the earls of Argyll 
excepted by both. 

Snits of bandis (Duncan), ff. 36r-37vp Tavaouth 8k. 237-9. 

92 1886,22 August. Eiltanran 
Duncan Campbell of Gisnorchy 
Alexander Rsidheuch, fiat of Cultabraigan 
heirs of both parties 
Rsidhouch'a adherents 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard torso, wads for 
the saes reason as the preceding bond; Duncan promises to 
defend Roidhsuch's tenants, and Rsidhsuch promises that they 
will serve Ouncan; allegiance to the earls of Argyll excepted 
by both. 

SWca of bandis (Duncan), ff. 3? v-39r; Taymoulh, 239. 
This contract also survive* as a separate document, 
SRO, Broadalbans funi. entsl, GO 112/24/1 (1538-1710). 
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93 1586,15 December. (no place) 
John Plakavir in Murlagan. ore to Ouncan Campbell of Clenorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gear, this last being granted by John and 
Isabel VicRobert his wife; allegiance to the earls of Argyll 
"xceptod; for maintenance. 

8uks of bandis (Duncan), f. 40r-w. 

94 1586,16 O. c. a6er. Pinlari9 
John Racbaan in Ardsonaig to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of sanront in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gear; allegiance to the earls of Argyll 
"xcaptads for maintenance. 

Duke of bandis (Duncan), f. 41r. 

95 1586,20 December. Killin 
Walter Macdonald Riach in to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorah y 
Stank in Balquhiddsr his heirs 
Donald, Walter, Dougalp Malcolm 
and 3ahn Macdonald Risch 
their heirs 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
for bond of maintenance. 

Dula of bandis (Duncan), f. 41v. 

96 1886,24 D. ctawb. t. Balloch 
Donald M. clarsn in the Ard in to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorahy 
Glsnlyon his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of aanrsnt and calps in general terms{ for maintenance. 
Duke of bandis (Duncan), f. 43r. 

9? 1586,26 O. a . 8alloah 
John Macgillscsllw Viclasich to Duncan Campbell of Glsncrohy 
four others his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of menrant in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
grantors promise that those who have houses of their own will 
visit their chief's house with sufficient gifts twice each 
year; for bond of maintenance. 

8uks of bandis (Duncan )# f. 42r; tavu urtth B. 240. 

98 1586,31 D. c. sz . Killin 
Donald Mscintyrs in Bonnik to to can Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Glsnlsdnock his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of msnrsnt and calps in general terms; sxcspts master 
of his grounds and mslingso for bond of maintenance. 

9udcs of bandis (Ouncsn), t. 42v. 
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99 (? 1587), 27 March. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Dougal Macdougall of D nnolly 
heirs of bath parties 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms 
allegiance to the earl of Argyll excepted by both; 
in perpetuity. 

SRO# Brudalbane Muniments, GD 112/24/1 (1538-1598). 14 

100 1587,3 May. Finlariq 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Dougal Macdougall of Ounnolly 
Alan Macdougall of Ragarra 

bared d. saribod as lot friendship and manrant', ratifying all 
former bonds$ Dougal and Alan promise to attend Duncan at 
conventions and hosting in the highlands according to the 
custom of their forbears in watching and conveying them night 
and day to and from their camps and lodgings. 

Tavaouth 8k, 241. 

101 1587,20 May. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Patrick Larag of Appinadcard (9Appin of Dow) 
Patrick and John his sans 
heirs of both parties 

bond of maintenance and senrant in standard terms{ Patrick 
and his sons promise their oalps and a yearly gift; they 
except their allegiance to the master of their ground. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan)# t. 50r. 

102 1587,10 September, Balloch 
Duncan Caopball of Glsnorchy 
Gillechrist Reclean Viaincoll 
heirs of both parties 

bond of maintenance and manrent in 
promises calps and a yearly giftl 
the waster of his ground, 

standard terms; Maclean 
he excepts allegiance to 

euk. of bandis (L t can), t. sov. 

14. The date of this contract is given as 'tavathriescoir sewin ysiria'p 
but in 1567 the laird of Glenorchy was Colin, and it some probable 
that it is a aaistake for fourscore. The notary who wrote this contract 
deserves asntion# for he had the delightful if rsoarkable nass of 
'Soccratee eacawin vccculet. 
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103 1587v 20 September* Finlarig 
John Dormound of Orungis to Duncan Campbell of Glsncrcf1y 
John his am and hair his heirs 
Oft Macdormound in Ballisnacrsw 

30M Nsocallua Viodormound in 
Water Dounfallandis 
their heirs 

bond of manrent and oalps in general terms; given because 
their predecessors had been bound to Duncan's prodscessors, 
and for Duncan's maintenance. 

Baka of bandis (0uncan), t. 45r; TgyAouth Mc.. 241. 

104 1587,20 October. Perth and Vorteil. 
Patrick Glas in Crisft to rwncan Campbell of Gisnorchy 
Patrick his son his heirs 
Thomas his brother 
four others 
their heirs 

bond of A rent and calps in general termal for maintenance. 
Buke of bandis (Duncan), ?. 43r. 

105 1587,1 Novsabsr. Pinlarig 
Sohn Bell in Waster Kinlands to Duncan Campbell of Glanorch, 
Thomas Bell in Cando his brother his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of oanrsnt and calps in general terms: for maintenance. 
6&ics of bandis (Duncan )# f. 43v. 

106 1587,8 November. FLnlsri, § 
John FAMLCal VicAnqus to Duncan Campbell of GlanoMhy 
sight others in Achalladr his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of menrsnt and calps in general terms; for maintenance, 
Buk" of bandle (fhmcan), t. 44cs Ja th Vic' 242. 

107 1587,12 November. The Candmair 
Andrer Stewart in Gartnafoir to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
John his brother in Kirktoh of his heirs 
Balquhidd r 
three others 
their heirs 

bond of aanrant and calps in general terms; promise to supply 
Duncan in any honourable cause for the relief of lands and 
honour of his house, and to cause as many of their surname and 
friends as they can to make bonds of manrsnt; except allegiance 
to the earls of Argyll and masters of their aalings and 
stadings. 

hike of bandis (Duncan), ?. 44v; Tayaouth Bk. 243. 

15. To underline the fact that this bond was made in two places, it is 
dated 'the xx and tuentis dais respective of October'. On the same 
day, Patrick Glas in Crieff made a further bond to Duncan Campbell 

of Glenorchy, promising to pay him ten marks per annum for his 

maintenance. 
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108 1881,13 Oroaabar. Balloch 
Duncm Campbell of Gisnorchy 
Alastair Macranald of Gargarwath 
heirs of both parties 
Alastair's kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms, made 
because of similar bonds between their predecessors (sea 
Breadalbane 40); Duncan promises to obtain the tack of the 
kirk of Kilmonavaig which Alastair's father had from the 
cowmendator of Ardchattan, and it he fails, to pay Alastair 
forty ssrks per annum; Alastair promises that should the 
Clan Gregor attack Duncan, he will give him support as his 
father did to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy; allegiance is 
excepted to the earls of Argyll by Duncan, and to the 
superior of his native rooms in Lochaber by Alastair; 
in perpetuity. 

SRO, 6rsadalbane Muniments, GO 112/24/1 (1538-1598). 

109 15689 5 May* Manduy 
George Graham of Radhoch to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 

bond to Duncan against all except the authority and the earle 
of Argyll and Msntaithl presumably oanrsnt. 

Taymouth 8k" 243. 

110 1588,17 October. Balloch 
Donald dubh Macconnachis Vicalastair to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Archibald his brother his heirs 
their hairs 

bond by which the grantors renew the bond of manrent and 
aalps in general terms made to Colin Campbell of Glanorchy. 

Buhs of bandle (Colin), f. 20r. 

111 1590,31 March. Finlarig 
Alastair Macrobert soir in by Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Ruynacraig in Strachus his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; allegiance to sarls'of 
Argyll excepted; given for Alastair's bond of menrent and 
salps and promise to visit Duncan** house with presents twice 
in the year -a promise which is not in Alastair's bond, which 
was made an the following day. 

Buhs of bandle (Duncan), f. 48r. 

112 1590,1 April, rinlarig 
Alastair Pacrobert moir to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn 'a part of gear; excepts allegiance to the laird of 
Baquhoirnan and the master of his ground; for maintenance. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), f. 48r. 
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113 1590,16 April. finlari9 
Duncan Macean dubh in Duncrose 1 
Douga1 his son 
their heirs 
their rollovers 

bond of oanrsnt in standard terms, I 
for bond of maintenance. 

tics of bandis (Duncan), f. 45v. 

114 1S91, p S May. Fer1oquhans 
Duncan Campbell of G1anorchy 
Angus Macallan apparent of Ellsan Tioram 

bond of maintenance and aanrsnt; allegiance to the earls of 
Argyll excepted by both. 

Taymouth 8k. 24?. 

115 1591,5 May. Forloquhan" 
Duncan Csepbell of Clsnorchy 
Alan Macdonald dubh of lochiel 

bond of maintenance and manrsnt; Alan promises to restore 
all goods belonging to Duncan or his tenants that come 
within his bounds, or the thieves thereof; allegiance 
excepted to the earls of Argyll by both,, and to the earl of 
Huntly by Alan. 

1aroouth ek, 247-8. 

116 1591,11 3 n.. (no place) 
]ohn Reason in Ardaonaig to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of manrant in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gear; for maintenance. 

&ika of bandis (Duncan), f. 46r. 

117 1591,11 3una. Finlarig 
John Macnis in Ardaonsig to Duncan Campbell of Clsnorchy 
his hairs his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in general terms, including promise of oalps 
and bairns part of gear; for maintenance, Duncan excepting 
the saris of Argyll. 

Duke of bandia (Duncan), f. 59v. 

118 (no place or datel 1591 at top of folio) 
3o n+ dubh I5acconnaahie, tutor of to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Inveraw his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in general tease, including promise to serve 
Duncan in hosting and hunting and help him home with the wine 
every suamerj given because Duncan has greatly assisted him 
to get the seven merkland of Ardeonaig formerly held by 
Donald Mackerlych* 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 4? rj Umout Ok" 248-9. 

BREAD 1, BANE 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorch., 
his heirs 

including promise of calps; 
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119 1592,0 Nov. ub. r. Balloch 
Duncan Caspbsll of Glsnorchy 
Sohn Mscsandvig in Schyans 
heirs of both parties 

bond of maintsnanct and manrent in standard terms Sohn 
promises calps and yearly gift, and excepts the master of 
his grounds 

Buks of bandle (Duncan), tf. 49.50r. 

120 1592,15 Oscoabss. Balloch 
John dubh Mackinlsy Bana to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorohy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of . anront in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairns part of gsarp for maintenance. 

B*u of bandis (Duncan), f. 51r. 

121 1593,1 Narch. /inlarip 
Donald Makiasag in Dalgardia to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
John dubh Mskissag in the moor his hairs 
of Glanlyon 
their heirs 

bond of warrant in standard terms, including promise of calpa 
and bairn's part of gsarp excepts allegiance to master of 
their grounds and malingsf for bond of maintenance. 

hike of bandis (Duncan), f. 52v. 

122 1593,5 March. Finlarig 
Duncan Campbell of clsnorchy 
Duncan 0ischop alias Campbell 
hairs of both parties 

bond of maintenance and manrant in standard term.; Duncan 
9ischop promises calps and, with the consent of his wife, 
bairn's part of gear and a sufficient gift once or twice 

a year; Duncan of Glsnorchy promises especially to defend 
Sischop in any right of lands he may pat from the laird of 
Moncriaf or Donald Mlaoquaan. 

euca of bandis (Duncan), f. 51v; Taymouth Bk. 249. 

123 1593,20 April. Finlarig 
Ewin Tan in Culdar to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his sons (apace left for names) his heirs 
their hairs 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms, including promise of oalpa{ 
allsgiancs to waster of their grounds and "lingo exceptedl 
for bond of maintenance. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), t. 52v. 

124 1593,13 August. Finlarig 
Alexander Macgregor to Dtnosn Caspball of Gisnorczhy 
his hairs his heirs 

bond of s snrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calpsl 
excepts master of his rooms and possessions. 

Buke of bandie (Duncan), f. 52v. 
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125 1594,18 July. Fini. rig 
Donald Maclellan Vikissag to Duncan Campbell of Glanorohy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms, including promise of calpa; 
also promise to visit Duncan's house once in the year with a 
sufficient gift, and give help at his and his heirs' power 
when Duncan has land to buy or daughters to marry; allegiance 
to master of his rooms and possessions excepted; for bond of 
maintenance. 

&dca of bandis (Duncan), f. 53v. 

126 1594,18 July. Finlarig 
Angus Maonaughten in the moor to Dineen Campbell of Glsnorch, 
of Glsnlyon his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calps; 
also promise to visit-Ouncon's house once in the year with a 
sufficient Sift, and give help at his and his heirs' power when 
Duncan has land to buy or daughters to marry; allegiance to 
master of his rooms and possessions excepted; for bond of 
maintenance. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), f. 55r. 

127 1594,8 August. Finlarig 
Duncan Macaan Vicconnachis to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Vicillscallua Vicintyre in his heirs 
Ardture in Appin 
tour other Macihtyrsa 
(rubrics Clan Tyre in Lorn) 
their heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms,, including promise of calpsl 
this renews bond of manrsnt and calps made in perpetuity to 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy after the murder of his uncle 
John Macillintaig, when they delivered the principal committer 
of the cries, Sohn roy Macintyrs, to be punished by Colin at 
his will, and chose Colin and his heirs as their chiefs and 
masters; for maintenance. 

Bake of bandis (Duncan), t. 54r"v. 

128 1594,15 August. Finlarip 
Patrick p Macque n, minister at to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Rothesay 
his hairs 

bond of aanrent in standard terms= given because of forest bonds 
of menrent made by his father Patrick og, his uncle Donald o9, 
and others their friends and forbears, to Duncan and his 
predecessors, and because of Duncan's good will towards him, 
especially in giving him possession of the lands of Easter 
Tanaif, which he promises not to dispose of without Duncan's 
consent. 

8uca of bandis (Duncan), ff. 55v-S6r; Taysoý_8k. 250-1. 
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129 1594,15 August. finlarig 
Patrick og Macqussn by Owcan Campbell of Glsno y his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; allegiance to the 
earls of Argyll excepted; given for above bond of aanrsnt 
and colps and bairn's part of gear. 

lu a of bandis (Duncan), f. 56w. 

130 159tß 18 August. Finlarig 
Donald Maoillavallich in to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Middle Lix his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrant in standard terms, including promise of caalpsp 
excepts master of his rooms and possessions. 

Woks of bandis (Duncan), f, 51., 16 

131 1594v 21 August. Finlarig. 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Patrick Macdonald Vicwin Viegillechrist Viclauren, 
son of the late Donald Macwin 
heirs of both parties* 

bond of maintenance and manrent in standard terms; Patrick 
promises calps and a yearly gift, and excepts the master of 
his rooms and possessions. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), f. 56v. 

132 1594,1 SeptoWtr. The Cand. woir 
John Macwin in fintollie to Duncan Campbell of Gl. norchy 
in Glrnl. c wck his heirs 
Donald Mscwin and Donald Macwin 
you ger in Ballienacouls 
their heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and yearly gift$ for maintenance. 

Buks of bandia (Duncan), ?. 57r. 

133 1594,20 November. Wem 
David Macduff of Fandowis to Duncan Campbell of Glanorahy 
four others his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms,, including promise of a 
yearly gift and help, according to their rank and power, when 
Duncan has daughters to marry or lands to buy to infsft his 
aonsl for maintenance. 

Suka of bandis (Duncan),, ?. 59v; Tsraouth Bk. 251. 

16. This bond is repeated an ?. 59r, In a shorter fora, but including 
the clause that it was made for Duncan's maintenance. 
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134 1595,14 August. Balloch 
J.. aa Douglas in Allachans in to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Strathbanan his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of sianrant and calps in general teas; excepts master 
of his ground; for maintenance. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), f. 58r. 

135 1595,28 August. Finlariß 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
William Rsddoch of Drwalaichochans 
30M his son and heir 

contract by which Duncan is bound to maintain Rsddochs, and 
in return they oblige themselves to deliver 100 marks to 
Duncan by 1 November 1595, and William further promises to 
leave 100 marks cr bairn's part of gear to Duncan on his 
death. 

Duke of bandis (Duncan), f. 58vj Taymouth Ike 252. 

136 1596,1 February. Finlarig 
Towle Mscarray in Ballislankand to Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
in Glangwith his hairs 
Thomas his son, and his balms 
their hairs 

bond of sanrsnt and calps in general terms; for maintenance, 
Duncan excepting the saris of Argyll. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), ff. 59v-60r. 

137 1596,1 February. Finlarig 
Duncan Msaolcallus dubh to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
John his brother his heirs 

bond of asnrsnt and oaips in general tsrmsl for saintsnancs, 
Duncan excepting the saris of Argyll. 

Bake of bsndia (Duncan), f. 60r. 

138 1896,22 March. Finlari9 
Donald I innss Reach in ThoNbs to Owwan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Evir his brother his heirs 

bond of msnrent and asips in general tsrws; for maintenance, 
Duncan excepting the earls of Argyll. 

auks of bandis (Duncan)" f. 60r. 

139 1596.14 May. firtlarig 
Donald Mosonnaahis Vicdonald to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
alias leekisak in the scor in his heirs 
Gienlyon 
his heirs 

bond of sanrsnt and calp" In general terms. 
I. ica of bandis (Duncan)# ?. 60v. 
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140 1596,2 auly. Balloch Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Robert Iisoillsbusdsth in Cablay 
Patrick his brother 
heirs of both parties 

bond of maintenance and menrsnt in general termsi Robert 
and Patrick promise calps and yearly gift. 

Suks of bandis (Duncan), f. 60v. 

141 1596,9 August. Finlarig 
Donald Puller alias Macnab in to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Bsllisullin" his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent and calps in general terms. 
Buks of bandis (Duncan), ?, 64r, 

142 1597,9 January. Aalloch 
-- Mackarlpoh to Duncan Campbell of Monarchy 
John Campbell Ut Lowers 

bond of swnrant and oalps in general tares, ratifying and 
renewing bond of menrant and caip made by the late Donald 
Mackorlych to Duncan and his father (possibly Brsadalbana 34). 

Bolts of bandle (Duncan), t. 64v. 

143 1597,30 3anuary. The Can' nir 
Thomas Mocnab dwelling in to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Schanavaill his heirs 
Fergus his brother 
their heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms, includin! 1 promise of calps; 
for maintenance. 

Bide of bandis (Duncan), f *65r* 

144 159?, 1 February. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Murthly to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of m nrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calpsi 
for maintenance. I? 8ks of bandle (Duncan)& f. 68v. 

145 15979 5 April. Finlerig 
Hector P acandiah in G, isntalloch to Duncan Campbell of Glanorohl, r 
Duncan dubh P acecandich there his hairs 
their hairs 

bond of Menrent and aalps in general tame. 
Sake of bandia (Duncan), f. 64r. 

17. On 2 February 1597, Campbell of Ilurthly made a further bond saying 
that became of the goodwill shot" to him by Duncan of Glanorohy and 
three othsrst and for the sun of 11000, he undertook not to dispons 
his lands without the consent of Orman and the others 
&ks of bandis (Duncan), f. d3rl Tavnooth 8k. 253-4. 
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146 1597,6 April. 
Duncan Campbell of Glenoschy 
John dubh Macommachie alias Campbell, tutor of Inveraws 

bond of maintenance and manrsnt in standard terms; John 
promises calps; contains curious term that when hohn 
becomes king's man and servant under his obedience, Duncan 
will give him a bond of maintenance - having just promised 
maintenance; allegiance to the earls of Argyll excepted by 
Duncan. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), ? *66r-v. 

147 1597,21 June. Finlarig 
Patrick Macarbris in --- to Duncan Campbell of Gisnorco%V 
his hairs his hairs 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn's part of gear if he marries and has children, it 
not to inks Duncan hair to half his property; given for 
maintenance and in particular because Duncan will help him to 
recover debts owed by the laird of Monievard, Patrick Macqusan 
minister and others. 

Bake of bandle (Duncan), f. 69r-vp Tavacuth 8k. 255. 

148 1597,21 haus. Fi: slerig 
Donald Macoloallua Vioaan dubh to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchr 
in Auchanaba his heirs 
John his brother 
their hairs 

bond of aenrsnt in general terms, including promise of calps 
and bairn 'a part of gear= for maintenance. 

fluke of bandis (Duncan), t. lOr. 

149 1597,13 Auguste finlarig 
Finlay Reach M. cinturnou? to Duncan Campbell of Glanorohy 
in Portoaltan his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of aanssnt and aalps in general teams. 
Duke of bandis (Duncan), f. 70v. 

150 1599,30 Octobr. Balloch 
Farquhar Mecillsis Vicinturnour to Duncan Campbell of Glenorehy 
in Waster Ardchalyis his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of . enrent and maps in general terms, 
auks of bandis (Duncan), f. 70v. 

151 1597,6 December. Balloch 
Malcolm Msaquasn, son of the late to Duncan Campbell of Glonarchy 
Patrick Macqussn in his heim 
Drusrquharris 
his hairs 

bond of . anent in general tss. s, including oalpa and, with 
agrsaasnt of 'Nycholaa' (aft) Monteith his wife, bairn's part 
of gear to Robert, Duman's second son, whoa failing, to his 
brother; for maintenance. 

Bucs of bandis (Duncan), f. 71r. 
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152 1598,29 January. Balloch 
Ewan Naaconnachis Clench Vicgregor to Duncan Campbell of Glanorcy 
in Glsngolblantis his heirs 
Alastair his brother 
their heirs 

bond of manrant and calps in general terms, ratifying and 
renewing bond of menrant made by Duncan their father to 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchys (possibly Brsadalbans 14); 
for maintenance. 

Sake of bandis (Duncan), f. 71v. 

153 1598,7 Masch. Balloch 
Donald NacPhilip in Dargilith to Duncan Campbell of Clsnorahy 
Patrick PIacPhilip in Ballinacada his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of wsnrant and calps in general terms. 
Buka of bandia (Duncan), P. 71w. 

154 1598,31 3uly. Isle of loohdochart 
Andrew Toaohsoch in 8allinsdsn to Duncan Campbell of Glenorohyr 
in the bray of Monievard his heirs 
Malcolm Mojok alias Cunningham 
their heirs 

bond of manrsnt and calps in general terms, including promise 
of yearly gift; for maintenance, 

8PAa of bandis (Duncan), f. 72r. 

155 1599,6 . 3a . finl. rig 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Robert Menzies of Cowrie 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in standard tormal 
Robert binds his rife and bairns in service, and his tenants 
in hosting, hunting and watching within the country like 
Duncan'a own tsnantsp Duncan excepts allegiance to the 
earl of Argyll; made because of former contracts and bonds 
between their predecessors* 

auks of bsndis (Duncan), ff. 72v-73r; Tavaouth Mc. 256. 

156 1599,30 Novsmbsr. Finlarig 
Finlay Maotinlay Moir VicQrsgor to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
in Tonahiwoir his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of warrant and calps in general terms. 
Buks of bandis (Duncan), f. 73v. 

157 1601,13 June, finlariq 
Waltor Stewart In Auchanaard to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchý, 
in Clonfinglas his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of wanrant in general terms: including promise of oalps 
and bairn's part of gear$ for bond of maintenance. 

Bake of, bandis (Duncan), f. 74r. 
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158 1602,23 3anuary. The Candsmoir 
1»ican dubh Macconnachis Rsoch in to Duncan Campbell of Glenoseh 
Dornen in Cannoch his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of oanrsnt and calps in general terms. 
auks of bandis (Duncan), f. 74r. 

159 1603,4 January. Balloch 
John dubh Macoonnachie Vicean to Duncan Campbell of GlenorQp 
in Caabuscrsthooir his heirs 
Duncan his brother in 
Cambuscrathbp 
their heirs 

bond of amrsnt and caips in general terms{ given because 
their predecessors had been bound to the Campbells of 
Glsnorchy, and for bond of maintenance. 

hike of bandis (Duncan), f. 74v. 

160 1603,10 August. iinlarig 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Gregor Macneill Viagrsgor in Ardsonaig 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and sanrsnt in standard tarsal Gregor 
promises calpsj long preamble setting out in detail the 
agreement made at the Isle of Lochtay on 3 August 1552, when 
Grsgor's grandfather Malcolm Macaw Vallych and others 
renounced Macgregor as their chief in favour of Colin 
Campbell of Glenorchyi Brsadalbane 181 now Gregor renounces 
Macgregor as chief in favour of Duncan. 

Buke of bandis (Duncan), ff. 75r-76r. 

161 1604,12 June, finlarip 
William Mao. sater in Laichris to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
in Balquhidder his heirs 
Donald, Sohn and Finley, his 
broths" 

bond of wanrsnt and calps in general terms; for maintenance 
for than, their wives and bsirns. 

Bt*s of bandle (Duncan), f. 77r. 

162 1605,14 February. Killin 
John dtibh Maccraath in to Duncan Campbell of Glonorchy 
Ardehalyis Easter his heirs 

bond of . snrsnt and calps in general urea; renewing his 
predecessors bonds of manrent to Duncan and his prodscsssora'l 
for maintenance for himself his wife and bairns. 

Bolte of bandle (Duncan), f. 76v. 

163 1605,15 March. Finlerig 
Jahn dubh Maccarlich in Killin to Duncan Campbell of Glanorch), 
Callum Maccarlich there his heirs 
Carlich Maccerlich in Craignavir 

bond of wanrsnt and calps in general terms; for maintenance 
for themselves, their wives and bairns. 

Bola of bandis (Duncan), t. 77r. 
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164 1606.28 Dsaumber. finlarig 
Patrick MacRobsrt diclaursn in to Duncan Campbell of Glonorch, 
the Port at the east and of his heirs 
Lochearn 
Jame Maclaren In Loggen son of 
the late John Nlacolcallua Viclaursn 
Thomas Maclaran in Carnisa in 
Balquhiddsr 

bond of sanrsnt and calps in general terms; records that 
Malcolm MacRobert in Craig in Ardtollony and Patrick 
Maccovill in Dorris in Balquhidder, both aged ninety-five, 
declared that four Maclarsns now deceased had given their 
bond of manrsnt and calps to Colin Campbell of Glanorchyi 
(Maalarsn bonds to Colini Brsadalbans 29,32,47)j and the 
present grantor, Grandsons, sons and nephews to thsa, ratify 
and renew the bonds for maintenance for themselves, their 
wives and bairns. 18 euka of bandis (Duncan), f. 77r. 

165 1607,9 August. Finlarig 
Duncan ray Macconnachie in to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorch 
Auchtsrealis his heirs 
John dubh Pscillswertin in Ardtartig 
Malcolm his brother in Kinkrakin 
Malcolm Macsan Macconnachie in Ardintres 
their heirs 

bond of wanrent and cups in general terms; for maintenance, 
for themselves, their wives and bairns. 

Buke of bandia (Duncan), f. 77v. 

166 1608,4 August. Pinlarig 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
John dubh Stewart in Glenbuckia 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and aanrsnt in general term$ John 
ratifies and renews the bond made by his grandfather Alastair 
an 28 April 1586, (Braadalbans 88), his grandfather and father 
Duncan now being dead; promises bairn's part of gear; Duncan 
except* allegiance to the earls of Argyll; in perpetuity. 

Duke of bandis (Duncan), t. 78r-v. 

167 1608,7 August. Kirk of Candamoir 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
thirty Maacarlichs and others 

contract of maintenance and Manrent in standard tones; 
Maooarliohs and others promise their aalps, although all 
caips are now discharged by act of parliament, and oblige 
their heirs# as many as leave 100 marks at their death, to 
leave twenty to Duncan; those who have loss than 100 marks 
to leave him tan; Duncan excepts allegiance to the earls of 
Argyll; for lies. 

Duke of bandis (Duncan), ft. 78v-? 9r; Taraouth 8k. 257-e. 

18. There is also a notarial record of thise fluke of bandle (Duncan), 
f. 78rj Tayeouth Oka 257. 
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BRAOAL BANE 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

168 1611,12 May. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy 
Malcola Macoldeno in Cestill in Glenlyan 
heirs to both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; Malcolm, 
wanting to continue in Duncan's love and favour, ratifies and 
renews bonds made by his predecessors to Duncan e; and, 
because calps are discharged by act of parliament, he promises 
that on death of him and his heirs Duncan and his heirs will 
have a gift as beneficial as calpa were to his predecessors; 
allegiance to the earls of Argyll excepted by both. 

D D. of bandle (Duncan), t. 79v. 

169 1611,21 duly. Finirrq 
Duncan Ca. pball of Clonorchy 
Donald Tailor in Barchastswan 
heirs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrant in general taros; Donald 
promises beneficial gift by him and heirs to Duncan and 
heirs to replace calpa; he also promises to pay twenty marks 
to Duncan by Michaelmas next, for which he finds pledges, 
under penalty of 100 narks; allegiance to the earls of Argyll 
excepted by both. 

&** of bandis (Duncan), f. e0r. 

170 1611,1 August. iinlarig 
thirteen Neonabe to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
their heirs his hairs 

bond of . anrent in standard terms, ratifying all previous 
bonds, for love and favour to Duncan; promise his the best 
gift of gear at their deaths; for maintenance of themselves, 
their wives and bairns, Duncan excepting the earls of Argyll. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), ff. 80v-81r; Tavsouth 8k. 258-9. 

171 1611,13 Ssptuwba. Ballnah 
Duncan Campbell of Clenorchy 
Malcolm Drummond in the two markland of Bordland, son of 
the late William Macneill Vicgr. Bor in Fsrnay 
Neill his brother in Baliimaynaoh 
Malcolm Robertson in Schanlaraoh, son of the late Neill 
Maosonnachis Vicgrsgor in Forney 
hairs of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard term, 
ratifying bonds between their predecessors; Drummonde and 
Robertson promise the bast gift at their decease, to 
replace calpa, and also promise Duncan and his hairs the 
tainds from their lends, to serve him in hosting and 
hunting,, to provide carriage horses for the homabringing 
of wine to Balloch once a year in summer or harvest, and 
provide meet for Duncan's horses and dogs twice each year; 
and to attend at his court to be held yearly at the Vandmoir; 
allegiance to the earls of Argyll excepted by both. 

auks of bandis (Einen), f. 12rp Tav uth 16 259.450. 
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It would be extremely repetitive to list individually all the references 
to maintenance in the above collection; the only bonds which do not give 
maintenance as the reason why they were made are nos. 13,52,59,62,63, 
66,109,110,124,139,141,145,149,150,153,156 and 158. 

There are alsos 

172 1552, (2 May) 
Duncan Macgregor to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Gregor his son 

bond of manrant, referred to in Colin's bond of maintenance. 
Breadalbano 14. 

173 1560,14 October. 
John Macewin soir in by Colin Campbell of Glanorchy 
Auchanycht Colin his son 

maintenance given because John has taken Colin, son of 
Colin of Glenorchy, as fil4um ad-g " 

Bike of bandis (Colin), f. 12r"v; Taymouth 8k, 204. 

174 1573, (28 May) 
Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Duncan his son and heir 
Erin Campbell of Lix 

bonds of maintenance and manrsnt to be given# as agreed in 

contract by which Ewin gives Colin in liferent and Duncan 
heritably in feufcra the one Werkland of the clachan of 
Killin; and Colin and Duncan infeft Ewin heritably in 
feufarm in the twsnty chilling land f Craignavy. 

sake of bandle (Dunoon), ff. 30v31r; Taymouth 8k. 218.20, 
(fairly full text). 

175 1550x1583 
Donald dubh Macconnachis Vicalastair to Colin Campbell of Glenorchy 
Archibald his brother 

bond of sanrant, known from renewal of the bond to Duncan 
in 1588. 

Brsadalbans 110. 

176 1550x1583 
Clan Tyre to Colin Campbell of Glsnorchy 
their hairs his heirs 

bond of wanrsnt, known from renewal of the bond to Duncan in 
1594, y+. vsn to Colin aftwr the "Hader of his uncle 3ohn 
MaeillintaiQ, When the Meointyres delivered the principal 
 urderar, 30hn ray Macintyr", to him and took him and his heirs 
as their perpetual chiefs. 

8rsadalbans 127. 

177 1584,25 Ososmbsr 
Sohn MWduff younger in by Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
aailliatoun his hairs 

maintenance for John's life, particularly in helping him to 
obtain and possess his 'kynd rowmsis'; for which John gives 
bond promising to pay i4 and give 'ans fyns sod bair' yearly. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan),, f. 23r; Tavmouth_1k.. 230. 
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LOST BONGS 

178 1587,4 Sspt. wbsr. 
John noir Placdounalaif in by Duncan Campbell of Glanorap 
Auchanatri" his heirs 
Dwnalaif gar Macdounalait there 
their heirs 

 aintananca; for which Macdounalsits give bond promising 
bairn's part of gear. 

Buks of bandle (Duncan), f. 44v. 

179 1591, (12 June) 
Patrick dubh Macsan Bans Macnab to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorch), 
Robert Macssn Bans Macnab 
their brethren 

grantors promise that whenever Gavin Hamilton comes, they 
will ratify their bond of sanrsnt and calps made by their 
predecessor* to the lairds of Glanorchy; and Robert, who 
is to pass to lord Drummond's lands, promise to continua his 
service and caip as though he possessed land belonging to 
Duncan, and give him a sufficient present each year, for 
Duncan's maintenance. 

Bales of bandle (Duncan), t. 59rt Taymouth Bk. 248. 

ISO 1597, a June. 
Aulay Macaulay in Auchinfed by Duncan Campbell of Glsnorch y 

maintenance; for which Aulay gives bond promising bairn's 
part of gear. 

Buks of bandis (Duncan), f. 67v; Ta h 8k. 254. 

181 1612,7 April 
William Mocillshsirmylis at the by Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Mill of Balloch his heirs 
Katherine Plaaccrsnar his wife 

maintenance; for which grantors give bond promising bairn's 
part of gear. 

Buks of bandle (Duncan), f. 82v. 

for other bonds of the Campbell* of Glanorchy, sees 
Argyll 4,39,57,64; Atholl 11 Gordon 73; Lennox 4. 
Contracts of friendship 43,66,58,71,72,73,74,75,76, 

82,83, $4,87,89,91,96,97,98,101,102. 
Political bonds 33. 
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CRITNNESS 
MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1675,3 November. Msy 
Henry Sane, son of late Alexander to George 20th a. Caithness 
Bane his son George, chancellor of 
William, young son of late Andrew Caithness 
Bane at Kinnerlegin 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of eanrant in standard termso given because it is their 
duty to their special good lord, and to be true subjects of 
the king and 'guid Caithenes men'; in all time coming. 

SRO, Sinclair of May Papers, GO 96/161. 

2 1576,9 Ssptsabse. M"y 
hohn William Morrison in Howie to Georgs Sinclair, chancslloi 
William Sohn Morrison of Caithness 
William Morrison his kin, friends and servants 
Donald Willis. Morrison 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms. 
SRO, Sinclair of Mey Papers, GD 96/164. 

or other bonds of the earls of Caithness, sees 
Contracts of friendship 20,21,51,521 
Political bonds 15. 

CAMPBELL OF BARRICHBYAN 

MAN RENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The first nine bonds in this collection are known from a notarial record 
which describes the contracts of maintenance, manrsnt and calps made with 
Ronald Campbell of 8arriahbyani the reference to all seven is 
Coll, do Rebus Alban. 197-8. 

1 1592,8 April. 8arrichbyan 
Ronald Campbell of Barrichbyan 
Malcolm moir Wakssaig 
Donald bans Makssaig 
Duncan and Gilcallu , his sons 
hairs of both parties 

contract of maintenance, manrant and calps in general tormal 
in perpetuity. 

2 1592,8 April. ßarrichbyan 
Sohn Macillschallum Viosan Vicincaird 
Gilpatrick Macaw Vicillechallum 

says agreement with Ronald. 
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CAMBELL OF BARRICHBYAN 

MANRCNT AND P AINTENý, 
ý 

ANCE 

3 1595,8 April. 
Archibald Macclyn and his succession 

same agreement with Ronald. 

4 1595,8 April. 
Donald llacintailyar and his succession 

sane agreement with Ronald. 

5 1595, " April. 
Dougald Maowir Vicaurrachis, hohn his brother and their succession 

seas agreement with Ronald. 

6 1595,8 April. 
Ewin Macaurrachia and his succession 

some agreement with Ronald. 

7 1595, " April. 
Donald Macillichoan and his succession 

aase agreement with Ronald. 

8 1595,8 April. 
Duncan Mackannych and his succession 

some agreement with Ronald. 

c 1595,22 November. 
John Macchalluc Vicdonald and his succession 

some agrasaant with Ronald. 

10 1612, (day and month blank). Soraba 
6illsoallu. Macconchis Vicintyra to Ronald Campbell of 
Viccoshain 8arrichbyan 
his heirs his hairs 

bend of asnrsnt in general terma* and promise of caips; given 
because his swrnas were of old dependent on the house of 
Cacpbsil of Craignisht he acknowledges Ronald to be of this 
houses and will serve him so long as he and his heirs do the 
duty of a chief and caster; grants that he has received 'ans 
Quid and sufficient sword' from Ronald 'as one samoriall 
tsikin of this by band of sanrant'; in perpetuity. 

Coll.. ddo 
Rsbus A ban. 206-7. 

11 16159 26 August. Pennycastle 
Ooupall s. c. inistsr alias Macpra, to Ronald Campbell of Barrichb) 
ao. stiaa resident in Ireland his hairs 
his hairs 

bond of asnrsnt and calpal given because of his pradscassass' 
dapsndanas on Ronaldts predecessors. 

Argyll Transcripts, 'Craignish', (abstract). 
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CAMPBELL OF BARRICHBYAN 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

12 1616,18 April. Castle Craignish 
Donald Macean Viedonald Vicigaill to Ronald Campbell of Barriehbp 
in Nadir Rondill his hairs 
his heirs 

bond of asnrsnt and calps; given because of his predecessors' 
dependence on Ronald's predecessors; Ronald to do all that 
becomes a chief, according to the custom of Argyll. 

Argyll Transcripts, 'Craignish', (abstract). 

13 1621,29 April. Over Lairgi" 
Malcolm Maasidsr in Kilmartin to Ronald Campbell of Barriahby1 
Duncan and Donald his sons 

bond of sanrant and oalpal given because they are of old 
native and kindly am of Ronald, Who will do all that becomes 
a chief. 

Argyll Transcripts, 'Craignish', (abstract). 

Sse also contracts of friendship 105. 

CAWOOR 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1488,15 March. Cawdor 
William thane of Cavdor 
Alaxandar Fraser of Philorth 

indentures maintenance and marriage; Cawdor had bought 

wardship and aarriag, of Fraser from Erroll, who with Keith 

of Invwugy had bought it from the king, and Fraser is to 
marry Cawdor's daughter Marjorie; until the necessary 
dispensation is obtained, he will abide in Cawdor's household, 
taking his counsel, as his carnal father, in all things; 
Candor to maintain and supply Fraser, giving him counsel as to 
his carnal son; for life. 

Cawior Munioants, prass 1, shalt 4, bundle IV; 
£wdoý, r Book. 19-71. 

1490,20 August. CawdoZ 
William thane of Cawdor; 
Duncan Mackintosh, captain of Clanchattan, 
his so and he Farquhar 

and Huchon Allanson 
heirs of both parties 

indenture of saintanance, wanrsnt and marriage; Huchon to 
give sanrent and service to Cavdor, and marry Candor's daughter 
Marion; Cswder to maintain and supply Huchon and give him 
counsel as to his carnal son, and pay Huchon £40; Huchon accepts 
allegiance to Mackintosh, who, with his son, is named in this 
indenture presumably as Huchonta lord. 

Candor Muniments, press 19 shelf 4, bundle IV; 
CMjMr Book, 73.5 (partly printed) 
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3 1516,29 August. Instinchs 
Archibald Campbell of Kilmichaal to John Campbell of Candor 

band of aanrent in general terms; assistance to be given 
specially against John Macdougall of Ounnolly, his kin, 

friends and servants; allegiance excepted to Argyll. 
Cawdor Muniments, press 59 section VI, bundle I; 
candor Book. 126-7 (partly printed). 

4 151?, 29 Novuwbsr. Kila. cronag 
Gilchrist Maearthur to John Campbell of Cawdor 
John Maekerrie his heirs 
their heirs 

bond of . anrent in general terms; grantors will dwell on 
Cawdor's lands, wherever he pleases; for maintenance. 

Candor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle Is 
Cawdar Book. 127-8 (partly printed; wrongly dated 1516). 

5 1518,16 August. Isle of 'Kilmoloolrus' (? Kilaolroy) 
Duncan breit Macdoulan" to John Campbell of Cawdor 
Duncan Moodoulans Macconchs his heirs 
Sahn his brother 
sight others - Clans Mcdowlsw', 
according to rubric 
their heirs 
their kin 

bond of oanrent in general tust in perpetuity. 
Cawdor Muniwanta, press S, section VI9 bundle II 
Cdr Bog, 129. 

6 1518,20 Ootabss. Killaspioksrill 
Donald Maowin Maoallan, a. and h. to John Campbell of Cwdor 
of Ewin Allanson of lochinyril 

band of manrent In standard terms. 
Cawdor Munimanta, press 5, section VI9 bundle 11 
CawdoBooks 129-30. 

7 1519,8 Jun.. KLnloohlan 
John Macallan Macons ksir to John Campbell of Cawdor 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of aanrant in general terms; gives aalps, 'kanksnnoll' 

and bairn's part of goods. 
Cawdar Muniments, prass i, section VI9 bundle Il 

_BoQh. 130. 

e 1519,7 July. Kilsoronag 
Sahn Nscindsan Maccollaf Macens to John Campbell of Cavdor 
Macindsan 
Solls? Macmartin 
Dougal ray Macgillachalluo 
'all the laif our kin that takis our 

counsaill' 
their heirs 

bond of sanrsnt in general tsrosp promise of oalpsp given 
because Cawdor is good waster and chief to thss. 

Cawdor Mutioanta, prass 5, section VI, bundle II 
Cawdor Book. 131. 
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MANRENT ANO MAINTENANCE 

9 1520,27 3anuary. Ardahattan 
Sornye Macconnechie Macqueen to John Campbell of Cawdor 
Ewin Macconnschie Macqueen 
John Macalaetair Mecconnachis 
their heirs 

bond of manrent in general terms; grantors will dwell on 
Cawdor's lands wherever he pleases; for maintenance 

Cowdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle 11 
Cawdor Book. 132-3 (partly printed). 

10 1520,20 February. Invarlever 
Alexander Macallan to John Campbell of Cawdor 
his sons, kin, seen and servants 

bond of swrent in general termsi will take Cawdor's 
counsel especially concerning his kinsman Daugal Placrsnnaldl 
allegiance to Argyll excepted. 

Cawdos Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I; 
Cwdor 800k. pp. 131-2. 

11 1520,7 May. Glannan in the Tartf 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Alexander, son of 'the Illia' (Donald, self-styled lord of 

the Isles) 
John Conn. l 
Alexander's branch of the Clan Donald 

indentures manrent in general terms; Cawdor grants 
Alexander forty-five earkland in Islay; Alexander agrees 
that Cawdor shall have fifteen wsrkland of aura, giving him 
compensation; both agree that when either has a child, the 
other will stand 'gossep'; and Alexander will give security 
to any of the Clanane or other followers of Cawdor who fear 
him; allegiance to Argyll excepted by Alexander; for five 

years. 
Cawdor Muniments, press 6, section VI9 bundle I; 
Cawftr 133-5. 

12 1520,25 May. E21an-Iasa 
Dougal Macrannal of Ellantioram to John Caspbsll of Cawdor 
his followers 

bond of aanrint in general termaf allegiance excepted 
to Argyll. 

Cawdor Munimanta, press 59 section VIA bundle 11 
Cis 

Book. 
135. 

13 1520,29 September. Canistak in Jura 
john Campbell of Cawdor 
Neil Macnail of CL ha 
their heirs 
Neil's kin, sen and servants 

indsnture$ gent in general terms Cawdor to give to Neil 
in fostering his second son 3ohnj it Neil loses his heritage 
through service to Cawdor, Cswdor will support him against 
the man who takes his lands and, it they are not restored# 
will give him lands of equal value. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I; 
Cawdor Book, 136-7. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

14 1620,21 October. Kinlochlagan 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Alexander Macallan, captain of Clanrannald, heir apparent to 
Ellantioraa 
their heirs 

indenture of maintenance and eanrent in general terms, 
Cawdor Muniments, press 5, auction VI, bundle 11 
ardor Book. 137-8. 

15 1521,3 July. Castle Meer (? Maoil, Skyo) 
Donald Macdonald to Sohn Campbell of Cawdor 
Gallych of Dunscaith, his brother 
lohn Maccorkyll Macleod 

band of menrsnt in general terms. 
Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI9 bundle 11 
Cawdor Book, 138-9. 

16 1521,25 October. Jura 
Alan Stewart of Ouroro to lohn Campbell of Cwdor 
brother of Robert Stewart of 
Appin 
his kin, am and servants 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to Argyll 
excepted; for life. 

Candor Muniments, press 5p section VI, bundle I; 
Camdor Book, 140.1. 

17 1522,29 November. Raray 
Archibald Campbell of Lsr g to John Campbell of Cawdor 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to Argyll 
excepted; for lif.. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 59 section VI9 bundle I. 

18 1530,8 December. (no place) 
Ewin Maccorcadals of Manha1ans to John Campbell of Cawdor 
his hairs his heirs 

bond of sanrrnt in standard terms; allegiance to Argyll 
excepted; given for bond of maintenance; in perpetuity. 

Cawdor Muniments, Armas 59 section VIA bundle Ij 
Cawdor Book. 154 (mentioned) 

19 1533,10 November. Inverness 
John Campbell of Cawdori 
Alexander Macleod of Dunvwgan 

and John Mscchormsit Placlsodof "lanzenis 
contract of maintenance and manrent in general tsrmal refers 
to fulfilling their 'band of gosaapris'; allegiance to Argyll 
and Moray excepted by Macleods. 

Cawdor Muniments, press ä, section VIt bundle 11 
rdos sock. 159. 
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20 15349 1 Juno. Mueksirn 
John Csmpbsll of Cawdorp 
twin Allanson, captain of Clancaesron, 
his s. and he Donald, and Donald's son twin 

indenture of maintenance and manrsnt in standard terms by 
Cawdor and Donald; also marriage agreement: - Erin to marry 
Cawdor's daughter 3anst; Cawdor to give Donalci 400 marks 
and twin 100 marks in instalments. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I; 
CMgdaj Book. 160.1. 

21 1534,28 August. Cawdor 
Sohn Campbell of Cawdor 
John William Allaneon and 
Donald Williamson his brother 

contract of maintenance and menrent in standard tarsal 
allegiance to Moray excepted by Allansons. 

Cawdor Munisental, press 5# section VI9 bundle 11 
joider Book. 161-2. 

22 1570, a March. Ardchattan 
John Campbell of Cawdor and his sons 
John Macachopich and Duncan, Dave, Archibald and Evir his sons 
their surnames and Macschopiohs' servants 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms; 
M acachopich will bring as many of their surname as they may to 
be similarly bound, and promise calps; in perpetuity. 

Cawdar Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle II; 
CavdorOook. 175-6 (partly printed). 

23 1571,14 February. The Ard 
John Cawpbsil air Cordar; 
John Macphail, patsan of Kilninvsr 
John Maaphail, vicar of Kilmalis 
Angus, Ewing Gillaahallum and Ivor, sons of John parson of 
Kilninws* and Dougal his brother 
heirs of both parties 
Maaphails' servants 

contract of maintenance and manrant in standard terms; 
Masphails promise aalps; in perpetuity. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle II; 
Cdr Bow 177 (partly printed). 

24 1578,20 October. Dunataffnag 
Sohn Campbell of Candor 
3ohn dubh Macvicinnss, tutor of Ounatattnags 
Sohn dubh's friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and Manrent in general tsrws; John 
dubh promises to assist Cawdor's servants in the barony of 
Mucksirn if trouble arises during Cawdor's absence; 
allegiance to Argyll excepted by Sohn dubh; in perpetuity. 

Candor Muniments, prass 5, section VI, bundle II; 
Cagggr Qo kom. 181-2 (partly printed). 
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MANRENT ANQ MAINTENANCE 

25 (no place - dat. R late endorsement says 'circa 15830) 
twin Macgregor, tutor of Glanstray to Sohn Campbell of Cawder 
the rest of Clan Gregor, their his servants and partakers 
partakers 

band of sanrsnt in standard terms; it Erin is injured or 
killed, he nominates Cawdor tutor to his oldest son Gregor, 
with all that he leaves to Gregore 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle III 
Candor Book, 184 (partly printed). 

26 1602, - February* 19 Ardchattan 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Sohn Maophail, vicar of Kilaalis 
their heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms, 
Canter Muniments, press 5, section VI9 bundle III. 

27 1618,31 7uly. Ounivaig 
Patrick Breghorn in Lagan (Islay) to Sohn Campbell of Cwdor 
his son Donald 
ton others 
their kin and followers 

bond of manrent in general terms; in past,, they have been 
suspected of favouring the rebels Clandonald; they 

protest they did not, except when compelled for fear of their 
lives; now become dutiful subjects of the king, and dutiful 
servants of Cwdor. 

Ca. dor Book. 242. 

28 1618,31 July. Ounivai9 
'Clan Mckeiy' to Sahn Campbell of Cwdor 

bond of element in same terms as no. 27. 
Cold- a Book 242 (mentioned). 

29 1618,11 August. Ounivaig 
'Clanfearchsr' to John Campbell of Cawdor 

bond of aanrsnt in some terms as no. 27. 
Caudor, 8ook_ 243 (mentioned) 

30 1619,30 September. Achalsbsn 
John Campbell of Cwdor 
John Macdougall of Dimnolly 

contract of maintenance and manrent; made to keep perpetual 
love and friendship between their houses, but Cwdor to 
maintain faodougall, Macdougall to assist Cawdor; allegiance 
to house of Argyll excepted by both. 

Cardor Book. 244-5. 

19. The document is torn at the dotal it is possibly 7 February. 
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31 1517 (29 November) 
Gilchrist Macarthur 
John Mackerri" 
their heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Candor 4. 

32 15209 (27 January) 
Macque ns 

bond of maintenance. 
Candor 9. 

33 1530, (8 D. c. wba! ) 
twin Maccorcadale of Manhelan" 

band of »int. n na.. 
Candor 10. 

CAW OR 

LOST BON DS 

by John Campbell of Candor 
his heirs 

by hohn Campbell of Cawdor 

by John Campbell of Cawdor 

For further bonds of the thanes and Campbells of Cawdor, seer 
Argyll 12,19; 
Contracts of friendship 4,6,9,22,25,26,28,29,33,44,47,68,79, 

80g, 92,95,107. 
Political bonds 7. 

CRAWWFORD 

1 1480,4 Novssbss. It chin 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

John Carnegie of Kinn"ird by David 5th a. Crawford 
bond of maintenance in general terms and grant of lande; 
given for menrantl for life* 

frasst, S uff ! i, 251. 

2 1486,9 May. 
David Lindsay of Beautord by David 5th a. Crawford 

bond of maintenance; given for manrent; for lit. 
John Ryland. library; typed catalogue, p. 15. ý0 

LOST BO OS 

3 and 4$ 1480 and 1486$ bonds of aanrsnt by Carnegie and Lindsay, 
Crawford I and 2. 

For further bonds by the earls of Crawford, seat 
Contracts of friendship 38 Political bonds 6,15,20,24. 

20.1 am indebted to Dr. N. A. T. Macdougall for this reference. 
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CUNNINGHAM OF CUNNINGHAMMEAL 

MWNREMT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1512,23 May. Goldinl.. 
Sohn Crawford of the Goldinlea to Robert Cunningham of 
his heirs Cunninghamhead 

his heirs 
bond of manrsnt in general terms; given for a certain 
sum of silver to redeem forty bolls of meal per annum 
from Hugh earl of Eglinton and heirs, owed of the lands 
of Goldiniea, and for bond of maintenancep in perpetuity. 

SRO, Craigans Writs, GO 148/90. 

LOST BONDS 

2s 15121 bond of maintenance by Cunningham: Cunningham of 
Cunninghaahaad 1" 

CUNNI$GHAP1 OF SNAID 

ß, A1 NRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1458,12 Masch. Edinburgh 
Robert Ferguson to William Cunningham of Snaid 

his heirs 
bond of sanrsnt in standard terms; given for grant of land; 
for life. 

SRO, Y. at. r Writ., GD 28/120. 

DOUGLAS OF DRUMLANRIG 

SENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1526,24 November. Edinburgh 
Ninian Crichton of Bsllbocht to Jass Douglas of Druslanriq 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to lord 
Crichton of Sanquhar excepted; but reservation that he will 
not support Crichton it he wrongfully molests Douglas, but 
will counsel hin to desist; for life. 

SRO, Crown Office Writs, AD 1/91. 
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DOMGLAS QW DRUM_, LANRIG 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

2 1545,28 January. Oumtriw 
Andrew Roraon of Bardannoch to Jamal Douglas of Drualanrig 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manront in standard termer allegiance to Glancairn 
rxcaptadi for life. 

SRO, Crown Office Writs, AO 1/103. 

3 1645,20 July. Orumlmriq. 
John Cunningham of Qyrlaahar to Jamss Douglas of Drunlenrig 

bond of msnrsnt in general tsraa; allegiance to lord Hay of 
raster excepted; for seven years. 

SRO, Crown Office Writs, AD 1/104. 

4 1550,15 August. Lincludsn 
John Carruthers of Holaains to 3a .s Douglas of Drualanrig 
his son George Robert Douglas, provost 

of LAncludan 
Drumlanrig's heirs 

bond of msnront in general taresy promise to assist Robert 
in action concerning lands of Mooswald; allegiance to lord 
Maxwell excepted; given for nineteen year loses of land by 
Robert, who will stand kind to thew in their causes. 

SRO, Crown Office Writs, AD 1/105. 
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DOUGLAS OF QRU LANRIG 

LOST BONDS 

In UMCC. Fittganth Raoort. Appsndixj, part 
is a list of bonds made to the Oouglasss 
nos. 1-4 given hare, dating no. 1 1536. 
maintenance, given in the order in which 

5 1527, 1 Plays 
6 1553, 24 S. ptsmb. rs 
7 1568, 12 Septembers 
8 1564, Mays 

9 1570, 15 Mays 
10 1569, Octobers 

11 1570, 22 Septembers 
12 1568 (1569), 3 Januarys 
13 1570, 5 May$ 
14 1567, says 
15 1579, 1 August: 
16 1586 (1587), 19 March 
17 1597, 1 Now im i 
18 1568, 10 Novembers 
19 1601, 28 Ostabers 
20 1527, 1 Mays 

See other bonder Maxwell S. 
Contracts of friendship 37. 

viii, Buccieuch, i, 68.9, there 
of Drumlanrig. It Includes 
The other bonds of manrent and 
they occur, 21 

ores 

Manzi" of CastlehiLL 
Edward Johnstone of Basbishall 
Willies Carruthers of Dormont 
Johnstone of Elchieshielde and other 
Johnstones 
Johnston* of tunnargairt and others 
John Johnston* of Nswbia, for redelivery 
of several Irvines 
John Baitie and other Baitiss 
William Johnstone in Broosºhill 
several of the name of Johnstone 
the Johnstones 
the Johnston** in Milnebank 
Graham of Cannabis and others 
John Graham of the Laik and others 
the Grahams 
McGahan of Dalquhat 
bond of maintenance by Drumlanrig to 
Menzies of Castlehill and his son 

21. Four bonds by the laird of 3ohnstona are not included hare. There 
is an indenture of friendship bstwesn the two, which 1s not on this 
list# Contracts of friendship 370 and two of those given hare are 
probably also contracts of friendship. The third is a bond by which 
3ohnstone promised to reform any faulte by his friends or servants, 
dated 23 November 1570, and the fourth an undated bond in which he 
promised to enter 3ohnstone of Coursns. The high proportion of 
3ohnatonss who cads bonds of m nrent to the Douglass suggests why 
the two lairds had to renew their bonds of friendship from time to 
times Other bonds omitted here are one by the laird of Fernishurst, 
for the redelivery of Adam Turnbull on 30 July 15711 one deaasibed 
as 'for entering of William 3ohnstoun in the Burnet, undated{ and 
offers by the Irvines for the slaughter of the men of Mouswald, 
undated, which may have included the offer of a bond of manrent, but 
does not say so. 
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DOUGLAS Q%LDCHLEVEN 

MIANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1582 (day, month and place blank) 
George Douglas, a. and he of to William Douglas of Lochlevsr 
Ada. Douglas of Waterside his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in general terms$ given because William, at 
his own expense has obtained for George a heritable charter 
of the lands of Bublingwodhall, Ayrshire, from James 
commendator of Melrose* 

SRO, Morton Papers, GD 150/1579. 

See &leas Political bonds 7,30. 

DRUMMO 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1479,14 November. Stobholl 
Patrick lord Drummond 
Donald Campbell of Mamore 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms; 

allegiance to Argyll excepted by both; given because of 
their lava for one another's house, and in Campbell's case, 
for good deeds by Drummond's predecessors to his. 

SAO, Drummond Castle Munn ants, GO 160 box 3 bundle IV. 

2 15580 5 December. Edinburgh 
William Chalaer of Drumlochy to David lord Drus and 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrant in standard terms; given because Drummond 

and his kin have forgiven Chaises for the murder of their 
kinsmen Georgs Dsumwond of lsidorist and his son William, 

and have given Willies their letter of slain. 
SRO, Aberaairny Papers, GO 24 soot I no. 824. 

for other bonds by the Druemondsl, esse 
Argyll 48t 581 
Contracts of friendship ? 1# 86; 
Political bonds 7,, 20t 33. 
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PUN A 

M1ANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1529,8 March. Dundee 
James Dundee of that. ilk 
William Dundee his brother 
Janas' heirs 

contracts William promises manrent, and will deliver to James 
the wadsst of the lands of Mansionhsad, Linlithgowshirs, and 
all right and title to them; James and heirs will sustain 
William in household, and give him liferant of certain lands; a2 

for life. 
SRO, Dundee of Oundas Paper., GD 75/52. 

See alsoe Hamilton 26,27. 

MINTON 
NIANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1513,18 August. Po. noon 
John Monttod, a. and ho of to Hugh Ist a. Eglinton 
Alexander Nontfad of that ilk his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of Maºrent in standard terms; given for 500 works 'in 
spy urgent necessite' and other good deeds; in perpetuity. 

Fraser, f, ii, 78-9. 

2 15320 - February. Edinburgh 
John Blair of that ilk to Hugh lot a. Eglinton 
his so and h. John Hugh master of Eglinton, his 
their kin, friends and servants nephew 

bond of manrent in standard tormal given because of grant of 
five Werkland of the Bankhead, bailliery of Cunningham, hold by 
Eglinton of Blair under reversion, without Blair paying 
anything, and discharge of unlaws allowed to Eglinton by the 
Exchequer; for life. 

SRO, Yule Collection, GO 90/1/115. 

3 1545,25 April. Irvin" 
Duncan Macfarlane,, uncle to the to Hugh lot a. Eglinton 
laird of Macfarlane his heirs 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of eanrent in standard terms; given for gratitudss and 
good deeds done in his urgent necessity; for life. 

Fraser, Et iii 131. 

4 1866,20 February. Irvine 
Charles Mowat of Knokintsbyr to Hugh 2nd s. Eglinton 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for good deeds 
and lordship, and for lands of Wyrsyd of the Walberns, lordship 
of Roberton; in perpetuity. 

Fraser, E0110190 , ii, 136-9- 

22. The document is torn at this points it is possibly three pound lande. 
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ISLLNTON 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

5 1559,1 Atgust. Polnoon 
Sass. Dunlop of that ilk to Hugh 3rd s. Eglinton 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of errant in standard tsrssj contains unusual 
reservation that he will serve and defend Eglinton with 
his kin ate. only in time of authority's mars{ for life. 

Fraser, ii, 155. 
-Winsm 

6 1565,25 October. Eglinton 
Sohn Montgomery, brother of to Hush 3rd s. Eglinton 
James Montgomery of Brigand his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for grant of land., 
lump am of 300 works and L30 per annump in perpetuity. 

Fraser, EalLnton. ii, 199-200. 

7 1872,10 Octob r. Irvine 
Hugh Montgomery of Giffin to Hugh 3rd e. Eglinton 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; given because Eglinton 
has action to the recognition of my lands, he being superior 
of them, because most of them had been alienated by 
Montgomery's predecessors without Eglinton's rcinsent, or 
resigned into his hands; and for bond of maintenance; in 
perpetuity. 

eraser, E 1nton. ii, 209-10. 

8 1572,10 October. Irvine 
Hugh Montgomery of Giffin by Hugh 3rd ". Eglinton 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; includes promise 
to renounce action against him; given for menrent. 

Frsssr, jolln-tan 1 ii, 210.1. 

9 1577,2 9 August. Irvin. 
William Barclay, tier of Preston to Hugh 3rd ". Eglintan 
his hairs Agnes Drummond his wits 
his kin, friends and servants his so and h. Hugh 

the motor's heirs 
bond of aanrent in standard terse; given for bond of 
maintenance, including yearly toe of L24p made an 
28 August; in perpetuity. 

Fraser, Ealintat. ii, 216.7. 

10 1546, (29 September) 
Nail Montgomery of Lengshaw to Revlon Satan, dowager 

counties of Egllnton 
bond of w rent,, as agreed in contract by which the parties 
settle their disputHp registered in books of council, 
21 November 1546. 

as, i, 45.51. 
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LINT ON 

LOS. TT BONDS 

11 1563,9 October. Milnston in Roberton 
Hugh master of Eglinton 
Robert Muir of Caldwell 

contract by wich parties renew the parpotuall bonds of 
maintenance and eanrsnt made by their predecessors; 
concerned with Eglinton's grant of ward nonentry and profits 
of ten msrkland of Thornton and other lands in Ayrshire. 

Fraser, Eglinton, iii 211.3. 

12 1597,28 August. Irvine 
William Barclay, fiat of Preston by Hugh 3rd as Eglinton 
his hairs 

bond of maintenance and promise of yearly fee of £241 
place-date and fee referred to in bond of manrsnt. 

Eglinton 9. 

For other bonds of the saris of Eglinton, sent 
Archbishops of St. Andress s Hamilton I 
Contracts of friendship 48,55,651 
Political bonds 4,8,20,27,28. 

ELPHINSTONE 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1512,10 September. Stirling 
Robert Bruce of Airth to Alexander lard Elphinetone 

notarial instrument recording bond of manrent in standard 
terms; allegiance to abbot of Holyrood and lord of St. John 

excepted; given become Elphinstons has recovered lands in 
Perthshire with the exception of Bruce's, and has given him 
the four ox9angs of land which his son the late Sohn, Bruce 
had; and for other good deeds; for life. 

HPIC. Ninth Raort, Appendix, 190. 

RROLL 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The majority of the bonds in this collection come From the Erroll Charters 
at Now Slain; most are in print in Soaldino Misoallanr, ii. 

1 14729 17 June, Perth 
Alexander Mackintosh,, thane of to William 3rd a. Erroll 
Rothiseuraus 

bond of mansent in standard terms; allegianes to Muntly 
excepted; for Was 

Erroll Charters, no. 88 bundle IV; 
aldiroMi r lip 252. 
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-s-ROLL 
NANRENT ANY MAINTENANCE 

2 14839 17 April. Slains 
Alexander Irvine of Lon*ay, a. and to William 3rd a. Erroll 
h, of Alexander Irvine of Drum 

bond of wanrsnt in standard terms; for seven years, and then 
to continue his manrent, his fee being modified after 
consideration by six people. 

Erroll Charters, no. 105 bundle VI; 
Soal gMisceljanw. ii, 253-4. 

3 1484,29 Noveaba . Aberdeen 
Sohn Keith of ludquharne to William 3rd s. Erroll 

bond of menrent in standard tarmsj service owed by law 
to his forteftours excepted; for life. 

Erroll Charters, no. 116 bundle VII; 
aldin_�iscsinl. ii, 254-5. 

4 1484,29 November. Aberdeen 
William Keith of Ythan to William 3rd as Erroll 

bond of aenrent in standard terms; service owed by law to 
his 'forteftouris' and manront to Huntly excepted; for 
three years. 

Erroll Charters, no. 115 bundle VII; 
5Soaldino Miscellany, ii, 255. 

5 1487,27 April. Uris 
William Kennedy, constable of Aberdeen to William 3rd a. Erroll 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
Erroll Chartere, no. 118, bundle VII; 
Scalding Miscellany. ii, 256 (partly printed). 

6 1487,10 May. Fsderaught 
William Crawford of Fedsraught to William 3rd s. Erroll 

bond of Arent in standard terms; for life. 
Erroll Charters, no. 119, bundle VII; 
So lgdAw Misce 11 vv, ii, 256-7 (partly printed). 

7 1488,18 December. Erroll 
William Scott of rlararag to William 3rd s. Erroll 

bond of m nrant in standard testa; for life. 
Esro11 Charters, no. 124, bundle VII!; 
Soal"Oo Mieas2lanv, ii, 257 (partly printed). 

8 1489,15 3anuary. Chanonry of Ross 
Alexander Fraser, s. and he to late to William 3rd s. Erroll 
Alexander Fraser of Philarth 
his kin, man and friends 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for three years, and then, 
Erroll giving him fee by advice of friends, to continue his 
sanrsnt 'bot gyff the fart be in him selff'. 

Erroll Charters no. 125 bundle VIII; 
pfd info Mscellotly, ii, 257-8. 

9 1489,12 3<ns. Ardendracht 
Malcolm Forbes of Tolquhan to William 3rd s. Erroll 

bond of manrant in standard terms; for five years. 
Erroll Charters, no. 126 bundle VIII; 
Saaldino Miscellany. ii, 258.9. 
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ERROLL 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

10 1409,1 August, Erroll 
John Erkies, Eiar of in to William 3rd s. Erroll 

bond of oanrsnt in standard termsp for one year. 
Erroll Charters, no. 128 bundle VIII. 

11 1490,3 Suns. Slain. 
William Leslie, brother of George to William 3rd e. Erroll 
s. Rothes 

bond of wanrsnt in standard tsr e for two years. 
Erroll Charters, no. 130 bundle Xj 
Soildino Miscellany. ii, 259.60. 

12 1496,1 Novi. Slams 
Thomas Hay, son of William May of to William motor of Erroll 
Ardundracht 

bond of . snrent in standard terms; for life. 
Erroll Charters, no. 16L bundle XI; 
fgalding Miscellany iii 261. 

13 1499,11 September* The chapel of tasks 
John Chsyns of Essilaant to William 3rd a. Erroll 
his kin, men and friends 

bond of aanrsnt in standard tormal for life. 
Erroll Charters, no. 160 bundle Xis 

iii 261. 

14 1501 or 1508@ 23 15 August. Edinburgh 
Master Richard Lawson to William 3rd or 4th a. Erroll 

his son and hair 
bond of sanrant in standard terms, Including promise to 
further them to have Justiosl for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrrnt' 17; 
Soi aldi Miscallany, ii, 27$. 

15 1504,3 June. Aborduln 
Alexander Bannerman of Waterton to William master of Erroll 

bond of wsnrsnt in standard tsrwsi service to his 'forfsftour' 
sxcsptsdj for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of INanrsnt' 181 
Soalding Misos v. lip 261-2 (partly printed) 

16 15--, 6 February. (Aberdeen)24 
William Fraser of Philorth to William 3rd or 4th ". Erroll 
his kin and friends 

bond of msnrsnt in standard terms$ for life. 
Erroll Charters# 'Bonds of Nanrent' 21. 

23, Document torn at data; what remains is 'an.. ' or 'au.. '; the data 
given in Spalding MiscallanY 1580, is certainly Wrong; there was 
no earl William at that data. 

24. For the possible dating of this bond, see above, p. 295, n. 25. 
Aberdeen is given in the inventory; it is too faded to be legible 
in the bond. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

17 1506,23 February. Slams 
Thomas Crawford, a. and ho of to William master of Erroll 
William Crawford of Federamt 
his kin and friends 

bond of ssnrent in standard tsrmej for life. 
Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrent' 221 
Soaldina Misoellanv, ii, 262 (partly printed) 

18 1S06p 2 3un.. Slain" 
Henry Cheyns of Essilmont to William muster of Erroll 
his kin and friends 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrsnt' 23; 
Saaldino Miscellany, ii, 262 (partly printed). 

19 1507, in 3uly. Perth 
Andrer Hering of claselwns, s. and h. to William 4th s. Erroll 
of James Hering of Lathanty 
his kin and friends 

bond of manrsnt in standard tense; for life. 
Erroll Charters, 'Bands of Nanrsnt' 25 
Soaldino Pliaoallanv. U. 263-4 (partly printed). 

20 1508,4 January. Slafns 
Gilbert Hay of Ardsndracht to William 4th s. Erroll 

his heirs 
bond of wanrsnt in standard terms; given because Erroll 
has intact him for life in certain of his lands of the 
barony of Slains; for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Inrant' 26; 
Soaldina liscsllanY, lit 264.5. 

21 1509,26 February. Aberdeen 
Robert hlaus to William 4th e. Erroll 

bond of sanrsnnt in standard terse; for life. 
Erroll Charter*,, 'Sands of Manrsnt' 27; 
Saaldino Miscellany. ii� 265 (partly printed). 

22 1511,8 January. Ab rdsen 
Ranald Udny of that ilk to William 4th a. Erroll 
his kin, man and servants 

bond of senrent in standard tarnt; promise to assist Erroll 
against all save his kind given for maintenance; for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Msnrent' 28; 
So no Miaeallanv. iii 265-6 (partly printed). 

23 1515,5 February. Slain 
Alexander Hay of Ard. ndracht to Willi" 5th s. Erroll 

his heirs 
band of aanrsnt in standard tormi for infaftaant for 
life in lands of Ardaaaronaj for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manront' 291 
5,6ldinq Miscellany. U, 266 (partly printed). 
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RaRml 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

24 1515,26 February. (no place) 
William Lsskq burgess of Aberdeen to William 5th s. Erroll 

his hairs 
bond of mantsnt in standard terms; given because Erroll has 
admitted his as tenant for life of half of the lands of Leak 
belonging to his late father William Leek of that ilk; for 
life. 

Erroll Chartersp 'Bonds of Manrsnt' 30; 
Scalding M! 29AIINM iii 266-7 (pertly printed). 

25 1516.23 May. Slaina 
Patrick Cheyne of Essi1*ont to William Sth s. Erroll 

his heirs . als, from age of 
thirteen 

bond of wsnrsnt in standard terms; given because Erroll 
has inteft his for life in lends of Tartyp for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of iý,, nrsnt' 311 
Scalding Mlisceilaany. ii, 26'7 (partly printed). 

26 1516,24 May. Slains 
Patrick Chapna of Essil. ont to William 5th ". Erroll 
his kin, friends and servants his heirs 

bond of maintenance in general terms; given for manrsnt; 
for lila. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of I rent' 321 
Sa_idinaMiscs any ii, 268. 

27 1521,21 February. Perth 
Andrew Roncur at that ilk to William 5th s. Erroll 
his s. and h. Andrer his heirs 
his men and servants 

bond of aanrant in standard terms; given for grant of lands 
of Ross in Perthshire in blenche-formal for their laws.. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrsnt' 33; 
Soald o Pliaos v. ii, 268.9 (partly printed) 

28 1543,22 May. Slain. 
Alexander Chalane of 681naaraig to Georgs 7th a. Erroll 

bond of asnrsnt in standard tarssi given for bond of 
aiintanarmf and good daoda; for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of llanrsntl 341 
IgIgdIng Miaow ii, 269.70. 

29 (1543,22 May. Slain. ) 
Alexander Chalear of Salnacraig by George 7th e. Erroll 
his friends and servant. 

bond of eaintananos in general terea; Alexander to have 
entry to halt of Ardlethin, barony of Slains; it Erroll 
rsdeeee it, Alexander will have letter of tack for five 
years, or £40 e Bolls of meal and bast, 4 weddera, 4 geese, 
f capons and two dozen poultry per anno.; and every five 
years a now letter of task, for life, or after the first 
five years Alexander will be free of his bond; given for 
 anrent. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrentl 341 incomplete 
bond on dotes of bond of aanrent, in ease hand; 
Scaling, Miscellany. ii, 270.1. 
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30 1S439 " November. Erroll 

Moil 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

Sohn Cochrane of Pitfour to Georgs 7th s. Erroll 
his heirs earl* of Erroll 

bond of menrent in standard terms; allegiance to Crawford 
excepted; given for certain pleasures and profits; for 
lies. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrent', 35; 
Soaldino Plisesll lip 271-2. 

31 1514, - January. Slain* 
Patrick Cheyna of Essilmont 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrent in standard taros; 
augmentation of my lands of Tarty; 

Erroll Charters, +&mds of Ma 

32 1544,16 Oscsmbar. Slains 

to George 7th S. Erroll 
his heirs male of surname 
of May 
given for gratitudss and 
for lito. 

Trent' 36. 

George M1drum of Fyvy to George 7th a. Erroll 
his friends and servants 

bond of . arrant in standard terms; for lila. 
Erroll Chartas, 'Bonds of Manrent' 37l 
Soalding MLffdllany# ii, 272 (partly printed). 

33 1541,16 December, Slain* 
Patrick (lost of 8oquh. ll to George 7th s. Erroll 
his friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard tar..; for lits. 
Erroll Charters 'Bonds of Manrsnt' 36; 
$gald niY. ii, 272.3 (partly printed). 

34 1545,1 February. Slains 
Alexander Buchan of Auchmsooy to Georg. 7th as Erroll 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance; for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrent' 39; 
M_�dAno M sac 21anv. ii, 273 (partly printed). 

35 1854,18 July. Slain. 
John Waus of MMny to George 7th s. Erroll 
his so and h. Alexander Andrew master of Erroll 

bond of manrsnt in general terms given for gratitude* 
and bond of maintenance; for their lives. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Menrsnt' 411 
$Ul n MIIM@l anv, ii, 275.6. 

36 1570,14 November. Slains 
Andrw motor of Erroll 
Andrew Tulydaf, so and h. to Alexander Tulydaf of Rainisston 
Tulydaf's servants and a 'sufficient ridand swat' 

indentures manrsnt in standard terms; the master to pay 
sixteen bolls of eel per annum, and provide Tulydat with 
amour and weapons and, if his horse dies an the motor's 
service, to provide another for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Msnrant' 42; 
Soaldina Mist lý lany. ii, 276.7. 
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c "RU. 

37 16021,5 February. Perth 

MANENT AND MAINTENANCE 

Andrew Hering of Littlsblair to Francis 9th s. Erroll 
his heirs 

bond of senrent in standard tsrmsj given for letter of 
slains granted by Erroll as head of his kin, for the murder 
of 3aass, son of the late William Hay of Gourdisi* for life. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of manrsnt' 44; 
Soaldino Miscellany, ii, 200-1. 

36 1603,15 November. Coupar Angus 
5ilvester Rattray of Creighell to Francis 9th s. Erroll 
his heirs, lairds of Craighall his heirs earls of Erroll 

bond of manrennt to standard terms; given for favour by 
Erroll in granting letter of slains by Andrew Hay tot Gourdis, 
brother of the murdered Jams. Hay, and the rest of their kin. 

Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrent' 451 
paldina Miscellany. ii, 2"1-2. 

L, NS 

39 1158, (3 December) 
Alexander May of Dronlaw to William Ist a. Erroll 

menrsnt, mentioned in charter granting lifsront of lands 
of Inahtuthillo 

bb="Bantf1jlü trab Aa. 1ii# 125 (mentioned, 
reference given to Slain* Charter Chest, but this 
charter does not appear in the Erroll inventory. ) 

40 1511, (5 3anuary) 
Ronald Udny of that ilk 

bond of maintenance. 
Erroll 22. 

41 1545, (1 r. bruary) 
Alexander Buchan of Auehascoy 

bond of saintanW CS 
Erroll 34 

42 1554, (18 3uly) 
John Wous of M«+r 
s, and h. Alexander 

bond of aalntenWC. 
Erroll 35 

For other bands of the earls of Erroll, soot 
Hamilton 160 
Contracts of friendship 2* 7t 179 499 913 
Political bonds 13,33. 

by William 4th ". Erroll 

by George 7th ". Erroll 

by George 7th ". Erroll 
Andrew masts of Erroll 
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MA_N_RENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 15Z5# 24 Novub"r. Edinburgh 
Malcolm lord Fleming 
Walter Hunter of Polwood 
their heirs 

indenture of maintenance and aanrent in standard terpel 
'WWalter's manrent given for sssithaant of his part in 
the murder of Fleming's father; in perpetuity. 

NLS, Wigtown Charters, Acc. 3142. 

2 1536,19 January. PNbl*e 
Robert Scott of Howpeslat to Malcolm lord Fleming 
Sahn Scott of Thirlstan" 
their servants and partakers 

bond of errant in standard tames; given for bond of 
maintenance; for lit.. 

HIS, WiQtown Charters# Acc. 3142. 

LOST BONDS 

3 14$2, (9 O. comb. r) 
hohn Bruce of Stanahouse to Hobart lord Flaming 

bond of sanrent, referred to in action by Bruce against 
Fleming and his baillis Andrew Oliphant for troubling him 
in the twelve merkland of Dumbull given to him in lifsrent 
for his service: lords auditors decreed that Bruce should 
enjoy the lands, and should serve Fleming 'after the forme 
of his band of manrent 6 service'. 

R1,103. 

4 15361 band of maintenance by Fleming to the Scottst Flaming 2. 

For other bonds by the Flemings, sees 
Contracts of friendship 77{ 
Political bonds 2,7,159 19,20. 

fOTHERINGHAM 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

I 1486,7 Suns. Dundee 
David Fothsringhamp burgess of Dundee 
William Chsyns, burgess of Dundee 

notarial instrument recording indenture by which David 
promised maintenance by himself and his father to Willissi 
and his wife for life, because of tandornass of blood, and 
for William's feu to David end his heirs of his tenement of 
land in the north of Dundee. 

SRO, Henderson Collection, GO 76/151. 
1 
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FRASER Of LOVAT 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

I 1472,4 May. Nairn 
Hugh lord Fraser of Lovat and heirs 
burgh of Nairn$ community and their heirs 

indenture of maintenance and aanrent in general terms; 
Fraser having secured the burgh's mill for its use, he 
is to have it for seven years. 

Sc, _a Misosilanv. v, 288. 

2 1572,6 July. Bs. uiy Hugh lord Fraser of Lovat; 
John Muidasrtach macalastair, captain of Clanranald 
his son Alan 
heirs of both parties 
kin, friends and servants of both parties 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms; 
allegiance excepted by Fraser to Atholl and heirs and 
Donald Macdonald Gore and heirs; by Macalastairs to 
Argyll and heirs, and heirs of late James Macdonald of 
Kintyre; in perpetuity. 

Printed by 3. Edwards, 'A Scottish Bond of Friendship; 
1572', in tai , xxiv, (1927)ß 176-7; no reference given. 

for other bonds of the Frassrs of tovat, ass, 
Gordon 359 419 55p 871 Macdonald lord of the Islas 11 
Contracts of friendship 921 Political bonds 7. 

MNRENT AND 
-MAINTENANCE 

I 1520,26 July. Glaois 
to Sohn lord Claris William Wood of Donyton 

25 

his friends and servants 
bond of oanrsnt in standard tar..; for life. 

Claois Charters box 1. 

Ssa also Political bonds 69 159 33. 

25. 'sonytons' comm from the endorsement; the document is torn 
after the name. 
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GLENCAAIRN 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1552, - arch. Ayr 
John Porterfield of that ilk to A2exandar 4th e. G2sncairn 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of eantent in general tetma; to assist in the 
recovery of the lands of Duntew, his heritage disponed to 
hie by lord Lylel for life. 

SRO, G1encairn Munieents, CD 39/62. 

For other bands of the earls of Gle, csirn, ass, 
Hamilton 1? 
Contracts of friendship 64,651 Political bonds 6,14,15,30,33. 

GORDON 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE NANCE 

The general reference for the majority of the bonds in this collection is 
SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 441 most are in print, in 
SDald Mischa w, iv. 

1 1444,30 Sepptember. Aberdeen 
3ames of Forbos# at and h. to Alexander Satan of Gordon 
of Alexander of Forbes 

bond, of aanrent in general terms{ for life. 
GD 44 13.8.1; SDaldnoca llany, lv, 179. 

2 1460,22 July. Edinburgh 
Ader Hamilton, son of 3a.. s to George lard Gordon 
Hamilton of Fingalton 

band of aanrennt in general term.; allegiance to the laird 
of Kinnoul excepted; for life. 

GO 44 13.7.11 3mldina Misce llany. iv, 179.90. 

3 1463,13 3wuary. Aberdeen 
burgh of Aberdeen to Alexander lot e. Huntly 

bond of menrant in standard terms given for bond of 
maintenance; for tan years. 

Ab an Council Aaoist,, arr, i, 22. 

4 1468, A July. Aberdeen 
William lard Farbe@ to Alexander lot e. Huntly 

bond of aenrent in standard tore.; for life. 
GO 44 13.8.21 Soald o Nisc l any. iv, 181 (partly 
printed) 
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5 1468,8 July. Aberdeen 
William lord Forbes 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

to George lord Gordon, a. and 
h. to Huntly 

bond of aanrent in standard terms; manront to Huntly 
excepted; for life. 

GD 44 13.8.3; Sodding Miscall . ivy 181.2 (partly 
printed). 

6 1468,8 July. Aberdeen 
William lard Forbes to Alexander lot a. Huntly 
his heirs George lord Gordon 

bond stating that because Huntly has given Forbes lands for 
his . anrsnt, his heirs who succeed to the lands will be bound 
in menrent, and if they refuse, they will lose the lands. 

GO 44 13.8.4; Scald no F1iscallanv, iv, 182 (partly 
printed). 

7 1468,8 July. Aberdtn 
William lord Forbes by Alexander ist s. Huntly 

band of maintenance in general tars.. (Document very fac 4, 
and almost entirely illegible) 

SRO, Lord Forbes Collection, GO 52/1084. 

8 1472,29 Jun.. Huntly 
Alexander Dunbar of the Westfield to George 2nd so Huntly 

bond of ssnrsnt in general terms$ for life. 
GO 44 13.8.51 Saalding Misosllanr, ivy 182-3. 

9 1486,29 October. Hums 
Alexander Hums of that ilk to George 2nd a. Huntly 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; service to his 
'forfsftouris' excepted; for life. 

GD 44 13.9.23; Snalding Iisc"yt iv, 184-5 (partly 
printed). 

10 1489,28 March. Elgin 
Alexander Cumming of Altyxe to George 2nd a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and men 

bond of manrent in standard terms; allegiance to lord of 
Moray excepted; for life. 

GD 44 13.7.4v SDýMir, 
ýceli v. ivy 185-6. 

11 1440,8 August. Perth 
Alexander Huss of that ilk to Alexander master of Huntly 
his kin, friends and followers his kin, friends and followers 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
"GO 44 13.7.6; Soaaldi_no Miscel llaanyq iv, 186.7 (partly 
printed). 

12 1490,8 December. Rberdaon 
3oln Rutherford of Tarland to Alexander lord Gordon 

bond of Mnrsnt in standard termal service to his 
'fortsttouris" exceptedl for life. 

GO 44 13.8.6; Scalding Miscsllj r. ivy 186. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

13 1491,0 S. pts z. luncarty 
Alexander Inns of Absrohirder to Alexander lard Gordon 
his kin, friends and win 

bond of ssnrsnt in standard tsriua; manrsnt to Huntly and 
service to his 'fortsttouris' excepted; for life. 

GD " 13.8.7; Aaldino Pli@cgll , iv, 189. 

14 1496,3 Play 
Alexander Irvine of Drum to George 2nd ". Huntly 

bond of monr. nti given for grant of land of Arlairles, or 
two Cullairlioa, in blanche-forms. 

Forbos-Loslia, Irvines of Drum, 59,155 (msntionodi 
the name of the lands differs in these references). 

18 149TH 4 April. Lahcwaior 
William Lauohlanson� so of late to Alexander lord Gordon 
Lauchlon Asokintosh of Galowy 
his kin and friends 

bond of msnrsnt in standard terms; service to his 'forfsftouris' 
sxcsptodl for life. 

GO a 13.7.?; Soaldina Miscallanv. ivy 189-90. 

16 1498,24 January. Inverness 
Robert Stswst"of Claws to Alexander-lord Gordon 

bond of manrant in standard t. rma; allegiance toHuntly 
nca. pt. d; for lit.. 

90 A4 13.8.81 5Dal Misc. any. iv, 190_1 (partly 
printed). 

19 1502, is cetob. r. Ablydssn 
Alexander Satan of Tullibody to Alexander 3rd s. Huntly 

bond of Manrent in standard tires; allegiance to Bothwell 
excepted; for life. 

Co AA 13.8.12; Sooaaldino Miscvl any. iv, 191.2 (partly 
printed). 

18 1504,5 March. Invoreabok 
Alexander Cros» Of Invorssnan to Alexander 3rd a. Huntly 
his friends 

bond of warrant in standard tarsal for life. 
ß0 44 13.8.9; Snsldino NUscsllany, iv, 192. 

19 1507,14 fabruary. Edinburgh 
Alexander Scott of Balwaris to Alexander 3rd a. Huntly 

b&W at rnrsnt In standard tug; service to his 
'forfsftosaris' excepted; given for certain fas and bond 
of maint. nanwel for life. 

60 44 13.8.10; Soaldino Miscellany. ivy 192.3 (partly 
printed). 

20 1508,17 April. Aalwari. 
Alptands: 3rd !. Nimtly 
Alexander Raid of D. 11aquharny 

indsntusst wanrsnt to Huntlr, for to " tost of Glsnhaithuyth 
in Strsthardlo and lands of Dalnagarn; Reid excepts service 
awed of law to his other lordsi for life. 

GO 44 13.9.8; §oaldjaa 1lisasllanr. iv, 193.4 (partly 
printed). 
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21 1509,14 Fabonry. Edinburgh 
Wallirr Robertson of Struan to Alexander 3rd s. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menront in general taros; allegiance to Atholl 
excepted; given for bond of maintenance; for 11fs. 

GO 44 1397.81 8n 1 in itisrsl anr. iv, 194 (partly 
printed). 

22 1511 9 10 M. soh. Inverness 
Douls Ranaldaon, a* and he of late to Alexander 3rd e. Huntly 
Ronald Alanson of Alanbrigin 

bond of wanrsnt in standard teresa given for reward help 
and supply) for life. 

GO 4a 13.7.9j Soelding Nisc 11 ; v, iv, 195-6 (partly 
printed). 

23 1511 9 25 Jurte. Huntly 
Thomas Ou c nson, so and h. of Duncan to Alexander 3rd ". Huntly 
Thomson of Auchinhaopris 
his kin, friends and man 

bond of menrent in standard taros; given for bond of 
maintenance; for life. 

GO 44 13.8.13; Vieldino miscue sllanv, iv, 196 (partly 
printed). 

24 1521,29 July. Huntly 
Alexander Chsyns of Streloch to Alexander 3rd e. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in general terms; service to his 'forfsftouria' 
exceptsd; for life. 

GO 44 13.9.27; b aldino P7iýcsl1. ny, iv, 197. 

25 1522,28 February. Huntly 
John lord Forbes to Alexander 3rd e. Huntly 
his kf'%, friar s, nousshold and 
servants 

notarial instrument rscording promise of menrsnt in standard 
terms; in Latin. 

GO 44 13.7.10; äoaldina M lacallanr. ivy 197-8. 

26 1532,26 June. Pitlutg 
Hector Mackintosh, captain of to George 4th e. Huntly 
Clanchattan 
his king friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms for life. 
GO 44 13.8.16; Sow P%iaa, y. iv, 198-9; (pertly 
printed). 

27 1536.10 Jun.. Huntly 
awes Garssoh of Kinstair to Georgs 4th s. Huntly 
his so and h. 3ohn 

bond of wanrsnt in standard term.; service to their 
Iforfsftourts' excepted; for their lives. 

GD 44 13.8.18; Snal na 'Iiscelllan_. iv, 199 (partly 
printed). 
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28 1536,1 Novsb. r. Edinburgh 
Robert Duguid of Auchinhovs to George 4th ". Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 1397,131 Soa . ding Miscellany iv, 199-200 (partly 
printed). 

29 1537,25 hns. Lenturk 
Duncan Dawson of Auchinhampris to Georgs 4th s. Huntly 
his kin, trisnds and servants 

bond of asnrent in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 t 3.8.17; S aldina IMiscpl1 nv. ! v, 202 (partly 
printed). 

30 1538,31 July. Edinburgh 
Georgs lord Hume to George 4th s. Huntly 
his kin, friends and followers his kin friends and followers 

bond of manrant in standard terms; for life. Text some as 
that of Alexander Hums to Alexander master of Huntlys 
Gordon 12. 

GO 44g 13.7.14; Spalding Miecellanvt iv, 203 (partly 
printed). 

31 1539,5 Mover. Elgin 
Alexander Gordon of Strathoun to George 4th e. Huntly 
his hairs sale his heirs sale 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms; given for grant of lands 
of the mains of Cluny and mill; in perpetuity. 

GO 44,13.7.1 S; Spalding Mliscellav. iv, 203-4 (partly 
printed). 

32 1541,31 July. Aberdeen 
Sohn Leslie of Syde, as and h. of to Georgs 4th .. Huntly 
William Leslie of Balquhain 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of o nrent in standard terms; allegiance to Rothes 
excepted; given for 400 marks and other gratitude.; for 
life. 

GD 44 13.8.19; Scalding Miscellany. iv, 205 (partly 
printed). 

33 1543,27 Maarch. Edinburgh 
willtaw lord Saltoun of Rothismay to George 4th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and adherents 

bond of manrant in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 13.7.18; SSoaldino Nlisas lanv. iv, 206"7 (partly 
printed). 

34 1543,2 May. Inverness 
Clanchattan. twenty-one names to George 4th S. Huntly 

bond promising that if their chief gives up his bond of 
msnrent for himself and them which he had promised to give 
to Huntly (see Gordon 38), they will renounce him and 
continue to serve Huntly. 

GO 44,13.9.24 ding Its any, ivy 260 (partly 
printed). 
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35 1543,2 May. Inverness 
Hugh lord Fraser of Lovat to George 4th e. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 13.?. 17; Scalding Misasllanyp iv, 207 (partly 
printed). 

36 15439 3 May. Inverness 
Evin Alanson, captain of Clancameron to George 4th as Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 13.8.23; Saaldino Miscellany, ivy 208 (partly 
printed). 

37 1543,10 May. Huntly 
John Allardice of that ilk to George 4th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for certain 
gratitudeaj for life. 

GD 44 13.8.20; Sgalddiino Miscellanys ivy 208-9 (partly 
printed). 

38 1543,12 May. Huntly 
William Mackintosh, as and h. to late to Georgs 4th e. Huntly 
tauchian Mackintosh of Cunnachten,, his heirs earls of Huntly 
captain of Clanchattan 
his kin of Clanchattan, friends and 
servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for certain lands 
in fee and bond of maintenance; for life. 

GD 44 13.8.24; Soaldino Miscellany, ivy 209-10 (partly 
printed). 

39 1544,4 January. Forrsa 
Alexander Dunbar of Cemnock to George 4th s. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard termsl given for 700 marks and 
bond of maintenancni for life. 

GO 44 13.8.211 SoaldinQ (lisceliany, iv, 211 (partly 

printed). 

40 1544,19 June. Huntly 
James Forbes of Corsindeve 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; 
excepted; given for liferent of 1 
and other gratitudea; for life. 

GD 44 13.8.26; Soaldino Mist 
printed). 

to George 4th e. Huntly 
his heirs 
service to his 'forfsftouris' 

ends of Inver, IMonymusk, 

gllmnY, iv, 214 (partly 

41 (1544), 26 8 December. Elgin 
John s. Atholl, John e. Sutherland to George 4th e. Huntly, 
and thirty five lairds lieutenant of the north 

bond promising service to Huntly because of troubles in 
the north; includes promise to punish wrong-doers or deliver 
them to Huntly and deputies, even if they are kinsmen or 
servants; given because of Huntly's good lordship. 

GO 44 13.8.25; Spalding Niscejl. any, iv, 212-3. 
26. Date given in Scalding Ptiscellanys document torn here. 
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42 1546,8 May. Elgin 
James Grant of freuchy to George 4th e. Huntly 
his s. and h. John 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of nanrent in standard terms; given for liferent of 
six davache of lands of Strathoun and bailliery of lordship 
of Strathoun, Huntly having two 'bullis of kye' fed on the 
lands and two parts of the escheat of court as his father 
had, and the house of Drummin always being open to him and 
his heirs; for life. 

GO 44 13.7.19; Soaldino Miscellany, ivy 214-5 (partly 
printed). 

43 1547,27 February. Inverness 
George 4th ". Huntly 
Ewin Macdonald, captain of Clrncacaron 
Ewin's kin, clan and friends 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms; for 
life. 

GO 44 13.9.25; 5oaldin4 Niscg any. iv, 218-9 (partly 
printed). 

44 1549, (no day, month or place) 
3ohn Forbes of Brim to Georgs 4th ". Huntly 
3ohn Forbes of towia 

bond of mann. nt in standard terms; for their lives. 
GD 44 13.8.27; Soaldirio M scellany. iv, 219 (partly 
printed). 

45 1550,28 3un". Huntly 
Robert Munro of Foulis to George 4th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance and t40 per annum; for life. 

GO 44 13.8.28; Saaldino Miscue, iv, 220 (partly 
printed). 

46 1552,26 September. Huntly 
George 4th e. Huntly 
Arthur Forbes of Balfour 
their heirs 
Arthurs kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and eanrent in standard terms; 
Huntly to give Arthur a davach of land in lordship of 
Ponyausk and L401 Arthur not to be compelled to assist 
Huntly against lord Forbes; for life. 

GD 44 13.8.29; SoadL(? a Miscall nv, iv, 220-2 (partly 
printed; wrongly dated 25 September). 
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47 1553,11 September. Ruthven of Badenoch 
George 4th s. Huntly; 
John Muuideartach, captain of Clanranald, 
and son Alan 
their kin, friends and allies 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; Huntly 
forgives John and Alan their past offences; John and Alan 
to do their best to bring to Huntly Donald Gore and other 
captains and chiefs of the north isles, to pass to the 
governor and council; for life. 

GD 44,13.7.21; SpaldinoMiscellany. iv, 222.3 (partly 
printed). 

4B 1554,1 May. Edinburgh 
George Meldt'um of Fyvy to George 4th as Hurtly 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
GO 44 13.8.301 Spalding Miscellany, iv, 223 (partly 
printed). 

49 1554,1 May. Edinburgh 
George 4th s. Huntly 
Duncan f orbes of Ihonymuak 
Huntly's heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; lease 
of lands to Duncan for nineteen years; contract for nineteen 
years. 

Go 44 13.8.31; Sggldin9Mlocalanv. iv, 224 (partly 
printed). 

50 1560,27 3uly. Huntly 
George 4th e. Huntly 
Alexander Irvine of 8elty 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; 
allegiance to Irvin" of Drum excepted by Irvine. 

GD 44 13.8.32# Scalding flied, iv, 224-5 (partly 
printed;. wrongly dated 26 3ulr . 

51 1568,27 June. Huntly 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunnachten, to George 5th s. Huntly 
captain of Clanchattan his heirs earls of Huntly 
his heirs 
his kin of Clanchattsn, friends 
and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; includes reservation that 
if any of his kin and friends will not join in Huntlyle 
service, it should not be prejudicial to him or his heirs; 
given for certain lands and bond of maintenance; in 
perpetuity. 27 

GD Al 13.7.22; SDaldina Miscellany. ivy 225.6 (partly 
printed). 

27, Both follow on a contract agreeing that bonds should be in 
settling their differences and restoring friendships SRO, 
Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/90. 
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52 1568,27 June. Huntly 
Lauchian Mackintosh of Dunnachten by George 5th s. Huntly 
his heirs his heirs 
his kin, friends and servants his kin, friends and servants 
assisting his in Huntly's service 

bond of maintenance in st dard termaj given for bond of 
wanrsntl in perpetuity. 27 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments,, GO 176/89. 

53 1569,17 OCtobor. Huntly 
Andrew Maldrum of Darley to George 5th e. Muntly 
his heirs mle his heirs earls of Huntly 
his friends and servants 

bond of manrsnnt in standard terms; given for certain lands 
to Maldrum and his wife Catherine Gordon, and for bond of 
maintenance; in perpetuity. 

GD 44 13.8.34; Scalding Miscellany, iv, 227 (partly 
printed). 

54 1569,29 NoVoib"r. Elgin 
Sohn Grant of Frwahy to Georgs 5th s. Huntly 
his kin� friends and servants 

bond of manront in general terms. 
GO 44 13.80111 Eildino Miscellany, iv, 195 (partly 
printeds wrongly dated 1509). 

55 1570,26 July. Ab. rdsw 
George 5th as Huntly 
Hugh lard Fraser of Lovat 
Hugh's kin and friends 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; Huntly 
will attempt to persuade the abbot of Kinloss to feu to 
Fraser the lands and mains of Bsauly with the salmon fishing.; 
if he refuses, will aid Fraser against hin. 

GO 44 13. $. 351 Soa ino Miscellany, iv, 227.8 (partly 
printed). 

56 1570,31 July. Aberdeen 
Y Mackay of for to Georgs 5th s. Huntly 
his hairs his heirs earls of Huntly 
his kin, friends and adherents 

bond of sanrent in standard terms; includes promise that 
at entry of his heirs to lands of Strathnaver and Far, hold 
of Huntly, they will come to Huntly or heirs, # and give oaths 
of fidelity, service and homage; in perpetuity. 

GQ 44 13.7.21; Soaldino Miacaalany. iv, 228-9 (partly 
printed). 

27% Both follow on a contract agreeing that bonds should be in 
settling their differences and restoring friendships SRO, 
Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/90. 
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57 15$5,2 October. Inverness 
George 6th s. Huntly 
Robert Munro of roulis 
Huntly's heirs 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of maintenance and manrent In general twins. 
GD 4A 13.8.38; So ldino ! Miscellany, iv, 232 (partly 
printed). 

58 1585, - October. Inverness 
George 6th a. Huntly 
Donald MacAngus of Glengarry 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance and manrent in general terms. 
GO 44 13.7.27; Scalding w lang. iv, 232-3 (partly 
printed). 

59 1585, - and 4 November. Aberdeen and -- 
George 6th s. Hta tly 
Colin Mackenzie of Kintail 
Huntly's heirs 
Mackenzie's kin, friends and partakers 

bond of maintenance and manrent in standard tarsal Huntly 
excepts his own kin and friends, it controversy arises 
between them and Mackenzie, when he will use the Imissour off' 
equalite'. 

GD 44 13.6.37; Scalding Miscollanv. iv, 231-2 (partly 
printed). 

60 1585,4 and - November. Aberdeen and 
George 6th s. Huntly 
Torqual Macleod, fier of Lewis and a, and h. John 
their heirs 

bond of *aintenancs and sanrent in standard teraat H ntly 
excepts those who are already in his meintenancsj it 
controversy arises, he will be an equal caster to then. 

GO 44 13.7.25 aldino Miscellany. iv, 230-1 (partly 
printed). 

61 1585,1e osc.. b. t. 
Alastair Mscgrsgor of Glenstray, with to Georgs 6th s. Huntly 
advice of his uncle and tutor Ewing his kin and friends 
and Erin for his own part 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrsnt in general terms. 
GD 44 13. $. 40j 3oaaldino Plisc lang. iv, 233-1 (partly 
printed). 

62 1585,22 Dacobar. Blair 
George Drummond of Blair to George 6th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and allies 

bond of manrant in general terms; given for bond of 
maintenance. 

GO 44 13.7.26; Aaldino Miscellany . iv, 234 (partly 
printed). 
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63 1586,6 n. rch. Elgin 
Donald Robertson, heir of Struan, to George 6th a. Huntly 
brother of William Robertson of Struan 
his heirs 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrent in general terms includes promise to 
assist in the defence of laird and house of Menzies of 
Wei given for good deeds, including procuring from 
James Menzies of that ilk all right and title to Struan, 
and for bond of maintenance; in all time coming. 

CD 44 13.0.39; &uldingl any. iv, 235-6 (partly 
printed). 

64 1586,28 March. Elgin 
James Dunbar of Cumnock, sheriff to Georgs 6th s. Huntly 
of Moray 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of wanrent in standard terms. 
GO 44 13.7.29 JUldinc Miscellany, iv, 238 (partly 
printed). 

65 1586,20 May. Elgin 
Donald Gore of Sleat to Georgs 6th ". Huntly 
his king friends and servants 

bond of nanrsnt in general terms; given for bond of 
maintenanos; for life. 

G© 44 13.9.25 gosld Mist lane. iv, 236 (partly 
printed). 

66 9586, -- Elgin 
Sohn Grant of /rwchy to George 6th as Huntly 
his kin, friends and adherents 

bond of venrent in standard terms. 
Go . 44 13.9.31 Simldino F'Uscsllanv, ivt 236.7 (partly 

printed). 

67 1586,31 3uly. Elgin 
Sohn Grant of Frsuchy by George 6th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and adherents his heirs 

bond of maintenance in general term.. 
Fraser, &t iii, 165. 

68 1586,29 October. Bog a' Gight 
George 6th a. Huntly 
Kenneth Mackenzie of Kintail 
their kin and friends 

bond of maintenance and eminent in general urea; Huntly 
excepts his own kin and friends, if controversy arias., 
when he will use a measure of equality. 

Go 44 13.7.28 Safildino Mi_ellany. iv, 234.5 (partly 
printed). 
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69 1597,19 April. Perth 
Archibald Campbell of Locfnall to Georgs 6th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of . anrsnt in general terms; allegiance to Argyll 
excepted; given for bond of maintenance. 

GO 44 13.9.4; Scalding Miscellany, ivy 238-9 (partly 
printed). 

70 15879 25 September. (no place) 
George Rattray of Craighall to George 6th a. Huntly 
his bairns, kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrent in standard tsrmsl given for bond of 
naintanance. 

GO 44 13.7.311 S no Misc. , ivy 239. 

71 1588,1 June. Aberdeen 
Gilbert Menzies of Pitfodells, to George 6th s. Huntly 
provost of Aberdeen 
his brother Thomas Menzies of Durne 
their sons, kin and friends 

bond of menrent in standard terms; for their lives. 
GO 44 13.7.33; Spalding Miscell y, iv, 240 (partly printed). 

72 1588,9 June. Perth 
George Menzies of Pitfodells, by George 6th s. Huntly 
provost of Aberdeen 
his brother Thomas Menzies of Durne 

bond of maintenance in general terms; given provided 
Menzies remit to Huntly's decision all troubles between 
them and his kin; for life* 

aberdown-81nff Illw atione, iii, 279-80. 

73 1588,10 December. Perth 
Duncan Campbell of Glenorchy by George 6th s. Huntly 

band, presumably of maintenance (see Gordon 75) 
Tavwovlth Book, 244 (mentioned; described as bond of 
friendship and assistance, which seems unlikely). 

74 1588,10 December. Edinburgh 
Alexander Menzies of that ilk to George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of ainrent in standard terms. 
GO 44 13.7.32; Soa, aldino Miscellany. ivy 241-2 (partly 

printed). 

75 1588,10 December. Edinburgh 
Alexander Menzies of that ilk by George 6th s. Huntly 
his friends 

bond of maintenance in standard terms. 
SRO, Breadalbans Muniments, GO 112/24/1 (1538-1589). 

76 1589,6 February. Holyroodhousa 
William Scott of Abbotshall to George 6th a. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants, and 
especially tenants in Strathsrdill and 
Glanshss 

bond of manrsnt in standard terasl given for bond of 
maintenance. 

GD 44 13,9961 ldScadin Misasý. iv, 242 (partly 

printed). 
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77 1589,1 March. Dunforwiin" 
James Boston,, tier of Malgund to George 6th ". Huntly 

bond of manrent in standard tarma3 allegiance to Crawford 
excepted; in all time hereafter. 

GO 44 1399.5; Spalding Miscellany, ivy 242-3 (wrongly 
dated 17 March). 

78 1589,13 November. Elgin 
Lauohlan Mackintosh of Dunnechtsn to Georgs 6th a. Huntly 
his heirs 
his kin, friends and dependents 

bond of manront in general terms; promise to make no other 
agreement prejudicial to Huntly. 

GD 44 13.9.7; jg dino Miscellany, iv, 243 (partly 
printed). 

79 15891,18 Ds"embsr. Bog o' Bight to George ith e. Huntly 
Robert Innas of Invermarky 
his kin, friends and dependants 

bond of manrsnt in general terms. 
GO 44 13.9.28; Scal na Aliscellanyp iv, 244 (partly 
printed). 

80 1590,18 December. Edinburgh 
George 6th a. Huntly 
Alexander lord of Spynie 
Huntly's heirs 

bond of maintenance and manrent in general terms; Huntly 
gives to Alexander any right of title to any part of the 
bishopric of Moray; in time coming. 

GD 44 13.7.34; SSoaldino Miscsllanv, iv, 244-5 (partly 

printed). 

81 1591,5 March. Huntly 
Alan Cameron of loohial to George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of manrent in general terms; assistance especially in 
'trublis latlis movit' with Mackintosh of Dunnachten and Grant 

of frouchy$ given for gratitudea, and because Huntly has 

promised never to receive Mackintosh and Grant into his favour 

until Alan also receives satisfaction from them. 
GD 44 13.9.91 Saldino Miscellany, iv, 245 (partly 
printed). 

82 1591,16 May. Huntly 
Clanfarsons tan Macpherson@ to George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of manrent in general terms; for their lives. 
GD 44 13.9.101 Spalding M iacallany iv, 246 (partly 
printed). 

83 1591,22 November. iorros 
John Sutherland of Duffu" to George 6th ". Huntly 
Patrick Dunbar of Blair his kin, friends and 
and five others dependants 

bond of wanrant in general term.; assistance to Huntly 
especially in his feud with the earl of Moray; given for 

maintenance. One grantor, John Hay of Lowry, excepts allagianca 
to Erroll his chief (not sheriff, as in Soal, d i_no M )" 

GD 44 13.7.35; Spald, 
_ 

inQ MisceJlanr" iv" 246.9 (partly 

printed). 
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84 1592,16 Marsh. Blackness 
Humphrey Colquhoun of Luss to Georgs 6th s. Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of eanrant in standard terms; given for favour and bond 
of maintsnana, / at all times hereafter. 

GO 44 13.79361 Soaldi p I'Uacsl env, iv, 247 (partly 
printed). 

83 1592,11 dun.. Huntly 
Alan Cameron of Lochiel to George 6th s Huntly 
Alastair Macransld of Glangarry 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of eanrent in genoral terms; allegiance to those to 
whom they have particular bonds excepted; given because 
they are bound to the service and honour of Huntly, and are 
careful of the preferment and furtherance thereof; for life. 

GO to 13.9.11; Soalgino Miscellany, ivy 248 (partly 
printed). 

86 1597,17 October. Ruthvsn in Badannoch 
George 6th ". Huntly 
ism" Mackintosh of Gask 
his sons Lauchlan and William 
Mackintoshes' heirs 
Mackintoshes' friends and servants 

conts4ct of maintenance and manrantc Huntly forgives all past 
offence; Mackintoshes promise to enter In no other service 
without Huntly's advice and license. 

GO 44 13.9.13; 5gsld1ncMiscellany. ivy 249-50 (partly 
printed). 

87 1598,19 3v1y. Inverness. 
Simon lord Fraser of Lovat to George 6th a. Huntly 
his heirs 

bond of eanrent in standard terwst given for sundry weighty 
causes, aspscislly for the duty, blood and consanguinity he 
has with Huntly; in time to come. 

GO 44 13.7.33; JR&Idina 11isiv, 241 (partly 
printed; wrongly dated 1588). 

88 1600,11 August. Elgin 
Patrick Dunbar of Consii to George lot marquis(6th ". ) 
his heirs of Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants his heirs marquesses of Huntly 

bond of isanrsnt in standard terms. 
GD 44 13.9.141 Scaldno ttsasllan_, iv, 251-2 (partly 
printed). 

89 1600,11 August. Elgin 
Robert Tulloc of Tsnnaquhsto to Georgs ist marquis of 
his heirs Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants his heirs marquesses of Huntiy 

band of sanrsnt in standard terms. 
GD 44 13.7.37; Solldino Miscellany, iv, 281 (partly 
printed). 
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90 1600,14 Sopt. uber. Torbert 
Alexander Dunbar, so and h. of to Georgs lot marquis of 
3asss Dunbar of Torbert Huntly, his kin and friends 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; given for favour and 
goodwill from Huntly; for life. 

GO 44 134071 So aldino sc lany. iv, 252 (partly 
printed). 

91 160D, 18 September. (no place) 
George lot marquis of Huntly; 
Angus Williamson of Tsraiit 
his a. and h. Lauchlan and sons Sohn and Alexander 
his friends, dependents and servants 

contracts manrent in general terms; Angus reserves right that 
he alone may accompany Moray; Huntly forgives all past 
offence., especially in the late troubles between him and 
Mackintosh of Ounnachten, Angus' chief. 

GO 44 13.7.38; Spalding Miscellany. ivy 253-4 (partly 
printed). 

92 1603,6 September. Nog 0l Gight 
George lot marquis of Huntly 
John Dunbar of Moynss 

bond of maintenance and . anr. nt in standard tormal Dunbar 
bound because of long dependence# without break, of his 
predecessors an house of Huntly; for life. 

CD 44 13.7.391 Scalding i cs lanv. ivy 255.6 (partly 
printed). 

93 1603,6 StptMabst. Bog o'Gight 
George tat marquis of Huntly 
James Dunbar of tirbsrt 

bond of maintenance and aanrsnt in standard tsrma; Dunbar 
bound because of long dspandancs, without break,, of his 
predecessors an house of Huntly; for life. 

GD 44 13.7.40; Saaldino Miscellany, iv, 256.7 (partly 
printed). 

94 1604,31 January. Edinburgh 
George let marquis of Huntly 
Robert Robertson of Strum 
his kin, friends and partakers 

bond of maintenance and manrant in standard terms. 
CD 44 13.9.18; Soaldino Miscellanyg iv, 254 (partly 
printed). 

95 1604,21 March. Huntly 
John Leslie of Balquhain to George lot marquis of Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrent in standard terms; given because of long 
dependence by his predecessors on house of Huntly, giving 
bonds of aanrent and service, and wishing this to continue for 
the great good will he bears to Huntly; for life. 

GD 44 13.9.19; Soaldi nQ Miscellany iv, 255 (partly 
printed). 
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96 1609,13 May. Stirling 
John Leslie of Wardsa to George lot marquis of Huntly 
his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in general terms; given for favour by Huntly 
and maintenance; in perpetuity. 

GO 44 13.9.20; Spalding Miscellany, iv, 257 (partly 
printed). 

LOST 8_ DNDS 

9? 1463, (13 January) 
burgh of Aberdeen by Alexander lot a. Huntly 

bond of maint. nano.. 
Gordon 3. 

98 1470, (10 Apsl1) 
Georgs lard Gordon 
Alexander Saton 

bonds of lordship and manrsnt, referred to as already given in 
indenture concerning lands of Giles Hay which Gordon promises 
to help Seton recover. 

HIC. Twelfth Recort, Appendix, part VI II, 89. 

99 1476, (23 September) 
Lauchlan Mackintosh an Banaquhar to Georg. 2nd s. Huntly 
his hairs 

bond of sanrsnt in perpetuity, as agreed in indenture by which 
Huntly gives Lauchian the marriage of the heirs of baron 
Maeknsnan and ward of his lands. 

GO Mº 13.7.3; Soaldinc saallang, ivy 183-4 (partly 
printed). 

100 14$3, (16 September) 
Sohn Grant, grandson and hair of to George 2nd a. Huntiy 
Duncan the Grant 

manrent for lit., referred to in Huntly's bond giving Grant 
the lands of Kinrara and others. 

Fraser, Grant iii, 34.5. 

101 1484, (29 November) 
William Keith of Ythan to George 2nd ". Huntly28 

wsnrrnt, referral to in Keith's bond of Mrnrent to Erroll. 
Erroll 4. 

102 1491, (8 S. pt. mb. r) 
Alexander Innas of Aberchirdsr to Georg. 2nd ". Huntly 

wsnrwnt, rs erred to in Inns*' bond of gent to the master 
of ºbntlr. T 

Gordon 13. 

28. References to allegiance excepted to other lords are not normally 
included in this section, because they do not certainly rotor to bonds 
of manrent. But these two references are quite specific. 
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103 1507, (14 February) 
William Scott of 8clwcari" 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 19. 

104 1509, (14 F. bruary) 
William Robertson of Struen 

bond of maintenance 
Gordon 21. 

105 1511, (25 Suns) 
Thomas Duncsnson, s, and ho of 
Duncan Thomson of Auahinhsmpris 

bond of maintsnwose 
Gordon 23. 

Loste 

by Alexander 3rd ". Huntly 

by Alexander 3rd a. Huntly 

by Alexander 3rd ". Huntly 

106 1536, (10 December) 
George 4th a. Huntly 
Hector Maclean of Duart 

indenture by which parties promise to give bonds of maintenance 
and manrent, and Huntly promises to give Hector land in 
Lochaber in fee 'gyf it pleas the kyngia grace'. 

GD 44 13.7.12; Spading Miscellany, iv, 200 (partly 
printed). 

107 1543, (12 May) 
William Mackintosh, captain of by George 4th e. Huntly 
Clanchattan 

bond of maintenance* 
Gordon 38. 

108 1544, (4 3anuasy) 
Alexander Dunbar of Cuanock by George 4th ". Huntly 

bond of maintenance to Dunbar, his kin, friends and savants, 
Gordon 39. 

109 1545, (25 March) 
George 4th a. Huntly 
Janes Grant of Frsuohy, 
William Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn 
John Mackenzie of Kintail 
Alexander Ross of 8alnagorn 
Robert Munro of Foulis 

contract by which Mackenzie, Rose and Munro promise to help 
Handy to recover the tacks and earldom of Rosa; refers to 
bonds of manrant to be made by Mackenzie and his son John, 
and to bonds of maintenance given by the earl to Rose and Munro. 

Fraser, Grant His, 93-4. 

110 1549 (no day, month or place) 
Alexander lord Hums to Georgs 4th s. Huntly 

bond promising to renew his father's bond of manrsnt when 
Huntly shows it to his, because Huntly has given precept of 
Basins of the lands and lordship of Gordon in Berwickshire, 
hold by his predecessors of Huntly. 

GD 44 12.7.19. 
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111 1650, (28 3Lm. ) 
Robert Munro of foulis by George 4th s. Huntly 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 45. 

112 1552, (25 June) 
Georgs 4th 6. Huntly 
Sahn 11th s. Sutherland 

perpetual bonds of maintenance and manrent, conform to 
agreement to and discord between them, and by which Huntly 
discharges Sutherland of rents of Elgin and Forrsa owed 
since Huntly got earldom of Moray, and promises to lease 
earldom to Sutherland for £800 per annum. 

Fraser, Sutherland . 111,110-4, 

113 1569, (17 October) 
Andrew Meldrum of Darley by George 5th e. Iiuntly 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 53. 

114 1565, (22 December) 
George Drummond of Blair by George 6th o. Huntly 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 62. 

115 before 1586 
Georgs 6th a. Huntly 
James Menzies of that ilk 

heads of agreement by which James submits the decision of 
Huntly his claim to lands of Struanj parties to be bound 
in manrent and maintenance. 

HIS. Sixth Radort, Appendix, 705 (wrongly dated 
31 August 1518; by 1586 Huntly had procured from 
isms, now dead, the right and title to Struan which 
he gave to Robertson and his heirs. see Gordon 63). 

116 1586, (6 March) 
Donald Robertson of Struan by George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 63. 

11? 1586, (20 May) 
Donald Gora of Slagt by George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 65. 

118 1587, (19 April) 
Alexander Caapbsll of lochnsll by Georgs 6th s. Huntly 

bond of maintsnsnC" to Campbell, his kin and friends. 
Gordon 69. 

119 1587, (25 September) 
George Rattray of Craighall by George 6th a. Huntly 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 70. 
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120 1589, (6 February) 
William Scott of Abbotelal2 

bond of maintenance. 
Gordon 76. 

121 1591, (22 November) 
John Sutherland of Outfus 
and six others 

maintenance. 
Gordon 83. 

122 1592, (16 March) 
Humphrey Caiquhoun of Luse 

bond of maintenanCO. 
Gordon 84. 

123 1609, (13 May) 
John Leslie of Wards 

maintenanc.. 
Gordon 96. 

LOST-00_, N_OS 

by George 6th S. Huntiy 

by George 6th ". Huntly 

by George 6th a. Huntly 

by George lot s4arquis of Huntly 

For other bonds of the earls of Huntly, seat 
Contracts of friendship 2,12,20,24,38,40,41,49,70,85,901 
Political bonds 7,10,15,19,20,22,23,24,33. 

GRANT P FRWCHY 

1 1585,21 larch. Grmdal" 

IMANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

principal men of Clan Grants to John Grant of frsuohy 
twenty-seven names 

bond of ssnrent in general terms; given in reply to Grant's 
letter saying that he was sick and asking his kinsmen it they 
found fault with him; 29 grantors lamented his illness and 
assured him they found no fault. 

Fraser, Grant iii, 157-8. 

2 1587,18 November. 8allacastell 
John Grant, heir to Carron to John Grant of frsuchy 
his heirs his hairs 

bond of . anrent in general terms; given because frsuchy 

will enter him into town and lands of Culquhoch, 6anffshira, 

and for maintenance. 
Fraser, Grant, iii, 165-6. 

29. The latter is in Fraser, Grant, iii, 158. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1889,30 June. Ball castsll 
Sohn Grant of Frsuchy 
Alan Caasron of lochisl 
Alan's kin and friends 

bond of mintanancs 
allegiance to Huntly 

Fraser, i, 

4 1592,20 June. Abernethy 

and manrent in general terms; 
excepted by Alan. 

iii, 170. 

John Grant of Frsuahy 
3ohn dubh Macgregor, brother of Alastair Macgregor of Glanstray 
Grant's heirs 
Macgregor's kin and friends 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general tarsal 
allegiance to Huntly excepted by Grant, to Argyll by 
Macgregor; given for good dead. and kindness between 
their predecessors; for all time coming. 

Fraser, G=t , iii, 183-4. 

LOST BONDS 

5 1535, (1 August) 
3aas Grant of Freuchy 
3chn Grant of Ballindalloch 

Indenture in which Fre chyº promises to intett John heritably 
in lands of Ballindallochj when that happens, they will give 
bonds of maintenance and manrsnt. 

Fraser, Grant Ali, 78-80. 

6 1569, (23 February) 
Patrick Grant of Ballindalloch to John Grant of Freuchy 

bond promising that he and his heirs will give bonds of 
manrent to Freuchy and heirs on entry to lands, Freuchy 
and heirs giving bonds of maintenance. 

Fres. r, Grant. iii, 135-6. 

7 1571, (17 Novesiber) 
Sohn Grant of Freuchy 
Angus Macslastair of Glengarry 
their hairs 

perpetual bonds of maintenance and aanrent to be given, 
as agreed in their marriage contract concerning marriage 
of Freuchy's daughter Helen to Angus' son Donald. 

Fraser, Grrantt, iii, 143-9. 

" 1587, (18 November) 
Sohn Grant, heir to Carron by John Grant of Frsuchy 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Grant 2. 
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LOST BONDS 

9 189TH (28 April) 
John Grant of Frsuchy 
Donald MacAngus of Glengarry 
their heirs 
Donald's kin and friends 

contract agreeing that by 12 May next they will make a 
contract of maintenance and aanrant, in standard terms, in 
perpetuity; any actions between them to be referred to 
arbiters; given for 'quid ardour and frstndschips, mutwll 
luif and kyndnes'. 

Fraser, Grant, iii, 189.92. 

For other bonds of the Grants of Freuchy, sent 
Gordon 41,42,54,66,671 Moray 2; Ogilvy of that ilk; 
Contracts of friendship 11,47,61,62,92,93; 
Political bonds 7,22,24,32,33. 

GRAY Or KI f AUNS 

MAN RENT AND MAINTENANCE 

I 1511,23 3uly. Edinburgh 
Alexander Strathaquhin of Balmadis to Andrew lord Gray 

bond of aanrsnt in standard termej excepts service owed to 
the laird of Kallie and his son William Auchtsrloniei for 
life. 

Gray of Kinfaune Munimanta, Darnaway, vol. II no. 3. 

2 1517,22 February. Edinburgh 
Alexander Strathaquhin of Caraaila to Patrick lord Gray 

bond of asnrent in general terms; allegiance to lord 
Gosria excepted; for life. 

Gray of Kinfauns Muniments, Darnaway, vol. 11 no. 3. 

for other bonds of the lords Gray, sees 
Argyll 311 Archbialwp$ of St. Andrews. Beaton 21 
Contracts of friendship 10,46,81; Political bonds 33. 
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1 14899 13 Sapt. Rbar. Hamilton 
Sohn Somerville of Quothquhan by dames lord Hamilton 

Alexander Hume 
bond of maintenance in general terms; given for service; 
for life. 30 Somerville, Montle of the Somervillea, i, 300-1, 

2 1515,18 3uly. Edinbrugh 
William Wallace of Cra9y to James lot s. Arran 
his kin and friends 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

3 1521,19 January. Edinburgh 
burgh of Edinburgh to James lot e. Arran 

bond of manrent in general terms; especially promise to 

refuse entry to Angus and his adherents While Arran is in 
Edinburgh, until they have made peaoe. 

31 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

4 1521,20 January. Edinburgh 
burgh of Edinburgh by James lot s. Arran 

his king friends and servants 
bond of maintenance in general terms; especially 
defend provost and burgh against any who invade unjustlyl 
given for unify and concord to be kept between theml in 
time coming. 

min City Charters, 204.5. 

5 1527,18 October. Glasgow 
Robert Stewart of Minto, provost of to Jams. lot a. Arten 
Glasgow 

bond of manrent in standard terms; allegiance to archbishop 

of Glasgow excepted; to last while he is provost. 
Hamilton Munixanta, box 102. 

6 1528,1 January. 
Alan Stawart of Craighall to James Ist a. Arran 

bond of eanrent in standard tares{ for tan years. 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

7 1528,4 July. Edfnburgh 
Walter Scott of eranxholI to Jamq lot a. Arran 

bond of errant in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintanancel for life. 

Hamilton Munimenta, box 102. 

30. This is a very unreliable work; but unlike the bond given by the 

author as a bond of ewnrant of 1281 (see above, p. 42, no. 17), this 
bond could be genuine, and is therefore included here. 

31. These bonds were made in the aftermath of #Cleanse the Causway', the 

street-fight between the Hamiltons and the Douglases in April 1320, and 

after a decade of rivalry between Arran and Angus for control of the 

burgh. 
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8 1535,23 3uly. Glankill 
Hinion Stawrt, sheriff of Buts to Samos 2nd s. Arran 
his a. and h. James, and 
his seven other sons 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of sanrent in standard terms. 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

9 1543,2 June. Edinburgh 
Hugh Campbell of Loudoun, sheriff to James 2nd s. Arran, 
of Ayr governor 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; given because Arran has 
leased to him the tsind shares of Dundonald and Crosbis in 
yearly fee, and for other gratitudas; for life. 

Hamilton Munim. nta, box 102. 

10 1544,2 August. Linlithgow 
Neil Montgomery of Langahaw to James 2nd s. Arran, 

governor 
bond of manrent in standard terms; given for maintenance; 
for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 11)2. 

11 1544, --. Edinburgh 
John of Wamyss of that ilk to Janes 2nd a. Arran, 
his kin, friends and servants governor 

bond of manrent in general termsl given for great pleasures 
and for the gift of relief of his land and the non entry 
of one part of it$ to last during the queen's minority. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

12 1545, (no day, month at place) 
3*mws Ksnn. dy of Blalrquhan to 3amea 2nd a. Arran, 

governor 
bond of manrent in standard terns; given for bond of 
mintsnancs and sundry gratitudsa; for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

13 1545, (no day, month or'place) 
Thomas Maclellan of Bambis to Jams. 2nd s. Arran, 

governor 
bond of manrant in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance and sundry gratitudssi for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

14 1546,11 January. Linlithgow 
Robert 5th lord Maxwell to James 2nd e. Arran 
his kin, friends and servants governor 

bond of manrent in general terms service especially against 
England and rebels against queen and governor= given 
because Arran has bean a good Bastar,, and for gratitudeg and 
good dads. 

Hamilton Ihunimants, box 102. 
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15 15469 24 3anuasy Cdlnöur i 
Patrick 3rd s. Bothwll to 32wrs 2nd s. Arrant 

governor 
bond of snssnt In Standard term.. for maintenance and 
sundry prstitudOs to last while Arten is governor. 

Hamilton Muntw nts, box 102. 

16 1546,10 Aprtl" Linlithgow 
George ? th s. Erroll to 3omss 2nd s. Arran, 

governor 
bond of pnssnt in standard tsrssl given because Erroll's 
son Andrer has received now infettasnt of the Erroll lsndsl, 
and for sundry other gtstitudss; for lit.. 

Neidton Muniments, box 102. 

17 1546,19 Mpwt. Edinburgh 
William 6th e. Glencmirn to 2ewss 2nd o. Arran* 
his kin, friends and servants governor 

bond of nnrent in standard termel for life* 
Hamilton P%unimsnte* box 1G2. 

16 1546,22 Mpwt. Edlnbuzgh 
Arc+ibaid 6th s" Angus to asses 2nd s. Aran, 
George Douglas of Pittendrsioh governor 
3ewss Douglas of Dru. lonri9 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of .. nowt in standard teems; given because Arran has 
been good and true to thew; to lo st during the queen's 
minority, after which an equal bond to be wade between thew. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102, 

19 1549,13 Larch. Edinburgh 
Robert lord Boyd of Kilmarnock to 3swas 2nd as Arran, 
his holes governor 
his kin, friends and servants his heirs 

bond of sunrent in standard terse; for bond of maintenance 
terms given; in perpetuity 

Hamilton Muniwsnta, box 102. 

20 1549,13 March. Edinburgh 
Robert lord end by Jass 2nd as Urton, qowsnos 
his heirs his heirs 

his kin, friends and servants 
bond of maintenance to standard tarsal includes promise to 
pay Boyd L40 per snn ; 32 given for bond of osnrsnt; in 
perpetuity. 

SR0, Boyd Popars, GO 8/141. 

32. The document is very faded hers, and only 'fawrtyI is legible; 
but L40 is stated in the indenture between Arran and Bord mole on 
12 Msroh 1549, by which they agreed to eeke bonds of rintwtinoa 
and menrxntt Hamilton Muniments, box 1021 SRO, Boyd Pests, Go 0/142. 
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BAM 
-b 

W 

RANRENT AND MAINTE` NANCE 

21 1549,18 November. Edinburgh 
James Hamilton of Crawford-John to James 2nd e. Arran, 
his heirs governor 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard termsg made on advice of his 
curators John archbishop of St. Andrews and William Hamilton 
of Sanquhar; given because Arran has discharged various sums 
of money owed by his father and now by him; in perpetuity. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

22 1551,22 April. Brodick 
Gillespie Maccairli" to 3amea d. Chatelherault, 
his kin, friends and household governor 

bond of manrent in standard termel especially promises to 
defend captain of Brodick; given for good will and favour; 
for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

23 1551,22 April. Brodick 
Angus tlacrannald to James d. Chatelhereult, 
his king friends and household governor 

bond of manrent in standard terms; especially promises to 
defend captain of Brodick; given for special favours; for 
life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

24 1551,18 November. Dumfries 
Robert 6th lord Maxwell to James d. Chatelherault, 
his kin, friends and servants governor 

band of manrant in standard terms; for life. 
Hamilton Pkaniments, box 102. 

25 (1551) 33 

Sohn and Duncan Mack. nnn in Sliddery 

bond of mantmnt in standard terms; 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

26 1552, (no day or month). Edinburgh 
James Ounbar of that ilk 
his a* and h. George 
their king friends and servants 

bond of menrent in standard terms; 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

27 1552,8 May. Linlithgow 

to James d. Chatt. hasault, 
governor 
for their lives. 

to James d. Chattlhorault, 
govornor 

in perpetuity. 

James Dundee of that ilk by Jams d* Chatelhersult, 
his s* and h. George governor 

his kin, friends and servants 
bond of maintenance in standard terms; given for bond of 
manrent; for life. 

SRO, Dundee of Dundee Papers, GO 75/349. 

33. These is no place-date given in this bond= a late endorsement has the 
data 1551. 
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28 1552,17 October. Linlithgow 
James Sandilands of Calder 
his s* and h. John 

bond of manrent in standard terms; 
maintenance and L40 per annum; for 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

29 1552, (no day, month or place). 

HAM T 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

to Jamsa d. Chatelherault, 
governor 
his heirs 

given for bond of 
life. 

Robert Bruce of Airth to James d. Chatslhersult, 
his a. and h. Alexander governor 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance; for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

30 (before April 1554) 
34 

Alastair MecOevid of Mennenore 

bond of msnrant in standard terms; 
Hsuiilton Muniments, box 102. 

31 15541,20 August. Brodick 
Donald Maccoup of Bonny Gorgon 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms] 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

32 1554,18 September, Brodick 
Sohn Makilgir in Kinioch 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms; 
Hamilton P9unimsnts, box 102. 

to James d. Chatelherault, 
governor 
for life. 

to 7srass d. Chatelhsrsult, 

for life. 

to James d. Chatelherault 

for life. 

33 1554,23 September. erodick 
John and Finlay Macbridan to James d. Chatelherault 

bond of asnrent in standard terms] for life. 
Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

34 1587,22 August. Biodick 
William Bannatyne younger of Corhouss to John lord Hamilton 
his men and servants 

bond of menrent in standard terms; given for favour and 
goodwill and dependence of his predecessors on house of 
Hamilton; for life. 

Hamilton Muniaentsp box 102. 

35 1587,22 August. Brodick 
lohn dubh Stewart of Kildonan to John lord Hamilton 
his friends and servants 

bond of gent in standard tens given for certain 
gratitude'; for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

34. The date 1554 is given in the endorsement, in what looks like a 
sixteenth century hand; and this is likely, in that the bond is 
written in the same hand, and in very similar terms, as the other three 
Isle of Arran bonder Hamilton 319 32 and 33. It is the only one which 
raters to Chatelhsrault as governor, and must therefore have been made 
before April, when he lost office. 
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ýMAMILTON 
MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

36 18919 18 March. Hamilton 
Robert Nisbet younger of Dalzial 
his heirs 

bond of nrtrent in general 
in perpetuity. 

to John lord Hamilton 
his heirs 

terms; given for grant of land; 

Hamilton Muniaw ts, box 102. 

37 1591,20 April 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig to John lord Hamilton 
his heirs his heirs male 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of oanrent in standard thane; especially promises to 
defend Isle of Arrant given because late d. Chatelharault 
had granted to Angus' father James the lands of Saddell, on 
condition that 2asas did not Invade the Isle of Arran; and 
for other gratitude.; in perpetuity. 

Hamilton Munimsnta, box 102. 

38 1591,10 August. Edinburgh 
David Crichton� fiat of Logton to John lord Hamilton 
his hairs his heirs 

bond of mnront in general terms; given for favour and good 
will shown to him and his predecessors by house of Hamilton, 
including heritable feu of lands of Lotharne, Stirlingshirt, 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

39 15911,25 5sptssbsr. Hamilton 
John dubh Macalastair Maarannald moir to John lord Hamilton 
his sons and foster-son Archibald, his heirs 
son of Macdonald of Dunivai9 

bond of usnrsnt in general tars.; promises assistance to 
the captain of Arran; for all tins. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

40 1593,28 June. 
William Rrldnim of Nloncoffer to Sohn lard Hamilton 
his mm and servants 

bond of aanrsnt in standard tormal giver for gratitude. p 
for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

41 1607,26 June. Hamilton 
Ronald l talastair, tutor of Loup to Baas 2nd marquis of 
his kin of Mocalastair Hamilton 

bond of menrant in genoral terms; promises to do no hurt to 
the Isis of Ar=an; given for gratitudas; for life. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 
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HAM T 

42 1528, (4 Jay) 
Walter Scott of Branxholme by James Ist s. Arran 

bond of maintenance 
Hamilton 7. 

43 1543 
James 2nd a. Arran 
James Hamilton 

bonds of maintenance and manrant. 
APS, ii, 439. 

44 1544, (2 August) 
Neil Montgomery of Langshaw by James 2nd a. Arran 

governor 
bond of maintenance. 

Hamilton 10* 

45 1545 
James Kennedy of B2airquhan by James 2nd e. Arran, 

governor 
bond of maintenance. 

Hamilton 12. 

46 1545 
Thomas Maclellan of Bombig by James 2nd e. Arran 

governor 
bond of maintenance. 

Hamilton 13. 

47 1546, (24 January) 
Petrick 3rd ". Bothwell by James 2nd e. Arran 

governor 
bond of maintenance, while Arran is governor. 

Hamilton 15. 

48 1552, (17 October) 
James Sandilands of Calder 
his a. and h. John 

bond of maintenance. 
Hamilton 28. 

49 1552 
Robert Bruce of Airth 
his s. and h. Alexander 

bond of maintenance. 
Hamilton 29. 

by James d. Chatelherault, 
governor 

by James d. Chatelherault, 
governor 

For other bonds of the earls of Arran, sees 
Contracts of friendship 169 23,45; 
Political bonds 39 4,11,12,33. 
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1 1501,3 ODcs bsr. Peebles 

HAY OF YESTER 

PIANRINT AND MAINTENANCE 

Thosws Dickson of Ormsston to John Hay of Snaid 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given for maintenance; 
in perpetuity. 

SRO, Yeatsr Writs, GO 28/251. 

2 1502,6 April. Peebles 
Walter Munter of Polaood 
his heirs 
his kin, friends and dependants 

band of wanrsnt in standard terms; 
 sintsnancs; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Ysstur Write, GO 28/254. 

3 1510,21 say. Naidp. tth 

to John lord Hay of Ysstsr 
his hairs 

given for bond of 

williew Vach of ©awick to lohn lord Hay of Ysatsr 
his kin and friends his kin and friends 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms; given for bond of 
aainten. nce; for life. 

SRO, Yeater Writs, GD 28/320. 

4 1511,15 January. Edinburgh 
William Cockburn of Schralling to Sohn lard May of Vaster 
his kin and friends 

bond of aanrent in standard tsrmsl given for bond of 
maintenance; for five years. 

SRO, Vaster Write, GD 28/321. 

5 1511,18 December. N. idpath 
Patrick Partuus of Hakehars to John lord Hay of Pester 

bond of errant in standard terns; service to his 
'forfeftouris' excepted; given for bond of maintenance; 
for life. 

SRO, Yaeter Write, GO 28/324. 

LOST_ UNDS 

6.10.1501,1502,1510,15111 bonds of maintenance to Dickson, Hunter, 
Dach, Cockburn and Postuuse 
Hay of Vaster 1,2,3,4,5. 

See also$ Political bonds 6,20,28. 
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4EP U; Jý Lf HAILLS 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1187,12 3une. Edinburgh 
William Cockburn of Schralling to Patrick Hepburn of Hailer 

bond of eanrent in standard termsl for life. 
Fraser, &XmloLvh, ii, 89-90. 

For other bonds of the Hspbarns, Earls of Bothwell from 1488, seat 
Royal Bonds 5 Hamilton 15; 
Contracts of friendship 120 40; Political bonds 70 9. 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1589,16 June. Dustsiss 
Robert Mskbrair of Aleigill by William lord Harries 

bond of Maintenance in standard terms; given for bond of 
eanpent; for life. 

SRO, Nwbattis Collection, GD 40 portfolio XI/53. 

LOST BONUS 

2 15899 bond of mnrent by Makbrairt Herries 1. 

Srs also, Political bonds 159 19,20. 

WE 

MANßENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 15161,18 May. Edinburgh 
Thomas Rutherford of that ilk to Alexander lord Hume 
Sohn Rutherford of Hundolee 
George Rutherford of Hunthill 
their kin and friends 

bond of aanrent in standard terns. 
Ht7C. Twelfth Reoort. Appendix, part VIII, 92. 

2 15289 10 3uly. H1n 
Ninian and David Armstrong to Georgs lord Hums 
their heirs his heirs 
kin, friends and dependents 

bond of aanrent in standard terns; allegiance to warden of 
the west Marches excepted; to last as long as they hold 
lands of Hums. 

Fraser, 8yccish_, ii, 154-5. 
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MA 

rtANR_ NT RNO MAINTENANCE n ýE 

3 1545, f October. Linlithgow 
George lord Hum and Alexander his son; 
John abbot of Jedburgh, 
Georg. Humme of Weddsrburn 
and eleven other Hums 

bond of maintenance and mmrant; includes reference to 
resisting the English; the abbot and other Humes further 
bind themselves to assist one another and do as 'brethren 
and kynnismen feithfull and true sucht'. 

HMC. Te fth Ricort. Appendix, part VIII, 94. 

4 1595,26 August. Canangats 
Alexander Hume of Mandereton to Alexander lord Hume 

bond of manrsnt; given because of affinity between them 
through marriage, and for renewal of his feu of lands of 
Mandatston. 

K MC. Twelfth Reoort. Appendix, part VIII0 170. 

For other bonds of the Htass, seal 
Gordon 10,12,30; Hamilton 1; 
Political bonds 9# 15,30# 32,33. 

INNES OF IH AT ILK 

P7ANRE T AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1481 9 17 3anuary 
Alexander Coupland of ! lnthank to James inns of that ilk 

bond of mansant in general terms: for life, 
Duke of Roxburghe's Muniments, Floors Castle� Charter 
Room, Fraser box 2, bundle 28. 
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IRVINE OF DRUM35 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

14791,19 August. Drum 
Alexander Irvine of Drum 
Alexander Cumming, as and h. of William Cumming of Cultsr 
Drum's heirs 

indenture of maintenance and sanrsnt in general terms; Irvine 
to defend Cumming against his father, who sacks to disinherit 
hire; Cumming will pay Irvine 100 marks, of which he will keep 
forty as his fee, and will infect Irvine and his heirs in the 
lands of Tulliboy and Culter; Cumming bound for life. 

Absrdsan"Banff Illustrations. iii, 338.10 (partly printed). 

i 1405 
Sohn Allardice of that ilk to Alexander Irvine of Drum 

bond of support 
Forbes Leslie, Irvinse of Drum. 155 (mentioned) 

3 1511,18 March. Abstdsen 
Alexander Irvine of Drum 
Petry Gordon of 3ohneslsys 

indentures Irvine to feu to William, Petry's son and heir, 
the lands of Auchindoir and others, for 47 marks per annum; 
Petry bound in manrsnt, to serve with Irvine in king's were 
with five horsemen and two spearmen. 

Abardw -Banff Illustrations. iv, 455-6 (partly printed). 

4 1S209 20 August. Orus 
Robert Irvins't so and he of to Alexander Irvine of Drum 
Alexander Irvine of 6altias his hairs 
his heirs sale 
his mit and servants 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terse= given for grant of lands 
of Whiterigs and Radairs= in perpetuity. 

Absrdfsn"ftaff Illustration, iii, 306 (partly printed). 

35, The report on this collection, in HMC. Second Report. Appendix, 
191, says that there are numerous bonds of menrentl and J. Forbes 
Leslie, (Aberdeen, 1909), 

mentions four (Irvine 2,4,51 Gordon 14). The present owner states 
that there are now no bonds of sanrent at Drum, and therefore refused 
me permission to examine his collection. 
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5 152?, 22 July. Ono 

IRVINE OF DRUM 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

Alexander Fraser of Ochtsrdurris, to Alexander Irvine of Drum 
a, and he of William Fraser of Durris his so and he Alexander 
his brothers, kin and friends Irvine of Forglsn 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; given for bond of 
maintenance and certain. profits and yearly pensions; 
for life. 

8bardsan-Banff I lusty tons, iii, 306-7 (partly printed). 

LOST BONDS 

6$ 1527e bond of maintenance to frasare Irvine of Drum 5. 

Sss alsos Erroll 2; Gordon 14. 

JOHNSTON OF THAT ILK 

MR NT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1526,16 December* Dumfries 
Robert Graham of Thornhuka by 3ohn Johnston of that ilk 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of maintenance in standard tarns given for bond of 
. anrsntf in perpetuity. 

Fraser, Ann i, 15-6. 

2 1543,8 May. Harictk 
Nichol Graham of Mookeewsy 
his kin, friends and partakers 

bond of manrant in standard taros; 
Fraser, Annandale. i, 23-4. 

3 1571,20 Suns. 5ranxholss 
Thomas Johnston of Craiyaburn 
his so and h. John 
Robert Johnston of Newton 
Andrew Johnston of Kirktan 
their bairns, servants and tenants 

bond of  anrant in standard tormal 
for life* 

Fraser, Anna daJA 1# 30. 

to John Johnston of that ilk 

for life. 

to 3ohn Johnston of that ilk 

given for maintenance{ 

4 1573,2 July. Lochwod 
3ohn Johnston in the Greenhill by John 3ohnston of that ilk 

bond of maintenance in general tsrwsl saintanance against 
those with whom he has dispute, especially the Tait* who 
occupy his lands given for manrant. 

Fraser, nandale. i, 34. 
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3MNSTON OF THAT ILK 

MANRENT AND 1ATNTENANCE 

S 1579,17 Sept . Lochwod 
3awes Graham of Gillasbie to 3ohn Johnston of that ilk 
his wing tenants and servants 

bond of sapient in general terms. 
Fraser, handele, 1,40. 

6 1593,7 August. Lochwod 
Herbert Irvine of Turnehaw to John Johnston of that ilk 
John Irvine of Luce 

band of aanrent in general terms; service to their landlords 
accepted; in time to come. 

Fraser, Amg0dale ý, i, 60. 

7 1596,, 26 March. Bonshow 
Edward Irvine of Stapleton to John Johnston of that ilk 
and five other Irvines 
their set to and truants 

bond of wtr nt in standard tarmsp promise to keep 3ohnston 
unharmed at hands of king and royal officers of Scotland and 
England. 

Fraser, , i* 63. 

8.9t 1526,1579s bonds of manrent by Grahame: Johnston of that ilk I and S; 
10,15711 bond of maintenance to Johnstones Johnston of that ilk 3. 

Saw also, Raw all 17,201 Contracts of friendship 37. 

1 1531 ,2 Suptaob. r. Hall. dsn 
Patrick Murray of ialiahill by Walter Karr of Costord 

his kin, friends and servants. 
bond of maintenance in standard terms. 

SRO, Nwbattlo Collection, GO 40 Portfolio XVIII/2/1. 

Sam allos Archbishops of St. Andravsp Hamilton A. 
Contracts of friendship 34; Political bonds ?' 30. 
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KERB OF FERNIHURSST 

MANREHT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1541,5 April. Hundalee 
Nichol Rutherford of Hundaleo to Andrew Kerr of Fornihurst 
his as and he George his so and he John 
their kin and friends 

bond of oanrent in standard teals; excepts their right to 
ride with Angus; for life. 

SRO, Niwbattle Collection, GD 40/XU/box 20. 

2 1544,5 April. Hunthill 
John Rutherford of Hunthill to Andrew Kerr of Fernihuret 
his kin and friends his a. and he John 

bond of aenrent in standard terms; excepts his right to ride 
with Angus; for life. 

SRO, Nawbattle Collection, GO 40, Portfolio IX/7. 

3 1560,22 July. Hunthill 
John Rutherford of Hunthill to John Kerr of Fernihurst 
his as and he Sohn his s. and he Thomas 
their kin and #riends 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, Nwbattl" Collection, GO 40 Portfolio IX/36. 

4 1566,9 August. Pernihurst 
3ahn Rutherford of Hunthill to Andrew Kerr of Fsrnihurat 
his so and he Thomas his so and he Andrew 

bond of wanrent in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, Nwbattle Collection, GO 40 portfolio IX/78. 

Sae alsol Archbishops of St. Andrew.; Hamilton 4# 
Contracts of friendship 34. 

KNi 

MANR ENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1512,10 Duns. Dornoch 
Rory Murray of Spangdals to Thomas Kinnsird of that ilk 
his kin and friends 

bond of sanrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to the bishop 
of Caithness excepted; given for competent fee in liferentl 
for life. 

SRO, Rossi" Priory Mull ants, GO 48/32. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTýNCE 

I 1506,28 August. Linlithgow 
William Livingstone of Kilsyth by Matthew 12th s. Lennox 

bond of maintenance in standard tormal given for manrent; 
for life. 

SRO, Ountrsath Mynimsnta, GO 97/3/1 Autographs 1 19. 

2 1515,10 February. Kaass 
Ninian lannatyns of Kamee to John 13th a. Lennox 
his so and he Robert 
their kin and friends 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; for their lives. 
Lennox Charters, no. 129; Fraser, Lennox, ii, 212-3. 

3 1524,1 May. Glasgow 
George Maxwell of Cowglen by John 13th e. Lennox 

bond of maintenance in general teams; given for manrent; 
for life. 

Fraser, Pollak . it 252. 

4 1542,11 Novembers Tullibardins 
John Campbell of Gisnorchy by Matthew 14th s. Lennox 
his brothers, kin and friends 

bond of maintenance; given for manrsnt; excepting allegiance 
to Argyll. 

TRYERMM Book, 183-4 (abstract) 

5"7* 1506,1524,1542s bonds of msnrsnt by Livingstone, Maxwell and 
Campbell r Lennox 1#2 and 4. 

For other bonds of the saris ct Lennox, saes 
Contracts of friendship 18,40,5?; Political bonds 5,7,32,33. 
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LIU� ING5TON 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1518,2 November, Stirling 
William Livingstone of Kilsyth to Alexander lord Livingstone 
his heirs his heirs 

bond or wanrent in standard terms; given because his father 
was böund in manrent to James lord Livingstone, Alexander's 
grandfather; he now gives his bond in spits of Alexander's 
fatherts discharge to him; follows on decrest arbitrals 
sae Livingstone 3. 

SRO, Daantrsath Muniments,, GD 97/2/62. 

LOST BONDS 

Z 14989 (3 Play) 
William Livingstone of Balcastls to 3aass lord Livingstone 
his heirs his heirs 

band of manrsnt, as promised in agreement before lords of 
council concerning lands of Castleton and 9aleeed. loche Jass 
to have this, and feu them to William. 

AC. (1150,1), 194-5. 

3 1518,2 Novawbar. 
William Livingstone of Kilsyth by Alexander lord Livingstone 

bond of wsintsnanos, corresponding to William's bond of 
servant (Livingstone 1), following oh decrsat arbitral 
concerning right to the baillisry of Easter Kilsyth and the 
discharge by William lord Livingstone of Livingstone-of 
Kilayth's manrsnt. 

SRO, Duntr. ath Muniments, GO 97/2/61. 

See elan: Contract of friendship 771 Political bonds 20. 

MACDONALD OF OUNIVAIG 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1558,10 Jung. Maehrismars 
Gillschalluua, fin, Gillespie to Zawss Macdonald of Ounivaiq 
and William Ranoch Maaphsdrias his son Ronald 

his heirs 
bond of manrent in general tormal given for maintenance; 
to last until Ronald is of age, when they will serve his. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniaente, GD 196/75. 
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MACDQN&D Of DENIVAIG 

MANRENT AND 
-MAINTENANCE 

2 15750 - July. Rachriemore 
Gilbert Inc. ito Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig 
his a, and h. David his heirs 
his natural son Gilnaist 
his heirs 

bond of manrant in general terms; includes promise of 
bairn's part of goods; given provided he remain their 
only master, keeping them securely in any lands he 
pleases; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/110. 

3 1577,16 May. Kanes 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig 
Ninian 8. nnstyns of Kawa* and s. and h. Hector 
their heirs 

bond of maintenance and menrent in general termsl both 
except allegiance to Argyll; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Munimental, GD 176/114. 

4 1593,19 January. Mullindray 
Giilachallwr and Gllpatrick to Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig 
Macscha 
their kin, including those with 
no possessions but 'their baits parsonis' 

bond of wanrsntl except allegiance to Lauchlan Maclean, but 
if Maclean and Macdonald quarrel, they will support Macdonald{ 
Macdonald to give thss sufficient victuals to serve their 
appstitos when they accompany him. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 1.76/159. 

5 1558. bond of maintenance to Ihacphadriaast Macdonald of Dunivaig 1 

6 1581, (15 Islay) 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaiq 
John Stewart, sheriff of Buts 
their heirs 

agrawisnt that the bond of kindness sleds between then will 
be renewed at their next aaating their heirs and houses to 
be included in its that is, bond of maintenance and menrunt. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniaiants, GO 176/122. 

For other bonds of the Macdonald@ of Ounivalg, sees 
Argyll 35,611 Haailton 37; 
Contracts of friendship 63,919 95. 
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MAGDDNALD LORD OF THE ISLES 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1442,18 January. Lovat 
Thomas Fraser of Lovat to Alexander Macdonald, s. 

Ross and lord of the Isles 
bond of manrent in general terms; fealty to Moray excepted. 36 

Munro Writs. 6. 

MACDONALD OF KNOKR AMSAY 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1600,29 July. Kilsichasl 
Alastair, Ronald moir, 
Gillssoic Bernachs, Aichan, 
and Eachin, sons of late 
Charles Meca. astair, tutor of Loup 

bond of sanrent in standard tars.; in all time hereafter. 
SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/191. 

MACEAN OF COLLA 

MANRENT AND PIAINT NAB 

1569,25 February. (no place) 
John Bans 'Mcdow' to Hector Mraccan of Colle 
his nephews Nail, Anqus, Farquhar his heirs 
and Donald 
their heirs 

bond of sanrsnt in general terms; includes promise of calps; 
in perpetuity. 

SRO, Register House Charters, RH 6 (Supp), s. d. 
25 February 1568/9. 

MA WN 

17ANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1567,26 December. The Strons in Glenloy 
Donald Macwin Vicwin 
Martin Macconnaehie Viceartin 
their heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms{ Martin 
having been put at liberty, Donald restores his lands, to be 
held of him as freely as Martin held them of Donald dubhp it 
Donald dubh is given up or relaxed from the horn, Donald will 
redeem Martin's lands from him. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/87. 
36. This is the earliest extant bond of manrant. 
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MA CKINTOSH OF DUNNACHIEN 

MANNENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1482,25 May. Inverness 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Gallovis 
Donald Angus Mackintosh 

indenture of maintenance, manrsnt and marriages Donald to 
marry Margaret, Lauchlan's daughter; and to deliver the 
castle of Kilravock, to which he has no right, to Lauchlan; 
he will than be constable of the castle; to be true son in 
service, as Lauchlan will be true father in defence; for life. 

FMily ofRoae, 116-8. 

2 14939,19 February. Invarnsss 
twin Maclean to Farquhar Mackintosh, s. and 
his familiars and dependents ho of Duncan captain of 

Clanohattsn 
bond of manrsnt in standard terms; service to Alexander 
lard of the Islas excepted, but if Alexander and Farquhar 
quarrel, he will try to reconcile them, but it fails, will 
support Farquhar. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, CD 176/15. 

3 1548,26 r. brwry. Kinioss 
Willi. * Macintosh, captain of Clanchattan 
Lauchisn Malcolason his cousin 

contract of maintenance and menrsnt in general terms, and 
agreement over land; with consent of their wise friends 
they forgive ans another all manner of displsasurs; allegiance 
to Huntly and heirs exceptad by William. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/56. 

4 1595 0 31 ! laich. Invarcaul d 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Ounnachtsnp 
3a. ss Mackintosh of Cask 
Donald Farquharson of Tullygarmouth 
and six others 
Lsuohlan's hairs 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms. 
SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/168. 

LOST B_QND_, 

5 1598, (a July) 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn to Lauchlan Mackintosh of 
Alan Cameron of Lochisl Dunnachtsn 

bond of wanrant, to be made according to agreement between 
them 
bonds of maintenance and manrsnt, to be made according to 
agreement between them concerning land{ Alan excepts his 
allegiance to Huntly, but will prefer Lauchlan it he and 
Huntly have dispute. 

SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/187. 

For other bonds of the Mackintoshes of Dunnachtsn, sae; 
Argyll 17,661 Atholl 2,4,5,71 Gordon 26,38,41,51,52,781 Moray 3l 
Contracts of friendship 3,8,13,25,33,68,88,93,99,102,1031 
Political bonds 22,24. 
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1 1487,22 AuWust. Stirling 
William Stirling of Keir 

bond of msnrsnt in standard tsrsis; 
Avondale r sptsd. 

SRO, Mar and Kelli" Muti. snts, 

2 1569,4 June. Stirling 
3amss Stirling of Ksir 
his friends and dependants 

bond of wanrsnt in standard ter sp 
SRO, Mar and K. llis Munim. nts, 

3 1580,22 Any. Stirling 

M. 

MRENT AND-CIAINTLIANCE 

to Thomas lard Erskine 
his son Alexander 

m nrsnt to lord 

CO 124/7/8. 

to John 18th ". Mar 

for life. 
GO 124/7/98. 

George I sxw 21 of Newark to John 18th s. Mar 
his men, tenants and servants 

bond of sanrsnt in standard tares{ for life. 
Fraser, £a avorook, ii, 489. 

4 1580,22 May. Stirling 
William Porterfield of that ilk to hohn 18th a. Mar 
his meng tenants and servants 

bond of rnanr. nt in standard tormal for life. 
SRO, Mar and Kolli* Muniments, GO 124/7/18. 

LOST BONDS 

5 (e. 1580)37 
Williaw 14sntsith of the Corse to Sohn 11th ". Max 

short note, saying that William is willing to cams to Mar's 
will and is content to asks his dependence an Mar's house 
above all others as his forbears did. 

SRO, Mar and Ksllis Munieants, GD 124/7/19. 

For other bonds of the saris of Mar, sssi 
Contracts of friendship 40,661 
Political ponds 7,16,25,27,28,30,32,33. 

37. The docua nt is undated; this date is given in the inventory. 
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MAULE OF PANMURE 

NANAENT ANO MAINTENANCE 

1 1509,9 February. Moniki" 
Alexander Strechan, up and h. to Thomas Mauls of Pannure 
of David Strachan of Carmylis his heirs 
his hairs 

bond of inenrent in standard terms# given because Mauls has 
confirmed his father's charter of lands of Carmylie; in 
perpetuity. 

Rsaisttua do Panaurs, ii, 275-6. 

2 1513,2 August. Panwuss 
David Liddell, s, and h. of to Thomas Mauls of Panmure 
Robert Liddell of Panlachy 

bond of oanrant in standard terms; David has sustenance in 
Mauls's household when he wants, for himself, a servant and 
two horses; for life. 

SRO, Dalhousie Muniments, GO 45/16/2263. 

3 1570,12 3anasry. 
James Strathaquhin of Balwysee to Thomas Mauls of Panmure 
his a, and he Robert his hairs 
his heirs 

notarial instrument recording bond of manrsnt in general terns; 
given for new infeftwsnt of lands of Balwysse, and making 
Robert fiat of the landai in perpetuity. 

SRO, Dalhousie Muniments, GO 45/16/725. 

4 1602,25 May. mind.. 
John Strathaquhln of 841nysss to Patrick Maule of Panmurs 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of msnrsnt in standard terms; Given because his 
predecessors* proprietors of Balwysss, were under the 
maintenance of Mauls'; predecessors, superiors of the lands; 
and for Mauls's maintenance; for ; var. 

SRO, Dalhousie Muniments, GO 45/17/45. 

LOST BONDS 

5 1563, (18 May) 
John Serimgoour, constable of to Patrick Mauls of Panmurs 
Dundee 

bond of . tyrant, renewing earlier bond, as promised in 
bond acknowledging that Mauls had entered him to the lands 
of 8anvy and Balrudy. 

Ricfstrum da Panmura ii, 313. 

6 1602, maintenance to Strathaquhine Maule of Panmurs 4. 
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MAXWELL 

ANRENT AND fAINTENANCE 

1 14e6,1 Au0u. t. Kirb.. ho. 
Alexander Stwart, s, and h. of to Sohn 4th lord Maxwell 
Alexander Stewart of Garlics 

bond of oanrsnt in standard tarmsp allegiance to his 
father sxcsptsdl for five years. 

Fraser, Carla oeh. ii, 446. 

2 1490,30 October. Edinburgh 
Robert Hamilton of Preston to hohn 4th lord Maxwell 

bond of manrent in standard terms; allegiance to lord 
Hamilton excepted; for life. 

Fraser Cariavýrock. its 446. 

3 1491,15 February. Carlaverock 
Alexander Stewart (of Garlies) to John 4th lord Maxwell 
his a. and h. Alexander 

bond of swnrent in standard tare.; allegiance to 8othwall 
excepted; given because of marriage to be made between 
Maxwell and Stewart's daughter Agnes; for seven years. 

Fraaerg £arla yeroesk. iii 448. 

4 1513,3 February. Dumfries 
Robert Gordon of Glen to John 4th lard Maxwell 
his heirs 

notarial instrument recording promise of manrent in general 
terms; allegiance to Bothwell excepted; in perpetuity. 
Latin. 

Fraser, Cýlav�e_ k. ii. 453-4. 

5 1514,13 August. College of Lineluden 
Robert Murray of Cockpula to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 

bond of asntent in standard terms; for life. 
Fraser, £, uja&,., ii, 456. 

6 1517,22 June. Dumfries 
John Maclellan in Auehlana to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 

bond of eanrent in standard terms; allegiance excepted 
to his chief (unnamed); for life. 

Fraser, Cadmus`... ii, 456. 

7 1518,13 3anuary. Dualries 
Gilbert Maclellan in Reyaharne to Robert Sth lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrsnt in standard tarsal excepts his loyalty to 
the chief of his house; for lits. 

Fraser, CarLvsraek9 ii, 456-7. 

8 1518,13 September. Dumfries 
Janes Douglas of Orumlanrig to Robert Sth lard Maxwell 

bond of aanrent in standard terms; for life. 
Fraser, C laveraakg Lip 457. 

9 1519,7 July. 
William Gordon laird of Craiglaah to Robert 5th lard Maxwell 

bond of wanrent in standard terms; for seven years. 
Fraser, Carlaysrock. ii, 457-8. 
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10 15209 30 December. Loohaeban 
Sy" of Johnston of Poldere 
David Johnston of Nesthop 
their followers 

bond of aanrent in standard terarsi 
the lords from whoa they hold land] 

Fraser, Csrlaýrock# iii 451. 

11 1521,21 February. Dumfries 

MAX W 

MANS R ENT AND MAINTENANCE 

to Robert Sth lord Maxwell 

vxcepts service to 
for life. 

John Harries of Maby to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his bairns, kin and friends 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; allegiance to his chief 
lard Harries sxcsptedp for lit.. 

Fraser, C_r2ay 1 ii, 459-9. 

12 1521,2 August. Wigtarn 
Alexander Stwart of Carliw 
with consent of curators 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of sanrent in standard tormal 
oasts of most for lift. 

frasor, £aruvarock. iii 459. 

13 1523,16 Xly, Dumfries 
Alexander Stwart of Garlisa 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrant in standard tires; 
maintanancs$ for life. 

Fraser, Carlaysro! k ii, 410. 

to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 

to be renewed when he 

to Robert Sth lord Maxwell 

given for bond of 

14 1525, - September. Orumlanrig 
3awss Gordon of toohinvar to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of eanrsnt in standard term.; for life. 
Fraser, Carlavrroak. ii, 461. 

15 1525,2 November. Dumfries 
Sohn Armstrong to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his heirs his heirs 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manront in standard terms; given because Maxwell 
has granted the non-entry of lands in Eskdals; in perpetuity. 

Fraser, £arlt, =rook! ii, 462.3. 

16 1528,15 October. Dorfriss 
John Caraichael of Madeuflat to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanront in standard terms; for life. 
Fraser, Carlaverook, ii, 464-5. 

17 1529,11 February. Loohoabon 
Sohn 3ohnaton of that ilk to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 

bond of oanrant to standard tarsal given for bond of 
maintenance; for life. 

Fraser, Annandale i, 17-8. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

18 1531,18 March. Castle of Lochmab n William Jardine of Baigray to Robert 5th lard Maxwell 
Hinion Jardine of Rokkeiflat 
and six other Jardine* 
their brothers, kin, friends and 
servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; to last until their 
chief, John Jardine, heir of late Alexander Jardine of 
Applsgarth, was of age. 

Fraser, Carlavsrock. ii, 466. 

19 1531,11 May. ouwrri.. 
Robert Harries of Maby to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his heirs his hairs 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of asnrsnt in standard tarsal allegiance excepted to 
lord Harries and heirs; given for bond of maintenance; 
in perpetuity. 

Fraser, Carlavarackp ii, 466.7. 

20 1543,3 3anuary. Edinburgh 
Robert master of Maxwell 
John Johnston of that ilk 

contract of maintenance and manrent, while lord Maxwell is 
imprisoned in England; Robert to pay John 140 per annum in 
tee, as agreed in lord Maxwell's bond of maintenance, and to 
cause him to have the mails grassums and profits of the 
lands of Drysdal. E Sohn to assist in punishing trespassers 
and keeping good rule in the country. 

Fraser, £ar avsrack. ii, 470. 

21 1543,3 February. Edinburgh 
Thomas Kirkpatrick of Cioseburn to Robert 5th lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrent in standard tormal for life. 
Fraser, 

, 
dar a+rsrattk, ii, 470-1. 

22 1550,26 February. DWfriss 
Thomas Macisllan of Auchlano, to Robert 6th lord Maxwell 
tutor of Gamble 
and five other Mraislians 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of sisnront in standard tames; given for bond of 
maintenance; to last during the minority of their chief 
Thomas Maclellan of Bombio. 

Fraser, Carlavsrock. ii, 474-5. 

23 1550,10 Mirth. (no place) 
Willi.. Kirkpatrick of Kirk. ichael to Robert 6! h lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of oanrant in standard tares; given for bond of 
maintenance; for life. 

Fraser, or _k. ii, 475. 

24 1550,23 Match. The Lag 
3ohrº Grisraon of the Lag to Robert 6th lard Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrsnt in standard tarmal for lits. 
Fraser, CCa[j vs5,. _, rosd_c, ii, 475-6. 
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l4ANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

25 1550,24 March. Garii. s 
Alexander Stewart of Garliss to Robert 6th lord Maxwell 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of wsnrsnt in standard tsrasl given for bond of 
.. Lntsnanos# for life. 

Fraser, Carlav i#, 476-7. 

26 1850,22 June. Cdlnburgh 
John Crichton, brother of late to Robert 6th lord Maxwell 
William lord Crichton of Sanquhar 
and ten other Crichtons 
their kin, friends and tenants or Sanquhar 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms] allegiance excepted to 
the most Christian king of Francs, as well as queen and 
governors for nine years. 

Fraser, Carlavarock, ii, 477-8. 

27 1550,23 3itly. Clor. burn 
Thomas Kirkpatrick of Closeburn to Robert 6th lard Maxwell 
his kin and friends 

bond of manrent in standard terwso for litt. 
frasst, Carlayerock. ii, 478. 

28 1583,21 December. Oundrannan 
Thomas Maclellan, tutor of Boabie to John Maxwell of Tarreglss 
and five other Maclellan* 
their kin and friends 

bond of aanrant in general torus, during the minorities of 
Robert 7th lord Maxwell and Thomas Maclellan of Bonbi., 
their chief. 

Fraser, Carlaverodc ii, 478-9. 

29 1557,24 January. Ouafriss 
Christall Armstrong, called hohn Christa to John 8th lord Maxwell 
his heirs and 3uhn Maxwell of 
his kin, friends and servants Tsrrsglss, his tutor 

lord Maxwell's heirs 
bond of msnrrnt in standard terms; given because Maxwell, 
with consent of his tutor, has given Armstrong and heirs 
the sails of the lands specified in a bond by his late 
father to the late lord Maxirolle grandfather of the present 
lord; in perpetuity. 

Prasse, Carlaw_rockk. ii, 479-80. 

30 1573,11 3anuary. Dwtri"s 
3ohn 8th lord Maxwell 
John Mai well, tutor of Kirkoonnal 
the tutor's hairs 

bond of maintenance and manrant in general terms. 
Fraser, Carialaroako ii, 482. 

31 15740,10 tuna. (name illegible apart from 'Car.. ') 
Robert Charteris of Kelwood to John 8th lard Maxwell 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms; in perpetuity. 
Fraser, Carl_ aý verosck, ii, 482. 
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MANRENT ANO MAINTENANC( 

32 1581,15 1itoh. EdinburQA 
Robert Maxwell of Corhill to John 8th lord Maxwell 
his heirs his heirs 
his kin, friends and dependents 

bond of manrent in standard terms; in time coming. 
Fraser, Carlau, ii, 489. 

33 1590,28 3anuary. Duetries 
Sym Armstrong younger of Whitshauch to John 5th s. Morton, 8th 

lord Maxwell 
bond of manrant in standard terms; for life* 

frassr, Carlav, ii, 494-5. 

34 1591,9 September. Annen 
burgh of Mnanr 80 names to lohn Sth e. Morton, 8th 
their successors lord Maxwell 

his hairs 
bond of manrent, ratifying the bonds made by their 

predecessors to the lords Maxwell, especially that made 
on 23 November 15731 given in the hope that Maxwell will 
continue in friendship and maintenance as his predecessors 
did. 

Fraser, C6rlllruck0 ii, 496.7. 

LOST BONDS 

35 1523, (16 July) 
Alexander Stewart of Garliea by Robert 5th lard Maxwell 

bond of maintenance. 
Maxwell 13. 

36 before S May 1524. 
3aoi Kennedy of ilairquhan to Robert Sth lord Maxwell 

bond of mmlsnt; Maxwell accepted Kennedy's renunciation 
of it on this date, in the house in Edinburgh of Colin earl 
of Argyll to whom Kennedy gave his bond. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 1/20. 

37 1529, (11 February) 
3o n 3ohnaton of that ilk 

bond of maintenanoa. 
Nlaxwu 17. 

38 1531, (11 M. y) 
Robert Herriu of Maby 
his heirs 

bond of maintenance. 
Maxwi2 19. 

39 1550, (26 February) 
Thomas Maclellan of Auchlans, 
tutor of 8osbis, and others 

bond of maintsnanos. 
Maxwell 22. 

by Robert 5th lard Maxwell 

by Robert Sth lord Misxwell 
his heirs 

by Robert 6th lord Maxwell 
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MAXWELL 

10 1 550,, (10 Match) 
Willi.. Kirkpatrick of Kirkmiahaol by Robert 6th lord Maxwell 

bond of maintonanco. 
Maxwell 21. 

41 1550, (24 IN. roh) 
Alexander Stewart of Garlip by Robert 6th lord Maxwell 

bond of waintenanos. 
Maxwell 25. 

42 1573,23 November. Annan, 'in one oppin court' 
burgh of Annan to John 6th lord Maxwell 

bond of nanrunt. 
Maxwell 34. 

See alsos Hamilton 140 24; Political bonds 6,20. 

MELV r LE OF RAITH 

MANR ER NT AND INTEN ICE 

I 1520,2 January. Raith 
Robert Orrock, a. and h, of to John Melville of Raith 
3aaas Orsock of that ilk 

bond of Nanrrnt to standard tonal allegiance to his 
lord of St. Andras,, abbots and convent of Ounfsimlins 
and 'forfaftouris' excepted{ for life* 

frasor, Div a, iii, 61. 

2 1522,9 duly. (no place) 
Alexander Orrock of Sillisbalbis to john Mslvill" of faith 
his friends 

bond of manrant in standard terms; assistance especially 
against the laird of Balwaaria; allegiance to the abbots of 
ka+faroline and laird of Balmawto excepted. 

Fraser, 9 
, s, iii, 61.2. 

3 1522,30 August. Sal to 
David Boswell of Glasaroft to John Melville of Raith 
his friends 

bond of . anrant in standard tarmsp service to his overlord 
excepted; given for kindness and 'old kynrsit' between their 
predecessors. 

Fraser# Ms vi11s, iii, 52. 

See also$ Wsayss 1. 
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MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1598,6 March. 'The Oommms' 
3ohn 17th e. Monteith 
Malcolm INactarlans, Liar of Gartavartano 
their heirs 
those Malcolm may command of the surname of Macfarlane 

contract of maintenance and manrent in standard terms; 
Monteith excepts allegiance to his chief (presumably 
Montrose) and house with the name of Graham, and Malcolm 
to Lennox and his chief. 

Fraser, Monteith_ ii, 316-8. 

Sq also# Contracts of ? riwndahip 16j Political bonds 7. 

NRtNT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1516,8 March. Edinburgh 
William Menzies of Roro to Robert Menzies of that ilk, 
his heirs of the Rannoch his father 

bond of msnrsnt; includes promise not to seal not analy his 
lands under pain of £300, because his father, who had 
defended thew at great labour and hurt, had given them to him 
without expense. 

US. Sixth Racort, Appendix, 704. 

2 1575,12 Novembere Menzies 
John l%osrnody to 3amse Menzies of that ilk 

bond of aonrent; allegiance to Argyll oxaspted. 
HM. Sixth Racort. Appendix 704" 

3 1585,3 Suns. Wies 
John Campbell, son of late to 3awss Menzies of that 
John Campbell of Murthiio ilk 

bond of aanrsnt$ allegiance to Argyll excepted. 
HMC. Sixth Raoort. Appendix, 704. 

For other bonds of the Menzies, ssSI 
Atholl 31 Gordon 74,761 
Contracts of friendship 58,72,87,97,103. 
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1 1508,25 February. Edinburgh 
Minion Sonar of Kslty 

bond of oanrsnt in standard tsr*s; 
favours; for life. 

Montrose Pluniaisnts, Auch ar, 

2 1591,21 October. Mugdock 

MANREl4T AND MAINTENANCE 

to William Ist ". Montrose 
for good lordship and 

2,32, 

3aisa £ anstons of Duntrsath to Sohn 3rd as Montrose 
his ? oil--- to 

bond of . anrant in standard terms; allegiance to Darnley of 
Lennon sxosptsd; given because of his predecessors' dependence 
on the saris of Montrose and their waintananos of ths. l and 
for good deeds to be done. 

Montrose Mu timanta, Auchaar, 1,45. 

3 1596,3 January. Ktnaardlns 
Ounoan Toschsoh of Pittsnzis 
his heirs 

bond of Front in standard tare.; 
maintonancs of this dato. 

Nlontros" Munie. nta, Auchear, 

to Sohn 3rd a. Montrose 
his heirs earls of Montrose 
given for bond of 

It 46. 

4-S, 1508,15961 bonds of maintenance to Bonar and Toachacht 
Montrose I and 3. 

6 1545, (29 3uly) 
3asss Stirling of Ksir to William 2nd s. Montrose 

bond of . snrant to be given in terms of bond by Montrose 
prosisin8 to oases his son and heir Robert to resign lands 
in Strathsarn to queen in favour of Stirling and heirs, 
provided bond of mw+rant is given before the resignation, 
for 300 mark. of silvsrp for life* 

frassr, , 383-4. 

For other bonds of the earls of Montrose, aha 
Contracts of friendship 15,31,40,50,77, $41 Political bonds 20. 
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MORAY 

MAN RENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1525,25 March. Inverness 
Donald Ewinson, s# and ht of 
Ewin Cameron Alsnson, captain of 
his kin, friends and adherents 

bond of oanrsnt in standard 
Moray Ihniesnta, box 15 

to 3ames 14th ". Moray 
Clancam. ron 

terms; for five years* 
no. 567. 

2 1530,21 Jun.. Elgin 
Hamra Grant of Fr. uchy to 3aass 14th s. Moray 
his kin, friends and dependants 

bond of aanrant in standard terms; service to his 
'forfsftouris' excepted; given because Moray has given 
a letter of tack of the lands of Abernethy, with a discharge 
of the mails of the lands for life, with other gratitude.; 
for lift. 

Moray Muniasnta, box 2 no. 31. 

3 1530,11 Novambsr. Darnmoy 
Hector Mackintosh, captain of to 3aass 14th e. Moray 
Clanchattan 

bond of manrent in standard termsf for life. 
SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44 13.8.15. 

4 1535,8 May. OsrnawaY 
Donald I cay of Strathnavsr to 3amss 14th s. Moray 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of asnrent in standard tsr. sl for life. 
Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI9 bundle I. 

5 1567 (no day, month or place) 
Saes Salfout of Pittsndreich, by 3amsa 16th e. Moray 
governor of Edinburgh Castle 
his friends 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; opens with long 

preamble expressing abhorrence of Darnley's murder; Moray, 
now regent, finds Balfour 'willing and reddis' to bring to 
justice the murderers and promote and establish the king 
in his kingdom, and is Moved by Baltour's honesty and good 
mind towards him, as shorn in his readiness to deliver 
Edinburgh Castle to hin. 

Moray ! '9unimenta, box 43. 

6 1525, (30 March) 
Donald, a. and h. of Euin by James 14th as Moray 
Cameron, captain of Clancaaaron 

bond of maintenance (see moray 1); already given, 
awarding to contract between the Cameron. and Moray, 

whereby Ewin's dispute with Moray, including entering 
pledges for his debt to Mackintosh of Dunnachton, is 
settled; Moray and Donald make bonds of maintenance, 
and contract further states that it Evin makes himself 
free of his msnrent to Argyll, Moray will reward him. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I. 
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MORAY 

BONDS LOT 
-saw 

7 1576, (27 Rareh) 
William Edsonstona of Duntreath to 3..... Stewart of Doune 
his at and he 3amp 

bond of manrent to be given for assytheant of murder of 
Stewart's tither, as agreed in contract between thawg 
license given by regent Morton allowing Stewart to 
receive the bond. 

The license is in SRO, Ountreath I'atiaants, 
GD 97/3/'Autographs' 21$ the contract, dated 
1 March 1576, is in Moray Muniments, box 1, no. 407. 

For other bonds of the earls of Moray, sass 
Contracts of friendship 92; Political bonds 2,14,15,24. 

MORTON 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1468,15 May. Dalksith 
aeon Ist a. Morton 
Hugh Douglas of Grantan 

indenture of maintenance and manrsnt In general terms; 
Morton promises never to make claim to the lands of Moffat 
and others but to defend Hugh in them; Hugh promises 
never to make claim to the lordship of Dalksith; for life. 

SRO, Morton Papers, GO 150/142. 

2 1471,24 May. alksith 
Hugh of Douglas to 3amas lot s. Morton 

his heirs 
bond of sanrsnt in standard taros; for life. 

Morton Raci; trim, ii, 221-2. 

3 1482,10 May. Oalksith 
Is s Gifford of Schsrsshall to Janas lot s. Morton 

bond of wsnrant in standard tarsus; includes promise to 
accompany Morton if he has actions pertaining to tea and 
heritage, or before king and counoil; given because Morton 
had given Gifford away in his great necessity] for lits. 

Morton Reoiatrum. ii, 245-7. 

4 1686,2 November. Edinburgh 
]mss Livingstone of Manerato , to Jams let s. Morton 
tenant of half the lands of ®lyth his heirs 
his heirs 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; service to his 
'forfaftouris' excepted; given because Morton has quitclaimed 
all werde, reliefs, etc* of the lands, although Livingstone 
holds them of him; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Morton Papers, GO 150/209. 
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MORTON 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

5 1575,19 April. D. lktith 
Adam Turnbull of Butterwall to James 4th s. Morton, ragenl 
his s. and h. Adam and Archibald 8th a. Angus 
their heirs their heirs 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given because Morton has 
out lives and goods in his will because of our part in the 
late treasonable crimes against the king, and for treasonably 
burning the corn in Morton's lands of Coldsn and Sandyrigs, 
but has now given us remission; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Morton papers, GO 150/456. 

6 1575,6 October. Edinburgh 
Matthew Caapbsll of Loudoun, to James 4th s. Morton, regent 
sheriff of Ayr and Archibald 6th s. Angus 
his so and h. Hugh 

bond of aanrent in standard terms; given for bond of 
asihtsnanaa by Angusl for their lives. 

SRO, Morton Papers, GO 150/457. 

LOSTBNMS 

7 c. 1579 
James 4th S. Morton 
Thomas Karr of Fernihurst 

Acceptance by Morten of offer of Karr$ than in exil., of 
bond of osnrsnt, and promise of bond of maintenance; it 
is, howevar" very uncertain whsthgr these bonds were made. 

Fraser, Ann andla. 1# 42.4.3 

For other bonds of the earls of Morton, sees 
Royal bonds 21; Contracts of friendship 67; 
Political bonds 11,12,15,16,27,29. 

38. See above, p. 286 
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°C Y Säg 

MANRENT AND MA! NT NA E 

1 1472,24 March. Ban?? 
3awss Ogilvy of D skford 
burgh of Sanfts baillies, council and community 

indenture of maintenance and aanrsnt in general tarns; 
burgh leases to Ogilvy three nets on the water of Owsron 
for nineteen years, and promises not to dispons not lease 
anything pertaining to the burgh without Ogilvy's advice 
and consent; and Ogilvy promises not to consent to any 
association to any person who is not friend to the burgh 
without the advice and consent of the baillies and council, 
and to protect. their freedom of the waters of Oeveron; 
for life. 

Banff Annals i, 20-1. 

2 1479,22 October. 
burgh of Cullen: baillies and council to Jamos Ogilvy of Deskford 

band of manrent. 
1w Annals, is 21 (mentioned) 

3 1514,19 April. Findlater 
Jauss Grant, so and he to Alexander Ogilvy of 
of John Grant of Frauchy Duktord 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of manrant in standard terms; promise of assistance 
especially against Clanchattan if they invade Ogilvy's lands; 
given for special affection, blood and kindness; to last 
during his father's lifetime, and thereafter an equal bond 
of kindness to be made. 

frassr, ,, 
iii, S9. 

4 1519,9 SaptMbar. Findlater 
Alexander Ogilvy of that ilk 
waiter Ogilvy of Baddinspink 
their friends ' 

contract of maintenance and eanrsnt in standard tsraa j 
dispute over lands to be settled by friends or by lw, 
as they think expedient; Walter not to be hindered in the 
disposition of his asnrent as he pleases - with Alexander's 
advice; for life. 

SRO, Absrcro. by of f orglan Muniesnts, GD 185 box 2 
bundle 6. 

Sm a1aot Contracts of friendship 11. 
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OG1LVY OF AIRLIE 

NANRENT ANA NAINTENAKE 

1 1591,28 October. Edinburgh. 
Uses lord Ogilvy of Airlis 
Sohn Ogilvy of Invsrquharity 
their heirs 

contract of maintenance and manrent in general terms; although 
John has a band of the earl of Angus, he will live and dis 
with Jams against Angus, his superior, and make no dependence 
an his or his heirs, nor rusks bonds with any other. 

SRO, Airlis Muniments, GD 16/25/9. 

See alsot Archbishops of St. Andrews, Beaton 1; 
Political bonds 6,15,20,24,33. 

CGTLV V OF CARRELL 

MAN RENT 
TAND 

MAINTENANCE 

1 15491,1 March. Edinburgh 
Lauchlan Mackintosh Malcolason to Jams. Ogilvy of Cardall 
in Camps his a. and h. Alexander 
his friends and servants 

bond of sanrent in standard terms; allegiance to William 
Mackintosh of Dumnachten exceptedl for life. 

SRO, Mackintosh Munimenta, GO 176/64. 

See also: Contracts of friendship 42. 

OGILVY OF INCHMARTIN 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

i 1461,16 April. Perth 
Walter Tulch, s* and he of to Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin 
late Walter of tulch of that ilk his heirs 
his heirs 

notarial instrument recording promise of msnrsnt in general 
terms; most of document concerned with discharge of agreement 
between Walter's father and Andrew; Andrew having sustained 
Walter for thirteen years, Walter will Merry with his advice 
and not sell not alienate his lands without Andrew's eaunselp 
and will pay 990 for expenses incurred in the past by Andrew 
an his and his father's behalft for life. 

Fraser, lviLle, Iii, 41-S. 

See alsot Oliphant 3. 
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ýIPHAINT 
MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1468,6 August. Perth 
Laurance tot lord Oliphant 
Robert Merest of Ballett, burgess of Perth 

Indenture of maintenance and etanrent in general tams; it 
Robert Incurs too great an expense jr. serving Oliphant, his 
foe will be considered by three friends; for eleven years. 

NLB, Gask documents, bundle 11 no. 1l 
Anderson, O 12-3. 

2 1469,31 May. Bathioks 
Alexander Blair of Bathioks to Laurence tat lord Oliphant, 

his brother-in-law 
bond of aanrent in general terms allegiance to lord Boyd 
excepted; for five years. 

NLS, Gask documents, bundle II no. 31 
Anderson, Olio . 14. 

3 1469,11 J me. 9athiok. 
Laurance let lard Oliphant 
David Ogilvy of Inahmartin 

indenture of maintenance and aanrsnt in general tsrma for 
life. 

NLS, Gask documents, bundle II no. 51 
Anderson, Oliphanta, 15. 

4 1469,18 tuna. 'Collaa"' 
Laurence lot lord Oliphant 
Silvester Rattray of that ilk 

indenture' oanrsnt in general terms for three years, 
allegiance excepted to lord Boyd and the countess of 
Crawford; Oliphant to pay Silvester L20 after the 
decease of the lady of Callender and Oliphant's aother# 
until then, LID per annum. 

NLS, Cask documents, bundle II no. 41 
Anderson, Oliioh is 14.5. 

5 1470,3 hut.. Dupplin 
Tristram Gorty of that ilk to Laurence lot lord Oliphant 

bond of aanrsnt in general termsl for two years. 
MLS, Gask documents, bundle II no. 6I 
Anderson, Olj ants. 16. 

6 1471,21 April. The chapel at Oupplin 
Andrew Rollook of Duncrub to Laurence lot lord Oliphant 
his I. and h. Robert, and son Andrew 

notarial instrument recording promise of manrsntl Robert 
Rollogik to take Oliphant's council concerning his aarrisgal 
for their lives. Latin. 39 

Gask documents, bundle II no. 71 
Anderson li hns 17. 

39. This document is in very bad condition, and barely legiblel 
Anderson suggests it was immersed in water and then rubbed over 
in an attempt to snake it radable. 
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OLIM 

PANRENT AND MAIIUTE NANCE 

7 1471,5 S. ptmb. r. Dupplin 
Laurance lot lord Oliphant 
Humphrey Murray of Absrcairney 

indenturst sanrsnt in general terms; Oliphant to pay 
20 merke per annum; Murray excepts allegiance to lord 
Graham, to whom he was previously bound, for the first 
five years; for ton years. 

Cask documents, bundle 11 no. 8; 
Anderson, Oli ighanta. 17-8. 

A 1472,23 October. Oupplin 
Jahn FothsrtnQhan of Powris 

bond of aanrent in general termsl 
for life. 

Cask docuasntsp bundle II no. 
Anderson, OLioia te, 18.9. 

9 1473,28 Februarys Oupplln 
eillism Ferny of that ilk 

bond of sunrsnt in general tsrasl 
for life. 

Gask documents, bundle II no. 
Anderson, OlIgbMta_ 19. 

10 1475,10 Play. Oupplin 

to Laurenoe tat lord Oliphant 
given for good lordship; 

91 

to Laurence tat lord Oliphant 
his heirs 
given for good lordship; 

? Of 

Robert Bruce of Cultwalundis to Laurence let lord Oliphant 
bond of aanrant in general tormal allegiance to the laird 
of Clackoannan, his brother, excepted; given for good 
lordships for life. 

Gask document., bundle II, no. 11. 
Anderson, Oliýs. 19-20. 

11 1676,24 Srptsmbar. (no place) 
William Rollock of Findone to Laurence Ist lord Oliphant 

bond of . anrant in standard tarmac for life. 
Gaak doaumenta, bundle II no. 121 
Anderson, 0 ante. 20. 

12 1478,2 Draw. Perth 
Walter Murray, a. of late David 
Murray of Tullibardine 

bond of aanrsnt in standard tsrssp 
Gask documents, bundle II no. 
Anderson, Olinhants. 21. 

13 1489,15 February. Perth 
mail Stewart of Fothargili 
his king friends and men 

bond of menrent in standard terms; 
Atholl excepted; for life. 

Cask documanta, bundle 11 no. 
Anderson# 011ß1g. 28. 

to Laurence lot lord Oliphant 

for life. 
13; 

to Laurence 1. t lard Oliphant 

afl. gi. nc. to Huntly and 

17# 
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MANRENT ANA MAINTENANCE 

14 1495,7 July. OupplIn 
Lucas Bruce of Cultmalundie to Laurence Ist lord Oliphant 

bond of aanrent in general terms; for life. 
Gask documents, bundle It no. 19; 
Anderson, Olims ts. 31. 

15 1497,28 March. 
Tristram Gorty of that ilk to Laurence tat lord Oliphant 

bond of menrent in standard terms; for life. 
Gask documents, bundle 11 no. 20; 
Anderson, Oliohante. 31-2. 

16 1501,30 June. Aberdalgis 
John Moncrieff of that ilk to Sohn 2nd lord Oliphant 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, Maitland Thomson papers, GO 212 box 11 file 3t 
copy, from original in Bachilton charters. 

17 1502,12 July. Dupplin 
Robert Barclay of Straw to John 2nd lord Oliphant 

bond of aanrent in standard terms; for life. 
Gook documents, bundle 11 no. 21; 
Anderson, Q, chants. 49. 

18 1508,9 January. Perth 
John Thane of Dunning to John 2nd lord Oliphant 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
Gask documents, bundle It no. 22; 
Anderson, Olio ts, 49.50. 

19 1547,26 August. Storeanclat 
David Sinclair to Laurence 3rd lord Oliphant 

his friends, tenants and 
servants, 

bond of aianrent in general terms; service within Caithness; 
given because Oliphant has sold to him non entry, ward and 
relief of the seven penny lands of Downy in Caithnrss, with 
the marriage and ward of Margaret, daughter of late Willies 
Caldell, last possessor of the lands, wham he will not marry 
to anyone holding land of the queen through whom Oliphant and 
hairs might loss the marriage of the lands. 

Anderson, QUIlhAUtat 78-9. 

There are no certain 'lost bonds' in this collection, although the 'gud 
lorduhip' mentioned in Oliphant 8,9 and 10 may have involved bonds of 
maintenance. 

Sn elect Contracts of friendship 151 Political bonds 15,20,24,30. 
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SCOTT Of a- XHOLME 

? ANRENT AND NAINTENANtE 

I 1595,24 April. Harick 
Alls Baty of Blaikeek 
and four other Batys 
their heirs 
surname of ®aty of house of 
Cowchquhalrgtsn, except John Saty 
of Ranslburn and his brother 

bond of menrsnt in standard terms. 
Fraser, Bucclsuch, ii, 254. 

to Waltor Scott of Branxhol*ig 
his heirs 

2 1595, «" Hariok 
Sohn Wach, fiat of Dwick to Walter Scott of Branxholme 

bond of manlunt to 96notal tomee 
rrasas, MMML2MM iii 264.5. 

For other bonds of the Scotts of Branxholme, sees 
Royal bonds 12,13,16,17; Hamilton 7; Archbishops of St. Andrewes 
Hamilton 3; 
Contracts of friendship 341 Political bonds 7. 

SOME VIELE 

1 14629 24 OCtob. r. Cowthally 

MANBINT AND P INTA NANCE 

Thomas Kirkpatrick of Closeburn to hohn lord Somerville 
bond of manrent in general terms service to Robert Crichton 
of Sanquhar excepted for three yearsl for life. 

Somerville, Msmorie of the Somervillea. 1,234-5. 

Se. alsoa Angus 14; Hamilton 11 Political bonds 6,20. 

1 1611,28 Docsbbl. Oinks1d 

STEWART c( GRANDTULLY 

MANR(J4T AND MAINTENANCE 

Alexander Fleming of lams to William Stewart of 
his heirs Grandtully 
his kin and friends his hairs, lairds of 

Grandtully 
bond of mo+ront in standard terms. 

Fraser, Grandtully. i. 111.2. 

Ss slsos Argyll 70t 71; Contracts of friendship 92. 
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STIR6 NG OF KEIR 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1497,1 5 D. cwb"r. Dunblan" 
Alexander Kinross to William Stirling of Kair 
his a. and h. John his heirs 

notarial instrument recording promise of perpetual menrent 
and agreement to accept the direction and counsel of Stirling 
and heirs for themselves and for entry to lordship of 
Kippsnross and disposal of it, with the reservation that they 
would not be forced to sell it and loan inheritance. Latin 

Prassr, Z, , 269.70. 

2 1519,15 I'%. rch. Edinburgh 
Sohn Stirling of Ksir 
John Kinross of Kippanross 

indenture, including ratification of manrsnt of 1497, 
notwithstanding Kinross' previous discharge of all bonds 
with Stirling{ Stirling discharges penalty of £500 due for 
discharge of original bond, and will maintain Kinross. 

Fraaarp ARAL# 313.6. 

For other bonds of the Stirlings, sees 
Mar 1,2; Montrose 6; 
Contracts of friendship 27; Political bonds 7,19. 

SUTh XLM 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1S18,16 August. Abbirsao 
Adam Gordon 10th as Sutherland 
3aM Mackay of Strat never 
John to kin, friends and servants 

notarial copy of indenture of maintenance and wanrsnt in 
standard terms; John to serve especially against Alexander 
Sutherland; Adam to give John seven devaahs of land in 
tae, and never agree with John Murray and his kin without 
3ohn's consent, as John also agrass; allegiance excepted 
to Caithness by Adam and to Huntly by John; for life. 

rrassr, Suthsr_ land, iii, 69.71. 

2 1529,29 Juno. Dunrobin 
Alexander "star of Sutherland 
John Rory Mscansson 
3ohn's kin and friends 
their partakers 

indenture of maintenance and manrsnt in standard teras$ both 
to assist one another against 3ohn Mackay of Strathnavsrr 
Alexander to give Sohn in marriage to Margaret, daughter of 
Sohn Murray of Cambusary; for life. 

Fraser, Suth d. iii, 88.9. 
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SUTHE BLAND 

RAMMRE T AND MAINTENANCE 

1529,4 September. Ounrobin 
William Sutherland of Duffus to Alexander master of Suther]yr+ 
his hairs his heirs 
his kin, friends and household 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms] allegiance to Moray and 
lord Forbes excepted for William's lifep given because 
Alexander has received him as tenant and vassal in lands of 
Skelbo, won by his from John Kinnalyd, laird of Skelbo, and 
for defence and protection in the lande; in psrpetuity. 40 

Fraser, $pthsrland. iii, 92.4. 

4 1587, Dornoch 
Alexander, 12th s. Sutherland 
Sohn Thomeason 
John's kin 

agreement by which John's kin promise manrsnt, and to cause 
their friends to renounce their friendship and service to 
Huchan Mackay, and serve Sutherland, being enemy to any who 
refuse, and to defend Alexander against any attack by Mackay; 
Alexander leases land to John until Whitsun 1588, when he 

may enter into the lands of May. 
Fraser, su eriaannd, iii, 154.6. 

LOST___ 80_AN 

5-7i note of bandet 15161, Roy Mackay to earl Adam 
1818, )ohn Mackay to earl Adam 
1522, lohn Mackay to Alexander castor of Sutherland 

Sutherland Cass, Appendix VIII, 23. 

8 1522,6 July. Cathedral of Caithness 
Alexander water of Sutherland 
Jan Mackay in Strathnaver 

notarial copy of act of court hold by commissary substitute, 
Robert Macraith, vicar of Kilmailiss Sohn Mackay to give 
m nrsnt to Alexander as he was bound to the earl (Sutherland 1), 
under pain of sxcowaanicationj Alexander to maintain Sohn, 
as the earl was bound. 

Fraser, Sutherland. iii, 71-2. 

40. On 1 April 1529, Kinnaird made a contract with Sutherland of Ouffus, 
agreeing to infsft him in the lands of Skelbo, to be held of the 

earl of Sutherland for services Fraser, Suthsrland 111,86.7. 
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3UTHE_TýRLANO 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

9 1581,15 March. Edinburgh 
William Sutherland of Duffus to Alexander 12th a* 
his hairs Sutherland 

bond acknowledging authenticity of bond of menrent by his 
grandfather (Sutherland 3), having now seen the bond; binds 
himself and heirs to fulfill it, having been entered as 
tenants in the lands. 

Fraser, Sutherland, ii1,151-2. 

for other bonds of the earls of Sutherland, **at 
Royal bonds 141 Gordon 1121 
Contracts of friendship 20,21,36,51,52; 
Political bonds 7,15,20,33. 

WAUS X SARNJARROCH 

MN RENT AND P1 IfNT NANCE 

1 15621,6 November. Yigtobrn 
Alexander Woos of flernbarroch 
Harry Hawthorn in l. ikls Airiss 

contract of maintenance and manrsnt in general terms; Waus 
gives Harry parsonage of his six mark lands of Meikie Airies 
for fourteen marks per annum; for life. 

W Co raeoondance. 29-30. 

Sss alsot Contracts of friendship 69. 

WEMYSS 0' THAT ILK 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

1 1487,16 August. Leith 
wohn Melville, ". and ho of to Sohn Womysa of that Ilk 
William Melville of Rsith 

bond of manrsnt in standard terms; service to my 
fforfsftouris' excepted; for life; and if he outlives his 
father, to be bound in manrsnt as his father In bound. 

Fraser, Melville, iii, 246; Wsmvss. ii, 109.10. 

LOSS T 8ý ONDS 

2 14871 bond of mmrsnt by William Melville of Rsithi idaMyss 1. 

Sae alsot Hamilton 11; Archbishops of St. Andrswss Beaton 3; Hamilton 2; 
Archbishops of Glasgow: Boston 1. 
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ROYAL 80M0$41 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

I 1453,16 January. Lanark 
1awss 9th a. Douglas to James II 

bond promising manrsnt and service; at next general council 
will give bond in beat and most sure form; binds himself to 
renounce all bonds made contrary to the king, and to soaks 
none in the future which may be contrary to him; given 
because James has promised him lawful entry and possession to 
the earldom of Wigtown and lands of Stewarton; for life. 

Suth. rland C ase, Appendix X, 29. 

2 1455,8 March. Lanark 
James Twesdis of Drumelzier by James II 

bond of maintenance in general terms; given for bond of 
msnrent for life. 

HM-C. Various Collections, v, 11 (fully printed). 

3 1529,26 May. Edinburgh 
Robert Boyd in Kilmarnock by Margaret queen of Scotland 

with consent of Henry lord 
Methven her husband 
her friends, man and servants 

bond of maintenance in general terms; to maintain Boyd 
in peaceful possession of lands and lordship of Kilmarnock; 
given for wanrant and service. 

SRO, Boyd Papers, GD 8/70; Abbotsford Missceller. i, 7-8. 

4 154- (no day, month or place) 
William lard Ruthvsn to Mary of Guise 
his friends and servants 

bond of manrent in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, State Papers, 13/41. 

5 1543,13 August. Cuabarfsuld 
Patrick 3rd s. Bothwell to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrent in standard terms; given for certain 
gratitudea, in particular a yearly pension of £1000; 
for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/42. 

6 1543, - September. Stirling 
William Cunningham of Glsngarnoch to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of wanrant in standard terms; given for gratitude.; 
for life. 

SRO, State papers, 13/44. 

41. These bonds were inevitably made for political purposes, and are 
therefore very different from the great majority of bonds in this 
list. But as they are bonds of maintenance and menrsnt they are 
included hers. 
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ROYAL BONDS 

1 ANix'ENT AND MAINTENANCE 

7 154bß 24 May. Stirling Castle 
Hector Maclean of Duart to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of sunrsnt in general terms; given because of lease 
of lands in the Isles for the old mails of one mark for 
every Mrkland, and for discharge of all mails pest and 
until Whitaun 1547; for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/48. 

8 1546,31 May. Edinburgh 
William Sinclair of Roalin to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, State Papers, 13/50. 

9 1548,17 January. Stirling 
Alexander Gordon, postulate to Mary of Guise 
of Caithness 

bond of sanrent in standard terms; given for maintenance 
and yearly pension of £200; for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/55. 

1d 1548,26 Much. Huntly 
Patrick lord Gray to Mary of Guise 
his friends 

band of aanrant in standard termsi includes promise of 
service against ¬ngliahl given for maintenance and yearly 
pension of 500 werke= for life. 

SRO# State Papers, 13/56. 

11 1548,14 April, Edinburgh 
Robert Carn. Gy of Kinnaird to Mary of Guise, 

bond of aanrsnt in standard terms; given for maintenance 
and yearly pension of £1001 for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/59. 

12 1548,13 August. Edinburgh 
Walter Scott of Branxholns to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of wanrsnt in standard terms; given for maintenance; 
for life. 

SRO, State Paparsl 13/61. 

13 1548,13 August. Edinburgh 
Walter Scott of Branxholsu by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance in standard terisl given for manrent. 
Fraser, 8a such, ii, 187-8. 

14 1549,20 February. Edinburgh 
John 11th as Sutherland to Mary of Guise 
his friends and servants 

bond of manrent in general terms; given for maintenance and 
because Mary has received him as tenant in the earldom of 
Rosa{ for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/631 Fraser, Suthý d, iii, 107. 
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ROYAL BONDS 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

15 1549,14 Msroh. Edinburgh 
George Msldrua of Fyvy to Mary of Geiss 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of Mnrent in standard terms; for life. 
SRO, State Papers, 13/65. 

16 1549,24 June. Edinburgh 
William Scott of Kirkurd, so and he to Mary of Guise 
of Scott of Brsnxholms 

bond of ssnrent in standard terms; includes promise of 
service against the English; for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/661 Fraser, BMSSIsuoh, li, 195. 

17 1549,24 dune. Edinburgh 
William Scott of Kirkurd by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance in standard tormal includes promise to 
give all yearly fass that the tats Sohn Melville of Raith 
had for his ssrvicsp given for aanrsnt and other causes. 

Fraser, AMjjj2MRtL# fig 170. 

18 1549,30 Ssptesmbst. Edinburgh 
Sohn Erskine of Dun to Mary of Guise 

bond of eenrent in standard termal for life. 
SRO, State Paper., 13/68. 

19 1552,11 February. Edinburgh 
3aaes Meogill, burgess of Edinburgh to Mary of Guise 

bond of minrent in standard teri, e; given for maintenance 
and yearly pension of £100; for life. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/74. 

20 1557,6 Novs. ber. Edinburgh 
Robert lord Boyd by Mary of Guise, regent 
Robert master of Boyd 

bond of maintenance in general tassel given for bond of 
senrent. 

SRO, Boyd Papers, GD 8/159v Abbotsford Miscellany. i, 16-7. 

21 1557,15 Naueaber. Edinburgh 
3aa. a 4th e. Morton to Mary of Guise, regent 
his heirs 
his kin, friends and partakers 

bond of manrent in standard terms; given because it is his 
duty to serve the queen and regent, and for sundry gratitude*. 

SRO, State Papers, 13/78. 

LOST BONDS 

22 1455, (8 March) 
3aans Twsadls of Druaslzisr to Jsmss II 

bond of manrent for life. 
Royal bonds 2. 
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RO AL 8ONO$ 

LOST 
... _ 

8.. ONeg 

23 1529, (26 May) 
Robert Boyd in Kilmarnock to Margaret queen of Scotland 

bond of manrsnt, for as long as he holds lands and lordship 
of Kilmarnock. 

Royal bonds 3. 

24 1548, (17 January) 
Alexander Gordon, postulate by Mary of Guise 
of Caithness 

bond of maintenance. 
Royal bonds 9. 

25 1S48, (26 March) 
Patrick lord Gray by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance. 
Royal bonds 10. 

26 1548, (14 April) 
Robert Carnegy of Kinnaird by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance. 
Royal bonds 11. 

27 1549, (20 February) 
John 11th ". Sutherland by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance. 
Royal bonds 14. 

28 1552, (11 February) 
James Macgill, burgess of Edinburgh by Mary of Guise 

bond of maintenance. 
Royal bonds 19. 

29 1557, (6 Novsr) 
Robert lord Boyd to Mary of Guise, regent 
Robert motor of Boyd 

bond of sanrrnt, to maintain Mary's authority an regent 
until her daughter Is twenty-four. 

Royal bonds 20. 

Sao alsoi Contracts of friendship 45; Political bonds 10. 
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ARCH8ISHOR5 0r GLASGOW 

NANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

EATON 

1 1515,16 3uly. Edinburgh 
David Wamyas of Westar Wamyss by 3amoe Boston, abp. Glasgow 

bond of maintenance in general terms; given for manrsnt; 
for life. 

Fraser, WM sop ii, 141.2. 

DUNGAR 

1 15279 8 December. Glasgow 
George Maxwell by Gavin Dunbar, sbp. Glasgow 
of Cowglon 

bond of maintenance in general terms; given for manrsnt, 
Maxwell excepting service to lord ! Maxwell. 

Fraser, Pollak . i# 257. 

LOST lOOS 

Bonds of Manrsnt by Wawyss and Maxwells Beaton 1, Dunbar 1. 

See alsoi Political bonds 3p 4. 

BISHOPS OF FORAY 

MANRE NT AND MAINTENANCE 

HEPSURN 

I 1545,1 May. Spynla 
Nuchon Ross of Kilravock to Patrick H. pburn, bp. Moray 
and three others 
their kin and friends 

bond of aanrent in standard tsrmsl given for his goodness 
to us, especially for setting lands in foul for life* 

EmL ly of Ros;, 211.3. 

2 1545,6 May. Spynis 
Huehon Ross of Kilravock by Patrick Hepburn, bp. Moray 
and others his heirs 
their heirs his kin� friends and servants 
their kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; excepts laird of 
Ines and John Grant of Frsuchy and his so and h. John 
given for bond of manrent. 

Family of Ross, 213.4. 

Sao alsoe Political bonds ?, 20. 
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ARCHBISHOPS [' ST. ANDREWS 

N&NRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

BEAD 

1 1529,18 July. Abbey of Arbroath 
James lard Ogilvy of Airlis by David Beaton, abbot of 

Arbroath 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; Includes promise to 
receive him with six man and horses in his house with 
'buschs of court' (bauch au court sustsnancs); given for 
bond of aenrsnt; to last while he is abbot of Arbroath. 

SRO, Airlis Muniments, GD 16/46/8. 

2 1544,22 October. Castle of St. Andrews 
Patrick lard Gray by David Beaton, cardinal of 

St. Andrews 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard tars; given for certain 
gratitude' and bond of manrsnt of this date; for life. 

SRO, Dalhousie Muniments, GD 45/26/5; 
S ldiho Miscs_, v, 295-6. 

3 1545,9 November. Castle of St. Andrews 
Sohn Wssyss of that ilk by David Seaton, cardinal of 

St. Andrews 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of maintenance in standard terms; given for gratitudem 
and bond of manrsnt; for life. 

Fraser, tWM# ii, 190.2. 

ORNA 

1 1519,26 Juns. Dunfermline Abbey 
William Ramsay of 8rakmonth by Andrew Forman, abp. 

St. Andrews 
bad of maintenance in general terms; gives annual pension 
of twenty marks; given for bond of wnrsnt for lits. 

SRO, Makgill Charters, GO 82/312. 

HAMILTON 
1 1543,12 July. Edinburgh 

Hugh pontgowsry, Master of Eglinton to James Hamilton, abbot of 
his kin, friends and servants Paisley 

bond of manrent in standard terms# axospts those to whoa he 
is already lid; given for annual too and bond of 
maintenance{ for life. 

Hamilton Plunimsnts, box 102. 

2 1550,21 March. Edinburgh 
John W.. yss of that ilk by James Hamilton, abp. 

St. Andrswa 
his kin, friends and partakers 

bond of maintenance in standard terms# given for bond of 
manrsnt for life. 

Fraser, wes , ii, 178.8. 
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ARCHBISHOPS Or ST. ANDREWS 

PANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

HAMILTON 

3 1550,31 Decr. b. r. Edinburgh 
Walter Scott of Branxholws by James Hamilton, abp. 

St. Andrews 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of suintsnanos in standard terms given for bond of 
 anrent of same date; for life. 

Prasar, BBgo lsuoh, ii, 201. 

4 1553,9 August. 3ecfburgh 
Walter Karr of Comford by 3amss Hamilton, abp. 
John Karr of Parnihurst St. Andrews 
Andrer Kerr of the Hirssl Jwu 3rd s. Arran 
their heirs Arran's heirs 

bond of wanrant in standard terms; in perpetuity. 
Hamilton Pkmiwants, box 102. 

LOST 80_ 
NN 

DS 

Bonds of manrant by Ogilvy, Gray and Wamyss to B"tont Beaton 1,2 and 3; 
bond of manrant by Ramsay to Formans Forman 1; 
bonds of manrant by Wsmyss and Scott to Hamilton# Hamilton 2 and 3; 
bond of maintenance to Montgowary by Hamiltons Hamilton 1. 

Sao algal Contracts of friendship 7,401 Political bonds 7,150 199 20. 

BISHOPS CA mss 
MefiREMI AND MAINTENANCE ANCE 

ST ART 

1 1506,27 ]uns. Cathedral of Dornach 
Huchon Sutherland of Thornwol to Andrew Stewart, bp, 
and Proney Caithness 
his heirs his successors 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of menrent in standard terms; allegiance to Sutherland 
excepted; for maintenance; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Register House Charters, no. 693. 

LOS, T "k 
. 

Bond of maintenance to Sutherland by Stewart. Stewart Is 

See also# Royal bonds 9; Contracts of friendship 36,52. 
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1553,17 November. Coupar 
Duncan Campbell of Glanlyon 

ABBOTS 0 F COUPAR ANGUS 

MANRENT AND MAINTENANCE 

to Donald Campbell, abbot of 
Coupar 

bond of wanrent to standard terms to have allowance 
for 'hors and two bois'l allegiance excepted to Argyllp 
given for yearly fee of L20 and other gratitudas. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 4/16, 

2 1474, (10 Suns) 
Williani Clark, the king's porter to Donald Bans, abbot of Coupes 

wanrsnti for which Donald losses the tsinds and alterage 
of the church of fossoquhy to him and his wife Agnes, remitting 
pageant due to the abbey. 

Coe" Angus, Rental, i, 214-6. 

SH alsos Politic l bonds 7. 

QTHER LOST B*DS42 

1446, (21 May) 
Alexander Forbes 
Malcolm Farbas 
the eons of late William Forbes of Kinnaldy 

According to decision of arbiters about their dispute over 
inheritance, Alexander's claims upheldv and Malcola directed 
to become assn to Alexander for lifer 'for the quhilk eanrant' 
Alexander to give Malcolm lands of Naikle Wardris in the 
Garioch in toe. and heritage, and pay him 280 marks. 

SRO, 0Iguise MunImenta, GD 45/26/5 (copy)l 
ejtardi -Banf,,. f Illustrations, iii, 404.5. 

2 1462,24 August 
3a. ss Cockburn, as and h. of to William Maitland of 
Patrick of Nowbiggin6 Lathington 

bond of wanrunt 
h2b will, 160. 

3 Before 4 July 1476 
Gavin of Criahtan to Willis. at Borttlwwtok 

bond of . entrant; given for fas of %26 " which William 
was new ordered to pay by the lords auditors, the asking 
of the bond having been proved. 

AQItq 42. 

42. This list gives references to bonds made by families in whose archives 
there are no surviving bonds of manrsntj it is arranged chronologically$ 
according to the dates of the documents which refer to the bonds, with 
the exception of the list of bonds of Murray of Tullibardins which is 

oiren at the and. 
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OTHER R LOST BONDS 

4 Before 4 July 1476 
3... $ of ®ortFwiak 

bond of manr. nt; 
now ordered to pay 
produoad. 

Njig 42. 

to William lard Crichton 
given for fee of £25 " which William was 
by the lords auditors, the bond being 

Before 20 July 1476. 
Robert Muir of Rowallan to Alexander lord Kiloaurs 

bond of manrsnt; Robert claimed that Alexander had broken 
his obligation, possibly of maintenance and certainly to pay 
the balance of the fee due, for which he made a subsequent 
claim; given until 4 October to prove it, and meanwhile 
obliged by the lords auditors to make homage and service to 
Alsxandsr. 

j, S6. 

6 Before 26 April 1482. 
Walter Stewart lord Innsrasath 
Alexander Stewart his cousin 

indentures sanrent, in return for fee and household (in this 
context, sustenance). Arbiters find that Alexander has 
broken his agreement not to make other bonds without Walter's 
licence by giving a bond of manrent to James a. Buchan: 
Alexander therefore has no claim an Walter for fee and heritage, 
either in future or for anything already dual and Alexander 
is free of his sanrant to Walter. 

Atholl Charters, vol. 1 no. 54. 

7 Before 1485,18 January 
Alexander Kirkpatrick to Robert Charteras of Amisfiel, 

summons by Robert of Alexander for wrongfully withholding a 
third of his winning of 'aventur of were'; Alexander alleged 
that he had prior allegiance to the laird of Closeburn and 
Henry Kirkpatrick in his letter of manrsnt to Charteras, but 
the lards of council decreed that he was own to Charteris 
before all others, and continued the case. 

a,, 95. 

8 Before 22 August 1487 
William Stirling of Keir to Andrew lord Avondale 

bond of manrent, excepted in his bond to lord Erskine 
Mar 1. 

9 1491, (19 may) 
Robert of Carlyle to Cuthbert Murray of Cockpule 

bond of msnrent, ordered to be given by arbiters in decision 
on their dispute over goods withhold by Robert from Cuthbertp 
Robert had failed to make the bond, and now agreed to do so, 
being ordered by the lords auditors to fulfil the terms of the 
dearest arbitral. 

A$... 156. 

43. The 'aventur of were' was the capture of James 9th a. Douglas by 
Alexander Kirkpatrick, at Lochwaben an 22 July 1484. 
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OTHER LOST BONDS 

10 Before 22 February 1492. 
Gilbert Kennedy of Carnlok to Gilbert Kennedy of Barganj 

bond of . unrsnt, referred to in settlement of dispute 
between their heirs; Thomas of Bargany resigns lands of Sanag 
and others to John of Carnlok, and give up all bonds and 
obligations to him, discharging him of them, except for the 
bond of menrent. 

SRO, Bargany Muniments, GO 109/785. 

11 1587,30 April 
William Weir of Stansbyrss to James Weir of Blackwood 
his heirs his heirs 

bond of .. nrant to standard terms; allegiance excepted to 
abbot of Kslsop given for asaythsisnt of slaughter of John 
Weir of Ponsill, Blackwood's son, and hurting of Janes Reid, 
his son-in-law, by William. Text contained in parliamentary 
ratification of this bond, 1592. 

APS, iii, 624-5. 

List of Murray of Tullibardina bonds (probably ssVwtsonth century)# 

1 1446s Tristram Gorty of that ilk to (David) Murray of 
Tullibardina 

2 1453, February# Alexander Napier of Marchiston to (David) Murray 

3 1455, Augusts 

4 14521 

5 1485, 

6 1486, 

7 
8 
9 

of Tullibardins 
3awss Livingstone of Callender to (David) Murray 
of Tullibardins 
David Blair of Bandocht. r to (David) Murray of 
Tullibardina, for one year, and for a certain fee. 
Finlay and 'Gilifsiland' Philipson to (William) 
Murray of Tuilibardins 
'U. (quhils) of Cramis" to (William) Murray of 
Tullibardins. At Edinburgh. 

.. __ý 
1 W... 

. __ -m 
. 1.. 1\ A--A 

no dates iU1CW l onamon w hurray or P uwww oaroanu 
1488, Marchs Maxton of Culloquhy to (William) Murray of Tullibardino 
1572 for tMrby'i Robert Aison of Fornoik to (William) laird of 

Tullibardine for life, excepting king and Atholl. 
SRO, Dalguisa Munimenta, GO 38/1/62 (22). 
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APPENDIX 8 

CONTRA NP BONDS OF FRIENDSHIP 

The list of contracts and bonds of friendship is given 

chronologically. It contains those contracts in which the establishing 

of amity and mutual support was the sole purpose of the agreement, or at 

least was an important part of it= it does not include the many contracts 

which were made for other purposes, such as agreements over land, or 

marriage contracts, in which only a brief and general statement about the 

mutual friendship of the parties appears at the and. The entries are given 

in the same form as those in Appendix As 'general terms' refers to a 

general statement of friendship and mutual assistance, 'standard terms' to 

promises to assist in each other's actions and causes, to warn of and 

prevent harm, to give counsel, and so on. The contracts come from the 

saes period, from the 1440s until the early seventeenth century. Where 

both parts of a contract or indenture survive, they are given under one 

entry. 

The compilation of the list of personal agreements between men of 

equal status raises the problem of what constituted a contract of friendship 

as opposed to a political bond. On the whole, contracts of friendship were 

made between two people, or sometimes a small groupg and were concerned with 

local affairs, while political bonds involved larva numbers of people and 

were made for specifically political purposes. But thesi classifications 

are far fron absolute; inevitably there was overlap, because the idea of 

the personal alliance was common to both, and the same people made both. 

The division made hare between contracts of friendship and the political 

bonds listed in Appendix C is therefore sometimes rather arbitrary. in 

cases where there is doubt, the main guideline is the extent to which the 

contract concentrates in the idea of general support, rather than 

Pro-occupation with' particular political cirouastanoas. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

1441,4 July. Tullibardine 
David Murray of Tullibardins 
Malcolm Drummond of Concraig 

indenture of friendship in general terms; discord to be 
resolved by the bishop of Dunkeld, the abbot of Inchatfray 
Patrick Lyon, John of Ruthven and others; Malcolm may refer 
any counsel of David's which he thinks injurious to this 
group. Malcolm to marry David's daughter Isabel, and give 
her L10 worth of lands. For life. 

SRO, Drummond Castle Muniments, GD 160 bundle II no. 32 

1466,26 January. Aberdeen 
Nicol earl of Erroll 
Georgs lord Gordon, master of Huntly 
their kin, friends and men 

indenture of friendship, both parts of which are known, in 
general terms; dispute to be resolved by three from each of 
their councils; for life. 

Sosldino Miscellany, ii, 251; 
SRO, Gordon Castle (Tunisente, GD 44 13.7.21 Spalding 
Miscellany, iv, 180-1 

3 1467,9 August. Foebsa 
William lord Forbes, Alexander Forbes of Pitsligo, Alexander 
Forbes of Tolquhon, Arthur of Forbes, and John of Forbes of 
Brachouse; 
Duncan Mackintosh, captain of Clanchattan, Huchon Rose of 
Kilravock, and Duncan'. brothers Alan and Lauchlan 
their kin, men and followers, 

indenture of friendship in standard terms; allegiance 
excepted by the Forbes to their overlords, and by the 
Mackintoshes and Rose to the earl of Ross; in perpetuity. 

SRO, Lord Forbes Collection, GD 52/1003; 
Mackintosh Muniments, GO 176/9 (copy); 
Aberd an-Banff illustrations, iv, 402-3 (partly printed) 

4 1475,8 November. Cawdor 
William than* of Cowdor 
Huchon Rose of Kilravock and Huchon his son 
their parties 

indenture of frisndshipl to and all quarrels, injuries and 
slaughters between them in the pasty they agree to abide 
by the ordinance of John Innas of that ilk and four persons 
chosen by him on Cawdor's behalf, their dearest to be given 
at Elgin on 19 November. In perpetuity. 

Cawdor 8�k_ 59-60. 

5 1476,25 3uly. Edinburgh 
Thomas Cumming of Altyre 
William Hay of Lochloy 
their heirs, kin, friends and servants 

Indenture of friendship in standard terms; made to and 
discord between them; allegiance excepted to the lords to 
whom they are bound in manrent; in perpetuity, 

Cumming Muniments, Altyre, shelf 6, section 6. 

1. The terms of the two parts of the indenture are identical, except that 
the initial promise of friendship is made individually, and the ki- 
frisnds and son are named as Erroll#@ in one part, lard Gordon'r 
other. The original of the part kept by Erroll is lost. 
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CONTRACTS Cl FRIENDSHIP 

6 1476,5 September. Cathedral of Moray 
William thane of Cawdor 
Huchon Rosa of Kilravock and Huchon his son 
their kin, am and parties 

indenture of friendship, in unusual terms, Huchon becomes 
son to William, and his son is bound in Arent and service. 
After Huchon's death, his son will become son to William, 
and his oldest son will be bound in manrent and service, and 
will marry one of William's daughters. William becomes 
father to Huchon, and will maintain and defend his son; and 
he forgives all injuries and slaughters committed by the 
Rosas. Huthanfs son excepts his allegiance to lane lords 
quhilk he has or sall haft to master' without prejudice to 
William. The indenture contains the phrase 'the quhilkis 
sonrent aanrsnts and mariage'; but it is included as a 
contract of friendship because it is one of a series of such 
agreements between Cawdor and the Roses, and was later 
referred to by than as 'ans bands of frsindschipe'. 2 

for life. 
Candor Muniments, press 1, shelf 7, bundle V; 
Cdr 8k. 60-2. 

7 1477,31 October. Edinburgh 
William Sch*vea, ao-adjutor of to William earl of Erroll 
St. Andrews his kin, friends and servants 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of friendship in standard terms, in return for Erroll's 
bond of friendship; for life. 

Erroll Charters, na. 97 bundle V; 
Saldino Miscellany. ii, 252.3. 

8 1481,24 September. Cray 
Farquhar Mackintosh, son and heir to Huahon Ross of 
to Duncan t'ackintosh, captain of Kiiravock, his sons, kin 
Clanchattan and party 

bend of friendship in general terms; Farquhar to abide 
at counsel of Muchon and his son, and include them as 
principal ambers of his council; and to try to and dispute 
between Huchon and Ewin Makschtana, taking Huchon'5 part if 
Erin refuses to be reconciled; for life. 

Family of Roost 144.6. 

1482,21 June. Forrsa 
William thane of Candor 
Huchan Rose of Kilrevook and Huchon his son 

contract of friendship and marriage; accept arbitration on 
all debates arising since the making of their last bond of 
friendship of 5 September 14761 this bond to have as much 
strength as when it was made, except that Huchon's son may 
now take too of any lord he pleases, unless he be against 
William and William's son and heir William to to marry a 
daughter of Huchon. 

Candor Muniments, prass 1, shelf 7, bundle V; 
Cawdor Mc, 64.7 (partly printed). 

2. Contracts of friendship 91 Cawdar Bk. 65. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

10 14839 21 May. KiUpindi" 
3ohn abbot of Scans 
Andrew lard Gray 
their households and servants 

indenture of friendship in standard terwsf Gray to protect 
the abbey of Scone and its lands, especially those in Angus, 
for which the tenants on these lande will ride and gang with 
Gray and serve his. For life. 

Gray of Kinfauns Muniments, Darnaway, vol. 1/33. 

11 1484,15 September. Bog o' Gicht 
James Ogilvy of Qaaktord 
John Grant, son and heir of Duncan Grant of Frsuchy 

indenture of friendship in general terms; and marriage 
agreements Grant to marry Ogilvy's daughter Margaret, and 
to infaft her with 20 marks of landl and Ogilvy to pay 
Grant 300 marks= friendship for life. 

Fraser, Grant,, iii, 35-6. 

12 1491,21 February. Perth 
George earl of Huntly and Alexander lord Gordon his son 
Patrick earl of Bothwell 

indenture of friendship in standard terms= for life. 
SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GD 44 13.7.5; 
Spalding Miscellany, iv, 187.8. 

13 1492,18 September. Darnaway 
Alexander Dunbar of the Westfeld 
Jonas Dunbar of Cuanock; 
Farquhar Mackintosh, so and he of Duncan Mackintosh, 
captain of Clanchettan, having authority from Duncan 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and seen 

contract of friendship, 'brathirheid' and manrents 
Alexander and Duncan to keep kindness as carnal brothers 
Farquhar becomes son to Alexander and brother to 3amss. 
Alexander gives to Farquhar the town of Durris, barony of 
Cardals; and if he sells his other lands in the barony, 
Farquhar will have first refusal; Lawrence, James' son, to 
marry Janet, Farquhar's daughter. Promise of mutual defence 
and assistance in general terms, excepting their manrent to 
Huntly and lord Gordon, their bond to John Grant of Freuchy, 

and the bohd between 3awss and Alexander Imes of that 
ilk; disputes between them to be settled by arbiters; in 
perpetuity. 

Coll. ds RebusAllan. 83.6. 

14 1494,9 Juno. Edinburgh 
Gilbert Hay of Delgaty 
John Cheyne of Essilmont 

indenture of friendship in standard terme; and marriage 
agremsents Cheyns's son and heir Henry to starry Hay's 
daughter Marjorie; allegiance to the lords to nohow} they 
are bound in eanrent excepted; for life. 

Aberdeen-Banff Illustrations. ii, 353.4. 
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CONTRACTS QF FRIENDSHIP 

15 1500,8 April. Inchattray 
William lord Graham 
John lord Oliphant 
their kin, friends and men 

indenture of friendship in standard terms; debates and 
actions among their men to be decided by them, and if they 
fails their am may take their case to law; for life. 

Montrose Ahmiments, Auchmar, I, 37; 
Anderson, 0 iohants, 47-8. 

16 1503,20 Novewbsr. Edinburgh 
Joints earl of Arran 
Alexander earl of Monteith 

indenture of friendship in general tarns. 
Hamilton Muniments box 102; fraser# Monteith, iii 306-7. 

17 1504,12 June. Oundse 
William rotor of Erroll 
Alexander Keith of Ythan 

contract of friendship in general terms; for life. 
Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Manrent' 19. 

18 1514,23 April. Glasgow 
John earl of Lennox 
John lord Lyle 

indenture of friendship 
about exchange of lands 
causing those presently 

in general tarwal and agrsament 
of Duchal and Rashalie,, which involves 
there " both kinsmen of Lyle - to 

move out. 
Lennox Charters, 1291 Frasst, Lennox , ii, 208-11. 

19 1515,6 May. Auldearn 
Huchan Rose of Kilravock and son and heir 
John Calder chentor of Ross and brother Huchon 
their kin, span and friends 

indenture of friendship in general terms; and marriage 
agreements Alexander, son of the late William thane of 
Cawdor, to marry Rose's daughter Elizabeth. Allegiance 
to the earl of Huntly excepted by bath. 

Cdgr 8k r 125.6 (partly printed). 

20 1516,1 April. Garnego 
John earl of Caithness to Alexander earl of Huntly 

and Adam earl of Sutherland 
bond of friendship; Caithness promises to aid Sutherland 
in winning the house of Ounrobin, and to cause him to be 
obeyed in the earldom of Sutherland; and further, that it 
the bishop of Caithness takes plain part with Huntly and 
Sutherland in regaining the earldom, he will keep his band 
with the bishop; if not, he will discharge the bond. Given 
because Huntly and Sutherland are bound to take his part in 

all actions, and especially against William Keith of Inverugy, 
his kin, friends and servants. 

SRO, Sinclair of Rey Papers, GD 96/16. 
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CONTRACTS (J F FRIEN` p 

21 1516,3 Docewb"r. Spyni" 
Sohlt earl of Caithness 
Adam and Elisabeth, earl and countess of Sutherland 

indenture of frisndshipl Caithness to got gunrobin castle 
out of the hands of Alexander Sutherland, and deliver it 
to the earl and countessl and to intronst with all farms, 
mails, customs and lands of the earldom of Sutherland, 
and be accountable for them; in return, to have t20 lands 
in Sutherland. 

Fraser, Sutherland. iii, 63.5. 

22 1517,28 February. Edinburgh 
Lauchlan Maclean of Quart 

bond of friendship in 
to the earl of Argyll. 

Candor Piunim*nts, 
£wdor 8k, 128. 

23 1517,24 Nov b r. Edinburgh 

to John Campbell of Cawdor 
standard term. allegiance excepted 

press 5, section VI, bundle 11 

James sari of Arran 
Gilbert earl of Caaaillis 

bond of friendship in general terms] discord to be resolved 
by their four nearest kin and friends, or by David bishop 
of Argyll; given because of the old bond of kindness between 
their predecessors, and for the honour, profit and welfare 
of the king, now in his minority, the common weal of the realm, 
the pleasure of the governor and the administration of 

Justice 
in Albany's absence. 

Hamilton Muniments box 102. 

24 1519,26 Nov. sr. Perth 
30M sxrl of Atholl to Alexander earl of Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of friendship in standard terms. 
SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, CD 44 13.8.14= 
Saaldino MiscSli lanv. iv, 196.9 (partly printed). 

25 1521,10 August. Bsnquhur 
Lauchlsn Mackintosh, captain of to John Campbell of Ca dor 
Clanchattan 

bond of friendship in general terms; Mackintosh, with the 
consent of his kin, forgives Campbell all quarrels in the 
past; any in the future to be settled by their friends. 
Mackintosh accepts allegiance to the sari of Moray, but 
promises that if dispute aria" between Campbell and Moray, 
and Moray will not accept Mackintosh's counsel, he will keep 
Campbell free of harm from Moray. 

Cardor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle 11 
CmgU Oky 139-40. 

26 1523,21 March. Inverarsy 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Colin Campbell of Ardkinglas 

contract of friendship in standard terms; counsel to be 
given and kept secret unless it be against the earl of 
Argyll and his heirs. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

27 1524,26 October. Edinburgh 
Laurance Crawford of Kilbirnia to 3awss Stirling of Keir 
so and h. Hugh a. and h. James 
their kin and allies 

bond of friendship in standard terms; grantors bound by 
the faith of 'gontill man's for their lives. 

Frsasr, K" 323. 

28 1525,13 February. Cawdor 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Huchan Rose of Kilravock 

indenture of friendship in standard terms; includes promise 
that any lands or offices either of them obtain, the other 
will help his to possess peaceably; and any land obtained 
by conquest by ens with the help of the other he will divide 
with his, after the advice of their kin and friends. Campbell 
excepts the earls of Argyll and Morayt and Mackintosh; Rose 
excepts Mackintosh and the laird of findlater; for life. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VIA bundle I; 
Cawdo; 118-9. 

29 1526,18 Mrch. A. barton 
John Campbell of Cwdor 
Archibald Ca. pbs11 of Skipnsss 
Archibald Campbell of Kilwiahaei 
Angus Campbell of Barbreck 

bond of friendship in standard terms: Allegiance excepted 
to the sari of Argyll; but grantors include tare that in 
all debates between themselves and the earl, they will 
sgses with him only with the advice of all four, and if 
Argyll denudes them of any of their heritage, or assists 
any other to do so, they will withdraw their servics. 3 

Candor Muftsants, press 5, section VI1bundle II 
Cyr 0k 145+6. 

30 1526,17 August. Edinburgh 
6sorns earl of Rothes to Archibald earl of Angus 

bond of friendship in standard tsrssl includes promise 
that it any bsnsfias falls vacant north of the Tay, Rothes 
will solicit the king to give it to Anis, to dispons to 
whoa he plsasssi and Rothes also promises to take part with 
Angus in furthering the king's authority, pacifying the realm 
and preventing cris; for life. 

Fraser, QQy iii, 226. 

31 1526,30 August. Castle of Kincardln" 
Williem earl of Montrose 
Willies Murray of Tulltbardins 
their kin, friends and servants 

indenture of friendship in general taros{ given for diverse 
causes, including forgiveness of all past discard; for all 
ties casing. 

Montrose Muniments, Auchasr, I, 41. 

3. Space is left in this document for further names probably two mors. 
This suggests that the grantors, at odds with Argyll, hoped for further 

support. See abovs, pp. 172-3. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

32 15270, a r. bruary. Perth 
George bishop of D mksld 
John earl of Atholl 

indenture of friendship in standard terms] Atholl to 
keep Ounksld's lands, tenants and kirkean in peace and 
free of molastationf Ounkeld to pay Atholl L40 per anum; 
allegiance excepted by Atholl to the earl of Argyll. 

Atholl Chartere, vol. I no. 69. 

33 1527,30 April. Invsrnsss 
John Campb. ll of Cawdor 
Hector Mackintosh, captain of Clanchattan 
Hector Munro of Foulis 
Donald Macdonald of Sleet 
Huchon Rose of Kilravock 

bond of friendship in standard terms; includes provision 
that if anyone now at discord with any of the grantors desires 
any manner of bond of kindness, it will be made only with the 
advice and consent of all; in times cowing. 

Cawdor Munissnts, press 5, section VI, bundle I; 
SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/32 (copy); 
C. 149.50. 

34 1530,16 March. Ancrum 
Walter Kerr of Cssford, Andrew Kerr of Fsrnihurst, Mark Karr 
of Dolphinston, George Ksrr, tutor of Ceeford and Andrew 
Kerr of Primsidaloch; 
Walter Scott of Branxholms, Robert Scott of Allanhaugh, Robert 
Scott, tutor of Howposlst, John Scott of Roberton and Walter 
Scott of Kirkshawa 
their kin, friends and servants 

indenture of friendship in standard teems; both parties 
to go to the four head pilgrimages of Scotland, and pay 
chaplain for daily Masses, the Scotts for five years, the 
Ksrr4 for three, for the souls of Andrew Karr of Castord, 
John Scott of Erskine and others, slain in their fight at 
Melrose; Branxholm's son to marry one of Cssford0a sisters; 
and debate between them to be settled by arbiters; given for 
staunching debate, forthbearing king's authority and punishing 
trespass. s. 

SRO, Nwbattls Collection, GO 40 portfolio xvi/ 
Ad. I (copy) 

35 1536, - April. Perth 
Alexander Minis. of Rannoch, son and heir of 
Robert Mannes of Wesel 
John Campbell, brother of James Campbell of Lawsrs 

bond of friendship, made particularly for the defence of 
the lands of Rannoch; agree to chose keeper for the woods 
and forest of Rannoch, and share expenses for keeping the 
Isle of Rannoch, which John has in lifsrsnt of Alexander, 
ready to them both. 

HM-C. Sixth Report. Appendix, 704. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIEUMM 

36 (After 1542 date torn away) 
Robert bishop of Caithness 
John earl of Sutherland 

bond of friendship; terms mainly concerned with Sutherland's 
protection of the bishop and maintenance of the authority of 
the church courts and offices; bishop promises support in 
general teri, s, and payment of £100 per annum. 

Fraser, Stherland. iii, 97-100. 

37 1543,19 January. Edinburgh 
3aaa Douglas of Druwlanrig 
Sohn 3ahnston of that ilk 

indenture of friendship in standard tars.; allegiance to lord 
Maxwell excepted; for life. 

fraserg nandal_, i, 22-3. 

38 1543,27 . 3w wry. Edinburgh 
David sari of Crawford to Georgs sari of Huntly 
his kin, friends and servants 

bond of friendship in standard tarsal given because Huntly 
is bound to maintain and take part with Crawford for life. 

SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44 13.7.16; 
Scabs MieE, s, llany. iv, 205-6 (partly printed). 

39 1543,29 May. Iona 
Archibald sari of Argyll 
Farquhar bishop of the Islas 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terms; Argyll promises 
to defend Farquhar both in and out of courts and to pursue 
any who harm him, conform to justice. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 5/90. (This is the part of the 
contract given by Farquhar to Argyll, and is written 
entirely by Farquhar - in a very bad hand). 

40 1543.22 July. Linlithgow 
David cardinal of St. Andrsvs to Robert lard Boyd of 
saris of Huntly, Argyll, Lennox Kilmarnock 
Bothwell, Montrose 
John lard Erskine 

bond of friendship on general terse, mentioning defence of 
Boyd in his tooks and rowmas of Kilasrnock; given, having 
consulted one another, for good and sufficient reason, in 
time coming. 

SRO, Boyd Papers, GD 8/1261 Abbotsford 
, 

Mis_cs ianv. 
i, 12. 

41 1543,1 August. Stirling 
George earl of Huntly 
Archibald earl of Argyll 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in general terms; includes promise 
that if either be imprisoned or slain, and their lands 
ravaged, unless by the authority of the queen, the other will 
avenge hi*; if any of their man causes harm, it will be 
redressed by them with advice of their friends, or pursued at 
law; given because of the troublous tims@ the necessity to 
staunch disorder, and the old kindness between their 
predecessors and proximity of blood. 

SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44 13.5.22 
Scalding Miscellany, ivy 210.1 (partly printed). 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

42 1543,26 S. ptasb r. Edinburgh 
Walter Ogilvy of DuniuQus 
James Ogilvy of Cardell 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terms] James excepts 
allegiance to his father, Ogilvy of that ilk; for life. 

SRO, Abercroaby of ForGlen Muniments, GO 185 
box 2 bundle 10. 

43 1544,19 May. ? 'f ordoow 
Sohn Campbell of Glsnarahy 
Archibald Campbell of Glsnlyon, John Campbell of Lowers 
and Colin Campbell of Crannick, Glonorohy's brother 
hairs of both parties 

contract of friendship in general tones; if Argyll threatens 
Archibald, Jasse and Colin in their heritage, John will 
support thes; given for settling discord between thsa, for 
good rule in their lands, and the common weal of the realm, 
the sovereign and their chief Argyll. 

SRO, Br. adslbans Muniments, GO 112/124/1 (1539-1589) 

44 1546,7 as. Stirling 
Archibald earl of Argyll and John Campbell of Caardor; 
Archibald earl of Angus and George Douglas of Pittendroich 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard tames; named arbiters 
appointed to settle any disputes which may arise between 
thw$ given because of the troublous times, that they may 
be owe able to serve the queen and har authority, resist 
the English, and maintain the wellbeing of their houses. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 5/96. 

45 1545,6 March* Stirling 
Mary of Guise, queen dowager of Scotland to James earl of Arran, 

governor 
bond of friendship in standard terms; given because Arran 
is similarly bound to Mary; for all time to cams, 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

46 1545,14 3una. Glasgow 
]ohn Campbell of Lunde to Patrick lord Gray 

bond of friendship in general tarwel given because Gray 
has made an equal bond with Caapball. 

Gray of Kintauna &untwanta� Darnaway, vol. II no. 6. 
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CONTRACTS RNP 

47 1546,17 January. Chanonry of Ross 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
3ames Grant of frsuchy 
John Mackenzie of Kintail 
Alexander Ross of Balnaga n 
Robert Munro of Foulis 
their hairs, kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terms; includes promises 
that none of then will make any bond prejudicial to this 
one, that if any fail to keep this bond the failure will 
be amended by the others, and if any refuse to abide by 
the decision of the others, they will take plain part 
against his. Allegiance is excepted by Campbell to Cardinal 
Boston, Argyll, Huntly and the countess of Moray; by 
Grant and Mackenzie to Huntly and the countess of Moray; 
by Ross to Huntly, Caithness, the countess of Moray, 
Mackay and Macleod of Lewis; and in the case of Munro, 
a space is left, sufficient for two or three names. 
Given because of the blood, alliance, friendship and 
neighbourhood between them, and their desire for unity and 
concord and the common weal of the country (probably in the 
sense of their part of the country); in perpetuity. 

Cawdor Muniments, press 5, section VI, bundle I= 
Cawdor 0k, 167-9. 

48 1546,12 April. Irvine 
Archibald earl of Angus and George Douglas of Pittendreich; 
Hugh earl of Eglinton and Neil Montgomery of Langshaw 
their heirs, kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in general terms; if debate happens 
between their followers, they will remedy it, and will no 
longer maintain any who refuse to accept their decrest; 
given for keeping of kindness and unity; in perpetuity. 

fraser, C ii, 139-41. 

49 1546,3 3ti*. Perth 
George earl of Huntly 
Georgs earl of Erroll 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terms, both part of which 
survival and marriage agreements John Gordon, also called 
Ogilvy, fiat of the lands of Findlatsr, Huntly's third son, 
to marry Erroll'a daughter Margaret* for life. 

SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44 13.7.20; 
Erroll Charters, 'Bonds of Mm rant' 40; 
SQalding 1i`calI y. it, 274-5, and iv, 216-7 (partly 
printed). 

4. Although the contract does not say so, it seems that it was made to 
end dispute; the grantors agreed that it should be registered in 
the official books of Glasgow and in the books of council,, and have 
the strength of a docrest of the lords of council; and a note by the 
notary David Gibson says that Angus and Douglas agreed to submit 
themselves to the jurisdiction of the auditors of Glasgow, and 
Eblintan and Montgomery to the jurisdiction of the official of 
St. Andrews. 
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CONTRACTS Of FRIENOSHip 

50 1547,9 August. Stirling 
Archibald owl of Argyll 
William earl of Montrose 
their kin, friends and servants 

indenture of friendship in standard terms. 
Argyll MSS. vol. 5/106. 

51 1519,26 April. 6crabstsr 
Georg. earl of Caithness 
John earl of Sutherland 
their kin, friends and servants 

contrast of friendship in standard tormal allegiance axcaptad 
to the earl of Fluntly bothi to Rosa of Balnagown and Kennedy 
of Cisvanasins by Caithness= and to Mackenzie of Kintail and 
Mackintosh of Ounnschtsn by Sutherland; given for the 
public wad, for staunching of slaughter and oppression within 
their bounds, and because of the mediation of Robert bishop of 
CaithnnsI for life. 

Fraser, SUthffIa_nd. iii, 109-9. 

52 15490 28 April. airn. go 
George earl of Caithness 
Sohn earl of Sutherland 
Robert, shot of Caithness 
Donald Mookay of for 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard tonal for life, 
fraser, Sutherland. ilia 109-10. 

53 15519 3 Dwomber. Glasgow 
hohn Muir of Caldwell to Robert master of Boyd 
William Muir of Glandsrston 
Constyn Muir of Bethall 
Hector Muir in ®sith 
Archibald and Ja*es, Caldwell's brothers 

contract of friendship to standard terms. 
SRO, Boyd paperer GO A/152; Abbotsford Mi. celianv. 
it 15. 

54 1558,22 May. Ounkald 
Robert bishop of Dunkeld 
John earl of Atholl 
their kin, friends and servants 

contrast of friendship in standard terns.; Atholl to keep 
Ounksld'a lands and tenants free of molestation and defend 
the liberties and privilagss of the see of Dunkeld; 
Ounkeld to pay Atholl 100 marks per annum; allegiance 
exempted by both to their 'speceale kynisaen and sarvandis'; 
for life. 

Atholl Muniments, box 73. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

55 1563,26 August. Glasgow 
Hugh earl of Eglinton 
Robert lord Boyd 
their 'haiil power is' 

contract of friendship in standard terms; given because 
of the-love between their predecessors, which they want 
to continue; for Was 

SRO, Boyd Papers, GD 8/177; Abboteford M sosllany. 
i9 18-9; Fraser, Winton ii, 193-4. 

56 1564,23 Deassbar. 
Colin Campbell of Glanorahy 
Duncan Campbell of Duntroon 

contract of friendship, made in the presence of the earl of 
Arigyll; given because of kindness between the lairds of 
Glanorohy and Duntsoan; allegiance excepted to Argyll. 

Taveouth 9k 210 (abstract). 

57 1565,4 May. Stirling 
Matthew earl of Lennox to Gilbert earl of Cassillis 

bond of friendship in standard terns; given because of 
kindness betirasn their predecessors, and because Cassillis 
has given a similar bond to Lennox; for all time. 

$R09 Society of Antiquaries Collection, GO 103 
section 2 no. 4/24 (copy). 

58 1569,6 May. Balloch 
John earl of Atholl, for himself and 3amea Menzies of that ilk 
and William Stewart of Grandtully; 
Colin Campbell of Glonorahy for himself and John Campbell of 
Lamers and Duncan Campbell of Glonlyono 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friondahipj assistance to be given to one 
another especially against the Clan Gregor; given for the 
trsnguillity and quietness of the inhabitants of the realm, 
especially within their own bounds, for suppressing 
murderers and robbers, and being commanded by royal 
authority, conform to the General Band of James V, now 
approved by king and regent (Moray). 

Yarmouth 8k. 213-4 (fairly full text). 

59 1570,24 March. The Hauch of Wow 
Archibald earl of Argyll 
Jour earl of Atholl 

heads of contract of friendship, made through mediation of 
George earl of Huntly; contains promises that they will 
act together, particularly against Clan Gregor; and dispute 
over lordship and abbacy of Coupar Angus, Argyll accepting 
Leonard Leslie, nominated by Atholl, as oosatsndator; Atholl 
will not seek titles for his friends in the bishopric of 
Ounkeld prejudicial to Argyll; neither will allow malefactors 
from the lands of the other to find refuge in their territory; 
all debates between thee, their kin and friend., to be 
reconciled, and the parties to stand in mutual friendship; 
if either fail, Huntly will support the other. 

Atholl Charters, vol. 1 no. U. 
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CONTRACTS OF FR ENDSHIP 

60 1570,4 April. 'Dalml-mlowak' in Strathpsffor 
Donald Macallan Macawin in Memore, Lochaber 
John Macallan Macans in Lochaber 
four others 
Donald and John's friends, servants and partakers 

contract of friendship in general terms; to last until 
they have a lawful chief, tutor or curator who has 
governares of Lochaber and whose governorship they are 
content to obey. 

Fraser, Grant 141-2. 

61 1570,27 July. Elgin 
Colin Mackenzie of Kintail to John Grant of Frauohy 
his heirs his heirs 
his kin, friends and allies his kin and friends 

bond of friendship in general tarns; promises assistance 
especially against Clanronald; excepts allegiance to 
Athohl; given for proximity of blood and kindness, and 
for good deed by Grant. 

Fraser, fingjt-, Wt 142-3. 

62 1572,26 April. 8411aeaatall 
3shn Grant of Frsuahy 
Colin Mackenzie of Kintail 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and ssswants 

indenture of friendship in general tunas; Mackenzie to 
assist Grant against tauahlrn Mackintosh of Oumachtan, 
Grant to assist Mackenzie against Hugh Fraser of Lovat, 
if either attack thew or invade their lands$ in perpetuity. 

Fraser, Grant,, iii, 151-2. 

63 1576,27 r. bsusty. Maybolr 
Gilbert earl of Cassillis 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaiq 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard tarsal sleds because 
of old bands of kindness between their predecessors, past 
savory of senp in perpetuity. 

SRO, Was Muniaants, GO 25/1/641. 

64 1576,4 Nov eZ . Dumbarton 
Colin earl of Argyll 
William sari of Cisnasirn 
their kin, friends and servants 

contrast of friendship In standard terms; any dispute 
between their kin and dependents to be resolved by tee. 

Argyll MSS* vol. 4/136. 
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CONTRACTS Or FRIENDSHIP 

65 1578,13 June. Stirling 
Hugh earl of Eglinton 
William sari of Glenoairn 
Robert lard Boyd 
Matther Campbell of Loudoun, sheriff of Ayr 
John Wallace of Craigia 
their eons and hairs 
their kin and friends 

contract of friendship in standard terns; any dispute to 
be resolved by the., their judgement being as valid as if 
pronounced by lords of session, justice-general of Scotland 
os other judge; made because of troubles in the country 
among their friends and neighbours, because of their love 
of peace, and to enable them better to serve the king, and 
for old bonds of friendship between their predecessors. 

SRO, Boyd Papers, GO 8/2e5; 
Abbotsford Miscellany, i, 45-7; 
Fraser, Clinton. ii, 217-9. 

66 1578,27 NsraMber. Stirling 
Colin earl of Argyll 
Sohn earl of Nur 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terns; any dispute between 
them to be decided by their friends, and between their friends, 
by them; any who rejects their decision not to be maintained 
by thsof mods because of proximity of blood and long 
friendship between their houses, in the true service of their 
sovereign. 

Argyll ASS* vol. 4/162. 

67 no data; possibly November 157Q. 5 

asses earl of Norton to Colin earl of Argyll 
his kin, friends and 
dependents 

bond of friendship in standard terms; any dispute to be 
resolved by their friends; promise to support Colin in 
advancing God's true religion and in preservation of the 
king; for life. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 5/140. 

68 1681,17 Jun.. Asd. ssiss 
Sohn Campbell of Cawdor 
Lauchl n Mackintosh of Darmachten 
Lauchlon's hairs 
their kin, friends and servants 

contrast of friendship in general term# cads to remove all 
quarrels, and for friendship and amity# Lauchlsn renounces 
all claim to lands of Over and Nether Ardsrsior, and Sohn 
forgives wrongful intrusion into the lands and slaughters 
committed by the Mackintoshes. 

Candor Muniments, press It shelf 15, bundle X1II 
C ar 8k_ 182.3 (partly printed) 

5. See abovsg, p. 3421 it is likely that this bond was made in the 
aftermath of the political tc-uo by which Argyll and Atholl brought 
Morton's regency to an and March 1578, 
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CONTRACTS QF FRIENDSHIP 

69 no date6 
Patrick Waus of Barnbarroch 
Ninian Adair of Kwnhilt, younger 
their king friends and servants 

contract of friendship in general terms] allegiance to 
Cassillis excepted by Waus; for life. 

Wau. Corraaoandanoa. 244. 

70 1583,1 August, Perth 
Colin earl of Argyll 
George earl of Huntly 

bonds of friendship to one another in standard tare.; given 
for old kindness between their houses. 

Argyll MSSs (Huntly to Argyll) 
SRO, Gordon Castle Mluniesnta,, GO 44 13.8.36; 

iv, 230 (partly printed)i 
Argyll to Huntly . 

71 1584,24 February. Stobhall 
Patrick lord Drue. cnd to Duncan Campbell of Glsnoreh, 

bond of friendship; allegiance to Argyll excepted; given 
bsdauss of nearness of blood, and for holding their friends 
and inhabitants of their lands in quietness. 

ayýouth ök. 227 (abstract). 

72 1584, t4 March. Abbey of Coupar Angus 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Janes Mrnries of that ilk 
George Drummond of Blair 

bond of Mutual support, for the protection of John earl of 
Atholl during his minority, seeing that many forget their 
duty to his and provoke the people on his lands to rebellion; 
allegiance excepted to their chiefs and superiors. 

Tpv ouuthI;. 227 (abstract) 

73 1554,12 August. Castle of Monarchy 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
Duman Campbell of Duntroon 

contract of friendship and fostering, both being anxious 
that love and favour to continue between their houses; 
puntroon'a rife Agnes takes Glanorchy'a man ahd heir Colin 
in fostering, and disponaa to his a bairn's part of gear; 
Glanorchy, remembering his own fostering in the house of 
puntroon, promises constant friendship to Agnes and to 
the sons of her brother, Jahn Campbell of Inverisvsr. 

SRO, Brsadalbane Muniments GD 112/24/1 (1538.1589), 
and Buhe of bandis (Duncan), f. 24r; 
Tammutb M. 229.30 (fairly full text). 

6. In the W&* Cortl deW. this bond is among documents of 1582. 
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CONTRACTS OF FRIENDSHIP 

74 1585,8 3un.. Balloch 
Duncan Campbell of Clenorchy 
Colin Campbell of Craignish 
their heirs 

contract of friendship in standard terms; Duncan to defend 
Colin in possession of his lands of Craignish and others; 
allegiance to Argyll excepted by both; made because of 
nearness of blood. 

SRO, Rreadalbsne Muniments, GD 112/13 
&d. of bandle (Duncan), f. 29r-v: 
Tav. outh 9k. 231. 

73 1585,25 Suns. Dunkeld 
John sari of Atholl to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 

bond of friendship, concerned with Atholl's promise never 
to agree with 3amss Manaus of that ilk and his heirs until 
Duncan obtains from hie, in feu or long tack, his lands an the 
west side of the water of Lyon which Duncents predecessors 
had, and to support him against the Macgregors it they give 
aid to Mnsies. 

1sv, 9ýk. 231-2 (abstract). 

76 1585,19 Octob$r. 8allooh 
Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
Archibald Campbell of Lochnsll 
their heirs 

contract of friendship in standard terms; allegiance to 
Argyll excepted by both; wads because of nearness of blood. 

SRO, Brsadalbans Muniments,, GD 112/24 & *& of bandis 
(Duncan), t. 30rj tavwauth Bic. 234. 

77 15e6,24 January. Kincardine 
John earl of Montrose John lord Flaming 
Alexander Bruce of Airth William lord Livingstone 
William 9racs Alexander waster of Livingstone 

Contract of friendship in standard terms; any dispute between 
their followers to be resolved by them, and any who will not 
accept their decision to be 'schakin oft'; made because it is 
profitable for kinsman and allies to keep faithful friendship. 

Montrose Munimsntsi, Auchwsr, 1, MY 
SRO, Dalhousie Muniments, GD 45/17/30 (copy). 

7$ 1586,12 3uly Tulllbardins 
John Murray of Tullibardine 
Andrew Murray of Arngask 
Williaw Poncristt of that ilk 
Robert Murray of Abaraairny 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of mutual support, accepting Tullibardins and eight 
nthar Pbirravs as havino naht to Judos criminal or civil 
causes; or, it they fail, whole surnms to convsnsl an 
accused may object to one of the sight, and it this is 
reasonable, another will be elected. 

SRO, aslguiss Muniments, GD 38/1/73. (copy). 
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CONTRACTS OF iRIENDSH! P 

79 1586,21 November. Isla of Lochnell 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
Archibald Campbell of Lochnsll 

contract of friendship in general t. real made because 
those who now keep Argyll (then in minority) abuse their 
position, preventing his friends from having access to him 
for their lawful affairs and to give him counsels and great 
oppmsion has rasultadl therefore they will support one 
another in repairing the abuse. 

Cawdor Plniwsnts, press S. section VI, bundle III 
Cawdox 9k, 168.9 (fully printed). 

80 1586,21 November. Lochnsll 
Sohn Campbell of Cwdor 
Archibald Campbell of Loch all 

contract following on above] mutual support - to got Argyll 
into their keeping, or at least set hips at liberty in his own 
house, Cater being keeper of his body, and Lochnsll 
household servant. 

Candor Munimunta, press S. section VI, bundle III 
189.90 (fully printed). 

81 1586 " Edinbw 
Patrick master of Gray, fier of lordship of Fowlis 
3oaa Sariageour of Oudhopa, constable of Dundee 

indenture of friendship in general terms; never to assist any 
family, Lindsay, Ogilvy, Lyon or others against the house of 
Faults; made because of bonds of friendship between their 
predecessors, and because of the troubled times; for life. 

Gray of Kin? auns Pkiniaanta, vol* 11 no. 9. 

82 1587,23 March. Kilmaronobk 
Lauchlsn Mac1. n of Duart; 
amcsn C4. pl. 11 of Glrnorchy 
3a»s Casipball of Ardkinglss 

contract of friendship j made batwss of similar bonds between 
their predecessors, and because Argyll in his minority cannot 
enter into such a bond without the consent of his mother and 
friends; Campbell's promise to try to obtain a bond between 
Argyll and Maclean and their successors when Annas Keith, 
Argyll's mothers comes to the parts of Argyll. 

Taraouth 9h. 240 (abstract). 

83 1587,14 July. Dunk*id 
John earl of Atholl 
his hafts 
his kin and friends 

to Duncan cow ii or Gl. norohy 
hie hairs 

bond of friendship in general ttrsei given because of 
frishdship between their predecessors. 

SRO, Broadalbans Muniments, GD 112/24/1 (1538-1710). 
14 

84 1587,22 October, Perth 
John earl of Montrose, 
Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 
3a. nss Campbell of Ardkinglas 

contract of friendship for defence of themselves and Argyll 
during his minority 

Tavtýa, u_, _t 
h Dk, 242 (abstract) 
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es ISS?, 30 OwnwAow, Kirkwall 
Robert earl of 0r4cn"y to George earl of HuaItiy bond of friendship in general terms; given because 

of the lees and favour he bears to the house of Huntly. 
SRO, Gordon Castle Muniments, GO 44 13.7.30p 
Soaidino Miscellany. iv, 239-40. 

e6 1 5889 10 1y. Kirk of Muthin 
Patrick lord Drummond 
3ammss cow ndator of Inchaffray, his brother 
their kin and alliance 

contract of friendship, concerned with establishing that 
all debates between their kin and alliance should be 
judged by Patrick, James and other Drummond@,, with Stirling 
of Ksirg Ogilvy of that ilk and Chisholm@ of Dundurnf made 
for the profit of the house of ürunsmond. 

SRO, Drummond Castle Iqunimsnta, GD 160 box 3 bundle IV. 

87 15880 11 *u ust. Perth 
Duncan Caopball of Glenorchy 
Alaxandsr Mw+siss of that ilk 

eontust of triandshipf allegiance to Argyll sxoaptid by 
CamgbsL1, to Huntly by lenstas. 

im, th Reoortt. Appendix, 705 (santlon. d) 

88 1589,15 ]. nary. cu1ied. n 
Lauchlm Rim*lntosh of Dunnsahtsn 
William Rsslsod of Dwtwgan 
their heiss 

contract of friendship in standard ter..; In perpetuity. 
SRQ9 Maekintosh Mmissnts, GD 176/151. 

99 1589,18 Maust. dallosh 
3ags soswsndatar of Inchaffray 
pwoan Campbell at Glenorohy 

contract of friendship and assistance against all malefactors 
reverting to the bounds of theta offices of $trathaarn and 
Br adalbane. 

Tavaou 9k, 244 (abstract) 

90 11A9,17 September. Aberdeen 
Georgs Berl of Huntly 
Francis sari of Erroll 

contract of friendship in standard terms# any action, criminal 
or civil, to be cocoon to them both; not to enter into feud 
or friendship with any other without consent of both; any 
dispute between their dependents to be suspended from the 
low and settled by their friends; given because of the 
troubled tined for life. 

Erroll Charters, Bonds of Nsnrsnt 23; 
Soaldi o Jiscellany, 11,278-9. 

91 1590,16 March. Balloch 
Angus Macdonald of Dunivaig to Duncan Campbell of Glsnorchy 
his heirs his halt* 

bond of friendship in standard texas; promises never to agree 
with Maclean of Duart until he grants to Duncan the lands of 
Gargawch in Lochaber as he prowised; allegiance to Argyll 
excepted. 

SRO, Brsadalbans Muniments, GO 112/24/1 (1538-1589) 
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92 1590,5 November. Ballacastsll 
John earl of Atholl Thomas Stewart of Grandtully 
3awss earl of Moray Patrick Grant of Rothismureus 
Simon lard Fraser of Lovat Sutherland of Duffus 
John Grant of Frouchy Archibald Grant of 8allintan 
Sohn Campbell of Cawdor 

contrast of friendship and mutual support in all actions. 
to concur in resisting any threat or invasion by any person 
or parsons of themselves, their lands or goods. 

lid Miscellany. ii, 93-4. 

93 1590,12 November. iorrsa 
Sohn Grant of Fr" hyt 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Oitnachtsn 
his s. and h. Angus 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship; contains lengthy agreement about 
infafting one another with labda, and suggests a certain 
mesas about the friendships for example, it is agreed that 

neither may enter the lands granted by the other, or take 
any seih, fcress, service or 'sanrytt' from the tenants; 
the premiss of friendship is in general terms, but includes 
the specific undertaking to support one another against 'ony 
srls' or 'any arlis' who attack the.; this can only be a not 
too guard reference to Huntly, than at feud with Moray who 
had the support of Grant and Mackintosh.? 

Fraser, Gran iii, 171.6. 

94 1591,27 May. Ardsneapls 
Alexander Macgregor of Glsnstray 
Aulay Macaulay of Ardancapls 
their kin and friends 

contract of friendship in standard tarsal made because they 
understand that they came of the same house of Macalpins, and 
Alexander is the oldest brother; but Aulay reserves his 
right, as chief of the Macaulays, to uplift his caip; promises 
to give Alexander calp in token that he comes of his house. 

Fraser, Co louhou_. ii, 112.3. 

95 1592,13 3awry. Rothsaay 
Angus Iscdonald of Ounivaig 
John Campbell of Cawdor 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in standard terms; 01legianc9 excepted 
to Argyll by both; made because of friendship of blood between 
their houses, and wanting their posterity to continue the some. 

Cwder Runinnts, press 5, section VI9 bundle III 
CM" . Rk. 191-2. 

96 t596,12 February. finlar1g 
Duman ca. pball of Glsnorchy 
Alan Caron of Lochial 

contract of trisndship, for wool and quietness of their 
countries, and especially against the Mlacgr. gors. 

Thy. outh 0k. 252.3 (abstract). 

7. Sei abor., pp. 312.23. 
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97 1596,20 July. Stirling 
Duman Campbell of Glenorchy with consent of s,, and he Colin 
Alexander Msnsisa of that ilk, his son-in-law 

sontract of ? riandshipj allegiance excepted to Argyll by 
Ou can. 

NIS. Sixth Rsoort. Appendix, 705 (mentioned) 

9e 1597,14 )uly and 16 August. (inkeld and Ballsch 
John earl of AtheIll 
Duncan C.. b. 1l of Glsnorchy, 
his son Colin fear of Glsnorohy 

Contrast of frisndahipj allegiance to Argyll excepted by 
Cspbslls1 made because of alliance of blood and bonds 
bstwrn their predecessors. 

Tarmeuth ®k, 250 (abstract) 

99 1597,19 November* Inverness 
Kenneth Maoksnzis of Kintail 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Or nnachtan 
their heirs 
their kin, friends and servants 

contract of friendship in general terms. 
SRO, Mackintosh Muniments, GD 176/182. 

100 1599,3 March. The Canongats 
Sehn Murray of Tullibardina 
eight other Hurrays 
their hairs 
the surname of Murray 

aontraat of friendship in general tarsal in any action, 
civil os criminal, each party to those four of the surname, 
with Tull#bardins as ovsraaan; majority vote sufficient to 
make decision; made bsosuss, being for dispersed in sundry 
parts of the realm, they are less able to serve the king as 
they would wish, and hop., by making their contract, to be 
mors able to do so. 

SRO, Oalquiss M miwanta, Go 39/1/85. (copy) 

101 1599,10 3un.. Finlasig 
Colin Campbell of Lundla to Duncan Campbell of Glanorchy 

bond of friendship in 5snsral tsrasi for life. 
SR0,5readolbans funialnts, Go 112/24/1 (1535.1710). 

102 1601,7 January. Ounksld 
Ouncan Campbell of Glanar 'ty 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of tkrxaehtun 

Contract of friendship{ mutual support tspaaially against the 
Macgrporsl allegiance excepted to Argyll by Campbell, to 
Huntly by Mackintosh; aside because of former friendship 
between their houses. 

r ra th ilk, 2S6-7 (abstract) 

103 1604,0 December. Dunkald 
Lauchlan Mackintosh of Dunnachten 
Alexander Manzias of that ilk 

bond of friendship. 
HJ'IC Sixths RRecort, Appendix, 705 (mentioned) 
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104 1609,4 April. Tsreit 
William Mackintosh of Bsnchar, chief of Clanchattan during 
the minority of Lauehlan Mackintosh of Dunnachten 
and principal members of Clanchattan 

contract of friendship in standard terwsJ to concur in 
service to the chief for the time, and than to serve Lauchlan; 
allegiance to Huntly and Moray excepted; mode to heal the 
controversies and disputes from which the clan has suffered= 
to keep friendship and amity in perpetuity. 

Mackintosh, Mackintoshos annd Clan Chattan. 196-e. 

10S 1610,28 February. Casbusnanostane 
Angus Campbell of Invsrlever 
Ronald Campbell of Barriahbyan 
their sueooseors bearing their arms and surname 

contract of friendship in standard terms; includes promise by 
Ronald to deliver 'ans precious stans' to Angus when requested, 
and Angus will rsdelivsr it to Ronald for perpetual keeping 
shin he and his heiss' time be done; allegiance to Argyll 
and laird of Girnorchy excepted; made because of old 
friendship between their houses. 

Argyll Transcripts, Craignish (fully transcribed). 

106 1611,24 0 1. Edlnburgh 
John Napier of Msrahistan; 
3400 Campbell of Lowers, 
Colin Campbell of Abill 
Sohn Campbell their brother 
Napisr's hairs 

contract of friendship in general taros; Campbells promise 
to support Napier especially against the Macgrsgorsp wads 
because of old friendship between their houses. 

Mack Napier, Mm ire of Nadir of Nsrehiston. 326. 

107 1619,12 3mume Inv rasay 
Sohn Campbell of Candor 
Colin Campbell of Ardkinglas 
twnty-throe other Campbells 

oontroot of friendship, by which Cwdor exonerates Ardcinglas 
of any responsibility for the murder of his father by 
Ardkinglas' father (February 1592), he being a minor at the 
tJas wads became the barons and gentlemen of the surnsw 
of Campbell were convened for taking order, in the absence of 
Argyhl, for keeping the king's pews in the country, and 
maintaining the estate of the house of Argyllp and the 
hostility between Cawdor and Ardcinglas was not only 
detrimental to both their housssp but to the whole kin. 

243-4. 
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166,20 3anusry, Edinburgh 
Robert lord Boyd to Gilbert lord Kennedy 

bond of friendship in standard terse, promising never to 
support any who seek to remove the king Osseo III) from 
Kennedy's kssping; excepts his previous bonds to lords 
Darnley, Hamilton, Montgomery and his grandson and hair 
Alexander, lord Lyle, and to his brother Alexander Boyd 
of Drrwcoll. 

SRO, Ails. Muniments, GO 25/1/96 (copy). 

2 1466,10 February. Stirling 
Robert Lord Flaming; 
Gilbert lord Kennedy, 
Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll 
their kin, friends and men 

indenture promising support; main point is Flaming's promise 
nevts to consent to the removal of the king from Kennedy and 
Boyd, but warn them of any here to them, and advise the king 
to favour thaw; Flaming to be of special service and counsel 
to the king as Kennedy and Boyd are; allegiance excepted to 
lords Livingstone and Hamilton by Fleming, and to Patrick 
Graham, bishop of St. Andrews, Crawford, lards Montgomery, 
Maxwell, Boyd, Livingstone, Hamilton and Cathcart by Kennedy 
and Boyd; for life. 

NLS, Wiptown Charters, Acc. 3112. 

3 1468,25 April. Stirling 
bishops of Glasgow and Aberdeen 
earls of Atgyll and Arran 
Robert lard Boyd 
Lindsay, kesper of the privy seal; Archibald Whitslar 

contract, in presence of Jaws Iii, promising mutual support 
and assistance to Boyd in governing the king's person and 
possssstons; promise to persuade king to favour Boyd; to 
last until king is twenty-one. 

SRO, Boyd Rapers, GO 8/5; Abbotsford sa llavr, i, 5.7. 

4 1525,7 February. Edinburgh 
Gavin abp. Glasgow, earls of Arran, Murray, Eglinton, Cassillis, 
waster of Saltoun, sheriff of Ayr, Waayss of that Ilk and others 

contract pro iaifl mutual assistance in furthering and 
maintaining king and his mother (Janes V and Margaret Tudor) 
if any of his lieges attempts to usurp his authority, given 
to him in the last parliament, they will resist itj wads 
because of the troubled times; and the division among the 
stets and lords; in all times coain . 

SRO, Dalhousie Mniments, GD 45/1/2. 

1. for discussion of political bonds, see above, pp. 333.50. 
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5 1525,15 Juno. Edinburgh 
Archibald earl of Angus 
Colin earl of Argyll 
Jot earl of Lennox 
their kin, friends and man 

contract promising friendship 
in furthering and maintaining 
promise to help each other to 
for life. 

POLITICAL BONDS 

in standard torms, especially 
the king's authorityf also 
offices, lands and possessions; 

Fres. r, ROW14a iii, 222-3; the opposition to no. 4. 

6 no date (later sndorassentt 1543) Edinburgh 
earls of Angus, Argyll, Crawford, Marischal, Cassillis, 
Glsncairn, motor of Crawford 
lords 0ohiltroos, Ogilvy, Maxwell, Hay of Yestsr, Gleatsp 
Somerville, S. apill, Nlsthvanp Patrick Hepburn 

bond promising to fulfil council decision that pledgee should 
os entered in England as surety for the accomplishing of the 
marriage between Mary queen of Soots and Edward, son of 
Henry VIII. 

SRO, State Papers 13/39. 

7 1543,24 July. LLniithgar 
Cardinal Boston; bishops of Moray, Whithorn, Ounblans, Orkneyp 
earls of Huntly, Argyll, Lennox, Bothwell, Sutherland, Msnteithp 
lards flawing, Druid, Hums, Ruthvon, Erskine, Crichton, Saltoun; 
master of Lovat, forbesi Campbell of Cawdor, Scott of 8uccleuch, 
Stirling of Kelso Grant of Frouchy, Kerr of Cesford 
and twnty-tiro others 

bond promising mutual support; made because of the lack of 
policy and justice in the country since the death of ]sores V, 
the desire for private profit of those who govern, and the 
danger that the country will be subdued by their old einwies 
of England; and because the signatories are true and faithful 
subjects, having seal for justice and the liberty and honour 
of the realm. 

5p, Additional MS. 32,651, ff. 213r"214t. 

8 1545 (no day, month or place) 
Hugh waster of Eplinton 
(space left for two or three nasses) 

bond wade to prevent Mary marrying the English or any other 
foreign prince, and to ensure she worries a prince born of the 
roslwl promises support for Arran's eldest son as most 
suitable candidate. . Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

9 1545,1 Jurte. Haddington 
Patrick awl of Bothwell 
George lard Hume 
their kin, friends and earvant3 

bond of friendship, promising support against the English. 
HMG. Twelfth Resort- Appendix, part VIII9 93 (mentioned). 
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10 1548,14 April. Newastle-upon"Tyns 
George earl of Huntly to Mary of Guise 
his kin, friends and allies 

bond to serve the king of France, within Scotland and without, 
and support the contract of marriage between queen Mary and the 
Dauphin; given because Mary of Guise is obliged to procure 
from the Frenah kin Huntly's ransom, the order of France and 
an annual pension of 12000, with pensions for his followers. 

SRO, State Papers 13/S$. 

11 1560,31 May. Edinburgh 
J.. es earl of Marton to 3aees dukk of Chatelherault 
his heirs Jamsn earl of Arran his son 

their heirs 
bond promising to aid the duke and his son in the 'cowson" caul' 
to met forward the glory of God and free the realm from bondage 
to foroignerss and to support them in all other causes; given 
for renunciation of claim to earldoa of Morton; in perpetuity. 

Hamilton Muniments, box 102. 

12 1560,31 May. Edinburgh 
Jams duce of Chatalharouit to James earl of Morton 
3sates earl of Arran his son Archibald earl of Angus 
their heirs their hairs 

bond corresponding to no. 12, promising general 
maintenance and support, especially against Margaret 
Douglas, wife of Matthwi, sooatis earl of Lennox. 

Fraser, JNMSIM iii, 230.1. 

13 1566,1 March. Edinburgh 
Henry lard Darnley 
his heirs 

bond narrating his intention to = 
abuse the kindness of the queen, 
Italian callid David, who may be 
with his; became he cannot act 
to assist him, and prowiaes this 
"sintenancs for their part in an 
to be den to the presence of the 
pallaice of Holy-roudhousa'. 

to saris, lords, barons, 
gsntiswsn, ate. unnamed 
their heirs 

rid the country of those who 
especially tons straunpsr 
killed in Darnlsy's feud 

sisns, he has drawn others 
his protection and 
enterprise which 'way chaunas 
Qusnss Maiasts or Within her 

1, xxxiii"iv. 

14 1566,2 March. Msraastla-upon-T1ms* 
earls of Argyll, Moray, Glanaairn, Rothes 
lords Boyd. Ochiltz 
their accomolUCaa 

bond promising support to Darnley, to press tot the crown 
 atri. onial in the first parliament after their return to 
Scotland, to maintain the established religion, and to 
persuade the queen of England to show favour to Darnley. 

Fraser# jVII", iii, 110-2. 
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15 1567,19 or 20 April., Edinburgh 
abp. St. Andrews, bishops of Aberdeen, Whithorn, Dunblans, 
Srschin, Ross and Orkney 
earls of Huntly, Morton, Cassillis, Sutherland, Erroll, Crawford, 
Caithness, Rothes 
lords Boyd,, Glaris, Morriss, Ogilvy, Fleming, Oliphant, Hume and others 

bond stating grantors' acceptance of Bothwsll's innocence of 
Darnley's murder, as established at his trial, and promising 
to persuade queen to humble herself to starry him; the 
'Ainslie's Tavern band'. 

SRO, Leven and Melville 1unimsnta, GO 26/xv/1 (sixteenth 

century copy); Caldsrwood, Nletyry, 11,352.4j 
Keith, History, ii, 563-5. 

16 156?, 1 May. StlrUlnß 
earls of Argyll, Atholl, Mar, Morton; 
John Grahr; Murray of Tullibardin" 

contract promising mutual support in releasing queen from 
captivity at Dunbar, after abduction by Bothwell, and to 
defend and maintain her son and his keepers and sat forward 
the oo o, waal of the realm. 

Argyll MSS. vol. 4/66. 

17 1567 (no day, month or place) 
saris, barons and others (unnamed) to sir Javas Balfour, clerk 

register and kaaper of 
Edinburgh castle 

bond with preamble describing Bothwell's abduction of 
Mary and marriage to her; in opposing Bothwell's dominance, 
the grantor been assured of the support of Balfour, and now 
promise to maintain him, especially as keeper of the castle 
of Edinburgh, as well as in hie own causes. 

Norton soistrua. i, 15-9. 

18 156? - Edinburgh 
no names given 

bond stating acceptance of Mary's abdication, as having 
happened at her wish, and promising to concur in 
establishing the king. 

env Sloane MS. 3199, f. 97r. v. 

19 1567,25 OscaNIM. Hamilton 
abp, St. Andrew; bishops of Ross, Galloway; 
saris of Huntly, Argyll; naming, Hsrriss, Stirling, 
Kilwinninq, Hamilton of Sanquhar 

contract promising mutual support in freeing the queen, 
punishing ©arnley's murderers and ensuring safety of the 
prince. 

M, Sloane ISS, 3199, f. 173r. 

20 Met " may. Hamilton 
abp, St. Androrrsl bishops Galloway, Ross, Ounksld, Aberdeen, 
Brachia, the Ialss, Argyll, Moray 
saris of Argyll, Huntly, Eglinton, Crawford, Cassillis, Rothes, 
Montrose, Sutherland, Erroll 
twelve abbots and cosndators 
sixty-seven lords and lairds 

contract which begins by praising God for setting the queen 
at liberty, and promises mutual support in restoring her 

authority. 
@M, Sloane BIS. 3199 ft. 35r-36r. 
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21 I568,8 Msy. Edinburgh 
Willi.. Kirkcsldy of Grange, captain of Edinburgh castle 
Sian Preston of Craigaillar, provost of Edinburghf for the burgh 
Kirkcaldy's kin 

contract proaising support in defending the king and regent, 
and resisting their opponents. 

Crlderwood, Histo y. tip 412.3. 

22 15611 (no dsye month or place) 
Georgs earl of Huntly 
various Gordon* and other farailiea dependent on him 

contract binding grantors to remain loyal to the quash, and 
to take plain part with Huntly as har lieutenant in the north 
in resisting those who oppose her. 

aUlld1 ya t)i cs 1agy, iv, 1564% 

23 1569, A 3anuary. Ab. *d*an 
burgh of Aberdeen to Georgs earl of Hently 

bond asserting royalty to the queen and promising sort to Huntly as har lieutenant in the north in resisting those 
who oppose her. Signed by provost, Thomas t7sn: iss, and 
ninsteM others. 

5R0, Erroll Charters, CO 175/752. 

24 156Qs varlaus plaou and datas 
earls of $s tly, Crawford, Cs0s111Ls 
Ssnquhsr, Ssitoun, Qgilwy, Oliphant, Mackintosh of Dunnachtsn, 
Grant of rrsuchy, Mackenzie of Kintail 
and others 

bond promising to serve the regent, Plalsy, and accept the 
king's sutthorityi discharge any previous bonds made to any 
other authority. Bond sent round for signaturass St. 
Ands in May, Aberdeen in 3una also signed in April, 
but no place given. 

SRO, PC IN Additional Privy Council Papers,, 1559. 

25 (after January 1570) 
saris of Glwwairns Marl RUthvsn# So plUp Cathcart, 
Lindsay, C hiltr. s 

bond promising to advance the authority of the kin and 
avenge the murder of regent Moray (21 3anuary 1570). 

Wm Raoist1t , it 49.50. 

26 1570,31 ]uly. Dmm? riss 
burgh of Ouorrifs to Matthew sari of Lwnox, 

regent 
band promising to sorvo and obey king and r. Qanti and avenge 
the murder of regent Moray. 

SRO, State Papers 13/105. 

27 t572,12 August. Stirling 
earls of Morton and Mar; 
earls of Argyll, Cassillis, ¬glinton, and lord Boyd 

Argyll and othsrs, undsrstanding that the king is now arownod 
and the queen his mother is in ingland, make their peace with 
the government, and promise loyal service; they are given 
remission for not obeying king in the past. 

SRO, Boyd papers, GO 8/210; A ot. fQ d Misse ] y, i, 27"@; 
Fraser, Eglintgn, ii, 207.8. 
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28 1572 (no day, month or place) 
earls of Eglinton, Cassillis; master of Mar, Hay of Ysster, 
Lindsay 

contract made after the death of regent Mar, promising mutual 
assistance in keeping Stirling castle For the king, and 
keeping others outs no earl to coma in with more than two 
servants, no lord with mors than one, no gentleman unless 
alone, and all without weapons. 

ORS Additional MS. 37p772p f. 55v. 

29 1574,31 August. Aberdeen 
burgh of Abardean to James earl of Mortan, 

regent 
bond acknowledging the regent's success in bringing peace after 
the civil war, and promising loyal service and resistance to 
traitors and rebels against king and regent. 

Aberdeen Council Realstar, ii, 13.5. 

30 (7582)2 
earls of Bothwell, Mar, Glsncairn, Gowris, March 
lords Hums, Lindsay, Boyd 
and thirty-seven others 

contract promising mutual support in maintaining the true 
religions because of present threat to ministers and 
protsssorc of taligion, and to the king's estate and crown, 
they are of necessity moved to come and remain with the king, 
until remedy and reformation be provided. 

Caldsrwood, History, iii, 644.6. 

31 1583 (no day, month or place) 
grantors mnasndl 

contract binding grantors to free king from 'vertane 
seditious privat men' - the Ruthvsn Raiders - who cause 
ruin of religion, disorder in the country and great harne 
to the 'ancient nobilitie' ever zealous in God's cause 
and obedience to crown. 

Calderwood, History# ivy 26-7. 

32 1592, - March. Aberdeen 
James V2 
disks of Lennox 
earls of Atholi, Mar, Marischal; lords Innermeath, Lindsay 
and 154 others, including many families dependent an Huntly 

contract by which grantors promise to maintain the true 
religion and resist the authors of treasonable conspiracies, 
especially Huntly, Erroll, Angus and their accomplices, and 
Jesuits, seminary priests and papists; take arms against 
them when given commission by king; never favour or take 

part with the earls, Jesuits or others, nor with those who 
will be denounced for the murder of Moray and burning of 
Donybristie; take part with each other in actions; dispute 
between them to be settled by two or three of the principal 
parties to the contract. 

Calderrood, History, v, 233-5 (text) 
Appendix, 773-5 (signatures) 

2. Date according to Calderwood. 
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33 1599 
duke of Lennox; earls of Montrose, Atholl, Huntly, Erroll 
Casaillis, Orkney, Sutherland, Mar, larischal, Glancairn 
and others, lords and lairds 

contract beginning with statement that God appoints 
kings and princes to rule, and praising God for the 
blessings and felicity of peace and prosperity because 
of the prudent government of James Vi; bind themselves 
to support him in his rightful claim to the English 
throne. 

SRO, Oalguisa Muniments, GO 38/1/65b (copy); this 
gives twenty-seven signatures; another copy gives 
forty-ones 
9M, Sloan. MS. 3199, ff. 10r-11r. 
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APPENDIX 0 

EXAWLES F MOM OF MANRENT. MAINTENANCE AND FRIENDSHIP 

A considerable number of bonds of manrant, maintenance and frisndqip 
are in print, and I have therefore cited only one example of each. I have not included a political bond; again, many are in print, and it is Impossible to provide a taxt which is in any way typical, when 
each bond was mob to most particular circumstances. 

1 Bond of . anrsnt by George Turnbull of Bsdruie to George earl of 
Ani, 16 April 1456, 

Be it known til al, min be thir present lsttrss me Georg 
Turnbull of Bethoroull to be cusmyn man of special roten till a has 
4a . ychty lord George srl" of Angus lord Douglas A wardens of the 
wy"yi & oat wasch of Scotland fornsnt Ingland bundyn me be thir my 
present ltttrss lily and trouly to be with him sorfa him & afald part 
tak with his at al my godly power bath in war A in pos in al his richtwys 
accionis causis A qusrslis for al the dais of my lyfe aganis A before el 
thaim that let may A do may wyn alegiancs til our sovorans lord the kyng 
alansrly outan A als oft as he askis sie any cancel I sal gif him the best 
I can A gif he schewis as his cons*1 I sale kip it A hod it as affaris at 
al tyois & naryr her his skath nor as it bot let it or warn him at my 
power i thir thyngis torsaidis to do A fulfil I bynd me be thir my lsttrss 
& sal & the faith of my body without fraud or gyl for al the tys forsaid 
of my lyf in the witness of the quhilk thyng because I had na eel of my 
awin I haf procurit the aal of a worthy man Georg of Prongal to be put to 
this lsttrs bsfor thir witnss Andro Crichton Davy of Prongal master Matho 
Goddis rector of lawsdsn at Galoschslis the xvi day of April the yet of 
God a thousand four hundrsth fyfty & sax yorßa. 

Paprsr. Trace of seal affixed. 

Endorssds 'Qvorgs Turnbuls of Saddroullis bond of oanrst to the 
evil of Angus 14561 

'Georgs Turnbuls' in different hand from rest of 
sndors. asnt; both appear to be pro-1600" 

This document was chosen because it is the earliest known bond of manrent 
which contains specific terms describing the sun's service to his lord. 
It is still fairly short, as compared to many of the later bonds, but it 
contains the main terns of a bond of manrsnt, expressed succinctly. 

SRO, Aiscslloneous Acca. ione, GO 1/479/2. 

1. Another text of a bond of menrent is given above, pp. 65-6. 
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2 Bond of maintenance by William lord Harries to Robert Maobrair 
of Alaigill, 16 tuna 1569. 

Be it kind till all win be this prsaantis lsttres we 
Williams lard Msrrsis ftorsaaekls as Robert Makbrair of Alaigill 
has be his lattrss and band under his subscriptioun manuell bond 
him in sunrsth to as for all the dayis of his lyIftyms and sell 
during the said space tak ans true sfald and plain part in all 
and sindris spy sationis qusrssllis and dsbaittis honest and lsfull 
aganis gWhatssmsvlr person or psrsonnis (his allagsancs to out 
sovsra a lord the kingis maisstis ailansrlis being sxceptit) as 
at weir lsnth is contanit in his band and abusing maid and gsvin 
to se thaitupow Their? sir I be the tannour hsiroff has taikin 
and takle the said Robert Makbrair under my spsciall protsatioun 
supplia mentsnsnos b dsfsns And sell tak his sfald true and plains 
part In all and sindris his honest & isfull actionis causass qusrrsllis 
and dsbaittis and call help supplis and defend the said Robert in 

all his ryohtuors trew A just actionis and defend kelp and monotone 
hi* in his landis harstagsis takkis stsdingis rorais posssssionis 
quldis gilt In contsair any parsany os psrsanis psssswand him 
thsirfoir And sail never wit nor heir his skaith bot sell stop 
the saw" at my pow! And sell yyf him the best Counssll I have 
assistance and fsrtificatioun in all his honest and lsfull caussis 
and actionis And hsirto I sblais sus taythfullis be this prssentis 
subaasyvit with as hnd At Ormtrsis the saxtans day of 3unii 
tos pair of Cod i W10 foursaoir nyns yeris Betair this vitnsssis 

Theses Raxwil vicar of Oruafrsis and James Rig. 

H., " 

Mt Thamia Maxwell witnia 

Umm Rig witnq 
Paper. 

Later ondsrsomenti 'lord herrsis bond 15891. 

SRO, Nwb. ttl" Collection, CO 40 portfolio XI/63. 

3 Indenture of friendship between William lord Graham and 
Sohn lord Oliphant, 8 April 1800, 

Thir I9dsnturis maid at Inchaffray the viii day of Aprill 

the yet of cod IA fyff hundrstht ysris It is appoyntit A 

fully aoncordit betuix noble and mychty lordis that as to say 
William lord Graham on the to part and 3hon lord Olyphant on the 
tother part In form A manor as after folowis that is to say 
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that ilksns of the saidis partiis at bandirr & oblist till utheris 
be the fatht " trsuth of that bodeis to stand k byd at one concord 
frandehip (sic) & hartlie kyndnes but any dissimulatioun for all 
the days of that lyffla And at batht that acciones salbe othsris 
And likens of them to tak one staid part witht utheria Altanis all 
utheris exceptand that allegiance till our sovsrane lord the kyng 
alararly And gyff any off that frsndis man servandia or allysy 
has acclonoe agene uthsris that sail cum to that lordis and *chow 
that accion A au* befor them that It may be considerit & sane & 
thareftsr the lord! e to decide & deliver and gyff It can nocht be 
dsoidit be thir said lordis It salbe lsful to the parti plsnyeand 
on utherie to pas to the law And never one of thir lordis fornsmit 
to tak apart tharintill nor stand one aganis an uther bot ever 
ilkane of them to eile uthsris in all that aooionoa cause & 
quersllis lachful lefull and honest quhataumsver And gyf any of 
them, undarstandts or gettia knarlage of apperand persll or hurt 
till utheria or to any of that man kane frandis barnis or allyai 
quhilkis d"psndls upon any of thir lordle and apone nano utheris 
liken of the said Tordis mal rweill till utheris athir be them 
self or be that servandia and sal warns them tharoff in all passable 
hast & stop it & latt the samen at all that gudly power!. & liken 

of them to ksp utheris counsala secret as bredsris All saner 
fraud Bile dissait & fals frwell exoeptioun away put To the 
ksping observing and fulfilling of all thir oondicionis and 
appointsiontia abass writin either of the saidis partiis the holy 

eyangelis tuiohit has gsvin that bodily aithis to utheris And for 
the malt sikk. rnes interchangeably. has affixt to that sallia & 

subecrivlt the samyn witht that awn handle yet day & place 
abonwritin befog thir witness master James fentoun thesaursr of 
Dunkeldate Mathou Graham of Garwok Ani Oliphant Andro Stewart 
Patrik Graham and Sehir Andre Graham vicar of Cr.!?? witht 
otheris divers. 

3hon lord Olyphant 

Paper. Trace of 0901 afNand. 

Endorsements $The lord Oliphant(is bind)' 
The first part was written in the sixteenth century; 
the sscand part (in brackets) was added, possibly 

after 1600. 

P9aitroai I liMntR, Au hmar, 19 37.2 

2. The other past of this indenture is printed in Anderson, 
OligbgMU. 47-ß. In spits of this, I have used it have because 
it is a psstiaularlY good pls of a contract of friendship, 

9i%tkV the main terms end 
of the 
promise to deal Widt 

arising bstw/+ the o grantors; and when many 

of these contracts abs in print, it would have been artificial 
to reject it for inclusion hors. 
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